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Preface

Approximately 100 individuals attended the 1984 biennial conference of the International Institute of
Fisher ies Economics and Trade. The program was varied and included discussions in the following general
areas:

~ Economic recovery and seafood markets for selected regions
~ The new ocean regime: implications for international seafood trade
~ Changing structure of fisheries and seafood markets
~ Fisheries and seafood market development
~ Seafood trade and fisheries management
~ Market models
~ Fisheries data
~ Multinational arrangements
~ r isheries management: theory and practice

In addition, several excellent overview papers were given on the fisheries of New Zealand and of the
South Pacific . There was also discussion of the FAO World Fisheries Conferences.

The proceedings of this conference are issued in two volumes. Yolume I contains the bulk of the papers,
which treat the issues listed above . Papers in Yolume 2 report primarily on seafood trade and seafood
market issues. This volume is issued as a cooperative report of the International Institute of Fisheries
Economics and Trade and Oregon State University's Sea Grant College Program. Support for the conference
was provided by the following: New Zealand Ministry of Agriculture, New Zealand Fishing Industry Board,
Oregon State University's Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Oregon State University's
Sea Grant College Program, the University of Canterbury Centre for Resource Management, Air New Zealand,
and Ferons Seafood Limited . Their valuable contributions towards the success of the confer ence are
gratefully acknowledged.

Thanks are also extended to the following individuals: Fred Smith  Oregon State University!, who served
as the conference chair; Susan Capalbo  Resources for the Future, USA !, Parzival Copes  Simon Fraser
University,  Canada !, Brian T. Cunningham  New Zealand Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries!, Mark
Hinchliff  New Zealand Fishing Industry Board!, Robin Johnson  New Zealand Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries� !, Basil Sharp  University of Canterbury, New Zealand !, Joe Terry  National Marine Fisheries
Service, USA !, Trevor Young  University of Manchester, England!, all of whom chaired conference sessions.
Malcolm Cameron, Director General, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, New Zealand, opened the
conference and attendees were welcomed by Councillor Margaret Murray, chairperson, Waimairi Distr ict
Council.

Following the conference, attendees were able to tour the fishing port and processing plants of Nelson,
thanks to the generosity of SeaLords Products, Ltd. and Talley's Fisheries Ltd.

Ian Clark, with his colleagues, Doug Cosh and Murray Cameron, masterfully orchestrated the entire event.
No one could leave the conference with a failure to understand why New Zealand has a global reputation as
a cheerful host.

Richard S. Johnston, Chairman
International Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade Executive Conmittee
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The Fisheries of New Zealand

M. J. Belgrave
New Zealand Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Wellington, New Zealand

Brief History

It is very gratifying to see such a good attendance and especially so many countries being represented.
My talk is principally aimed at members of the conference who are not well acquainted with New Zealand
and its fisheries. It is an attempt to briefly outline the development of our fishing industry and
provide a profile of how it stands today.

New Zealand can only claim to have had a substantial commercial fishing industry over a comparatively
short period of its history. Traditionally our shores, rivers and lakes were fished for hundreds of
years by the Maori people, chiefly for subsistence although there was some trading. Many of the Maori
fishing methods demonstrated great i ngenuity and included flax seine nets, hooks and lines and basket
traps.

Maori fishing was associated with many beliefs, ceremonies and superstitions . As we are in the South
Island it might be appropriate to mention the Maori legend concerning the god Maaui who is said to have
fished up the North Island by its eye, Lake Taupo, while fishing from the South Island . The North Island
is known in Maori as Te Ika-a-Maaui, the fish of Maaui. I might add that the Maori people apart from
depending on the sea were sailors and navigators of considerable renown.

The nineteenth century saw first the European exploitation of whales and seals and then subsistence
fishing by European settlers.

Until the early 1960s the Government policy on New Zealand's fishing resources was one of caution in the
light of limited knowledge of stocks. Before that a policy of conservation was reflected in the
licensing of the catching, wholesaling and retai ling sectors of the industry as far back as the 1930s .
There was at that time concern that growing fish exports threatened any increase in domestic consumption.
The availability of a cheap source of protein was seen of major importance in the difficult economic
climate then prevailing. It is interesting to reflect that at this time the domestic market was seen as
capable of absorbing the total catch!

In 1945 the earlier legislation was amended and only the catching sector remained licensed. Conservation
was still of paramount concern. A major aspect of management at the time was that all licensed vessels
were required to land at specified ports, usually one port  it would solve some of today's problems!.
This facilitated the assessment of license applications on the basis of fish stocks in the vicinity of a
particular port. Most applications for vessel licenses were declined and various restrictions on fishing
were implemented.

Yessel licensing as a basis for port rationing gradually became ineffective and was revoked in 1963 after
27 years. The catching power of vessels had improved in the 1950s with greater size, and horse power,
improved fishing technology and refrigeration. Geographic boundaries between fishing ports had become
blurred.

During this period, foreign fishing vessel catches around New Zealand indicated new and somewhat
unexploited resources. There was concern at the time that restrictive licensing was retarding the
development of the industry. There was also concern that only a quarter of the marketable fish species
was being utilised by the domestic industry because of consumer preference. It was in this climate that
in 1964 the Fishing Industry Board was established to promote the development of the New Zealand fishing



industry. The following year saw a fisheries zone of nine miles in width established seawards of the
territorial sea of three miles.

A period of rapid development then commenced with the export of rock lobster tails to the United States
and the emergence of aquaculture in the form of first rock oyster and later mussel farming. Tunas and
other pelagic fish began to be exploited, larger vessels began to be employed while processing plants
increased in number and in size. Controlled fisheries were introduced in the late 1970s in two scallop
fisheries and an eel fishery in an attempt to develop measures to match effort in particular fisheries
to the ability of the resource to provide a sustained yield. The rock lobster fishery is currently the
most notable fishery to be controlled and possibly one of the most successful.

Reverting to foreign involvement, first the Japanese in the 1960s followed by the Russians, Koreans and
Taiwanese in the 1970s caught growing quantities of fish in waters around New Zealand. This was mostly
made up of species unknown on the domestic market . April I, 1978 saw the unilateral declaration of New
Zealand's 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone and a 12 mile Territorial Sea. In the preceding year the
total catch from New Zealand waters was 477,000 tonnes of which domestic vessels accounted for 75,000
tonnes.

The declaration of the Zone gave rise to a buoyant period which saw increasing investment in processing
and particularly in vessels to fish the deeper waters of New Zealand's economic zone. The Government
encouraged this expansion in investment by concessionary and suspensory loan schemes, by making available
grants for certain purposes and permitting certain types of new and second hand fishing vessels to be
imported free of duty.

Under the terms of the draft Law of the Sea Agreement, New Zealand had an obligation to allocate fish
which it could not catch inside the Zone to other countries. Bilateral fisheries agreements were
concluded with Japan, the Republic of Korea and the Soviet Union which allow licensed fishing by those
nations, encourage joint fisheries research and provide for a wide range of fisheries co-operation.

Research to define stock sizes of the various deepwater species and their biology was stepped up. To
stimulate a more rapid involvement of domestic companies in exploiting the deeper waters of the EEZ in
place of foreign licensed vessels, joint venture arrangements between New Zealand companies and foreign
fishing interests were introduced.

These "joint" or "co-operative" ventures, I believe, served a very useful purpose. They enabled a more
rapid expansion of the industry than would otherwise have occurred and considerable experience was gained
in the catching, processing and marketing of deep water species some of which were previously unknown.

Looking back, some of the disadvantages of these arrangements stemmed from the attractiveness of
chartering foreign vessels rather than purchasing vessels. Apart from having to pay charter fees,
processors were vulnerable to foreign vessels not being available. There was also only limited success
in the training of New Zealand crews on foreign vessels for a variety of reasons.

Table I shows estimates of finfish catch in New Zealand waters by foreign licensed, joint venture and
domestic vessels from 1974 to 1983. The expansion that occurred in the industry is exemplified in Tables
II and III which are statistics of the fishing fleet since 1974. In 1974 the total number of registered
commercial vessels was 3,575 of which 2,496 were under 9 metres in overall length and only 39 exceeded
21 metres . By 1982 the total number of vessels had dropped to 4,818 after peaking at 5,405 in 1979,
while the number of vessels exceeding 21 metres was 71. The total number of all registered commercial
vessels has now fallen dramatically to some 2,700 with the exclusion of part-time fishermen as part of
the inshore fisheries policy. I will return to the inshore f'isheries shortly. These figures do not
include chartered foreign vessels which are temporarily registered as New Zealand vessels. With little
change in resource estimates and increased effort by co-operative fishing ventures and domestic
operators, foreign licensed vessels were progressively excluded from access to the more desirable
species. With the first priority in the allocation of resources being given by the Government to
domestic interests, a number of companies expressed an interest in purchasing relatively large deep water
vessels in order to secure a stake in the deepwater trawl fishery. Approval was given to one company to
import two large vessels but the Government decided it was prudent to carry our a complete review of the
deepwater trawl industry before any further approvals were granted.

Following the circulation of a discussion paper and considerable discussion with the industry, a
development policy for the deepwater trawl fishery came into effect in April 1983. The main feature of
this strategy was the allocation of' transferable rights to catch prime species to individual companies
who had a demonstrated commitment to and dependence on deep water species both in the catching and
processing sectors.

It is apparent that this policy is achieving the majority of its objectives of placing controls of
valuable deepwater species in New Zealand hands, of ensuri ng fi sh supplies to processing plants, of
maximising economic returns to New Zealand, providing on and off shore employment opportunities and
making allocation holders share in the management of the resource.
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Meanwhile, our inshore fisheries have been experiencing falling profitability over recent years stemming
from:

 i ! Rising costs, particularly fuel price increases; and

 ii! A general decline in catch per vessel, brought about by a rapidly expanding fishing fleet and
declining stocks of many species in certain areas due to over-fishing.

In March 1982 a moratorium on the issue of further permits to fishermen was imposed as a short-term
solution to stabilise the industry. This was followed by a joint Government industry study of the
inshore fisheries during 1983 and the resulting report, in the form of a discussion paper, was published
in August 1983. Following extensive consultation with the industry, consensus was reached among the
industry concerning the need for a reduction of "fishing effort in these fisheries and the development of
management strategies to ensure that biological and economic viability are maintained in the long term."

The first step was to more precisely define commercial fishermen and to reduce the impact of part-time
fishermen on the resource from October I, 1983. The Government has been given the formal report and
recommendations of the National Fisheries Management Advisory Committee and this was released by the
Government last week. MAF should be reporting to the Government on long term options for the fishery
including the central issue of effort reduction, very shortly. It will be up to the Government to decide
on the next move after that.

An associated problem is that a number of fish processors are suffering from an under-utilisation of
productive capacity.

Profile of New 2ealand's Fisheries

The rapid growth in the value and volume of exports of fish products is clearly indicated in Tables IV
and V; in 1983 exports totalled 130,646 tonnes valued at $309.5 million. For the year ended June 1984
the value of exports has reached $370 million  Table VI!. Table VII shows our main markets for fish
products in 1983. An interesting development is the displacement of Australia in 1983 by the United
States as our second most valuable market. This was mainly due to increased exports of orange roughy.
New 2ealand's fishing industry was traditionally based on inshore species such as snapper, rock lobsters,
tarakihi and trevelly. Recent years however have seen the deep water species, orange roughy, displace
snapper as our most valuable wetfish while squid has become a more valuable export than rock lobsters.
Other non-traditional species which have become significant exports are hoki, warehou, ling, oreo dory
and skipjack tuna.

Principal species exported by value in 1983 are shown in Table VIII.

The change in emphasis towards deepwater species has resulted in a marked shift in landings from North
Island to South Island ports  refer to Table IN!. Since 1979 the tonnage landed at Nelson has more than
doubled while that of Port Chalmers has increased eight-fold. Other principal South Island ports also
show increased landings while most North Island ports show a decline.

An important feature of the development of the fishing industry has been the increasing degree of
processing. When the industry was largely based on the snapper catch, the degree of processing was often
minimal because this was all that was required to achieve premium export prices . As snapper has
diminished in importance relative to deep water species, processing has increased markedly, both in
volume and complexity. This has added value to the product and increased employment in the industry.
Under the deepwater trawl policy established by the Government in April 1983, all companies with fishing
rights are obliged to process beyond the headed and gutted form a minimum of 35 percent of their catches
onshore.

Combined with greater processing we have also witnessed greater attention to packaging and quality
generally. A programme to ensure internationally recognised hygiene standards for the construction of
fish packing houses and vessels licensed to process at sea and intending to export fish products was
introduced by legislation in 1977. The programme was completed in 1981. All fish entering fish packing
houses is now required to be in a chilled or frozen state. Routine supervision of premises and products
is carried out and all fish exported is certified as complying with the appropriate standards.

The shift in landings from North to South Islands has, not surprisingly, also been witnessed in the
processing sector. The Northland/Auckland/Bay of Plenty and East Coast areas of the North Island remain
very significant but processing has greatly increased in the major South Island ports over recent years
with the major processing area being Nelson/Marlborough.

Although trawling is the principal method of fishing, there has been a trend for many years in the
inshore fisheries towards longlining, set netting and purse seining. This has been largely to achieve
greater quality although the fact that these methods are less energy intensive has become increasingly
important as fuel costs have soared over recent years  refer to Table X!.
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The main fishing grounds for some of our fish species are indicated in Tables XI, XII and XIII. Table
XIV shows the extent of our EEZ and management areas.

Outlook for the Future

In spite of the problems besetting the inshore fisheries, there is still every reason to be optimistic
about the future of the industry. Although we cannot expect to see any large increase in the finfish
catch, the demand generally is high on the world market and is likely to increase in the future. Returns
for exported finfish are increasing in step with improved quality and a greater degree of processing.

There is considerable scope for greater involvement by the domestic industry in the squid fishery which
is our most valuable fish resource. A strategy for its future development is currently being developed.
It is anticipated that draft strategy options will be discussed with the industry in the not too distant
future.

There are promising developments in aquaculture, particularly mussels where there are indications that a
break through has occurred in marketing. If this can be sustained, there is considerable potential for
increased production.

Caged rearing and ocean ranching of salmon are also beginning to show results after a number of years of
development.

I thank you for your attendance and I hope that all the countries represented will gain something from
the papers presented and the discussions that will follow.
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Fisheries Issues in the Pacific Islands

Les Clark
South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency
Honiara, Solomon Islands

Introduction

I always have some difficulty in responding to invitations to address topics as broad as that of
'Fisheries Issues in the Pacific Islands.' I'm sometimes troubled by the feeling that the institutions
or people involved are expecting a heavy focus on the struggles of Pacific Island nations with distant
water fishing interests for control of the tuna resources in the region. That area contains a whole set
of important issues, and is, I guess, the best known area of work of the Forum Fisheries Agency and other
regional institutions. And yet, too narrow a focus on these issues would ignore a range of other issues
which are for me important, diverse and exciting, so that I propose at the risk of being excessively
superficial in some areas and of not meeting your expectations in others to take a somewhat broader view
of fisheries issues in the region.

I should begi n then by making some apologies for the limits of the paper .

Firstly, it draws on my experience on the staff of the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, and reflects
my perception of experience in the states which are members of that agency, or observers to it. There
are fourteen member states - Australia, Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiri bati,
Nauru, New Zealand, Niue, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Western Samoa;
and two observer states � Palau and the Marshall Islands. These states include generally all those in
the region which are politically independent or, as in the case of the Micronesia entities, are
apparently close to being independent. Significantly then the comments do not necessarily relate to the
French territories  New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna, French Polynesia or the U.S. territories of Guam,
the Northern Marianas and American Samoa!.

Secondly, as I noted in opening I have preferred to review a wide range of fisheries issues rather than
to focus on a few major areas, and the treatment is necessarily therefore somewhat superficial. Even so,
there has not been space to deal with inland fisheries or with aquaculture, in which there is a
surprisingly diverse range of' activity in Pacific Island States � a worthwhile topic in itself.

And thirdly, there are always dangers in drawing generalisations about fisheries issues as the paper does
over such a range of countries, among which there are wide differences in the pattern of marine resources
available; in historical attitudes towards fishing; in tastes; in the social and economic importance of
fisheries and in levels of development, to name a few factors.

The kind of regional level viewpoi nt presented here then may be useful as an introduction or overview,
and there are indeed some common and shared issues which can be identified, but it is important to
recognise the diversity of conditions that apply in different places in the region.
Outline of the Paper

The paper begins with a brief note on inshore fishing. The focus then shifts offshore, initially to
fishing of the outer reef slopes and to near-shore fishing or pelagics by small-scale fishermen and then
to the offshore tuna fisheries.

A Demographic Note

Around 4.5 million people live in the Island States participating in the Forum Fisheries Agency. Over 3
million of these live in Papua New Guinea, and around another I million live in three other countries
with relatively large land masses - Fiji, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu.
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The main islands of these four states have relatively large land masses with areas of land suitable for
farming and in these areas agriculture has provided most subsistence food needs. Indeed, the level of
traditional fishing activity on the main islands of these countries is mostly still surprisingly low.

The number of people in these larger countries who live on small islands within the groups or in the
coastal areas of the main islands, and who are likely to be largely dependent on fish for animal protein
is probably 1.3 to 1.5 million.

The total population of the other 10 island states noted above is less than 0.5 million. On the small
scattered islands of these groups soils are often poor, and the sea still provides subsistence food
needs, and is a focus of cultural life.

Subsistence Fishing

The major types of subsistence fishing activity can still be seen along any shore of the Pacific Islands.
Shellfish and crustaceans are gathered by hand in the shallows and on the reefs . Most fish is caught by
fishermen and women standing or swimming in shallow water by spear, line or throw nets, or by drop-lining
from small boats � typically dugout canoes. Other fish is trapped by cages or by the kind of arrow
shaped structures of coral walls seen on the beach as you fly into Tarawa; the bamboo stick fence traps
you see in the lagoon at Vila or the wire netting structures along the foreshore at Apia. Where there is
more cash, there are outboard motors, fibreglass or plywood boats and sometimes gill nets.

Government approaches to the administration and development of subsistence fisheries are low-key,
cautious and protective � based largely on the view that there ts not muc a young fisheries extension
officer can offer to subsistence fishermen and on a concern about the impact of whizzbang programmes on
established social and cultural arrangements. Existing programmes concentrate on making available a
regular supply of fishing gear at reasonable prices and on the improvement of processing techniques to
reduce waste and losses.

Small-Scale Commercial Fishing

There is a much more active government role in the management and development of small-scale commercial
fisheries. These involve two main activities.

Firstly, there are a range of products, notably beche-de-mer, shell  especially trochus! and sharksfin
which have for decades been harvested for export to specialist Asian markets. The trades are informally
organised, usually through traders of Chinese origin, and often conducted as a part of generalised
trading businesses.

Trade in these products is of special importance, because of its exceptional power in generating cash
incomes in rural coastal areas and on outer islands� . While there are real limits to the expansion of
harvesting of these resources in specific areas, because they are relatively easily over-exploited,
recent studies suggest potentially large gains could derive from:

- harvesting areas and species not now exploited;

improving quality control; and

� increasing the degree of local processing

and programmes towards these ends are being expanded.

Rising populations, urbanisation and the development of cash economies have stimulated rapid growth in
commercial market demand for fresh and frozen fish locally. Traditional forms of stewardship of
resources have usually been successful in maintaining inshore resources sufficient to meet local
subsistence needs, but the growing commercial demand threatens to break down these controls. There is
already evidence of the effects of heavy fishing in some areas in terms of changes in species composition
of catches, reductions in average sizes of fish, and the need for fishermen to travel further to fishing
grounds in areas of dense populations. At the same time the growth of local commercial fish markets
offers opportunities to develop small-scale commercial fishing operations which provide employment and
cash incomes and opportunities to reduce imports.

Government responses have generally been to seek to direct this increased interest in fishing away from
the more fragile and already heavily fished reef and lagoon resources and towards under exploited
resources on the other reef slopes and the pelagic resources in deeper waters. There have been two
successful programmes in this direction, both based on work by the Deep Sea Fisheries Programme of the
South Pacific Commission and by the UNDP/FAO Regional Fisheries Programme. One programme has been aimed
at catching deep bottom fish on outer reef slopes. This has required the development of deep-water drop-
lining techniques, the training of fishermen in those technologies and the design and construction of
larger boats - typically retaining the essentials of traditional craft in forms such as outrigger canoes
and catamarans with sails as well as outboards. The second programme has involved the deployment of
rafts � payaos or fish aggregating devices as they are variously known. The rafts, anchored in deep
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waters offshore, encourage collections of fish such as tuna, skipjack, mahi mahi and provide much higher
catches - making trolling around the rafts an attractively lucrative occupation.

These programmes for introducing new small-scale fishing technologies have also required co-ordinated
programmes involving improved supplies of fishing gear, establishing lines of credit for commercial
fishing operations, subsidies or reduced duties and taxes on fuel and supplies; provision of landing
sites with storage facilities, fish collection and distribution services and the development of marketing
sites and arrangements in urban areas.

Overall, these programmes have been very successful � again largely because they have been developed at
a measured pace on a scale which is appropriate to the capacities of administrations and communities to
implement developmental changes. Supplies of fish have increased, prices to consumers have often fallen,
incomes from fishing have risen, and in some cases imports of frozen and canned f'ish have fallen. There
have been some failed outer island refrigeration projects which could have been done without, but there
are relatively few of the expensive failures which have sometimes characterised small-scale fisheries
development programmes in other regions.

Current problems arise largely in the marketing area. In several cases supply now exceeds local demand
and there is a push to find export markets for higher valued species in points such as Honolulu, Guam,
Australia, New Zealand and Japan; and to find markets for small volumes of tuna for processing. In some
places, especially where the private sector is least developed, it has been difficult to find an
appropriate blend of central government, local government, community or fishermen's co-operatives to run
the marketing and collection operations commercially.

Despite the success of these programmes in diverting effort away from reef and lagoon resources, policy
attention in inshore fisheries is likely to focus increasingly on managing the fisheries to reduce risks
of over-fishing. Here, the effectiveness of direct government regulations can be only limited. There
are in many cases regulations on the sizes of shells, lobsters, crabs, etc., which may be taken � these
can be effective where the products are easily available for inspection at points of export - and
fisheries inspection and information services have in some instances been successful in curbing the worst
abuses of illegal fish poisoning and dynamiting. But there is little that governments with limited
administrative resources can do to limit small-scale fishing through quotas, licenses, gear controls,
etc., even if they had the information on which to base the establishment of regulations of these forms.

Rather, there is increased recognition of the need to have fishing regulation carried out by fishermen's
groups, co-operatives and communities themselves. For now, this interest takes the form of study and
discussion of methods to identify and formalise traditional forms of regulation of fishing activity,
especially through the registration of ownership over inshore fish resources; and the devolution through
legislation of fisheries regulation authority to provincial, community and fishermen's authorities.

The introduction of fishing around rafts creates its own institutional problems. The cost of materials
and placement for each raft, anchored in from 800 m to 1500 m of water, is around U.S.$ 5000. Till now
raft construction and placement has largely been funded by external development assistance. But in the
future, funding for rafts will increasingly have to come from the fishermen themselves � and this raises
the question of who pays, and how the structure of payments relates to use of the rafts. Again, this is
an issue that wi 1 1 largely have to be settled within organi sations of fi shermen themselves .

Tuna Bait Fishery

Within the inshore fisheries, the fishing of bait for pole and line tuna boats is an important but often
overlooked activity. Pole and line tuna boats need consistent supplies of small fish � sprats, scad,
etc., - to operate. The story of a baitfish is perhaps the harshest in Pacific Island fisheries-
dragged from inshore waters at night by scoop net, they are carried out to sea in tanks on board pole and
line boats and cast down the throats of surface feeding skipjack to induce them into such a feeding of
freezing that they are easy prey for the fishermen.

The existence of bait has been the major determinant of the pattern of development of the locally-based
pole and line fishing operations which are described next. Baitfish are generally most plentiful in
waters around larger land masses - underpinning the operations of pole and line fleets in Fiji, Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands. Freshwater run off into lagoons appears to be a major factor in
providi ng natural conditions in which bai tfish thrive . There i s bait in the atoll lagoons, but the
supply fluctuates so that Kiri bati for instance farms bait to supplement the catch of lagoon fish.

Apart from their importance in supporting the local pole and line operations, three sets of issues attach
to the baitfishing:

� the catches are relatively large � estimated at around 2500 tons for the Solomon Islands in 1983.
These catches justify relatively rigorous programmes of research and control � many elements of which
are already in place;

� the bai tfi shing is promi nent si nce the lights of the boats can be seen off the reefs and from villages;
and
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- in Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands at least much of their catches are taken from grounds which are
still under traditional ownership and local government control - bait fee payments provide a source of
cash to bait ground owners and to local governments, but negotiations are sometimes difficult and
protracted, and not always successful.

At this stage the operations of the pole and line boats provide the most obvious interaction between the
inshore fisheries and the industrial offshore fisheries � and involve perhaps the most rigorous national
fisheries research programmes and require the most difficult management actions .

Offshore Fisheries

For now, the only established commercial offshore resources are the highly migratory species - ski pjack,
tunas and bi 11 fish. Pacific Island Government concerns over the management and development of these
resources fall into three major areas:

- they want to develop national tuna fishing and processing industries;

- they want to control and extract the maximum benefits from foreign fishing in their waters; and

- they are confronted by the need to co-ordinate their policies on the exploitation of these species with
other states in the region and to develop a relationship with distant water fishing states over the
management of the resources .at a regional level.

Of these areas it is the first � their aspiration to gain employment, incomes, government revenues and
foreign exchange earnings from industrial tuna fishing and processing which has highest priority in the
medium term. In all the national development plans of states in the region, those aspirations figure
highly.

Indeed, industrial tuna development seems for some to provide virtually the only opportunity for
industrial and export development  leaving aside for now the important but at this stage longer term
prospect of gains from seabed mining!. Even for the countries with larger land masses such as Fiji,
Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands, tuna is already a major export commodity and occupies a major role
in their economic development strategies.

Despite the priority attached to developing national tuna industries, and the apparent impetus to that
development from the extension of jurisdiction of Pacific Island States over millions of square miles of
tuna-rich waters, gains have been elusive .

Some historical background and some broad parameters are perhaps useful at this point. There were two
earlier stages of development of national or locally-based tuna operations. The first began in the mid
1950s when bases were first opened for Japanese longli ners fishing for albacore tuna for United States
canners. The fish were landed at Tahiti, Pago Pago and Santo in Vanuatu. Later the Japanese were to
leave this fishery for the more lucrative distant water sashimi fishery and their places were taken by
Korean and Taiwanese fishermen � though often still under arrangements with large Japanese trading
houses. These fleets are still there.but economic conditions have become difficult for them. The sizes
of the fleets are now falling - perhaps the biggest is the line of rusty vessels of bankrupted owners
moored in Pago Pago harbour.

The second stage was associated with the overall expansion of the Japanese pole and line fleets to meet
booming demand for skipjack for canning in the early 1970s. Large distant water pole and line vessels
found good fishing conditions in Southern grounds and stimulated interest in ventures based in the South
Pacific. Joint venture canneries were established in Fiji  with C. Itoh! and in the Solomon Islands
 with Taiyo Fishing Co.!. A major transshipping operation eventually controlled by Starkist and
Mitsubishi operated in Papua New Guinea, and Van Camp operated a base in Palau. In every case, these
operations were based on the use of skills and vessels from Japan, especially from Okinawa� . However, the
joint venture arrangements in Fiji and Solomon Islands also provided for the establishment of national
fishing companies.

The success of these ventures which were by the late 1970s generating exports of frozen and processed
fish worth around U.S.$ 70 million encouraged an expectation of further major gains, especially in the
light of the establishment of 200 mile EEZs .

Experience has proved otherwise. At August 1984, the Papua New Guinea and Palau operations are largely
closed though there are well-advanced proposals to reopen them on a smaller scale. Landings from the
albacore longli ners at Fiji and Vanuatu are down and there are signs of possible retrenchment for the
Fiji pole and line fleet. The size of the Solomon Islands pole and line fleet seems likely to grow at a
limited pace. There are also plans for a larger cannery to ensure more of the catch is processed before
export. There has been no other cannery development in Forum Island States.

As it turned out, having an enlarged fisheries zone did not make tuna any easier to catch or market, and
did not make it any easier for small island governments to obtain capital for investing in the risky
business of tuna fishing. On the contrary the extension of EE2s encouraged other larger developing
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countries to make investments in tuna catching and processing. Indonesia, the Philippines and Mexico for
example became major new competitors and suppliers of raw tuna expanded.

Currently, the prospects for developing national or locally based tuna industries are mixed. In the more
established technologies of longlining and pole and line fishing there have been some small gains.
Tuvalu operates I pole and line boat, the Kiribati national fishing company is now operating 4 pole and
line boats. Tonga has an albacore longliner and the Solomon Islands national fishing company has 2
fairly new sashimi longliners � most of these vessels having been provided as technical assistance in
association with the provision of access to Japanese distant water vessels. There may still be further
opportunities for using these types of vessels.

But the major uncertainty attaches to the question of participation by Island interests in purse seining.
The Western Pacific purse seine fishery has increased dramatically with recent improvements in technology.
Till now the fishery has been the preserve of large vessels � notably the fleets of 500 gross tonne
Japanese boats and the 1200-1500 gross ton U.S. boats. Favoured by their ability to stay on the fishing
grounds for longer periods, to fish in rougher seas and to be able to search over larger areas of ocean,
these vessels fish Western Pacific waters and land their catches in Japan and San Diego or at U.S.
territories in the region - Guam and Tinian, American Samoa, and to a lesser degree, Honolulu. Now,
several factors � on the demand side for frozen fish the shift of processing capacity both off the U.S.
mainland because of production costs and even possibly out of U. S . territories because of taste changes
which have reduced effective tariff barriers � and on the catching side better knowledge of fishing
grounds, improved designs of smaller vessels, and greater use of FADs � contribute to the prospects of it
becoming more competitive to catch tuna with smaller vessels and land them nearer more localised fishing
grounds.

At this point, Island governments face a major dilemma. They have been pursuing strategies for tuna
development based on the use of pole and line vessels and longliners which are relatively small, generate
more jobs, are less complex and require less capital than purse seiners - in short: an appropriate
technology. In the face of a drop in the tuna prices from over U.S.$ 1000 per ton to around U.S.$ 700
per ton those forms of fishing are more rarely competitive � but the alternative is purse seining - high-
risk, high capital and few jobs. There are some major investment decisions to be made here.

While developing their own fishing and processing capacities is the major medium term goal of Island
governments, establishing control over and deriving benefits from foreign fishing has certainly been the
major focus of their immediate attention. But the story here is a happier one.

The size of the problems is no less. The declaration of EEZs by Pacific Island governments left them
with rights and duties over resources in large areas of ocean which were fished by over 1000 vessels.
At this point it may be useful to give a short description of the activities of these fleets.

The largest single fleet in terms of numbers of vessels and value of catch is the Japanese longline fleet
of around 600 vessels. These vessels, all based in Japan, catch tuna and billfish exclusively for the
Japanese sashimi or raw fish market. The product is carefully handled, of high quality and high value.
These vessels fish throughout the Western Tropical Pacific from Micronesia down to Papua New Guinea and
Solomons and across to Kiri bati� .

There are now around 100 Japanese distant water pole and line vessels, all based in Japan, delivering
ski pjack for hi gh quality uses � fishing mostly in Micronesia across to Kiri bati .

There are 40 Japanese purse seiners landing mostly in Japan and fishing almost exclusively in Papua New
Guinea and the Federated States of Micronesia and in the high seas pocket between those two zones. There
are around 60 U.S. seiners and some associated Korean and Taiwanese seiners working as noted above.
Their fishing has been concentrated in Papua New Guinea, FSM and more recently Kiribati � but a new
agreement with 5 other nations has provided the opportunity for fishing areas as far east as the Cook
Islands.

Finally there is the fleet of around 100 Korean and Taiwanese vessels fishing more southerly and eastern
waters targeting for albacore.

A major feature of this pattern of fishing is that it is still concentrated in western areas, though
spreading.

These vessels carry the flags of large and powerful nations with whom Island governments have economic
and political relationships. Initially, they were, with the important exception of the Japanese fleets,
subject to little control by flag state governments. And until recently at least flag state authorities
have, without putting too fine a point on it, been less than fully co-operative in their relationships
with Island government fishing authorities and institutions.

The objective of FFA member governments in managing foreign fleets is quite clear � they have sought to
maximi se the net gains to thei r countries from the operations of forei gn vessels . This approach has two
sides to it. On the one hand they have adopted an attitude to foreign fishermen which is one of the most
positive attitudes to non-reciprocal access ri ghts for forei gn fi shi ng � in pursuit of the benefits of
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fees, technology transfer, development of new fishing grounds and techniques, fisheries development
assistance, employment and information which well-managed foreign fishing operations can provide.

This side of the approach has resulted in the offer of stable, medium term access and flexible licensing
arrangements for vessels whose flag governments are prepared to ensure that their fleets obey the laws of
island states.

On the other hand, Pacific Island governments have adopted fairly tight controls on foreign fishing.
There is a harmonised list of minimum access conditions with which all agreements in the region must
comply, and those requirements are relatively rigorous by comparison with those applied by other
developing coastal states, without being unreasonable. There is a regional register of fishing vessels-
in effect a bank of information on all foreign vessels which fish in the region, and a regional blacklist
against vessels which infringe seriously the laws of any single Forum state and do not submit to the
legal processess of that state. No vessel may be licensed to fish in the region unless it is in good
standing on the register. Governments may request the good standing of a vessel to be removed if it
breaks their fisheries laws. The register is very recent but it has been invoked once with very
satisfactory results� . It is likely to be invoked again very shortly, and the evidence is that it has
contributed substantially to ensuring that foreign vessels comply with Island governments fisheries laws.

There is a regular exchange of information. There are standard regional forms for information on vessels
and on their catches and fishing activities. That information is brought together for processing at the
South Pacific Commission in New Caledonia for scientific purposes and at FFA for regulation, surveillance
and negotiation purposes. There are regular meetings between the FFA States involved in fisheries
agreements with foreign fishing interests, and FFA staff now participate in almost all fisheries access
negotiations as technical advisers to the governments involved . There are training programmes for
national negotiators, data analysts, administrators and legal and enforcement officers.

In terms of the future role of foreign fishing, the shape of ownership of future fishing fleets should be
quite clear. Island governments are committed to increasing their participation in fisheries operations
through ownership of vessels, joint ventures, processing catches and servicing fleets working in the
region. However, the abundance of the tuna resources is likely to far outstrip the fishing capacities of
locally owned or based fleets in all but the fairly long term . There will therefore be a continuing role
for foreign fishing. Which brings us to the question of the future management of the regions tropical
tuna fisheries.

At present these fisheries are subject to a range of overlapping management regimes.

The most obvious of these is the set of access agreements which make arrangements for foreign fishing
vessels to fish in the waters of states in the region. While these arrangements are mostly bilateral
they are fairly closely co-ordinated in that:

- they have to meet a regional set of minimum conditions;

- they are the subject of regular strategy and review meetings by most of the Island governments;

- they are supported by regional programmes of research and policy advice at SPC and FFA; and

- some are indeed multilateral, providing fees for access to more than one zone by a single license.

The objectives of these agreements can largely be listed as including:

� generating economic returns  in cash, jobs, development assistance, etc.!;

- protecting existing subsistence and small-scale fishing;

� securing improved data;

improving the distribution of foreign fishing effort, especially in developing new fishing grounds; and

- encouraging new fleets to enter the fisheries.

In addition there are the management policies of the foreign fishing governments, including in particular:

- the Japanese government licensing system which defines the areas in which Japanese vessels of various
classes may fish, regulates the sizes of Japanese fleets, and includes policies on technology transfer,
landings overseas, transshi pments, import controls and tariffs; and

- U.S. government policies including the developmental work of the Pacific Tuna  now Fisheries!
Development Foundation, policies on import tariffs, and the limits to the unloading of fish from
foreign vessels in U.S. ports; and all that other stuff in the U.S. fisheries stands.
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These regimes have been largely developmental - aimed at expanding catches and fleet operations, and
developing new fishing grounds and technologies  except that the Japanese government has limited entry to
preserve stability in their domestic markets for fish and for fishing licenses!.

Now the focus is changing, and there is a greater interest in a co-ordinated approach to limiting fishing
activity. That interest has two origins. From the dismal science there is the observation that scarcity
creates value and that fee receipts should be increased significantly when the amount of licensed access
is limited. From the biological sciences there is theoretical and empirical support for the commonsense
notion that when you start taking an extra 200,000 tons a year of tuna out of any area of sea, you ought
to start being more concerned about the impacts on the stocks and more particularly on the catches taken
by existing fishing operators.

The concerns over the impacts on stocks vary by species. The concern about skipjack relates mainly to
local interaction on nearby fishing activity - both industrial and subsistence. The concern about
yellowfin goes deeper, since these stocks are likely to be more vulnerable generally to over-fishing,
while some billfish species may be particularly sensitive to increased fishing pressure.

For now, the impact of fishing levels on stocks is not seen as a matter for alarm. The first major
impact would probably be for some U.S. seiners to put out of business some Japanese longliners which
depend heavily on yellowfin catch rates and are already under financial pressure - not a prospect likely
to bring tears to the eyes of an Island fisheries administrator.

Hut it is clearly foolish for all involved - for foreign fishermen and their governments, for national
fishing managers and their governments, for the regional agencies and the fish processors � to depend on
these resources as they do without seeking to improve research results and preparing to establish a more
coherent mechanism to control fishing effort than the existing pattern of fishing agreements .

That is not easily done. The structure of institutional relationships between coastal states and fishing
states generally is still in flux, especially in respect of highly migratory species fisheries. The
previous types of arrangements for co-operative research and management of tuna resources such as IATTC
  Inter American Tropical Tuna Commission! and ICCAT   International Commission for the Conservation of
Atlantic Tuna! no longer seem appropriate, and there has been no new agreement anywhere on a form of
arrangement which fully copes wi th the reality of extended coastal state sovereign rights . The shape of
any likely new arrangements in the South Pacific is at the moment very unclear.

However, if there is to be any new arrangement I can offer some personal observations about factors which
might affect their shape.

For one, there is likely to be a greater role for coastal states, and a lesser role for fishing states
in any management structure in the Western Pacific than in arrangements such as ICCAT or the IATTC. Not
only do those types of organisation not necessarily account for the extension of coastal state sovereign
rights but in, the Western Pacific the coastal states have a much greater leverage in terms of the
importance of their EE2s within the fishery than is true of the Atlantic or Eastern Pacific tuna
fisheries. In particular it is highly unlikely that very many vessels could operate sustainably fishing
only in high seas pockets or in the EEZ of states other than those participating in the FFA.

Secondly, if a single management regime is established it is likely to be relatively simple. There will
probably not be a need to set quotas by nationality of fleet or by zone. For nationalities of fleets,
the local fleets are for now small and largely concentrate on local skipjack fishing grounds, so that
schemes to give priorities and preferences for regional fleets should initially be easy to establish.
As between foreign fleets, the FFA governments wi 1 1 probably be indifferent - such systematic differences
as do occur - the U.S. boats for instance employ Pacific Islanders whereas the Japanese do not could be
handled by establishing priorities relating to the benefits provided to FFA states, rather than by goi ng
through the task of allocating quotas to foreign national fleets.

More likely, and I stress this is a personal view, any mechanism for limiting catches is likely to
involve either limiting the number or capacity of vessels operating by gear type  whether seasonally or
by area! or by manipulating fees. If there are to be limits to the numbers of vessels, the allocation
of licenses available could be either largely discretionary - that is, allocated according to an agreed
set of criteria tied to the benefits the vessel would gi ve the resource owing states through employment
landings, etc. - or allocated by some market mechanism - by auction or by giving an initial number of
licenses which become transferable.

The possibility of limiting effort by fee manipulation is also probably of suffi ci ent interest to thi s
audience to spend a minute on it.

If the FFA states do retain thei r present priori ty attached to extracti ng resource rents through fees,
then there is clearly an option of simply seeking to manipulate fee levels to give the highest aggregate
receipts. This strategy would likely be based on limiting effort to a point where the aggregate profits
of the fleet were highest - and at that point catches are probably going to be below any measure of
maximum longterm yield suggested by resource considerations, at least in aggregate. And if that isn' t
the case, and the pattern of fishing arrived at from manipulating fees to extract the maximum receipts
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did occasion concern about over-fishing in any way, the appropriate response would be to raise fees
accordingly until sufficient vessels dropped out to remove the overfishing concerns. A fee-based system
could also respond relatively flexibly to resource considerations � fees could vary for fi shi ng on
species with varying opportunity costs possibly being differentiated seasonally and/or by area .

Clearly, there is a lot more thought to be given in this area, and it will be a major focus of our work
at FFA in the next six months leading up to a high level workshop in March next year at which these
issues will be specifically considered.

Conclusion

I hope this covers in a useful if slightly rambling way, at least some of the major issues in fisheries
in the Pacific Islands - which in summary I see as:

- maintaining the health of existing subsistence fishing activity;

- maintaining the existing impetus in small-scale commercial fisheries development programmes;

- but using the breathing space provided by the success of these programmes in diverting increased effort
away from reef and lagoon resources and on to outer reef and pelagic resources to develop appropriate
structures for managing small scale inshore fisheries;

- securing greater benefits from the relatively long standing trades in products such as shell,
beche-de-mer and sharks fin;

- facing the difficult investment decisions that need to be taken in the development of national tuna
fishing industries;

- continuing to strengthen the innovative pattern of control over foreign fishing that has been emerging,
especially through even greater regional co-operation; and

- confronting the range of decisions that need to be taken to develop a management regime which limits
fishing for tuna, especially the decisions involving the forms of co-operation with foreign fishing
interests and the structure of supporting research programmes.

And yet this list probably leaves out the most important underlying issue � the need to develop effective
fisheries administration.

Largely as a result of the substantial neglect by earlier administering authorities most Pacific Island
states had completely inadequate fisheries administrations at independence. Where they existed at all,
they were almost totally dependent on expatriate management. There has been a substantial commitment of
resources by Pacific Island Governments to the need to develop skills in fisheries and related
administrations, and as a result there is now a rapid transition towards more national administrations.

funds for employing staff, the difficulty in detaching staff from small administrations to participate in
training programmes, the relative attractiveness of the emergi ng private sector as an employer, and in
some cases the opportunities for migration for those with skills.

There is a place for the establishment of well-designed courses and the holding of workshops and meetings
to enhance skills, and those projects deserve the highest priority for external assistance, but there is
a limit to the extent that this type of programme can be absorbed .

The essential ingredient is probably time, and from my contacts with the officials in the region, I'm
confident that with time they will be able to put together national administrations that can deal with
the kinds of issues I' ve discussed above effectively and confidently.

Note: The views expressed in this paper are personal to the author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of FFA.
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Abstract

This overview paper is intended as an introduction to some of the principal trade development issues
facing the traditional production and processing sectors of the Pacific . Emphasis i s placed on export
development on the basis that the present level of marine products' exports from the Pacific has yet to
reflect the recognised resource wealth of the area and also, with the possible exception of Papua New
Guinea, the small land mass and populations of the Pacific islands constitute strictly limited markets
for imports from outside the region.

Information is given on the exports of a range of miscellaneous marine products, including button shell,
mother of pearl, shark fin and beche-de-mer. Together these currently represent the largest proportion
of non-industrial marine products exported from the Pacific, and are a major source of income to the
isolated rural communities of the Pacific islands.

In addition to presenting descriptive information concerning current trade, this paper identifies
weaknesses in the Pacific trade sector and suggests where development efforts might be best deployed.
Introduction

The island nations of the Pacific covered in this paper may generally be classified as those making up
the Melanesian, Micronesian and Polynesian groups . Excluded are the metropolitan and industrial
countries of the Pacific Rim  notably Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Australia, New Zealand, and Hawaii!.
They are then:

Melanesia Micronesia Polynesia

Federated States of Micronesia
Marshall Islands
Kiribati
Balau
Caroline Islands

Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands
Vanuatu
 New Caledonia!

In recent years fisheries interest in the Pacific area has been focused on tuna development, with heavy
involvement by Japanese, American, Korea and Taiwanese interests, and considerable public and private
sector support for domestic tuna catching and processing. In contrast, development of traditional
i ndigenous marine products' industries has suffered from recent public and pri vate sector neglect .
Efforts at recovery are directed towards development of fresh fish handling and distribution systems
which only mobi li se a part of domestic and traditional production capabilities . Overlooked are a range
of processed, long-life, food and non-food marine products - notably the button shell, Trochus niloticus,
the moths of pears shells, orname tat shells, shark's fin and other shark products, bectte- e-merrried
sea cucumber!, coral products, marine aquarium fish and a range of processed fin fish products  dried,
salted, smoked, pickled, etc.!.
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 Names in brackets are countries governed by a metropolitan power.!

Fiji
Tonga
Tuvalu
Western Samoa
 American Samoa!
 French Polynesia!
Cook Islands



The commercial shells, shark fin and beche-de-mer have been traded from the Pacific to surrounding
countries for a century or more and still constitute the largest export sources of the non industrial
marine products sector. We will return to these a little later. Let us first describe the trade
balance.

Trade Balance

Recent developments in the export of fresh fish by air and frozen goods by air and sea do, obtusely, show
favourable changes to this state of affairs, but such developments require relatively high levels of
investment in infrastructure, technology and organisational skills, and to date these have been largely
provided by Government and through international aid programmes.

Imports to the Pacific, with the major exception of canned fish to Papua New Guinea, are small by
comparison to trade elsewhere in the world, the principal suppliers being Japan, Australia, New Zealand
and the U.S.A.

Exports of international fishery commodities from the region comprise spiny lobster and shrimp from Papua
New Guinea, and increasing quantities of frozen and canned tuna from most countries of the region, but
weighted towards the Western and Central Pacific.

Traditional Export Trade

The anomalies to the trading pattern are the aforementioned traditional miscellaneous marine products,
and the potential for adding other, currently underdeveloped miscellaneous marine products to this list.
Recognition of the potential benefits to the rural economies of the region has led the Australian
Development Advisory Bureau  ADAB! and the Export Development Marketing Division of the Commonwealth
Secretariat to sponsor, through the executing agency of the Forum Fisheries Agency of the South Pacific,
a series of studies into marketing and market development of such trade. Benefits include the effect of
trade on rural employment and income, improved foreign exchange earnings and the potential for
development of relatively low capital and technology based secondary and tertiary industries. So there
has been a comprehensive review of the past and current trends in the production and marketing of such
products and preparation of a programme to further promote development of this trade.

Tn place such trade in context, and bearing in mind the general inadequacies of existing trade
statistics, the following gross figures may be quoted  values are in U.S. dollars, first hand FOB value!.

US$ 7 M
US$ 4 M

US$ 50 M
US$ 1.5 M

US$ 3 M
US$ 0.5 M

US$ I5 M
US$ 0.5 M

Trochus 3,500 t/yr
2,000 t/yr

- global
Pacific

Shark's fin global
Pacific

3,200 t/yr
140 t/yr

Mother of Pearl � global
Pacific

800 t/yr
130 t/yr

Beche-de-mer 1,800 t/yr
60 t/yr

� global
Pacific

A crude statistic of the first hand value of export-directed trade in these products entering the
domestic economies of the Pacific islands is thus U.S.$ 6.5 M/year; a significant figure when it is
considered that a major part of thi s sum is distributed amongst essentially rural sector producers who
have little alternative access to cash incomes . Nevertheless, i t is more si gni fi cant that these products
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For countries which possess such a wealth of marine resources, it is a continuing embarrassment that
domestic production of edible seafoods still does not in general meet domestic demand. So in most
countries there is a lucrative and expanding import trade in canned and frozen seafood products. Lack of
productive capacity can be blamed for a part of this, characterised by a strong and relatively successful
subsistence economy in rural areas and major sociological constraints to the development of professional
 full-time! wage earning fishing industries in urban and peripheral communities. However, by far the
larger blame must be shouldered by an unresponsive distribution and marketing sector. Urban and rural
wholesale and retail distribution sectors still favour the import of standardised, price, quality and
shelf stable products such as low value canned products, high value retail packed frozen products, and
low value frozen fish. As the situation stands today, the risks associated with trade in such imported
commodities are low and profi t margins guaranteed; a marked contrast to domestic trade in indigenous
seafood products. Unfortunately, until such time as the domestic distribution and marketing sectors
change from essentially low population, rural systems to those capable of meeting the needs of the
increasing urbanisation, imported foods will maintain a significant hold on domestic consumption.
Programmes to counter this trend are hampered by the traditional conservatism of the Pacific peoples
 embodied in the strong cohesiveness of Pacific society!, the strong flow of private sector finance
towards low risk trade i n imported goods and the continued flow of international and domestic public
finance to high profile industrial fisheries and programmes that fail to fully appreciate the
sociological constraints to successful artisanal fisheries development.



are exported in relatively unpracessed form for onward processing and resale in entrepot markets,
eventually rea'fising retail values many times the raw material costs; factors of five to ten or more are
common. This is not to say that considerable capital, skill and costs are not 1avished on the processing
and trading of such products. but rather that a greater proportion of the economic benefits could accrue
to the primary, producing countries with relatively litt fe capital investment and technological input.
As matters stand at present the Pacific island countries perpetuate a traditional role as suppliers of
raw material only.

Trade Exam les

An indication of the diverse nature of the trade can be drawn from a few examples.

The button she11 industry

The button or top shell, Trochus niloticus, can be found throughout the Central, Western and Southern
Pacific and is the principal organism used in the production of pear1 shell button. Once the mainstay of
the world button industry, pearl shell buttons now have to be sold in competition with mass produced
plastic buttons, yet they maintain a minor but stable position in the high value fashion clothing market.

Raw material has traditionafly been imparted by primary processing sectors in Japan  Osaka/Kobe! and a
~umber of Western European countries. Prior to the entry of plastic buttons on to the world market,
these industries produced finished buttons ready for shipment to predominantly Western industries . More
recently, processing in Western Europe has slipped, Japan has become the main button processing centre,
South Korea and Taiwan have become influential processors and the clothing i ndustry is now Asian
dominated.

The Japanese industry is highly segmented, relying on small cottage industry processors. The importer/
button wholesaler effectively sub-contracts the processing only. As international price competition has
increased, Japanese wholesalers have found it advantageous to sub-contract to and finance organisations
in countries such as South Korea and Taiwan where labour rates are lower. The bulk of by-product
processing is now undertaken in these countries.

By contrast European processors have been hard put to compete on the same terms, since in general they
have higher raw material shipping costs and higher labour rates. Economic factors have forced the
Europeans to favour the development of automated. vertical1y integrated button factories operating in the
lower wage leve'f countries of Southern Europe.

In the type of processing sect or described, investment levels, a'long the lines of the Asian model, are
low and the technological inputs relatively simple. The critical factor is skill and degree of
productivity. If these two factors can be successfully handled there is no reason why some, and
eventually afl, of button processing should not be moved to the countries where the raw materials are
harvested.

Moves in this direction are already underway in Vanuatu, Fiji, New Caledonia and the Marsha11 Islands.
With goad management, devefopment af these industries can offer new employment opportunities, increased
foreign exchange earnings, and retention of the benefits of economies of scale,  in the areas of
transportation and intermedi ate trader commission!, within the countries of productian.

The shark fin market

The market for shark fins is dominated by the Chinese, and centres on the areas of high concentrations of
Chinese people � Hong Kong, Singapore, San Francisco, Vancouver and Taiwan. Although Chinese food has
1ong been enjoyed by many non-Chinese people, the value of the non-nutritional shark fin is not readily
understood by the non-Chinese.

The edible product of shark fin is the pure co1fagen fibres that are found in the very centre of the fin.
They constitute as little as fifteen percent of the shark fin by weight or volume, and can be extracted
in the farm of regular shaped needles  the most expensive form! or as fin net � irregular strands of
collagen, This product is ta all intents and purposes tasteless, and retains a texture only in its
purest form. It is eaten in flavoured soup - chicken, fish, etc, - and is perceived to have body
strengthening value, a property also associated with consumption of animal skins and grissle, common
Chinese food items.

A number of stable intermediate products can be identified in the processing of shark fins � untrimmed
sun dried shark fin, trimmed fin, skinned and b1eached fin, fin net and fin needles. At present the
Pacific island countries export untrimmed sun dried shark fin principally to agents in Hong Kong and
Singapore who self on to processars. This, the mast basic of the shark fin products, commands very low
prices, the more so where the fins are poorly dried, sorted and graded, which is common1y the case. This
situation is perpetuated by the Chinese traders themselves who see no trading advantage in paying higher
prices for the same fins trimmed, sorted and graded, and by the scarcity of good sound market information
availab1e to Pacific island exporters and producers.
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It should require very litt1e effort to ensure exports from the Pacific are of trimmed fin at least, and
although adamently denied by Chinese traders and processors, it is relatively easy to further process
shark fin. Noves of this nature would secure higher product prices, better foreign exchange earnings,
increased emp1oyment opportunities and savings in freight, etc.

Selling processed product to or in competition with the traditiona'I Chinese traders and processors will
prove difficult, but there are increasing numbers of not so traditional Chinese traders who would be more
than happy to undertake such business,

Beche-de-mer  ,or dried sea cucumber!

This is another Chinese ethnic product, consumption of which is, however, more ciose1y 1imited to the
Chinese. Once again, the principal markets are Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Vancouver and San
Francisco.

The product i s made from a group of animals called sea cucumbers, or hal othuri ans, which are harvested
fram the seabed, then boiled, gutted, reboi led and dried. The product is relatively time stable, and is
rehydrated prior to being served cut up in soups and similar dishes. It too is considered a body
strengthener, and of particular value to older peop1e.

In thi s market i nformation on preferred species and exact processing methods is poorly transmi tted
between importing traders and the exporting traders and producers of the Pacific� . In consequence,
processing is poor, sorting and grading incomplete, and a whole range of species are not harvested an the
basis that they are not marketable. In many cases this is not true.

Considerable improvements in market intelligence, trader cooperation and price negotiating techniques
could easiiy be achieved, yielding commensurate rewards to Pacific traders and producers alike.

Identification of Constraints

It is c1ear from these simp1e examp1es that there is much that can be improved in the production,
processing and marketing of marine products fram the Pacific islands. That changes are very slow or not
occurring, is the understandable consequence of;

* a dispersed rural subsistence popu'Iation;

* a part-time production/harvesting sector;

+ an essential1y non-existent vaIue added sector;

* poor managerial and entrepreneurial resources.

This situation is further complicated by the fact that the Governments of the region pursue a number of
objectives which in some areas are conflicting:

* to promote production;

* to meet domestic demand;

* to promote export to earn hard currency;

* to increase rural earnings.

Few countries to date have successfull managed to implement development plans to meet these objectives.
An example of the lack af Government success is that virtually all the trade in non-industrial marine
products exported from the Pacific islands occurs largely without Government support, without Government
recognition, and in a number of cases subject to high Government export taxes .

A Pro ramme for Develo ment

All the products of this type currently exported can be characterised by:

* reliance on Iow technology in harvesting, handling and processing procedures;

* almost total dependence on being harvested and processed under rural conditions and on a part-time
basis;

* all such products having a long stable shelf-life almost independent of storage conditions.

Firstly, then, these characteristics associated with successes to date should be identified, and in
pursuing further development, this mix of characteristics maintained.
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The next step is to seek an overall improvement in the marketing of such praducts. Efforts should be
directed to:

* seeking better market intelligence;

* streamlining the expart sa'les channels;

* paying considerably more attention to market requirements;

* paying more attention to quality and process control.

Once a system to implement these changes has been established with some concrete examples of improvement,
a second tier policy should be effected with the intention of creating, or developing further, economies
of scale related to:

* collection
* handling

~ processing
~ packaging

* shipping

The level of cooperation, development effort and improvements in efficiency needed to achieve even the
smallest economies of scale will further support and develop the first tier efforts.

Once milestones in efficiency and turnover have been reached, as indicated by noticeable improvement in
the quantity and value of product shipped and in the profits returned to traders and prices received by
producers, a third tier development should incorporate planned investment in secondary and tertiary
processing industries within the countries of primary production. Such development af added value
industries will not be as difficult as it appears today, as long as the first and second tier
developments precede it.

Finally, throughout this development series positive external steps, both government and trade supported,
must be taken to:

* improve and channel the general entrepreneurial skills of Pacific island traders;

* further structure and organise the production sector;

* produce a cadre of full-time fishermen and processors.

Throughout this development strategy, change should be brought, about in conformity with the traditional
values and ways of life of the rural communi ties, and incorporating the developing strengths of the urban
economies.

To unduly force the pace of development, and ignore the social context of such development, wi 11 only
result in a repetition of past unsuccessful experiments.

In accordance and support of this strategy a programme has been tabled incorporating the establishment of
a sma'll trade development office i n the Pacific, to coordinate and catalogue export development efforts
in these fishery and related small scale marine industries, and the establishment and strengthening of
national and regional trader and producer organisations.

Conclusion and Summary

Enormous potential exists in the Pacific region for the further development of high value exports of
marine products. A strong base for such development already exists in a range of traditional, time
stable marine products associated with the small-scale production sector. Further efforts must take
fu'I 1 recognition of the cultural backgrounds of the Pacific peoples and must occur slowly and without
the assistance of fly-by-night profit takers.

Current efforts to develop fin fish exports will increasingly tax the limited and valuable technical/
development manpower resources of government, and the entrepreneurial resources of the private sector.
In contrast, a diversion of some of the valuable technical/development manpower resources of government,
and the entrepreneurial resources of the private sector. In contrast, a diversion of some of the
manpower and capital resources, already comiiitted to the industrial sector, to the small scale sector
wi 11 result in simple, widespread benefits to rural and urban communities amongst the Pacific islands .
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Achievements of the FAO World Conference
on Fisheries Management and Deve/opment

J. E. Carroz
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Rome, Italy

"You have created a Codex Piscatorius Mundi, a World Fisheries Charter, which provides a new orientation
to the whole philosophy of fisheries development and an integrated framework for all the fisheries
sectors of developing countries." These words were the central theme of the concluding statement of
Mr. Edouard Saouma, Director-General of the UN Food and Agricu1ture Organization, to the World Conference
on Fisheries Management and Development, which was held in Rome from 27 June to 6 Ju1y 1984.

The Conference was indeed a unique and historic occasion. It was unique in size and level of
representation, being attended by 147 national delegations, many of them 'led by Ministers, and
representatives of over 60 international inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations. It was
historic in scope and outcome, being the first time that nearly all nations of the wor'Id, great and
small, came together to reach agreement upon comprehensive action to confront the fundamental prob'ferns
and utilize fully the potential of fisheries as a vital source of food, employment and income. It was
honoured by the presence of His Majesty King Juan Carlos of Spain who addressed the Conference on its
opening day.

The Heads of national delegations, in their statements to the Conference. expressed their high
appreciation for the initiative taken by the Director-General of FAO in convening the World Fisheries
Conference at such an opportune time. Reference was made to recent developments affecting world
fisheries; for example, the levelling off in world fish catches during the past decade; the widening gap
between the supply of and demand for food fish; the rapidly rising costs experienced in the fisheries
sector since the middle of the 1970s; and the adoption in 1982 of the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea, in which the concept of exclusive economic zone was an essential element as regards
fisheries,

There was strong support for the Conference objectives, namely: the optimum utilization of world fishery
resources from the economic, social and nutritional points of view; a greater contribution of fish to
nati onai self-sufficiency in food production and toward food security; the promotion of self-reliance of
developing countries in the management and development of fisheries; and the fostering of international
co'Ilaboration in fisheries between developed and deve'Ioping countries and a'Iso among the developing
countries themselves.

Under the Chai rmanship of Li c. Pedro Ojeda Paul lada, Secretary of Fisheries of Mexico, the Conference
endorsed a Strategy for Fisheries Management and Development and approved five associated Programmes of
Action. It also adopted a number of Resolutions regarding the implementation of the Strategy and the
Programmes of Action and specific aspects of fisheries management and development.

Strate for Fisheries Mana ement and Develo ent

The Strategy represents a new global framework for fisheries, a coherent set of principles and guidelines
for fisheries management and development. It covers a wide range of issues and includes eight elements
under the following headings:

� the contribution of fisheries to national economic, social and nutritional goals;

� improved national self-re'Ii ance in fisheries management and development;

- principles and practices for the rational management and optimum use of fish resources;
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� the special role and needs of small-scale fisheries and rural fishing and fish-fanning couruunities;

- international trade in fish and fishery products;

- investment in fisheries;

- economic and technical cooperation in the fisheries sector;

� international cooperation in fisheries management and development.

In endorsing the Strategy, the Conference emphasized that the principles and guide'lines contained therein
were flexible, reflecting the special requirements and varying circumstances of different countries.
They were not intended to re-open issues already settled at the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea and were without prejudice to the provisions of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea.

The guide'lines and principles are not binding upon governments or organizations; they do not impose
impossible or unwelcome couniitments. The Strategy does, however, embody a consensus on the best course
for the management and development of the fisheries sector: the objectives which should be sought, the
considerations whi ch should be taken into account and the types of activity which might be promoted .

Pro rammes of Action

The Conference also approved an integrated package of five Programmes of Action designed to assist
developing countries to increase fish production and improve their individual and collective self-
reliance in fisheries. These Programmes constitute the first attempt to define a coherent and
comprehensive plan to achieve rational management and development and to effect the necessary transfer
of technology. The Programmes are based essentially on the needs and priorities of developing countries,
as well as on the aid policies and priorities of potential multi'lateral and bilateral donor agencies.
The Programmes cover the following separate but inter-linked areas:

Plannin , mana ement and develo ment of fisheries. This Programme will provide developing countries with
access to the range of skil s required for the p arming, management and development of fisheries, both
marine and inland. A wide range of technical advisory services, in biology, economi cs, law and other
subjects, will be offered by FAO, through short-term multi-disciplinary missions and, particularly,
through the network of regional and sub-regional technical support units. Emphasis will be given to
training courses in the collection and analysis of biological data. resource assessment, socio-economic
analysis, management and development planning, and the monitoring, control and surveillance of fisheries.

Develo ment of small-scale fisheries, This Programme is based on an integrated approach to the

of artisana'I fishermen and their families. It will promote the skills, capacities and potentials of
fishing communities, through the active involvement and participation of the fishing villagers in the
planning and implementation of management and development activities. Attention will be given not only
to the technologies and skills involved in harvesting, handling, processing and distribution but also to
economic and social considerations including education, health and infrastructure,

A uaculture develo ent. This Programme wi 11 strengthen and diversify the support services for increased
aquacu ture production already organized under the i nter-regional UNDP/FAO Aquaculture Development and
Coordination Programme  ADCP!. The regional aquaculture centres established under the ADCP, which
undertake applied research for technology development, senior-level training and the development of an
aquaculture data base, wi 11 be linked to strengthened national centres for technology testing and
adaptation, training of technicians and extension workers and i nformation dissemination .

International trade in fish and fisher roducts. This Programme is designed to help developing
countries to increase the bene its they obtain rom international trade in fish and fishery products,
It will maintain and extend the regional fish marketing information and technical advisory services
already established by FAD . A new system wi 1 1 be created to provide conti nuous up-to-date i nformation
on major commodities entering trade in fish and fishery products; this system of internationa'1 fish
market indicators will coordinate and supplement the information provided by the regional services.
The Programme also proposes action to develop a multilatera'I framework for consultation on trading
conditions and fair-trade practices for fishery products.

Promotion of the role of fisheries in alleviatin undernutrition. The objective of this Programme is to
reduce wastage in fishing industry operations and ensure that fishery resources are utilized so as to
make the greatest possible contribution to food supplies for the benefit of the poorest and weakest
sections of the community. Acti on wi 1 1 be taken to increase the availability of suitable raw material s
by improving handling and processing methods and thus reduci ng post-harvest losses, and to promote the
reduction and market introduction of new low-cost Products . particularly from underuti li zed species and
from by-catch discards. Regional cooperative programmes in fish technology research will be encouraged
and training provided in fish technology and processing



The Conference recognized that ta fulfill the intentions of the Programmes will require truly
international efforts. Whilst the Programmes are designed mainly for execution by FAO, pr1ncipally
through its network of regional and sub-regional bodies and associated technical assistance units, the
Conference emphasized that the1r effective implementation will depend entirely upon the provision of
financial and other support from bilateral and multilateral donor agencies and financing institutions.
In this respect, great encouragement was drawn from the generous comments and offers of collaboration
made by a number of countries and international organizations in the course of the Conference itself,

The Conference also adopted several special Resolutions in which it urged a greater use of fishery
products in internationa1 food a1d programmes; asked greater priority for fishery investment projects and
urged the World Bank and other funding agencies ta accord special and favourable attention to projects
for investment in fisheries; suggested that an International Year of the Fisherman be instituted; called
for greater 1nternat1ona'! solidarity for land-locked countries, particularly in the Sahel; urged greater
technical and economic cooperation among developing countries in fisheries; and called for international
action to combat pollution in the exclusive economic zones of developing countries.

Role of FAO

There was widespread recognit1on and approval of the key, catalytic role of FAO 1n worldwide fisher1es
development. Reference was made to the long experience and wide ranging expertise of FAO in the
implementation of complex multidisciplinary projects and programmes and also the unique globa'I
information resources of the Organization. The Conference strongly supported the deiivery of sub-
regional, regional and 1nter-regional development programmes through a network of technical support units
associated with FAO regional bodies . Many delegations expressed their appreci ation far the work done by
units of this type and for the assistance provided by FAO, notably through its special Programme of
Assistance ta Developing Coastal States in the Management and Development of Fishery Resources in
Exclusive Economic Zones, which covers a wide variety of fields ranging from policy and planning
missions, advice and technical and regiona'I aspects af fisheries to resources assessment and training
courses. Delegations welcomed the proposals, embodied in the five Pragrammes of Action, for the
continuance and expansion of FAO's leading role in promoting the self-reliance in fisheries of developing
countries, in close collaboration with other relevant UN agencies and concerned internat1onal and
regional organizations.

The role of FAO wi 1 1 also be essential with regard to the implementation of the Strategy and the
Programmes af Action. The Conference invited the Director-General to bring its results to the attention
of the Council and Conference of FAO, of the Economic and Social Council and the Genera1 Assembly of the
United Nations, as well as of all international bodies concerned. It further requested him to provide
the FAO Committee on Fisheries and the governing bodies of the Organization with periodic reports on the
progress achieved in implementing the Strategy and the Programmes of Action.

Assur1ng the Conference of FAO's determination to convert, with the collaboration af governments and
sister organizations, the Conference's reconlnendations into a living rea'Iity for the fishermen and mal-
nourished people of the worfd, Mr. Saouma complimented the delegates on their achievements. The
Conference. he said, was truly worthy of celebration, far-reaching in its potential consequences and a
source of encouragement and hope for all concerned with the future of fisheries.

Reference

This article will appear in the forthcomi ng issue of "Mazingi ra"  October 1984!.
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Economic Recovery and Seafood Markets
for Selected Regions



Current State of Australian Fisheries � Impact of Domestic and
Global Economic Conditions on Seafood Exports and Imports

Peter PownaII
SCP Fisheries Consultants Australia Pty. Ltd.
Farrer, ACT, Australia

Introduction

Australia is surrounded by some of the world's largest oceans. Its 36,735 ki lometre �2,775 mi 1e!
coastline is one of the longest in the world, suggesting that it shou1d be a rich saurce of fish. But
this is not the case. Australia produces only about half its domestic requirements of fish -- the
balance is filled by imports.

This is because, except in the north and in the Great Australian Bight to ihe south, the continental
shelf is narrow and gently-sloping, while the land mass is tao far north of the path of the west winds
and the 'Roaring Forties' that generate energy for upwel'iings that provide nutrients needed ta support
large fish populations. Also much of Australia lies in sub-tropical and tropical zones where there are
big numbers of fish, but they are spread over a vast area and comprise hundreds af species.

 More than 2.000 species of fish have been identified in Australian waters, and this number is growing
every year, but less than 10 percent are corraaercially acceptab1e.!

The annual fish catch is only 51,000 tonnes of which tuna  mostly southern bluefin! makes up 15,000
tonnes. After tuna, the big three in the fish catch are shark  school and gummy!, Australian "salmon"
 a sea perch! and mullet, fallowed by morwong  bream!, f1athead, gemfish and snapper.

Fish consumption consequently is law  less than 7 kg. per person per head of population annually!, but
there are signs that it is increasing as the population becomes aware of the nutritional value of fish.

Most Australian caught demersa'1 fish is sold fresh to restaurants, hotels and retail fish shops. Some
tuna is canned for the domestic market but mast is now shipped frozen ta Italy. Small quantities are
shipped to Japan for the sashimi  raw fish! market.

Fast food outlets, supermarkets, institutions  hospitals, educational establishments! rely heavi'fy on
imports of frozen fil'ieted fish  cad, hake and bream! for their requirements. These amount to more than
20,000 tonnes out of the 30,000 tonnes of fish imported annually.

However, Australia has substantial resources of crustaceans  prawns  shrimp! and rock 1obster! and
mal1uscs  abalone, scallops! that far exceed domestic requirements, and are exported to world markets
where they sell for high prires.

There is also a considerable rock oyster farming industry on the eastern seaboard, which supplies local
markets.

Prawning is the country's most valuab1e fishery, the annual catch of between 12,000 and 20,000 tonnes,
earning between $A150 and $A200 million in export sales, mostly to Japan,

Rock lobster is our no. 2 fishery, the annual catch ranging between 12.000 and 16,000 tonnes, 80 percent
of whi ch comes from 'Western Australia . Most of the catch is exported to the United States as tails, same
going to Japan live and whole frozen, earning in excess of $A100 mi'ilion annually.

The importance af crustaceans and molluscs to the Australian fishing industry is high-lighted in 1982/83
statistics that show they contributed mare than $A350 to the total value of the Australian fisheries
production in that fiscal year worth $A439 million.
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Australia is one of the world's largest producers of abalone  more than 6,000 tonnes shell weight
annually! most of which is exported to Hong Kong and Japan canned and frozen, earning between $A40 and
$A50 million.

Histor of Fishin in Australia

Fishing was a major pursuit of Australia's original inhabitants -- the Aboriginals -- who fashioned hooks
from bones, spears and clubs from wood and erected barriers and traps in estuaries, rivers and lakes
along the sea shares to catch fish.

They were hunters and gatherers who adapted well to the wide variety and harsh environmental conditions
of this vast land.

Fish was the staple diet of many tribes and was also of legendary significance as demonstrated by ancient
' dreaming sites ' that often feature rock pai nti ngs of barramundi  gi ant perch!, and other popular food
fish,

But the first European settlers who arrived in Australia in 1788, often faced starvation in a land
frequently ravaged by drought, bush fires and floods . They were reluctant to turn to the sea for food .
There were no fishing grounds comparable to those in the northern hemisphere, so attempts were made to
introduce some species from Europe but with little success. Even rock lobster were shunned for a time
because they did not have claws like the northern species. They did manage to acclimatize brown trout
from England ta Tasmania but efforts to introduce salmon and plaice fangled.

During the fi rst. 125 years of white settlement in Australia, fishing was confined mostly Co estuaries and
inshore waters, to supply fish for local conmunities. Vessels were small  under 12 metres! and gear
based mainly an that used in Europe,

The first attempt to break away from estuarine in-shore fishing was made early this century when the
Australian Government built the fisheries research vessel Endeavour, which explored the possibilities of
establishing deep sea fisheries.

This led ta the introduction in the 1920s of large Cast1e-type steam trawlers fram Great Britain that
initially took big catches in eastern waters. But the era of big Crawlers was short-lived, overfishing
depleting stocks.

This was the first indication of the fragility of Australian fish resources and the need for them ta be
carefully managed.

Development during the next 50 years was s1ow, traw1ing operations being extended further offshore off
the south-east. In 1975 otter trawling was attempted in the Great Australian Bight by three former
British side trawlers that were later joined by larger Othello class block freezer stern trawlers
operated by a joint British-Australian company. But catches were uneconomic and the venture folded after
two years with heavy financial losses.

During the same per iod alternative fisheries were developed . These included tuna poli ng, rock lobster
potti ng, prawn trawling, sca11op dredging and abalone diving .

The mast spectacular advances were made in the prawn fisheries, notably in northern Australia, where
sophisticated, long-range freezer traw'lers were introduced.

Fishin Limits

Fishing perhaps more Chan any other food producing industry, faces great uncertainties over supplies of
raw material due to i Cs caniion property nature and the mobility of the resource. Fish that may be
plentiful one day may either have been fished out or moved an by the next.

Because of the general worldwide shortage of primary foodstuffs and abnormal price rises, many countries
have recognised the va'lue of fish as a competitive protein source. In addition, the rapid rise in real
incomes which has taken place in many of the developed economies has led to increased demand for luxury
seafoads such as lobster and shrimp, and quality white fish.

Big profits earned in some fisheries in the 1960s encouraged high levels af investment and fishing
activity greatly increased. This resulted in increased competition between top world fishing nations on
traditional grounds. To take the pressure off, a number of nations turned their attention to waters
around Australia and New Zealand.

The possible consequences that foreign encroachment on resources could have on its fishermen was viewed
with concern by the Austra'lian Government, particularly in the light of effects of uncontr'oiled fishing
elsewhere in the world. This led to the introduction by Australia, in 1967 of a 12-mile exclusive
fishing zane. This was extended to 200 miles in 1979.
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In establishing the 200 mile zone, Australian fishermen and enterprises were encouraged to develop the
resources of the zone. Only where they were not in a position to exp'Ioit a resource were foreign nations
allowed access. In retrospect this cautious approach has proved wise and Australia has escaped some of
the problems other nations have experienced with foreign fishing.

Optimism among Australian and foreign fishing interests that declaration of an exc'lusive 200 mi'le would
result in the discovery of extensive new fishery resources did not eventuate, There was an initial burst
of interest in exploratory ventures involving forei gn vessels but results achieved by the handful of
projects that, were approved were disappointing.

Introduction of the new zone also raised the expectations of Australian fishermen engaged in traditional
fisheries and there was a rush to replace existing vessels with larger ones  more than 18 metres in
length!, with increased range and fishing capacity.

Ten years ago the number of vessels more than I8 metres in length numbered less than 20, out of a total
of 7,000. Today the number is estimated to be in excess of 300. The trend towards larger vessels has
been most marked in the northern prawn fishery, where all but 60 of the 293 1icensed trawlers are more
than 18 metres in length.

Co-inciding with the trend towards larger vessels was the introduction of modern electronic fish finding,
navigation and refrigeration equipment and the development of more efficient catchi ng methods .

Operating in the major prawn, trawl and tuna fisheries has become a highly competitive business where
the strongest and most efficient survive, This requires top business management skills and marketi ng
methods, tight financial control and access to considerable capital.

In some cases vertica'lly integrated companies have been set up. They build and operate vessels and
processing plants and do their own marketing. The most successful companies are those involving families
or groups of owner-skippers. These companies have been most active in the prawn fisheries where most of
the catch is exported.

Performances in the fishing industry of public companies, some of them subsidiaries of multi-nationals,
others joint ventures with foreign firms, have been less than spectacular. This year two major northern
prawni ng companies have withdrawn and a thi rd has tied up its fleet, after heavy losses .

~mene ement

License limitation has been the keystone of fisheries management in Australia since it was first
introduced in Western Australia, 20 years ago, to protect prawn and rock lobster fisheries.

At that time this form of management control was virtually untried in the world. But events in the past
two years have demonstrated that things can go wrong, even in a tightly-manaqed limited license fishery,
and new measures may be required to contain and reduce fishing capacity to protect the resource and
improve economic performance,

By the end of this year all major fisheries will be under new management regimes involving 'license
limitation, boat replacement plans, buy-backs, quotas, and seasonal closures.

Australia has a Federal system of government that works for land based industries but has created
problems for fisheries management where fish do not recognise boundaries.

Under the Australian Constitution the Federal Government has control over fish resources from three to
200 miles offshore. The six States and Northern Territory have jurisdiction out to three miles. This
has led to conflicts between Federal and State fishery authorities and Governments and a tangle of
regulations and licensing procedures. In some fisheries it is necessary to have as many as 40 State and
Federal licenses.

In these circumstances it has been difficult to achieve uniform fisheries policies and regulations. The
fishing industry has suffered as a resu'It and is frustrated by a seeming inability to do much about the
si tuation . However, i ndustry has not been blameless -- it has unti 1 now been deeply divided in its views
on management.

But there are clear signs that this state of affairs is improving and more effective industry/governtTtent
consultative arrangements are emergi ng.

The first step was establishment by the Federal Government, of an Interim Fishing Industry Consultative
Panel to develop a structure for industry/government discussions. As a flow on a National Fishing
Industry Conference will be held in 1985. Its aim is to establish guidelines for long-term consultation
and co-operation.
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In 1984, significant progress has been made towards involving the fishing industry directly in fisheries
management decisions that previously were the almost exclusive domain of the Federal and State
Governments, through a network of committees and advisory badies.

The break-through was the appointment of a Northern Prawn Fishery Management Committee composed of
industry and government representatives. It has formulated a new management plan that features a
unitised vessel replacement policy designed to contain fishing capacity and a voluntary 1icense
entitlement buy-back scheme, to reduce vessel numbers.

The overall aim is to improve the economy of the fishery which is suffering the effects of spiraling
operating costs  largely the result af high fuel prices! fluctuating export returns and the downturn in
the Australian economy.

A similar joint management organisation wi11 soon be established to introduce a new regime for the
southern bl uefi n tuna fishery that is threatened by overfishi ng. Features wi 1'I be the introduction of
a national catch quota and individual transferable quotas.

The south eastern trawl fishery is also likely to be managed by a joint organisation when a limited
license regime is introduced this year.

No matter how you Iook at it, 19B4 is going to be remembered as a landmark year by the Australian fishing
industry.

Looking ahead Australia probably will have a slimmer. more efficient and profitable industry; catch
levels in major fisheries being maintained at present levels, with some fluctuations. There could be
some opportunities for expanding demersal fishing aff northern Austra1ia if operations by foreign vessels
 Taiwanese! are phased out. Also there are prospects for exploiting pelagic speci es   northern bluefin
tuna, shark and mackere'I!, in the same area currently fished by Taiwanese gill-netters. Yellowfin and
big-eye tunas in the Coral Sea, jack mackereI, pi lchards and blue mackerel south of the Continent and
orange roughie, blue granadier and squid in southern waters, are other possibilities.

As stated previously, Australia's fisheries resources are not limitless and must be protected. This is
why the main thrust of new management regimes is to reduce vessel numbers and tota1 fishing capacity. In
the future, there will be an urgent requirement for greater utilisation of the available catch, improved
handling, processing and marketing techniques.

There is still a strong consumer preference towards "fresh" seafood products. But it is difficult to
consistently supply large quantities of fresh seafoods on a regular basis at competitive prices. There
are also limitations to the shelf life of fresh seafoods. For these reasons, increasing quantities of
seafoods are now sold in a frozen form which, if correctiy processed, in many cases can be superior ta
the fresh product.

In recent years a number of advances in the presentation of the humble piece of fish have increased the
consumption and value of seafoods. These include the introduction of fish fingers and portions.

One of the best prospects for the future is value-added seafood products. Value is added by coating
seafoods with various combi nations of f1 avours and sauces ar prepari ng seafood as an ingredient i n a
recipe dish. Such products extend shelf life and generally reduce the price ta the consumer. They are
popular with consumers and are making inroads against meat, chicken and other "fast foods," They can
also be an important outlet far less popular or unattractive looking fish species.

An example is the use in Japan of Alaskan po11ock, for making "kamoboko." This is done by mincing,
grinding, soaking and washing fillets, then adding sa1t, monosodium glutamate, sugar, starch and various
flavouri ngs and colouring agents . The mi xture is cooked and shaped by extrusion into fish and crab
sticks and ather variations. When fish sticks were introduced to Australia, lm200 tonnes were sold in a
year. Breaded scallop and shrimp flavoured portions and crab claws fa'Ilowed.

Denmark developed fish recipe dishes using sauces, marnays and simi 1 ar preparations and seafood pasta .
These are saon to be produced in Western Austra'Iia for domestic and export markets.

~lm act of Domastic and Gloaal Economic conditions on Ex orts and~in orts

Despite its comparative isolation, Australia was unable to escape the effects of the global recessian
sparked by the blow out in oil prices.

A combination of rising inflation, high interest and fluctuating foreign currency rates, spiraling fuel
costs and uncertain markets had a devastating impact on the Australian fishing industry.



Prices on export and domestic markets could not match increased operating costs in the prawn and trawl
fisheries which are heavy consumers of diesel fuel. In the midst of the crisis in 1981/82 many trawlers
were tied up, Owners were hard put to meet loan payments and pay for needed refits.

Least affected was the prosperous Western Australian rock lobster fishery where higher catches offset
rising costs and prices on the United States market remained unexpectedly stable.

Although the Austra'lian economy i s recoveri ng in sympathy with the United States, the economic situation
in the fishing i ndustry remains depressed. A number of innovative management measures designed to take
the pressure off fishing operations are being implemented but are expected to take at 1east a year to
bite.

Domestic Scene

There is no reason to expect any significant change in the total domestic trawl fish catch, which has
tended to decrease in recent years, due to fluctuations in fish abundance. However, demand and wholesale
prices for fresh and frozen fish could improve with the pi ck-up i n the economy and rising import fi sh
prices, Demand could be most pronounced in the eating-out sector. Imports of fresh and imported frozen
fish, which increased in volume and value in the fiscal year to June 30, 1984, could slow as the result
of reduced catches in some countries and the strength of the United States do'I lar agai nst the Australian
dol'Iar.

The southern bluefin tuna fishery faces a difficult future as it grapples with new management measures
and a reduced national quota of 14,500 tonnes, and falling export prices in !taly.

Introduction of individual transferable catch quotas is a bold attempt by the Federal Government to
conserve the global southern bluefin stocks. Tuna fishermen who traditionally worked in the fishery and
meet defined criteri a will be eligible to receive a share of the national quota based on past catches and
their investment in the fishery. They will be free to buy or sell quota units on the open market.

Low tuna prices on world and domestic markets, and high fuel costs have made tuna fishing a marginal
full-time occupation. Those who are fortunate enough to diversify into prawning, trawl, scallop or shark
or rock lobster fishing during the off-season have managed to maintain profitability. Entry to the high-
priced Japanese sashimi market is also being looked on as a valuable addition to traditional sales to
domestic canners and the European whole frozen market. However, only a small proportion of the total
catch is expected to be suitable for sashimi and Australian fishermen will have to learn the techniques
of butchering and handling fish for the highly-selective Japanese buyers,

Australian canners require about 15,000 tonnes of tuna annually to meet domestic requirements. This is
more than the announced annual quota. In recent years canners have been unable to match prices paid in
Europe for southern bluefin and competition from lower cost countries in south-east Asia. Except in
Western Australia, canners have been relying increasingly on imports of whole frozen ski pjack tuna from
'the Pacific. Previously this was imported in refrigerated containers shipped on merchant ships.
However, the Australian Government is expected to soon al1ow direct unloading of tuna at Australian ports
from foreign fishing vessels.

~Ex 0I't5

Nearly all contracts for Australian seafoods sold on export markets are written in American dollars.
This is expected to benefit Australian export-based fisheries, particularly rock lobster, most of which
is sold in the United States.

The prawn fisheries, in 1984 have experienced their worst seasonal downturn in five years, caused by
reduced catches in northern waters and a slump in Japanese shrimp prices. There were indications of a
recovery in July which will be assisted by the increased value of the American dollar. Introduction of
a voluntary license entitlement buy-back scheme in 1985 and seasonal closures of main northern prawn
grounds, could further assist prawners. A feature of the buy-back is that the 293 license entitlement
holders have agreed to finance the scheme by a levy based on registered boat units.

They are also pressing for an extension of pre-season sampling, to determine the appropriate time the
northern season should open. The aim is to maximise returns by reducing the number of small prawns in
catches.

8ecause of the in-roads farmed prawns from Taiwan, south-east Asia and Ecuador are having on prices for
small-count species  more than 20 to the pound!, Australian ocean prawners are likely to concentrate in
the future on catching large  under 20 count! prawns.

Fuel accounts for an incredibly high proportion  up to 40 percent! of the cost of operating a fi shi ng
vessel . Although the burden is spread across all sections of the industry, the prawning and fish
trawling fisheries were hardest hit when diesel fuel prices started to escalate in the late 1970s,



Australia produces more than three-quarters of its own crude oil requirements but domestic fuel prices
are based on world rates, This decision was aimed at cushioning Austra1ia from excessive price increases
when its domestic sources of supply ran out late in the century, when it would have to rely on foreign
oil. However, with the discovery of new oil fields around Australia there is some doubt that this
situation will arise.

Meanwhile, the Australian Government is reaping a windfall fuel tax that once in place is unlikely to be
removed, so the fishing industry is un'likely to receive any relief from this cost burden in the
foreseeable future. Rea1ising this, nava1 architects and shipbuilders are designing energy-efficient
trawlers and managers are streamlining fishing operations to save fuel.

In the northern prawn fishery trawlers are fueled and victualed at sea and only return to port every two
or three months to discharge their catches. One company with a fleet of 30 trawlers, has introduced a
computerised system for anaiysing catch data, trawler management, stock control, production and crew
management. It is a fuel saving and cost cutting exercise.

Under the program each trawler, when at sea, reports daiiy to base giving location, activity and catch.
From this information, daily fleet performance is compiled so that future operationa'I strategies can be
p1anned, catch predictions made and year and seasonal trends monitored.

The trawlers work efficient'ly and economically for extensive periods at sea, have boom and net systems
designed to fish four nets simultaneously and deck handling equipment, including a grader that makes
catch handling simple, convenient, fast and practical.

The prawns are packaged, snap-frozen on board ready for off-loading and dispatch to shore processing
establishments or direct to world markets.

Oespite these cost-cutting and efficiency measures and a recovery in the Australian economy, the northern
prawning industry continues to experience an acute cost-price squeeze that is likely to continue until
the Japanese shrimp market climbs out of its present s1ump.

The rock lobster fishery, especially in Western Australia, is in much better shape to benefit from the
upturn in the domestic and global economic conditions,

However, steps are being taken to prevent over-exploitation of stocks by extending the closed season and
rigidly enforcing pot and minimum size limits.

Production of scallops was a record 34,600 tonnes shell weight in 1982/83, most of which were exported,
mostly to the United States, France and Hong Kong, where the demand was good and prices were stable.
Like rock lobster, this fishery has been less affected by economic conditions than other export
fisheries. Scallops are caught in Tasmania, Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia but catches
fluctuate considerably from season to season.

The aba1one fishery has been sufferi ng a downturn since 1980, due to declining demand and prices i n Japan
and Hong Kong. Production in 1982/83 was 6,247 tonnes  in she11!. Voluntary catch quotas have been
imposed by divers unti 1 export prices improve.
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Abstract

A favorable resource endowment, together with an up-to-date technology, has allowed Canada to became an
important harvester of fish. The country is committed to purposeful management af the resources af the
200-mile zone it acquired in 1977. Depleted stocks are being restored through strong conservation
measures. In allocating fish resources preference is given to the domestic fleet. This is particularly
important for the economically depressed Atlantic coast region, which is in great need of additional
employment opportunities. However, low productivi ty resulting from overcapitalization and excessive
labor inputs has hindered expansion of operations, So far the domestic industry has not succeeded in
utilizing some stacks of Iow-value species. These are being made available to foreign fishing fleets on
reasonable terms, in accordance with Canada's acknow1edged international obligations and its commitment
to full economic utilization of avai'lable resources. The prospects are that current conservation
measures will a11ow the Canadian zone to make greater contributians to world fish supplies in the future,
but that an increasing share of the total catch wi 1 1 be taken by Canadian vessels . As Canada has a
population of only 25 million and a modest level of fish consumption, the larger part of its fish harvest
is surplus to domestic market requirements. This has allowed the country to become the world's premier
exporter of fish products. Canada's exports consists primari'ly of moderately priced groundfish, as well
as high value salmon, shellfish, and roe. Host of the exports are frozen, though significant amounts are
shipped as fresh, canned, salted, and cured products, Over ha'lf of Canadian exports are destined for the
United States, with most of the remai nder going to Japan and western Europe .

!ntraduction

Canada has abundant stocks of commercially valuable fish species in its 20O-mile zone. As an advanced
industrialized country, it also has a full technical capacity to exp'loit these resources. This favorable
combination of circumstances has allowed Canada to became a relatively important fishing nation. FAO
statistics for 1981 ranked Canada 17th in fish production, accounting for 1.82 percent of world output
 Table 1!. By contrast, Canada's 1980 population of 23.9 million amounted to only 0.54 percent of world
population. This high 'level of fish production in relation to population has allowed Canada to become a
leading fish exporter. indeed, the country has ranked first in value of fish exports since 1978.

It is worth noting that in value terms Canada's fish production is of even greater importance than it is
in terms of quantity, as a high proportion of the country's catch consists of more valuable species. The
Atlantic coast fishery is dominated by moderately valuable groundfish, of which cod is the largest
component, and by luxury species of shellfish, in particular scallops and lobster. These three species
together accounted for 46.2 percent of quantity and 62.9 percent of value of the Atlantic catch in 1981
 Table 2!. On the Pacific coast, by far the greater part of the catch consists of highly valuable salmon
and of herring utilized primarily for the lucrative Japanese roe market . Together these speci es
accounted for 70.4 percent of quantity and 82,6 percent of value in 1981  Table 2!.

Though the commercial catch of freshwater fish in Canada is small in relation to that of marine fish, it
is by no means insignificant  Table 2!. Canada has the largest freshwater area of any country in the
world, and particularly the larger lakes product substantial commercial catches .

Because of Canada's abundance of wild fish stocks and fish production levels that are far in excess of
domestic consumption needs, the country has not pursued aquaculture with much vigor. However, conditions
for same forms of aquaculture appear rather favorable. A number of successful ventures in fact have
already been undertaken on a modest scale, e.g., in salmonid and oyster culture. The Norwegian success
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 thousands of tonnes!.Table 1. Nominal Fish Catches for Specified Countries and World Total, 1972-1981

Country
I

Rank 1972 1973 1974 1975 1980 19811977 1978 19791976

World Total 61,988 69,550 68,678 70,399 /2,377 74,760

Notes: l. Includes all countries with 1981 catches in
2, FAO estimate,

excess of 500,000 tonnes.

Source: FAO, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, 1981, Vol. 52, 1983.

Table 2, Major Components of Canada's Fisheries, in quantity and Value Terms, 1981.

uantit Value

Percent

Of Total Of Region

Percent
Thousands of

DollarsOf Total Of RegionComponent Tonnes

1,406,935Total 100.0 855,736 100.0

Atlantic Coast

Groundfish
Cod

1,191,097

778,736
439,433

188,349
89,896
21,697

84. 7

55. 3
31. 2

13.4
6.4
1.5

100.0

65.4
36.9

15.8
7.5
1.8

564,948

263,734
162,809

241,604
99,60
93,458

66.0

30.8
19.0

28.2
11.6
10.9

100.0

46.7
28.8

42.8
17,6
16.5

Shel 1 fish
Seal 'tops
Lobster

Pacific Coast

Sa lmon

Herring

Freshwater

165,882

78,840

37,960

11.8

5.6

2.7

100.0

47.2

22.9

233,663

157,920

35,060

27,3

18.5

4.1

100. 0

67.6

15.0

49,956 3.5 100.0 57,125 6.7 100.0

Source: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Annual Statistical Review of
Vol. 14, 1983.

Fisheries, 1981,
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Japan
U.S.S,R.
China
United States
Chile
Peru
Norway
India
Rep. of Korea
Indonesia
Denmark
Philippines
Thailand
Mexico
D.P.R. of Korea
Iceland
Canada
Spain
Viet Nam
Brazil
United Kingdom
Ma'laysi a
France
Bangladesh
Ecuador
Poland
Burma
South Africa

I

2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

9,709
7,752
3,680
2,759

795
4,725
3,126
1,637
1,213
1,267
1,443
1,220
1,678

426
840
727

1,132
1,592

978
602

1,074
359
774
818
108
544
453
621

10,092
8,614
3,793
2,796

668
2,329
2,912
1,958
1,460
1,262
1,465
1,303
1,679

448
910
902

1,121
1,569
1,014

699
1,128

445
797
820
154
580
463
661

62,663

10,101
9,256
4,134
2,847
1,128
4,145
2,581
2,255
1,688
1,331
1,835
1,371
1,516

402
980
945
974

1,498
1,014

726
1,077

526
790
822
174
679
434
592

66,351

9,895
9,970
4,247
2,842

899
3.448
2,484
2,266
1,887
1,382
1,767
1,443
1,553

468
1,050

945
993

1,512
1,014

753
970
474
784
640
222
8D1
485
600

66,136

9,994
10,132

4,320
3,050
1,379
4,344
3,365
2,174
2,118
1,479
1,912
1,393
1,659

526
1,120

986
1,102
1,469
1,014

653
1,027

517
778
641
298
750
502
595

10,123
9,351
4,463
2,980
1,319
2,534
3,406
2,312
2,085
1,568
1,806
1,509
2,188

611
1,190
1,374
1,235
1,389
1,014

748
998
619
744
643
434
655
519
550

10.184
8,915
4,394
3,418
1,929
3,472
2,593
2,306
2,092
1,642
1,740
1,495
2,099

703
1,260
1,567
1,366
1,373
1,014

803
1,031

685
768
645
617
571
541
605

9,945
9,050
4,054
3,511
2,632
3,682
2,658
2,340
2,162
1,742
1,738
1,475
1,946

877
1,330
1,645
1,411
1,205
1,014

855
906
696
742
646
6DB
601
565
654

71,314

10,426
9,476
4,235
3,635
2,817
2,751
2,409
2,438
2,091
1,841
2,026
1,557
1,793
1,244
1,400
1,515
1,334
1,265
1,014

850
826
736
793
650
671
640
585
640

10,066
9,546
4,605
3,767
3,393
2,751
2,552
2,415
2,366
1,8632
1,814
1,651
1,650
I,565
I, 500
1,441
1,362
1,264
1,014

900
859
7962
768
687
686
630
625
612



in salmon culture may soon be emulated in Canada, In the meantime, public enhancement of existing stocks
of Pacific salmon is being pursued vigorously.

As indicated, conditions of resource availability and resource quality are general ly quite favorable to
the Canadian fishing industry. Nevertheless, the industry has long been beset by severe problems re'lated
both to Canada's domestic conditions and to external factors. The worst of the external problems have
been resolved, The enforcement of a 200-mile fishing limit by Canada effective from January I, 1977, has
brought an end to severe overfishing of the stocks off Canada's coast by distant-water fleets and has
guaranteed the Canadian industry a large and secure supply of fish.

The remaining external problems, while not insignificant, are of manageable proportions. They include
disputes with the United States over mutual interception of migrating salmon on the Pacific coast and
possession of the fish-rich Georges Bank on the Atlantic coast. The latter dispute has been submitted
for binding settlement to the International Court of Justice, which is expected to render its decision
shortly  in 1984!. Another problem i n the Atlantic concerns management of the stocks straddling the
outer boundary of the Canadian 200-mile zone on the eastern  "nose"! and southeastern  "tail"! fringes
of the Grand Bank  see Figure 1! . Attempts are bei ng made to resolve this question with other countries
fishing in the area through the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization  NAFO!, of which Canada,
because of its coastal state position, is the leading member.

In export trade the Canadian fishing industry continues to face some difficulties. As Canada is not a
member of any trading b'loc its fish exports are often at a disadvantage in gaining access to foreign
markets. Canada's fish export trade also faces a perennial threat in its major market, the United
States, from protectionist agitation by segments of the American fi shing i ndustry.

Another threat to Canadian fish exports has come from the well-financed activities of the International
Fund for Animal Welfare  IFAW!, which has selected Canada as the target of its campaign to end seal
harvesting. The IFAW has mounted a far-reaching effort -- with some initial succes -- urging an
international boycott of Canadian fish products until Canada bans the harvesting of seals from its
massive herds of these animals. No other seal-harvesting countries have been similarly victimized.
Under pressure Canada has suspended the harvesting of baby seals, which originally was the primary issue
at stake, but has refused so far to bow to further demands that all seal harvesting cease. There are
some signs that the IFAW campaign is now losing momentum.

The Canadian fishing industry does face chronically severe problems that are related largely to domestic
factors. This is somewhat ironical, After all, the country enjoys a favorable fishery resource
endowment, it has a skilled and highly experienced fishery labor force with access to modern technology,
while its experts in fisher~es biology and fisheries economics have a world reputation.
The economic causes and consequences of Canada's fisheries problems have been well researched and, on the
whole, are well recognized by government. They have been the subject of numerous enquiries, most
recently by the Pearse Commission on the Pacific coast  Canada, 1982a! and the Kirby Task Force on the
Atlantic coast  Canada, 1982b!. In simple terms, Canada represents one of the severest cases of the
classical "common property" problem of the fisheries. After centuries of "open access," the Canadian
fishing industry has accumulated a vastly excessive complement of manpower, vessels, and gear in the
fishing industry. It is a case of too many men and too much capital sharing the total catch. In
consequence, returns per man and per vessel are much lower than they might be, given the existing
resource base and available technology.

The fisheries problem has been particularly severe on the Atlantic coast, where the regional economy has
long been lagging and where unemployment has been chronically high  Copes, 1983!. These conditions long
deterred the Canadian government from any serious attempt to rationalize the fishery by reducing
manpower, though it was often acknowledged that this was necessary  e.g., Canada, 1976!. Instead, the
government attempted to cope with 'fow incomes in the fishery through subsidization. This, however,
served only to attract additional surplus manpower and equipment from the depressed local economy,
further reducing catches per fishing unit and requiring more financial assistant to support fishing
incomes. The government did progressively limit entry to the fishery, sector by sector. In the province
of Newfoundland, where the problem was the most severe, effective 1imited entry was not achieved until
1981, after labor force participation in the fishery had reached spectacular heights  Copes, 1983!.
Though the current world recession has affected the economy of British Columbia on Canada ' s Pacific coast
particularly severely, this reqi on generally has been prosperous, so that there has not been the same
pressure on the fi shi ng industry to absorb unemployed workers from the surrounding economy.
Nevertheless, the very richness of local fish resources helped to attract greatly excessive numbers of
men and amounts of equipment, raising the aggregate cost of the fishery and dissipating the potential
profits that the industry could yield  Canada, 1982a!. The availability of vessel building subsidies and
other forms of government assi stance, largely induced by conditi ons on the Atlantic coast, helped to draw
an additional excess of capaci ty to the Pacific fisheri es as well� . Weak markets and hi gh fi shing costs
of fate have also brought considerable distress to Canada's Pacific fishing industry.
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Figure 1. Canada's Atlantic Coast Fishing Zone

Fisheries Poli c

Since the mid- 1960s Canadian government policy generally has recognized the need for rationalization in
the fishing i ndustry, including parti cu'larly a reduction in the excess capacity of manpower and equipment
 Copes, 1980!. On the Atlantic coast the government has been deterred from implementing the policy
because of severe regional unemployment. An ambitious attempt to rationalize the salmon fishery on the
Pacific coast failed largely because of flaws in the management design  Copes, 1980!.

The fi sheries problem in the Atlantic region was greatly exacerbated during the late-1960s and into the
1970s by severe overfi shing, caused largely by an enormously expanded fi shi ng effort on the part of
distant-water fleets. This encouraged Canada to become a leading advocate of extended j urisdiction for
coastal states to protect their fisheries  Copes, 1980! and to be one of the fi rst industrialized nations
to proclaim a 200-mile fishing zone effective January 1. 1977.
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Extended jurisdiction appeared to offer Canada new hope for the solution of its fisheries problems,
specifically on the Atlantic coast. Increasing catches and incomes per man by reducing the labor farce
had proven impossible ta achieve. But now the government might succeed in the same endeavor by keeping
the labor force steady and increasing the Canadian catch from its 200-mile zone at the expense of other
countries that had been fishing there. Indeed, this became the government strategy. Unfortunate'Iy,
resolve weakened in the face of increased unemployment induced by the world recession. In anticipation
of larger catches, the fishing labor force in Newfoundland was allowed to increase greatly, so that the
catch per fishermen actually fel1 significantly, while the total catch increased  Copes, 1983!. In the
other provinces progress, where it occurred, was modest,

External Relations and the Fisher

Implementation of Canada's fisheries policy with respect to its 200-miie zone has revealed a number of
underlying principles, which may be summarized as fa'Ilows:

� All reasonable opportunities to increase the Canadian catch and Canadian processing should be pursued.

� While biological criteria should be observed for conservation purposes, overall management policy
should pursue economic and social objectives.

� Opportunities to generate additional employment and income in the fisheries sector should be pursued
with particular vigor,

� Canada should observe its international obligations to make fishery resources available to other
countries, where they are surplus ta Canada's own catch requi rements,

� In allocating catch quotas from its 200-mile zone to foreign countries, Cana'da should seek to obtain
"commensurate benefits" ir return.

When Canada extended its fisheries jurisdiction in 1977, many of the more valuable stocks of its 200-mile
zone had been seriously overfished. This was particularly so on the Atlantic coast and was most notably
the case with the very large and important "northern cod" stock complex, stretching from northern
Labrador to the northern Grand Bank. Figure 2 illustrates the course of fishing in terms of the size of
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Figure 2. Total Fish Catch and Major Components for the Area Off Canada's Atlantic Coast, 1960-1981.

Note: Data pertain to ICNAF/NAFO subareas 0, 2, 3, and 4.
Source: ICNAF/NAFO, Statistical Bu'Iletin.
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the total catch and some of its major components in the waters off Canada's Atlantic coast during theperiod 1960-1981. The data pertain to NAFO subareas 0, 2, 3, and 4, which come close to coinciding withCanada's fisheries zone in the Atlantic. These NAFO subareas include three fishing areas outside the
Canadian 200-mile limit, i.e., the Flemish Cap and the "nose" and "tail" of the Grand Bank, as well as
the undefined French zone around the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon. On the other hand, they exc1ude
the Georges Bank area in dispute between Canada and the United States.

As is shown in Figure 2, the catch escalated during the 1960s, reaching unprecedented heights near the
end of the decade. The high catches then taken proved not sustainab1e. The overfishing caused catchesto drop despite further increases in fishing effort. Particu1arly as the result of Canadian pressure
within the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries  ICNAF!, the predecessor of
NAFO, countries fishing in the convention area agreed with effect from 1973 to 1imi t their harvests to
country quotas set within a restrictive total allowable catch  TAC!. The TAC and the quotas were
negotiated within ICNAF in relation to previous catch performance, with a margin of advantage going to
the coastal states  Canada, the U.S. and France on behalf of St. Pierre and Miquelon!. Despite this . the
Canadian fleet was especially hard hit by the quotas, as the TAC limitations applied with particular
severity ta heavily overfished groundfi sh species that were the mainstay of the Canadian catch . Canada ' s
proportion of the catch dropped fram 42 percent in 1972 to its 'lowest point ever, 36 percent, with theintroduction of ICNAF quatas in 1973  Figure 4!.

The growing anticipation during the mid-seventies that coastal states would acquire exclusive 200-milefishing zones, allowed Canada to pressure ICNAF into successive reductions af the TACs for overexploi ted
stocks, most notably those of cod . When Canada proclaimed its 200-mi le zone in 1977, it took over thesetting af TACs and quotas in its zone and influenced the TACs and quotas set by NAFD  succeeding ICNAF!far the relatively small fishing areas in international waters outside the Canadian zone.
The Canadian management strategy evidently pursued two major goals. One was to rebuild depleted stocksquickly, to which end TACs were sharply reduced. The other was to provide as much fish as it could useto the Canadian fishing industry. For this reason quota allocations to fareign countries were greatly
curtai'Ied. In most cases, foreign quotas were given for stocks that the Canadian fleet could not utilizeprofitably because of lack of markets or fishing costs that were too high. Where quotas were given,Canada charged appropriate fees to help defray management and enForcement expenses, and a1so sought"comiiensurate benefits " of various kinds, including easier access for its awn fish products to foreign
markets  Capes, 1983!. A particularly strong reduction in the TAC for northern cod was justified on thebasis of serious stock depletion. However, it also gave the Canadian fleet time to prepare itself for awinter trawler fishery on spawning concentrations in ice-infested waters off Labrador, This was by farthe most productive part of the northern cod fi shery, which previously had been dominated by heavy i ce-reinforced factory trawlers of distant-water fleets.

The results of the Canadian strategy may be traced in Figures 2-4. Declining overa11 quotas kept codcatches falling until 1978 and total catches until 1980   Figure 2! . The latter was caused in part by thecontinuing decline in the volatile herring stacks. However, Canadian catches were allowed to increaserelatively quickly. Canadian cod catches and total catches started ta rise again in 1976   Figure 3! .The result was that the proportion of the tota 1 catch going to Canada rose rapidly. Starting from a lowof 36 percent in 1973 it reached 83 percent in 1981   Figure 4! . The Canadian proportion of the cod catch
rose from 22 percent in 1974 to 84 percent in 1980.

During the period of seri ous stock decline i n the 1970s the catch per unit of effort fell severely inmost fishing sectors of the ICNAF Convention Area. This meant that fishing costs per unit of catchincreased greatly. For some of the distant-water fleets that had privileged access to protected homemarkets, the higher costs could be passed on readily. But for the Canadian fishing industry, which hadto sell most of its catch in competitive foreign markets, the results were disastrous. The Canadiangovernment had to provide several infusions of subsidies to keep the industry operati ng.
In consequence, Canada became sensitive ta the need to maintain adequately high levefs of stock density .Specifically, Canada cha/lenged the popular biological criterion that stocks should be fished down to the
point where they provided a maximum sustainable yield  MS%!, for this' generally means that the lastincrements to the catch are obtained at very high cost to the fishery as a whole and that the resourcesin manpower and capital used for these increments could in fact produce more food at lower cost inalternative uses. Instead, Canada has advocated use of the "FD I criterion i n setting the level of
stock exploitation  Gulland and Boerema, 1973; and Capes, 1982!. This requires stock densities somewhathigher than those consi stent with MSY and results i n better economic returns to the fishery. Canada hasused the FO I criterion in many of its awn TAC determinations and has persuaded ICNAF/NAFO to make some
concessions to this criterion.

While Canada has increased its share of the catch i n waters off its coasts greatly, it has not i gnoredthe obligation in the new Convention on the Law of the Sea that requires coastal states to make fishavailable to other states if it is surplus to their own harvesting requirements. Tab1es 3-5 indicatethat significant a11ocations are still being made to foreign countries.  While the data include NAFOauthorized al'1ocations in small fishing areas outside the Canadian 200-mile zone, a large part of thea1'locations shown has been made by Canada in its zone.! As is evident from Table 5, Canada is retaining
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Figure 3. Canadian Total Catch and Major Components for the Area off Canada's Atlant>c Coast, 1960-i981.

Note: Data pertain to ICNAF/NAFO subareas 0, 2, 3, and 4.
Source: ICNAF/NAFO, Statistical Bulletin.

Table 3. Allocations to Countries' Fishing Off Canada's Atlantic Coast in NAFO Subareas 2, 3, and 4, by
Country, 1977-1983  tonnes!.

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

8, 315
5,600

33,610

25,315
6,600

31,970

25,895

31,180

4,800
34,520

1,320

7,350
41,825

3,700

63,885
1,800

24,630

8,710

6,250
2,800
7,710

18,620
1,700

118,970
64,070

319,145

Source: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
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European Economic Community
Denmark
France
F.R. Germany
Ireland
Italy
United Kingdom
EEC sub-total

Bulgaria
Cuba
Faroes  Denmark!
German D,R.
Iceland
Japan
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain
United States
U.S.S.R.
Others and reserves

Total

5,740
20,340
21,930

650
9,450
3,280

61,390
950

19,145

14,420
7,000

20,050
59,710
24,055
33,920

400
34,340

9,470
459,385

36,840
781,075

15,750
42,010

9,510
800

1,715
3,610

73,395
12,550
30,975

31,325

9,030
55,960
34,850
24,801
10,350
24,100

4,225
431.020

5,010
747,591

3,145
56,020
8,660

26,610

9,225

20,800
3,000

30,140
29,856
8,950

23,360

202,600
9,500

428,721

450
41,090

1,700
22,876

9,840

20,100
2,530

10,363
24,220

980
25,960

153,176
20,820

333,655

47,525
1,800

22,030

8,750

20,500
2,500

13,210
21,020

1,700
9,345

141,610
20,920

310,910

57,075
800

22,780
8,650

11,250

28,500
3,000
7,930

23,620
500

8,000

105,860
33,185

309,900
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Figure 4. Canadian Total Catch and Major Components as a Percentage of Corresponding Catches of all
Countries Combined for the Area Off Canada's Atlantic Coast, 1960-1981.

Note: Data pertain to ICNAF/NAFO subareas 0, 2, 3, and 4.
Source: ICNAF/NAFO, Statistical Bulletin.

Table 4. Allocations to Countries Fishing Dff Canada's Atlantic Coast in NAFO Subareas 2, 3, and 4, by
Species, 1977-1983  tonnes!.

Species 19791977 1978 1980 1981 19831982

Source: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Oceans .
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Groundfish
Cod
Redfish
Haddock
Greenland halibut
Yellowtail
Flounders
American plaice
Witch
Silver hake
Roundnose grenadier
Sub-total

Capelin
Argentine
Squid
All species

161,120
53,375

1,900
15,400

800
1,750
6i600

11,500
56,170
34,800

343,415
389,850

19,000
28,810

781,075

128,766
37,200

1,800
13,795

800
1,200
6,170

11,710
66,130
32,200

299,771
394,720

18,000
35,100

747,591

121,586
47,580

300
4,996

900
1,200
4,370

11,870
59,820
34,000

286,620
69,700
19,000
53,400

427,721

93,395
59,650

2,000
500
610

3,150
13,810
66,870
29,000

268,985
7,240

14,320
44,110

333,655

82,880
54,600

150
7,500

500
350

3,200
7,710

59,100
26,000

241,910
10,500
19,000
39,5OO

310,760

78,391
56,600

6,500
530
250

2,700
6,720

81,250
26,500

258,545
10,000
3,100

46,250
317,895

73,175
56,100

21,000
465
250

3,100
6,710

79,000
14,000

253,800
10,000

3,100
44,250

311,150



3, and 4, by Species,Tab1e 5. Total Catch and Canadian Share of ihe Catch in NAFD Subareas 0, 2,
1976-1981,

19811979 19801978Species 19771976

Groundfi sh
Cod

489.2 511.9
83.8

100.4
48.7
44.8
98.1
42,2
93.7
15.5
96.0
3.3

100.0

Redfish

Haddock

Greenland halibut

Yellowtail

Flounder

American pfaice
77.1
96.8
12.1
71.8
44.6

.2
2.1

32.8
94.9
39.6
89.3

903.7

Witch

Silver hake

Roundnose grenadier

Pollock

Other Groundfish

Total Groundfish

Herring

Mackere1

Capelin

Argentine

Squid  short finned!

Others

Total all species

823.2
78.6

176.9
100,0
22.3
99,3
27.0
82.2

2.1

69.6
49.0

150.7
93,9

70.0
245.6
100.D

25.9
59.6
94.6
19.6

1.9

94. I
38.2

126.1
94.6

1,352.3
82.9

1,353. 3
82. 9

1,411. 2
72.1

1,468.0
78.0

Note: � nil, ~ less than .05$.
Source: ICNAF/NAFO, Statistical Bulletin.

Table 6. A11ocations to Foreign Countries Fishing in Canada's Pacific Coast
and Species, 1977-1983  tonnes!. 200-Mile Zone, by Country

Country Species 1977 ~ 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Japan Hake
Rockfish
Sablefish
Dogfish
Hake
Sablefish
Hake

5,000
3,000
3,000

20,000
7,500

250

38,750

5,000

2,200

6,500

6,500
20,200

6,000

1,000

5,000

5,000 2,5006, 000

200

5,000

Poland

5,000 10,357 12,555Republic of Korea
U.S.S.R.
Total

12,55512,85712,000 11,200 10,000

1. Flexible a11ocations, re1ated to over-the-side purchases made by
Canada, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, unpub1ished. Poland.

Note;
Source:
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'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'OOO tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian 5
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian I
'OOO tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian l
'000 tonnes
Canadian 'X
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'ODO tonnes
Canadian I
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian g
'000 tonnes
Canadian X
'000 tonnes
Canadian 5
'000 tonnes
Canadian I
'000 tonnes
Canadian 5
'000 tonnes
Canadian X

461. 2
41.3

154,6
57.8
19.4
93.4
31.7
36.2
11.4
94.9

4.2
90.7
90.5
85.6
32.2
50.1
97.2

3.2
23.0

.I
25.4
84.9
49.9
72.6

990.0
46,7

228.7
98,3
33.1
47.6

360.9
2.8
7,2

41.8
26.0

119.1
75.2

1,780.7
45.8

390.2
58.6

116.2
57.3
25.6
92.8
40.6
55.1
13.5
97.3
2.9

95.8
78.5
94.8
24.5
71.4
37.2

16.1
.I

23. 2
95.2
44.9
58.1

813.4
61.1

292.3
99.8
22,8
87.2

228.9
4.6
2.5

.2
83. 6
37.1

113.6
89.7

1,494,0
59.5

389.5
72.4

105.0
69.6
33.8
95.1
50.9
62.3
18,3
97.2

2.7
99.8
83.2
89,7
17.8
61.9
48.6

.I
21,1

23. 7
95.9
28. 4
25.2

473.3
76.8

120.5
67.4
29.8
97.8
45.1
88.2
21.4
97.7

2.9
99,9
75.6
96.7
15.2
69.7
51.8

7.9
.I

29.7
94.4
33.2
91.2

906.5
75.0

187.9
100.0

30.6
98.8
22.6
97,8
2.6

162.1
55.3

155.7
86.9

82.7
116.9
61.4
51,8
98.2
34.5
80.5
18.0
94,8

3.6
100.0
78,6
95.7
10.8
66.0
41.1

7.1

37.4
97.8
38.8
91.4

950.5
78.9

161.4
100.0

19.4
99.7
39.0
73.8

.4

32.2
56.7

150. 5
96.7



for fts own use most of the catch of the species traditionally sought by its own fleet, even though not
insignificant amounts of cod, redfish and Greenland halfbut continue ta be allocated to foreign fleets.
The latter have obtained major af locations for such "non-traditional" species as silver hake, roundnose
grenadier, squfd and argentine. The very large quotas of capelin that were once given have been cut for
reasons of conservation.

On the Pacific coast Canada has also continued to offer quotas to foreign fleets, be it on a very modest
scale  Table 6!. Salmon, herring, and halfbut hi storica1ly have been the principal components of
Canada's Pacffic catch, The avai 1able stocks of these species are fu11y exploited by the Canadfan fleet,
as are the small local stocks of she1'1fish. It is only in recent times that the Canadian fleet has
brought the local stocks of graundfish under substantially full exploitation. Because of the relative1y
narrow continental shelf off Canada's Pacific coast, the groundfish stocks are not very large in any
case. There are now stocks of only two commercial species surplus to Canadian requi rements . One is
hake, whi ch Canadfan fishermen find difficu1t to handle because of rapid spof 1age and which in any event
is not desired by local consumers. The other is the low-value dogfish, which neither Canadians nor
foreigners appear to be able to catch at a break-even level at this time. Since 1981 Pacific coast
quotas to foreign vessels have been confined to hake.

International Trade

Qn a world scaie Canada is an important producer of ffsh  Table I!. But its population of 25 mi'Ilfon is
modest by comparison. Moreover, Canadians are nat great fish-eaters. The recorded per capita
consumption of fishery products in the country fs only about 7 kg per year. In consequence of all of1

this, Canada has a large surplus of fish products available for export. Indeed, since 1978 Canada has
ranked first in the world in terms af the value af fish exports, accounting for about 8 percent of the
total export trade volume. Table 7 compares the 1981 export and import positions of the most important
participants in the international fish trade.

In terms of the weight of exported fish products Canada ranks only fifth in world trade, The country' s
higher ranking in terms of export value may be related to two factors. One is the relatively high value
of the fish species exported by Canada. The other is the extent of weight reduction and value added in
processing before export.

It is notab1e that most prominent fish exporting countries also have significant imports of fish
products . Canada is na exception i n this regard, though its balance runs strongly in favor of exports .
By way of comparison it may be noted that the value of Canada's fish product imports in 1981 amounted to
1.9 percent af the world total, whife the value of its exports amounted to 8.2 percent. In terms of net
value of exports Canada still ranked first.

The United States is by far the largest purchaser of Canadian fish products, taking 53.7 percent of
Canadian exports in 1981  Table 8!. Japan came next with 11,3 percent. Most of the remainfng exports
went to countries in western Europe. Central and South America -- particularly the Cari bbean -- once
were major buyers of Canadian fish, especial1y salt cod. A small amount of this trade persists.

As may be seen from Table 9, various categorfes of frozen seafish products together constitute the
largest component of Canadian fish exports. A large part of this is frozen groundfish from the Atlantic
coast exported ta the United States, though frozen Pacific salmon exports to a variety of desti natfons
are also significant. Next in importance is fresh and frozen shellfish, which is exported to many
countries, though the United States purchases the largest amounts. Exports of salted or dried cod from
the Atlantic coast and canned salmon from the Pacific coast have been af great historical importance to
the Canadfan fi shi ng industry. Though the relative importance of these products among Canadian fish
exports has been much reduced, significant amounts are sti11 exported to diverse destinatians.

Conclusion

As an important producer, and the world's leading exporter of fish products, Canada is making a
significant contribution to world fish supplies. Canadian fish exports principally are destined for
affluent trading partners, with we11-established markets for the particular specfes and product forms
that are most readi Iy produced by the Canadian fishing industry� .

Canada does nat nearly uti'Iize the fuil fisheries potential of fts 200-mile zone. While the Canadian
fishing industry operates effectively in terms of work force skill and appropriate technology, it is not
economically efficient in overall terms . The problem clearly is one of a greatly excessfve size of the
fisheries labor force and the amount of capital invested -- a legacy of the previous era of open access .
As a result costs of production are much higher than they need be. Incomes in the industry have been low
and profit performance has been dismal. A further consequence has been Canada's inability to exploit the
large stocks af lower value species avai lab1e in its waters .

Canadian fisheries policy faces a serious dilemma. Because of severe unemployment in the Atlantic
region, Canada is anxious to create jobs by exploiting a wider range af fish stocks in its 200-mile zone.
But to fish the additional stocks profitably the Canadian fishing industry must be made more cost-
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Table 7. Exports and Imports of Fish Products for Specified Countries, 1981.

Value
 millions of U.S, do'liars!

Quantity
 thausands of tonnes!

Export
Value
Rank

Country Exports Impar ts Net Exports
  Imports !

Exports Imports Net Exports
 Imparts!

4,099

15,958

3,527

9,129Total 15,382 9,946

Note: 1. Includes top 25 countries in terms of export value ranking in 1981.
Source: FAD. Yearbook of Fisher Statistics, 1981, Vo'1. 52, 1983.

Table 8. Canadian Exports af Fish Products, by Country, 1981.

Country Value
 thousands of dollars!

Percentage
Distribution

United States
Japan
Europe

United Kingdom
France
F.R. Germany
Portugal
Belgium-Luxembourg
Sweden
I taly
Netherlands

Central and South America
Puerto Rico
Dominican Repub1ic

Other
Australia

815,251
172,324
411,708

53.7
11.3
27.1

114,763
74,307
45,500
44,053
27,167
23,997
17,317
13,637

7.6
4.9
3.1
2.9
1.8
1.6
1.1

.9
62,305 4,1

17,271
10,773

1.1
.7

57,048 3.8
29,197 1.9

1,518,636Total 100.0

Source: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Annual Statistical Review of Fisheries, 1981,
Vol. 14, 1983.
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Canada
United States
Norway
Denmark
Japan
Republic of Korea
Iceland
Mexico
Netherlands
Spain
Thai'land
Chile
China
United Kingdam
France
F.R. Germany
India
Australia
U.S.S.R.
Philippines
Indonesia
Morocco
Hong Kong
Peru
Ecuador
Other Countries

I

2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1,267
1,142
1,002

940
863
835
713
538
512
436
358
337
325
318
304
281
269
268
243
204
203
190
179
178
166

3,310

299
2,988

59
305

3,737
58

I
24

330
479

23
2

997
1,051

819

162
76
39
38

362

969
�,846!

943
536

�,874!
777
712
504
181
�3!
335
335
325

�97!
�47!
�38!
269
106
166
165
165
190

�83!
178
166

�89!

521
454
727
737
683
400
489

57
437
256
269
594
101
376
141
233

71
31

419
89
65

133
43

295
149

2,176

101
1,044

74
267

1,038
50

35
35Z
271

44
2

733
501
765

58
57
40
63

108

420
�89!
652
469

�55!
350
489

23
84

�5!
225
592
101

�57!
�60!
�32!

71
�7!
362

50
2

133
�4!
294
149

�,352!



Table 9. Canadian iExports of Fish, by Main Product Groups, 1981.

Value
 thousands of dollars!

Percentage Oi stri buti onProduct Group

, fresh

, frozen

Total exports, all groups 1,518,636 100.0

Source: Canada, Oepartment of Fisheries and Oceans, Annual Statistical Review of Fisheries, 1981,
Vo1. 14, 1983.

Seafish, whole or dressed, fresh
Freshwater fish, whole or dressed
Seafish, whole or dressed, frozen
Freshwater fish, whole or dressed
Sea f i s h f i 1 1 ets, f res h
Freshwater fish fillets, fresh
Sea f i s h f i 1 1 ets, f rozen
Freshwater fish fillets, frozen
Seafish blocks, frozen
Freshwater fish blocks, frozen
Smoked fish
Salted or dried groundfish
Pick'led and cured fish
Canned fish
Shellfish, fresh or frozen
Canned shellfish
Fish roe
Meal
Oil
Miscellaneous fishery products

32,251
18,606

204,580
21,877
23,916

6,292
273,762

27,527
125,794

3,462
11,464

140,004
28,018

139,864
302,777

25,248
93,851
17,582
4,353

17,408

2.1
1.2

13.5
1.4
1.6

18.0
1.8
8.3

.2

.8
9.2
1.8
9.2

19.9
1.7
6.2
1.2

.3
1.1



effective. This means reducing the existing fisheries labor farce, which runs counter to the aim of
increasing empiayment.

Canada's inability to utilize fully the fisheries potential of its Atlantic coast zone, contrasts sharply
with the success countries such as Iceland and Norway have had in exploiting the full potential of their
fisheries resources, which are much of the same kind as those of the Canadian Atlantic coast  Copes,
1984!. On the favorable side, the Iceland and Norwegian examples suggest that it should be possible for
Canada also to extract more from its fisheries resources.

There is no daubt that extended jurisdiction has allowed Canada to implement a management regime that is
safeguarding the stocks against the serious overfishing that previously took place. In cutting back TACs
severe'iy, Canada has opted for a policy of relatively rapid restoration of depleted stocks. The TAC
restrictior!s do not mean that fish are being wasted. To the extent that Canada is unable to exploit
stocks in its zone that are in healthy candition, it is making them available to other countries on
reasonable terms, in accordance with internationa1 obligations, However, given the thrust of Canadian
policy, it is likely that the foreign share in the harvest of its 200-mile zone will decrease over time
and may eventual1y disappear, But there is ample evidence to suggest that Canada will manage the
fisheries resaurces of its zone in a reasonable and effective fashion, so that in the future they wi 11
yield to the world a harvest conforming to their fu'l1 economic potential.
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Considering the severe socia1 and political Constraints Canada faces in attempting to rationalize its
Atlantic fishing industry  Copes, 1983!, it will probably require some beneficial external developments
to bring about a significant improvement. The world recession eventually should end and world demand for
fish may then increase under the influence of continued population growth and improved i ncomes,
particularly in the Third World. With such a stimulus a significant expansion of Canadian fish
production may prove feasible. If the Canadian government then manages to hold fisheries employment
steady and curb excessive capital i nvestment, the extra fish praduced may be used ta increase output and
income per unit of labor and capital employed, The resu'Iting improvement in cost-effectiveness should
make it easier to expand fisheries production still further.





The Infjuence of Socio-Economic Factors
on the Demand for Seafoods

Suniti Bandaranaike
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"The challenge of market segmentation is to determine groups of people whose
preferences are sufficiently similar to each other, yet different from other groups,
to justify modification of a product to the preferences of that specific group,"

ENGEL, BLAC KWE LL AND KOL LAT

Management needs to understand behaviour of the consumer in terms of his being an individual, as a member
of society, and as a purchaser of products. In order to accomplish this, marketing management utilises
research from various interrelated disciplines which focus on human behaviour.

The classical Economics mode'1 portrays consumers as totally rationa'1 decision makers, as the possessors
of complete knowledge of any given product ' s benefi ts and detriments . In reality, however, consumers are
unable to avail themselves of complete information. Further, their emotional or psychological side would
likely prohibit an absolutely logical buying decision. There are however, other comprehensive models
which take both personal and environmental variables inta consideration. These include models put
forward by Nicosia   1966!. Howard-Sheth �969!, Engle, Blackwell and Kallat �973!. Each af these have
significant heuristic value, nonetheless are rather cumbersome and impractical,

The function of demographic, social and economic factors in determining market segments has often been
discussed separately in the literature on consumer behaviour. Socia'1 differences in particular have been
contrasted with psychological or individual variations which may influence consumer choice. These
discussions however, have led to considerable debate  Yankelavich, 1964; Reynolds, 1965!. Whilst a clear
distinction between demographic and social variables is nat possible, econamic factors on the other hand
cannot be considered in isolation. Several studies have illustrated that income cannot be considered on
its own as an independent explanatory variable for aspects of consumer behaviour  Ferber, 1962!.

Purchasing and consumer behaviour are affected by a multitude of factors. This paper, however,
concentrates on the effect af socio-economic and related variables on the purchasing and consumption of
seafood. In the context of the Howard-Sheth model the set of variables under discussion in this paper
may aptly be descri bed as 'exogenous variables.' That is, they are external to the consumer madel but
important in predicting behaviour. Or, in terms of the Engel, Blackwell and Kollat model. can be
referred to as 'internalized environmental inf'luences.'

Some researchers equate sacio-economic status with social class. A broader definition is suggested in
this paper in that cert'ain related aspects of socio-economic characteristics such as dwel'ling type,
residential location and social mobility are considered together with the more traditional variables of
education. income, age, etc.

The data base for the research discussion are seafood consumption and marketing surveys conducted by the
author i n Australia between 1978 and 1983, mainly in  }ueensland and the Northern Territory. Information
an seafood consumption was gathered for the ' household ' as agai nst the 'individual� ' since the acts of
purchasing and consumption were viewed as decisions of the household rather than of an individua'1. A
'household' was defined as any group of individuals living together in the same dwelling. This implied
that certain socio-economic variables had to be aggregated for the household -- such as 'household
i ncome -- in arder to utilize them as i ndependent explanatory variables of consumer behaviour.1
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The aim of this paper is to ascerta1n the adequacy of using socio-economic variables to measure the
demand for seafood and also to determine the extent to which these variables reflect differences in
household purchasing and consumption behaviour.

The socio-economic variables that were analysed in the research are as follows:

i! number of persons in household
ii! age and sex of all household members

iii! number of persons emp'toyed
1v! occupational categories  ABS classification!
v! household income

vi! education of household head s!
vii! religion

viii! country of ethnic origin
ix! dwelling type
x! residential location

This paper will be first discussed in terms of trad1 tional concepts of the Family, Social Class and
Culture whi ch incorporate socio-economic variables, and then with reference to the more recent concept af
psychographics or life style patterns. Variables  i! and  ii! above, are mainly demographic and used to
determine stage in the family life cyc1e. Whilst variables  iii!,  iv!,  v! and  vi! are mainly economic
they are useful determinants of social class together with variables  ix! and  x!. Yariabies  vi i! and
 viii! determine cultures and sub-cultures. In practise, all of the above variables interact in varying
intensity to influence purchasing and consumption behaviour, and are some of the key factors determining
life style patterns of psychographics  Plummer, 1974!.

Purchasing and consumption characteristics of the household were looked at i n terms of:

i! forms of seafood  fresh, frozen, smoked/dried, canned!
ii! frequency of consumption

ii 1! species consumed
iv! day of the week seafood consumed
v! mea1 of the day seafood consumed

vi! source s! of purchase
vii! consumption outside the home

The more recent seafood consumpti on surveys conducted i n Australia indicate that average per capita
consumption in seafood has risen fram 10. 1 kg rn the State capitals in 1976-77  Department of Primary
Industry, 1978! to 20.9 kg in Darwin, Northern Territory for 1982  Bandaranai ke, 1984! and 13.6 kg in the
Moreton Region, Queensland for 1983  Bandaranaike and Hundloe, in press!. Even though these rates are
relatively low when compared wor1dwide, it is encouraging to note that an an average 80 to 90 percent of
the households in Australia are seafood consumers, Since Australian society is diverse in many respects,
it is useful from a marketing point of view to measure the impact of select socio-economic variabIes on
the demand for seafood.

In consumer literature there are limited stud1es conducted on the influence af socio-economic factors on
customer buying and consumer behaviour of non-durables, and even fewer on seafood consumption. Ronald
Frank   1967! conducted a series of studies in the purchase of grocery products to determine the extent to
which households with different socio-economic and purchasing characteristics also exhibited differences
1n buying behaviour. Although Frank concludes that socio-economic characteristics contribute 1 1ttle to
the understanding of household variation in the purchasing aspects that he examined  total consumption,
private brand proneness, brand loyalty, packet size -- proneness and average price paid!, research in
other areas of purchase behaviour have indicated the effects of social stratificati on on consumer
behaviour  Coleman, 1960!,

Rich and Jain �968! conducted a study on women's fashions in the Cleveland metropalitan area, United
States, using social class and family life cycle as their independent variables. In their conclusion
they questioned the usefulness of life cycle and social class concepts in understanding consumer
behaviour. The reason given was that socia-economic changes in income, education, leisure time and
mavement to suburbia cut across trad1 tional class lines and various stages in the life cycle. This study
was rep1icated in a British city using the same independent variables but on food i tems and domestic
applicances  Foxall, 1981!. The latter study concluded that sociological variables "may be employed
successfuliy as explicators of much consumer behaviour and, if operationalised, may form the basis of
segmentation policies," In this context it should be noted that the effect of soc1o-economic variables
wi 1 1 vary dependi ng on the product analysed .

The family, or 'the household' as referred to in this paper, is one of the most important reference
groups both in terms of an earning and a consumer unit. Therefore, it is justifiably the main focus for
the study of consumer behavi our. It is important for the marketer to understand how purchas1ng decisions
are made within the household structure together with the factors that result in such behaviour.
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The traditional concept of 'The Fami'ly' and 'Family Life Cycle' need to be modified in the current
context of modern living. Traditional societies sti11 persist in maintaining either a nuclear family
 the iomediate group of parents and chi1dren living together! or an extended family  nuclear family plus
grandparents and other relatives!. However, in most non-traditional societies of the western world,
groups of peop'le live together in de-facta relationships or otherwise, pooling their resources and making
common purchase decisions, particularly in relation to items af food. In compliance with the traditional
nine fold classification of family life cycle stages  Wells and Gubar, 1966! the author has identified
two other groups and refers to the different stages as 'Household Life Cycle.' Stages in the household
life cycle were redefined as follows to suit the research being undertaken. For purposes of comparison
Wells and Gubar's �966! sub classes are given in parenthesis.

It is still possible for individuals from the last two stages  the introduced sub-groups! to move into
any of the other stages in the traditional family life cycle, This type of analysis is far more
meaningful than the applicatian of individual demographic factors such as age, sex or marital status,

Within these household units, it is also important to determine family roles since it indirectly affects
consumption patterns. In a study done an marital roles in decision making  Davis and Rigaux, 1974! it
was tound that food was a 'wife-dominated decision.' In so far as the decision on the purchase of
seafood was concerned in almost a quarter of the households samp'led, it was a combined decision of the
househo'ld. But this again varied widely depending on the stage in the household 1ife cycle and the
country of ethnic origin. In more than half the Asian and East European households seafood purchases
were a 'husband-dominated' decision. In more than 60 percent of the households where there were either
no children or very young children, the decision on the purchase of seafood was again made by the
husband. As the family matured and moved through the stages in the 'life cycle, the role of the wife and
children in the decision making process became more dominant. With reference to adult groups living
together, often it was a combined deci sion, nonetheless on a few occasions  less than 5 . OX of that sub-
group! a dominant personality in that household was responsible for the purchase decision on seafood,
These characteristics have important implications in marketing a product. For example it has been noted
that the great advantage in television advertising is that it can be aimed at the household unit and thus
can reach influencers, decision-makers, buyers and users simultaneously.

Associated closely with the concept of household life cycle is that of household size. However, since
these two variables were found to be interrelated in the research findings, the influence of socio-
economic factors on stages in the household life cyc'le only, are discussed be'low.

Whilst there were no statistical 1y signifi cant di fferences in the relationship between stage in the
household life cycle and form of seafood consumed, minor variations were noted. In Darwin for example,
among 'single adults' consumption of seafood at restaurants and takeaway outlets was the most popular
form among 92.0 percent of this sub-group. Amongst all other sub-groups fresh seafood consumption at
home preceded eating at restaurants and takeaway outlets. A characteristic feature of households with
children was the popularity of fish fingers� .

Some relationship was noted between monthly consumption frequencies and stage in the life cycle. Fresh
shel'lfish had a particularly low monthly consumption frequency  < I per month! among households with
three or more children -- probably a reflection of retail price. Canned seafood and frozen pre-packaged
shellfish had relatively hi gh manthly consumption frequencies amongst the sub-group 'single adults'
either as a result of convenience in handling the product or due to a life style pattern.

Generally speaking the average serving of seafood at a meal  weight measured in grams! was found to be
highest among 'sing1e adults' followed by 'adult groups.' Weight of an average serving of seafood was
lowest amongst those households with younger children -- namely sub-groups III, IV and VII,

These characteristics have far reaching implication on seafood purchasing behaviour and will be expressed
in the demand for seafood in the market.

Social class is a method af stratifying society based on variables such as income, education, occupation,
and family background. Whilst people within a social strata feel they 'belong together,' wide
differences are recognised among members of different social strata. Depending on the rigidity of the
enforcement of class structure within a soci ety, they may be grouped into ei ther a ' closed society' where
there is no social mobility as in the case of the Sri Lankan caste hierarchy or an 'open society' such as
i n Australia wher e social mobility is possible through education or the acquisition of wealth or power.
No attempt will be made here to define social classes in the areas of study. Instead, the effects of
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Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

I � single adu1t  classes 1, 8, 9!
II - young couples with no children  class 2!

III - couples with one child  class 3!
IV � couples with two children  class 4!
V � couples with three or more children  class 5!

VI � adult groups  classes 6, 7!
VII - adult groups with young children  under the age of six!

VIII - adult groups with older children  age six and above!



socio-economic variables comprising social class on seafood purchasing and consumption behaviour are
discussed below.

The variables 'number employed' and 'occupational categories' of the household were mainly used as cross
checks for 'household income.' In most research using social class analysis, income of the head of the
household is used as an indicator of social status. During the past decade owing to the increased
participation of women in the workforce, the prevalence of groups of adults living together and combining
their resources in a household, it is more appropriate to use 'household income ' as an i ndicator. In the
consumer surveys carried out by the author household income was categorised into five groups as follows:

I - less than $ 8,000
[I - $ 8.001 - $18,000

III - $18.001 � $35,000
IV - $35,001 � $75,000
V � more than $75,000

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

Analysi ng the relationship between income and forms of seafood  fresh, frozen pre-packaged, smoked/dried
or canned! consumed, it was observed that this relationship varied depending on geographic aspect and
life styles. In Darwin where amateur fishing is very popular owing to the predominance of fresh water
bodies and the re'lative proximity to the Gulf of Carpentaria, fresh fish was consumed by 100 percent of
the househo'Ids in the 'lowest income group    $8,000!. This feature was a result of the relatively higher
incidence of consuming fresh seafood caught  whereas in the higher income groups, a greater proportion of
the fish caught was reported as being 'distributed to friends'! and also the fact that friends and
relatives contributed a considerable proportion free, towards consumption  Bandaranai ke, 1984, p. 27! .
This same income group had a very low consumption of frozen pre-packaged  9.1~! and smoked/dried  9.1X!
seafood. Compared with other sub-groups they also had a relatively low consumption of canned seafood
�5.5%! together with a comparatively 'lower' incidence of eating outside the home -- i.e., at
restaurants �3,65!.

There was no significant difference in the variation of form of seafood consumed among households with an
income of more than $8,000. Among these groups, whi'Ist fresh seafood was the most popular form, food
eaten at restaurants and takeaway outlets was the next most popular. The high rate of consumption of
frozen pre-packaged seafood among the middle income earners  $18,001 � $75,000! was purely a function of
convenience among a group of white collar workers where often both husband and wife were employed. In
the very high income group   ! $75,000! as mentioned earlier, the consumption of all forms of seafood was
relatively low. This could be indicative of the fact that as incomes rise a smaller proportion of the
total income is used on the purchase of necessities, and consequently purchases of non-essentials rise.
In addition, as incomes rise, consumers tend to buy more service and processing i n thei r food products .

In a regional context each area had its favourite seafood species. For example in the Darwin region
Prawns and Barramundi were the most popular species among all households. In the Moreton region it was
Prawns and Whiting. However, the percentage of consumer households purchasing these same species varied
according to i ncome levels i ndi cating a strong relationship between the higher income levels and the
consumption of higher prices species. For example at Darwin, the highest income group   ! $75,000! had
74.7 percent consuming Barramundi, the middle income group  $18,001 � $35,000! 71.8 percent, and the
lowest income group     $8,000! had 54.5 percent.

Not much variation was observed among the different income sub-groups and other purchasing and

consumption characteristics.
3

Total number of persons employed in a household was not an adequate measure of variation in consumer
behaviour. Total household income was a more appropriate variable to assess purchasing power and
consumer behaviour as may be seen from the above analysis.

Whilst the variables education and occupation are closely linked, in consumer research they have been
used mainly as indicators of social class. For instance Hol lingshead's 'index of social position' is a
three-variab1e index utilising area of residence, occupation, and education  Myers and Roberts, 1959,
pp. 24-25!. Another study by Ellis, Lane and Glesen �963! made use of 'father's occupation' to study
the consumption patterns of college students in terms of the father's position in the class structure.

Education as a socio-economic variable to measure variations in seafood consumption behaviour was found
to be totally i nadequate. This partly results from a methodological problem where the level of education
for the household was assessed via the 'highest level of education' achieved, in a particular household.
This method obviously obscured the qual i ty of education and the number of parti cipati ng individuals
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The analysis showed that there was a corresponding increase in the percentage of households consuming any
form of seafood, up to the middle income level  $18,001 - $35,000! and then there was a tapering off.
The highest income group  > $75,000! had the lowest percentage of households consuming seafood amongst
all sub-groups. This feature was consistent among all the surveys conducted in Queensland and the

Northern Territory.



within a household. However, 1t can be stated more generally that continuing increase in educational
attainment levels will result 1n more knowledgeable, discriminating purchasing of seafood.

Occupation was used mainly as a cross check for income and as an independent var1able did not relate to
purchasing or consumption behaviour. unless the individual was a commercial fisherman.

Dwelling type and residential location are considered socio-economic variables in so far as they affect
sacia1 class. Warner's Index of Status Characteristics uses these two var1ables  referred to as house
type and dwe111ng area respectively! 1n his classification  Warner, l960!. Dwelling type affected
seafood consumption mainly in the form of seafood purchased. Consumers 'Iiving in small apartments and
flats characteristically consumed larger proportions of frozen pre-packaged and canned seafoods in
relatively smaller size packages or containers. It is felt however, that this feature together w1th
residential lacatian was more a result of life style influence on seafood consumption patterns rather
than social class. Those consumers who preferred to live in flats in the inner city area ar those that
opted ta live 20 km away fram the city in five acre blacks did so because of changing life style patterns,
Amongst other things this apparently influenced the form and frequency of seafood purchasing and
consumpt1on patterns.

Culture is an important determinant of consumer behaviour, but most unfortunately has varied definitions.
In this paper culture is represented as a learned set of responses which is inculcated in each succeeding
generat1on. It involves values, ideas and attitudes created by man to influence human behaviour. In any
particular culture there are various sub-groups or sub-cultures, each with its own norms or values which
create variations and result in a dominant pattern of life within the overall culture.

In seafood purchasing and consumption behaviour the author recognises four broad sub-cultures based an
the follow1ng socio-economic variab1es -- ethnic or1gin, religion, geographic  residential! location, and
'fadonism'  adoption of a current craze!.

In the seafood consumption surveys conducted in Australia, as an independent explanatory variable
ethnicity showed the highest degree of correlation to purchasing and consumer characterist1cs fol'lowed by
'fadonism. ' Whilst geographi c location was relevant in some contexts showi ng a moderate correlation with
consumer behav1our, religion had a very low corre1at1on and the results were statistically not
si gni f i cant.

In Australia, it was found that country of ethnic origin was a mare appropriate measure of variations in
seafood consumption than nationa1ity. owing to large numbers of naturalized Australians particularly in
the urban areas, the results tended to be biased if nationality was taken as an attribute. Different
religious groups are known to have varying consumption behaviour such as the Jews wha do not eat
shellfish or the traditional Catholics wha do not eat meat on Fr1days or the H1ndu who do not consume
meat. Geographic location is most relevant when considering large regional areas such as North and
Central Oueensland. Variations in seafood consumption result from poor physical corrmunication between
areas  Bandaranai ke, I98I!. The term 'fadon1sm' was introduced by the author to recognise the adoption
of fads -- a pet notion or craze -- by a sub-group which may result in the physical or mental alteration
of life sty'les such as eating habits or leisure patterns, or a change in attitudes. Some of these are
transient situations and may fade away with t1me, nonetheless important to marketers while it lasts'

Ethnicity as a socio-economic variable affected many aspects of seafood consumer behaviour. In the
analysis eight broad ethnic sub-groups were identified as fo11ows -- Australian  white!, Aboriginal, West
European  excluding British!, East European, British, Asian, American, and Mixed. In forms of seafood
consumed among these sub-groups, the mast conspicuous difference was in the consumption of smoked/dried
seafood which was relegated to the Asian and East European sub-groups. A small proportion of the British
and West European households consumed smoked fish particularly at breakfast. Yet, soc1ally, smoked/dried
seafood are not acceptable as yet among the majority, in the Australian society.

When analysing monthly consumption frequencies in different forms of seafood among ethnic sub-groups, it
was observed that overall the Asian sub-group had some of the highest frequencies. The East European
sub-group, mainly the Adriatics, had very high consumption frequencies in fresh shelIfish. On the other
hand the British had relatively high frequencies of consumption in frozen pre-packaged seafoods . Within
the Australasian sub-group there was a marginally higher rate of consumption in fresh seafoods reflecting
thei r greater participation in 1 ei sure fi shi ng and outdoor life sty1es  Bandaranai ke, 1984, pp. 47-50! .

It was mentioned earlier that Barr amundi and Prawns were the two most popular species consumed in Darwin.
Among the different ethnic sub-groups, 92.0 percent af the Asian households and 83.3 percent of the
Adriatic  East European! households consumed prawns. There were a few select species of seafood mare
favoured among some ethnic hauseho'Ids than others. For example, Calamari  squid! and Octopus were
consumed by approximately a third of the Adriatic households; Bream, Spanish Mackerel, Scallops and Squid
were consumed among a third or mare of the As1an households. There were also other species which were
consumed exclusively by certain ethnic households . For example Hali but by West European and Red Salmon
by Australasian households  ibid, pp. 67-69!.

Methods of prepari ng seafood or cooking methods affected purchasing patterns indirectly. Most
unfortunately very little 1ngenuity was shown in the average 'Australian household' in the cooking of
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seafood. Among the capital cities of Australia  excluding Darwin!, on 40.0 percent of the occasions fish
was served 'straight'  e.g., from a can! and on a third of the occasions it was fried  Department of
Primary Industry, 1978!. In Darwin, however, owing ta the greater ethnic mix, there is a wider use of
grilling, baking, boiling and other methods for cooking fish. Among the different ethnic groups in
Darwin, the Adriatic households appear to have the greatest variety in methods of preparing seafood at
home, followed by the British households. Thus, ethnicity as a socio-economic variable had quite
distinct influences on aspects of seafood consumption,

Among the sub-groups of religion, no significant differences in seafood consumption were identified,
except in 'the day of the week' seafood was consumed, Among the Catho1ics consumption of seafood on
Fridays was marginally higher than other sub-groups, but not sufficiently different to be statistically
significant.

The influence af geographic location is best illustrated with reference to per capita consumption figures
in select inland and coastal towns of Oueensland. For instance whilst the inland towns of Hughenden,
Charters Towers and Mareeba had annual per capita consumption rates of 4.7 kg, 5.5 kg and 7.6 kg
respectively, Townsvi lie, Bowen and Brisbane 'located on the coast had rates of 8.2 kg, 10.4 kg and 10.4
kg respectively purely as an outcome of geographical aspect  Bandaranaike, 1981, p. 7!.

' Fadoni sm' in seafood consumption is displayed with reference to the diet conscious sub-group who be 1 ieve
in 1ow-cholesterol and low fat content in seafoods campared with most other food stuffs. In some
cultures seafood consumption i s associated with fertility and sex . Where these beliefs are upheld
seafood becomes popular and considered a 'fashionable item' of consumption. In areas like Darwin,
amateur fishing has become a way of life and almost a fad to engage in leisure fishing over weekends and
holiday periods. Thus 'fadonism' has resulted in the increased consumption of mainly fresh seafood among
various sub-groups in the population.

In summarising the above analysis it is evident that the concepts of fami 1y, social class and culture
identified separately as explanatory variables of seafood consumption is somewhat inadequate. A much
wider concept such as that of psychographics ar the analysis of life style patterns would be more
appropriate. The latter is a method of segmenti ng markets based not only on individual socio-economic
characteristics of the household, but on related 'Activities,' ' Interests ' and 'Opinions ' and referred to
as AID analysis  Plummer, 1974!.

It was noted that more recent'Iy si gnificant changes had taken place in roles within the family,
particular1y in the traditional role of women. Education and changes in social values have made it
possible for more women to participate in the workforce, resulting in greater affluence, increased
household income and greater participation in the decision making process. This has also led to a
tremendous impact on the eating habits af seafood. For instance it has meant increased consumption of
frozen pre-packaged and canned seafaods, the increased incidence of dining at restaurants for the
consumption of fresh seafood; and at home. seafood being relegated to a weekend meal. When compared with
competi ng food products, it has also most unfortunately resulted in a decrease in consumption frequency
of less than once a month for seafood and an increase in the consumption of meat to more than fifteen
times per month among these hauseholds.

Life style patterns are also reflected in the counterpart household where the husband is the only person
employed, the woman characteristically the housewife looking after several young children, and living on
a five acre block away from the city. This sub-group engages in frequent 1eisure fishing and has a deep
freezer full of fresh1y caught fish. The monthly consumption frequency of fresh fish in this sub-group
is four or more times per month and much less in other farms of seafood. The frequency of dining at
restaurants is minima1, entertaining is done mainly within the household and takes the form of barbeques
where grilled fish is served frequently. The above examples illustrate two of the many psychographic
profiles re1evant in the marketing of seafood. Some researchers such as Bartos �976! have given more
general psychographic profi'les of four types of women in the United States, wi th no specific reference to
commodities purchased,

Life styles are never static, but changing al1 the time. Households are able to assimilate the life
styles of others as a result of constant exposure. In Australia for example, owing to the influence af
immigrants there is greater use of herbs and spices in seafood cooking. In turn, the immigrants tend to
absorb the life style patterns of the host country,

Further evidence of the influence of psychographics can be seen in the choice of store in the purchase of
seafood. In Australia, the main source of purchase of fresh seafood is the retail fish shop. For
example in Darwin 49.4 percent of the transactions were made here. These fish shops varied in physical
appearance, character and style. Irrespective of class status, ethnic background or stage in the
household life cycle, it was found that the choice of individua 1 fish shops was di cated by life style
patterns, Among some households it was accepted that some shops were more prestigious, and irrespective
of retail price it sui ted thei r life style to patronise these stores i n preference to others . In some
other households, where both husband and wife worked and limited time was available for shopping, seafood
was purchased together with other groceries at one-stop shopping centres ar at a fish shop located
nearest to the warkp'Iace.
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With frozen pre-packaged seafood life style segments did not appear to influence source bf purchase very
much. In canned seafood 0.8 percent of the Darwin consumers obtained their purchases from either
overseas or inter-state. These househo'Iders having been exposed to a particular life style  that of
eating a special brand or species of seafood not available locally!. insisted on retaining it. A few
others -- 0,9 percent of the consumers of smoked fish -- believed it was more healthy and prestigious to
smoke one's own seafood, since this conformed to their life style. Another sub-group of households
served canned seafood in sandwiches mainly as a lunch time meal. This characteristic while being total'Iy
unrelated to any one socio-economic variable, is a clear indication of a life style pattern.

The frequency of eating seafoods at restaurants whilst discussed under household life cycle, in reality
is a way of life or a life style pattern. The fact that there was no significant difference between
Catholics and others regarding the increased consumption of fish on Fridays as against other days, is
once again attributable to life style patterns. Most households consider the end of the week -- Friday--
as a day of rest away from cooking chores. As a result a significant proportion of the households prefer
to either eat at a restaurant or purchase fish and chips from a takeaway outlet, thus reflecting a way of
life. These examples further illustrate the influence of psychographics on seafood purchasing and
consumption behaviour.

Socio-economic variables on their own are inadequate to analyse consumer behaviour and define target
markets, The use of these variables in psychographic analysis are of great value in assessing the demand
for seafood. However, some concern has been expressed regarding the rel iabi'Iity of psychographic
analysis. It is believed that the inclusion of unreliable items in AID analysis can weaken its
predictive power  Nunnally, 1967!. There is also the fear of obtaining relationships between variables
that may be due purely to chance  Wells, 1975!. Feswick et al.   1983! reviews these problems and
presents a method of assessing reliability. They conclude "life style analysis has promised much to
marketing management, for the first time multivariate techniques were to be harnessed to provide a living
portrayal of real consumers... This analysis allows marketing management to concentrate attention on
reliable life style components, ensuring a firmer basis for segmentation and target market selection."

When analysi ng a national market or society in its enti rety, we are not looking at a uniform entity but a
body composed of various population sub-groups. These individuals within each sub-group have similar
life styles, values, cult~re and attitudes and react in similar ways to environmental stimuli. It is
this conformity of behaviour within the population groupings that provides the opportunity to segment
markets and tailor products and promotions specifica'Ily for these segments. Thus when determining the
demand for seafood products nationally or internationally, it is important to understand the processes
that affect society in general, and the various market segments in particular. The relevance of socio-
economic variables can best be analysed through the use of psychographics. The latter when successfully
emp'layed as exp'Iicators of consumer behaviour will form the basis of segmentation po'Iicies for the
marketing of seafood.

Footnotes

1, In statistical literature there has been much debate on the use of continuous variab'Ies and the
effect of grouped data on summry statistics such as the correlation coefficient. Correlations
between two grouped variables play an important role in marketing research and are unavoidable.
Morrison and Toy   1982! employ a method for assessing the effect of such groupings and also give some
insights into better methods of grouping continuous variables .

2. The capital cities survey  Department of Primary Industry, 1978! did not analyse in detail the
relationship between socio-economic variables and consumption characteristics .

3. Correlation coefficient values to illustrate the direct relationship between income and select
dependent variables such as average weight of seafood consumed or monthly frequency of consumption
yielded for the most part, va'Iues that were statistically not significant at the 5 percent level.
Yet, it was noted that if other factors like geographic aspect of life styles are taken into
consideration together with income, then it becomes an adequately powerful explanatory variable of
seafood consumption.
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Fisheries Marketing Information Systems:
Trade in Western Europe

Thomas R. Eyestone
Development Planning and Research Associates, Inc.
Manhattan, Kansas, USA

Abstrart

A five year project to collect frozen fishery prices and market information on Western Europe is
reviewed. U.S. fisheries exports to Western Europe range from $170 million to $290 mi11ion of total U.S.
fi sheries exports of $1 bi 1 1ion. The U. S. fi shi ng industry has historically been characterized by many
small and i ndependent harvesters, processors and marketers who do not have the resources to collect
information on foreign markets. The National Marine Fisheries Service, the project sponsor, distributes
the information collected in weekly price reports and quarterly market analyses reports to the industry.
Information co11ection methods, marketing information system uses and data limitations are discussed for
two selected products; frozen salmon and squid. Project findings and plans for continuation are
presented.

Introduction

DPRA Inc.  Development Planning and Research Associates, Inc. ! a private resear ch and consulting firm
developed and operates a fisheries marketing information system i n Western Europe. The project is
fi nanced by the National Mari ne Fisheries Service  NMFS!, U.S . Department of Cormrrerce. The purpose of
the five-year old project is to collect information on prices and market condi tions for frozen fishery
products. The information is then distributed on a weekly basis to provide timely market intelligence
to the U.S. fishing industry.

The Western European countries covered include:

In 1983, U.S. exports of edib1e fishery products were 601.9 million pounds valued at $907.7 million.
U.S. exports of edible fishery products to these nine countries was 101.3 mil'iion pounds va'Iued at $140.8
million in 1983. In terms of value these Western European countries account for 16 per'cent of U.S .
exports of edible fishery products . In comparison, V.S . exports of edible fi shery products to Australia
and Oceania were vaiued at $19.4 million in 1983 or 2 percent of U.S. exports in terms of value.

The project was started to fili the information gap for species not traditionally harvested in the U.S.
and was later expanded to also include high value species. The species covered by the project are
presented below.
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Benelux  Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg!
France
Italy
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom
West Germany

Cod
Dogfish
Eel
Haddock
Hake  whiting!

Herring
Lobster
Mackerel
Monkfish
Ocean Perch

Oysters
Pollock
Salmon
Skate
Squid



When available, prices and market information have been collected for brill, cuttlefish, crayfish,
octopus, orange roughy, shrimp, scallops and sole.

The structure of the U.S. fishing industry is characterized by many sma11 and independent harvesters,
processors and marketers. As a result, very few of the participants have the resources to gather foreign
marketing information on this project's scale, Moreover the firms with the resources to support foreign
market analysis consider the information gathered to be confidential and little information is made
avai1able to other members of the fishing industry.

The availability and quality of foreign market intelligence must be increased so that present or
potential export markets for U.S. fishery products will be identified and exploited. Timely market
intelligence is also necessary to facilitate penetration into foreign markets.

This report will discuss the types of marketing information on Western Europe fisheries trade co11ected
and distributed through this project and will present specific data and data limitations for two of the
subject species, salmon and squid, Then conclusions and plans to improve the project are discussed.

Data Collection and Distribution

The market and price information collected for this project are made avai1able to the U.S. fishing
industry in weekly reports. Prices far frozen fishery products are collected through contacts with
imparters, brokers, wholesalers and processors in each country. Only spot information is co11ected on
canned products. Prices are the primary information gathered. When possible prices are collected at the
import level which is generally C.I.F.  cost p'lus insurance and freight!. Wholesale prices are used as a
substitute for C.I.F. Along with the price quotes, contacts provide qualitative supply, demand and
market condition information  for example, supply light, demand slow, and market weak!. Prices far each
specie are not collected in all countries. Table I shows the species and countries reported in 1983.

Table 1. Species and Countries Reported in Western Europe Frazen Fish Market Report, 1983

Species

Source: DPRA.

The price and market condition information i s compiled and suomarized in DPRA' s Paris office and then
transmitted weekly to NMFS, Northeast Region in Gloucester, Massachusetts. NMFS distributes the
information as part of their Fishery Market News Reports. Approximately 5,000 subscribers then receive
the information. Extracts of the report are also published in the fo'llowing publications:

EUROFISH Report  U.K.!
[NFOPESCA and INFOFISH  FAO!
8ritish Columbia Fisheries Newsletter  Canada!
Pacific Fishing  USA!

Incidental to the projects' primary purpose, fisheries supply-demand variables ar statistics are also
gathered for analysis of markets. Supply data collected include.

landings
production
inventories or stocks
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imports
exports

Oemand related data collected include:

consumption
exchange rates

These data, which are general'ly not as timely as we would like, are compiled for each quarter and a
Quarterly Review Report is prepared. These reports summarize prices and market developments for reported
species and highlight developments in foreign markets which affect U.S. exports of fishery products,
Specifically this report includes an analysis of exchange rates, regulatory actions in the European
Econcmic Community, general developments in European countries, and a review of market conditions by
species.

Table 2, U.S. Exports of Specified Fresh and frozen Fishery Products

Value
 millions of U.S. dollars!

Percentage
Change

Quantity
 millions of pounds!

lbs,

Total U.S. exports of specified fresh and frozen products to the European countries identifi ed

1981
1982
1983

77,0
71.6
54.6

51. 7
46. 4
42,1

-10.3
� 9.3

7.0
-23.7

Total U.S. exports of specified fresh and frozen products

1981
1982
1983

355. 7
409.4
374.4

473. 7
515.6
462.8

15.1
� 8.5

8.8
-10.2

Source: National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Bureau of the Census.

The statistics for this table were made possible by the NMFS working with the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Prior to 1981, specific fisheries data were not available for most species in the U.S., as is the case
with fisheries statistics in most other countries. Without this data prices cannot be matched to
appropriate supply and demand variables, making the analysis of markets difficult. As I will show in an
analysis of salmon and squid prices in the next two sections, this information is very valuable.
Salmon Market in France

The Western Europe fisheries marketing information system has various uses including analysis of markets.
France is an important market for U,S. frozen sa1mon and was chosen for this brief revie~. U.S. exports
of frozen salmon to France from 1981 to 1983 are shown in Table 3. U.S. exports to France in 1983 of
frozen sa'Imon were valued at $21.6 million. This was a decline of 38 percent from the 1982 value.
France only accounts for 6 percent of the total value of U.S. frozen salmon exports but is the second
largest U,S. export market. Japan accounts for about 80 percent of the U.S. frozen salmon market. The
total U.S. market was valued at $356,8 million in 1983.

A substantial part of the French imports of salmon  estimated at 55 to 60 percent! is further processed
into smoked salmon. France is almost totally dependent on imports for its supply of salmon. Presently
ki ng, coho and chum salmon are preferred but some substitution of r eds and pinks has occurred due to
increased pri ces based on the U.S. dollar's strength.

Price ranges for frozen salmon collected for the French market are presented below for 1,983. These
prices are compared to the average 1983 prices ca'lculated from Bureau of Census information for U.S.
exports to France.
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The Quarterly Review Report also contains a summary of U.S. exports to markets covered. A summary of
U.S. exports for 1981 through 1983 is shown in Table 2. U.S. exports to Western Europe are shown to have
decl i ned each year for the frozen products specifi ed . In terms of value U . S, exports of these products
declined by 7 percent from 1981 to 1982 and by 24 percent from 1982 to 1983. The major reason for this
decline is the strength of the U.S. dollar in the export market. Other factors include competition from
Norwegian farmed salmon and possibly the 1982 salmon botulism incident.



Table 3. U.S. Fresh and Frozen Salmon Exports, 1981-1983.

Value
 millions of U.S. dol lars!

lbs.

Total U.S. exports of fresh and frozen salmon to France, 1981-1983

Total U.S. exports of fresh and frozen salmon

Source. National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Bureau of the Census,

3.0

2.6

2.4

2.2

2.0

MarSept Nov JanMayJan Mar
1984

Figure 1. Import Prices on the French Market- I/

� ~Troll caught, 6 to 9 lb, coho salmon and 6 to 9 lb. Norwegi an farmed salmon prices are used.

Source: DPRA European Weekly Report,
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1981
1982
1983

1981
1982
1983

U.S. Dollars
Per Lb.

0uantity
 millions of pounds!

17.6
17.2
13.3

200. 6
250.9
237.2

July
1983

39. 7
35.1
21.6

368.0
405.3
356.8

� 2.3
-22.7

25.1
� 5.5

Percentage
Change

-11.6
-38.5

10.1
-12.0



Collected Price Ranges-1/

$/1 b
Average Price�2/

$/lb
Specie

1.90 - 3.35
2.00 - 2.82
1.10 - 2.60
0.65 - 1.42
2.00 - 2.25

2.66
NA

1.32
1.11
2.18

King
Coho
Chum
Pink
Red

� DPRA price collected.1/

� U.S. Bureau af Census estimate.

NA - Not available.

A comparison of prices of coho salmon wfth Norwegian farmed salmon is presented in F1gure 1 for 1983 and
the first three months of 1984. In 1983 France imported 2.3 million pounds of Norwegian farmed salmon
versus 13.3 million pounds of U.S. salmon. Coho prices are generally 1awer than for the Norwegian
product which 1s available year around. On'Iy in Ju'ly, which coincides with the beginning of the U.S.
salmon fishing season, and the fi rst three months of 1984 is coho more expensive than Norwegian farmed
salmon. Thaugh no speciffc trend can be determined from this graph it appears that coho prices are
increasing while Norwegian farmed sa'Imon prices are decreasing over the period. When prices are
converted ta French Francs both prices trend upward. A major factor in the market is the effect of
exchange rates. Since DPRA started the project in 1979 the French Franc has decl1ned by 50 percent from
the U.S. dollar. This greatly influences the affordabilfty of U.S, salmon in France.

Two major data limitations exist for analysis of the salmon market i n France. First is the availability
of information by specie. U.S. stati sti cs need to be made available on coho salmon . European Economic
Cammunfty statistics need to be available by species. F1nally, inventory or stock data is needed for
Western European countries, In workfng with NMFS on salmon they agreed to provide inventory data by
specie. Previous1y, NMFS grouped pink and red salmon together. Marketing information systems and
analysis could be enhanced by this add1tional information.

S uid Market in S a1n

Spain is a major potential market for U.S. squid exports. Table 4 shows the volume and value of U.S.
exports af frozen squid ta Spain and total U.S. exports of frozen squid from 1981 to 1983. U.S. exports
of frozen squid to Spain have increased from 60 thousand pounds in 1981 to 4.2 million pounds in 1983.
U.S. exports of frozen squfd to Spain 1n 1983 accounted for almost 50 percent of the total value of $7.8
mil1ion af U.S. frozen squfd exports.

Table 4. U.S. Frozen Squid Exports, 1981-1983

guantity
 millions af pounds!

Va1ue
 millions of U,S. da11ars!

Percentage
Change

1bs,

Total U.S. exports of frozen squid to Spain

1981
1982
1983

0.06
1.36
4.20

0.02
1.10
3.60

2166,7
208.8

5400,0
227.3

Total U.S. exports of frozen squid

11.24
20.17

8.87

1981
1982
1983

7,26
13.25

7.85
79.4

-56.0
82. 5

-40,8

Source: Natfonal Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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There are many other factors which should be introduced 1nto an analysis of market conditions. such as
salmon supplies fram Canada which exported 13 million pounds of frozen salmon to France in 1983. But
this rev1ew does present an application of the fisheries marketing information system which could be used
by a small firm. DPRA in association with Frank Orth and Associates and Oregon State University produced
a more camprehensive review of the salmon market in 1983.



Also in 1983 U,S. landings of squid declined 29 percent in volume from 1982, The 1983 U,S. landings of
squid was 37.9 million pounds valued at $10.9 mfl'lion. During thfs same period Spanish vessels harvested
about 30 million pounds of squid off the Northwest Atlantic Coast of the U.S.

Prices collected by DPRA on squid vary by specie, size and product form  whole or 0ubes!. Squid  Loligo
Pealei! harvested by Spanish vessels off the Northwest Atlantic Coast ranged in price from $0.52 to $1.54
per pound in Madrid in 1983. These prices compare to an average estimated 1983 price of $0.85 per pound
 from U.S. Bureau of the Census data! for U.S. frozen squid exports to Spain.

The Spanish Peseta has experienced a decline in value similar to the decline of the French Franc over the
past five years, A 20 percent decline in value of the Peseta has occurred over the past year.

Squid landings, production and imports in Spain are needed to follow this market on a tfmely basis. FAO
publishes landings data but it is up to 2 years befog it is available. 'The U.S, fishing industry needs
marketing informati on on squid to make market decisions and to commit resources to penetrate this
potential market.

Conclusions

Marketing information is required by the fishi ng fndustry to make informed decisions . A survey of the
U.S. fishing industry in 1983 showed that the rate of use of the Western Europe weekly frozen fish report
was 96 percent among U.S. exporters, 94 percent among brokers and 88 percent among exporters. Of the
survey respondents over BO percent considered the report to be usually accurate. Many respondents
fndicated that they did not have an alternative source of foreign market information.

Marketing information must be timely to be of use. Also there are a vari ety of supp'ly-demand variables
or statistics that are required for analysis of market data. The statistics collected need to be
improved in timeliness. It would be very helpful as shown i n the example applications for salmon and
squid to have data by specie. Inventory or stocks data fn importi ng countries are requi red to understand
these markets. The data when col'lected needs to be made available to the industry.

Currently the U.S. is cutting back on funds to collect ffsherfes marketing information wfthaut which
fisheries marketing information systems cannot be developed or maintained. The U.S. fishing industry
being typified as consisting of small firms needs the information to become i nvo'lved or to further
penetrate export trade. The commitment of resources for this effort is required not only in the U.S.
but in all other countries where these condi tions exist.

DPRA plans to improve its Western Europe fi sheries marketing information system by conti nuing to add
species to the list of those currently studied. We will improve access to the system by use of a
microcomputer to summarize and transmit information. We will also increase the types of supp1y-demand
variables collected which will enable us to conduct more thorough market analyses . NMFS and the U.S .
fishing industry also have ideas on improvements to the system which will be incorporated i n the future.
Input from other government agencies or members of the International Instftute of Fisherfes Economics and
Trade are welcome.
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Economic Recovery and international Trade
in Fish and Fishery Products

S. N. Rao

Marine Products Export Development Authority
Cochin, India

Economists all over the world have been talking in terms of recovery fram the grinding 1981-82 recession
and they have been scanning the horizon for definite indications to prove this. Such analysis and
forecast have normally been attempted in very broad terms of rise in GNP, consumer price index and
business investment or in terms of reduction of rate of inflation or unemployment. Nhen it comes to
international trade in fish and fiShery prOducts, economic recovery dOeS not appear to have had much
impact. Apart from general economic factors, other imponderables related either ta fisher y autput or
marketing which vary from country to country and from one convaodi ty to another, make the situation too
complex far analysis. The purpose of thi s paper is to give a thumb-nail sketch of the 1983-84 situation

with regard to international trade in fish and fishery products.�1/

It is almast a truism to say that international trade in fish and fishery products depends on world
production of fish. In recent years world catches of fish, shell-fish and other aquatic arganisms have
continued to increase only nominally, fallowing the trend of the late 70's. Thus in 1981, world catch
was estimated at abaut 75 million metric tonnes and in 1982 at about 76.4 million metric tonnes.
Preliminary data indicate that the catch in 1983 was at the 1982 level,

The 1982-83 growth rate in the catch of developed countries as a group has only been about 2 percent and
this has been offset by a decrease of about 2 percent in the catch from developing countries as a group.
The perfarmanCe Of individual COuntrieS in both graupS haS alSO nOt been unifarm. FOr eXample, the
U.S.A. recorded an increase of 3 percent but Canada a decrease of 5 percent. All the countries under
EEC, showed either a nil growth, or a decrease ranging fram 3-7 percent. The growth of other fishing
nations like the U.S.S.R., Norway, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Iceland, and Poland, has ranged fram I
to 12 percent . Among devel oping countries, significant decrease in catch was shown by Latin American
countries, for example Peru   57 percent! and Mexico   27 percent!.

Among the reasOnS fOr the current slow-dawn in the r ate of growth af fisheries output are no doubt the
general decline in economic activity and the increased cost of fishing vessel operation. However, the
main cause of this slow-down should still be traced to the actual rate of exploitation of most
traditional fiShery resaurCeS and Of the variOuS SpeCieS Of CruStaCeanS and malluSCS mare reCently
exploited.

This state of world fi shery resources, as you know, has led ta the introduction in many fishing areas, of
both national and international stock management measures such as total allowable catches  TAC !, agreed
catch quotas, mesh-size regulation, close reasons, partial or total banning of certai n types of fi shing,
etc. Fishery management programmes are becoming more stringent in the light of the Exc1usive Economic
Zones  EEZ! declared by many countries. Only a small increase in the catches of coastal states has
become apparent due to the implementation of such pr ogrammes, whereas a large decrease in the catches of
traditionally distant-water fishing nations has resulted following such measures. For examp'le, before
1977 the catch from the distant water fishing fleet of Japan comprised as much as 40 percent of total
harvest but today it has declined to about 20 percent. According ta OHKUCHI, President, Nippon Suisan
Caxpany, Tokyo, Japan, "the establishment of 200-mile zones also produced extensive afi;er-effects even
anang nations not concerned with distant water fisheries� . Excessive investment on fishing boats stemming
from specu lation on the new fishery regime, resultant overfishing, and resource depletion, inadequate
marketing policy and slaw development of the processing sector af the industry; coupled with the soaring
prices of fuel oil and the general economic depression, led many coastal nations to situations much short
of their original expectation ".��2/



Developing nations in turn have been going in for joint ventures, charter programmes and licensing
methods for attracting developed nations in an attempt to exploit their own EEZ. Despite these exercises
in collaboration, the situation continues to be still fluid in 1983-84 and lt may take a much longer time
to assess the full impact of these developments on the world fishery output.

Possibilities far any further major inc~ease in world fisheries output appear to be linked to improved
management of existing resources and to balanced and reciprocally satisfactory adaptation to new fishing
regimes by both coastal and other states which could benefit from access to the surplus of allowable
catches of coastal states. Same of the most promising areas far new fisheries development are to be
found in the South West Atlantic, the Antarctic and the Indian Ocean . Though many of the developing
countries adjoining these areas have programmes to extend their fisheries, the actual implementation of
these may take time, since such exploitation will be capital intensive based on advanced technology. For
augmenting future supplies of fish, three approaches seem possible. Firstly, post harvest lasses
especially in handling fresh and cured fish can be minimized, These losses result because of lack of
proper chilling and storage, poor distribution and marketing infrastructure, insect infestation, and
primitive drying methods . With available technology, this waste can be limited Or prevented and about
four million tonnes of fish can be recovered, Full utilization of small pelagic catches which are so
highly seasonal, wi 11 also yield an extra twenty million tonnes of fiSh. At present these ga to waste or
get reduced to fish meal due to the inadequacy af infrastructure to cope with such peak loads for a short
time. Proper use of by-catches fram trawling especially for shrimp should also yield about 5-10 million
tonnes of fish. At present these are thrown away into the sea, to conserve storage space or board the
fishng vessels for shrimp which has about fifteen times greater value. The difficulties of collecting
and utilization of this by-catch, however, are great .

Secondly, diversification af effort to the less conventional resources should also yield further
quantities of fish. Oceanic cephalopods, mesope'lagic species, and kri 11 can be exploited on a massive
scale,, provided massive technological and financial inputs are forthcoming for this purpose, Thirdly,
development in aqua-farming in fresh and coastal waterS, of a number of varietieS Of fish, crustaceans
and molluscs can also increase output. Though aquaculture activities are developing rapidly in many
countries including a large number of developing countries, progress achieved so far has not been
significant. The annual output from aquaCulture is currently estimated at 6 to 7 million metric tonneS,
i.e., about 9 to 10 percent of world catches. Though experts agree that aquaculture producti on can be
increased four to five times, this may require concerted action in all countries.

The stagnation noted abaut in world fishery production is also reflected ln the current volume of
international trade in fish and fishery products. The total quantity af fishery products entering
international trade ln 1983 has declined though there has been a slight recovery in the prices of many
products. However, there has been little or no change in the total value of international trade . The
total import of fishery products has came down from 10.3 million metric tonnes to 9.65 million metric
tonnes, recording a 6 percent decrease. The value has remained around 16.6 billion U,S. dollars.
Similarly the value of exports has recorded only a nominal increase of 1 percent in 1983 from the 1982
level . The exports have increased from 15 .26 billion U .S. dollars to 15 .48 billion U .S. dollars . Trade
in the developed countries during 1983 appears to be taking a much longer time to recover from the
recession than in the developing countries. The developing countries have recorded an increase of 3
percent over the 1982 figure in the value of exports, i.e., from 6.49 billion U.S. dollars to 6,68
billion U.S. dollars.

The 1982-83 increase in growth of exports has been significant only in a very few developed countries
like Norway �0 percent!, France  8 percent!, U.K.  9 percent!, and Japan �2 percent!. Other developed
nations have shown either a negative or nil growth rate. Among developing countries, Mexico, Peru,
Brazil, Korea, and Pakistan have shown a decrease in expor ts and others have shown only a nominal
increase.

On the import side, Japan has shown an increase of 9 percent in quantity, though the value has gone down
by I percent. The U.S.A. has recorded an increase of 20 percent by value and Canada 19 percent. 1n the
EEC, France and the U.K. were the principal countries recording an increase and four other countries,
Denmark, F,R.G,, Italy, and the Netherlands have reduced imports . The most severe decrease has occurred
in Spain   20 percent by quanti ty and 25 percent by value!. Import data for developing countries show an
overall fall of 15 percent in terms of quantity.

To illustrate further the complexities of international trade, two commadities can be studied as
examples:  Y iz. ! shrimp, and tuna.

I. ~Shr im

Shrimp landings in various countries showed improvement in 1983 and more shrimp was available ln the
international trade because of this increased production, and because of the fact, that shr imp ls a major
foreign exchange earner for developing countries. Cultured shrimp from Ecuador, and Asian-Pacific
countries, gave rise to increased exports. Iceland and Norway had good cold water shrimp landings.
Decline in U .S. domestic production, and the high U .S. dO1 lar exchange rate attracted imports into the
U.S.A. Import into Japan and Europe became more expensive. In the U.S. market, prices for frozen shrimp
ru led hi gh and consumer demand was good, and the U .S. market was stable during 1983 . In the J apanese
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market, the year 1983 started with relatively high price levels for frozen shrimp, and poor demand. This
resulted because of speculative over-buying by Japanese importers at very high prices during the last
quarter of 1982. The resulting high prices were rejected by many final consumers and the demand fell and
traders were forced to decrease their selling price, often losing money due to sales below the original
purchase price. Unfavorable and unprofitable conditions prevailed throughout most of 1983. By early
1984 Japanese trading companies, because of this bad experience, began to quote prices, directly linked
ta prevailing domestic market prices, without speculating about the future.

Imports of frozen shrimp by most European countries increased though trading was dull and profitability
low. The market followed generally its traditional periods af low and high demand during the course of
the year. The European market was affected by the strength of the U.S. dollar against most European
currencies, the domestic landings of cold water shrimp and the depressed market conditions in Japan
during the first half of 1983.

In the case of canned shrimp, imports by the U.S.A., the world's largest market increased in 1983 by
almost 150 percent, the largest supplier being Thailand, In the U.K., the largest import market in
Europe, imports increased by just under 3 percent. The strong U,S. dollar tended to attract imports away
fram Europe. Prices of canned shrimp also changed very little.

On the relatively long-term prospects, a recent ADB/FAO   INFOF IS11! study states:

"Growth in the period up to 1990 is expected to be slow in both the U.S. and Japanese market. Europe
presents the likelihood of more rapid growth in usage of tropical species but from a much smaller base.
Lack of growth ln supplies has been seen to affect prices and to cause increased competition between
buyers in the major markets. There is no reason to suppose that this situatian will change in the short
term. By 1990, cultured shrimp is expected to have a significant impact on world supplies.

In recent years, world markets have felt the impact of high inflation and the general economic siowdown.
Unusually high interest rates have had a serious impact on costs and have tended to reduce speculation,
since both producers and buyers have been unwilling to hold product in anticipation of higher prices
owing to the high cost of maintaining unsold inventories. Fluctuations in exchange rates in the major
markets have caused dislocations in trade and changes in the competitive position of buyers in relation
to their suppliers. These factors are expected to continue to affect both the markets and the producers
in the years to come."-�3/

According to this study, expansion of the three major markets ls expected to come from imports, and the
projected annual growth rate is very nominal � Japan   I percent!, U.S.A.   1 percent! and western Europe
� percent !.

Another recent study on the subject by the International Trade Centre, has the following generali zatian
ta make:

"The general view of the trade is that the world market for shrimps will continue to expand during the
next decade, although at a much slower rate than in the previous decade. This rate wlil hinge on a rapid
hnprovement in aquaculture technology, increased investment in aquaculture and a recovery fram the
current world recession.

Although ITC has not undertaken an econometr ic analysis of the vari ous markets, their characteri sti cs
suggest that in most of them, l.e., the United States and Europe, demand is income rather than price
elastic. !n these markets, demand is therefore largely dependent on the level of real disposable
incomes,

There are, however, significant differences between the two markets. First, whilst the United States
market is largely homogeneous in terras of product form and presentation, the European market varies
greatly from country to country and even within countries . Although the degree of uniformity is
increasing, these differences are likely to persist in Europe in the foreseeable future. Second, whilst
prices in the United States depend considerab'Iy on the size of domestic production, the European market
ls influenced to a greater extent by the behaviour of the Japanese market. Third, it appears that
whereas per' capita consumption in the United States has leveled off, this consumption is at a relatively
low level ln most European markets and is believed to have considerable potential for expansion.

In Japan, demand seems to be more price elastic, and the prospects for increased imports will largely
depend on the attainment of more favourable real pri ces for shrimps in comparison with those of
competitive food products. In the short term the value of the yen vis-a-vis other currencies, and the
United States dollar in particular, will be a key factor. In the longer term inrreased availability of
supply from aquaculture will be a major determinant of the size of imports .

In sumnary, the longer term outlook for the international trade in shrimps ta 1990 is for continued
growth, albeit at a notab'Iy lower rate than in the 1970' s. The increases in real prices of shrimps that
characterized the 1970 ' s are unlikely in the later period; the sensitivity of Japanese demand to price
ri ses and the developed countries ' slow emergence fram the recession and low real disposable incomes will
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exert a downward pressure on pr ices. However, as in the 1970's, the trade will probably fluctuate

appreciably, with periods of high demand and increasing prices succeeded by periods of slackness.�4/

I I. Tuna

In general, the international tuna market remained depressed throughout 1983 due to continuing
over-supply of most species especially skipjack and yellowfin. The sluggish demand and low prices which
was a feature of the second half of 1982 continued in 1983 also,

249,000 tonnes in 1983! where demand is mainly
during 1982 due to consumer resistance to high
the second half af 1983, consumers had to reduce
did not recover throughout the year.

The largest import market for tuna is the U.S.A, <about
for canned tuna. Stocks of canned tuna, which built up
price, had to be sold in 1983 at lesser prices. During
praduction. Ex-vessel prices and import prices of tuna

The situation in Japan, which ls the largest country market for fresh and frozen tuna, was much better.
Total 1983 supplies were well above 1982 level. Imports in 1983 totalled 146,241 tonnes. The high grade
sashimi meat enjoyed a strong market trend during most of the year, whereas lower gr ade sashlmi meat was
not in much demand. [n 1983, J apan increased its exports of fresh and frozen tuna by 31 percent.

The European market, contracted in 1983 mainly as a result af consumer resistance to high prices.
Spanish imports for example fell by about 49 percent and Italian tuna imports by about 10 percent.

According to a recent report by FAO/INFOFISH, prospects of the U.S. and Japanese economies, the two
largest markets for tuna, look relatively bright for 1984. It is not immediately apparent, however, that
an increase in purchasing power wil'I result in an expansion of demand.

Demand for canned tuna in most markets appears to have become extremely price sensitive and packer s
appear to be pessimistic of pushing up both volume of sales and price in the short term. Many packers in
the U .S.A. and Europe are working wi th narrow or nonexistent price margins. The trend to move canning
operations to locations which are closer to major fishing grounds and which offer cheaper labour, is
likely to conti nue. For simi 1 ar reasons, packers in the Asian/Pacific region are likely to benefit .

Whether looked at fram the point of total world fishery output, or the total volume of international
trade, the immediate impact of economic recovery is not so dramatic especially in developing countries.
Other non-economic parameters also appear to influence the situation, The current strength of the U.S.
dollar, as explained earlier has had some effect in affecting the direction of trade, and also the
developmental activities of some countries. With a strong U.S. dollar, nations which make their
purchases ln that currency have reduced imports, at the same time trying to develop their exports ln
terms of the U.S. dollar. The trade in and between developing countries is being mostly continued in
U.S. dollar, and this has had a definite influence on the dirertion and volume of trade.

In most developing countries, the industry is in the hands of small companies, and their size frustrates
the introduction af new technology and management. International prices have not kept pace with the
increased costs of production and ocean freight, and thus there is not much inducement to export.

Apart fram these factors, the per -capita consumption of fish in many developed countries does not appear
to rise considerably, due perhaps to competition from livestock products. According to Prof . Buzzell of
Harvard Business School, U.S.A. per-capi ta consumption ln the U . S.A. was 12 . 3 pounds in 1982 compared to
12.5, ten years ago, while poultry increased from 51, 1 to 64. 1 pounds. � One explanation for this low6/

level consumption ls the amount of other meat products produced. Seafood is least often prepared at home
in camparison with beef ar poultry. The Institute for the Co-operative Study of International Seafood
Markets, in its working paper No, 1 has stated, "Even though Americans do not cook fish at home as often
as other meat items, they do tend tO order it in restaurants. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that
consumption of seafood would rise and fall in response to real income levels, assuming that restaurant
dining increases as personal income increases."- �7/

The Japanese fishing industry also faces the possibility of long-term stagnant domestic market due to
competition from meat and poultry whose prices have remained fairly stable, in contrast to fish prires
which have risen steadily. Since 1975 the consumer price index for fish �975=100! has risen to 162,
while the price of food in general has risen only to 13S and that of meat to only 110. As a SOurCe Of
protein, fish has come dawn from a level of 80%, in 1955 ta about 45K. Out of the total daily animal
protein in-take of 39.7 gm by Japanese in 1981, only 18.1 gm came from marine products.�8/
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Even in a country like Japan, according to a recent report, " ... the fishing industry is burdened by heavy
debt and faces dull growth ln fish consumption, factors that threaten to force a shake-out of as much as
20 percent of the industry in coming years � Loans outstanding to the fishing industry as a whole exceed
its annual sales. Many small and medium enterprises are struggling to avoid going deeper into debt but
must borro~ to cover operations and the government is encouraging a shrinkage of the number of
enterprises in the industry so as to enable the survivors to make satisfactory profits."-



Static or declining consumption af seafood, calls for aggressive marketing, including in-depth consumer
research. The industry has to educate the consumer in the value seafood has for them. One has to define
the species, the geographic areas, consumer preferences, and demographic attitudes, ta plan effective
marketing strategy. The National Fishery Institute, U.S.A., has already taken up programmes for market
promotion in the U.S.A. The Fisheries Council of Canada has plans to do consumer research in the U.S.A.
and direct generic promotion in Canada. The Japanese industry is now attempting publicity campaigns ta
promote fish as a food low in cholesterol, rich in vitamins and low in calories in order to prevent
further erosion of consumer preference.

Each country has its own tastes and requires meals based on its particular traditional dietary pattern.
Unless a seafood product matches the requirements of the particular market, sometimes even segments of a
local market, it will not stand any chance to be sold. What is most important is to produce the best
possible product of a quality that is demanded by a par ticular market. Sound market promotion, depends
again an sound quality of the products offered for sale. Ta maintain the quality of seafood which ls so
perishable from the moment the fish is caught at sea, to the moment it reaches the consumer in a far-off
country, is a very difficult task indeed and unless proper infrastructure is built all along the way,
especially in developing countries, this will well-nigh be impossible. International trade in fish and
fishery products can be expanded only on the basis of quantity, quality and consistency of products and
nat on the basis of short-range speculative buying and selling. Here is the challenge for the future.

Unfortunately, the persons engaged in the seafood trade, are doing business on a day-to-day or even an
hour-to- hour basi s, and such macro- level analysis, in a global perspective, as I have indulged in now
with your kind cooperation normally will not interest them.

It is in this context, that international conferences like this, beCome relevant, at least in the sense,
that some awareness, trickles down the line about what is happening ln the world as a whole, and what one
can realistically expect in the future. Internationalization of fishery trade means that changes for
good or bad, taking place in one part of the world rapidly spread and influence other parts of the world
and they are often difficult to predict due to the increasing complexities of the market. Let us
theref are hope that this conference will enhance mutual understanding through goad communication among us
and others concerned with international trade in fish and fishery products.
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The New Ocean Regime:
Implications for International Seafood Trade
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1. Introduction

In the paper the pri ncipa 1 factors of influence since the mid 1970s wi 11 be di scussed. Assuming that
the new regime for fisheries following the general introduction in 1976 of the 200-mi EEl in most parts
of the world, has had a significant impact on the pattern of international trade flows. However, other
factors of potential influence neither being equal, nor static, are considered as well.

A brief, introductory presentation of the trade as can be seen from Table I, comparing annual average
world trade in food fish for the six years 1971-76 with that of the six years 1977-82, there has been an
increase in the wor ld exports volume size of 45 percent . In the corresponding peri ods there has been a
17 percent increase in the world production of food fish, and a corresponding increase in total world
catch of fish.

In value terms, there was in the same period an increase in the world exports of 161 percent . The
higher growth in the value of the world trade can partly be explained by inflation and partly by above
average growth in high value products, The rapid growth in trade around the world since the 1970s can
be seen in shrimp, salmon, crab, tuna and hake, which have become thoroughly established international
market commodities.

Table 1. blorld Trade of Food Fish by Product Groups, Annual Average 1971-76 and 1977-82 .

Value, million US$Volume, 1000 t

Change
1977-82

 %!

Change
1977-82

 %!

1971-76 1971-76Product Groups 1977-82 1977-82

21,973 25, 755 17

4,602 6,650 12, 221

5,048

45 4,671 161

2,629 4, 128 57 1,798 181

471 515 1,104 114

743 890 20 I, 803 107

� fresh/frozen/cured
crustaceans and molluscs 671 1,038 I, 256 3,719 196

- canned crustaceans
and molluscs 127 233 547 135

Source: FA0, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, Vols, 41, 47, and 55.
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Statistics of the world trade in sea food products shaw that the main flows of exported fish and fish
products have been and continue to be, irrespective of country of origin, toward more advanced nations.
In fact, large importing countries are also substantial exporters and vice-versa. Comparing the annual
averages for the years 1972-75 with 1979-82, developing countries increased their share of world exports
volume of food fish from about 1/4 to about 1/3, and considering regional differences, mainly accounted
for by Asian region, but also by. Latin American region. Eastern Eurapean, including USSR and OECD
countries as groups, had declining shares of world export, but within the OECD groups, the position of
the EEC remained largely unchanged. Developing countries also inc~eased their share of world import
volumes to about 1/4, mainly accounted for by the African region, while imports to the OECD group
declined and the position of EEC within this group remained unchanged. Developing countr ies i ncreased
their Share Of WOrld CatCh of fiSh fram 43 tO 47 perCent -- the inCreaSe aCCOunted fOr by the ASian and
the Latin American regions. The share of Eastern Eur ope including USSR remained stable around 15
percent, while the Share of OECD declined from 40 to 37 percent within which the share of EEC remained
stable around 8 percent . A comparison of the OECD countries' share of world catch and world trade shows
that these countries, and especially the EEC countries, are the most active traders. Developing
countries estimated share of world exports in value terms have increased gradually from 37 percent in
1977 to 43 percent in 1982.

2. Chan es in Pri nci al factors Affectin International Trade in Fish and Fisher Products

2. 1 Changes in the access af resources

The Exclusive Economic Zones  EEZ>. The new regime for fisheries was expected to change the fish
production patterns and the international trade in fishery products, e.g., one should have expected that
nations which befare the introductions of the EEZ were highly dependent on distant-water fleets for
supplies, would have a higher than average fall in ratches and/or export and/or a higher rise in
imports, while fishing nations with long coastlines and no previous long distance fleet of significant
importance would have a higher rise in catch and/or exports and/ar a higher fall in imports than the
average . Hence, a reduction of catches was to be foreseen for countries like China  Taiwan Province>,
Japan, Republic of Korea, Poland, Spain and USSR, in particular of the species traditionally caught by
their distant-water fleets. A corresponding increase in imports was to be expected.

Between 1973 and 1982 landings by Japan's distant-water fleet were about halved to 2 million tons, due
mainly to lost access. Japan harvested 44 percent of its marine fisheries catch within 200 mi from the
coasts of foreign states in 1974, less than 30 percent in 1977 and less than 20 percent in 1980. Spain,
the COuntry that loSt mOre, in abSOlute termS, under the rediStributiOn Of reSOurCeS than any other OECD
cauntry with the exception of Japan had catches regularly exceeding 1.5 million tons in the early 1970s.
By 1979 the Spanish catch had declined to less than 1. 1 million tons . The distant-water catch of the
Republic of Korea and China  Taiwan Pravince! were by the mid 1970s around 500, 000 t and 300, 000 t,
respectively. The USSR 's distant-water fleet which was the warld's largest, was by the early 1970s
taking almost 4 mi llian tons fram foreign waters in the Atlantic and another 1 million ton elsewhere.
In 1975, Poland's distant-water catch was almost 600,000 t. That of the German Democratic Republic
around 300,000 t, and Bulgarian and Rumanian about 150,000 t combined catch.

However, a change from distant-water catch to imports, has so far only partly taken place . Total
imports of all fishery products to Japan incr eased by 90 percent when comparing the years 1970-76 with
1977-82 while imports of the two most important product groups, crustaceans and molluscs, and fresh and
frozen fish increased by 76 percent and 122 percent, respectively. Japan's overall catch increased by 7
percent from 1976 to 1981. The reduction in the distant-water catch has been affset by an increase in
the abundance in their own waters of sardines, mackerel, and other low-priced species. Although there
WaS nO Substantial Change in the tatal CatCh, impOrtS inCreaSed beCauSe theSe SpeCieS COu ld nOt
substitute the ones caught previously. [n Spain total imports of all fish products increased an an
average of 28 percent when comparing the years 1970-76 with 1977-82  fresh/frozen fish 67 percent, cured
fish 26 percent, and crustaceans and molluscs 31 percent>. There has also been a growth in the imparts
of fish products to the USSR and other Eastern European countries. But the reduction in the catches of
theSe COuntrieS have not been OffSet by inCreaSeS in the vOlume Of their impOrtS. DeSpite SignifiCant
reductions in the catches of demersal fish by the fleets of these countries, there has yet been no
corresponding increase in the imports af such species.

Considering the countries with long distance fleets before the mid 1970s and comparing the annual
average import volumes of 1972-75 wi th 1979-82, recorded imports to Republic of Korea, Japan, Poland,
Spain and USSR, support the hypothesis of increased imports, while imports to other COMECON countries
declined. Bulgaria, Cuba, Republic of Korea and USSR had moreover, substantial increases in exports.

The most favoured policy of nations that have lost the free access to traditional fishing waters, has
been to increase participation in the exploitation of the resources within the EEZ of other countries or
unexploited areas not under the jurisdiction of coastal States. Various methods with different impact
on trade have been in operation:

by establishing new bases abroad, what was the initial reacti on of US tuna firms . New bases wer e
established in Guam, Puerto Rico and Samoa, from which the fleets operated, and supplies were
contracted from a few developing countries affiliates, particularly in West Africa;
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by establishing joint ventures between companies, private or public, in the countries with extended
fisheries jurisdiction and foreign fishing campanies whereby the vessels of the joint venture take
the flag of the coastal State and land fish for transshipment. This is the most corrrrron practice in
developing countries. Companies from Japan, Republic of Korea and Spain have been especially active
ln this area, particularly in Latin America. Imports of tuna to the USA have recently increased from
countries which offer transshipment facilities to the increased international tuna-catching fleet in
the Western Pacific, e.g., Kiribati and Singapore;

by extending the latter option to include processing and exportation with the joint venture operating
the processing plant and other shore facilities and the foreign partner controlling the marketing.
Again companies from Japan, Republic af Korea and Spain are especially involved;

by developing fishing abilities for deep-sea fishing outside the jurisdiction of coastal States like
the Polish and Soviet distant-water fleets that have chosen to develop such operations ln addition to
operations within other nations coastal waters. Of total Palish catches of about 600,000 t, nearly
two thirds come from factory trawiers operating in distant waters. In 1983 Soviet catches reached on
a preliminary basis 10.10 million tons, which is at the level of the previous peak of 10,13 million
tons obtained in I976. There have been significant shifts in the geographical pattern of fishing by
these countries, wh1ch has resulted in southward move, including the Antarctic region;

by interpreting the new fisheries regime differently, e.g., whether or not highly migratory species
like tuna which was traditionally caught by US vessels in Latin American waters should be excluded
from the jurisdiction of the coastal States. Difficulties in reaching agreement between USA and
countries like Congo, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Senegal led to seizure of US tuna vessels
fishing within their 200-mi EEZs. In retaliation the US authorities placed embargoes on tuna imports
from these countries;

by importing raw material for further processing in replacement for the fish previously caught by own
fishing fleet.

Recorded trade figures for countries with long coastllnes and no previous long-distance fleet of
significant importance, support the hypothesis of falling imports and/or increasing exports in the case
of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, India, Morocco and Peru among developing countries and Australia, Canada,
Faeroe Islands, Iceland, Ireland, New Zea'land, Norway, UK and USA among developed countries. Fishing
nations with relatively short coastllnes which have also increased their exports of food fish, such as
Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Hong Kong, Ivory Coast, Republic of Korea, Netherlands, Panama,
Sweden and Yugoslavia. A comparison of per1ods 1972-75 with 1979-82 shows that the island States in the
South Pacific did not increase their exports.

Different policies to promote exports have been adopted by countries that have been in the position to
utilize the catch within their EEZs:

by seeking to take up as much as possible of the TACs within their EEls and expand their fishery
exports to levels they would otherwise not have rea'ched, through over the side sales, a strategy
followed by USA  mainly Alaskan waters !, Iceland, Norway and UK < especially to the USSR !;

by linking concessions to fishing right, to admission to foreign markets in order to promote fishery
exports and/or get assistance in fisheries development. Canada and Norway give access to EEC vessels
in return for tariff concessions in the EEC market. Canada alsa has been given access to the
Portuguese market for salted/dried fish. In USA legislation exists which links the access of foreign
fleets to US fishing grounds to foreign concessions in trade policies and to the obligation ta assist
US fisheries development. Foreign vessels take about half of all commercial fish harvested in US
200-mi zone .

Limitations on fisher resources . Before the extension of the EEZ s the stocks most heavily exploited
among the traditional food ash species were herring and mackerel in the northeast Atlantic and
Californian sardine amOng the pelagic species, and cod and haddock in the North Sea and Alaska pollock
in the North Pacific among the demersal species. A FAQ report concluded that by I970 the stocks that
were either fully exploited or depleted in the northeast and northwest Atlantic were cod, haddock, hake,
saithe, redfish, herring and mackerel.

Ta date, many of the Stocks have not recovered despite the adoption of control measures. The current.
state of exploitation of the main stocks shows improvements in only a few cases . Iceland has generally
been more successfu 1 than others in rebuilding its stocks, e.g,, cod, haddock and herring. For most
other countries the problem of overfi shing has not been resolved . Adjustment has been more gradual,
i.e., fishing intensity has nat decreased because of the problems associated with the allocation of
shared stocks, partly intensified by various social considerations, and the lack of alternative
deployment opportunities. The state of ex plai tati on by 1982 indicates an excessive level of exploitation
for about two-thirds of Northeast Atlantic stocks. In the Northwest Atlantic the management problems
were less difficult as mast stocks are located within the EEZ of Canada and the USA, i.e., only two
nations. Here adjustment has been more rapid, and the effects of coastal State management have,
generally, been positive.
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Considering 1mports and the product groups where most of the scarce resources are utilized as raw
material, i.e,, fresh and frozen fish, imports have increased substantially to EEC countries, but
whether this rise 1n imports is due to increased demand as replacements for reduced catches, or due to
other factors, is difficult to eva'iuate.

Sudden fall 1n catches of other-species with an obvious effect on trade and changes in sources of
supplies are:

the poor shrimp harvest in USA duri ng the last three years w1th a following re-orientati on of
suppliers on the world market;

the fall in the supplies of crab from US landings since 1980 was a most significant factor influencing
the international market and sources of supplies;

the near depletion of the South African pilchard sardine stocks and the substantial fall in the
Peruvian catch of pilChard sardine Caused a si gnificant change in world trade of canned pelagic fish
in 1978 and 1983, respectively;

the near depletion of the herring stocks in the North Sea in the late 1960s had a substantial impact
of the trade and consumption of herring in particular, but also various other small pelagic species
utilized as substitutes, and with the recent recover y of the herring stocks, the replacement species
have experienced and wi 11 continue to experience set-backs.

However, to what extent changes in supplies, like those mentioned above, have influenced total trade in
fishery praducts in the period after the extension of the EEZ is difficult to estimate.

2.2 Changes 1n costs of praduction

Cost of labour. Labour costs of fishery products vary according to type of products and/or country of
production in that similar products may be produced by more or less labour-intensive processes in
different countries. An example is shrimp, which in same countries are peeled manually and in some
countries by machines. Whether fisheries praducts are labour-intensive or not is a matter of type of
product and what products they are to be compared with.

A common view is that producers in developing countries have a comparative advantage compared ta
competitors in the western world due to low labour costs. An example is the following argument: many
tuna packers in the USA and Western Europe are working with very small margins on an extremely
pri ce-sensit1ve mar ket . The Asian packers and particularly those in the developing countries, e.g., in
Thailand and increasingly Indonesia, which have law labour costs and are relatively close to fishing
areas, have thrived in thi s market si tuati on . In the tuna producti on, wages in the tuna fleet in France
as percentage of total operat1ng cost from 1975 to 1981 increased from 27 percent to 35 percent.

Four countri es with semi - industrialized economies in Asia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Republic of Korea, and
China  Taiwan Prov1nce!, have experienced rising labour costs <OCED, 1984!.

A reliab'ie impact of changes in the intensity of labour and changes in cost of labour on the total world
trade in fisheries, is not within reach for this study but. it is reasonable to believe that the trade of
products supplying highly competitive mar kets and/or products with high price elasticity of demand, such
as the trade in tuna at present, cost af labour probably have a decisive impact on the origin of supply,

Cast of The effects of the two major oil crises in 1973 and 1978/79 on the fishing industry
su ar1zed by OECD as follows'. not all countries were affected to the same extent because of

the structure of their fishing fleets, national oil pricing policies or nationa'I currency fluctuations
vis-a-vis the reserve currencies. Among the fisheries hardest hit were those deploying active
technologies, e.g., groundfi sh trawling, purse seining, etc ., and distant-water fishing in general . On
the other hand, those fisheries utilizing passive technologies, e.g., longlining, gillnetting, setnets,
etc., and coastal fisheries were less affected. National oil pricing policies are also divergent, as is
indicated 1n the following surenary of average domestic prices for light fuel oil, including tax, aver
the period 1978 to 1982, Taking 1978 as 100 the price per metric ton in national currency reached in
Australia 272, Canada 234, France 278, Federal Republic of Germany 255, Japan 273, Norway 271, Spain
485, UK 242 and USA 254. Some governments provide financial support to promote improved fuel economy
 EEC!, while others give low interest or interest-free loans to enhance productivity within the fish1ng
industry in general <USA and Japan!.

Cost of credit. An effect of the disruption in the world economy during the 1970s was increasing
interest rates from 1977 onwards. When the negative effects of the high interest rates become more
powerful in the early 1980s as did the effects of the present recession, many developing countries were
squeezed between stagnated foreign exchange earnings and soaring interest payments on their debt.
Middle-income developing countr1es which in the 1970s had increasingly relied on the private credit
markets far foreign capital, have during the last couple ot years had to face declining supplies from
this source thus mak1ng loans for the industry scarce and expensive. Some OECD countries give low
interest, long term or interest-free loans ta their fishing 1ndustries with the objective of promoting
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fish farming, innovation, improve productivity, construction and maintenance of vessels, equipment and
buildings.

2.3 Technological innovation

. Technological development also influences production and trade of fisheries products. In the 1970s
introduction of new technology with partly substantial effect on the world trade has taken place in
production methods and in product development. Examples are:

cultured shrimp production has reached a significant impact on the world trade. Production increased
in 1983, especially ln Ecuador and ln Asian countries. Counting Ecuador alone, aquaculture
represented abo~t l3 percent of US imports of shrimps;

fish farming in general is undergoing a rapid development; examples are governmental pr ogrammes for
financial support of aquaculture development in Japan, New Zealand, Sweden and the EEC. Exparts of
farmed salmon fram Narway has reaChed levels of significant importance for this country;

squid tubes processed and frozen on board Polish factory vessels using a new technology is another
example;

the technology for the manufacture of imitation or substitute seafood products has been developed in
Japan. Industrial production for exports of crab substitute made from Alaskan pollock had in 1983
reached 18,800 t, Fish technologists in a number of countries are working on such products.

Other factors which may be relevant for changes in the international fish trade are the role of
transnationa I corporations and their production and marketing strategi es, the adaptation capability of
deve'loping exporting countries to changing market conditions and the related. constraints with regard to
technical and managerial skills. Furthermore, an analysis of investment projects in fisheries could
determine whether the type of investments financed had a significant impact on international trade,
e.g., by improving production systems, communications, financing, etc.

3. Consumer Demand

3. 1 F ood ha bi ts

The demand for food products in general and fish, in particular, is relatively stable because food
habits change only slightly and slowly. However, the abundance and variety af food pr aducts available
to the populations of the develo ed countries, permit substitutions which the modern corporations are
quite ready to exploit. The resu ting changes in demand are facilitated by greater availability of
substitute raw material due to the increased international fish trade. Established fish species must
then compete in the mar ket wi th new fi sh species and products, as well as meat and meat base products,
thus, facilitating replacement of the species of which supplies may have been lost due to exclusion from
traditional fishing grounds or overexploitation of stocks.

While fish has often in the past, i,e., until same 30-40 years ago, been a relatively cheap food with
dried/salted cod and salted herring dominant in international trade, today there is a whole series of
what may be called luxury products in the trade. This trend toward a relatively higher consumption of
luxury food is ln accordance with theoretical explanations like Engel's law which is further elaborated
by more recent theoretical and technological explanations of trade, such as Staffan Burenstam Kinder� 's
representative demand hypothesis  Linder, Staffan Burenstam, 1967! which draws a ConnectiOn from income
ta tastes ta technology to trade as follows: a rise in ~r ~ca ut income shifts a nation� ' s
representative demand pattern toward luxuries that the nation can now afford . This new demand causes
producers to came up with improvements in the technology of supplying those goods in particu lar'. Their
gains in productivity actually outrun the ri ses in demand that caused them, leading the nations to
export these very luxury goods and to lower prices. It wou'Id be worthwhile investigating whether or not
this concept is valid for fish, in particular if a distinction is made between products originating from
developed and developing countries.

However, ther e has been a rising demand for both conventional and luxury fish during the last quarter of
a century, especially in developed countries. An example is the pattern of consumption in Japan where a
growing preference for weStern-style food has led to a shift away from the traditional staples of rice
and fish toward more bread and meat. The rise in demand for both conventional and luxury fish has
attracted a number of food processing firms into the industry thus adding to increased consumption and
tr ade in value added fish products. An example of the capacity of internationally operating firms in

. changing market demand is the ~ecent changes in the international tuna trade . When Japanese firms lost
ground in its traditional markets for canned tuna in the UK and USA, they made up for those losses by
development of new markets, e g., in Switzer land, the Near and Middle East and in South Africa . This
implies also a change in the demand structure of these countries. Similarly, in some countries, e.g.,
in Africa and in the Caribbean the market for salted/dried demersal fish from Northern Europe was
developed when prices were low. As prices have risen, impor ts by these countries have slowed dawn.
These have partly been replaced by cheap canned fish.



3.2 Product qual ity

Consumers' perception of product quality is important for market success. This is valid for the high
price shrimp products and also present in the attempts to actually replace the herring on the German
market by other species where the product image  = quality> is of relatively high importance. An
eXample Of SuCCeSs far a nOn-traditional speCieS on the market iS the pollOCk an the US market. The
frozen-at-sea skinless and boneless fillets has been recogni zed by buyers of its high quality. Of
crucial importance to the product image is avoidance of food poisoning� . It has been noted that in the
years 1965 to 1975 only 29 outbreaks of foadbarne infection and intoxication in the UK were attributed
to fish, molluscs and crustaceans. Between 1976 and 1980, however, as marine products assumed a new
importance there was an increase in the number of reported outbreaks with at least 126 separate
inci dents affecting more than 1, 500 persons; 35 of these were associated wi th fresh 1 y-opened canned
fi sh . In addi ti on to canned fish, toxic substances discovered are often traced to shrimp and squid
products from developing countries. This adds to the frequent perception among affluent consumers of
developing countries as suppliers of low-quality products .

3.3 Product price

A COmpariSOn Of whaleSale priCeS in main US pO~tS fram 1972 Shaw that the deVelOpment Of the priCe Of
canned tuna, cod fillets and shrimp have been favourable as compared to beef and lamb, except for an
unfavourable period in 1976-77 and in 1980-81 for cod fillets and 1981-82 for shrimp.

Corrmodity prices: Comparison of the development of wholesale prices
Sources. IMF International Financial Statistics
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IIKF:

beef  all origins, US ports, 10 US cents/pound!

lamb  New Zealand, London, 10 US cents/pound!

shrimp  US, New York Gulf, US$/pound!

NMFS:

canned, light tuna, 10 dollars per case

cad fillets, cents/pound

fresh, frozen shrimp 27-25, New York, cents/pound
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Constraints on trade caused by consumer pr eferences are sometimes reinforced by local industry� 's
resistance ta imports, as in the canned tuna market of Italy and Spain and in the reluctance to accept
canned tuna products which would differ from those produced by the local industry.



The largest importers of fish products, Japan and USA, have ln many cases a decisive influence on the
international price leve'I. An example is the consumer resistance to high prices of canned tuna in USA
which became evident in 1982. Sales slowed down and prices decreased.

International prices and consequently trade between countries are also influenced by the rates of
exchange, especially the rate of exchange of the US dollar. It would be of interest to know to which
extent changes of exchange rates have an influence on the competitive position of cod products and Latin
American hake on the US market. Similarly, the US$/Yen relationship should have an impact on the flow
of shrimp products.

The present recession has led to consumer resistance to price increases . Apart from the example af the
US tuna market, this was also the experience in 1983 in the Japanese shrimp and cephal opod markets, as
well as in same markets in Western Europe. However, the consumption of tropical shrimp in the USA
increased in the early 1980s despite high prices and were not met by price resistance until 1983. In
the canned salmon product range, the most highly valued salmon  reds ! was in 1983 more surcessful on the
international markets than the lower valued ones. In Japan there is a trend toward lower consumption of
fish, but demand for the more expensive products continued to be good in 1983. On the other hand,
exports of salted/dried demersal fish ta traditional large markets in Portugal and Spain showed
considerable falls in 1983, possibly due to lower buyi ng ability,

These are illustrations of the fact that price/demand related factors need to be closely investigated
and that there is a vast area comprising elastici ties, demand functions, consumer buyi ng behavior, etc,,
about which only partial knowledge exists. However, the fo'llowing demand related factors have been
identified, but no quantification of the impact could be given:

the continued shift in eating habits toward more value added fish products in the OECO countries;

continued increase in the interchangeability between various fish products, and fish and meat
products in these countries;

continued and possibly increased impact of the product qua!ity, and especially related to products
from developing countries;

increased influence of prices on trade during the present recession in the world economy in an
increasingly interdependent world market, reinforced by the development of rate of exchange of the
main reserve currency,

lower inf 1 uence of price on demand for 1 uxury product than an the demand far staple goods .
4. Free Market Deviations

Trade between countries as explained by the countries' different comparative advantages, is influenced
by consumers ' reaction as well as governments ' policies and the market structure .

4. I Governments ' policies

Imports af fishery products into the major markets are restricted by quantifiable measures thraugh
tariffs and quotas and frequently by bilateral agreements. This is the case of Japan as well as of the
EEC. The greatest volume of imports fram the outside into the EEC area have been from the countries
which have received special tariff concessions conceded under the GATE. In addition, almost 50 percent
of total imports of fish products for human consumption is intra-EEC trade. In the USA most of the
imports of fishery products in value terms are duty free or carry a tariff under the GATT's MFN  mast
favoured nation! clause. The MFN tariff reduction after the Kennedy Round agreements   1967! have
favoured imparts fram other QECD countries to USA. Processed fish products, af which the US is a
significant producer, are subject. to high tariff rates for developed as well as most developing
countries.

The Generalized System of Preferences  GSP !, accepted as a GATT agreement in 1971, and adapted by the
EEC in 1971 and USA in 1976, have turned out of limited value for developing countries. Reduced tariffs
to developing countries may have contributed ta increased imports into the EEC, in particular from the
Maghreb states in Northern Africa and the ACP states covered by the Lame convention.

Among the non-tariff trade barriers is the price setting system in the EEC, the countervailing tariffs
in the USA protecting domestic production fram unfair competi ti an by imported products, legislative and
non- legislative actian as precaution against health risks, embargoes on imports of tuna inta USA in
retaliation for the seizure of fishing vessels by exporting countries, licenses on fish imports in
developing countries due to limited foreign currency, etc.

Other less vi sible non-tariff trade barriers comprise the financial support of production and/or
marketing as well as health standards and other standards for packaging, marking, product information,
custams classification, etc. Governmental measures in production and marketing have been of increasing
importance in OECD countries as a result of the rise in unemployment and financial difficulties af
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companies that are no longer internationally competitive. Also, the fisheries' interests are usually
well organized and fishermen and people within the fisheries' industries are as a group of importance to
governments' policies in these countries.

An increase in tariffs and quotas would violate the GATT agreements.

4.2 National and transnational market structures

It has been reported that the world fisheries industry is substantially less concentrated overall than
many other food industries, although most specialty products have only a few active processars. In same
industries, however, there has been a trend toward firms extending their operations beyond national
borders. A distinction may be drawn between the priorities of "surplus" food producers and those of
"deficit" producers among the developed market economies in terms of their relations with foreign
countries. The latter, of which ~Ja an is the most praminent example, have been primarily interested in
securing adequate supplies of basic food-stuffs from foreign saurces including developing countries.

The supply arrangements af transnational carparatian  TNCs! in fisheries, vary from fully integrated, to
contract production, ta open market procurements. Interests and current procurement strategies of the
major Japanese, US and European based fisheries firms differ substantially.

Transnational companies have expanded their operations also to developing countries. By the mid 1970s
there were more than 100 fisheries industry affiliates of 37 TNCs ln 46 developing countri es . With
minor exceptions, these TNC investments are all export-oriented. Foreign direct investment has been
seen as a superior source of much needed finance and of its provision of technology and know-how.
Transnational companies have thus been regarded as major vehicles for the transfer of technology,

The result of the fisheries jofnt ventures with smaller developing countries have been mixed, as viewed
fram all sides. The strain on financial resources from the fishing companies has been great. There
were quality problems, particularly connected with the need for rapid icing/freezing, and the assuring
of local energy and water supplies for this purpose. The fisheries companies find that many of their
collabor ations do not sufficiently recogni ze the importance of their efforts and efficiency in meeting
foreign demand and also that the local owners are reluctant to participate in important decisions that
have financial consequences. From the developing nations point of view, the TNC have often fulfilled
their bargain in termS Of plant and faCility COnStruction, but they haVe fallen ShOrt Of the mark ln
terms of training local managers, assuring local crew memberships, and ai ding in the transfer of
OwnerShip. They haVe alSO been inSenSitive ta the prablemS Of fiSh impOrtS faCed by many developing
countries, and less wi lling to work with local fishermen and utilize simple technologies to help
provision this market at reasonable local cost . A less often mentioned problem is the combination of
financial and cultural factors that limit utilizatlon of capital intensive refrigeration technologies in
*velopi ng countries.

However, some of the expansion of commercial bank lending in the I970s has substituted direct investment
by TNCs in developing countries. The relatively low interest rates during most of the 1970s encouraged
this trend, as did restrictions placed by a number of host countries on direct investments.

Considering the differences between TNCs, their strategies differ according to where their headquarters
are located and types of fish products. The TNCs in fisheries are mostly found in the tuna and the
shrimp trade and production. Among the fisheries industries affiliates mentioned above, I/3 operated in
the shrimp and other crustacean industries, I/5 in the tuna industry, and the rest had mixed supply
bases, and include several which market locally in larger countries, such as Brazil and the Republic of
Korea. Nearly I/3 of the TNC affiliates are located ln countries with very small domestic markets for
processed foods, such as the lower-income cauntri es of Africa and the Asia and Pacif ic regi ons .

those that depend most fully on offshore supplies for their large domestic market,

Japanese companies appear to be exploiting al! reasonable opportunities ta ensure supplies, including
acquisitions of and trade investments in established companies  particularly in North America!,
long-ter m supply contracts, direct purchases of open-market supplies from developing countries, e . g.,
Indian shrimp, the leasing-out of vessels and the extension of credit, supplies of technical assistance
to local fleet operators, as well as setting-up of joint or minority ventures with developing country
counterparts.

With the help of the State, joint ventures for fishery production are set up by Japanese partners with
governments of smaller countries, such as Indonesia, in the mid-East in exchange for oil, and in the
South Pacific.

'Number of affilitates, joint ventures and contract purchase agreements by Japanese-based fisheries firms
in developing countries has repor tedly doubled since the early 1970s> but data on investments since 1976
are not general ly available.
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In the Japanese fishing industry the trading company strategy was to identify markets and then set up a
vertical chain af integrated service and finance. In this manner the consortia were soon able to provide
15 percent of the shrimp to the Japanese market. The success in tuna was less striking since there are
many alternative sources of supply.

The JapaneSe fleets are divided into two groups: first, the smaller, pole-line vessels owned by
independent Japanese skippers, and more recently with crews from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan
financed by the Japanese, and secondly, the larger mother ships, refrigerated vessels and factory ships
awned by the Japanese fishing companies. The trading companies, however, da not as a rule awn fishing
vessels although they began ta enter bulk ocean transport in the 1970s.

The larger US-based firms involved in shrimp and other fish rely to some degree on trade supplies, most
of them also have affiliates in developing countries, particularly in the Caribbean and Central America,
with mixed commercial success. None of the leading firms appears to be actively seeking new integrated
supply affiliates in developing countries.

The integrated firms in the US tuna industry, Ralston Purina, H.J. Heinz and Castle and Cooke are now
conglomerates whose production and wholesale distribution activities began in nan-fish related products,
All three entered the tuna business in the 1960s when they discovered that fish products could be
complementary to their other processed food. Ralston purchased Van Camp with operations in Puerto Rico,
Ecuador, Indonesia and Sierra Leone, and Heinz bought Columbia River PackerS Association. Unlike the
Japanese cases, the US firms entered the transnational tuna industry by acquiring seafood companies.
Examples of European companies which developed affiliate activities in developing countries are sever al
French-based companies with affiliates in farmer colonies and the Spanish firm Pescanova, which has
joint venture arrangements in Latin America.

In addition to TNCs operations in developing count~ies, such firms have expanded their operations also to
other OECD countries, partly in order to secure supplies and partly to avoid trade barriers, ar a com-
bination thereof.

The question of whether developing countries have experienced worsened terms in their trade of fishery
products can be neither supported, nor rejected according to available data.

5. Overall Economic Develo ent and Other Factors

There are a number of factors which may be assumed to have had an influence on international fish tr ade,
These include the recessions in the wor'ld economy, developments in the international credit market, in
the monetary regime, in international institutions for transportation and communication, etc. Same, if
not all, of these would be worth further study and analysis in order to obtain an idea about their
relevance and impact in quantitative terms.

6. Conclusions

Because there are so many factors involved and many perspectives on the problems, an objective analysis
of the changes in international trade is not easily obtainable, and simple conclusions not easily within
reach . However, an attempt on conclusions follows,

The increase in world trade of food fish in the years after the general introduction of the Exclusive
Economic 2ones, and in particular of high value pr oducts, is thought to be mainly a result of the
following factors:

a . large fishing nations, previously supplied to a large extent by their long distance fleet, have
compensated the lost supplies partly by imports of mostly unpracessed fish, partly by joint
ventures, and partly by fishing autside the j uri sdicti on of coastal waters, so that the large
fishing nations which had long-distance fleets before the introduction of EEls, with the exCeption
of Spain, have rebuilt their supplies to the same or higher levels as before;

b. some, but not all nations with long coastlines, i.e., some developed and developing countries which
had important fisheries before the introduction of EEls, have significant rise in exports and/or
fall in imports;

c. traditional fishing nations among the developed countries have increased trade with each other
through over-the-side sales and by linking fishing rights to admission to foreign markets;

d. the restriction on catch due ta stock conservation contributed to increased imports of fresh/frozen
fish to other Western European countries, especially to the EEC;

e. the overexpl oi tatian or depletion of stocks like shrimp and crab in USA and South African pilchard
has on the one hand led to increased trade ln similar species or in species replacing the scarce
ones, and other the other hand, to decreased trade in species having far some time replaced scarce
species when the latter stocks were rebuilding, like the recent recover of the North Sea herring;
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f. in the trade of products supplying highly competitive markets and/or of products with high price
elasticity of demand, such as the trade ln tuna at present, cost of labour has a decisive impact on
the origi n of supply;

g. the fishing industries hardest hit by the rise in enei gy costs were the technologically more
advanced fishing industries in poorer regions, because competing industries in the richest OECD
countries and Eastern European countries received governmental support and countries with fishing
industries utilizing passive technologies were less affected;

h. the fishing industries in developing countries and developing areas of DECO countries have also been
most hurt by disruption in supplies of credit, due to lack of governmental support;

i . the ChangeS in conSumer demand aS CauSed by the COntinued Shift tOWard mare Value added, branded
products, increasing interchangeability of products, and increasing price resi stance, especially for
staple fish food;

j. reduced trade tariffs through the Generalized System of Preferences and the Lone Convention might
have contributed to increased fishery exports fram developing countries to the EEC, and the Most
Favoured Nation tariff reductions might have increased imports from other OECD countries to USA;

k. the macro-economic factors, i.e., the overall economic development, monetary and financial factors,
may have disfavoured developing countries and other factors such as convnunications and
tranSpOrtatiOn, and paSSibly the internatianal manetary and finanCial regimeS may have partiCularly
benefitted fish trade of industrial countries.
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External Debt in Developing Countries and Seafood Trade,
A Canadian Perspective

M. C. Cormier
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Introduction

Canada lands some 1.5 million tons of fish with a value, at point of landing, of some C$900,0 million and
a market value after pracessing, F.0.6. plant. exceeding C$2,000.0 million. Exports take nearly 80$ of
the production output by volume and 85% by value, Domestic consumption at close to 7.5 kg per person
would need to mu'Itiply three and one-ha1f times before it could absorb our present volume of fish
products or conversely our population would have ta multiply by three and one-half times. As neither
of these two situations are anticipated in the near future, Canada will continue to depend upon export
markets for the major part of its fish products output. Product development or changing technology may
alter the conversion ratios fram landed weight to product weight, or there may be new opportunity for
changing the relative composi tion from low value to high value products by harvesting at various points
along the food chain, but not to the extent to modify by much Canada's continued dependence on external
markets for its fish products.

As a resource-rich industrialized country, Canada has a greater dependence upon trade than most countries
and it has 1 ong been recognized that the viability of the Canadian economy is determined largely by its
ability to compete in export markets and by the conditions of and development in those markets. In its
first annual review in 1964, the Economic Council of Canada observed that Canada 's export potential by
1970 would be determined essentially by four factors; the growth of foreign markets; access to those
markets; the competiti ve capabilities of Canadian suppliers in terms of relative effi ci ency and their
relative international cost and price position; and the marketing skills and aggressiveness of Canadian
traders in exploiting opportunities for increased and diversified exports. This observation is be1ieved
as valid today as twenty years ago and in a fisheries context as well as in a general commodities trading
context.

This dependence on international trade has influenced Canada to pursue two re'fated routes -- pressing for
greater access to international trade through reduction in tariff and non-tariff barri ers and pressi ng
for improvements in conditians and in economic growth in the less developed countries. Canada has
participated in numerous multilateral tariff negotiations, is active in that respect within the
Commonwealth, la Francophonie, DECD and UN agencies, and has used the bilateral approach ta conduct and
improve trade with Communist countries. Specifically in the fisheries, the extension of the economi c
zone to 200 miles and several types of foreign arrangements have contributed to opening new exporting
opportunities. While Canada's contribution in aid to developing countries has not reached the target
proposed by UN agencies, during the past four years it has exceeded C$1.5 billion annually and is
scheduled to reach I/2 of I'P, of GNP by 1986.

The main instruments to i~plement the strategy to emphasize international trade and to put Canadian firms
in an advantageous position include:

Canadian Commercial Cor oration to provide free services related to commercial sales by Canadian firms or
Cana a to outside governments, These services include facilitating contacts at senior government levels,
analysing risks, participating in negotiations, evaluating the technical and financial capability of
Canadian suppliers and of the product, service ar project; and fallowing through on all aspects of a
sale, including contract management, inspection and acceptance, shipping services, payment and
collection.

Ex ort Develo ent Car oration to provide financial services to protect exporters and importers. These
services inc ude insurance or Canadian exporters against non-payment by foreign buyers, against wrongful
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calls on performance securities, and guarantees for banks providing securities related to performance or
bids, guarantees to financial institutions against losses incurred in financing either the Canadian
supplier or foreign buyer in an export transaction, 'long term loans to foreign buyers of Canadian capital
equipment and services and guarantees against loss of Canadian i nvestments abroad by reason of po'li ti cal
actions.

External Affairs programs to help Canadian businessmen to expand markets abroad and become

Canadian interests abroad, International Trade Data Bank to provide information on imports and exports of
major tradi ng countries, Promotional Pro 'ects Pro ram to sponsor Canadian participation in trade fairs
abroad, organize trade missions to foreign countries and arrange visits by foreign representatives to
examine Canadian product and industrial capabilities, and Pro ram for Ex ort Market Develo~ent to help
Canadian companies to enter and/or expand foreign markets through repayable financial contributions where
there is a need to share the risk.

Canada's efforts toward improvement in the conditions and economic growth in the less developed countries
are channelled through the Canadian International Develo ment A enc  CIDA! which is responsible for
admini stering most of the officia assistance a though funds may be provided from other sources. CIDA
attempts to match the needs of the developing countries with appropriate Canadian supply through
bilateral programs  80% of Canadian contribution!, multilateral progr ams, and suppor t of non-government
organizations.

These general programs benefit all sectors of the Canadian economy including the fisheries sector but the
fisheries are the object of specific attention on the part of the Canada Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, such as, the Worldwide Marketing Exercise to evaluate the potential for exports of fish products
in various areas, various countries.

The following figures may put in perspective fish exports as part of the total export picture. During
the past five years Canadian exports have increased in value by 39'X to a record C$90,964 mi 1'lion in 1983.
During this period exports of fish products increased in value by 12K to C$1,518 million and comprised
1.6% of the value of all exports in 1983. This has established Canada as the major fish exporting
country in the world duri ng the past few years . While the value of all Canadian exports to developing
countries increased by 45K duri ng the period 1979/82, the value of export of fish products to these
countries increased by 38% and comprised 1,2% of the value of all exports to those countries in 1982,
Thus, Canadian exports to developing countries tend to reflect the composition of total Canadian exports .
In the principal fish importing countries among the developing countries Canadian exports increased by
49K in value and fish products by 14K in value during that period, In 1982 fish products comprised 1/2
of 1% of the value of Canadian exports to these major importing countries.

In a regional context the industry is of much greater importance for the 130,000 fishermen and plant
workers associated with it, For these provinces  Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick and British Columbia!, the fisheries industry comprises between 3l and 15% of the value added
in all commodity producing industries. On the Atlantic side it provides from 5X to 25K of provincial
employment and about 2X in British Columbia.

Canadian Ex ort of Fish Products to Develo in Countries

During the years 1960 to 1978, in terms of value of fish export, Canada ranked from 2 to 4 among the
major fish exporting countries of the world and from 1979 to 1983 ranked first, However, the export of
fish products accounts for about 1.6% of total Canadian export by value.

In absolute terms exports of fish products increased from 276,014 mt valued at C$138,130,000 F.O.B.
plant, in 1960 to 369,647 mt valued at C$280,022,000 in 1970 to 531,886 mt valued at C$1,518,636,000 in
1981, The index of physica'l volume of production for those years   1960-62 = 100! is 92 in 1960, 1 16 in
1970, 132 in 1981. The consumer price index for fish �971 = 100! for these years is 63.7   1961!, 95.9
�970!, and 363.8 �981!,

The product form composition of fish exports has changed lit'tie during those years as indicated below.

Percenta e Com osi tion of Value

1960 1970 1981

The United States, Europe and Japan receive most of the value of export of Canadian fish products -- 85K
in 1960, 91% in 1970 and 95% in 1981. The relative importance of the developing countries' market for
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Canadian export of fish and shellfish products has decreased from over 8% of value in 1960 to 5% in 1970
to 3f in 1981 This decrease parallels the decrease in the relative importance of smoked, salted and
pickled and canned products from 28.9C of value in 1960 to 22K in 1981.

Fresh and frozen fish and shellfish products, which amount to nearly 70K of the total value of Canadian
fish exports, comprise only 5X of the value of Canadian fish exports to developing countries. Over 90K
of the value of fish exports to developing countries is currently made up of salted, dried or pickled
fish and canned fish and shel1fish and these only comprise less than 23k of the value of all Canadian
export of fish products. In 1970 and 1971 these categories accounted for the total value of Canadian
export of fish products to developing countries.

The products that have shown the greatest increase in value in recent years have been blaaters  round,
smoked herring, increasing fivefold from 1970 to 1981!, dried, sa'lted hake  increasing sevenfo'Id! and
pickled alewife  increasing fifteenfold during the same period!. These comprised 314 of the value of
fish products exported to deve1oping countries but on1y lf of the value of al1 Canadian fish and
shellfish exports.

The export prices of Canadian fish products necessarily reflect variation in the costs of the species and
the types of processing, among other factors. In 1981, the products derived from herring accounted for
37K of the export value to developing countries; from groundfish  cod, hake, pollock! for 37'X; from
alewife and mackerel for 4K each; and from chum salmon for 2'A. The price per ton to Canadian fishermen
for those species ranged in Nova Scotia from C$165/mt for alewife, C$224/mt for mackerel, C$267/mt for
pollock, C$272/mt for hake to C$420/mt for cod and ta British Columbia fishermen C$1,594/mt for chum
salmon. Similarly product prices  C$/mt! according to product form are given below for 1981 for Nova
Scotia.

Herri nrePoll ockCod Hake/Cusk

475.38 271.35
675.66

1,280.06
768.85

2,101. 12
1,884.89
1,261.63
1,400. 35
2,149.33

1,725.38
1,735.47
4,000.27

The average export price per product form for all species ranges during 1981  excluding roe, meal, oil,
and miscellaneous! from C$1,124/mt far seafish, fresh, whole or dressed to C$7,853/mt for canned
shel/fish. About 50% of the products identified as going to developing countries have an average price
higher than the same products marketed in developed countries. Also the average price of all fish
exports to developing countries show the same variations as those for developed countries. Products
exported to developing countries appear to be mixed throughout the export price range and not to be
clustered at either end of the price range.

In summary about two-thi rds of Canadian export of fish products to developing countries comprise salted
and dried salted groundfish  average 1981 export price from C$2,354/mt to C$2,639/mt!, herring bloaters
and pick1ed alewives  average 1981 export price of C$1,431/mt and C$738/mt respective'ly!, and canned
herring and sardine  average 1981 export price af C$2,625/mt and C$3,297/mt respectively!. The costs of
transportation, handling and insurance would add several hundreds of dollars per ton to these prices
before the product could be delivered to developing countries.

External Indebtedness in Develo in Countries

The problems of indebtedness on the part of some developing countries, the effects an their economies and
their passible response to this as well as the anticipated impact on world trade have been receiving
attention both within international and national agencies and have been reported in the press. The
International Monetary Fund has painted aut that by 1987  even under the most optimistic economic
assumptions! Third World countries may have to a'I'locate almost one-quarter of their export earnings for
debt repayment. This compares wi th just over one-fifth of their export earnings in 1983, Its World1

Economic outlook anticipated relatively satisfactory rate of growth of imports, exports and gross
domestic products for developing countries.

The term Third World or develo in countries includes a wide group of countries that differ great'ly as to
natural resource en8oument, internationa trade pattern, population growth, industrial structure, income
distribution and market prospects and social and politica'l structures. This diversity also extends to
the end-use of the borrowed funds including consumer goods, industrial or social infrastructure or
capital goods investments with various gestation periods before positive contributions to national income
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Round or dressed, fresh
Round or dressed, frozen
Fillet, fresh
Fillet, frozen
Blocks, frozen
Wet, salted
Dried, salted
Bone'less, salted
Pickled, cured, dressed
Pickled, cured, fillet
Canned

766.41
1,314.19
2,878.97
2,816.61
2,244.13
2,281.95
2,957.59
5,555.34

480.00
1,547.17
1,926. 68
1,931.10
1,841.70
1,388.38
2,039.47



may be expected. These factors would undoubtedly be reflected in rating of credit-worthiness af debtor
3

countries by international banks as reported by Institutional Investor, a U.S. business magazine.

The burden of external indebtedness, the repayment of capital and the servicing of interest during the
life of the loan, is largely determined by the terms and conditions of the loan, the level and
composition of the gross national product of the debtor country, the level and character of its
international trade, the rate of growth and diversity af its economy and by the growth of its population
and labour force, among other things. Loans made government-to-government to these developing countries
fall fn a separate category as they may be later wrftten off as foreign aid by the lending government.
External conditions also impact upan this burden -- for instance the World Bank and the U.S. Federal and
Reserve Board estimated that the latest rise in the U.S. prfme rate to 13 percent is expected to add more
than $1 billion  U.S.! to the Third World's debt of almost U.S . $800 billion or U.S. $3.5 billion
additional total foreign debt in deve'Ioping countries for each additional one percentage point in

interest rates.
4

Among other effects, the burden of external indebtedness impacts upon the availability of foreign
exchange, the need for exchange controls, the need for import controls, and limits economic growth. The
World Bank calculates that developing countrfes need an addftional U.S. $100 billion in capita1 a year if

adequate rates of growth are to be resumed. Convrrercial sources for this investment are not available5

and developed countries have decreased their annual aid contributions to the Thfrd World.

The level and burden of external indebtedness among developing countries may be indicated by the

following: .6

Debt Service
$ of Export

~Recei t 1982

Debt Servi ce
I of Export
Receiitt 1983

Developing
~to lint r

Total External
Debt 1983

 U.S. $ billion!

Total External
Debt 1982

Developing
~coun tr

 U.S. $ billfon!

For five Latin American countries the cost of servicing the debt exceeds their annual earnings from
export while the cost of servicfng the debt fn 1983 for four af the East Asian countries was under 505
af their annual earnings from export,

The burden of carrying this debt load has led ta consideratian of various solutions ranging fram a
moratorium on the payment of interest for some time, decrease in the rate of interest, fixed rate of
interest, conversion of interest payment inta longer term debt, greater market access for the exports of
the debtor countries, counter trade or international barter and increased foreign aid from the developed
countries. Some of these choices imply an austerity program imposed by the International Monetary Fund
involving reduced domestic spendi ng and money supply growth, reduced imports and reduced domestic wages .
Other choices such as printing more money to pay the domestic bills with the attendant hi gh rates of
inflation may lead ta default of the external debt, monetary and political collapse.

Twelve of the 20 developing countries with the more serious problems of external indebtedness are also
among the 23 major fish importing countries among developing countries, importing fish produced valued at
U.S. $920 million in 1982 or 42' of the total fish imports of all developing countries. Five of these 20
developing countries in 1981 imported Canadian ffsh products valued at C$8.8 million or 16% of all
Canadian fish exports to developing countries but just over I/2 af 1% of our total fish exports for that
year. Thus while external indebtedness may impose severe constraints to our ability to expand our
markets among developing countries, it impacts only to a smaller degree upan our existing trade in fish
products.

Markets for Fish Products in Deve'la in Countries

Comparisons between the costs of landing fish and the costs of raising various kinds of meat suggest that
fish is a superior source of protein for poorer countries. And import figures tend to support this. If
countries are ranked in descending order by reliance on animal protein derived from fish, 39 of the first

40 countries are developing countries.
7
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Argentina
Mexico
Israel
Brazil
Chile
Ecuador
Venezuela
South Korea
Egypt
Algeri a

38.8
84.6
28.0
86.3
17.2

6.6
33.2
37.2
21.8
14. 8

154
126
126
117
104
102
101
49
46
35

Col umbf a
Philippines
Peru
Ivory Coast
Morocco
Turkey
Thailand
Nigeria
Indonesia
Malaysia

10.2
20.7
11.2

8.4
10.8
22.6
11.1
11.2
21.9

8.6

95
79
79
76
65
65
50
28
28
15



FAO statistics list 122 developing countries fmporting fish products valued at U,S, $2,165.2 million in
1981 and U.S. $2,209.3 million in 1982. In comparison to 1978 this represents an increase in value of
about 40$ and an increase in volume of about 505. This comprised about 13% of world trade of fish in
1982.

. Twenty-three cauntrfes importfng over U,S. $20 million each in 1982 accounted for 85$ of these imports in
1982. These twenty-three countries are: Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, korean Rep., Philippines,
Indonesia and Thailand representing 48% of the value imported by these major importers; Nigeria, Ivory
Caast, Zaire and Conga accounting for 23K; Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iran, Libya and Kuwait representing 12%;
Columbia, Brazil, Venezuela and French Guiana representfng IIl and Cuba, Mexico and Jamaica accounting
for the other 5X.

The average import prfce of fish products in four of these countries actually declfned during the years
1979 to 1982, and increased by less than 30K in another 12 countries. The average import price of fish
products in 1982 was 'less than U.S. $750/mt in 10 countrfes, less than U.S. $1,000/mt in 13 countries and
under U,S. $2,000/mt in 19 countries.

The fish products fmported may be classified into seven categories: fish, fresh, chilled, frozen
representing 36K of the total value imported in developing countries in 1982; ffsh and shellfish products
and preparations, whether or not in airtight containers, representing 23K of the import value; shellfish,
fresh, frozen, dried or smoked representing 17K; fish, dried, salted or smoked accounting far 12%; meal
for 9$; and ofl for 12K.

Eighty-nine percent of the import of Fish, fresh, chilled or frozen by the major fish importing countries
among developing countries is accounted for by 14 countries where the average import price in 1982 was
under U.S. $1,000/mt. The average Canadian export price for seafish in 1981 was: fresh, U.S. $899/mt;
frozen, U.S. $1.939/mt; fresh fillet, U.S. $2,544/mt; frozen fillet, U.S. $2,084/mt; and frozen blocks,
U.S. $1,898/mt.

Ninety-two percent of the import of fish and shellfish products and preparation  whether or not in air-
tight containers! by the major fish importing countries among the developing countrfes is accounted for
by 16 countries where the average import price in 1982 was under U.S, $2,500/mt. The average Canadian
export price in 1982 for canned fish was U.S. $2,326/mt for herring; U.S. $2,754/mt Far sardines; U.S.
$3,409/mt for kippered herring; from U.S, $3,470/mt to U.S. $6,638/mt for various Pacific salmon; and
U.S. $2,754 for canned fish and fish products, n.e.s.

Sixty-six percent of the import of shellfish, fresh, frozen, dr i ed, salted by the major fish importing
countries is accounted for by 11 countries where the average import price in 1982 was under U.S. $5,000/
mt. The average Canadian export price in 1982 f' or shellfish, fresh or frozen, was U.S. $5,324/mt. About
20% of the value of export of she'llfish fresh or frozen, comprised of clams in shell, '1obster in shell
and shrimp, were exported at an average price af under U.S. $5,000/mt.

Developing countries collectively are bath imparters and exporters of fish products. In 1982 the surplus
value of exports of fish products, net of import, among the developing countries amounted to U.S. $1,849
million in Asia; to U.S. $1,091 million in South America; to U,S, $779 in North and Central America
including the Cari bbean area; to U.S. $149 million in Africa; to U.S. $180 million in the Near East; and
to U.S. $22 million in Oceania.

Currently Canada imports about C$365 million of fish products a year of which 20% are from developing
countries. The principal supp'Iiers in 1981, by value, were Hong Kong  IIX!; Cuba �7%!; Mexico �3X!;
Fiji �1$!; Philippines  8X!; Thailand �'$!; Ecuador �$!. Another 11 countries supplied the remaining
22K. Canada's imports of fish products from developing countries amounts to C$78 million, of which 40%
is from develaping countries importing fish products from Canada with whom Canada had a trade deficit in
fish products of C$13.8 million in 1981.

The International Monetary Fund reports financial fnformation on 21 of the 23 developing countries
included among the principal fish importers. Fifty percent of these 21 countries had total exports
valued at more than their imports in 1982 while for the remai ning countries their exports exceeded in
value their imports by less than 10$  four countries! and by as much as over 505  four countries!. The
information available does not suggest a deteriorating balance of trade during the interval 1977 to 1982.

In 1980 and 1981 Canada Department of Fisheries & Oceans surveyed six of the largest "fish importers"
among the developing countries  Hong Kong, Nigeria, Singapore, Ivory Coast, Brazil, Saudi Arabia! to
evaluate prospects far increasing sales of fish products. Some of the observations include:

a! uncertaint from evo1ving import regulations, price sensitivity in distant markets, evolving
eve opment policies to promote greater self-sufficfency in food, from regulations on ceiling prices,

etc.;

b! com etitive disadvanta e because of hfgh reliance on imports fram neighbouring countries, from
distance, re ative importance of fresh ffsh or low priced fish in domestic market, uncertain or
inadequate infrastructure;
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c! demand affected by inflation, by status of some countries as net exporter of fish products, by nan-
tariff barriers, etc.

~Sun+at

Increasing external indebtedness may force some deve1oping countries to reduce their import of fish
products or change the species and product form compositian of these imports ar the source of such
imports. However, this prob1em affects different developing countries to various extents, The remedial
measures applied by the deve1oping countries more seriously affected would have only limited impact upon
Canadian exports of fish products. This is because of the relatively small portion af fish exported to
developing countries, because exports to deve1oping countries are limited to few species and product
forms and because most of the developing countries to which Canada exports fish are less affected by the
burden of increasing indebtedness� .

Notes
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Tab1e 1. Canadian Exports 1979-1983, C$'000,000.

Years
Export

Commodity
Export
Area 1980 1981 19821979 1983

All products
Fish products

Al 1 Countri es 65,518
1,323

90,964
1,476

4,294

4,006

83.698
I . 519

84,403
1,612

4,843
58

75,933
1,275

A11 products
Fish products

5,092
56

Develop i ng
Countries

3,349
42

5,193
43

4,813
23

4,529
25

All products
Fish products

3.039
22

4,924
14

Developing
Countries
Major Fish
Importer s

Statistics Canada, Ex ort b Conrnodities, Ottawa, Various years.

Table 2. Export of Canadian Fish Products to Developing Countries and All Areas by Product Group,
1970/71 and 1980/81, C$'000.

Year

19711970 1980 1981
Product Groups

A11 Dev All
Areas Countries Areas

Dev All
Countries Areas

Dev A11 Dev
Countries Areas Countries

101,352
392

330
99

108,324
163

175
402

1,321
69

619

633

517,072
2,803

14,908
2,957
1,915

2,979
2,205

189
516
65

580,091
3,207

27,440
2,498
1,368

2,523

15,192 280,022 13.809 294,731 43,333 1,274,930 56,250 1,518,636Value of Products

Canada Department of Fisheries & Oceans, Canadian Fisheries Annual Statistical Review, Vol. 4 and 14,
Tables 52 and 90.
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Fresh or frozen, whole
or dressed

Mackerel
Herring
Freshwater fish n.e.s.
Shellfish n.e.s.

Fresh or Frozen,
filets & blacks

Dried, salted, smoked
Cod boneless
Hake
Pollock
Haddock, cusk
Herring bloaters
Fish n.e.s.
Cod heavy salted
Cod light salted

Pickled
Alewife
Mackerel who!e or split

Canned
Salmon, chum
Salmon, pink
Sardine
Herring n.e.s.
Fish & fish products
Shellfish & products n.e.s.

Roe, Meal, Oil, Misc.
Herring roe cured

5,461
145
510
394
88

948
114

3,506
704

1,218
104
166

6,086
322
219

3,507
1,912

126

2,427

91,797
19,145

3,809
631

1,035
277

1,050
288

5,926
2,660
6,614

235
292

27,175
1,544
4,928
5,766
2,781

558
20.

33,939

5,453
191
991
283
172
996
226

3,205
385

1,702
162
544

4,131
428
229

1,711
1,763

93,419
20,817
5,112
1,282

797
428

1,191
380

6,246
1,645
9,643

285
71.1

33,052
2,562
6,698
2,960
3,481

327
46

29,476

12,172
371

4,551
3,184

4,986

4,066

6,958
1,972

12,776
337

8,595
538

3,306
10,106

407,053
109,180

8,956
7,144
9,429
3,352
5,521

22,18I
17,905
5,294

29,794
2,012

663
124,277

2,196
28,370
18,636
4,242
1,430
5,768

87,554
38, 122

16,735
521

5,965
2,875

5,942

7,374

8,037
2,095

15,434
1,080

8,114
2,639

3,601
13,145
1,952

460,753
151,468

11,292
10,101
11,062
4,335
6,339
1,409

22,209
4,348

28,018
2,239

488
165,112

8,967
39,743
18,807
6,692
2,745
7,567

133,194
76,836



Table 3. Canadian Export of Fish Products to Developing Countries and All Areas, 1970/71 and 1980/81,
C$'000.

Year
Country

1981198019711970

Africa
Nigeria
2aire

2,212
2,274

1,372
21

805122

No r th Cent ra1 Amer i ca

725 995

South America
149
307
699
235
108
120

Bolivia
Columbia
Guyana
Surinam
Yenezuela
Brazil

481
278
170 539

2,178
537

3,408

Near East 6 Southern Asia
105Su an

Iraq
Lebanon

536
183606

East II South East Asia
431 5,350

840
131

1,592

4,517
2,211

530
1,327

393Hong Kong
Korea South
Malaysia
Singapore 166180

Oceania
Fiji 108 50

15,192

280,022

13,809

294,731

43,333

1,274,930

56.250

1,518,636

Developing Countries

Al I Areas

Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canadian Fisheries Annual Statistical Review, Yol. 4 and 14,
Tables 53 and 91.
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Caribbean
Bermuda
St, Pierre Miquelon
Panama
BahamaS
Barbados
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Jamaica
Leeward Windward
Netherland Antilles
Trinidad Tobago

333
27

152
117
753

1,286
472

6,649
1,037

255
1,585

344
195

9
69

529
1,235

319
5,824
1,125

178
1,601

1,202
11,903

4,195
2,251
2,513

634
7,281

2,364
10,773

4,484
6,182
3,649

599
9,469



Table 4. Export Price of Canadian Fish Products, C$/mt, 1978-1981,

Year
Product Groups

1978 1979 1980 1981

Canada Department of Fisheries II Oceans, Canadian Fisheries Annual Statistical Review, vol. 12, 13, 14,
Tables 83, 88.

Table 5. Export Price of Canadian Fish Products Exported to Deve'loping Countries and to All Areas, 1981,
C$/mt.

Developing Countries All Areas

Fresh or frozen
Herring roe cured
Shellfish, n.e.s.

14,787
4,062

14,077
4,701

Frozen, whole or dressed
Mackerel
Herring
Freshwater fi sh, n.e.s.

876
1,016

655

722
777

1,187

Dried salted
Cod boneless
Hake
Pollock
Herring bloaters

5,788
2,354
2,374
1,431

3,761
2,428
2, 668
1,471

Salted 43K or 1 es s mc
Cod heavy salted 2,639 2,679

Pickled
Alewives 738 678

Canned
Salmon, chum
Sardine
Herring, n.e.s.
Shellfish 5 products, n,e.s.

4,779
3,297
2,625
4,062

4,276
3,597
3,415
5,132

Canada Department of Fisheries 8 Oceans, Canadian Fisheries Annual Statistical Review, Vol. 14, Table 90.
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Seafish, whole or dressed, fresh
Freshwater fish, whole or dressed, fresh
Seafish, whole or dressed, frozen
Freshwater fish, whole or dressed, frozen
Seafish, fillet, fresh
Freshwater fish, fillet, fresh
Seafish, fillet, frozen
Freshwater fish, fillet, frozen
Seafish, blocks, frozen
Freshwater fish, blocks, frozen
Smoked fish
Salted or dried groundfish
Pickled and cured fish
Canned fish
Shellfish fresh or frozen
Canned shellfish
Fish roe
Meal
Oil
Miscellaneous

683.28
1,582.85
2,600.51
1,409.52
2,665.61
3,870,83
2,071.44
3,879.03
2,093.53
1,200.88
1,678.75
2,360.55
1,055.79
3,632.94
3,340.30
7,685.91

12,035.90
464,64
493.03
638.18

792 .81
2,033.88
2,652.28
1,550.15
2,746,03
5,135,45
2,304.22
5,751.57
2,337,95
1,546.53
2,132.62
2,613.02
1,128.62
4,086.48
3,665.20
9,388.79

22,557.32
477.72
385.23
687.85

1,204.80
2,280.99
2,611.62
1,373.61
2,963.19
5.107,44
2.393.77
5,958.84
2,360.96
1,574.61
2,241.80
2,464.54
1,237.29
4,692,25
4,391.84
8,684.85

10,816.38
484.77
534.02
682.59

1,123.57
2,029.01
2,423.88
1,511.78
3,179.47
7,022.32
2,605.05
7,286.13
2,372.13
1,843.45
1,956.31
2,713.89
1,227.51
5,263.98
6,654.59
7,853.19

12,313.17
539.82
480.99
959.28



Table 6. Value of Import of Fish Products, Developing Countries, 1978-1982.

Va'lue of Imports USf'000
Developing Area

19811978 1979 1980 1982

North/Centra'l America

South America
Pacific
Other

Near East and Southern Asia

FAO, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, Vol. 55, Rome, 1984.

Table 7. Imports of Fish Products, Major Fish Importing Countries Among Developing Countries, 1982,
'000 MT

Area

I tern
North/Central South Near East 8 East 8 South

Africa America America Southern Asia East Asia Total

Fish, fresh, chilled or frozen 590.0

Fish, dried, salted or smoked 15.7

36.3 51. I 99.6 275,9 1,052,9

18.68.5 20.2 67.3

Crustaceans & molluscs, fresh 0,3
frozen, dried, salted, etc.

0.8 I.O 1,347.0 142.3

22.2Fish products 5 preparations 85.5
whether or not in ai,rtight
containers

40.1 45.6 81.0 274.4

Oils 8 Fat 1.5 33.2 0.0 3.10,0 37.8

Meals, solubles 5 animal
feedings stuffs

54. 36.6 39.0 72.0 237.0 408.9

TOTAL 108.9698.1 203.2 223.6 769,0 2,002.8

FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, Vol. 55, Tables 32, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2, H2, Rome, 1984.
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Africa
North Western
Western
Central
Eastern

Cari bbean
NoNrtNern
Central
Caribbean

Near East AFrica
Near East Asia
Southern Asia

East and South East Asia

Oceania

416,594
7,812

311,241
55,924
41,617

168,056
4,573

31,702
131,781

154,476
2,549

151,927

174,548
71,641

100,654
2,853

514,013

34,726

452,511
8,811

341,347
63,312
39,041

184,924
4.796

45,431
134,697

230,606
2,946

227,660

178,797
43,312

122,398
13,087

627,201

31,346

460.573
9,864

349,864
62,392
38,453

233,355
5,420

56,728
171,211

219,568
6,278

213,290

273,913
69,391

186,047
18,475

704,458

37,009

463,761
9,828

352,087
67,580
34,266

234,003
6,098

55,633
172,272

218,060
2,500

215,560

302,813
102,869
193,610

6.334

773,150

34,390

535,524
12,002

417,287
70,374
35,861

167,308
5,961

44,131
117,216

240,881
655

240,206

284,749
84,565

183,623
16,561

928,182

52,657



Table 8, Major Fish Importing Countries Among Oeve'loping Countries, 1982, US$ million.

Level of 1982 Imports
Developing Countries

20.0 to 49.9 50.0 to 99.9 Over 100,0

Africa  81%!
Nigeria
Ivory Coast
Zaire
Congo

North/Central America 5 Cari bbean �6%!
Cuba
Mexico
Jamaica

South America  90K!
Columbia
Brazil
Venezuela
Fr. Guiana

Near East II Sauthern Asia  81K!
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
Iran
Libya
Kuwait

East lI South East Asia  98K!
Hang Kong
Singapore
Malaysia
Korea Rep
Philippines
Indonesia
Thai land

301.3
80. 3

30.5
22.1

41.6
30.5
21.6

84.
77.3

34.5
20,0

92.1
53,4

35.6
30.6
20.4

469,4
183.9

78.0
56.4
51.9

45.2
27.7

FAO, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, Vol. 55, Table A1-5, Rome, 1984.

Table 9. Import Prices for Fishery Products in Major Importing Countries Among Developing Countries,
1979-1982, US$/mt.

Average I~port Prices
Developing
Countries

1979 1980 1981 1982

FAO, Yearbook of Fisheries Statistics, Vol. 55, Table Al-5, Rome. 1984.
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Nigeria
Ivory Coast
Zaire
Congo
Cuba
Mexico
Jamaica
Columbia
Brazil
Venezuela
Fr. Guiana
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
Iran
L i bya
Kuwai t
Hang Kong
Singapore
Malaysia
Korea Rep
Philippines
Indonesia
Thai land

825.07
535.47

1,081.69
936.66
5/6.71
536.02
923.48
558.77

1,122,61
1,655.76
2,419.97
1,590.26

589.26
492,67

2,618.71
1,595.61
3,068.68

724.31
384,67
768.54
611.90
427.30
262.69

687.41
672.51

1,042.07
1,167.28

629.19
861.30

1,154.91
676.76

1,268.55
1,233.59
3,672.81
1,864,66

579.24
555.81

3,476.44
1,944.42
3,328,75
1,003.16

476.50
753.06
683.87
527.19
537.03

675.55
627.18

1,111.78
1,119,07

667.19
983.77

1,294.36
849.34

1,289.85
1,115.38
6,769.68
1,894,60

687.66
537.48

3,643.17
2,286.04
3,359.01

963.48
511.11

1,153.05
858.57
603.49
467.81

580.28
649.09
918.67

1,084.25
676.31
987.90

1,312.12
752.85

1,183.23
1,247.34
5,681.21
1,888.78

588.85
551.59

3,221.05
2,012.83
3,203.76
1,050,20

493.56
696.16
656.41
541,72
606.13



Table 10. Import Price for Fishery Products in Major Importing Countries Among Developing Countries, by
Product Group, 1982, US/mt.

Developing Fish Frozen Fish Dried Shellfish, Fresh Fish Shellfish
Countries Chilled Frozen Salted, Smoked Frozen, Dried Canned Canned Oils Meals Average

345.45
3,095.62 3,900.00

350.00
350.00

472.69

1,875.00

2,305.56
994.13
717.44

6,094.45
6,479.27

5,000.00

968.09
2,750.00
2,635,71
3,294.12
4,341.08

566.67

797.81
1,440.00
1,405.66

3,307.69
500.00

353.75
480.77

4,700.00
5,270.57
1,774.87

6D1.25
1,130,52

2,267.67
385.57

11,165.59
6,542.48
1,739.13
4,800.00
1,100.00
3,950.00

196.20

746.27
840.00

434.62

789 14
1,100.00

437,81
430.26
249.2D
471.81
350.00
537.44
500.00

FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, Vol. 55, Tables 82, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2, H2, Rome, 1984.

Table 11. International Transactions in Fishery Products by Developing Countries With Trade in Fish
Products Valued at Over US $1 million, 1982.

Trade in US$'000,000

ImportsNo. CountriesArea Exports
Export Surplus

Africa
No rt h Ame ri ca

Caribbean
South America
Near East
Asia
Oceania

532,878
164,543

29
22

682,118
943,810

149,240
779,267

240,881
267,598
944,739

47,606

12
12
16

5

1,331,749
87,850

2,793,889
69,404

1,090,868
179,748

1,849,150
21,798

FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, Vol. 55, Table A-1-5, Rome, 1984.
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Nigeria
Ivory Coast
2aire
Congo
Cuba
Mexico
Jamaica
Columbia
Brazil
Venezuela
Fr. Guiana
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
Iran
Libya
Kuwai t
Hong Kong
Singapore
Mal aysi a
Korea Rep
Philippines
Indonesia
Thai land

402. 71
625.93
339.62
689.07
596.97

2,750.00
790.00

1,291.74
533.06
720.20

1,416.67
1,557.75

400.00
791.67

2,700.00
1,837.50
2,287.80

842.27
281.25
610.98

277.99
1,020.57

4,701.03
2,566.04
1,937.50
2,841.53
1,092.20

14,800.00
2,233.34

2,833.54
3,250.34
3,344.44
2,891.18
1,965.46

3,200,00
3,461.54
6,215.18
4,266.33

854.17
3,077,61

1,571.43
9,535.86

1,238.10
1,324.76
1,067.01
1,633.14
1,650.19
1,821.43
1,294.12
1,303.39
2,193.79
1,463.94
2,412.37
1,930.84
1,365.66
2,037.04
3,293.33
2,388.89
2,724.00
1,432.71
1,050.85
5,333.33

987.09
1,485.68
1,113.04

580.28
649.09
918.67

1,084.25
676.31
987.90

1,312.12
752.85

1,183. 23
1,247.34
5,681.21
1,888.78

588.85
551.59

3,221,05
2,012.83
3,203.76
1,050.20

493.56
696.16
656.41
541.72
606.13



International Markets for Pacific Groundfish
Since Extended Fisheries jurisdiction

Ed Ueber
National Marine Fisheries Service
Tiburon, California, USA

The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act  MFCMA!  P.L. 94-265 of 1976! became law in the
United States on March 1, 1977. Few projections of the impact of this 0200-mile limit lawm  we call it
0322.58-km lawn! had been made. Fishermen generally saw the Act as a way to keep the foreign fishermen
out. Processors believed less foreign fishing would mean greater opportunity for exports to major
fishing nations. Management agencies envisioned greater fish protection, better controls and larger
budgets.

Views of what occur red differ greatly among and wi thi n these groups of fi shermen, processors and
managers. On the West Coast of the United States -- California, Oregon and Washington  CUW! -- the
Pacific Fishery Management Council  PFMC! was established, and teams were set up to develop eight
management plans, one for each of the following: salmon, squid, northern anchovy, jack mackerel,
dungeness crab, pink shrimp, swordfish and pelagic sharks, and groundfish, Today, eight years after
passage of the Act, only northern anchovy, salmon and groundfish have management plans in place, and
only groundfi sh  which has been expanded to include northern jack mackerel ! has and wi 11 have direct
foreign participation and foreign market opportunities into the 21st century.

Foreign participation in the West Coast groundfish fi shery is in the form of di rect foreign fishing,
foreign at-sea processing of domestic-caught fish, and importing� . The majori ty of thi s participation has
been and will be centered on Paclflc whiting  Merluccius groductus . Shortbelly rockfish  Sebastes
jordani! has also been proposed for harvest by foreign fishermen, but only small amounts of this species
have been taken. In the last f fteen years, lgltl-1904, Pacific whiting has accounted for about ~ inety
percent of the foreign participation in the COW groundfish fishery.

Foreign vessels started fishing Pacific whiting and rockfish  Sebastes spp.! heavily in 1966. By 1967
the Soviets, Japanese and Koreans were retaining 200,000 metri~c tons mt! of Pacific whiting, 40,000 mt
of rockfish and 5,000-10,000 mt of sablefish. Bilateral agreements between the U.S. and Japan, and the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. reduced the removals of non-whiting species to almost zero by 1976. The Japanese
discontinued fishing off the West Coast after the passage of the MFCMA, The Republic of Korea did not
receive fishing rights, and only the U.S.S.R., Bulgaria and Poland have applied for rights and actually
fished in the Fishery Conservation Zone under the MFCMA,

The PFMC has established three priorities for dividing fish quotas among foreign nations and partitioning
the Pacific whiting quota of 175,500 mt. The first priority is for U.S.-caught and processed fish,
second priority is for joint ventures  JV!  currently U.S.-caught and foreign at-sea processing!, and the
third is for foreign fishing and foreign processing.

Although the PFMC sets and divides the quota by categories, it does not determine which foreign nation
receives the JV and foreign share; this allocation is made by the U.S. State Department. Political
not resource -- problems caused disruptions in the foreign allocation in 1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982.
These disruptions in the foreign allocation have contributed to an increase in JV commitment by the
U.S.S,R.

This shift from foreign fishing/processing to JV has signif~cantly affected the COW groundfish industry.
The most obvious effect is the ex-vessel value received by U.S. fishermen. This Pacific whiting ex-
vessel value was $11 million U.S.  $22 million N,Z,! in 1983 and is projected to be $15 million U.S. in
1984  $30 million N.Z.!. When def'lated to 1976 levels, the 1984 ex-vessel whiting value was half the
total value of the pre-MFCMA COW groundfish fishery,
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However, the effect of the JV fishery has been far greater than the domestic ex-vessel value. This
greater effect has occurred because of the structural changes in the COW trawler fleet. The fleet has
increased its number af larger and more powerful vessels capable of fishing midwater species. These
new traw'I vessels have sent economic shock waves throughout the COW groundfish industry since 1980.

Even though domestic landings have doubled since 1977  from 49,000 mt to 100,000 mt in 1984!, and
domestic-sold harvests  JV transfers plus domestic landings! have tripled to 170,000 mt, the harvesting
sector is experiencing financial turmoil.

Since 1976, over 200 new traw'I vessels have been built, Many of these vessel owners recei ved loan
guarantees and other government assistance. However, as of July 1984, over sixty-five percent of those
vessels financed through the Fishing Vessel Obligation Guarantee and the Production Credit Association
have had major financial problems. Roughly 120 vessels have been foreclosed and resold since 1982.
These sales have caused losses to the lending institutions, the fishermen and the industry. These
vessels, while on the way to financial insolvency, have contributed ta the increased landings, depressed
ex-vessel, wholesale and retail fish prices, and decreased vessel values of 1981-1984. Even today,
excess capacity and foreign imports contribute to smaller total revenues for domestic vessels. In 1979,
one small 56-faat coastal trawler I know of grossed about $180,000. By 1982, the same vessel, same
captain, same area wi th similar effort grossed $73,000. In 1984 this vessel 's gross is projected ta be
about $130,000. When the 1984 $130,000 figure is deflated to 1979 values, it is roughly one-third higher
than 1982 but still only half of 1979. The fishermen believe trip limits, too many vessels, and vessels
which received financial assistance have contributed to most of the financial problems� .

Financial turmoil in the domestic harvesting sector has contributed to a genera'! instability in the West
Coast groundfish fishery and has caused suppliers to seek long-run stable supplies elsewhere. Although
fish has come from other U.S. states, same has also been imparted. The new domestic and foreign
suppliers wha have increased exports of groundfish to the COW area are Canada  rockfish!, New Zealand
 orange roughy!, Alaska  flatfish, cod and rockfish!, and Massachusetts  flounder!.

These internat onal and domestic imports have retarded the production of domestic Pacific whiting, small
flatfish and s...all rockfish  the category for shortbelly rockfish!. However, the COW groundfish fishery
still has latent export potential, excess harvesting capari ty and underuti'Iized edible speci es .

It is hoped that a stabilizing of the industry wi'fl lead ta a more concentrated export effort by those
companies which remain, The species these companies will be able to exploit wilI remain Pacific whiting
 for blocks and fillets!, shortbelly rockfish  in the round or butterflied!, spiny dogfish  for fish and
chips!, and small flatfish  in the round!. Total domestic production of these four categories of fish
could be as high as 250,000 mt.

The MFCMA has increased the domestic and international market opportunities of the West Coast groundfish
fishery, but to date, it has also been a factor in increasing the instability within the fishery.
Eventually the international markets wifl need West Coast groundfish and the MFCMA will protect the fish
stocks and the access of U.S. fishermen to valuable fishery resources of 250,000 mt. These resources
used prudently could increase domestic stability and produce foreign exchange above $100,000,000 U.S.
 $200,000,000 N.Z.!.
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The New Ocean Regime:
Experiences of the Australia-New Zealand Fish Trade

P. B. Smith

Bureau Of AgriCulturat ECOnarniC5
Canberra, Australia

Introduction

The declaration of the Australian fishing zone in 1978 has had 1ittle effect an Australian landings of
fish. While the declaration extended Australian jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles, no new fisheries
have been developed. The limited expansion in catches which has occurred has been as a result of
significantly greater increases in effort in the main established fisheries, resulting in
avercapitalisation of those fisheries and the deteriorating economic performance of vessels.

One factor which has contributed to the Australian fishing industry's problems has been the greater
competition for markets resulting from increased imports of fish from New Zea'Iand, following the
declaration of the exclusive economic zone. The deve1opment af the New Zealand deep sea fishery and the
resultant increase in exports to Australia has changed the nature of import competition faced by the
Australian fishing industry.

Those areas of the New 7ealand industry where relative advantages have changed since declaration of the
exclusive economic zone, the likely impact of the recent devaluation of the New Zealand dollar, and the
implications for the marketing af the Austra'Iian raw fish catch are examined in this paper.

The Australian Market for Fish

Australian consumption of fresh and frozen fish  whole and filleted fish, fish fingers and similar
products! in 1982-83 was estimated at around 7 . 9 kg livewei ght per person, while total consumpti on of
fisheries products was estimated to be around 16 kg liveweight equivalent. Demand for fresh and frozen
fish is met from imports �.4 kg per person!, from the Australian fishing industry �.0 kg per person!,
and from recreational fishing �.5 kg per person!.

The apparent quantity of fish consumed in Australia since 1972-73 has increased at an average rate of
around 3 percent a year. The main increases occurred in 1976-77, when consumption increased by 11
percent, and in 1979-80, when the increase was 17 percent. While the 1976-77 increase resulted fram both
a rise in imports and a larger domestic catch, the higher consumption in 1979-80 was attributable almost
enti rely to higher imports  see Figure I!.

As a result of increased imports of fresh and frozen fish, the relative share af the market held by the
Australian industry declined from nearly 48 percent in 1978-79 to 41 percent in 1982-83.

The share of the market he1d by imported fish fillets increased from 35 percent to 41 percent, and that
held by imported whole fish nearly doubled, rising from 6 percent to almost 12 percent in 1980-81, before
falling to 8 percent in 1982-83.

Recreational fishing is a'Iso a significant source of fish for hoasehold consumption and it could be
expected to increase in importance aver time as a result of increased leisure activity. In a 1976-77
study of household fish consumption in capital cities, it was found that leisure fishermen provided
approximately a quarter of fish consumed  P.A. Consultants and Department of Primary Industry. 1978.
p. 25 !, Consumption of privately caught fish varied considerably according to city  Hobart and Perth
recorded the highest figures! and season  consumption was higher during summer!.
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Figure 1, Australian Consumption of Fresh and Frozen Fish, Liveweight Equivalent

Source: BAE  I984a!.

Im act of the Austra'Iian Fishin Zone on the Fishin Industr

The declaration of the 200-mile Australian fishing zone in 1978 and similar declarations by most
countries around that time led to considerable optimism as to the potential for expansion of the fish
sector of the Australian fishing industry.

Considerable scope was seen for replacement by domestic fish of an estimated 30 percent of imparts,
mainly in the farm of frozen fish, smoked fish, some canned varieties and  in the longer term! fish
fingers and fishmeal production. This process was expected to be assisted by a relatively rapid increase
in prices for imported fish, given the already depleted resources of some important species prior to the
introduction of exc'lusive economic zones, as well as the expected disruption to trade fol1owing their
declaration  Austra1ian Fisheries Council, 1977!.

However, declaration of the Australian fishing zone has had, to date, a negligible impact on the
Australian fish industry, and the extent of import substitution has generally been small. Of the areas
identified as having potential for import replacement, only fish fingers are now manufactured locally--
but even that processing uses imported fish.

Development of new trawl fisheries in Australia has been constrained so far by many factors, including
the uncertain extent of the resources, the high operating costs of fishing vessels and the high
marketi ng costs associated with fi shi ng in areas remote from the main areas of consumption in Australia
 Senate Standing Committee on Trade and Commerce, 1982!.

A more fundamental reason is that many of those species that are currently underexploited are not
established on domestic markets, and there is thus little incentive for individual fishermen to exploit
them. As a resu'It, the main method of industry expansion has been to extend established fisheries
further, rather than to fish new resources.

The rapidly expanded New Zealand production and exports, made possible by declaration of the exclusive
economic zone, now supply many market areas in Australia where import replacement possibilities were
previously identified, As a result, any future expansion of the Australian fishing industry will face
increased competition for these markets.
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The Australian f1nf1sh sector is the third largest in the Australian fishing 1ndustry  after the prawn
and rock lobster industries!, with total production in 1982-83 estimated at 54.1 kt, valued at $75.5m at
the fishing levei. Australian comnercial production of fish  excluding tuna! has been 1ncreas1ng slowly,
with a steady average increase of approximately 2.5 percent a year since 1972-73. The main growth has
been 'in production from the south-eastern trawl fishery, which extends fram north of Newcastle in New
South Wales to Bass Strait and is the principal source of domestic supplies to Sydney and Me ibourne.

The number of boats operating in the south-eastern trawl fishery has increased rapidly, from 108 in 1979
to 196 1n 1981, and to 218 in 1982. The major factors behind this increase were optim1sm about the
prospects for fish associated with declaration of the Australian fishing zone and rising pr1ces rece1ved
for fish, resulting in a signif1cant increase in real terms in total vessel income.

A sharp turnaround in income per vessel occurred in 1980-81, with a fa11 in average vessel income of 18
percent in real terms between 1979-80 and 1980-81. This was due to three main factors; a reduction 1n
total catch; a rapid rise i n the costs of inputs  particularly of fuel, the unit cost of which rose by 50
percent between Ju1y 1979 and July 1981!; and a reduction in prices received 1n real terms  BAE, 1982!.

Most of the catch from the south-eastern trawl fishery is auctioned as whole fresh fish on the Sydney
fish market. Prices there have fallen in real terms since 1979-80, with average unit prices in 1982-83
more than 13 percent below those of 1979-80. This has intensified the economic pressure on vessels in
the fishery, as catches have rema1ned relat1vely unchanged .

Develo ent of the New Zealand Exclusive Economic Zone

In contrast to Australia's fisheries production, New Zealand's catch increased dramatically fallowing
declaration of the exclusive economic zone in 1978. Total output rose from 85 kt in 1977-78 to an
estimated 233 kt in 1982-83, primarily as a result of increased fish catches by joint ventures usi ng
foreign boats and crews. Total joint venture catches rose from 6 kt in 1978 to 118 kt, while the fish
catch by the New Zealand damestic industry rose by 11 percent a year, from 56 kt to 96 kt, between 1977
and 1982.

New Zealand developed joint ventures with foreign fishing nations as a means to expand the catch
available to the processing 1 ndustry, provide the necessary expertise for deep sea fi shing, and promote
greater invoivement in fisheries in areas previously fished by fare1gn vessels.

Joint ventures enabled the uti11sation of vessels of fishing nations which had been disp1aced by the
introduction of exclusive economic zones. Because the vessel operation costs were met by the foreign
partner, the cost to the New Zealand partner was low. The foreign partner received a percentage of the
catch as a charter fee but was required to sell back a proportion of that share for subsequent processing
and sale.

Joint ventures in New Zealand have covered a variety of arrangements, both 1n terms of the equity
provided by the partners and the degree of risk sharing undertaken. In some instances, the arrangements
did not give rise to any significant New Zealand input, as the foreign partner was required to bear most
of the fish1ng risks, as we'il as the primary responsibility for marketing the product. In other
instances, the New Zealand partner adapted a much more active marketing role  MAF, 1982b!.

As a result of these increases in fish production, total exports of fish and f1sh preparations rose from
$NZ60.5m in 1978 to $NZI69.7m in 1983, a growth rate of 25 percent a year in real terms  base 1980-81!--
see Figure 2. Most was marketed through traditional export markets for New Zealand fish, namely, Japan
and Australia. The United States started to become a significant market for New Zealand fish only in
1981 and has since increased in importance.

A major factor in the growth of exports to Japan has been the Japanese 1nvolvement in joint ventures with
New Zealand. The gross value of exports to Japan excludes the operating costs of Japanese vessels
engaged in New Zealand joint ventures. In terms of the net trade balance, the increase has been much
lower, Indeed, in net trade terms, sales to Australian markets made the greatest contribution to
averseas revenue earned by the New Zealand fishing 1ndustry in calendar years 1981 and 1982  Reserve Bank
of New Zealand, 1982!.

New Zealand exports of fish to Australia rose from $NZ9.3m in 1978 to $NZ50.7m in 1983, a rate of
1ncrease similar to that of the increase in total fish exports. The relative share of export sales to
Australia has therefore remained reasonably stable, varying between 27 percent in 1979 and 33 percent
in 1982.

Im act on the Australian Market

The rapid 1ncrease in New Zealand fish exports to Australia and the dec11ne in exports af fish fram some
of the countries displaced by the introduction of the 200-mile limits has resulted in significant changes
in the shares of the Australian market held by importing countries.
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Figure 2. Yalue of New Zealand Fish Exports, by Country of Oesti nation, in Real 1983 Dollars

Source: New Zealand Fishing Industry Board �983!,
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Figure 3. Aust'ral ian Imports of Fresh and Frozen Fish, by Country of Origin

Source: BAE   1984bj.
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Comparison of relative market shares held in 1978-79 to 1982-83  see Figure 3! shows that New Zealand,
South Africa and South America improved in relative importance as suppliers of Australian fish
requirements, while the domestic industry, Japan, the United Kingdom and Norway were displaced. New
Zealand emerged as the major supplier of fish products to the Australian market in 1980-81, a position
it consolidated in 1981-82, when it supplied over 21 percent of all fish consumed.

The increasing importance of New Zealand as a supplier of fish has had significant implications for the
Australian fishing industry because both industries supply the table fish market . While exports of fish
from the New Zealand domestic industry consisted largely of species also produced by the Australian
industry, joint venture product was largely sold in new market segments, particularly those with less
particular species requirements, such as the catering and supermarket sectors. The product
specifications of orange roughy  a white fillet, bone-free, with a good shelf life! and its marketing in
graded shatterpacks to enab'le better portion control enhanced the acceptance af joint venture product by
these sectors.

The New Zealand industry was able to meet Australian demand for a product af this type, acceptable for
cateri ng use, because of the economi es of s ize i n catchi ng and marketing enabled by introduction of joint
ventures. Although a large Austra'lian venture had previously attempted to supply the market, it was
unsuccessful because of the relatively small size of the resource  Department of Primary Industry, 1981!.

The Australian i ndustry has found it difficu'1 t to meet the specifi cations of both the mass cateri ng and
supermarket segments because of the level and variability of fish landings in Australia, the marketing
systems used and the difficulties in establishing a specialist fish processing sector. While New Zealand
fish do not usual'ly compete directly with Australian fish on fresh fish markets, they do exert a
significant influence on those markets through competition at the retail 1evel.

The increasing involvement of supermarkets in 'fresh' fish retailing has been made possible through
improved access to imported frozen filleted product suitable for table use. This has increased the
competitive pressure on specialist fish retailers, who depend more on domestic product.

There have been other, more di rect, effects on segments of the Australian industry. The introduction of
new species, particularly orange roughy, resulted in the displacement of other species from some markets.
In particular, reef fish and some trawl species were disp1aced from some segments of the hotel and
restaurant market. Some other imported species have been less well accepted and have been marketed under
generic names or names related to established species to enhance pub'lie acceptance, possibly to the
detriment in the fonger term of the established species.

Com eti tive Advanta e of the New Zealand Fishi n Industr

Given the high and increasing importance of New Zealand as a supplier of table fish to the Australian
market, it is necessary to assess the relative competitiveness of the Australian and New Zealand fishing
industries and the factors likely to influence it.

The main aspects of competitiveness are the areas where the New Zealand industry has a probable relative
cost advantage. If such advantages do exist, it should be established whether they are likely to be
reflected in lower prices on the Australian market and lower prices to Australian operators.

In making this assessment, it is necessary to examine the New Zealand inshore fishery separately from the
deep sea fishery because of their different structures. The inshore fishery is broadly comparable in
structure and operation to the Australian finfish industry, while the economic structure of the deep sea
fishery is quite different.

New Zealand inshore fishery

Australia was a relatively important market for the New Zealand fi shi ng i ndustry prior to declaration of
the exclusive economic zone, with the New Zealand inshore fisheries supplementing the Australian
production of fish for table use. In 1977, New Zealand sales of fish and fish preparations to Australia
were valued at $NZ6,5m, or 30 percent of all New Zealand fish exports.

The New Zealand inshore fishery does not appear to hold any significant advarrtage over the Australian
fish industry. Indeed, operators in the two industries face similar problems of' cost-price squeeze and
overcapitalisation.

Prices paid to New Zealand operators have been lower than those to Australian operators. After taking
account of differences in freight costs ta the Australian market, average prices paid to New Zealand
operators were around 12 percent lower than those paid to the Australian industry in 1980-81. Export
returns from the Australian market were higher than those from other markets for a large range of species
exported.

While there is insufficient information for a full comparison of' the competitiveness of the Australian
and New Zealand domestic trawl fleets, the information available indicates that, while the New Zealand
industry is advantaged by access to more productive fish resources, the Austra'lian industry has
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advantages in direct operat1ng costs. On the basis of a 1980-81 survey of the south-eastern trawl
fishery, average boat cost  crew, fuel, vessel repairs, maintenance and gear costs! represented 56.1
percent of total vessel revenue. By comparison, a New Zealand Fishing Industry Board survey of all
trawlers for the year ended March 1981 showed that whi'le total sales were roughly equal to Australia's,
the same costs represented 67 percent of total sales  BAE, 1982; MAF. 1982a!.

Deep sea fishery

Under the ear'fy joint venture arrangements, the capacity of part1cipants in the New Zealand deep sea
fishery ta compete on export markets was high . The ventures had access Co fish at costs which did not
reflect the true operating costs, as the New Zealand partner bore few of the costs associated with vessel
operation. While the profitability of the catchi ng fleet was marginal and in same cases substantial
losses were made, they were met by the foreign partner, who was prepared to susta1n short-term fosses in
anticipation of gaining Iong-term access to the resource.

The joint venture received a share of the catch as a condition of access, while the remainder went to the
foreign owner of the vessel as a charter fee. The foreign owner was then required to sell back a
proportion of that share to the joint venture at negotiated prices, for subsequent processing and sale.
The joint venture company could buy back a further proport1on of the catch fram the foreign partner for
processing and sale. As a result, the average fish cost to joint venturers was lower than the negot1ated
price.

Joint ventures paid no fees for access to the New Zealand exclusive economic zone but were required to
'fand a minimum percentage of product for reprocessing onshore: 10 percent 1nitially, progressively
increased under the current policy to 35 percent of the deep water catch.

Subsequent management changes made to increase New Zealand participation in the deep sea fishery are
likely to have si gnif1cantfy reduced the advantages held by this sector over the New Zealand inshore and
Australian domestic industries.

The fi rst steps in that di rection were taken during the 1981-82 season, when total species quotas were
introduced and preferential access was established for the domestic 1ndustry, These changes resulted i n
a number of inefficiencies in vessel operations, including an overinvestment in fishing effort; premiums
were placed on being first in an area to maximise individual shares af the catch. There was also a
reduction in catch levels because same species cou'fd not be caught without also taking a large catch of
species already fished to quota limits. However, the main 1mpact was on the efficiency of vessel
operation, and fell largely on the foreign partner.

The introduction of a comprehensive deep sea fisheries policy in 1982 removed the incentive to over1nvest
in fishing capacity, by introducing transferable species quotas. While the policy continued to allow
fore1gn vessels under charter, charter fees now had to be 1n cash rather than kind and fish sales had to
be at 'realistic' prices. This could be expected to 1ncrease the cost of fish processed for export to
more realistic levels than had been the case with joint ventures.

Breater New Zealand involvement in the fishery now depends entirely on the policies of the participating
companies, which have complete freedom to choose the fleet configuration most suited to their operation .
While this is likely to encourage high technical operating eff1ciency, it is also likely to lead to
higher vessel costs over time, with a reduction in the number af surplus vessels overseas and an increase
in charter fees.

The value of tradeable quota aflocat1ons is also likely to r1se, reflecting the economic rent from access
to the fishery. However, the allocations do prevent overcapi talisation af the fishery, providing an
advantage over the New Zealand inshore and the Australian south-eastern trawl fisheries.

The fishery is also critically dependent on a limited volume of high-va1ue spec1es, and its longer term
viability wi'1 1 therefore be dependent on resource considerations . Any changes in the yield of those
species will have major implications for the long-term v1ab1lity of the fishery.

Processing sector

The processing sector af the New Zealand fish industry is likely to have advantages over the Australian
industry as a result of the probable economies of size assoc1ated wi th its h1gher throughput of product
and lower wage cost structure, and the hi gher levels of assistance Co the industry.

Fish from New Zea1and's inshore fishery are sold largely to processors on the basis of an agreed port
price negotiated between operators and processors. Together with the higher fish catch, this provides
New Zea'land processors with greater continuity of throughput from their inshore fishery.

The establishment of the deep sea fishery has proved a s1gnifi cant advantage to New Zealand processors .
Because the product is frozen on board, it can be used to fi11 any gaps in inshore domestic production
caused by poor catches. The deep sea fishery has afso enabled the establishment of specialist processing
because of the greater avail ability of individual products such as orange roughy and haki .
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The requirement that a percentage of the deep sea fishery catch be landed in New Zealand for further
processing represents a further form of' assistance to the New Zealand processing sector. The extent af
that assistance will depend an the impact of the increased throughput on average costs and also on
prices paid for that fish.

The New Zealand processi ng i ndustry has also benefi ted from a range of assi stance measures desi gned to
encourage sufficient expansion in processing to handle the growth in throughput projected from increased
New Zeafand participation in the deep sea fishery.

Most direct assi stance has been linked to the provision of capi ta1 both to the fishing and processing
sectors . Suspensory loans to the new Zea1and fishing i ndustry have aided the establishment of a
pracessi ng structure at lower private capita1 costs, an advantage with longer term implications than a
product-based i ncentive would have. These assistance measures encourage overcapi talisatian of bath the
fishing and the processing sector, resulting in increased social operating casts but lower private
operating costs.

Assistance has also been provided to the processing sector through export incentives. However, these
have been applied ta less established speci es on the basis of domestic value added, thus advantaging
deep water species over established inshore species on all export markets.

Im lications for the Australian Fishin Industr

In the past, general price levels for table fish in Australia have reflected the relatively high domestic
industry costs and the lack of direct substitutes for Australian-caught table fish. However, there are
indications that this situation is changing and that New Zealand trade is becoming more important in
establishing Australian prices.

Australian pri ces for New Zealand fish imports have remained relatively stable duri ng the key period of
expansion in exports in 1980-81, following the declaration of the exclusive economic zone -- despite
higher sales volumes. This was made possible by the increasing competitiveness of the New Zealand
industry, enhanced by the development of the deep sea fishery and by the devaluation of the New Zealand
dollar against the Australian dollar.

Exchange rates have been a major factor influencing pricing of fish imports from New Zealand. In
assessi ng their impact on the competi tiveness of the i ndustries in bath countries, it is necessary to
take account of movements in the re1ative rates of inflation, because of the close link between exchange
rates and inflation, The New Zealand dollar has depreciated by nearly 16 percent in real terms against
the Australian dollar since 1979 and has recent'ly been further devalued by a further 20 percent. Figure
4 shows movements in the New Zealand-Australia real exchange rate.
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Figure 4. Real New Zealand - Australia Exchange Rate, Base 1980-81 = 100
Source: Reserve Bank of New Zealand   1982!.
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The latest depreciation is expected to make the New Zealand fishing industry more competitive on the
Australian market, at least 1n the short tern. However, in the longer term, the competitive gains are
likely to be eroded because of the impact of inflation on costs.

These factors are likely to influence different segments of the fishing industry at different rates. The
inshore fishery relies extensively on 1mported inputs  such as tuel!, and its operating costs are 'likely
to increase rapidly. The processing sector is re'Iatively more labour-intensive, so that the extent of
competitive advantage gained through devaluation will depend on the extent to which inflationary
pressures can be contained. However, it seems 1ikely that devaluation will further strengthen the
position of the New Zealand processing sector through a decline in real wages.

Under joint venture arrangements, the impact of inflation  higher in New Zea1and than in Australia! on
the costs of fishing  met by the foreign owners of vessels! is likely to have conferred a greater
competitive advantage on those exports than on exports from the inshore fishery, where the impact of
higher inflation on cost of production would have reduced the advantages of a depreciating New Zealand-
Australia exchange rate.

While th1s devaluation is unlike'Iy to result in any signif1cant increase in the total catch of the New
Zea1and fishing industry, because of resource constrai nts, it is likely to increase the proportion of
fish landed in New Zealand for further processing. Under those circumstances, the level of exports to
the main New Zealand markets -- Austral 1a, the United States and Japan -- can be expected to rise.

New Zealand fish imports to Australia in the future can be expected to be more var1able, as a result of
the development of viab1e alternative markets -- the United States, for examp'Ie.

Price leve1s on the Australian market w11I be determined more by overseas deve1opments than they have
been to date. Prior to the development of the New Zealand deep sea fishery, the Australian industry was
relatively isolated from exchange rate developments because of the lack of direct substitutes for its
products . However, with the changes that have taken place in New Zealand following the declaration of
the exclusive economic zone, this is no longer the case.

Changes in relative currency exchange rates between Australia and the United States also s1gnificantly
alter the distribution of fish exports from New Zea'land, with consequent changes to prices on the
Australian market.

The d1rect pressure of higher New Zealand fish imports on prices for Australian fish at major auction
centres has been low, because different market channels are used; the majority of New Zealand imports is
sold by importers and wholesalers to supermarkets and catering outlets. However, competition at the
consumer level has restricted price increases on those markets, resulting in a dec11ne in prices in real
terms. This has intensified the cost-price squeeze on operators and demonstrates the need for industry
adjustment.

Supermarkets are likely to increase in importance as retail outlets for fish 1n Australia, a development
which is likely to 1ncrease the competit1on with traditional fresh fish outlets. The Australian industry
is at a considerable di sadvantage i n supplying these outlets because of resource constraints, its
dependence on centralised auctions and its limited processing capacity.

The Australian industry will also cont1nue to face increasing non-pr1ce competition from the New Zealand
deep sea fishery, through the better processing and market1ng options arising from the latter's access to
larger resources . A number of market innovations, such as grading of product to enhance portion control
and new product variants, have been we'Il accepted by Australian consumers of fish,

lt wi I 1 be necessary for the Australian fishing industry to look for ways of strengtheni ng those areas of
the supply market in which it has advantages, such as fresh fish. However, consumer preferences f' or
fresh fish over frozen product have been eroded by improvements in fish freezing technology and by
developments in marketi ng whi ch make the distinction between fresh and frozen product less clear.

The Australian fish industry will need to adopt more positive marketing and production strategies, aimed
at better meeting consumer demand for those fish types it can supply. If positive steps are not taken
in this direction, the industry faces significantly greater adjustment pressures than those of
overcapitalisation, as the pressures of the cost-price squeeze on vessel earni ngs will conti nue to
intens1fy.
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Introduction

In Japan, since 1955. the level of food life has been heightened in accordance with the high growth of
the industrial economy, and the consumption trend of the fishery product shows a switchover from "vulgar"
fishes to "noble" fishes -- and in this si tuation the tuna fishes are forced to move into the domestic
market for raw-eating  as "sashimi"! due to decrease of export as canned tuna or tuna for material, and
recently we can observe an apparent formation of tuna fish market  high priced tuna!. On the other hand,
for the tuna fishing boats of Japan, there is seen a keen decrease of productivity due to the 200-mi'le
regulations of the fishing area that started in 1973, and the influence of the sci ssor gap high cost and
low fish price which are results of the oil shocks in 1973 and 1978. And in spite of the trials for
rebuilding of the fishery production by decreasing the number of boats supported both by the governments
and the fishermen, the basis of management of the tuna fishing shows fragility and instability due to
compiled loss.

The formation of the domestic market for the high class tuna fishes promoted the import of tuna fish by
aircraft and ship, and the inactive domestic production of the tuna fish invited the rise of the capital
of distributing commercial s, and helped the di stri bution mechanis~ of the tuna fish change.

In this text, the author is going to grasp the current characteristics of the structure of the tuna fish
market, by summing up the developments of the tuna fishery and the import, analyzing and considering the
changes of the distribution mechanism.

Production Trend of Tuna Fisheries and Im ort Trend of Tuna Fishes in Ja an

Tuna fishing in Japan was started in the middle of the Tokugawa Era �603-1867! by set net fishing, and
in the Neiji Era �868-1912! long line fishing was introduced but the production at that time was only
about 10,000 to 20,000 tons per year. Then the fishing boats came with engines and the fi shi ng area was
enlarged so that in the Taisho Era and the beginning of the Showa Era �912-1940! production reached
20,000 to 90,000 tons.

It was after World War II �945! that tuna fishing was positively started and the production was
increased. It was encouraged by the national government to promote the deep sea fishing for overcoming
of the lack of foodstuff. Regu'ovations of the fishing areas were loosened and special permits for fishing
were issued to abruptly push the production. It reached 223,000 tons in 1955, and more than 535,000 tons
 which is a peak level! in 1963, The period of 1955-1965 is a golden age of the tuna fishing. The
fishing areas were still enlarged, and the fishing boats were built in a rush, and the fishing tackles
were fortified.

The fishing areas are in the Indian Ocean, surrounding seas of Australia, western longitudina1 area of
the Pacific Ocean, and the surrounding seas of South America, and they are widened to the off-shore of
Cape Town and the Atlantic Ocean. The voyage continues more than 400 days.

Afterwards, however, the production has been reduced to 358,000 tons in 1970, and 361,000 tons in 1975
due to the decrease of the fish resources, reduction of the fishing areas and the lowering of the angling
ratio.

The production trend of the tuna fish in 1970-1982 is shown in Table 1. And it stays at about 300,000 to
380,000 tons per year including marlin that means it goes without apparent yearly undulation. The s1ight
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Catches of Tuna and Marl in by Species

and Yea r in Japan   1970 � 1982 !.
Tab I e l.
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Tab I e 2,
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Year Longline Angl t ng Total Long I tne Angl ing Total Longline Angl ing Total Vessel

1970 289,871I,219

1971 476 61 1213

1972 182 1,198

1978 102 1251

1974 152 611 76 I 460

1975 48 815

1976 157 113

1977 26 151 115 315 1202

1978 26 135 579 187 121 1.165

1979 456 116 572 l10 $17 1,162

1980 487 215 104 319 1,171

1981 219 71 570 311 1,138

1982 242 41 46 159 79 1.020
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decrease in the years 1975 and 1977 are considered to be the influence of the oil shock in 1973 and the
enforcement of the regulations of the fishery area.

When seen from the fish species, out of the four main species, the yellowfin and bigeye show an
increasing trend while the bluefin and albacore show a stagnating trend, which means the stress on
catches of multi-purpose species which can be used both for eating raw and processing. The marlin show
a decrease.

We are looking at the outline of the tuna fishing boats  means of production! that correspond to the
fluctuation of' the catches.

Table 2 tells that during 1970-1982, the total number of deep sea tuna fishing boats is increasing until
1975 from 1,219 boats �89,871 tons! of 1970 and decrease afterwards to 1,020 boats �94,382 tons! in
1982.

Especially the large sized long line boats of 300-500 tons are decreasi ng 159 boats in 1982 though the
numbers are different from year to year while the middle sized boats of 210-300 tons keep a 'level of
about 450 to 500 boats.

The boat sizes show a trend of becoming bigger due to reinforcement of the means of production as
represented by the manpower saving apparatus and the fortified quick freezing equipment, but the
economical pressure in operation decreases the boats of 400 ton type and is moving into 299 ton type.
It is considered that a trend for sound management through abbreviation plays a great role in the
stagnation of production.

The export to the United States can be said to be one of the biggest reasons that tuna fishing has grown
large after the War.

In Japan, the canning and export to the U,S. of tuna fish were restarted in 1946, and the export of
canned tuna increased abruptly owing to the enactment of the Promotion Act of Export Fishery, Until
about, 1960, the export to the United States of canned tuna and material fish for canning was made
smoothly, but afterwards, the recession in the canning industry and tuna fishing in the U.S. brought
about reinforcement of the import 1imitation of canned and material fish which made both the canning
of tuna and the fishing of tuna to be stagnated.

During that period, there was aroused banning of the use of the salt of cyclamine acid in 1969, and the
problems of mercury and decomposition in the U.S.

On the other hand, after 1960, the high growth of the economy pushed up the income and life levels of
the nation, and brought about desires for high class and selected marine products, especially demand for
"sashimi "  eati ng raw! of the hi gh class tuna.

According to Suisan Shinchosha �983!, the demand and supply of tuna and marlins for eating raw in 1982
reached 474,500 tons of supp1y  domestic production 349,000 tons, and import 125,500 tons!, and with
respect to the demand, the material for processing was 76,800 tons �2,600 tons for canning, 14,200 tons
for export in frozen state!, 397,700 tons for eating raw as "sashimi."

By consideri ng the yearly stock, the consumption of "sashimi " is 385,800 tons in average, and 416,900
tons and 398,600 tons for 1980 and 1981 respective'ly -- the publisher says. Thus the inactive export of
canned tuna and tuna as material, and the change in the dietary trend of the consumers especially the
formation of the market of raw eating tuna are the great background factors for the import of tuna. And
furthermore, the improvement i n the freezing techniques in the long line tuna fishi ng boats in recent
years, and the change in the form of merchandise from fresh tuna to frozen tuna have enlarged the value
of tuna as merchandise and appropriate classification was set in the market transaction and the control
of sales was promoted. The setting up of the cold chain and the supermarkets has served for the
preparation of a new distribution system which is run from on board the tuna boats to the freezer and
then to the shop front. These factors promoted import of tuna and at the same time reorganized the
domestic market.

Now we are going to look at the import amount of tuna in recent years. Table 3 te11s us that the import
of tuna is about 100.000 tons per year recently, and we would call your attention to that unti'I 1974
yellowfin and others  such as youngs of bigeye and yellowfin! were mainly imported, but from 1975
yellowfin and bigeye took the place, and when seen by the proportion, with respect to these two species
of tuna, the latter had been increased by 1.65 times of the former.

The improvement in the on board freezing of the exporting countries and the imports by the coiimercial
companies having tendency on the purchase of raw eating tuna explain this change .

The import of tuna is made, like the other first industry products, from a small number of specific
countri es by a small number of importers. In 1982, the import from Korea amounted to 54,784 tons �7.5X
of the whole import! and import from Taiwan 29,467 tons �5.6%! which makes a total of 73.1%. The
present import of tuna is maintained in the following manner.
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Fig, 1 Distribution Channel of Frozen Tuna in Japan
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�! Frozen tuna discharged fram the Korean or Taiwan tuna ships  bulk purchase!.

�! Fresh tuna from Taiwan in the Kyushu District  Taiwan fresh!.

�! Fresh tuna air freighted from the U.S., Canada and New Zealand  jumbo-N.Z,!.

�! Frozen tuna carried by the Japanese carrier boats after discharging at the foreign base caught by
the Japanese fishing boats.

Almost all of these imports are based on the trading facilities of the camnercial houses, but the Tokyo
University of Fisheries �981! say that "Ihe Japanese importers of tunas are 18 in number by 1979, and
are consisted of 8 general cortrnercial houses and thei r affiliates, 5 big fishery and freezing cartrpani es,
and 5 other canmercial hauses."

Four general carrwierciai houses impart more than 2/3 of the whole impart. It is characteristic with the
Japanese importers that they are organizing almost all of the foreign boats. The import of tunas is
qui te influenced by these sma'll number of import'ers.

The corwriercia1 houses that have foreseen the increase of demand for fresh tuna in the domestic market,
lend money, fishing boats and sold fishing boats to the foreign countries to set up the import route of
the fresh tuna, and reorganized the market through their affiliate routes. The same system applies to
the Japanese fishing boats.

On the other hand, the Japanese long 'line boats are, in order to absorb the rise of fue'I and other costs,
looking for the catches af the southern tuna and high class bigeye. 8ut due ta improvement in the on
board freezing technique of the foreign boats, competition in the same market is becoming apparent. For
example, in 1975 there was a movement against the discharging by the foreign boats caused by the Japanese
tuna merchants, and in 1976 the MITI Minister app'lied a trade barrier on the import of tuna, and then the
quarterly negotiation for the adjustment of import amount between Korea and Japan  import is limited to a
maximum 60,000 tons per year as of 1982! -- it :s sa considered that the stagnation of the wholesale
price i n the domestic market is caused by the imparted tunas.

It is sure that the import trend of tunas is influential on the domestic fishery production, and that
ther e is formed a market led by the commercial houses and big fishery companies, and these are firmly
connected with the di stri bution outside of the market maintained by the bulk purchase  a transaction that
the shipowner sells whale of the catch by a ship the purchaser!.

Chan e of Tuna Distribution Mechanism and price Formation

It was after 1967 that the "sashimi " market   raw eating tuna! is formed firmly i n Japan and it was the
time of high growth of the social economy. Before that time, the purchase of tuna was made by bulk
purchase by the two tuna buyers, but their purpose of such purchase was the export to the U.S. and
Europe, and the basis for the domestic market was not formed amply.

In 1970, a big commercial house purchased a freezing company at Shimizu jointed with a loca1 capita'list
and newly established a tuna purchasing company. It built a 6,000 ton ultra low temperature freezer in
1971, and there was started import and purchase of frozen tuna from the foreign and domestic tuna boats
ta make the bulk purchase a routine manner of purchase, initiating the reorganization of the distribution
mechanism.

After this, tuna is transacted by the bulk purchase by the big conrnercial houses and their affiliates,
fish who'lesal ers at the producing and consuming places, big fishery companies and thei r affiliates to
form transactions outside the market.

The conventional di stri buti on route of tuna is explained in A of Figure 1. The tuna handed from the
producer  shipowner! to the wholesaler  usually the fishery cooperative association! and purchased
through auction and bid by the brokers in the market, then it is handed to the wholesalers in the market
at the consuming point, and here again the auction or bid is held. Then the wholesaler at the consuming
point sells to the retailers and sold to the consumers .

This kind of tradi tiona l transaction of multi -step mechanism requi res complicated market facilities and
addition of market corwnissions which becames the cause of criticism from the consumers for the high fish
price. And this aroused opinions for protecting the outside-the-market transactions for the
rationalization by cutting the intermediate brokers, and this pushed up the bu'lk purchase. In the bulk
purchase, transaction within the wholesa'le market is not dane at a11  nominal market transaction is
recorded at Yaizu for the purpose of collecting the market commission! and the purchaser buys directly
from ihe shipowner.

In this type of transaction, the shipowner confirms the conditions of merchandise reported from the
fishing boats or the carriers by wireless before their ar rival at the di schargi ng ports about the species
of fish, standards, sizes, places of catches, dates of catches, and negotiates wi th several purchasers .
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The bulk purchase is characteristic in that a huge amount of catches is transacted speedi!y upon the
1nformation, instead af transaction one by one as in the case of the fresh fish, This is of course owed
to the on board freezing apparatus that has standardized the marketability of the catches especially the
freshness.

In the course of transferring fram transaction on goods to transaction on information, there existed  and
still partly exist the small sized tuna fi shi ng boats! a transaction on sample that the sample i s
extracted from the boats at the discharging port, and inside-the-market transaction is done to enable
further transaction based upon the market price. Currently the transaction on information is usually
taken.

In the bulk purchase, there are roughly two types of transaction which are the direct purchase between
the shipowner and the purchaser, and the intermediate purchase by the leased fund  Tsukij i and Yaizu Fish
Wholesale Market!. The d1rect purchase is mostly done .at Shim1zu. A commission of Z-3X is implied in
the latter type of transaction.

We are looking into the present status of the bulk purchase of tuna .

Table 4 shows the breakdown according to the bulk purchasers at the Tokyo Tsukiji Wholesale Market during
1979-198Z. The average amount of bulk purchase in those four years is 124,200 tons per year, and far
surpasses 28,600 tons by bond, and 11,475 tons by other methods, or 72.2 to 80.9 in percentage.

It can be sai d that a!most all tuna is supplied frozen and by bulk purchase.

There is no remarkable fluctuation in the handling amounts classified to the bulk purchasers from TR to
MM, and this means that the purchase and distribution of tuna are being set up on the confidence and
achievement of the seller and the purchaser.

Table 5 shows bulk purchase according to the species at Shimizu which is a discharging port af imported
tuna and 1s a main port of the bulk purchase of tuna.

The average yearly transaction between 1975 and 1983 is 139,837 tons or 103,464 million yen. Seen by the
year, the amount was reduced slightly in 1980-1982, but in 1983 it hit a peak of 158,000 tons. The
amounts show remarkable increases year by year, and in 1983 i t amounted to Z.l times of 1975, and 5.5
times of 1970. The higher increase ratio as compared with the quantity show that purchase of high priced
fish is being strengthened.

For example, excluding the southern tuna, we can point out that the bigeye keeps high levels of
di scharge, and that it has a share of 37.0X in 1983 while the albacore is only hardly increasi ng and the
yell owfi n 1s not so much increasi ng in quantity as the increase of multiple ratio,

The boni to is scarcely bulk purchased recently because it is not a fish for bulk purchase, but the fact
that there was transactions of 5,000 to 17,000 tons until 1977 and is reduced rapidly means the
selection of high priced fish for raw eating.

Tables 6 and 7 show the result of the whole discharge and the bulk purchases according to the fish
species at the Yaizu port between 1975 and 1983. Yaizu is one of the outstanding discharge ports of
tunas in Japan, and has results of 46, 000 ta 78,000 tons �6-60 billion yen! a year that succeeds
Shimizu, From Table 6, we can see that, out of the important species ta which the long line catching is
applied, the discharging results of the bluefi n and southern tuna show a decreasing trend while the
bigeye is slightly increas1ng though with yearly undulations, and the yel lowfin is i ncreasing . The
catching mind on the bluefin and southern tuna is stranger than it is on the yellowfin and bigeye because
of the higher prices of the former two. It seems that regulations on the fishing area and the decrease
of the resources make the yellowfin and bigeye increase.

Regarding the sk1pjack, in spite of the decrease of boats or bankruptcy due ta warseni ng of management in
the skipjack po'Ie and line boats, the discharge is increasing from the purse seine net of f1sher and the
fish price is in the trend of decreasing.

Table 7 tells us that the average yearly results of the bulk purchase af tuna at Yaizu is 86.7 boats or
15,113 tons, 19.9 billian yen, and though the ratio of bulk purchase in the whole discharge is lower than
Tokyo or Simizu, it is increasing year by year and is going to be a center of tuna transaction at the
place af production. The reasons that the ratio of bulk purchase is low at Yaizu are explained like that
at this port the yellowfin discharge by the purse seine net af the large and medium boats is included in
the wholesale transaction, and the bulk purchasers are supply1ng their tuna to the wholesale market
answering the request from the local brokers.

When seen by the species, the bulk purchase is increasing except for the southern tuna, and this is
because of the demand as the material fish for canning and dried fish from the processors of Shimizu and
the local processors.
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Table 4, Quan t i ty on the Transac»on ol Tuna P i shee

at Tokyo Central Wholesale Ma rke t   1979 � 1982 !,

 Unit: MT!

Source ', Suisan Keixai Bhinbunsya, 198$,

Note , 'TR MM are Purchasing compan>es.
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Tab I e 6. Quent i ty and Value of Af I 1 endings of Tuna Fi shes

by Species at Ya i su   1975 1989 !-
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Tahl c 7. Quan t i ty and Value of 1 rsenttai Transaction of 1 una F i shee
by Species at Yai au.
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Tab1e 8 is the result bulk purchase at Yaizu between 1975 and 1983 according to the bulk purchasing
companies. Seventeen companies have bulk purchase in these nine years, and they are composed of 4
comnercial houses, 9 local wholesalers and brokers  including processors!, 4 fishery companies  of 'large,
medium and small capitals! and I fishery association. Especially the 5 ccmpanies from A to E has big
results a11 through the years and occupy 70-90K in quantity and 80-934 in amount. The lineage of
transaction is at random with the other companies than these 5, and their purpose of bulk purchase
1ncludes use of their processing and purchase from their own boats additional to the resale after bulk
purchase.

The content of transaction by the purchasers in 1983 1s I87.5 tons or 230 million yen per purchase in
average, but the amount reaches 550 mi 111on yen when much bluefin 1s included. S1m11ar contents are seen
in the other years too.

The sales of the top 5 companies to the fishery companies in 1979-1983 are 39 companies �95 boats! with
A, 16 companies  89 boats! with B, 12 companies �1 boats! with C, 7 companies �9 boats! with D and 4
companies   19 boats! with E, and in the whole 12 fishery companies bought more than 10 outputs . The bulk
purchase of tuna is a huge amount transaction that far exceeds the yearly sales of an ordinary fishery or
marine praduct processor, and requi res rapid transaction in one contract, special knowledge and
experience in transaction, having been fully informed about the market, and the purchaser must undergo
huge risks in transaction, and mutual confidence between the seller and the purchaser is indispensable.
For these reasons, the transactions are apt ta be continuous ance there is executed a transaction, and
with respect to these 5 companies, we can easily find transactions that have continued 4 to 5 years.

At present, the distribution of tuna in Japan 1s said a company T has the share of 40%, and its sales
result of 1983 is publicized to be 139.42 billion yen  pure profi t 740 million yen! . It is qui te
apparent that the purchases are mai ntai ned by about 15 purchasers .

We are referring to the price formation of the bulk purchase. As started before, the bulk purchase is,
different from the auction or bid at the market by specific mass, the price determined by consent of the
shipowner and the purchaser. The basis of determining of the price is the merchandise factors of the
tuna as the object af transaction, and the market trend and speculation are taken into consideration,

General1y, in the bulk purchase, the purchasers are superior in the capital, and 1t is said that the
purchaser beats down the pr1ce, buys up, and operates price by regulat1ng the distribution, and for
example the Culture Department of Nobunkyo �979! says in its "Log1cs of Money Makers," and the
discussion at the Metropolitan Congress concerning the private monopolization, but there is no
substantial trouble concerning the bulk purchase with the background that the shipowners themselves
requested the bulk purchase due to hardness in management from the high casts in the recent years. Or
rather, after 20 years of introduction, the bulk purchase is getting its firm position.

The movement of the wholesale price of tuna at the production paint is shawn in Table 9, and as regards
to Yaizu, the bulk purchase prices are higher than the wholesale prices of the market with a11 of the
three species during 1979 to 1983. Seen from the species, the price of southern tuna keeps a high level
and the prices of yellowfin and bigeye are lingering.

At Shimizu, the tuna prices are lower than at Yaizu, but this is due ta the low quality tuna of the
foreign boats and nat signify that purchase price is unduly low.

According to Tayama's trial estimation �981!, the price of tuna is, when wholesale price at the point of
production is I,000 yen/kg, the price from the broker at the place of product1on is 1,149 yen/kg
 broker's grass profit being 13K!, and the price of the broker at the place af consumpt1on is 1,321 yen/
kg.

In the retail stage, with the edible part being 55%, the cost of boneless meat is 2,402 yen/kg, and with
the gross profit of 354, the retail price at the shop 1s 3,695 yen. Toro  fatty meat! will be 5,280 yen/
kg, and red meat will be 3,063 yen/kg.

It is said that the profit rate of the tuna bulk purchaser is 3-5X of the sales amount, but this rate is
lower than Tayama's estimation.

Conclusion

We have stated that the distri bution mechanism of the tunas has transferred from the wholesale market
transaction to the bulk purchase outside the wholesale market arisi ng from the changes of condi tions both
in supply and demand. The most characteristic thing in the bulk purchase is that a large amount of
purchase 1s executed by the purchaser from the domestic and foreign tuna f1shing boats.

[t i s mostly believed that a principle of capital's priori ty by the canmercia1 houses .

Conventionally, with the medium and smal1 capita'fs in the tuna fishing are burdened with the payment of
the building cost of the boat, postponement of the other costs, and other advanced investment fortified
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by the lineage loans, and the regulations of 200-mi1e fishing area and the oil shocks still weakened the
management of each fishing boat.

This drove the tuna fishers to the selection of bulk purchase in order to reflect their wishing
advantageously in the transaction, and especially they fortified to secure the running money.
It means that the bulk purchase is not entered into by the selfish will of the purchaser, but the
selection by the fishers plays a great role. It can be said that, consequently, the distribution of tuna
has obtained a rationalization by shortening the multi-step distri bution of the who1esale market to the
direct transaction between their shipowner and the purchaser. Furthermore, we could see that the
purchasers are buying at the wholesale market prices at the point of production,

But seeing that the consumer price of tuna is still high, and that the conventional fish wholesa1ers and
the local brokers are being kicked out from the distribution route by the i ntervening of the commercial
houses and their affiliates, there is need for reconsidering the bulk purchase of tuna which is now being
set up.

International market is extending with tuna like salmons, shrimps, and eels, and there must be quick
cultivation of a healthy market based on the viewpoint of i nternationa1 demand and supp1y. What most
needs to be emphasized i s that the purpose of the tuna di stribution industry is the sound fostering of
fishery and the protection of the consumers.

Tuna fishers, especially the bulk purchasers are demanded to pay attention on the formation of
distribution mechanism and market for setting up of fair and correct prices, not only being diligent in
the capital competition.
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joint Venture Policy in the Gulf of Alaska/Bering Sea Aleutian Region�
Implications for the Future Development of the Groundfish Resource
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Introduction

This discussion paper will briefly review the history of the development of joint venture policy and
discuss the present joint venture allocation procedure in the North Pacific, New England, and
Mid-Atlantic regions. The procedure will he examined for the implication of its effect on fisheries in
the North Pacific. The purpose is to provide background material for the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council as it develops a management policy for these fisheries. It is articipat'ed this
policy will greatly influence the di rection of fishery development.

Historical Oevelo ment of Joint Venture Allocation Policies

A joint venture is a business enterprise entered into in this instance for the purpo c of harvesting,
processing and marketing fish. Although the structure of the enterprise varies from company to company,the general operating framework involves U.S. harvesting vesse'Is supplying fish to foreign floating
processors in the fishery conservation zone  FCZ! of the U.S. These,ioint venture operations require a
permit annually to operate within the FCZ. The permit is issued by the U.S. Government.

The first "joint venture"  JV! fishing permits were issued on June 9 and August 16, 1978. The National
Marine Fishery Service  NMFS! i ssued permits authorizing foreign vessels to receive fish harvested by
the United States vessels in the fishery conservation zone.

The permits complied with the then-existing requi rements of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act
of 1976, as amended �6 U.S.C. 1801, et seq.!  "the Act"!.

On August 28, 1978, Pub. L. 95-354 further amended the Act to provide a preference for U.S. fish
processors to process U.S. harvested fish. Specifically, as amended Pub. L. 95-354 provides that an
application by a foreign vessel to receive fish from U.S, vessels at sea may be approved unless it is
determined that U.S. fish processors have adequate capacity, and will utilize such capacity, to process
all U,S. harvested fish from the fishery . The amendment further provided that the amount of U.S.
harvested fish which may be received at sea during any year by foreian vessels may not exceed that
portion of the optimum yield  QY!, which will not be utilized by U.S. fish processors.
In 1979, it was found that although the approvals of joint venture applications were consistent with the
Act, as amended by Pub. L. 95-354, the permit limitations on the amounts of fish which could be received
at sea in 1978 were not consistent with Pub. E. 95-354.

Commenters felt foreign receipts of U.S. harvested fish were to be allowed only to the extent that U.S.
processors were not expected to process the U.S. harvested fish  now referred to as DAH!.

An examp'Ie from 1979 shows the change from using optimum yield as the starting point in the calculation
to the  then referred to as! U.S. harvested portion of optimum yie'.d.
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Alaska Pollock

Change from:

Optimum Yield 168,000 mt.

To be Utilized by
U.S. Fish Processors -500

Total Receivable by
Foreign Vessels 168,300 mt.

to:

U.S, Harvested Portion
of Optimum Yield 32,700 mt.

To be Utilized by U.S.
Fish Processors -500

Tatal Receivable by
Foreign Vessels 32,200 mt.

In 1980, follov ing a settlement in the NEFCO vs. Kre s case, NMFS agreed to fo1low certai n procedures
for allowing public comment on joint venture app cations, and to make available to the public  subject
to confidentia',ity protections! the information used to estimate domestic harvesting, domestic
processing and joint venture processing  DAH, DAP, and JVP, respectively!. The settlement agreement
stated the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration� ' s  NOAA! view that the Act authorized the
Secretary of Commerce, in appropriate cases, to i~pose permit conditions or restrictions on foreign
joint venture oerm1ts that may aid deveIopment of the U.S. fishing industry. NOAA believed such
conditions may be applied, but only in a manner which didn't eliminate the possibi1ity of economically
conducting a joi nt venture. Further, NOAA would not impose permit conditions with economic allocation
as their sole purpose; any permi t condition must have some resource conservation purpose. Nor would
NOAA impose permit conditions that seriously adver'sely affect the interests of U.S. fishermen wha wish
to engage in joint ventures.

By this time the acronyrrs JVP  joint venture processing!, DAH  domestic annual harvest! and DAP
 domestic annual processing! were defined and the po1icy read as follows: Amounts of fish which can be
received from U,S, vessels by foreign joint venture vessels are limited by statute to the "surplus" part
af the U.S. harvest in excess of the amounts of fish U.S. processors wi 11 use  JVP = DAH � DAP!.

Permit A licatinn Procedure

To provide direction for future discussions of joint venture policy alternatives, it will be useful to
begin with a detailed description of the current permit application procedure. Research into how the
procedure functions has revealed it to be the source ot a great deal of misconception and confusion. It
ls hoped this section wi 11 ser ve to clarify the process .

The joint venture al'iocation procedure begins with an applicaticn for a vessel permit to receive fish in
the U.S. fishery conservation zone  FCZ! for a foreign flag vessel of a GIFA nation. A GIFA is a
Governing !nternatianal Fisheries Agreement negotiated between the government of a foreign country and
the government of the United States. Only a foreign country with a GIFA may apply for a JV permit.
Applications are made available by the U.S. Department of State through a U.S. embassy for EEC countries
and for others through a foreign embassy in Washington, D.C. According to a document entitled "Basic
Information on Fisheries Joint Ventures; The Transfer of U.S. Caught Fish to Foreign Flag Processing
Vessels" prepated by the NMFS. The completed application ls "signed and transmitted by the appropriate
foreign offlciei to the U.S. Department of State".

The State Department then transmits copies of the application to the NMFS, the reg1onal fi shery
management Cour ci 1  s !  by request!, and the U . S. Coast Guard . Notice of receipt of the appli cation is
published in the Federal Register and a public comment period begins.

Subsequent corrIrient by the Council is a matter of Council discretion [16 USC Section 1824 b!�!], "The
Council may pre..are and submit to the Secretary  of Commerce! such written comments on the application
as it deems app"opriate" and advisory in nature. The Secretary af Commerce may approve or disapprove
such applications without concurrence by the Counci'1 [16 USC Section 1824 b!�!].

Before permi t issuance, an official fareian government representative must accept "general terms and
conditions" ensuring "th.t the nation's fishing will be conducted in accordance with the law, including
any additional restr icti ins attached to individual permi ts" . The foreign gover nment also appoints a
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foreign agent who "must respond to any legal issues applicable ta these vessels fishing under the
jurisdict1on of the Un1ted States".

The NMFS then sends the permit plus any restr1ct1ons to the Department of State and notifies the agent
that the permit has been issued. The Department of State then sends the permit to the foreign
government,

New En land and Mid-Atlantic Fisher Mana ement Councils

The New England and Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management councils coordinate in managing the joint venture
fisheries far squid and mackerel. Cansequently, the policy discussion wh1ch follows applies in both
regions.

The New England and Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management councils consider joint ventures as ar, interim means
to achieve the abjectives of the Act.

The councils' JY policy contains the following general provisions:

1. Those JVs are preferred which provide for the greatest 1nvolvement by the U.S. industry in the
entire process of utilizing the fish, i.e., harvesting, processing, and marketing.

2. The council will give preference to those nations who provide full compliance with all commitments
of the application and conditions of the permit and provide the most open access ta thei r markets;
and/ar provide the most favorable trade agreements; and/or offer substantial technological
transfers to the various phases of the U.S. fishing community.

3. In fisheries where there is a TALFF, JYs should be encouraged. To the extent that a JV allows U.S.
fishermen to harvest fish which would otherwise be available for TALFF, the entire industry and the
nation benefit.

5. When it is considered to be in the best interest of the U.5 ., individual JVs ordinarily should be
authorized for specific amounts of fish. Because of the relatively small total amounts of fish
available for JVs on the East Coast, guaranteed quantities are necessary tn make JVs attractive.
Approving indiv1dual JYs for specific amounts of fish encourage development of the types of JVs
whi ch involve all segments af the U.S. i ndustry. JVs without specified amounts might attract new,
specialized vessels into the fisheries, rather than provide an alternative ta existing vessels, In
the northwest Atlantic, it would be counterproductive ta encourage development of a separate "JV
industry." Approving JVs for specific amounts of fish would also give NMFS greater ability to
monitor an individual JV's operations tn make sure 1t is in conformance with its permit and
operating in the best interest of the U.S. industry.

The council has adopted the following items for considering JV applications:

I. The amount of projected increase in U.S. involvement in all phases of harvesting, processing, and
marketing due to the JV.

Z. Past performance and compliance with past JY commitments and permit conditions.

 includes extent to which the
competes with the U.S.
processed fishery products,
U.S. fishing industry!.

3. The benefits that the foreign nation offers the U.S, fishing industrv
flag nation of the foreign partner purchases U.S. processed products,
fishing industry in the world market, presents trade barr1ers to U.S.
and provides overall assistance, 1ncluding technology transfer to the

4, Long-term fishery commitments.

5. Compliance with the Act.

6. The extent to which the participants are identified and cammitted ta the JV.

In addition to the general items, the specific criteria for ~Lait o JYs are:
I. The council goal over the three-year life of the Atlantic mackere'1, squid, and butterfish fishery

management plan  FMP! is to increase OAP to the point 1t equals DAH.

2. To receive a favorable recommendation from the council, Loligo JVs should contain the provision
that they wi 11 provide an increased U. S. domestic market~or . S. processed Laliga or purchase
domestic processed ~Loli o. In setting priorities between Loligo JVs, the JV w~Wt w the largest
percentage of damestic processed ~Loli a will receive the h~g est priority, JVs that purchase
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domestic processed Illex or mackerel in addition to the higher amount of ~Lo]1 a will receive
additional preference.

The specif1c criteria far Illex JVs are:

I. The highest priarity will be given to JVs that provide an increased U.S. domestic market for U,S,
processed ~Loii a, Illex, ar mackerel or purchase domestic processed ~Lali o, Illex, or mackere1.

2. JVs involving a directed foreign fishery wilI have the lowest priority unless they have a greater
share of the tonnage purchased from U.S. processors than JVs that do not 1nvolve a directed foreign
fishery.

3. In all cases, the greater the value of U. S. processed product purchased, the h1gher the priority
ranking.

The provisions of the Magnuson Act which deal with the allocation of TALFF are important to the New
England/Mid-Atlantic councils' JV policy. While these provisions deal with allocation of TALFF rather
than setting TALFF, they are relevant to the TALFF setting process, particularly for the squid. These
provisions are:

1. Whether, and to what extent, such nation imposes tariff barriers or nontariff barriers on the
importatian, or otherwise restricts the market access of U.S. fish or fishery products.

2. Whether, and to what extent. such nation is cooperating with the U.S. in the advancement af
ex1sting and new opportunities for fisheries trade, particularly through the purchase of fish or
fishery products from U.S. processors or from U.S. fishermen.

3. Whether, and to what extent, such nation and the fishing fleets of such nation have cooperated with
the U.S. in the enforcement of U.S. fishing regulations.

4. Whether, and to what extent, such nation requires the fish harvested from the fishery conservation
zone for its domestic consumption.

5. Whether, and ta what extent, such nation otherwise contributes to, or fosters the growth of, a
sound and economic U.S. fishing industry, including minimizing gear conflicts with fishing
operations of U.S. fishermen, and transferring harvesting or processing technology which will
benefit the U.S. fishing industry.

6. Whether, and to what extent, the fishing vessels of such nation have traditionally engaged in
fishing in such fishery.

7. Whether, and to what extent, such nation is cooperating with the U.S. in, and making substantial
contributions to, fishery research and the identification of fishery resources,

8. Such other matters as the Secretary of State, 1n cooperation with .the Secretary of Conmierce, deems
appropr1ate.

These provisions establish a general pr1ncipal that the extent to which a particular nat1on assists with
development of the U.S. fishery is a consideration re1ative to that nation's allocation. Since the
squid TALFFs may be increased during the year if it can be demonstrated that such increase is in the
interest of the U.S. industry, the FMP, the Act, and the JV policy are all consistent.

The joi nt venture allocation procedure derives directly fram Amendment ¹I to the FMP for the Atlantic
mackerel, squid, and butterfish Fisheries. "The amendment changes the squid management regime to allow
the Northeast Regional Director  RD!, in consultation with the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council
 Council� !, to adjust OY at the begi nning of the f1sh1ng year and throughout the year on the basis of
specified guidance."

In order to understand the relationship between joint ventures and optimum yield, the Lol~i o optimum
yield process is described. The same process is used for the determination of the I1 lex optimum yield.
The mackere1 op..1mum yield process is different and with respect to joint ventures, simpler; joint
ventures for butterfish are not allowed since DAP approaches maximum DY.

The maximum OY .or ~Loli o is 44,000 mt. The RD, in consultation with the councif, determines annual
specificatians relating to IOY  initial optimum yield!, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF. The RD reviews yearly
the most recent biological data pertaining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot
support a level of harvest equal to the maxi~urn OY, he establishes a lower allowable biological catch
 ABC! for the fishing year. This level essentially represents the modification nf the maximum
sustainable yield  MSY! ta reflect changed biological circumstances. If the stock is able to support a
harvest level equivalent to the maximum OY, the ABC is set at that level.
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from the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the council, determines the IOY for the fishing year. The
IOY represents a modification of ABC, based on economic factors. It is intended ta provide the greatest
overall benefit to the nation by incorporating a11 relevant factors. The IOY 1s composed af an initial
DAH and 1nitial TALFF. The RD projects the DAH by reviewing the data concerning past domestic landings,
projected amounts of Lolicao necessary for domestic processing and far joint ventures during the fishing
year, and other data pertinent for such a projection, The JVP component of DAH is the portion of DAH
which domestic processors either cannot or will not use. In assessing the level of IOY, the RD must
provide for a TALFF of at least a minimum bycatch of ~Lali o squid that would be harvested incidentally
in other directed fisheries. This bycatch level mustee 1 percent of the allocated portion of the
Illex, mackerel  if a directed fishery is allowed!, silver hake, and red hake TALFFs. In addition, this
specification of IOY is based on the application of the following factors:

1. Total world export potential by squid-producing countries.

2. Total world import demand by squi d-consuming countri es.

3, U.S. export potential based on expected U.S. harvests, expected U.S. consumption, relative prices,
exchange rates, and foreign trade barriers.

4. Increased/decreased revenues to the U.S. from foreign fees.

5. Increased/decreased revenues to U.S, harvesters  with/without joint ventures!.

6. Increased/decreased revenues to U.S. processors and exporters.

7. Increases/decreases in U. S. harvest1ng productivity due to decreases/increases in foreign harvest .

8. Increases/decreases in U.S. processing productiv1ty.

9. Potential impact of increased/decreased TALFF on foreign purchases af U.S. products and services
and U.S. caught fish, changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other cons1derations.

The IOY may be adjusted by the RO, in consultation with the council, upward ta the ABC at any time
during the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to IOY to accommodate DAH needs, including when the
application of the above factors warrant an adjustment in TALFF. However, TALFF may nat be adjusted to
a quantity less than that already allocated to and accepted by foreign nations, or less than that needed
for bycatch.

Joint ventures enter 1nto the OY setting process in twa direct ways. First, as part of the IOY
determination, the available joint venture applications are reviewed and perhaps amended if there are
more jo1nt venture requests than needed with respect to DAP and ABC, as well as their evaluation under
the nine criteria. Second, jo1nt ventures enter into the OY process if, after the IOY is determined,
new joint venture features are offered or joint venture operators seek to modify existing arrangements.
In these instances, the RD can increase DAH and thus OY if the cause of the increase, after review of
the nine factors, wi11 maximize the net benefits of the fishery to the nation.

Indirect'ly joint ventures enter into the optimum y1eld process. Note factors 3 to 9. Joint ventures
can influence all of these factors in some way. As a deve1opment taol, the council will encourage joint
ventures as long as they are in the best interest of the fishery and the natian.

Both the Mid-Atlantic and the New England Fishery management councils have approved the use of a joint
venture mechanism designed to streamline allocating add''.tional over-the-side amounts to individual iaint
ventures. In the past, particularly under Amendment No. 3, ro flexibility existed to respond quickly
when a joint venture requested an additional amount of a particular species to the initial, approved
amount. Amendment Pl provides the RD with the f1exibi li ty and ability to rapidly respond to a request.
The JV mechanism strives to maintain first preference to the domestic fishery, maintain joint ventures
based upon actual performance, help to achieve optimum yie'Id, and promote further "fish and chips"
agreements.

The JV mechanism operates as follows:

l. Upon receipt of a joint venture application, each council establishes an over-the-side "cap" amount
 CJV!. The CJV amount represents the total amount approved by the council for an entire seasan,
unless a new application is received for increase above the CJV amount.

2. The council then determines an initial over-the-side amount   IiV! representinq all or a portion of
the joint venture processing cap, These amounts are published within the Federal Register.
Council approval of the CJV amounts permits the Regional Director to increase a joint venture
 above the initial amount! any time during the fishing year. There is no need to go back to the
council.
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3. Prior to the beginning of each joint venture, the "Additional Restrictions on Permits for Certain
Vessels of the Government of N" section, within the Foreign Fishing Vessel Permit, shal I specify
the IJV and the CJV amounts per species. The vessel  s! are initially authorized to receive the IJV
amount. At a tater date, the vesse'1 s! may receive notification from the Regio~al Director which
can permit the vessel s! to receive up to a maximum amount per species, the CJV amount.

4. The NMFS generates a weekly over-the-side catch rate format for each individual joint venture.
Based upon updated catch rates, i.e., a! average catch rate per joint venture fishing day, b! most
recent catch rate per joint venture fishing day, and c! maximum processing capacity by vessel s!
per joint venture fishing day, predictions of the number of remaining fishing days to take the
approved initial over-the-side amounts will be determined.

This information is shared with each of the fishery management council staffs, A team approach
between council staff and regional NMFS staff promotes communication and cooperation on all
recommendations to the Regional Director.

5. At an agreed threshold amount, prior to exceeding the initial over-the-side amount, joint ventures
which have demonstrated by actual fishing performance that their initial amount, may soon be taken,
will be recommended to be increased. The Regional Director can increase the over-the-side amount
up to the "cap" amount.

When an inseason adjustment to the JVP amount is necessary, a notice with a 15-day comment period is
published. However, the notice becomes effective u on the date of filin with the Federal Register,
Public comments receive a ter t e - ay commen per o may orm t e as s upon which to modify or
rescind any ir4season adjustment made by the Regional Director. An inseason adjustment to the joint
venture processing amount increases the OY and DAH.

Besides approving and if necessary modifying the amounts requested by a joint venture, the council has
also instituted a policy whereby one half of the approved amount is held in reserve. This reserve will
be released to the joint venture if the joint venture is reasonably complying with its commitments  i.e.
purchases of shoreside processed fish! or if it is even needed by the joint venture  i.e. in some
instances after fishing has been initiated, the joint venture may not desire a'll of its requested
amount!. This policy increases the probability that the joint venture partners will not deviate
significantly from what was indicated in their application as reviewed by the council. This policy also
minimizes some of the problems associated with the evaluation of joint venture proposals that request
amounts of fish that seem too high relative to their apparent capability to harvest and market the fish .

North Pacific Fisher Mana ement Council

The North Pacific Fishery Management Council  NPFMC! joint venture policy is a generally worded
document. "The council believes that ii is in the greatest national interest for the resource to be
both harvested and processed by U.S. industry  and! will use its ability to allocate harvest prlvileqes
to increase American participation in underutilized fisheries consonant. with the wise use of the
resource."

At the May 1984 NPFMC meeting, an industry workgroup introduced a draft policy on joint ventures. This
policy categorizes joirit ventures and lists them in order of preference. Within each category, a list
of 16 criteria would direct the council in its allocation decision among joint ventures. In addition, a
council workgroup ~ecting in June of 1984 drafted two different policies for the review of foreign
fishing vessel permit applications, allocations and joint ventures. These recommendations will be
presented to the full council in September 1984 for final action.

The actual allocation procedure begins with a determination of OY established by the FMP for the
groundfish of the Bering Sea and Aleutian Is'lands area, implemented by final rule on December 31, 1981.
And by the FMP for the groundfish of the Gulf of Alaska, implemented on April 21, 1978. The OYs are
apportioned initially to domestic annual harvest  DAH!, reserve, and TALFF. Thus, OY = DAH + RESERVE +
TALFF. Further, DAH is divided among DAP, JVP, and domestic nonprocessed fish  DNP!. Thus, DAH = DAP +
JVP + DNP. JVP and DAP are determined by survey. These survey forms are sent out to industry twice,
possibly three times a year. This joint venture survey form is similar to those sent to domestic
processors for the determination of DAP.

Under 50 CFR Sections 611.92 c! and 672.20 c!, the Secretary of Commerce  Secretary! may apportion to
DAH any reserve amounts of the Gulf of Alaska groundfish that he determines to be needed to supplement
DAH. Such apportionments shall be made as soon as practicable after the first day of April, June, and
August, or any other date determined to be necessary. He shall allocate any resultant increases in DAH
arrounts among the three components of DAH. He also may apportion up to 40 per cent of each initial Gulf
of Alaska reserve to TALFF as soon as practicable after the first day of Apri'1 and June, and up to 20
percent after the first day of August.

Under 50 CFR 611.93 b! and 675.20 b!, the Secretary may apportion to DAH, or retain in reserve for later
apportionment, the amount of Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands area groundfish anticipated to be harvested
by vessels of the U.S. The Secretary shall allocate any increases in DAH amounts resulting from
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apportionments of reserve for the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands area among the three components of DAH.
As soon as practicable after February 2, April 2, June 2, and August 2, he shall apportion to TALFF up to
one-faurth  I/4! of any reserve amounts for this area which will not be harvested by U.S. vessels, If,
following any of the first three of these dates, the Secretary apportions less than 25 percent of any
reserve amount to TALFF and DAH, the nonapportioned part of that 25 percent shall be added ta the reserve
amounts available for apportionment on the next specified date.

Also under 50 CFR 675.20 b!, the Secretary may apportion from OAH to TALFF amounts of groundfish he
determines will not be taken by U.S. fishermen. This will be done as soon as practicable after June 2
and August 2.

Unlike the New England/Mid-Atlantic regions, specific tonnage allocations are not made to individual
joint venture companies when the permit is granted. Once total JVP is determined, the fishery is
essentially open access until JVP is reached, then the fishery theoretically would be closed down. This
situation, however, has not occurred as yet.

Further, the NPFMC until now has had ample slack in the TALFF category so that allocation among JVs of
the total JVP has not been an issue. This situation is rapidly changing in the Gulf of Alaska, namely
for two species: Pacific Ocean perch and sabiefish. The NPFMC will need to establish a management
policy which will encompass an allocatian procedure for fisheries with no TALFF and for which DAH is
still larger than DAP.

Joint Venture Polic Im lications

The New England and Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management councils have developed species-specific policy for
joint ventures based on the U.S. industry becoming involved in all phases of fish utilization:
harvesting, processing and marketing. The policy establishes an i nteresting precedent related to
allocation amounts . "When it is considered to be in the best interest of the United States, individual
JV's ordinarily should be authorized for specific amounts of fish." It is felt that guaranteed
quantities are necessary to make joint ventures attractive because of the reiatively small total amounts
of fish available for joint ventures. The rationale for this policy is that guaranteeing specific
amounts will encourage development of the types of joint ventures which involve all segments of the U. S.
i ndustry, Concern was expressed that without specified amounts, new specialized vessels mi ght be
attracted into the fisheries rather than alternative uses for exi sti ng vessels being provided . There was
no explanation in the text of how guaranteed allocations would provide the incentive far the latter type
of joint venture development,

Joint venture allocation po'licy in the New England/Mid-Atlantic regions under Amendment 81 is a
fundamentally different interpretation of sec. 204 �! E! of the Act than occurs in the North Pacific,
Maximum tonnage in the North Pacific region is interpreted as the total JVP . whereas on the East Coast
the interpretation was individual company maximum tonnages, The New England/Mid-Atlantic interpretation
is in essence giving a property right to a specific amount every year ta individual joint ventures. The
two regional councils' awareness of this property right precedent is evidenced in a 1982 memo from David
Fitch, legal counsel, to William Gordon, Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, NMFS.

The memo concerns itself with the New England Council's request "to include a new condition in the
Atlantic joint venture permits, under which the RD  regional director! would review each operation's
performance on a monthly basis and decide whether to allow it to continue as originally authorized, to
reduce the levels of JVP allowed, or ta terminate it." The advice to Gordon was that "the proposal could
be accanniodated, as a matter of law, by rewriting it to allow periodic assignments of JVP   rather than
periodic retraction or revocation of existing rights! . This change i s necessary because, in the form
proposed by F/NER, exercise of revocation authori ty would violate the Act and ci rcumvent existing
procedures required by the regulations. But doing so would require a policy decision that specific
amounts of JVp be assigned to specific joint ventures, rather than al'lowing the total JVp to be taken by
all comers of all nations on a first come, first served basis."  Specific joint venture a'ilocations did
subsequently become policy as explained earlier!.

Of further interest in this memo are the reasons expressed for the legal concern over the New England
Council's request:

"These concerns are essentially that, when the government issues a permit, it estabiishes a
property i nterest, an expectation of the ability to pursue economic operations without further
interference. Alterin this ro ert ri ht is a serious matter  underlining mine!, and certain
procedural safeguards must apply to give the property holder permittee! the "due process of
law" guaranteed by the U. S. Constitution whenever the government adversely affects a property
interest. Without observance of proper procedural safeguards, the property-hoider  permittee!
has no protection against arbitrary or un'lawful government action. Not only does the
Constitution require such procedural protection against unwarranted governmental interference
in private transactions as a general matter, but it also becomes particularly important under
an Administration committed ta reduction of governmental tinkeri ng in busi ness affai rs. I
think, therefore, that you  Gordon! must carefully consider whether the benefits that NMFS



would derive from this new in-season permit modification procedure would justify the
uncertainty it creates for the joint venture operation. and whether expediency in this case
outweighs the due process concerns that otherwise require procedures like those in 611.3  i!.

The original permit could state that it is only good for a fixed number of months, unless
extended after review by the RO, or only authorizes a smal'I amount of purchases initially, with
amounts to be assigned by the RD after periodic review. This approach would of course require
that specific portions of the tota'I JVP available in a given fishery be "allocated" or
"assigned" to each permittee.  This differs from procedures for the West Coast and Alaska.
However, you have approved a Bulgarian JV permit authorizing purchase of only part of the full
amount of mackerel JVP.! In addition, since the JV permit ho'Ider will need some idea of how
much JVP he can reasonably expect to be assigned over the year, if performance is good, this
anticipated total amount should be indicated in the initial permit.

Leaving the permit ho1der with the small amount of JVP initially assigned should do no harm,
and avoids questions of whether NMFS has the authority to revoke or reduce rights granted by
a permit once it has been issued. Allowing additional amounts to become available
automatically, unless the RD determines to deny them, means that business operations will be
prejudiced by agency inaction.

One important issue which the Region's request does not bring out is whether such joint venture
termination or reductions would be appropriate or necessary in the absence af another
applicant's competing to purchase the same fish. If there is a permitted joint venture
underway, but not living up to expectations, it seems highly inappropriate for the government
to intervene and terminate its operations, unless there is some reason for doing so."

Of further interest is that there appear to be indications that foreign industry is looking at the
possibility that these property rights may be made for longer peri ods of time. The Anavar proposal is a
good example of this. It is a proposed agreement between a Spanish industry group and the Mid-Atlantic
and New England fishery management counci'1 whereby certain levels of TALFF would be guaranteed over a
five-year period, pending resource availability, in exchange for guaranteed purchases of squid from the
U,S. The proposal was eventual'Iy turned down but at the least a precedent has been set for negotiation
between foreign industry and regiona1 councils. In the North Pacific tonnage negotiations are carried
out on an industry to industry basis.

It is also i nteresti ng to note that the short term property right  allocation! afforded to joint ventures
on the East Coast is not afforded to domestic processors. If the property right is indeed viewed as an
advantage in that companies can make financing and marketing ar rangements based on a guaranteed supply,
then this policy would appear at odds with the portion of the Act affording a preference to U.S, fish
processors.

The North Pacific joint venture allocation procedure on the other hand implies essentially that the joint
venture fishery is open access until JVP is reached whereupon the fishery would be closed.

This procedure may have caused some confusion in interpretation. First, although the JV fisheries are
operated as open-access, the foreign industry partners have not perceived the fishing as open-access.
For example, Japan sets tonnage targets for individual species in industry-to-industry negotiations
 Atkinson 1984!. These tonnages are then used as a basis for completing permit applications. Once the
permit is granted the tonnages are allocated to the individual companies and hence vessels under the
coordination of the Japan Deep Sea Trawlers Association, It is these tonnages that the council votes on
at its meetings and upon which it bases its recommendation to the NMFS . Whi 1 e this council vote may be
perceived by its members as an allocation vote, the fishery, by policy established by the NMFS, is open-
access. Once the amount of resource becomes bindi ng these tonnage targets will become meaningless. Also
meaningless will be council recommendations for TALFF JVP ratios, as has been discussed recently at the
May 1984 counci1 meeting. Further it wil'I be interesting to observe what happens to the interest on the
part of foreign partners in participating in joint ventures when target tonnages can no longer
necessarily be fulfil'!ed.

The implication for future policy development for the North Pacific Fishery Management Council may be to
design an allocation procedure whereby the property right is assigned to the all-U.S. segment of the
industry rather than the foreign-U.S. partnerships.
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trade deficit. The value of edible fishery exports in current dollars grew from $93.9 million in 1970 to
$1.1 billion in 1981  Chart I!. Export volume of edible products jumped 375%, fram 64,000 metric tons in
1970 to 304,000 metric tons in 1981.
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Chart I

This expansion was stimulated by high economic growth rates abroad, availability of credit from
commercial banks, and a relatively weak U.S. dollar in the mid-1970's. Another factor that affected
U.S. � foreign trade flows was the implementation of the Magnuson Act and the American Fisheries
Promotion Act. These statutes enable Regional Fishery Management Councils to determine the optimum
yields in fishery management plans to enhance export opportunities by reducing or eliminating foreign
allocations in the U.S. fishery conservation zone. Nonetheless, the U.S. trade deficit in edible
seafood products rose from $719 million to $2,7 billion between 1970 and 1983.

Export growth has been accompanied by a marked shift in the relative importance of export markets  Chart
2!. In 1970, European and North American markets accounted for more than 75% of the value of export
shipments; by 1982 the market share was 31$. In contrast, seafood shipments to markets in Asia jumped
from 21% to 66K of the total export value. For the most part, the shift mirrors the higher economic
growth rates experienced by economi es in the Far East.
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Chart 2

Factors Affecting Fishery Exports

As the U.S, fishing industry expands, it will become more closely linked with the rest of the U.S.
economy. Cyclical changes in the level of economic activity both at home and abroad could have larger
impacts on the economic condition of the industry than before. Interest rates, for example, already
play a major role in the profitability of the industry. Exchange rates are becoming a more prominent
factor as well as income growth abroad.
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Recent reports by the Federal Government on the trade imbalance cite several factors that have affected
the U.S. export sector.� First, the pace of the economic recovery in foreign industrial countries is an2/

important determinant of the export level. In 1983, the brisk expansion of the U,S. economy signaled an
end to the recession at home. This is expected to be the catalyst that could spark a worldwide economic
recovery and increase the overall volume of international trade.

Second, the difficulties caused by the heavy debt burden of the developing countries will have to be
overcome. In 1982, U.S. exports to 13 of the most heavily debt burdened countries dropped by $8 billion.
The developing countries have coped with their debt burden by rescheduling debt payments. !n doing so,
they have ta make financial and economic adjustments which curtail their ability to import.

The third factor is the continued strength of the dollar, The exchange rate of the dollar, as measured
against the currencies of major industrialized countries on a trade weighted basis, has risen almost 401,
between 1980 and 1983  Chart 3!. The rising value of the dollar can be traced to such factors as lower
inf'lation in the United States than in other countries, higher real interest rates in the United States,
and the perception that the United States is a safe haven for investment funds.
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Chart 3

The real appreciation of the dollar -- the observed exchange rate adjusted for differences in nations'
inflation rates -- has been 38K aver the 1980:Q1-1983:Ql peri od. This means that U.S. products are now
bei ng sold in world markets at prices that on the average have risen significantly relative to their
competitors.

In the past three years, the principal drag on increasi ng overseas sales has been the explosive rise of
the dollar. The markets hit the hardest, according to the Wall Street Journal, include those for
agricultural products, where U.S. export sales were off $7,4 bil'lion or 17K from 1981; civilian aircraft,
down $3 billion or 26%; and other capital goods, off $10.5 billion or 14K, � The General Accounting3/

Office, citing estimates from the Ford Mator Company, indicates that changes in the yen-dollar rate gave
its Japanese competitors a $900 per car price advantage.� Moreover, the U.S. Department of Agriculture4/

estimates that, a 20K rise in the inflation-adjusted value of the dollar over 2 years will cut U.S.
exports of wheat, corn, and soybeans by 16K.� ]n terms of the overall U.S. trade performance, the5/

Federal Reserve Board calculated that between mid-1980 and mid-1983, the appreciation of the dal'Iar
caused a $40 bi I lion deterioration in U,S. trade balances  at an annual rate!.�6/

Fishery Balance of Trade

The direct effect of an appreciation of the dollar in both nominal and real terms is to raise the price
of U.S. goods in foreign markets, This reduces the price competitiveness of the exports and results in a
decline in exports from the leve'I they would have otherwise attained. Foreign importers and consumers
are more likely to buy their own country's products or c'lose substitutes from other countries rather than
the expensive U.S. exports.

Meanwhile, the strong dollar makes imports cheaper relative to some domestic products. In 1983, V.S,
fishery imports of edible seafood products reached a record $3.6 billion, not only because of the strong
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dollar. but because af the recovery from the recession, which stimulated an increase in imports, Tota'1
imparts of all fishery products was a record $5.1 billion.

The level of income at home and abroad affects imports and exports. 0ver the course of a business cycle,
the U.S. trade balance historically tends to improve in recessions and worsens during an expansion as
income rises. Growth of the U.S. economy is expected to continue well above that of its major trading
partners in 1984. As a result, U.S. imports should rise faster than U.S. exports. Thus, the trade
deficit in fishery products may not improve substantially in the near future.

Exchan e Rate Im acts

In thi s part of the paper, we provide a "first approximation" of the estimated impact of exchange rate
changes on the volume and value of fishery exports. The analysis focuses on the import patterns of three
of our largest trading partners - France, Japan, and the United Kingdom. In 1982, these countri es
accounted for 70% of the total value of U.S. seafood exports.

This analysis involves two interrelated steps; estimating import demand functions for France, Japan, and
the United Kingdom, and then forecasting how changes in exchange rates affect the quantity and value of
imports. The estimates are for the first quarter of 1981 through the first quarter of 1983. This
corresponds to the recent activity of the dollar in foreign exchange markets.

The analysis covers exchange rate impacts for the appreciation of the dollar against foreign currencies
over the range of 5X to 25T.. Although the dollar appreciated by more than 25% against the British pound
and the French franc, we used 25K as the upper limit for exchange rate changes for two reasons: �! the
dollar rose about 25K annually relative to the pound and the fr anc  less against the yen!; and �! as
previously noted, some analysts have argued that the dollar may be overvalued by as much as 25K.

The U.S. share af the French market for fishery product:s has not shown any appreciable gains in recent
years  Chart 4!. Although the total volume of fishery imports increased 13%, from 443 thausand metric
tons  mt! to 501 thousand mt between 1977-1981, the U.S. share of the French market: in terms of volume
and value stayed around 2-3% and 5-6%, respectively.

Salmon products comprise the bulk of the imports fram the United States  Chart 5!. Between 1977-1982,
sa'Imon products accounted for 54 to 73K of the import volume and 65 ta 83K of the import value. Fresh
and frozen salmon was the primary import product from the United States.
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Because of the high percentage of salmon in the export picture, the flow of exports to France has a
di sti nct seasonal pattern. Chart 6 shows the quarterly export patterns of total expor ts, fresh and
frozen saimon, and canned salmon, which all reach seasonal highs in the fourth quarter. This reflects
the peak periods of salmon landings in the United States which occur in the third and fourth quarters.
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Chart 6

Dollar � Franc Exchange Rate

Since the first quarter of 1981, the dollar has appreciated 47% against the franc  Chart 7!, or about 25%
per year. However, the appreciation had a moderately negative effect on U.S. exports of edible seafood
products to France.

Chart 7

Exchange Rate Impacts

The results of the mode'I in Appendix I indicate that the cumulative value of the trade losses between
1981:QI and 1983:QI range from $4.6 million for a 5X appreciation of the dollar to $28.5 mil'lion for a
25% appreciation. Table 1 shows the estimated potential trade losses in quantity and value for exchange
rate changes. The figure in co'lumns 2-6 indicate the estimated increase in U.S. exports, assuming the
value of the dollar against the franc was 5 to 25K less over the 1981:QI - 1983:QI period,
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The estimate of exchange rate elasticity of -0,29, as reported in Appendix I, indfcates that for U .S .
edible seafood products as a group, a 1% increase in the exchange rate of the dollar against the franc is
expected to reduce imports by 0.29%. In other words, exchange rate changes will have a small effect on
the level of imports of seafood products from the Unf ted States. The low value of the exchange rate
elasticity suggests that U.S. imports play a mfnor rote in the overall French import market. This
conclusion is borne out by the figures in Chart 4,

Besides the exchange rate, the French import demand is strongly influenced by the level of income of
French consumers. The elasticity of income measures the responsiveness of imports to changes in income.
In general, those goods with income elasticfties greater than 1 are considered luxury i tems, and
increases in looney income result in increases in the amount of the product consumed. The estimate of
income elasticity from the model is 6.3. This suggests that seafood products imported from the United
States are luxury i tems, especially since salmon is a principal export.

The estimate ot income elasticity seems rather high . This may be due to the influence of other variables
whfch change in the same manner as income but are omitted from the equation. This tends to overstate the
responsiveness of imports to i ncome changes if the omitted variables are positive'ty related to i ncome.

Table 1. Potential Trade Loss in Edible Seafood Products: France 1981:QI - 1983:QI.

1983:QI Total Potential Loss
�981-1983:QI!

1981

Value  $ 000!

52667
50'789

10259
9949

121879
118860

58953
58122

Quantity  Metric Tons!

14599
13971

14017
14590

3106
2584

31722
31145

~Ja an

Seafood Imports from the United States

Exports of fishery products from the United States are beginning to play a more dominant role in the
overall Japanese import situation. While the total value of Japanese seafood fmports increased 62K
between 1977 and 1981, the quantity of U.S. exports to Japan increased 250%. As a result, the U.S. share
of the import market more than doubled from 5,6K to 12,9%. In terms of value, the U.S. share jumped from
9.5% to 14.9X  Chart 8!.

Salmon is the primary export to Japan, despite the inroads made by king crab and snow crab exports when
crab stocks were relatively abundant. In 1982, tresh and frozen salmon products accounted for 53K of the
volume and value of Japanese fishery imports from the United States  Chart 9!. Imports of canned salmon
are minimal� . The United States reportedly accounts for 90'r. of Japanese salmon imports .�7/

The fishery trade flow with Japan shows a strong seasonal peak in the third quarter of the calendar year
 Chart 10!. This corresponds to the bulk of the U.S. salmon catch which also occurs in the third
quarter. The salmon fishery in Japan has two seasons. May-August in the North Pacific and September-
December in coastal areas. U.S, exports of salmon peak between these two seasons. In some years,
exports were strong in the second quarter as a result of large domestic snow crab catches which
subsequently appeared on the Japanese market.
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Actual
Estimated  Base!
Apprecfation:

5%
10'
15K
205
25$

Actual
Estimated  Base!
Appreciation:

5X
10%
15%
20%
25%

60391
62879
65621
68660
72050

14208
14462
14735
15030
15352

52772
59946
57342
59998
62960

14837
15102
15387
15696
16031

10337
10763
11232
11753
12333

2628
2675
2725
2780
2839

123500
128588
134195
140411
147343

31673
32239
32847
33506
34221

4640
7028

15335
21551
28483

528
1094
1702
2361
3076



U. S. Share of' Japanese Seafood Imports
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Chart IO

Yen-Dollar Exchange Rate

The yen-dollar exchange rate has fol'lowed a rollercoaster pattern since 1977  Chart 11!. In the 1981-
1983 period, the exchange rate rose 28X from 1981;QI to 1982:Q3. Then it dropped by 11.2'X from 1982:Q3
to 1983:QI. Over this entire period, the exchange rate increased 13.5X.

Chart 11

Exchange Rate Impacts

The import demand model in Appendix I indicates that the cumulative impact of potential trade 'fosses
between 1981:QI and 1983:QI ranges from $148 million for a 5", appreciation to $724 million for a 25X
appreciation, Table 2 shows the cumulative impacts on import quantity and value based on the model .
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Japanese imports are fairly responsive to exchange rate changes. The estimate of exchange rate
elasticity in the model is close to -1. The greater responsiveness relative to France is probably due to
the broader range of substitutes avail able on the Japanese market and the importance of salmon imports
from the United States.

The level of income also is a major determinant of import demand in Japan. The estimate of income
eiastici ty is 3.06 which suggests that U.S. seafood imports are l uxury items. This estimate may
overstate the responsiveness of imports to changes in income because of the possible omission of other
explanatory variables.

Table 2. Potential Trade Loss in Edible Seafood Products: Japan 1981:0[ - 1983:�1.

Potential Loss
�981-1983:0I!

Total1983: I1981 1982

Value  $ 000!

49543
47728

Actual
Estimated  Base!
Appreciation:

555313
586433

1215465
1133627

613609
499465

0uantity  Metric Tons!

12303
12125

172026
128154

133167
142601

317496
282880

United Kin dom

Seafood Imports from the United States

The U.S, volume share of the British seafood market has remained relatively stable, ranging from I.IK to
3.0X between 1977-1981  Chart 12!. Preliminary estimates indicate that the share of import volume may
have shrunk to IX - 1.5$ in 1982. A key factor in the decIine of the U.S. market share of imports in
1982 may be attributed to the botulism problem wi th canned salmon products that occurred i n 1981.

The major fishery product imported from the United States is canned salmon, which accounted for more than
50K of the import value since 1977  Chart 13!. Together, canned and fresh and frozen salmon, comprise
more than 80K of the value of U.S. fishery exports to the United Kingdom.
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5'l
10%
15'
20A
25K

Actual
Estimated  Base!
Appreciation:

5Ã
10K
15Ã
20K
25K

664478
723346
791260
870273
963076

152410
163480
176059
190460
207088

564199
614183
671848
738937
817735

136970
146919
158223
171165
186109

53259
57977
63421
69754
77192

12959
13901
14970
16195
17609

It
P

12
2

Ie
R
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1281936
1395516
1526528
1678964
1858003

302339
324300
349252
377820
410806

148309
261879
392901
545337
724376

19459
41420
66372
94940

127926



The seasonal pattern of imports in the United Kingdom is not as pronounced as compared to France and
Japan  Chart 14i. In some years, imports peak in the first quarter, which probably corresponds to the
fourth quarter seasonality of canned salmon production. Seafood imports from the U.S. in 1980-1981 were
much higher than historical levels. One explanation is that the bu1k of the salmon products were
exported e1sewhere.

Chart 14

Dollar-Pound Exchange Rate

During the past two years, the dollar has climbed more than 5OX against the British pound  Chart 15!.
The dollar rose 24X against the pound between 1981;QI to 1982:gi, and 211 in the 1982:Ili and 1983;QIperiod. Chart 15
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Exchange Rate Impacts

The results of the model in Appendix I suggest that the rise in the dollar has had a large impact on U.S.
exports of edible seafood products to the United Kingdom . The estimate of the potential cumulative trade
loss in fishery exports ta the United Kingdom ranges from $16 million for a 5$ appreciation to $123
mi llion for a 25% appreciation of the do'liar  Table 3! . The correspondi ng quanti ties of potential export
losses range from 2,000 mt to 13,000 mt.

Probably the most interesting result of the analysis is the sensitivity of British seafood imports ta
exchange rate changes. For example, the exchange rate elasticity with respect to value is 2.5X. This
means that an appreciation of the dollar of 1$ against the pound will result in a 2.5% decrease in the
import value. The exchange rate elasticity with respect to quantity is 3.4K. Thus, an appreciation of
the dollar by li will reduce the import quantity by 3.4X.

These estimates are much higher than those obtained for France and Japan. The reasons for the difference
are not entirely clear, It is indeed possible, that the model lacks some impartant explanatory variables
and does nat take into account the interactions in the world salmon market. A more sophisticated
framework to specify the seafood import demand of the United Kingdom would be a system of equations,
including supplies from countries competing with the United States such as Canada and Norway. [Oata was
not available to estimate this model,j

Interestingly. an earlier study of the U,K. demand for Canada's frozen salmon showed the quantity of
imports to be highly sensitive to price changes  that is, the estimated price elasticity was -4.3!.
Thus, the exchange rate variable might be a proxy for a price variable. Consequently, the exchange rate
impacts could be overestimated,� 8/

Table 3. Potential Trade l oss in Edible Seafood Products; United Kingdom 1981:QI - 1983:QI.

1981 Total1982 1983:QI Potential Loss
�981-1983:QI!

Value  $ 000!

Actual
Estimated  Base!
Appreciatian:

88650
64018

35706
40948

133376
113921

9020
8955

Quantity  Metric Tons!

21636
15220

10507
11392

34535
29120

2392
2508

Conc 1 us i ons

The 1980's may turn out to be a decade of only moderate growth of U.S. seafood exports. A sluggish world
economy that is now recovering fram the recent worldwide recession, a slow return of developing countries
to financial strength, and a strong dollar, may dampen the growth in worldwide food demand in the next
few years.

The appreciation af the dollar has had a substantial negative impact an exports of edible fishery
products. The results of this analysis indicate that the cumulative loss in potential sales between
1981:QI and 1983:QI range from $169 million for a 5+ appreciation to $876 million for a 25K appreciation.
If the results of the estimated models are reasonable interpretations of the data, then current levels
and forecast trends in exchange rates must be considered in export development pragrams. In particular,
fiscal and monetary policies can have significant impacts on seafood exports via exchange rates.
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5R
10$
15$
20'I
25K

Actual
Estimated  Base!
Appreciation:

5K
10$
15K
ZOK
25%

72971
83766
96920

113136
133391

16255
17421
18746
20262
22010

46674
53579
61993
72365
85321

12167
13040
14032
]5166
16475

10208
11718
13558
15826
I8659

2678
2871
3089
3339
3627

129853
149062
172471
201327
237371

31000
33332
35687
38766
42112

15932
35141
58550
87406

123450

1880
4Z12
6567
9646

12992



Despite the appreciation of the dollar, the United States appears to have maintained its relative share
of export markets in some countries. However, the dollars' rise may have offset any of the increase in
market shares that occurred in the late 1970's.

A endix I: Estimatin the Res onse of Forei n Im orts of U.S. Edible Seafood Products to Exchan e Rate
Chanrhea

Import Demand Model

When applied to international trade in U,S, seafood products, this assumption may not be realistic. For
commodities such as sa'Imon, king crab, and tanner crab, the United States is a major supplier in
worldwide markets. A change in the import demand for these products is certainly going to affect the
export price. This problem can be overcome by estimating reduced form equations wi th imports  quanti ty
and value! as the dependent variables, rather than supply and demand equations where the price and

quantity variables interact. � An equation can be specified in which variables regarded as "supply and
demand" shifters  exchange rates, income, and population! are examined for their effect on the dependent
variable.

Specification of Import Functions

The econometric model consists of reduced-form equations for quantity of imports and value of imports for
France, Japan, and the Un~ted Kingdom. The general modelling approach follows the suggestion of Chambers

and Just to include a separate exchange rate variable in the estimated equation.� 13/

The import quantity equations are of the form:

0 + al EXCH + a2 Y + a3 Q2 a4 3 a5 4

V = aD + aI EXCH + a2 Y + a3 Q2 + a4 Q3 + a5 Q4

Q = Quantity of total imports of edible seafood products from the United States
 metric tons!

where;

V = Value of total imports of edible seafood products from the United States  U.S.
dollars! deflated by the U.S. producer price index �975 = 100!.

EXCH = Exchange rate  nominal!.

Y = Real gross national product   1975 = IOO!,

Q , Q , Q4 = Dummy variables to account for the seasonal variation in imports.

Empirical Estimation

All equations were first estimated with all the independent variables. Then, depending on the results,
different tags were tried for some variables or the equation was reestimated by omitting some
insignificant variables. In addition, equations were estimated using U,S. salmon landings as an
independent variable because of the dominance of salmon products in the overall import picture. The
estimated equations were fitted by ordinary least squares using quarterly data covering 1977:QI-
1983:QI.

The resulting estimates for the reduced form quantity and value equations are presented i n Tables AI and
A2, respectively. These tables provide, for each country, the "best" quantity and value equations. The
left hand column indicates the importi ng country, and the succeeding columns give the estimated
coefficients, the "t" ratios in parentheses, and the summary statistics for the equations.
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The import demand model applied in empirical studies of international trade flows follows from the theory
of consumer demand: the quanti ty of imports of a country depends on domestic income, the price of

imports, and the price of other commodities. � These models have proved to be quite difficult to9/

estimate because of the simultaneous equation bias.� One solution to the problem is to assume that,ID/

export and import supply elasticities are infinite.� Thus, an increase in the demand for a country' s11/

exports can be satisfied without any increase in the price of its exports . Price is then treated as an
exogenous variable and this allows the import demand function to be estimated as a single equation .
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Data Sources

section lists by variable the data sources used in the statisticai analysis of this paper.This

Exchange Rates and GNP: IMF, International Financial Statistics.

U. S . Export Data: Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service.

Import � Export Data of Fishery Products: FAO, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics.

Japanese Fishery Data: Ministry of Aquaculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Monthly Statistics of
Agricu'iture, Forestry, and Fisheries.

U.S. Landing Statistics: Fisheries of the United States, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Department af Commerce.

Footnotes

Economic Report of the President, February 1984; The Economic Outlook, Congressional Budget Office,
February 1984, and Business America, U,S, Department of Commerce, August 22, 1983.

Wal 1 Street Journal, January 18, 1984, "Strong U . S. Currency Gives Companies Here Competitive
Problems."

U.S. General Accounting Office, Testimony of Alan Mendelowitz before the Subcommittee on
International Trade, Investment, and Monetary Policy, November 1, 1983.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Draft Report, "Strong Dollar Dampens Demand for U.S. Farm Exports,"
November, 1983.

Federal Reserve Board, Testimony of Henry Wailich before the U.S. House of Representatives,
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Subcommittee on International Trade, Investment and
Monetary Policy, October 5, 1983.

Kikuchi, Akihino, "International Trade in Sa1mon, Some Japanese Aspects." Consultant Report,
December 14, 1983.

Johnston, R.S. and D.H. Wang, "Markets for Canadian Salmon: An Economic Analysis of Market Demand,"
Cansultant Report, April 1977.

nternational Economics, Ailyn and Bacon, Inc.,Learner, Edward E. and Robert M. Stern,
Boston, 1970.

Murray, Tracy and Peter J. Ginman, "An Empiricai Examination of the Traditional Aggregate Import
Demand Model," The Review of Economics and Statistics, February, 1976, p. 75.

10

Ga'Idstein, Morris, and Mohsin S. Khan, "The Supply and Demand for Exports: A Simultaneous
Approach," The Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1978, p. 275.

Op. ci t., Johnston and Wang.12.

Chambers, Robert G. and Richard E, Just, "A Critique of Exchange Rate Treatment in Agricultural
Trade Made1S,R American Journal o~f A ricuitural Economics, Val. 61, No. 2, May 1979, pp. 249-257.

13
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Washington Post, Strong Dollar Paints G'ioomy Picture for U.S. Trade in 1984," September 18, 1983.
In determining whether a currency is overvalued, it is important to distinguish between short-tenn
volatility and persistent misalignments. Short-term volatility is the amount of variability of the
exchange in a specified period af time  daily, weekly, monthly!. Misalignment is a persistent
departure of the exchange rate fram its long-term equi 1ibrium level based an changes in its current
account. This equilibrium exchange rate is inf1uenced by underlying capital flows or changes in
the supply nf demand for traded goods. A more detailed discussion of misalignments is "~The Exchan e
~Rate S stem " Joh,n Williamson, Institute for International Ecoromics. Iiashington. P.C., September,
1983.
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An Overview of the French Seafood Market Regulation Scheme:
A Case Study of Price Effects

Bernard Cilly, Rebecca J. Lent, Denis L'Hostis
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Nantes, France

The primary focus of this paper is the impact of the price support scheme in France on ex-vessel prices.
The price support scheme was initiated by the French government quite recently �975!. This research.
which attempts to quantify effects on average prices, is the first step towards determining the impact of
the price support scheme on producers' returns and/ar consumers' interests.

Unfortunately, severe data limitations prevented the formulation of a model ana'fyzing the impact over the
entire seafood sector; thus it was only passible to mode1 the impact on ex-vessel price for a single
case, notab'ly live Norway lobster  Ne hro s norve icus!. Aside from this research, a more complete study
has been conducted on the entire regu atian process o the French government concerning the national
seafood market, in order to discuss the expected vs actual effects on the different types of enterprises:
producers, processors, wholesalers, etc.  Gilly, Lent, L'Hastis, 1984!.

There has been a lang tradition of government interventio~ in the French national economy: King Louis
the 11th created in 1467 the first national enterpri se, a state-owned porcelain factory  Morvan, 1983! .
As for fisheries, it should be noted that a great deal of the laws on French fisheries were adopted in
1681  Ordonnance generale sur la marine, 1681! by Colbert, a famous government minister of King Louis the
14th, and are sti11 in general va'lid.

These processes are nat specific to the French government as most nations interfere -- directly or
indirectly, officially or not -- in the economic environment or in the sector itself.

The French seafood market can be seen, in the way it operates. as an autonomous part af the national food
system. The characteri sti cs of seafood production, processing, marketing and consumption diverge
considerably from other food products.

The supply of seafood, which fluctuates considerably, originates in a number of scattered points along
the French coast. The variability of production is very high in the short and medium run, and no
satisfactory explanations for this can be found, As a corollary to this diversi ty and atami city of
production, one may find very heteragenous economic structures, very different behaviour of enterprises
and various types of activi ty.

Given product perishability, technical rigidity, uncertainty of supply and the canmian property nature of
the resource, one can consider that ex-vessel supply is inelastic. This assumption is often made in
fisheries economics  Anderson, 1977! and is particularly relevant in the short run  as the level of
fishing effort responds with a lag to changing prices!.

In contrast, French demand for individual seafaod products appearS tO be re'latively elastic in general,
with evidence of substitution  and/or complement! effects between seafood products and/or with other
protein foods such as meat, poultry, etc. These phenomena have yet ta be complete'ly substantiated in
France, primarily due to a lack of data over a sufficient period for analysis.

A wide variety of domestically 1anded seafood products is consumed i n France. This diversi ty i s
reflected in the distribution sector, campased of marketing chains of different lengths and various types
of enterprises.

Such characteristics of the seafood market tend ta result in disequilibrium  or unstable equilibrium! in
the market in tems of supply and demand. The lower the ex-vessel price, the higher the effort exerted
by the fleet  in the medium to long run! as fishermen attempt to attain an acceptable income level. In
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contrast, when prices rise, substitution phenomena tend to reduce demand. In the absence of regulation
policy  of any nature!, disequilibrium may be self-generated.

Confronted w1th a strongly competitive international market, the French seafood system is poorly adapted
to changing patterns of production and consumption. While French production of fresh seafood products is
suffi cient for domestic demand   imports of fresh products totalling less than 7X of the seafood product
deficit!, adaptation to new products  frozen, prepared meats, etc.! which have a high added value, is
slow and difficult.

Given national and international constraints, endogenous "self-regulating" mechanisms did not permit
smooth and time'ly supply � demand adjustment, nor an acceptable level of industrial development and
expansfon. The 1975 market crisis provided sufffcient evidence of the disequflibrium in the seafood
sector, and resulted fn the establishment of specific organizations and policies for regulation of the
seafood market. This exogenous regulatory structure is overseen by industry participants as well as the
administration, the latter responsible for admin1stering the policies adopted,

Price Su art Scheme

It should be noted that the French price support scheme is required in theory  Gilly, Lent, L'Hostis,
1984! to be coherent with the EEC scheme. Actually, one should make the dfstinction between "conmon
species" of the EEC and "nat1onal specfes" that are covered by French regulation.

There are three levels of organfzatfon in France:

- At the 1ocal level  e.g. on the coast! producers' organizations  P.O.! unite, on a voluntary basis,
those fishermen who wish to create their own marketing organizatfon. Once in the P.O., they are
requi red to respect the rules established by the government agency as well as their own . Producers are
required to pay a certain tax on their landings in order to permit the P .0 . to partici pate in the
support price program. In the beginning of 1984, there were twenty-one P.O.'s 1n France, marketing
nearly 95% of the domestic landings. The positive aspect of the organizations are evidenced by the
fact that there were only three of them 1n 1975 and none fn 1971. All the P.O.'s  except for one! are
grouped in a national "structure," the National Associat1on of Producers' Organizations  NAPO!.

- At the national leve'I, the NAPO is responsible for grouping and synthesizfng the proposals of all the
P.O.'s for submission to the national agency. This agency, called FIOM  French Seafood Market
Regulatory Agency! is administered by a mix of staff  regular personnel! as weil as by producers and
processors. The role of the FIOM is to e'iaborate guide1ines for seafood market regulation po11cfes and
to help the P.O.'s finance their interventions. The FIOM conducts several types of programs: ex-
vessel price support scheme, production support scheme  assisting producers in locating new ffshing
grounds!, and activities i nf1uencing seafood demand, such as promotion and adverti si ng . The annual
budget of the FIOM is approximate'iy FF 150 miilion, of which 70 to 75K or1ginates from government
subsidies.

- At the European level, seafood market regulation is a part of the Common Agricultural Policy. There is
an EEC agency  FEOGA! responsible for providing subsidies to the P,O.'s; at the French level, the FIOM
relays FEOGA funds for all specfes regulated by European policy  SEYTRE, 1983!.

Gfven this overview of the structure of the market regulation system, we may now focus on the price
support scheme. The total amount of financi ai support fs relatively low, representing only 3X of the
total value of landings. However, this program is of particular importance for those specific regions 1n
which fishing is the main source of fncome and emp1oyment  and where resources may be imperfectly
mobile!. The price support program attempts to stabilize fishermen's incomes at an acceptable level,
insuring an active fleet as well as employment.

The price support scheme is based on i nterventions at the ex-vessel market level, specifica'ily at the
auction where fish merchants purchase landings from fishermen.

i! The withdrawal price is fixed each year, for each species  in FF/kg! according to a percentage of
the prevfous year's average market price, and varies according to the freshness, size or weight and
presentation. Seafood landings may not be sold for human consumption below their specific min1mum
price, and must be destroyed if there 1s no buyer at or below this price. Thus a flaor price is
established to effect1vely prevent prfce falls during periods of relatively high production and/or
weak demand. In such cases, the fisherman recefves 40% of the withdrawal price from the FIOM and
the remaining 604 from his P.O. Approximately 3X by volume of French annua1 landings are withdrawn
�ess than 15 by value!.

ii! Producers, as well as others, soon found that the withdrawal system was wasteful and it was
suggested that another type of intervention be established. This resulted in a program a11owing
"surplus" to be withdrawn without being discarded. Twa types of outlets for withdrawn products
were established:
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a! supply contracts; particularly for large-scale production species, A contract is negotiated
between P.O.'s and processors for a given quantity of a certain species at a given price
 contract price!. In addition, the FIOM and the P,O, agree to provide subsidies to the
processors which cover the difference between the contract and withdrawal prices. Thus this
program may be considered as a processing subsidy.

b! subsidization of purchases for later sale  transformed!; this measure allows processors to
purchase a part or a'll of the "surplus" at a price above the withdrawal price, the difference
being covered by a subsidy.

In both cases, the FIOH pravides 60% and the P.O.'s 40% of the subsidization outlays. Processors are
required to process the seafood landings in some manner  frozen, cooked, canned, etc.! as they decide.
It is expected that they will place these processed products on the market when supply of fresh products
 landings! of the same species is low. This assumption is particularly relevant for cases where
processed  e.g, frozen! product is a close substitute for the fresh product.

~oo t ho do1 o

Suppose that, in a free market system, government intervention occurs in the Form of a withdrawal price.
For the case of the ex-vessel market for seafood products, this appears as a floor price at the auction
market. There are two possibi'li ties:

1! The floor or withdrawal price  P ! is less than or equal to the market price  P ! as determined byw m
the intersection of demand and supply  see figure 1!. A market equilibrium is established at P, Q,
and the withdrawal price has no effect on the market. m' m'

P
w

'm=pw

QtQt

Figure I

2! The withdrawal price is above the market price: in this case, equilibrium is modified as a certain
amount of the landings must be withdrawn  the "surplus" created by the price floor!. Obviously, P
will not be observed when it is below the f'loor price, however it is not unreasonable to assume it
"would" exist  see figure 2!.

The quantity withdrawn is Q = Q � Q  at P !.

Income to producers, then, vari es given the market situation. In the first case, revenues are
R = P - Q , while in the second case they are R = P . Q + P ~ Q = P Q . On the buyer's side,m m m' w w w w 0 w s
quantities exchanged are 'lower with the withdrawal system in cases where the program is effective  i.e.
P�> P ! while average prices are higher. The relative value af purchases  P x Q! with and without the
program depend upon the elasticity of demand.
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As discussed earlier, ex-vessel supply af seafood products is often assumed to be price inelastic. Given
this framework, then, it is possible to consider the floor price program as a system of reducing supply
up to the point where demand = supply at P  figure 3!.
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A Case Stud: Norwa Lobster

Given the previous discussion of the French minimum ex-vessel pricing scheme, it should prove useful to
attempt to examine the economic effects of the program, particularly the impact on average prices of
landings. The example chosen for such analysis in this study is the Norway iohster species  ~he hro s
norve icus!, more specifically the fishery in the Gulf of Biscay. This species appears to be the most
use u as a first step in analyzing the economic effects of the program, for several reasons, which will
be discussed in the following sections.

Overview of the Norway lobster fishery

There are two Norway lobster fisheries in France, for which the fishing grounds and the "product" differ;

- the fishery in the Gulf of Biscay, whose product is landed live;
� the fishery in the North Atlantic, whose product is landed iced.

The ana'tysis which follows concerns the first fishery, whose fleet is composed of relatively smaller
vessels, and is characterized by shorter fishing trips. While live Norway lobsters are landed year
round, the peak of the season occurs between the months of April and August.

The bulk of the production of live Norway lobsters is landed in the following ports  all in Brittany!:

Le Gui'Ivinec,
Loctudy,
Lesconil,
Saint Guenole,
Lorient.

Annual landings and average prices for these five ports are presented in Table 1 for the period 1979-83,
Landings have been relatively stable over this period, ranging between three and four thousand metric
tons. Average price varies somewhat across ports, reflecting primarily differences in quality or short
run information. While average prices for both the small and large sizes have increased steadi'Iy over
the past several years, it is evident that variations in landings have an impact on average prices.

The marketing of Norway lobster

Nearly all landings of live Norway lobsters are sold at the ex-vessel level through the auction system
 90%!. The marketing channels for thi s product are relatively short compared to other seafood products,
with two or three agents between the fisherman and the consumer.
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In contrast with the iced Norway lobsters, the live product is consumed primarily in the western region
of France  approximately 80K of the production! . Consumption in regions close to the ports of production



Table I, Landings of Live No+Nay Lobsters, Quantity and Monthly Average Prices by Size and Part
 tons and francs!.*

SmallLarge

Q  T! Q T! Q Total  T!Ave PriceAve Price

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

*Figures for Lorient represent niixed sizes.
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St. Guenole
Guilvinec
Loctudy
Lesconil
Lorient
Total

St, Guenole
Guilvinec
Loctudy
Lesconi 1
Lorient
Total

St. Guenole
Gui lvi nec
Loctudy
Lescanil
Lorient
Total

St, Guenole
Gui 1 v inec
Loctudy
Lesconil
Lorient
Tot a'1

St. Guenale
Gui'lvinec
Loctudy
Lesconil
Lorient
Total

73
298
286
290

126
343
362
380

116
311
348
364

86
240
309
300

106
268
357
342

27. 36
24.71
23.93
26.35

26. 40
25. 52
25. 07
26.75

31.14
29.90
28.45
29.25

37.55
36.21
34.71
35.78

37.97
37.23
34.78
36.66

73
481
481
401
771

192
573
636
507
908

157
572
603
441

1011

120
435
512
401
815

138
486
526
394

1042

13.60
13.94
11.81
13.17
14.95

14. 65
13.89
12.78
13.63
15.52

15.76
15.14
15,21
15.91
17.88

19.30
17.91
17.71
18.12
20.65

21. 43
20.04
19.23
20.16
21.72

146
779
767
691
771

3154

318
916
998
887
908

4027

273
883
951
805

1011
3923

206
675
821
701
815

3218

244
754
883
736

1042
3659



stems from the necessity to cook the shellfish while they are still alive as well as from both
traditional and touristic demand.

Previous studies have examined the marketing af live Norway lobsters  e.g . Comite Local des Peches, Le
Gui'lvinec, 1979! with several interesting conclusions which are essential to the present analysis:

� The price of small and large sizes are practically independent, the markets for the two being
essentially separate;

- Similarly, the market for iced Norway lobsters is independent of that for the live variety. This
characteristic permits the hypothesis  useful in the demand analysis! that the prices of both i ced
French-produced Norway lobsters and imports  primarily from Denmark! do not have a significant impact
on the market for live Norway 'lobsters;

- Retail prices generally f'luctuate with ex-vessel prices, while some of the variation may be absorbed in
the marketing chain.

Price formation in the live Norway lobsters fishery

A useful point of departure is to examine how prices are formed at the ex-vessel 'level, and to attempt an
assessment af how this process is affected with the introduction af a minimum price.

Previous studies of the formation of landings prices for seafood have utilized the assumption that supply
at the ex-vessel level is inelastic, at least in the short run. Thus supply determines the quantity
marketed, and demand "determines" the price at which this quantity is sold . Such conditions permit the
specification of a demand curve which is price dependent, and avoids the need to specify supply, and thus
a simultaneous equation system for representing price determination.

Several assumptions need to be advanced prior to specifying the madel.

I! The behavior of the fishermen, particularly decisions as ta the level of effort applied to the Norway
lobster fi shery, is assumed to be unaffected by the minimum pri ce scheme, i,e, the landings are the
same with or without the interventions. In fact, it is difficult to find and example of a period
during which low ex-vessel prices  even before the minimum price program! resulted in a decrease in
effort;

2! Product removed from the market and frozen far later sales does not affect the ex-vessel price of
live Norway lobsters when put back on the market at a later date. This assumption does not seem
unreasonable given the observations of previous studies as well as industry participants that the
markets for live and frozen Norway lobsters are virtually independent;

3! Supply is price inelastic, at least in the short run;

4! Tastes and preferences have remained relatively stable over the period af analysis.

Note that the first two hypotheses state in effect that the minimum pricing program has no effect on the
ex-vessel price unless the current market price is below the minimum price as discussed in the previous
section. Thus it is assumed that the effects of the program are only evident during periods of heavy
landings and/or low demand.

Several variab'les are assumed to affect the demand for Norway lobsters . as in the following
specification:

Pt f l!t/PQPt' DYt/POPt' Pt ' DV 'tjt

where: P = average ex-vessel price of live Norway lobsterst

0 = quantity of live Norway lobsterst

POPt = population

DY = disposable income
t

P = prices of substitute/complementary products
t

DY = seasonal dummy variablest

t = time period  t = 1, 2, T!

The form of 9  quantity! in this equation wi 1 1 be speci fied as the net quantity  NO!, that is the
quantity actua'I ly sold in the auction. 1'hus N } =  quanti ty landed! �  quantity removed! . Thus average
price determination is a function only of that quantity marketed, or that sold to the buyers at the
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auction. Given such an approach, it should be possible to obtain an estimate of what the price would
have been withaut intervention by substituting total quantity landed for net quantity once the parameters
have been estimated.

Data/empirical analysis

The data used in the estimation of the model were col'Iected from a number of sources. The difficulty in
obtaining information concerning the quantities removed from the market placed severe restrictions on the
analysis: it was only possible to have such information for three years �981-83!, in monthly figures
 from P.O.'s!. Thus all ather data were obtained over the same period. Landing and average prices were
co'11ected from the CCPM, while the demographic data and price series for related products were obtained1

at the INSEE. INSEE sources also provided a price index  for food products! which is utilized to
deflate all prices and income. Because demand at the retail level is being estimated with ex-vessel
prices, it is necessary to include in the equation some factor which accounts for the margin between the
two marketing levels  Foote, 1958!. As live Narway lobsters require little handling in contrast with
other seafood products  only sorting and boxing! it is assumed that the major factor in the marketing
margins is the cost of transportation. Thus an average price for diesel fuel, also available fram INSEE
sources, is added to the equation, Dummy variables to represent seasonality in both production and
consumption are included, three for the first three trimesters. Given these refinements to the model,
the equation to be estimated takes the following form:

p Q t Dy ps/c PD
t t t= f  . . . , DVI, DV2, DV3! where PI = price index

PI POP POP ~ PI PI PI

The equatians were estimated in three groups, corresponding to the groups stipulated by the data provided
concerning quantities removed from the market: small and large sizes for the Bigauden region and mixed3
s1zes for the port of Lorient. The need to conduct a separate analysis of data from Lorient was
disappointing, however most industry participants state that, similar to the independence of the live and
iced markets and the smal'I and large size markets, the Lorient dealers supply a different market, and
prices are to a certain extent independent of those in the Bigouden reg1on. In fact, results for the
Lorient equations were inferior to those of the other ports cambined, perhaps due in part ta the
imprecision of working with data on mixed sizes.

The demand curves were estimated using Ordinary Least Squares; results for the Bigauden region are
presented in Table 2. Given some uncertainty on the part of both industry participants and researchers
on the nature of substitute or complement products, several possibilities were examined . As Norway
labsters are often consumed as the fi rst course in a main meal, products of a similar nature were
suggested  pate, cold cuts, other shellfish consumed cold, etc.!. However Norway lobsters may also be
consumed on a platter of a variety af she11fish  also as a first course! and thus may exhibit a
complementary relation with products such as sea snails, oysters, spider crabs, pink and gray shrimps;
th1s is particularly tore for the 1arger size  Norway lobsters!. Thus for each of the two sizes, two
equations with different substitute/complement products are presented .

All four equations exhibit the expected signs on both quantity  negative! and income  positive!, quantity
playing a significant role in price determination. The price of diesel fue1 was expected to be
negat1vely related to the ex-vesse1 price; this relation expectatian is supported in the case of the
small sizes, but not for the large, perhaps due to a relatively strong correlat1on problem between the
price of dieseI fuel and disposable income. It is encouraging to note that the signs  and relative
significance! of the seasona'1 dummy variables are consistent across all four equations. The negative
sign of DV may be indicative of a "slump" season in demand in the beginning of the calendar year, whife
a positive sign for DV3 lends evidence of increased demand during the tour1st season.

The price of pate exhib1ts a subst1tute relationship w1th the sma/1 size Norway lobsters; this resu'lt is
interesting as it supports the notion that small-sized  and less expensive! Norway lobsters are more apt
fo be served in an averaged-priced restaurant, as is pate. In contrast, the large sized Norway lobsters
demonstrate a complementary relationship wi th pink shrimp, perhaps evidence of both being served on a
platter of shellfish. Gray shrimps exhib1t a substitute relationship with Norway lobsters, with a
significant coefficient in the case of the larger-sized product.

The percentage of variation in ex-vessel price which is exp'tained by the equation ranges fram 68.70% to
87.80K. There 1s no conclusion possible concerning autocorrelation in the four equations.
Estimating prices without interventions

For the four equations discussed above, prices were estimated using the total quantity landed instead of
the net quantity. For all the periods in which product was withdrawn, estimated average monthly prices
are higher with the minimum price scheme than wi thout i nterventi ons  see Table 3! . Estimated variances
are higher under the withdrawa1 scheme. G1ven the negative relationship between price and quanti ty,
these results are not surprising. Price without a limitation on quantity landed is able to fall
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Table 3. Comparison of Estimated Price Series With  p! and Without  p! Intervention.

Region/Size P,P Average Tendency  P = a + bT!Variance

5,788 0. 66I 5,633 0.009

1.1335.576 5.480 0.006

10.934 2.549 0,036

10.857 2. 925 0.031

6,6390;5506.624

6.330 1.221 6.432

To be coherent with the preceding analyses, prices have been deflated.
I/

R square is nearly zero.
2/
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Pays Bigouden
 small!

Pays Bigouden
 large!

Lorient
 mixed!

10,318

10.322

-0.001

-0.006
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significantly during per1ods of heavy landings and/or weak demand, and thus also exh1bits higher
variation.

It should be noted that the restr1ctions imposed on the preceding analysis, pr1mari'ly due to data
limitat1ons, imply that the results should be interpreted with caution. However, it is encouraging to
note that the results support the theoretical hypothesis that:

I! Minimum price legislation may result in higher average prices in the long run;

2! A minimum price is only effective when landings are heavy and/or demand is weak. This conclusion is
demonstrated by plotting estimated prices with and without interventions; peaks look identical while
troughs are lower without withdrawals  see figure 4!.

In addition, this study represents a first attempt to actual'ly quantify these phenomena, a first step
towards finer assessment of the impact of fishery market regulation.

Conclusions, Recommendations

An example of the work which would represent the continuation of this research is found in the saithe
species. Indeed, an attempt was made to conduct similar analysis on saithe, however certain
pecul1arities af this product  as opposed to live Norway lobsters! imposed 1nsurmauntable difficulties
in quantifying minimum price effects. The simplifying assumptions in the Norway lobster case, notably
the independence of the fresh and frozen markets, were not possible in the saithe example. A detailed
presentation of this analysis conducted for saithe is beyond the scope of this paper, however a
conceptual presentation of the comp'lexities encountered may serve as a framework for future research.

For the case of saithe, as with many sa called "large scale production species," the interdependence of
the fresh and frozen markets affects the impact of the minimum pricing program. If a floor price
prevents a price falling, a policy of putting frozen product back on the market when prices are high may
play a role of a "ceiling price," Frozen product put back on the market implies an increase i n supply
and thus a dampeni ng effect on prices.

There are, at least, two possibilities:

I! Fresh and frozen products are perfect substitutes; thus when a P.O. places previously withdrawn
supplies on today's market, this is equivalent to an "increase in landings," and ex-vessel pricefalls  see figure 5!. Pm

ql qn

Figure 5

Note that in this case, it would be necessary to know the period in which product was placed back in the
market. The "net quantity" to be used in estimating demand  hence prices! would be:4

On« t! = Qs t! �  }  t! + 0 1 d t!
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Qrepl aced   t! = Q�  t-i ! where i is the average storage time

2! Fresh and frozen products are substitute products; in this case, product placed on the frozen market
has the effect af decreasing demand for the fresh product. The net effect is similar to the first
case, i.e. ex-vessel prices tend to fall, ceteris paribus  see figure 6!.

'm

'm pm

Qt
6b - Fresh market6a - Frozen market

Figure 6

Future studies of the French minimum ex-vessel price program thus will require considerably more
complicated analysis. Such work, data permitting, should prove to be not only the object of important
economic research, but also a useful tool in policy formation for the regulation of the French seafood
market.

Footnotes

1. Central Committee for Sea Fisheries  Comite Central des Peches Maritimes!.

2. National Institute for Economic Statistics and Studies   Institut National des Statistiques et Etudes
Economiques!.

3. The Bigauden region includes all ports previously listed, except Lorient.

A further complication may arise in such a case since, in fact Il , d is not entirely exogenous;replaced
it is, to a certain extent, a function of current period market price,
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Pondfishes, Underutilized Freshwater Fisheries
and Hunger in the United States

G. P. Durham
International Export Management Croup, Incorporated
Portland, Oregon, USA

~Sno sis

Food shortages have been predicted in the United States since the Oustbowl period of the Great
Depression . For a variety of reasons it appears these shortages may occur and persist duri ng the coming
decade. Factors which contribute to the likelihood of food shortages exist in both primary food systems,
agriculture and fisheries, and are compounded by diminishing non-renewable resources and increasing
reliance on imports for agricultural fertilizers and food fish,

Food shortages in the United States would probably cause unstable social responses . Poor neighborhoods
and racial ghettos in large cities are likely to suffer food shortages most frequently and most severely.
In these areas food riots may occur, with violence transcending the boundaries of disprivileged
neighborhoods.

Economically vi able, environmentally sound programs can be implemented to mitigate food shortages and
decrease reliance on imported agricultural fertilizers. Programs to utilize fresh water fishes,
particularly ~C rinus ~car io, can generate employment. food, agricultural fertilizer, and substitute
domestic products for certain major imports -- particularly frozen minced fish in institutional food
markets.

This paper does not discuss aquacultured species such as catfish, of which much is written elsewhere, but
rather recomends exploitation of feral freshwater fish which f'iourish without human assistance across
the length and breadth of the continental United States. Harvest equipment lies fa'liow in many regions
where Pondfishes are abundant, and skilled fishermen are looking for work.

Contents

Section One: An overview of trends in agriculture, fisheries is surveyed in the context of transitional
demographics and emerging dependencies.

Section Two: Examines the avai'labi li ty and commercial potential of feral Pondfishes, and sets forth the
reproduction dynamics of a selected species, Cyrzrtnus ~car io, the most abundant underutillzed species i'
American waterways. This resource is all but incomprehensible without a basic understanding of
extraordinary reproduction, durability and physical range of these prolific fish.

Section Three: American Microcosm: economically devastated Harney County, Oregon, with one of the
largest standing stocks of Cvuzrfnuu in the United states. This fragile wetland ecosystem is dominated by
a waterfowl sanctuary, threatened by an exploding carp infestation, and presents a composite of the

physical, economic and environmental challenges and benefits inherent in the harvest of Pondfishes.I

Section Four: Products and markets for products from Pondfishes: agricultural, industrial and
institutional. This section looks also at harvest constraints. Oregon is fairly typical in terms of
laws and regulations which limit or render uneconomical the commercial utilization of Pondfishes.
Legislation, though generally aimed at protecti ng the sport fisheries and wetlands, often has the effect
of allowing unlimited proliferation of the destructive carp.
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Section One: The Escalatin Crisis in American Food Production

Ag r i c ul ture

On Tuesday, February 12, 1985 the state af South Dakota appropriated $95,000.00 to send its governor and
entire legislature to Washington, D.C. ta petition Congress for economic relief. Twenty-f1ve percent of
South Dakota's farmers face bankruptcy. That same week respected TIME magazine co/umnist Hugh Sidey
noted "The U.S. is exhausting its topsoil and a few decades down the road could suffer from food
shortages, not surplus." Both events are remarkable, the first because it is unprecedented, the second
because it was carrnronplace; printed amid a myriad of indicators that have led most observers to expect

food shortages for decades. A grim prediction penetrated reality and the public consciousness like a
thief in the night, with little to indicate awareness of harm.

In the past several weeks we have conducted a manifestly unsc1ent1fic survey, i nqui ring of business
associates, shop clerks, cab drivers and others regarding thei r awareness of, and belief in the
prediction of impending food shortages. The result was uniform -- all knew and all believed that
periodic food shortages would occur in the United States during the next decade, though none had
considered how these shortages would affect their lives. It is past time to consider this problem and
to look earnestly for solutions.

American farmers now owe more money than Brazil and Mexico combined; farm debt has risen from under $50

billion in 1970 to mare than $190 billion. Some 20,000 American farms have been auctioned since 1981.
3

This situation arises in part from interest rates and the boom and bust of U.S. agricultural land pr1ces
between 1968 arrd 1983, which is exacerbated by a world-wide agricultural surplus which in 1984 made

Amer1ca the supplier of last resort. A'lthough 83'K of the total farm debt is owed by only 294 of4

farmers, fully two-thirds have debts equal to 40K of their farm's value -- which means they pay out more

in interest than is earned from crops. Prices, particularly in export market, are falling. The5

transitiona'1 crisis of farm debt tends to obscure a much larger, permanent problem: fertilizer
dependency.

Total Fertilizer Consumed i n the United States by Nutrient Type  tons! .

Percent Change1980Fertilizer Type 1970

~Phoo hates
Ammoniated Phosphates
Normal Superphosphate
Triple Superphosphate
All Phosphates

644,120
294,979

1,159,355
2,521,905

657,881
83,587

782,247
2,320,124

2.1
-71,7
-32.5
� 8.0

Potash
Potassiu~ Ch'loride
Potassium Sulfate
All Potash

133.2
2.6

158.9

2,172,572
37,943

2,140,042

5,065,855
38,913

5,541,608

Source: An Econometric Analysis of the U.S. Fertilizer Industry,

The Fertilizer Problem

Increases in the product1ve capacity of the U.S. fertilizer industry outpaced domestic fertilizer demand
during the 1950' s and 1960' s, creating a fertilizer glut which depressed prices . Rising energy and
capital costs, attributable i n part to the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973 and massive debt-financed development
of Third World agricultural programs, caused this si tuatian to reverse between 1971 and 1975. During the
Same periad dOmeStiC aCreage planted increased from 332.4 million acres to 356.5 million acres, and U.S.

ter ti li zer imports i ncreased by 32. 5".. U . S . fertilizer exports i ncreased 43 .
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~Nitro eo
Anhydrous Arrnronia
Ammonium Nitrate
Arrnronium Sulfate
Nitrogen Solutions
Urea
All Nitrogen

3,468.363
2,844,360

781,874
3,242,892

533,535
11,898,188

5,483,349
2,627,660

870,722
6,669,503
2,144,628

19,052,771

58.1
- 7.6
11.4

105,7
302,0
60.1



During 1983-84 U.S. imports of plant nutrients increased 27$ in volume to 9.4 million tons, and 22$ in
cost to roughly $1.6 billion. In the "Fertilizer Year" ended July I, 1984 fertilizer consumption in the
United States rose 21$ to nearly 22,000,000 tons, and will fncrease another 2X during 1984-85.8

Ammoni a

Ammonia is the most important nitrogen ferti'Iizer used in domestic agriculture. Approximately 37,6009

cubic feet of natural gas is required to produce a ton of nitrogen. The price of natural gas to U.S.10

fertilizer producers rose from $0.28 per thousand cubic feet in 1970 to $2.33 per 1000 cubic feet in
1981. This trend will not improve with time. Deregulation of natural gas prices will be complete11

during 1985, and as the long-term natural gas contracts which stabilized price growth during the ear1y
phases of deregulation expire, successor contracts wil1 reflect the higher rates.

Fluctuations in the price of' natural gas have caused as much as 20 percent of agricultural ammonia to be
imported during recent years. A shift toward import can be expected whenever domestic natura! gas prices
and/or currency valuations shift in favor of foreign sources. While arenonium fertilizers will become
increasingly costly, it is unlikely that domestic agriculture will be without this substance; the most
crftical component, natural gas, is avaflable domestically.

Potash

Potassium is a metallic element found in nature in large quantities. It ranks seventh i n order of
abundance among the elements in the crust of the earth, and is found with various minerals such as
carnallite, fe1dspar, saltpeter, greensand and sylvite. Potassium is a constituent of all plant and
animal tissue as well as a necessary constituent af ferti1e soil. 12

At present 85K of the potash used for damestic crops is imported, primarily from Canada. U.S. production
of potash declfned IOX during 1984, a year which saw a 17% increase in potash imports. By the year 2000
it is expected that 90$ of potash used by American farmers will be imported,
Phosphates

In its most common farm, phosphorous is a white wax-like element which ignites spontaneously in air. It
is non-meta11ic, and occurs i n the same group of the periodi c table as ni trogen, arsenic, antimony and
bismuth. The most common phosphorous mineral is flurapatite, found in the United States, Morocco,
Tunisia, Nauru and the U.S.S.R. Mast of the phosphate rock mined world-wide is used to make agricultural
fertilizers.

World demand for phosphate fertilizers increased 14 fn 1983-B4, as U.S. phosphate producers extracted an
additional 1.3 mfllion tons from the ground to meet demand. Domestic consumption and expanded foreign
agricultural systems divided the production increase about equally. As recenily as 1980 it was thought
that the U . S . had approximately 30-40 years domestic reserves of hi gh grade phosphate in the ground .
Those estimates pre-date the massive growth of agricultural systems in India, China, Mexico, Brazil,
Argentfna, and do nat include their massfve present and future demand.

Sic ~fu it phosphate, lynchpin of a vicious cycle that rides the winds and rain of topsoil erosion, Today
phosphates are an export, boosting productivity in campetftive agricultural systems, depressing prices
and assisting U.S. farmers toward bankruptcy. When the U.S. dollar next drops in value against foreign
currencies phosphates exports wi 1 1 increase as the infant agricultural behemoths of the Third World
scramble far massive harvests to pay development debts. Many of the loans are from U.S. banks . which
adds irony ta the dilemma of the American farmer.

When domestic reserves are exhausted, the United States will impart phosphates. Grain export14

negotiatians with the U.S.S.R. may assume some interesting configurations. Phosphates, indeed all
fertilizers, have become a fundamenta1 necessity in agriculture, Our emerging dependence on imports has
been described as roughly analogous to LI.S. dependence on foreign oil, about which some hard lessons15

were learned in the 1970's. Like oil, these fertilizers come from non-renewable resources. Oil is
essential to manufacturing and transportation, The analogy is apt, though understated in terms of
socio-biol ogi cal impact.

Belaborin the Obvious

Agribusiness in the United States cannot properly be called farming. That term describes careful
management of resources, husbandry, a state of grace forfeit decades ago, It is time ta define the use
of nitrogen, phosphate, potassium, topsoil and ground water ta produce crops, as "extraction;" the mining
of non-renewable resources to produce food crops.
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In Iowa, where a million acres of maise and soybean can be planted in a single day, an estimated two16

bushels of topsoil per bushel of corn are lost where farming is done on sloping soil. "Sometimes the17

progress of man is so rapid that the desert reappears behind him." �18

"In our area of Nebraska you see hilltops eroded -- complete'ly naked...Yet farmers are
still getting 90 to 95 bushels of corn an acre. Farmers don't believe they are losing

productivity."

One-third of the topsail in prime farming states has been lost since we began tilling the soil. Rain-
related erosion carries away 4 billion tons of topsoil from cropland, range, pasture and forest land;
wind erosion may remove as much as 3 billion additiona'I tons per year. Seven billion tons equals 3.5

inches of topsoil on all cropland in Pennsylvania, New York, and New Bersey -- per year. 20

Federal price subsidies and "target" prices for domestic crops, high land, credit and production costs
have converged with a strong U.S. dollar and yielded inflated prices for many U.S. commodities--
effectively pricing them out of world markets. Farmers from Brazil and Argentina to India and the
European Economic Community have expanded production, secure in their ability to undersell U.S.

producers.
21

Forei n Exchan e Famine

Staggering debt and interest, payments diminish these nations' purchasing power, while forcing the
harvests into export. In addition to threatening the marketability of American commodities exports, this
combination can produce Foreign Exchange Famine, a horror lately abundant across the deserts of Ethiopia.

Foreign exchange famine exists wherever people starve in the face of bountiful harvests. In Central
America and the Philippines peasants starve beside flourishing banana plantations. In the United States
cereal crops fatten beef and pork. We decline to explore the policy arguments surrounding this pattern
of resource allocation, but note in passing that the time for such luxuries may already have passed.

U.S. government programs to alleviate the farm crisis will be accompanied by demands for fundamental

concessions in U.S. farm price support and subsidy programs. Termination of federally sponsored farm
22

subsidies and price supports will transform a half-century of economic expectations and agricultural
practices. The quiet threat of agri-chemical and fertilizer dependence, lost amid a roar of bankruptcies
and foreclosures, will be further muted in the din of adjustment to a new economic order, Ultimately, it
wil'I be heard -- and felt deeply.

Fisheries

The United States fishing industry produced in 1982 $4.5 billion in edible and non-edible products,

employing 72,777 in fishing, processing and wholesale distribution. That figure is all but23

insignificant when compared to the 20,000,000 invo'lved at al'I levels of agriculture-related employment.

Fisheries employment, like farm labor, is the visible tip of a vast interdependent system. Families,
communities, suppliers, banker s, tax collectors, boat bui 1 ders, mechanics and retailers� ' fortunes rise
and fall with the economic health of local and regional fisheries. The worst decline is in the
freshwaters of the interior, where fishing, once a significant source of employment in the Midwest has
declined steadily for 25 years. As transportation systems became more sophisticated, Mid-West consumers

substituted seafood for local lake and river fish -- a substitution accelerated by pollution. The24

number of processors and wholesalers in America's inland states declined from 621 in 1957, to 237 in

1982. Miles of' nets hang unused as inland fisheries continue to decline.25 26

Obi tuar b Omi ssion

An index of the status of comnercial fisheries on the Great Lakes is found in THE FISHERMAN's cover story
about a sophisticated new self-propelled manned submersible research vessel. The economic value of the

Great Lakes, as calculated by the Center for the Great Lakes produced the following statistics: .27

1! Hydroelectric power which produced more than 43 billion kilowatt hours in 1983

2! Drinking water for 755 of the 35 million residents of the Great Lakes watershed

3! An annual $3 billion boost to the region's economy from international shipping

4! Water-based recreation and tourism valued at more than $8 million per year

5! A $1.5 bill:on income each year from sport fishing.
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The compendfum of benefits contained no mention af a economic activit attributable to Great Lakes
Comnercial Fishin .

Coastal and Maritime Fisheries

Ourfng May, 1984 after many protests, Oregon fishermen burned a fishing boat an the beach to dramatize
thef r economic plight. The winters since 1981 have seen some twenty cosniercial fishermen lost in storms
off the Columbia Bar; storms that wouldn ' t have been risked short of desperation . Boats, homes, cars
have gone and famflies have shattered in foreclosure and bankruptcy. Auction of fish processing
facilitfes along the Oregon coast is commonplace. There seems no end of boats for sale.

In April of 1984 a West Coast Sea Grant conference on Underutf'!ized Species of the Columbia River System,
held in Astoria, Oregon, drew participants from every segment of Oregon's maritime fishery. The abundant
species, Shad and Carp, had scant market, bui a Port1and restaurant was reported to be purchasing
crawfish of a certain qua1ity.

The conference concluded with a slide presentation featuring gaunt children fram Thfrd World famines with
huge eyes and bloated be11ies. The adults had arms and 'Iegs like sticks hung 1imp over ribs and hollows
that fairly screamed despair. The agony i n that auditorium was terrible to behold . Many of the paid
attendees were fishermen facfng bankruptcy.

The crisis in fisheries is most dramatically illustrated in equipment, new and used, for sale. Miles on
mi1es of nets hang unused. Tuna seiners which cost $9,000,000 ta construct cannot be sold for half the
prfce. Coastal banks own vast fleets which cannot put to sea. Labor costs caused major packers to
terminate operations on the West Coast and relocate in developing nations, processing equipment is
auctioned at rock-bottom. Eighty-five percent of the classified advertisements in the January, 1985
issue of THE FISHERMAN, offered boats and nets for sale; none sought boats to buy.

Unemployment and bankruptcies in American fisheries occur in wry juxtaposition with rising domestic fish
consumption, increasing1y imported. "Our sales have increased about 20% every year over the past four29

years," says Bill Demand, Vice President-Purchasing, Insl and Seafood Corporation, Atlanta. A Oes Moines
restaurant reports 75% of dinners served are seafood, and receives three air freight shipments of fish a
week, tota1ing 400-500 pounds.

Foreign competition, frequently subsidized, is chipping away at U.S, and internationa1 fisheries prices.
Aquacultured Salmon fram Scandinavia and Scotland flourishes as U.S. states and Canadian provinces
compete for anadromous salmonids decimated by hydroelectric dams, logging roads, and other forms of
development. Attempts to replenish Salmon through state and private fish hatcheries on the Columbia are
reported as "The Dream That Got Away." Private hatcheries, sport, commercia1 and Native American
Treaty fishermen batt1e in legislature and court over the returning fish. Cynics might describe this
situation as an amendment to the Lawyers and Judges Full Employment Act.

The dams which eiectrified the Northwest and eliminated floods along the Columbia-Snake River System,
also halted the ancient cyclic innundatian of tidal fisheries. Chemica'I runoff, fertilizers and32

biocides from 279,000 square miles of intensive agriculture washes across estuaries and tidal basins.33

There is nothing ta indicate a spontaneous renewal of the once-bountiful and profitable inshore fisher ies
of the Pacific Northwest; the predominate characteristic is steady decline.

Absent a fundamental shift in the structure of this nation's food productian, America wi'll have mare, not
fewer, homeless and unemployed; these will be fishermen and farmers, processors, packers, builders of
boats, tractors, and harvest technologies.

To what occupation does one retrain a middle-aged farmer, fisherman or cannery worker with an eighth
grade to high school education? Who pays for training? What businesses will arise to replace industries
lost? Whence capital? Where will those who lost farms, boats, homes and equipment live? On what?
Hun er in Abundance

The irony of America's abundance is hunger. Across the nation school lunch programs, meals on wheels and
senfor center food programs, soup kitchens, Food stamps, prenata1 nutri tion programs, and surplus cheese
distribution programs provide essential nutritfon to Americans who, even in good times, cannot afford
food.

Early in the administration of President Ronald Reagan an outcry erupted over the suggestion that catsup
be listed as the "vegetable" in Federally-financed school lunch programs for ecanomfcally disadvantaged
children. The catsup controversy was symptomatic of broad-spectrum efforts to control non-military
government spending.
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A microcosm of food shortage can easily be studied in the Onited States, even in the much-favored city of
Portland, Oregon, a busy port at the confluence of the Columbia and Willamette rivers in northwest
Oregon. In addition to abundant water and fisheries resources, Portland lies at the northern end of the
rich Wi11amette Yalley where topsail sometimes runs 40 feet deep. Portland is not the sort of p'lace one
expects to find hunger and people dying on public streets. Rough1y two million people inhabit Portland's

bi-state metropolitan area, which has a mild and moist mari ne climate. The Oregonian newspaper of
February 12, 1985 reports 2,000 men, women and chi Idren homeless. Leo M, Crider, 59, was the third

person known to have frozen to death on the streets of Portland in the winter of 1985,
36

Approximately 2.2 million people live on the streets of urban America. Estimates run as high as 5O,OOO
in New York City, where court-ordered round-ups collect human detritus in police paddywagons. Home'less
Americans in Portland and elsewhere sleep in flop-houses, public shelters, doorways, under bridges and
elevated freeways, in abandoned cars -- wherever. Which is why, even in Portland's fairly mild winter
climate, people freeze in the night.

In 1984, U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese created a storm of controversy by suggesting that people eat
in breadlines for reasons unrelated to di re necessity or basic survival. In fairness it should be noted
that Mr. Meese may have observed a deceptive phenomenon, Many breadli ne standees actually do appear well
fed, even fat, particularly in winter when lines are long and cold. Their bulk comes from layer on 'layer
of fi 1thy, salvaged garments and grimy bedrolls worn to blunt winter's bitter wind. Some few are fat,
bloat bilious from starchy diets; the obesity of malnutrition.

The visible homeless are mostly male. They are the alcoholic, the deformed, and the mentally ill. They
are three generations of combat fatigue from foreign wars. They are also battered wives, displaced
homemakers, children. In Portland a particularly wretched shelter, the West Women's Hotel, echos sorrow
that makes despai r seem a state of grace . From time to time newborn infants are brought "home" to this
castle of gloom.

Many of these vagrants once were mill and factory workers with homes and families. Progress has left
them "structurally unemployed, " with little regard for merit or thrift. Native and imported Americans,
the Red men and the Black, share cheap wi ne to forget what they never found, They are joined by
immigrants. legal and otherwise, who are likewise "unassimi lated ." For various reasons, each of these
individuals has flunked free enterprise. Some, just down on their luck, will make the transition back.
Many will not. These are the people who can teach us what it is like to live without things we take for
granted -- things 1ike food.

Povert Plun e

These human casualties insult our senses and we resist them, fearing perhaps that their fate is
contagious. They pass out on public sidewalks and we swerve from the sweat-alcohoI-urine stench. The
bus station, mecca for poor travelers, is relocated to Skid Row. A service group crui ses the area in
cage-protected vans to pick up the unconscious and the violent to remove them promptly from the public's
street and view. It offers a weekend "Poverty Plunge," elective penury for the socially inquisitive,
Few accept, so few learn that it is possible for perfect1y decent hardworking peop1e to end up in an
alleyway, grateful for the company and protection of a stray dog, even if it means another mouth to feed.

Portland's homeless illustrate a best-case response to the problem of food shortages: passive
deterioration. There are no food riots on Portland's Skid Row. We measure their hardshi ps and
privations, in part by the attendant mortality; but the tape must be recalibrated if it is to comprehend
the reaction of more ordinary people to a life suddenly bereft of food. What will Americans do if the
supermarkets run out of food for a week? What if it happened twice? Or for a month? As we contemplate
the possibility of periodic food shortage these questions loom large. Food shortage probably includes
price increases. It is time to consider these matters in some detail.

Economists Threatened

Nutrition dependents, "Breadeaters," are people whose daily caloric intake is purchased, contributed, or
otherwise provided by Breadwi nners, Homemakers, children and househo1d pets are Breadeaters, as are
military personnel, prison inmates, college students and millions of others in various parts of the
"knowledge" economy -- many of us produce services and intangibles and exchange these for food and
lodging. Some very upstanding individuals will become unemployed "Breadeaters" if food prices a1ter the
basic parameters of social economics. Dancing masters, housekeepers, artists, musicians, economists and
chauffeurs would be among the first to go. Police patrols, fire fighters and public school teachers
would go, although their bureaucracies and administrators would doubtless remain intact. If the
situation gets sufficiently out of hand many will lose their homes .

Breadwinner is a temporary status enjoyed by those who earn. It can be interrupted or terminated by
injury, illness, progress, foreign exchange rates, social Preferences, even legislation. At best
Breadwinner status is bracketed by youth and retirement. While it is by no means certain that domestic
Phosphate reserves will nourish American agriculture for an additional 30-40 years, it is abundantly
clear that ten million Breadwinners will retire during that interval -- and most will live longer.
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Post-War Baby Boomers are pushing forty. Hallmark Cards is selling "Over the Hill" birthday party
supplies, the "Yery Best" in matching paper cups, plates, napkins and tablec'Ioths to celebrate the aging
of the Pepsi Generation. In 25 years, when this group begins to retire, 25% of the American population
will already consist of retirees. Twenty-seven million Americans are already aged 65 and aver, By the
year 2000 almost 35 million elder'Iy will depend on pensions, investments and social security. But for
sex discrimination, the e1derly as a group would dominate structural poverty and comprise the single
largest nutrition-dependent population in America. As it is, women threaten to achieve that distinction.
As individua1s, retirees and heads of households with dependent children. women face a circumstance

described frequently as the "Feminization of Poverty."

The economic plight af American women transcends racial and generational categories. Increasingly it
threatens children of both sexes and al1 races. America has moved beyond the school lunch Catsup
Controversy. On April 11, 1985 CBS Evening News films showed school-aged children in breadlines of major
cities in the United States. The reparted cause: redefinition of eligibility guidelines for federally
subsidized school lunch programs. Hungry children were seeking food among the homeless because their
families were deemed "too affluent" for subsidized school 1unch.

One can argue that these juvenile harbingers of hunger are anomolous. Certainly few children turn up in
Portland breadlines  most are in the West Women's Hotel, out of sight! but that misses the point; It is
highly likely that the price of personal and contributed food will become burdensame to the average
American. Our foad production systems exist largely on mythology. Their economic and natural resource
base is eroded.

"All over the mid-west, signs proudly proclaim that 'one farmer feeds 75 people.' The
sign is a myth, Farmers do not live in a self-sufficient world...They buy tractors
and seeds from farm supply companies. What they sell, and how much they sell it for,
is determined by how much other countries produce. Above a	, they depend on other
people's money to keep themselves in business...one farmer plus one banker plus one

tractor-maker plus one fertilizer chemist feed 75 people."

American agriculture remains the richest and most efficient in the world, and until recently produced
abundance to feed the world. Agronomists now work feverish1y on new agricultural products and
technologies ta mai ntain prafi tabi'Ii ty in changed circumstances . One "modern innovation" is to stop

ploughing the land, an ironic back-to-nature movement at the cutting edge of science. 39

Beyond the fertilizer problem lies a food system amazingly fragile and interdependent, Who could have
guessed, for example, that in 1972 schools of anchovies normally abundant aff the Peruvian coast, would
suddenly disappear. These fish supp1ied millions of tons of high-grade protein for meat-raisers, and
were a major component of America's "indirect" diet. They fattened the beef. The sudden reduction of
livestock protein supplements was reflected in domestic soybean prices, which rose from $3,35 to $12,00
per bushel during the next eight months. The price of wheat rose from $1.73 per bushel in September 1972
to $2,06 in March 1973, and to $4.78 later that year. Bread went from 27 cents per loaf to 60 cents per
loaf.40

The anchovie phenomenan preceded and was smothered by the 1973 Arab Oil Embargo, which escalated fue'I
costs and sent food prices and interest rates soaring. The fisheries component should not be overlooked

it was part of the meat price esca1atian which followed. The combinatio~ of fue1 and fisheries
shortages in 1973 impacted prices throughout the economy. The 1979 Oil Embargo brought double digit
inflation and a world-wi de recession which persists under the label "Third World Debt."

Food Riots

Food shortages are likely to be most frequent and disruptive in large cities, especially in racial
ghettos . These communities experience food availability, price and quality problems i n good times .

There is no reason to expect food supplies in these areas to improve during periods of shortage. 41

Social response to food shortages in impoverished urban and ghetto communities may resemble the Urban
Ghetto Riots which struck 5B American cities between 1965-68, killing 141 and recorded injuries to 5,441.
Because of the high anxiety component of food shortage  as opposed to housing, gaso'Iine or heating oil
shortages!, it is not unreasonable to expect food seeking activities and social reaction to spread beyond
the borders of the ghettos.

Racial ghettos in the United States are frequently bordered by transitional  buffer! communities
comprised of the poor and working poor of many races. The relatively low rents of ghetto and buffer
communities attract multi-child and single-parent families who cannot afford suburbia. The elderly are a
significant population in ghettos and buffers because their residency often pre-dates the "deterioration"
of the neighborhood. This residential pattern is ominous. Disproportionate numbers of helpless and
vulnerable individuals live in or near areas with the greatest potential for civil disorder and violence.
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The most recent shortage events in the United States occurred after the Ghetto Riot era, caused by the
Arab Oil Embargos of 1973 and 1979, The first embargo was greeted with a kind of stunned acceptance;
viewed perhaps as a transitory aberration. Lethal violence did not erupt until the second embargo.

In the second Gas Crunch two men were murdered in separate incidents on New York City gas lines within

ten days; one shot, the other stabbed to death. In Ohio, 25 shooting incidents involving truckers and
motorists occurred within a single week. These incidents, though fragmentary, suggest that social
response ta food shortages is potentia'Ily explosive, and that violence associated with food shortages may

43
escalate with repetition; a species of social panic setting in when the previously unthinkable recurs.

In estimating the social risk of food shortages from historical data such as the Gas Crisis it is
important to distinguish between the degree of anxiety and the shortage duration. The shortages of 1973
and 1979 were artificial products of political tension, commenced and concluded wi th the stroke of a
pen -- mere memory a month later. Structural shortages cannot be reso'Ived with ink. There is a certain
inexorability to the Farmer's Almanac.

It is time to re-examine our policies and resources, starting with the wealth of inland waters. These
are used present'Iy for electrical generation, recreation, residential and industrial toilets, and
highways, but could produce substantial direct and indirect food. Much as we cast a blind eye on the
homeless and ignore ominous trends in import dependencies, we ignore abundant resources; especially the
freshwater fisheries.

No nation on earth is so blessed with inland fisheries resources. Most of the world's nations would
trade their whole treasure for a river like the Mississippi ar the Columbia. For perspective consider
the Danube, enshrined in splendid waltz; the Illinois at Peoria is larger, but lacks a song. We hardly
noti ce that river unless it invades the basements of local citizens duri ng spring floods,

Smaller than the Danube, the historic River Jordan, would be lost among the Mississippi 's 54 steamboat-

navigable subordinate rivers, and rate scant notice among the Columbia's secondary tributaries. The44

Jordan, scene of two thousand years of bloody conflict, is about the size of the Clackamas River just
south of Portland, Oregon. Most nations in history would have eagerly gone to war to obtain the wealth
of the Columbia ar Willamette Rivers. Portland celebrates these as avenues of trade and recreation. The
Chamber of Commerce found the idea of a canmiercial fishery quite novel. The near-by Clackamas, save for
sport fishing and a handful of drownings each summer, is largely ignored, It would be hard ta locate on
a map of the United States.

Environmental Cons i derati ans

As fertilizer dependency and rising prices converge with the inexorable march of demographics and topsoil
erosion it is appropriate to re-examine these resources. It is not simp'Iy a matter of hunger. Some

agri-chemicals are quite hazardous, as demonstrated at Bhopal, where the pesticide methyl isocyanate45

leaked, leaving 2,000 dead and an estimated 200,000 injured. Two months after that disaster an average

of five people per week were reported dying from aftereffects. Unreported leaks at Union Carbide's
Institute, West Virginia plant, manufacturing the same deadly substance, have been belatedly revealed.
Union Carbide has na monopoly on lethal agri-chemicals. And exotic bio-cides are not the only hazard.
A common agricultural fertilizer routinely transported on public roads, can produce greater devastation
than Bhopal in a single instant.

On August 7, 1959 a tanker truck carrying 4 tons of ammonium nitrate fertilizer, and 2 tons of other
explosives, was ignited by a trash fire whi ch burned an adjacent warehouse . The fertilizer blast touched
off a series of explosions and fires i n rapid succession. The center of Roseburg, Oregon was leveled for
eight blocks by the blast, which created a disaster zone covering 30 city blocks. The crater was 15 feet
deep. Eighteen people were killed, 350 busi nesses closed, 178 homes damaged. Hospitals, apartment
buildings and schools sustained structural damage. The only identifiable part of the truck, a badly
twisted rear axle, was found a quarter-mile away. The blast occurred at 1:30 a,m. During busi ness hours
it would have killed hundreds; in a larger city, thousands. American farmers used 11,200,000 tons of

nitrogen fertilizers in 1984.

Stable organic ferti Ii zers manufactured from Pondfish  and a number of other underuti li zed organi c wastes

including treated sewage sludge and livestock waste! are capable of nourishing many domestically
cultivated craps. As the following sections will demonstrate, there is more than sufficient Pondfish
biomass, often most plentiful in agricu'Itural regions -- each depends an water.

Section Two: Biad namics of Car , Sur lus for Ex ort?

Among the Pondfi shes the Carp stands as the  }ueen of the Waters, wi th all the characteristics of its
cousins writ ~lar e: more fecund, bigger, more vigorous, more adaptable, more destructive, more mobile
and more useful than the balance combined . For thi s reason Carp i s the prototypical Pondfi sh, focus of
this inquiry.
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C rinus ~car io, known to most of us as Carp, is not native to the Western Hemisphere. The species is
t ought to have originated i n Central Asia, possibly the waters of the Tigris and Euphrates; Syria, Iraq
and Iran. Because these fish are enormously durable, they were transported throughout Asia, Europe and
Af'rica for centuries. The Latin scientific name refers to the Island of Cyprus, fram which Carp were
brought to Europe.

Carp were first introduced in the United States during the American Revolution as food for Hessian
mercenaries. These professional soldiers, though wi 1ling to ki 11 and perhaps to die for money, required
fresh Carp.

Congress subsequently authorized the importation of Carp to the United States for distribution as an
abundant protein resource for a growing nation. Live Carp were transported on wagons and by rai1
throughout the United States, and purposely introduced in ponds and lakes across the nation.
Occasionally they were accidenta11y dumped, as with a train wreck which re'leased an entire box-car load
into the Mississippi River system in the mid-nineteenth century.

Through interconnected waterways and by flood Carp migrated throughout the Mississippi and Missouri River
systems and into the Great Lakes, Natives of the Midwest frequently state that the Carp are thick enough
to walk across in places, and in Garfield, Minnesota during July of 1984 we observed that that was almost
literally true, and a stunning sight. Accurate estimates of the standing biomass are virtually
impossible to obtain. Oregon, which produces some of the nation's premier food Carp, has no officia1
statistics on stock or migration patterns.

North Dakota Game and Fish Department reported that 5-6 million pounds per year of Carp could be taken
from North Dakota alone, In Wisconsin 1,200,672 pounds were harvested by a single three-person crew in
63 days of fishing five rivers and Wisconsin reports 4,458,608 pounds of Pondfish in 1982, 2,500,40149

were Carp.

Arkansas fishermen harvested 4,444,330 pounds of Pondfishes in the 1982/83 season, Carp, which fetch
only 5rt per pound, accounted for 288,777 pounds  $14,438 va1ue!. Tommie Crawford, who evaluated
commercial fisheries i n Arkansas, estimates a sustai ned yie1d of 5-6 mi 1 lion pounds per year from Carp
a1one if markets existed.

Tennessee produced similar ba11park estimates upon inquiry in 1984, but cautioned that huge areas of the
state are too polluted to harvest. Mercury and radioactive chemical contami nants have rendered water for
five counties bordering the Oak Ridge Reservation hazardous and/or unfit for consumption, fishing and
recreation. Most states, including Oregon and Tennesses lack reliable estimates of Carp, even when other
Pondfishes are surveyed. AImost all states know exactly how much money was spent on poisons and "trash
fish" remova1 programs, and approximately the number of tons extracted each cyc1e from various sport
fishing lakes . They generally know the intervals at which poi soni ng must be repeated to control Pondfi sh
infestation.

Without systematic human harvest most Pondfishes will proliferate to the limits of the aquatic
environment and its food web. Carp have no effective natural predators in the waters of the United
States. Rumors that they can be "exterminated" are greatly exaggerated, as any game manager will attest.
It is impassible to comprehend the Pondfish resource without understanding reproductive dynamics. These
fish are beyond prolific, as their history in the Co'lumbia River demonstrates.
Five Carp at Troutdale

Carp did not reach the Pacific Northwest until 1880, when five Carp were brought from Ca1ifornia and
placed in a pond near the Columbia River at Troutdale, Oregon, Settlers had ti red of the then-abundant52

salmonids, Trout, Steelhead, and Salmon, and there was a market for Pondfishes. Carp were thought to be
the best investment, possibly worth $5.00 each after two years growth. The five adu1ts produced
approximately 7,000 fry in their first spawning. These were left with the adults in the pond to winter
over, fattening like hogs.

The following spring the Columbia River flooded to the margin of the pond and some 3,000 juvenile Carp
escaped. A decade later the Oregonian newspaper carried advertisements for Carp as fertilizer -- at
$5.00 a TON, In the century which has passed these fish have proliferated unbelievably.
In Oregon and e/sewhere attention to Pondfish, especial1y Carp, is norma11y delivered in the form of
Rotenone, a substance which kil'is fish by causing their gills to became congested. Corrmonly a lake will
be poisoned with Rotenone, cleared of debris, and restacked with game fish same years later when the
environment has recovered. This "solution," though expensive and repulsive  it produces a lake full of'
rotting fish and dramatic proliferation of aquatic vegetation! provides approximately 3 years of partial
relief from ~C rinse infestetfon.
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Draining lakes to exterminate Pondfish and aquatic vegetation is another conmon practice. It is not 100K
effective because Carp survive lengthy periods in mud, and are able to utilize atmospheric oxygen.53

Carp are the 'last to die, the most like'ly to escape and survive; 1005 wouldn't work if it could be
achieved. Migration, floods, or accidenta1 re-introduction  by birds, anima1s, peoplej wil'I ultimately
occur if the fish are in the region. One fish can lurk for decades, growing bigger and more potentially
prolific while waiting for a mate. A single successful spawning from one pair of ~Crinus will re-
establish the population.

Re roductive 0 namics

It is no accident that ancient Chinese medicine prescribed Carp for all manner of infertility and sexual
disorders. These fish are beyond fecund. A five-pound female produces approximately 500,000 eggs. A
twenty-pound female produces about 2,000,000 eggs; about half spawn. Twenty pound Carp are not54
unusual.

As early as 1929 studies conducted by New York authorities confi rmed rapid growth and survival, even in
areas wi th exceptionally cold winters . Fry and fingerling survive at high rates because of rapid55

growth  one inch by 18 days!, and especially in agricultural regions, dense shelter provided by nitrate-
enhanced aquatic vegetation. The young do not emerge from marginal grasses until approximately 4 inches
in length -- too big to be eaten by most competitors .

Growth rates determined by temperature, length of summer season and food supply. The fish flourish in
warm, eutrophic waters. Six inches is an easy first season's growth across the United States.56

Three-year Cyyri ~ us recovery cycle is assisted by differentials in sexual maturity: males become
sexually mature at two years of age. Females mature at age three. This biological quirk insures a
perpetual surplus of males to fertilize the millions of eggs produced by females. It is not uncommon for
a single female to lay five quarts of eggs at a time -- 2,000,000 or more. To insure complete
fertilization she should be attended by 6-10 males.

Carp in the wild 1ive an average of 13 years, but can live for fifty years and more. One Japanese Koi
!~C rinus ~car io! selectively bred over centuries to obtain vivid color! is reported in Japanese Koi
literature to have lived 20D years. "Hanako" was passed from generation to generation within the same
family for two centuries. It is not uncommon, even among Koi fanciers in the United States, for
exceptional specimens to pass by Will. Nor is it particularly uncommon for peop'le to pay $10,000-
f100,000 for a single fish or a breeding pair. But it is astonishing.

The largest carp on record, caught in South Africa, weighed 82 pounds, The North American record is 59.5
pounds, and one is reported unofficially from Oregon waters at 63 pounds in 1984. Females in these size
ranges produce 4,000,000 to 8,000,000 eggs per season. In waterways throughout the United States. from58

balmy Florida to frigid Wisconsin, Carp flourish unto billions.

Carp migrate through ponds, rivers, streams; into agricultural drainage ditches and livestock watering
holes. A 4-mile ridlock of migrating Carp was observed and photographed by this writer on a small
stream near Garfie d, Minnesota in July, 1984. The fish were attempting to enter a 10-acre lake where a
barrier had been erected. Half-submerged in the shallow water, they had spent two full days janwied so
close they could be netted at wi11. Maynard 01son, veteran "carpologist," dipped them out two at a time
with a circular 18 inch net on a five-foot pole. He could have continued for hours -- the fish had no
room to escape. He estimated their age at two to three years, The fish were all over I8 inches long and
weighed 5-6 pounds each.

It is a measure of abundance that the fishermen who discovered the gridlock stopped tracking it after 4
miles. It was unabated, but the men had more important things to do. It is doubtful that the fish would
have received a second look except that a curious lawyer wanted to photograph and confirm the tale. One
doubts anyone returned to see what became of the fish, The barrier worked, that was what mattered. The
marginal lake, so shallow that it froze solid each winter, would have no Carp in a year or two -- maybe.

Mi ration and Ran e, A carp tagged in Missouri in 1955 was recaptured 28 months later in South Dakota
~ vvng trave e at least 674 miles. Some transport of fertilized ~crinus eggs is attributed to

migratory waterfow'1. The sticky eggs can adhere to feathers and occasionally survive as the birds fly
from place to place during spring and summer spawning seasons. Carp destroy sago pond weed, an important
element in the ecosystems of waterfowl nesting areas. Carp flourish in warm, vegetation congested water.
Twenty-four hours at 98'F is the upper tolerance for heat. Carp become inactive at 37'F, have been known
to survive freezing, and winter-over quite well in cold climates.
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Lar est Underutilized Protein Biomass in the United States of America

Pondfishes are the largest underutilized edible biomass in the United States. They are an expensive
environmental nuisance and a va'luable, viable resource for !ocal employment and regional production af
high quality agricultural fertilizer and food products.

Im act an S ort and Commercial S ecies

In sterile or clear waters with mature populations af sight-feeding species such as Trout and Walleye,
Carp infestation is controlled to a limited degree by predation -- the little ones get eaten. In
vegetative environments, however, ~C rinus compete effectively with game fish. guet time the balance
will normally shift in favor of the Carp because they tend to deteriorate water clarity. Striped Bass,
coccus saxat11us, Largemoutll Bass, ~hiero tutus salmonides, and ratfish of various sorts are species which
provide limited controls on population growth through predation. Fisheries biologist Yern Hacker states
that in managing Wisconsin lakes it has been found that turbidity is the critical factor in the balance
between Cvyr1nus infestation and game fish predation. As the water clarity deteriorates carp proliferate

and drive game fish out. Agricultural fertilizers enhance aquatic vegetation and virtually seal the59

fate of adjacent sport fisheries. Without systematic commercial harvest, Carp pro1iferate to the limit
of the aquatic ecosystem -- then migrate when their numbers become tao great.

Cockroaches af the Water

Pondfishes, especial'!y Carp, are the ultimate aquatic survivors. Even without the spectre of food
shortages it would be economically and environmentally necessary to design programs to harvest and use
this resource, as the damage they inflict in recreational waters and wetlands is costly and all but
impossible to restore.

Section Three: Harne Count , Ore on

Ecolo ical Economic Develo ent

Harney County, Oregon provides a unique !aboratory illustration of environmental problems and economic
development potential of Pondfi sh utilization.

Harney County is a I0,000 square mile swath of the "Old Wild West" in transi tion, a classic sagebrush
desert bordered by mountains, reverting ta an ancient inland sea. If each human resident of Harney
County were given an entire square mile of land, 2,7SO square miles of Harney County would remain
uninhabited; there are mare cattle than people.

Severe climate extremes make Harney County ane of the co1dest areas in the United States in winter; one
of the hottest in suggnier, Timber and ranching, the primary economic activities, are in decline. Twenty-
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eight ranches, two schools, several roads and the region's only railway for timber shipment are under
water -- the Harney County Basin has been reclaimed by a prehistoric inland sea.

Severa1 years of exceptionally heavy snow fa11 and uncharacteristic cool summers between 1979-84 caused
the prob1em. Malheur, Harney and Mud Lakes caught and evaporated each years' spring run-off in a pattern
pre-dati ng Indian legend. These lakes have merged into a single body of water over 30 mi 1es long
covering 200,000 square acres.

The vast impoundment may now be creating its own weather, generating additional precipitation. The lake
gained one full inch of depth during six weeks in September-October 1984; suffi cient by i tse1f to make a
5,000 acre lake 24 feet deep. Flooding. according to County Judge Dale White, caused $36,000,000.00
damage during 1984.

At sunset a century of development is mirrored agai nst the mountains; homes, barns, fences and old
frontier corrals reflect on the water, State Highway 205, built up like a jetty at a cost of over
$3,000,000.00, vanishes into the still water. Wild horses stranded on high ground graze amid herons,
geese, egrets and ducks.

Within the rising waters lies the Malheur Wildlife Refuge, jewel of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Carp were first observed in numbers there in 1945, Many attempts have been made to eliminate them with
Rotenone. None succeeded. The rise and fall of waterfowl production in the refuge tracks the three-year
recovery cyc1e of ~C rinus ~car io with dramatic precision.

Carp flourish in newly impounded waters. Detritus, freshly inundated vegetation and organic debris, are
rich nutritional resources for these scavengers. Flooding of flat range has produced hundreds of square
miles of shallow water, the favored breeding and summer habitat of Carp, which are reproducing at
exceptionally high levels. Even drainage canals on dry land have dense Carp populations. The 1984
Harney County "Carp Derby," a wry tribute to disaster, produced a father-son team that won the "Weekend
Harvest" event. In two days' fishing 830 Carp were caught. They weighed almost 7,000 pounds.

Spring 1985 run-off will contribute as much as a mil1ion acre feet of water. Spawning will produce
billions of fry as juveni1es from 198l-1983 expansion-enhanced spawnings join 30 years of parent stock.
By October, when the margi ns begin to freeze, survivi ng young-of-the-year will be 5-8 i nches long� . Next
spring yet another year-class of each sex wi11 mature and there will be billions more.

Harney County is a micro/macrocosm of America 's Pondfish resource: both problem and potential. Like the
lakes and streams of the Mississippi Delta, most of the bottom is filled with submerged objects which
snag and destroy nets and lines. The deep, clear bottom where purse seining could yield 10,000 pounds of
fish per haul is within the Malheur Wildlife Refuge. Carp do serious damage, but boat motors and human
activi ty destroy the tranquility required for nesting and breedi ng . There is no "lesser" among these
evi 1s. The Refuge waters can only be fished during waterfowl non-breeding months, and then only with
care.

Bifurcated Fi~sher

What emerges is a bifurcated fishery creating maximum economic impact in a manner synchronized to
waterfowl nesting seasons and the requirement of a steady supply for manufacturi ng .

During non-nesting winter months, when Carp and other fishes take refuge in the deepest waters,
commercial fishing with power boats and large nets can occur if carefully conducted in cooperation with
refuge policies. This fishery would probab'ly employ one or two crews, only 6-8 people, and produce
greater volume per unit of effort, as compared to arti sanal fisheries. Factory administrative, marketing
and production personnel would remain employed throughout the year,

In spring and summer an artisanal fishery using non-motor vessels, traps, and set nets of various types,
can take place on non-Refuge waters at the margins of the lake. This could employ as many as 60 people
in harvest. The artisana! fishery could provide modest incomes for large numbers of casual fishermen,
including former range hands, Ioggers, Native Americans and elderly retirees.

There are no demographic barriers to this employment; the factory requires fish. The price is not high,
but 7,000 pounds at BC a pound is a good weekend's work. At that rate the Carp Derby father-and-son team
would have earned $560 for their efforts. Such a fishery would necessarily posit a price differential
between week-day and weekend rates in order to encourage steady volume.

Tra in and Draina e

Harvest in Harney County may be facilitated by the existence of an alarming hazard. The 1984 lake
surface, 4, 102.42 feet above sea level, is rising with every rain and snow toward the fi rst natural
dra>nage out1et at 4,112 feet. A devastating flash flood, similar to the collapse of a major dam, could
occur if the water reaches, breaches and surges downstream.
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"The people in Yale and Ontario  Oregon, down land from the drainage outlet at 4,112
feet! are no longer going to be worrying about the parts-per-million, the undissolved
solids in that water, the salinity and the boron or anything else...They' re going to
want life preservers, Somebody is going to have to do something. For God's sake, do
something."

A drainage canal, estimated at $18-20 million, must be constructed to prevent this catastrophy. Canal
trapping data from Minnesota demonstrates that such a canal provides multiple benefits. Flash flood
prevention, refuge ecology, and economic deve1opment objectives can be advanced simu1taneously if the
canal is designed to inc1ude trapping access. Economic activity from food and agricu1tural products from
the fishery will help offset the high cost of disaster prevention over time.

In Minnesota, canal-type traps yield an average 63,000 pounds of Carp and assorted Pondfi sh per day
during migration. The record harvest from a single Minnesota canal Crap is 183,000 pounds in one day.
That trap, observed by the author, is a 25 yard canal segment, some 20 feet wide at the inlet of a 35
acre take. In summer, 1984 Chat small trap filled as quick'ly as it was seined, from dawn to dusk as a
crew of six toiled. Most of these fish were buried -- the fishermen cou1dn't even give them away.60
In Minnesota a single coordinated fishing effort landed 1,000,000 pounds of Carp from beneath the solid
ice in the depth of winter. These fish can be caught year-round. The technology for ice harvest is
quite adequate to the deeper parts of Harney Lake.

Every day of every summer thousands of pounds of usab1e Pondfish are removed from sport, recreational,
conservation and agricultural waters. It gets expensive. In central Minnesota Backhoe operators charge
$50.00 per ho1e to bury Carp. Those not hauled away by hog farmers or buried in $50.00 holes are left to
rot. The ones that get away simply pro1iferate.

In California's San Luis Obispo County a Rotenone program costing $2,000,000 is proposed by state
officials in order to remove unwanted Pondfish from 200,000 acres of flooded farm 'land and the adjacent
surface water systems. If released into the Sacramento Delta these fish would do major damage co
salmonids of commercial and recreationa1 va1ue. If the Rotenone project is implemented it wil 1 be one
of the largest and most wasteful in history.

Section Four: Product Forms, Direct and Indirect Food

Fertilizer

Experimental production of Pondfi sh agricultural fertilizer in Minnesota from 1973-1983 demonstrated
that once farmers had tried the product they purchased more because of excellent growth results.
Unfortunately the manufacturer lacked the working capital necessary to support field sales and
advertising. Field research from carefully supervised controlled studies were not performed under
scientifica11y controlled conditions.

Anecdota1 evidence, the testimonials of farmer-users, provide an indication of the performance of
Pondfish fertilizer when used in conjunction with pre-treatment of seeds and/or foiliar feeding of
growi ng plants with i rrigation, tanker, or airborne spray programs, The following table represents
testimonia'Is received by Pondfish fertilizer manufacturer Maynard Olson of Garfield, Minnesota. The
"Control" column represents the fertilizer common1y employed by these individua1s on their crops. No
single  or identified! fertilizer is involved. The farmers presumably compared the Pondfish/seaweed
fertilizer with the product they normally used. We emphasize that theSe data are anonymous farmer
testimonials, not scientifically validated.

Appl i cat i on
Method/Acre

Di f ference
Bushel/Acre

Fish/
SeaweedLocation ~Cro Control

110.00Gibbon, MN 1 qt/acre sprayed before
tasseling

177.00Corn +67.00

Springfield, IL Corn I qt/acre sprayed before
tasseling

202.00 239.00 +37.00

1 qt on plants 6-8" highWheatGibbon, MN 50.6741,7 + 9.5
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A daily average of fifteen to twenty thousand pounds per day are needed to economically operate a factory
producing approximately 100,000 gallons of concentrated agricultura1 fertilizer per month. A plant
processing 15,000 pounds of fish per 8-hour day would require 8-10 manufacturing and administrative
personnel, and fishermen in numbers appropriate to the harvest season. When harvest is abundant, as it
frequently is during spring and surrnier, a second shift could be added, Food production could add 30 more
to the payroll. Sales representatives and government procurement contract specialists would be required
to develop commercial and institutional markets.



Application
Method/Acre

Fi sh/
Seaweed

Difference
Bushel/AcreI ocation ~Cro

Soybean

Control

Buffalo, MN 1 qt/acre sprayed at blossom
stage

30.17 34.67 + 4.5

Iowa Soybean

Soybean

I qt/acre w/surfactant + 8.68

+13.02

47. 42 56.10

Sleepy Eye, MN 1 qt/acre when beans start to
pod

72.91 85,93

1 qt/acre just before tasselMorgan, MN

Nobel, OK

Corn

Cotton 1 qt/acre w/surfactant I week
after squaring

W. Texas Cotton 1 qt/acre w/surfactant 1 week
after squaring

Al fal faMinnesota 1 qt/acre w/surfactant 17. 9",;
protein

15. 2'~
protein

i2. 7'..
protein

55 1bs. +24 lbs.Kansas

Isabel, SD

Tomato I qt/acre for 4 weeks 31 1bs.

Potato 1 qt/acre at blossom
seed treated also

>100 sacks
oer acre

300 sacks
per acre

400 sacks
per acre

Copyright 1985 Sunrane Corporation
Used by permission

Substantial formal testing is needed, however, it is not unreasonable to expect adequate performance from
this product, at least eoual to results from simiiar strength synthetics. In light of the probable
rising cost of imported fertilizers it is appropriate to investigate this abundant resource.

In addition to supplying domestic agr 1cultural needs and e~hancing rural economic development,
utilization of the Pondfi sh resource can achi eve meaningful reductions in state and federa l expenditures
for "rough fish" extermination and removal. Improved surface water cond:tions would support higher
surviva of game fish.

Home Grown Techno1oqp
IKiwi Practicality in Action

The New Zealand I4linistry of Agr',culture ard lisheries arranged a tour of the Talley Fish Processing Plant
in Nelson, New Zealand, at the conclus1on of the IIFET gathering. Talley is the source of many fish-
stick and frozen minced fish products imported into the United States for sale through major supermarket
and fast food chai ns. Disposal of f~sheries waste at Talley produces valuable fuel and products .
Maintenance personnel routineiy render processing waste into fish meal and fertilizer concentrate. The
boilers are power ed by fish oi I -- from waste fish. Conversion of the Talley boilers from diesel to
fi sh-oii cost $150. 00 per uni t, and was accompli shed by the plant� 's equipment maintenance personnel� .

In Minnesota, sport fishermen and conservationists harvest Ca~p and other non-sport Pondfishes to sell
for fertilizer, then use the money to r estock depleted populations of thei r treasured Walleye .
"Operation Walleye," a non-pr o it consortium of sport fishermen and resort operators, harvest Carp from
state-constructed traps. As in New Zealand, the fertilizer p'lant runs on f1sh oil,

State of Wisconsin fisheries managers harvest Pondfish for comrrjercial sale. They use the revenues to
augment state conservation budgets. Twenty-two contract fishing crews and two state crews remove
Pondfish from local lakes at. regular intervals, Income from bid contracts and state removal totaled
$90,000 in 1982, 44.6'! from bid income, $50,334 from sales, Mink ranchers purchased 333,500 pounds,
while 651,360 pounds were used for human food in regional urban markets, This program, which bare y
scratches the surface, has proven cost-effective,

Wisconsin's program encourages utilization of Pondfish for food. In only two years a 4.4 increase was
realized in the quantity of Pondfishes processed for human consumption. The Wisconsin program appears to
have escaped conflict with sport fi shing constituencies, however, it has occasioned resentment from
commercial fishermen in Minnesota because Wisconsin's abundant harvest depresses wholesale prices in the

regional fishery.
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201.00

345 lbs.
lint

345 lbs,
lint

214.00

485 lbs.
int

375 lbs.
I int.

+13.00

+120 lbs.
lint

+120 lbs.
lint



~gat Car T

More attention should be focused on direct nutritional markets fot Cvrsrtnus and other species. For
decades the primary food markets for Carp have been in ethnic enclaves, principal'ly Jewish communities in
and around New York City and Los Angeles. "Smoked Whitefish" in Brooklyn delicatessens is frequently
Carp -- sometimes from the exceptionally clean waters of Oregon and the Pacific Northwest. Gefilte fish
is generally made from Carp. These products are served ta affluent and very discriminating customers,
often in cafeteria-style restaurants where each dish is visually inspected prior to selection. It has to
be perfect or it won't sell. It sel'ls by the ton, and one need not possess an ethnic heritage to enjoy
the excellent flavor.

Asian irrmiigrants, particularly in California, constitute a growing consumer market for Carp, Again, this
fish is served as a gourmet dish in qua'lity restaurants catering to discriminating customers of many
races and heritages. The Chinese have aquacultured Carp for at least three thousand years.

The ba3ance of Carp caught and sold for human consumption in the United States is consumed by the urban
poor in the Midwest. As many American cities are located on waterways, some af the poor and unemployed
ply their lines to catch these fish themselves. For the rural poor of all races Carp is "free" food,
In Portland people talk of the Great Depression and how the houses along the slack and turbid Columbia
River Slough had old bathtubs and barrels behind the house to "purge" Carp, Because the fish came from
muddy water they were held in fresh water several days to flush aut river silt, then they were a fine
meal in hard times or in good. Anymore only the poor partake of this harvest.

Carp is a gourmet dish in much of Eastern and Western Europe. West Germans aquaculture Carp on over
4,000 farms, and import $10,000,000 per year from aquaculture operations in Eastern Europe. The French
serve Carp at Christmas in preference to turkey, and purchase the fish live from tanks at the fish
market -- much as we obtain live lobster in some restaurants and supermarkets. Live Carp in the fish
markets af France and Austria fetches a Price comparable ta that of fresh Salmon in U,S, supermarkets.
The gourmet tradition of Carp accounts for its introduction into North American waters in the first
place, and it is an irony of affluence that we hold this fish in such contempt.

"Captain John Harlow stood in his front yard at Troutdale and made up his mind...he
would send a letter to San Francisco and place his order. By all report this new
wonder-fish, the German Carp, which the Californians were rapturously rearing, could
be introduced profitably into Oregon and as a pub1ic service. Yonder was a fish,
sir, fit for every superlative, the most toothsome table fish of them all -- the
favorite of European gourmets and gourmands since the Middle Ages -- yet it could be
grown in ane's backyard as handily as pigs or poultry, and even mare so.m

If Carp were rare, costly and imported we couldn't satisfy the demand. Fresh Carp fetches 6-ID' per
pound at dockside across the United States, a price range that hasn't varied since World War II. Fish
markets in Europe get upwards of $5.00 per pound for live Carp, and generally sel'1 all they can obtain.

Among Americans, only Nebraskans and Arkansans seem openly to admit an appreciation of Carp. In 1958 a
Utah Agricultura'I publication reported that the Nebraska Fish and Game Department was transporting
~C rinus ~car io from western to eastern Nebraska to meet sport fishing dmnand. There is a flourishing
carp restaurant in Omaha. Carp has a cartilaginous ske'letal frame. These soft "bones" are fractured by
compression prior to cooking. The sma'll cartilage fragments dissolve when the breaded patties are deep
fried. In Little Rock an enterprising fish processor, one Virgil Young, opened his second Carp
restaurant in early 1985. There are pockets of commercial activity. and where they exist they enjoy
profitable trade and plenty of eager custamers.

Don' t Car Taste Mudd ?

Trout from muddy waters taste muddy. Any fish taken from turbid water will have a residue of silt unless
and until it has been in clear water long enough to purge its system. Clams and Oysters are frequently
are frequently left in clear water for several days prior to market; Sturgeon as well. ~C rinus ~car io
is not a garbage eating "scavenger." The primary food sources for this fish are filamentatious green
algae and higher plants, although they also eat benthic invertebrates  snailsl, mol'lusks  freshwater
clams!, and crustaceans  small crawfish!. Unless faced with starvation, Carp are picky eaters, well able
to travel in search of better food. Powerful fish, their rooting and digging creates muddy water as they
search out the choicest plant roots. As Carp grow quite large, it doesn 't take many to stir things up,
In most U.S. water ways there generally are -- or soon will be -- quite a lot of them in any event. On
the Columbia River Carp essentially destroyed a species of yam known as the Wapato, which nourished
Native Americans for centuries. Uncontrolled proliferation of ~c rinus ~car io does a lot of
environmental damage, a bui l t-in penalty for poor resource management.

Extraordinary turbidity occurs at spawning, when the Carp thrash violently in shallow water, often for
hours and days on end. This may actually suffocate the incubating eggs of some sport fish, Large
populations of Carp can create turbidity in confined waters by engaging in normal feeding activity.
Unpurged, they will taste muddy. Their activities can drive away sight-feeding species such as Trout and
Walleye, which rely on clear water to 'locate insects and other food.
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Im act of Pollution

It is impossible to ignore the impact of water pollution on freshwater fisheries. Although meaningful
steps have been taken in recent years, many waterways still carry carcinogenic contaminants. Moreover,
mature fish, particularly Carp, pose health risks even after clean-up. Toxic PCB's and heavy metals,
particularly mercury, are not excreted by the body. They accumulate in fish the same way they accumu'late
in humans; permanently. They lodge in various organs, including skin, and in fatty tissue. Carp is a
long-lived, fatty fish. A 30 year-old Carp from waters that have been clean for the last ten years sti1'I
has 20 years worth of poison in its body. That poison will remain until the fish dies. Young fish from
such waters are fine for eating. Larger, older fish are not. Carp can live 50 years. In many parts of
the Midwest the classic fish story runs in reverse: the "big ones" must be allowed to "get away."

Food Products

Institutional and Consumer

There are excellent casserole and sausage-type products which can be mass-produced for consumer or
institutional markets from deboned Poridfishes. Minnesota is the home of two premier Carp processors.
Bud Ramer has produced Taco Filling, Chow Nein, Spaghetti and Carpballs and Chili Con Carpe by
substituting deboned minced Carp for beef and pork in traditional recipes. He has enjoyed a steadily
growing trade in Pickled Carp and Smoked Carp. Maynard Olson has produced and marketed Carp bologna,
pepperoni, breakfast sausage and ham loaf. Demand occupied the full-time efforts of a German sausage
maker and 6 assistants, At 6-104 per pound for raw material, these carp-based casseroles and sausages
have interesting potential far alleviating state institutional food budgets. Food scientists at several
U.S. universities have developed a number of excellent products from Carp, many of which have been "taste
tested" with excellent results. European recipes for Carp date back hundreds of years, and freqently are
t.>e pride of country restaurants in France and Germany. There is nothing mysterious about making good
food from these fish, The mystery is why it isn't done more often. Bud Ramer and Maynard Olson cauld
save the taxpayers of America a very substantial amount of money.

Oregon can develop institutional food production utilizing local Carp. Our waters are clear and the fish
require minimal purging prior to processing. Oregon Carp are presently "exported" at 104 a pound ar
less, to California and Eastern U,S, fish markets. Local manufacturing of institutional or commercial
food products would generate jobs and profits that would remain in the state. While official statistics
on Carp populations and migration are not available, commercial fishermen have harvested the Columbia and
other state waters regularly. The dean of Northwest Carp fishermen is Nephi Grastite, who, with his
brothers and sons, has fished Northwest Carp for 20 years and more. A newcomer to the group is Larry
Hollingshead of Vail, Oregon, a fisheries biologist, He has constructed a pair of commercial Carp
seiners with holding tanks to keep the fish swimming in thei r own waters until they are transferred to
tanker trucks. His boats, the Desert Rose and the Silver Sage, can bring up 10,000 pounds at a time, up
to 40,000 pounds per day -- wi th virtually no incidental catch, His fi sh arrive alive at the factory
door. Hol linghead and his colleagues are a valuable resource: he is capable of designing and
implementing harvest programs to the highest environmental standards, an important ski11 in the sensitive
environment of anadromous fisheries� .

Protein Extenders

One of the least expensive Carp processing techniques yields the largest volume of merchantable food with
minimal equipment. Deboned, minced frozen carp is a viable 50< protein extender with ground beef in
institutional markets. It can be produced without "fish odor" or taste, and is used for fish loaf dishes
or as an "extender" for ground beef or pork, Market and product tests conducted for the Santee Indian
Tribe and Maynard Olsan in 1978 demonstrated excellent product acceptance among nursing home patients.
At 514 per pound, a 60-bed nursing home estimated that it could use 80-100 pounds per month. The cost
basis for the Minnesota tests was 6-8< per pound, dockside. Oregon Carp would run cost 104 per pound
dockside  April 1985 quote Note: we are competing with New York and California markets for Oregon
Carp! and it is unlikely that frozen product could be delivered at under 65$ per pound ...which isn ' t bad
considering the price of ground beef and pork.

The institutional food market for minced fish is amorg the most cost-effective and near-term markets for
Oregon Pondfish praducts. Such a program would generate employment in harvest and processing, and
generate savings in state-supported institutional food budgets. School programs, day care centers,
college food services, nursing homes, senior centers, hospitals, military installations, and prisons
constitute a vast market where minced fish enjoys a price advantage over all other forms of animal

protein.

Gourmet Products

!t tak siss q p ntad +ag ato tap d + ktb1*g etpoductsfot thecos e +arket.
Ramer has produced and sold thousands of pounds of smoked carp to Minnesota supermarkets, delicatessens
and restaurants. Like Salmon, Carp is a fatty fish. At the risk of blasphemy, smoked Carp compares
quite well to smoked Salmon -- and it is considerably less expensive.
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In recent years Ramer has develaped a restaurant and commercial market for Pickled Carp. The product
compares favorably to Pickled Herring, but costs 75rt per pound less to produce. Side-by-side comparisons
using unmarked dishes of Pickled Carp and Herring demonstrated consumer taste preference for the Carp
product by a ratio of three-to-one.

Export Markets

West Germany, in 1972, had 4,295 commercial Carp aquaculture operations ranging from less than one
hectare to over 50, totaling 16,364 hectares. These produced 3,368 metric tons of food fish for market.
An additional 715 metric tons of Carp and other cyprinids was caught wild, 53$ from rivers, 47K fram
lakes. In 1975 an additional 3,763 metric tons of Carp were imported, and the level between 1970 and
1975 increased by 50%. Imports were obtained primarily from Yugoslavia, Hungary, Poland, and the USSR.
Lesser amounts were exported by France, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland .

Inquiries among fish processors and fisheries economi sts i n the Mississippi Delta region i ndicate that a
price of 6-10rt per pound dockside price along the Arkansas River wou'Id multiply to US$ 1.00 or more per
pound when headed, gutted and shipped IItF to Europe. A plant processing Carp in this fashion waufd
requi re a minimum of 200,000 pounds per month, and in the muddy waters of the Arkansas and Mississippi
Delta, fresh-water holding ponds to allow the fish ta purge river mud.64

There is no indication of Carp exports from the United States to any nation in the world. Present
economic factors do not encourage the export of frozen Carp, in the round or as fillets. Transportation
costs drive the price too high to compete with locally caught ar aquacultured Carp in commerrial or
wholesale markets in Europe. Processing Carp as salt fish or stock fish may be viable, althaugh one
suspects the primary use of this food form would be in famine relief. Tasteless, odorless fish protein
concentrate, which resembles cornstarch when processed for human consumption, is a promising product form
with potential in domestic and export markets. Like cornstarch, FPC can be added to soups and stews to
boast nutritional content. It can be baked in bread. Commercial processing technology to utilize this
resource is developing steadily, will probably become market-ready and carirrercially viable within 2-3
years.

Barriers to Implementation

Oregon is typical of the balance of the United States in the presence and abundance of Carp, and a
legislative framework that discourages systematic harvest. Almost every state has laws or regulations
designed to protect sports and corrlrrercial fisheries. Frequently these regulatians preclude systematic
harvest of pondfish such as Carp. Discouraging carrmercial Carp harvest does nothing to improve sport
fisheries. In most regions the apposite is the case. Mareover, state removal af "trash fish" tends ta
be expensive and environmentally devastating.

Oregon levies a I/3rt per paund excise tax on commercial harvest of Carp. The tax should be made a bounty
to encourage the removal and utilization of these destructive fish, Licensing af commercial fishing
boats, predicated on the economic and regulatory realities of offshore fisheries, is a prohibitive
barrier to artisanal and commercial harvest af Carp and other Pondfishes in inland waters, The father-
son-rowboat team at the Harney County Carp Derby would spend nearly $500.00 on licenses before catching
their first commercial Carp. An unemployed ranch hanrI or logger can't front that cost.

Like most states, Oregon has winced at environmental damage and ignored the potential af Pondfishes.
There are no state funds to study Carp -- none even to estimate the extent and locations of the biomass.
Yet Carp compete with valuable salmonids and sport species. Carp course up and down the fishladders of
the Columbia-Snake River system with impunity while stocks of valuable salmonids dwindle and fisheries
errrployment declines . Abundance in Oregon fisheries runs to bankruptcies and foreclasures, auctioned
boats and processing plants, grim faces, broken families, empty nets.

Ants at the Picnic

The level of belief in impending food shortages is approximately equal to the level of indifference
surrounding the consequences. It is as if the nation believes life will go on as usual except that from
time to time there will not be food; like ants at a picnic, it happens that way .

It won' t be like that -- for several reasons. Start with corirrunication. Previous 20th Century domestic
food shortage episodes, the Great Depression and World War II, pre-date television. America's privileged
inhabit America's fantasies and her living rooms. The Carrington's of "Dynasty" can be observed and
consumed, Perfume and beverage bear their likeness, a fashian line is contemplated. Those willing to
pay will shortly drift aff to sleep in soap opera pajamas. Actor Paul Newman's face adorns Spaghetti
Sauce and Salad Dressing battles, the lifestyle is in the kitchen -- we can watch, eat, drink and smell
their world. While there is yet illiteracy, there is no ignorance. The "innocence" of poverty, if it
ever existed, is gone.

The last honorable war ended forty years aga. The almost re'Iigious patriotism which supported World War
II food rationi ng programs i s as quai nt and naive as War Bond posters and Kate Smith records . Museum
stuff. It won't sell in the ghetto, and it won't be too popular at suburban supermarkets.
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Americans who experienced and can recall the Great Depression are now sixty to ninety-plus years o Id.
Their children, grand- and great-grandchildren were born after World War II. The American population is
a product of affluence and modern convenience, accustomed to a lifestyle and leveI of comfort
unprecedented in human history. Expectations are higher now, and so are the odds. There will be no
patriotic support, no ignorance of privilege to forestall violence. There will be the very old, the very
young and the very angry to reap a bi tter harvest.
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~o cit, at 32. Nitrate consumption in 1983/84 reached 11. I mi lli on tons and fertilizer use climbed
21% over 1982/83 levels.

48. See, e.g., EPA 430/9-81-012, UTILIZATION OF MUNICIPAL WASTE MATER AND SLUDGE FOR LAND RECLAMATION
AND BIOMASS PRODUCTION, Symposium Proceedings and Engineering Assessment, Robert K. Bastian, Project
Officer, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water Pragram Operations, Municipal
Construction Division, Washington, D.C. 20460, September, 1980. There are numerous alternatives ta
synthetic and imported fertilizers, and some can generate fisheries-related employment. See EPA
430/9-80-0006, AQUACULTURE SYSTEMS FOR WASTEWATER TREATMENT: Seminar Proceedings and Engineering
Assessment; same author and address, These options and resources are beyond the scope of this
paper, but are noted because they have become increasingly important as agricultural fertilizers.

48. The lack of data is related both to the power of sport fishing constituencies in the a11ocation of
funds for inland fisheries research and to the 1ack of meaningful commercial markets for Pondfishes
in most areas of the United States. The pr1ce of carp has not fluctuated over two cents since World
War II. Then and now it is possib1e to purchase these fish by the ton for 6-84 per pound. A cash-
on-delivery price of 10< per pound would generate unmanageable harvests i n many regions in the
United States.

49. Hacker, V., "1982 Annual Report of the Removal of Rough and Detrimental Fish From Wisconsin Inland
Waters by State and Contract Fishermen," Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of Fish
Management, Box 7921, Mad~son, W1sconsin. The five waters fished by Hagensick were the Bark River,
Lake Kegonsa, Lake Koshkonong, Rock River and Lake Waubesa, None were marked on the 1982 National
Geographic Map of the United States; like the Clackamas in Oregon, Wisconsin's fru1tfu1 waters lack
waltzes and wars. The 1982 Report included Freshwater Drum, 1,045,460, Buffalo, 523,041; Sucker,
323,296; Iuuillback, 27,312; Garfish, 2,355; Dogfish, 1,182, Burbot, 850; Redhorse, 200; Turtle, 40.
W1sconsin has a unique and singu'Iarly practica1 method of harvesting "Rough" and "Detrimental" fish,
One full-time State crew, a short-term Northwest District Crew and 22 contract operators harvested
4.5 million pounds. Lake Winnebago, approximately 15 mi'les long, yielded 1,021,165 pounds in two
months.

W1sconsin is unique, and one suspects that has a lot to do with the indefatigable Hacker. Wisconsin
is nat blessed with an abnormal supp'ly of these fish, they' re abundant throughout the region.
Wisconsin is b'lessed with good sense.

50. Ben Hur Lapham's classic, The Comin of the Pond Fishes te11s this tale with considerable charm and
detail.

51. MacKay, H.H., Fishes of Ontario; Bryant Press, Ltd., 1963.

52. LaRivers, Ira, Fishes and Fisheries of Nevada; Nevada Fish and Game Commission, 1962.

Average weights of Carp from a wide range of Utah lakes is as follows; YEAR ONE, 5 inches; YEAR
TWO, 10.4 inches; YEAR THREE, 15 inches; YEAR FOUR, 19 inches; YEAR FIVE, 21.4 inches; YEAR SIN, 23
inches; YEAR SEVEN, 24 inches. Sigler, W.F., The Ecology and Use of Carp in Utah; Utah Agr1culture
Experiment Station Bulletin 405, 1958, page 63.

We have averaged Sigler's growth figures for lakes ranging from cold/sterile to seasonal/fertile to
yield a usable figure for average conditions, There is a hurLe disparity of growth rates  e g , a
three year Carp in Bear Lake is 8.3 inches, while one in Ogden Bay reaches 20.4 inches!.
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California Carp coranonly weigh about a pound at 12 inches, 2.5 pounds by 18 inches. Wahlschlag,
D.E., and C,A. Woodhul, The Fish Populations of Salt Springs Valley Reservoir, Calaveras County,
California, California Fish and Game, Vol. 39, No, 1, pp. 5-44; 1953,

53. Trautman, Milton B., The Fishes of Ohio, Ohio State University Press, 1957. Maynard Olson,
Garfield, Minnesota conservationist and Carp observer reports that Carp spawned in midsummer in
centra't Minnesota Lakes normally reach 8 inches before the October freeze.  Interviews and field
surveys with Olson, Operation Walleye Executive Committee Members and local fishermen, conducted
by author, July, 1984, in and around Garfield, Minnesota.!

54. The author observed numerous Carp spawning during 1984 Minnesota field studies. Even in canal
traps they continued, females surrounded by males thrashing violently against the sides of the
impoundments. Olson and Operation Walleye personnel report draining marginal lakes for Carp
control purposes and finding a thick, tapioca like border of sticky Carp eggs araund the entire
circumference an inch deep and two feet wide. The eggs adhere to grasses, birds, anythi ng, and
hatch withi n 96 hours of fertilization� .

55. Interviews conducted by author in September, 1984, at Oregon State University with Carl E. Bond,
Ph.D., who wryly noted that such a fish constitutes a potential Carp nation.

56. Interviews, May, 1984, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, with Yern Hacker; Garfield, Minnesota with Olson.

57. 01 son reports that in 1958 he sei ned 35,000 pounds of Carp from a smal ! Minnesota lake in order to
save the sport fishing resort which he operated with his wife. He buried the fish, and pondered the
irony of his act -- people elsewhere starved as he destroyed food to save his livelihood. At his
invitation this wri ter made yet another trip ta the Midwest in July, 1984, to observe and photograph
the trap-harvest process. Rotting in the sun behind a slough were 20,000 pounds of huge decaying
Carp, the remains of a single day's harvest at a single trap. Operation Walleye fishermen produced
photographs of that day's work, which harvested 43,000 pounds of large �0-30 pound! healthy fish.
Lacal hog farmers are said to have hauled away 23,000 pounds; the remainder was left to rot behind
a hi 11 because nobody wanted to pay $50, 00 per hale ta bury them.

58. The Oregonian, January 10, 1985, Page D-6, reported by correspondent Pauline Brayman.

59. The fishermen were resort owners and sport fishing enthusiasts seeking to control the ever-
burgeoning Carp population, Construction of the traps from which these Minnesota fish were
harvested is an artform. The Carp are powerful fish, and will root and dig seeking escape. Olson
reports having retrieved Carp "with no nose left" after hours of escape efforts, and displayed one
stream-trap site where the frantic escape efforts of the trapped carp had undercut and ~cotter sed
thirt f t f d t d. Steel embankments, gravel and cement were required to repair the

Reports of Carp undermining banks and dropping timber along river and stream banks are suspect. The
reader is admonished ta beware of' shaggy Carp stories, Minnesota woodsmen refer to Carp as ' Iowa
Walleye," and tell hilarious tales of luring unsuspecting tourists to watch "Iowa Walleye Making
Fire Wood . " No event of this type has been confirmed

60, Lampham, B.H., ~o cit, at 11.

61, Graham, Dan, A Re ort on the Joint Venture Between Car ole's and the Santee Indian Tribe, June 27,
1979, prepared under Contract 49A00-0101667, for CARPOLE's, Garfield, Mi nnesata and the Santee
Indian Tribe. As we have researched the Carp situation across the United States we have observed
that this fishery cauld provide employment and economic development in Native American communities.
Carp is perhaps the only commercially va1uabie fishery nat exploited by sport and commercial
interests. In the Pacific Northwest, where tribal access to treaty fisheries involving salmonids
is the subject of extensive iitigation, Cvrvrtnus could be a profitable activity for treaty
fishermen, and a worthwhile development project for some tribes. Mr. Graham is a fu11-blooded
Sioux.

62. Hacker, ~o cit, augmented by persanal interviews in May, 1984, with Hacker and with Minnesota
processor Bud Raymer of Winona. Discussions 4/15/85 wi th publisher Claude Ver Oui n, who had just
returned studying Carp export potential in Europe, confirm the general sense that regional domestic
markets may be the only viable avenue far selling fresh or frozen Carp. The fish are so prolific
that local aquaculture and feral harvests easily satisfy demand in most areas of the United States
and Europe.
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Figure 3. Trends in Landings, 1965-1983, Nelson, Marlborough and West Coast
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Figure l. The Challenger Fisheries Managesent Area

Figure 2. Growth Rates of New Zealand Snapper Stocks
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Table 1. Relationship Between Average Body Weight and Length af the New Zealand Snapper
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There is a change in body shape with increasing age. The body becomes elongated and the head enlarged
with a prominent bump on the forehead. Though such fish are known as "old men" snapper the bump develops
in both sexes, The bump is not related to attainment of sexual maturity which is reached in 3 to 4 year
old fish at a length of 25 cm. which is the minimum Iegal size.

S awnin behaviour. Summarising published information an spawning behaviour Crossland �981! states that
mast spawning takes place in depths of 20 to 70 m in large bays with some spawning alang the open coast.
He includes Easman Bay in a list of known spawning grounds but does not include the Marlborough Sounds.
Typical conditions within the inner sounds would be at variance with conditions reported as suitable far
spawning elsewhere. He states that there is no spawning where the water is very turbid or in estuarine
 low salinity! areas. For instance only occasiona1 eggs have been found in the Tamaki Strait or the
inner Firth of Thames although these are only a short distance away from dense spawning areas in clear
waters of the Hauraki Gulf. Statements that the Inner Marlborough Sounds are a significant spawning and
nursery area for snapper are not supported by any published evidence which wou'Id justify taking such
c'Iaims into account in the formulation of any management plans for this area.

Feedin habits and food. Studies on the feeding habits of snapper by Godfriaux �969! and Colman �972!
s ow t e is can feed on a wide variety of food organisms. Small snapper have a preference for softer
bodied organisms such as worms or small crustaceans. Larger snapper extend their diet to include small
fish, crabs, sea eggs, brittle stars and sheil fishes. They have powerful crushing jaws to which the
relatively thi n shel'Ied green lipped mussels, Perna canaliculus produced by rope culture in the Sounds
are particularly vulnerable.

Damage to mussel farms, The predation by snapper on mussel craps on culture ropes goes far beyond the
ta ing o t eir oo requirements. The snapper approach the long lines in schools which the author has
observed to attack the mussels in what is reminiscent of the feeding frenzy of sharks and tuna. The
emergence of a beach seine fishery i n the Inner Pe1orus from 1980 onwards can readily be related to the
discovery by the snapper of this readily available food supply. In many instances the beach seine
fishermen have been called in by the mussel farmers after the snapper have moved in on the farms, and
catches of up to 100 large fish have been made by seines pulled underneath the long lines. Other
relatively large catches up to one tonne of snapper per haul have been made on beaches in close proximity
to the mussel farms. Any management policy for the snapper in the Inner Sounds should recognise that the
economic viability of the mussel farms is threatened by the presence af the snapper.

~The Fisher for Cne er in the Choline er
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The snapper which are seasonally found in the Marlborough Sounds are part of a unit stock which occupies
the Mar1borough, Nelson and West Coast Zones of the Challenger Management Area  Figure 1!. Until
evidence is published to convince otherwise the Challenger stock should be managed as a unit fishery.
Prior to 1963 the Challenger area stock was relatively lightly exploited by New Zealand vessels due to a
system of restrictive licensing imposed by the Fisheries Amendment Act 1945 which froze the fleet at that
date in respect both of number of vesse'Is and methods in use. During the 1960s catches were made by
Japanese, Russian and an one occasion by a Rumanian factory stern trawler, which are not included in the
available statistics of catches and landings. With the end of restrictive licensing in 1963 and fleet
expansion fram 1964 the snapper catch from the Challenger area increased until 1967, declined sharply
over the next two years, and then trended slightly upwards from 1970 probab1y due to the introducti on of
pair trawling, which has been shown elsewhere to be more efficient than single boat trawling. Figure 3
shows the trends in landings for the three zones of the Challenger area between 1965 and 1983. The rise
of purse seining in Nelson from the mid 1970s had an unexpected impact on the snapper fishery arising
fram the use of spotter aircraft by the purse seiners. In 1977 the fish spotter pilots reported large
schools of snapper at the surface and these were immediately exploited both by purse seine and by pair
trawlers towing nets at the surface. In the 1977/78 season the snapper catch from Tasman Bay exceeded
2,000 tonnes for the first time, but extremely poor economic use was made of the large catches, which
were frequently too large to be taken on board by the catching vessels. The major part of one large
catch was towed back to Nelson in the trawl net, where it was condemned by the Health Inspectorate and
taken ta the Nelson tip. The unloading capabilities of the factories was a1so exceeded so that more fish



was condemned by the time it could be taken off the boats. Much of the catch was in any case in very
poor physiological condition and fit only for the 1ower end of the market.

In 1978/79 a quota was declared for the snapper fishery with a seasonal closure to be applied once it had
been reached. In three out of the first four seasons the catch overshot the quata before the season
cauld be closed. In the last three seasons the closure was not enforced due to delay in passage of the
empowering regulations. See Table 2.

Table 2. Snapper Quotas Declared and Actual Catches Taken in Tasman Bay for the Seasons 1979/80-1983/84

Date Season ClosedSeason Catch
 tonnes!

25/12/79
30/12/80

More significant than the failure to enforce the quotas in the earlier seasons is the collapse of the
fishery, to yield only about half of the reconliended quota in the 1983/84 season, in spite of a closure
not being applied. The dec'line of the fishery is also apparent from the mean daily catch rate of pair
Crawlers of less than 18 m length which fell from 1.69 tonnes per day in 1978/79 to 0.88 tonnes per day
in 1982/83, The catch rate for 1981/82 was even lower at 0.75 tonnes per day.
Sna er Fisher in the Mar1barou h Zone

Snapper in quantities sufficient to sustain a comercial fishery are found in the outer Sounds and in
Pe1orus Sound. They penetrate we11 into the Inner Sounds, including Kenepuru Sound, where they have
historically supported both recreational and commercia1 fisheries. They are found much less abundantly
in Queen Charlotte Sound where there is no commercial fishery and where the snapper catch contributes
only a minor part of the recreational fishery. Prior to 1980 the cosniiercia1 catch was by trawling, set
net and long line. Beach seining was introduced in 1981 and in 1982 contributed more than half the
catch. The landings far 1982 at Havelock from the Pelage us are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Total  All Species! Landings, and Snapper Landings, by Each Fishing Method in Pelorus in 1982

Total Landin s
tonnes

;~Sea er in CatchMethod

215,2
44.8
65.9
72,3

Trawl
Set net
Longline
Beach seine

31.9
10.8
6.8

69.3

15
24

9
96

The landings up to the end of October 1983 showed that the beach sei ners had taken 57 tonnes of snapper;
the line caught catch had increased to 12.1 and the set net catch had dropped to 6.0 tonnes. Thus the
combined line and set net catch had not greatly changed. The trawl caught catch, however, had fallen to
14.0 tonnes. There was an obvious conflict of interest between the trawlermen and the beach seine
fishermen. Since the beach seine catch was made in the inner Sounds and during the summer season, their
operations were readily observed by occupiers of holiday homes and boating enthusiasts and there was an
outcry from these i nterests against the beach sei ni ng operation . This operation could not be transferred
to the outer sounds or even the middle reaches since the beaches become too steep and rocky and have too
many seaweed beds for beach seines to be worked.

Mana ement. of the Fisher . The Fisher Mana ement Plan

Part I of the Fisheries Act of 1983 calls for the development of fisheries management plans to conserve,
enhance, protect, allocate and manage the resources within New Zealand fisheries waters having regard to
 a! planning, managing, cantro1ling, and imp1ementing such measures as may be necessary ta achieve those
purposes;  b! promoti ng and developing commercial and recreational fishing;  c! providing for optimum
yields from any fishery and mai ntaining the qua1i ty of the yield without detrimentally affecting the
fishery habitat and environment. Section 5 of the Act calls for the management p1ans to be developed for
distinct management areas as declared by the Minister of Fisheries. On 26th April 1984 the Minister
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1979/BO
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84

I,OOO
650
600
400
400

1,135
740
474
503
225



Figure 4. Catches by Area, Landings at
Ports  tonnes!, 1982/1983
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gazetted an area to be ca1led the Challenger Fishery Management Area embracing those parts of New Zealand
fishery waters shown in Figure 1. The Challenger area is subdivided into three zones, namely the
Mar1barough, Nelson and West Coast Zones,

Section 6 of the Fisheries Act requires the Director-General of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
to develop a management plan for the Challenger Area within a structure which will a11ow fair
consultation and consideration of the views and responsibilities of appropriate public authorities,
acclimatisation societies, the Fishing Industry Board, and such organisations and persons representing
commercial, recreational, Maori, traditianal, and other interests in fisheries as he considers
appropriate,

For the purposes of preparing proposed plans and giving advice in relation to operative plans Section 7
of the Fisheries Act empowers the Minister to appoint advisory committees for each management area or
part thereof. The Challenger Fishery Management Advisory Cori ttee was appointed by the Minister in Duly
1984, According ta a Draft Praposed Challenger Fishery Management Plan, issued by the Director-General
�984!, the role of the Advisory Committee will be to provide a forum for the discussion of issues and
management measures that are regional in nature.

Port Liaison Committees . As part of the management structure so called Port Liaison Committees have been
appointed, each to provide a forum for the development of management packages that should suit the
special circumstances of each fishery zone. The Draft Challenger Proposed Fishery Management P1an
envisages that members of the Fishery Management Advisory Committee wi 11 ensure that the different
viewpoints of users in each Fishery zone are fair1y represented in the fishery management planning
development process. by developing strong ties with the Port Liaison Committees, There is obvious1y an
assumption that fair representation of different user groups wi 11 be provided in the Port Liaison
Comnittees.

This situati on did not apply to the Marlborough Port Liaison Committee during 1983 whi ch gave extremely
unbalanced representation of the different groups. Thus in a committee of ten members, three were
directly representatives of the recreational interest, and two others were indirectly identifiable within
the recreational use lobby through interest in the tourist accommodation industry, and as charter boat
operators. The commercial fishing interest was represented by Crawl and line fishermen. The beach seine
fishermen were denied representation altogether. There was one representative of the multi million
dollar marine farming industry.

At a meeting in October 1983, a Senior Fisheries Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,
chai ri ng a meeting of the Marlborough Port Liaison Committee, a1 1owed the presentation of a motion by the
representative of the Marlborough Boating C1ub, seconded by the representative of the Sea Anglers' Club,
which ca11 ed for the banning of commercial fishing withi n the Inner Sounds . In effect this cal'led for
the banni ng of beach seini ng which could not for technical reasons be conducted elsewhere, as distinct
from 1ine fishing and traw'ling which cauld be continued on the same stocks when they migrated seasonally
from the Inner Sounds. The motion was carried by nine votes ta one with only the Marine Farmer' s
representative voting against it.

In announci ng this result the Chairman informed the meeting that the Ministry would implement the ca11
for banning of beach seining without delay. The following week the beach seine fishermen were served
notices revoking their permits to fish withi n the Inner Sounds . Effectively this deprived them of their
livelihoods, and the value of their investments in boats and gear, and, in the absence of alternative
employment opportunities for several of them, confronted them wi th the prospect of havi ng to abandon
their homesteads and leave the district-

Economic Conse uences of the Mana ement Decision

According to the Fisheries Research Division Statistics Unit fourteen beach seine fishing permits ta fish
within the Inner Mar1 borough Sounds were effectively revoked by this managerial acti on. Since, as
mechanical hauling of beach seine nets is not permi tted, each permit gives employment to two fishermen,
twenty eight employment opportunities were removed. The seafood processing industry in Have1ock lost
landings of about 65 tonnes of snapper and the added value derived from its processing and marketing, and
onshore employment opportuni ties were correspondingly reduced .

Since no provision was concurrently made to spare the 65 tonnes of snapper from capture by Crawling in
other parts of its migrational range, the net effect of the management measure was to change the method
of capture from beach seining to trawling. Traw1ing is a biotechnologically inferior method of catching
snapper in two respects. Firstly the fue'1 oil cost per kilogram of snapper caught is much higher. Slack
  1979! collected fi gures from operators of Nelson based trawlers whi ch showed average catches of 2, 99 kg
of fi sh per li tre for single trawlers, and 3, 22 kg per litre for pai r trawl ers operati ng in Tasman and
Golden Bays. Since then. as reported above, the catch rate of pair trawlers has fallen to less than half
that for 1979 and the catch rate must be down to about 1.5 kg of snapper per li tre of fuel oi'I consumed.
By comparison the beach sei ners operate much smaller boats, wi th very little travelling time between
their homes and fishing grounds, and are prohibited from using power to haul their nets. Average catches
of snapper by beach seining wou1d be i n the order of 20 to 30 kg per li tre .
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Secondly all the beach seined snapper is taken alive and in undamaged condition, whereas the general
condition of trawl caught fish is 'Iow, fitting it for only the lower end of the market, or sometimes for
condemnation as unfit far human consumption as reported above. Since the beach seine snapper are taken
alive, however, the opportunity presents itself of ho1ding these fish in sea pens and feeding them until
they reach peak physiological condition, A readily avai lab'le food supp'Iy exists in the form of biue
mussels which are at present an unutilised by crop af the farmed green musse1 production. The snapper
can then be airfreighted to the sensitive "sashimi" market in Japan in quantities just sufficient to
mai ntai n the maximum premium price, having regard ta the fact that the market is depressed by offerings
exceeding two tonnes at any one time.

Interaction 6etween Mussel Farmin , 6each Seinin and Recre

The damaging effect of predation by snapper on mussel crops in the Marlborough Sounds was reported by
Jenkins �978! in the early days of establishing the mussel farms in the Inner Sounds. Since then the
existence of this readily available food supply appears to have been discovered by more snapper to the
extent that predation by snapper on the mussel craps can cause a substantial loss. Even if methods of
reducing predation are deve!oped, they have a labour and materials cast which affect the profitability
af musse'I farming.

The most effective protection of the mussel farmers against snapper predation af their crops is assured
by the exi stence of an operational group of beach seine fi shermen living in close prox imi ty to the mussel
farms. The prime sites of operation of these fishermen are adjacent to the mussel farms and if an
individual farmer observes his crop to be under attack he can ca	 in the fishermen at short notice
specifically to take the fish which are molesting his farm. This interest of mussel farmers showed in
their vote agai nst prohi bi ti ng beach sei ni ng in the Inner Sounds .

Recreational interest safe uarded. In opposition to the continued beach seining of snapper, whether or
not it is beneficia to the mussel farmers, is the recreational fishing lobby. The recreationa1
fishermen argue that a snapper taken by beach seini ng is a fisih 1ost to the man wi th a rod and line.
This stance is in itself questionable. Snapper with appetites more than satiated on tender live young
musse'Is are unlikely to be very interested in the traditional recreationalist bait of dead squid. I
would like to make a suggestion which offers a reconciliation of the recreational i nterest with that of
mussel farmers and beach seiners,

Trans lant the sna er a1ive. One of the Inner Sounds of Pelorus Sound, Kenepuru Sound is separated from
queen Charlotte Sound by a narrow range of hills. gueen Charlotte Sound contains the terminal for the
arriva1 from North Island of the interisland road/rail ferries; it is located in the town of Picton, the
major tourist centre of the Marlborough Sounds region, It contains many more hotels, motels, motorcamps,
mari nas, boating and sai'I ing clubs and operators of char ter recreational fi shing boats than any other
area of the Sounds. Sited within it there is only one mussel farm as compared to over two hundred in
Pelorus Sound. There are two saddles between the hills separating queen Charlotte fram Kenepuru Sound
transversed by reasonably good roads of only a ki lometre or so in length . I conclude wi th a suggestion
that the best solution of the problem of conflicting uSer interests which I have described above would be
to allow the beach seine fishermen to continue operating and thereby protecting the numerous mussel farms
in the Inner Pelorus and Kenepuru Saund from predation by snapper, with provision being made for thei r
catch to be bought from them a'live and held temporarily in sea pens or cages. 'These snapper could then
be transplanted alive, either by helicopter and monsoon bucket, or by tank truck over one of the short
routes into I!ueen Charlotte Sound. It is envisaged that the transplanted snapper would distri bute
themselves throughout gueen Charlotte Sound becoming available ta recreational fishermen. Even the
trawl ermen might partici pate in the benefit as in the normal course of seasonal migrations, those fish
which escaped the recreationali sts would be likely ta move out into the trawling grounds .
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Seafood Trade and Fisheries Management:
Macro vs. Micro Models





Table 1. World Exports and Imports of Fishery Products I

198219801960 19751965 1970

EXPORTS
Quantity
�000 HT!

7,677 10,5974,054 6, 290 7,328 10,080

Nominal Value
 Million U,S,$!

Real Value
2

  Mi 1 1 i on U. S . $ !

15,2991,943 2,894 15,0981,212 6,361

7,3952,615 8,5131,764 5,0323,166

IMPORTS
Quantity
�000 MT!

4,187 7,648 10,2256,178 7,381 9,835

15,908Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

2, 181 6.956 16,5191,324 3,274

1,927Real Value
 Million U.S.$!

2,935 5,503 7,9853,582 8,969

2. Real values of exports and imports are calculated by dividing nomina'I values by the U.S. Gross
National Product  GNP! deflator �972 = I.00!.

Source: U.S, Department of Commerce, Surve of Current Business. Bureau of Economic Analysis,
 various issues!.
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1. Fishery products include the following categories: fresh, chilled or frozen fish; dried, salted or
smoked fish; fresh, frozen, dried, salted, etc. crustaceans and molluscs; fish products and
preparations, whether or not in airtight containers; crustaceans and mollusc products and
preparations, whether or not in airtight containers; oils and fats. crude or refined, of aquatic
animal origins; and, meals, solubles and similar animal feedingstuffs, of aquatic animal origin.
Number of reporting countries have varied between 150-170 countries over time period.
Unit of measure: 1000 MT = thousand metric tons; and, value in million U.S. dollars.

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the Uni ted Nations. Yearbook of Fisher Statistics.
 various years!.



19701960 1965 1975 1980 1982

FISH-FRESH
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

4,166I, 189 4,3061,611 1,979 2,669

350 608 978 2,310 5,846 6,274

EXPORIS
Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Mi 1 1 i on 0, S. $!

1,128 1,724 2,046 2,904 4,319 4,392

324 567 2,214 5,502870 5,630

FISH-DRIED
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

584 483 494 402 423 384

204 219 286 598 1,217 1,142

EXPORTS
Quanti ty
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

554 503 519 428 485 461

182 215 270 1,292595 1,161

CRUSTACEANS
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

226 346 492 804 1,109 1,228

4,977154 332 666 1,800 4,381

EXPORTS
Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

210 293 439 732 1,045 1,189

143 266 537 1,588 4,039 4,675

FISH-CONTAINER
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U,S.$!

516 514 605 714 970 907

324 383 481 2,152988 1,940

EXPORTS
Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

505 522 606 741 983 893

314 367 474 969 2,167 1,929

CRUSTACEANS-CONTAINER
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

52 78 102 127 170 193

54 104 164 367 803 867

EXPORTS
Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

60 73 80 128 162

48 80 124 260 641 682
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Table 2. World Fisheries Trade by Major Categories  continued!

19801970 1975 19821960 1965

OILS
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

628 751 794648 763 690

127 165 241 367 318155

EXPORTS
Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

593 723 638 598 740 727

107 202 246139 128 322

MEAL
IMPORTS

Quantity
�000 MT!
Nomi na 1 Value
 Million U.S.$!

2,383 2,246 2,413972 3,019 2,304

1,142 1,001370 544 652

EXPORTS
Quantity
�000 MT!
Nominal Value
 Million U.S.$!

1,019 2,465 3,007 2,193 2,380 2,773

94 309 491 533 1,135
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Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Yearbook of Fisher Statistics.
 various years!,



Table 3. major Fishery Exporting and Importing Countries in the 1980's

1980 1981
 million U.S. dollars!

1982

Importing Countries:

Exporting Countries:

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Vol . SS, 1984.

1982 ' earbook of Fi;hery Statistics.
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Japan
United States
France
United Kingdom

Canada
United States
Denmark
Japan

3,115
2,633
1,131
1,034

1,089
993

1,000
905

3,737
2,988
1,043

995

1,267
1,142

940
863

3,974
3,175
I, 036

886

1,300
1,034

901
801



 i! nonspatial price equilibrium models,
 ii! spatial equilibrium models, and
 iii! trade flows or market share models.

These models are generally partial equilibrium models treating a single commodity or several cornrrodities
simultaneously. These three categories of international trade models differ in two aspects:

 i! nature of price linkages between trading countries and
 ii! the mathematical-statistical procedure  algorithm! used to solve the model.

Nonspatial price equilibriu~ models

Nonspatial price equilibrium models are generally comprised of simultaneous demand and supply
relationships including export and import equati ons linked by a world market price . If the system of
equations are linear then, the model is solved by matrix inversion. For non-linear systems of equations,
iterative procedures such as the Gauss-Seidel technique  see keien, Mathews and Womack, 1973! can be
used.

A few examples of studies in this category are Reutlinger �981, wheat!; Abbott �979, grains!, and
Fi scher and Froberg   1980, 19 corrnrodi ties I IASA model ! . The limitation of these models i s the difficulty
in estimating export and import equations involving source-destination trade flows for several trade
partners.

Spatial equi librium models

Geographical price relationships can be analyzed by using spatial equi'librium models . These models
permit estimation of prices in each country and the quantity of each commodity produced and sold in each
country.

Assuming competitive markets, spatial price relationships are dependent on transfer costs between
countries, These tr ansfer costs are transportation and hand'ling charges . Price differences between
regions cannot exceed transfer costs due to the competitive nature of the market  see Tomek and Robinson,
1981!.

Spatial equilibrium models are very useful in evaluating interregional price relationships and trade
patterns in the case of numerous producing and consuming countries. Spatial temporal models have
incorporated linear prograrnrring  LP!, quadratic programming  QP! and modified LP and QP algorithms. One
of the first spatial equilibrium models developed in a mathematical programming format was formulated by
Samuelson �952!. He essentially adapted the interspatial market problem to a standard problem in linear
prograrrnri ng. Judge and Wallace   1958! extended this analysis and showed that regional pri ce differences
can also be calculated from the dual solution of the LP problem.

In the Samuelson partial equilibrium  one commodity! model, the problem of descriptive price behavior is
artificially converted into a problem of maximizing net social welfare. For any region, net social
welfare is derived by determining the value of the area under the excess demand curve. Takayama and
Judge �964! converted the Samue'lson formulation into a quadratic programming  QP! problem. T'his
technique allows for the representation of spatially distinct. regions separated by transportation costs
and having continuous supply and demand functions.

A major drawback of the Takayama-Judge spatial/temporal equilibrium model is the requi rement of a
symmetric Q matr ix for creati on of the consumer and producer welfare function . Barti lson, Zepp and
Takayama �978! have developed a linear complementary prograrrnring  LCP! model which permits determination
of market equilibrium prices and quantities with an asymmetric Q matri x . In the LCP framework, the
objective function is no longer necessary. 8riefly, LCP modeling represents a market oriented approach
that:

 i! allows prices and quantities to be endogenous,
 ii! allows inclusion of technical and political constraints,
 iii! satisfies conditions for a Marshallian market equilibrium,
 iv ! allows constraints to be placed directly on prices and quanti ti es, and
 v! has an efficient solution procedure.

Spatial price equilibrium models are probably the most common type of agricultural trade models dealing
with comparative statics analysis. Examples of research done utilizing spatial equilibrium commodities
are Hashimoto   1977, multi-commodity, two region model!, Shei and Thompson   1977, wheat!, kammi g et al.
�981, sugar! and Pieri, Meilke and MacAulay �977, pork!. This approach has the advantaqe over other
modeling methods in terms of generating information on trade flows and market shares and its relative
ease in introducing trade barriers for po'l icy analyses .

The shortcomings of spatial price equilibrium models are two-fold. First, data deficiencies may be
severe, especially in terms of difficulty in obtaining re'liable data on transportation costs . Second,
specification error may arise since these models capture only a portion of the corrNrodity's market. For
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instance, often times cross price effects, weather and price expectations are excluded from the supply
and demand equations.

Market share or trade flow models

This third classification of trade models has utilized two bas1c approaches . The first techni que assumes
that the market shares are either constant or stochastic. If the market share is assumed to be constant,
then historical trade flows can be analyzed. The probabilistic trade flaw approach calculates the
probability of any particular shipment originating in a particular country A and terminating in another
country B. Markov models and transi t1on probabi 1 1 ty models have been used for thi s stochasti c est1mation
technique  see Dent, 1967!.

The second type of market share model estimates total import demand for each country or region and
separate market share equations for the U.S. and other exporting countries. Tsujii �973, world rice!
and Fisher �977, Australian wheat! have emplayed this approach.

A Review of Fisheries Trade Modeli n Research I

Modeling of international fisheries trade can be classified broadly in two categories: aggregate fish
and/or shellfish models and specie specific models. The majority of studies found were in the latter
area. Primary advantages of specie specific models are reduction of aggregation data bias and ability
to evaluate specie trade flows and trade policy analyses.

There have been only a few studies utilizing an aggregate fish and shellfish modeling framework. Hassan
�977! formulated a month'Iy U.S. ecanometric model of edible fish and shellfish. Several versions of a
simultaneous equations model were used to evaluate equilibrating forces in this market.

Hassan's model 1s outlined in Figure I. The trade component is exoqenized th~ough a market equilibrium
identity condition.

Hassan indicates that data availability and aggregation problems were shortcomings of the model. In
particular, a representative price series for aggregate fish and shellfish was lacking and data were nat
available for tonnage of f1shing vessels separated into landings for human consumpt1on and landings for
industrial use.

Yanagida �983! proposes use of an alternative nonspatial price equilibrium model. This aggregate fish
and shellfish model has five parts:  i! production,  ii! supply,  iii! domestic landings and wholesale
demands,  iv! retail demand and  v! trade. Unlike the Hassan model, imparts and exports are solved
endogenously. The modeling technique proposed is three stage least squares. The data problems found in
Hassan's model would also be shortcoming in the Yanagida study.

Specie specific models have been est1mated for many fish and shellfish, in particular, numerous studies
exist for salmon, shrimp and groundfish. However, these models often exclude a trade component
 Prochaska, 1978; Tsoa et al., 1982; and Yanagida and Tyson, 1984!.

There seems to be two general features of specie specific trade models. First, these models fall into
the category of nonspatial price equilibrium models. Second, a popular specie studied is shrimp.

Perhaps the pioneer study in this area was done by Doll   1972!. Utilizing a five equati on U.S. shrimp
model, imports were incorporated as an exogenous variable. Shrimp imports were found to reduce ex-vessel
prices but did not contribute substantially to price variability.

Research in the 1980's has produced several studies an shrimp  Prachaska and Cato, 1981; Blomo et al.,
1982; Hopkins et al., 1983; and Prochaska and Keithly, 1984!. Blama et al. estimated a system of
equations with two-stage least squares. In this study, imports of all shrimp are solved endogenously
with imports affecting U.S. landings and prices by different size groups. Hopkins et a!. employed a
similar annual modeling framework. Imports are treated endogenously and formulated as a function of
lagged ex-vessel price and lagged U.S. shrimp imports. Prochaska and Keithly analyzed U,S, shrimp
import demand and world shrimp supply to the U.S. with a simultaneous equations model ta determine
impo~t price, impart quantity and tax revenues generated from proposed quotas and/or tariffs.

Soars~sr of Fisheries Trade Models

There has not been much modeling of seafood trade in comparison to other commodity groups such as grains
or livestock. International trade mode11ng activity for fish and shellfish has generally been specie
specif1c and pr1marily involving estimation of nonspatial price equilibrium models.

Fisheries trade research has concentrated on models incorporating an endogenous or exogenous trade
component for either trade between the domestic country and the rest-of-the-world or trade between two
countries or reg1ons, For this type of research, econometric models are appropriate. However, to
analyze multi-country or multi-region trade flows, nonspatial price equilibrium modeling may be
cumbersome. Spatial equi11brium models can more eas11y handle these situations.
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Figure l: Has san ' s Model

The Distribution af Fish and Shellfish.
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There are two other trade mode'ling issues that deserve discussion. First, do transactions in the seafood
market take place in equilibrium or disequilibrium? Second, should fisheries trade research consider
product differentiation mode'ls for individual species'?

For the former question, Bockstael �983! di scussed disequilibrium in seafood trade modeling at the 1982
Alaska International Seafood Trade Conference. She cited several reasons why a disequilibrium mode! may
be more appropriate. Notably, disequilibrium economics is likely when the market mechanism adjusts2

slowly. In the seafood market, inventories cannot exist for fresh seafood products negating possible
inventory adjustments. Also, institutional constraints such as quotas and tariffs prevent the market
mechanism from operating efficiently. Furthermore, seafood trade prices often are agreed upon earlier
or may be sticky due to transportation costs precluding adjustments to desired demand and supply
quantities. Simultaneous equations mode1s are still appropriate for seafood trade modeling under market
disequi'librium. However, the actual quantity transacted is no longer an identity with desired levels of
quantity demanded and quantity supplied. Also, price stickiness can be incorporated with a partial
adjustment model.

The latter question explores the possibility of incorporating product differentiation in seafood trade
modeling. Heterogeneity among seafood species is recognized and accounted for in limited fashion by3

specie size differences  e.g., shrimp!.

Pagoulatos and Lopez �983! propose an agricultural trade model for the case of differentiated products.
They indicate that two-way trade  i.e., a country both importing and exporting certain products! suggests
the possibil1ty that products are differentiated internationally. Their model incorporates Lancaster's
characteri stics approach to product differentiation as a theoretical basis for analysis .

By relaxing the assumption of perfect substitutability between traded commodities, Pagoulatos and Lopez
use Hanoch's constant ratio of elasticity of substitution homothethic  CRESH! function to estimate
product-demand. Here, it is assumed that consumers different1ate among varieties of the same good on
the basis of their country of origin. Once formulated, this modeling framework can evaluate policy
implications from export subsidies and exchange rate changes.

Notes

1. ThiS Summary Of fiSherieS trade mOdeling iS based primarily On StudieS dOne in the U.S.

2. Other references for disequilibrium modeling inc1ude Ferguson, 1983; Ziemer and White, 1982; and
Baumes and Womack, 1979.

3. See Johnson, Greenes and Thursby, 1979; and Sarris, 1981; for further research on product
differentiation in agricultural trade.
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Seafood Trade and Fisheries Management:
Macro vs. Micro Models

Hans Frost

Institute of Fisheries Economics
Esbjerg, Denmark

~New Re imee

During the last two decades most research within fisheries economics has been addressed to management
problems related to exploitation of fish resources. Issues related to trade in fishery products have
been of minor importance to fisheries economi sts, although trade problems especially have been of great
importance to the fishing industry.

I thi nk, the majority of managers withi n the fi shi ng industry have been re1uctant to rea'1i ze that
overfishing and declining stocks of certain species were problems they had to face. Although the amount
of raw materials of fish was less abundant than previously, production was dependent on several other
parameters . It was possible to substitute one species for another, to develop new products and markets,
to rationa1ize and, to some extent, also to control wages and raise product prices. These parameters
were in control of the managers, while managing the exp'ioitation of fish resources called for political
decisions due to the common property nature of the stocks.

After several countries extended their fishing limits in the late 70's, it has been obvious that the
fishing industry has great interest in the conduction of exploitation of stocks. I think, therefore,
that the industry will come to p'Iay a more important role in the future attempting to influence
management and thereby the allocation of raw materials. Furthermore, changes in trade patterns have
appeared in the late 70's because some major countries within fisheries have been expelled from
traditional fishing grounds.

These changes mean that fishery stock management and trade in fishery products have been linked together
more closely, and proper solutions call for closer cooperation between managers within the industry,
civil servants and politicians.

Macro- vs. Microeconomic Models

Under the new regime it might be relevant to ask how can economists contribute? Is it reasonable to
continue to apply microeconomic models, which normally are related to the individual firm and consumer,
or do we have to apply macroeconomic models, which deal with aggregate figures?

These questions are difficu1t to answer, because it is very hard to decide what is microeconomics, and
what is macroeconomics. Textbooks give no clear definitions. They state that macroeconomics deals with
aggregations on variab'Ies: i .e. how i ncomes are determined and why and how they fluctuate; how job
opportunities and price leve1s fluctuate; how money and banking fit in, and how fiscal and monetary
policies can keep the aggregate system working.

Nicroeconomics is said to be dealing with determination of relative prices of particular goods and
factors of production, and with quantitative breakdown of the national income aggregates into goods and
services.

From the fishing industry's point of view microeconomic modelling seems to be applicable, as it comprises
the behaviour of the individual consumer, firm or market. From the point of view of society
macroeconomic mode11i ng seems to be attractive, as it is not the behaviour of the individual consumer or
firm, but how and why aggregate figures of income, employment, foreign trade, etc, change, which is of
interest.
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Textbooks on economics a1so state that macro- and microeconomics are so closely related that one of them
cannot be fully understood without knowledge of the other. As mentioned above the new regime has implied
that managers of the fishing industry have been more or less forced to worry about aggregate figures. It
implies that macroeconcmic analyses play an increasing role in their decision making. Society, on the
other hand, has increasingly to be concerned wi th income distribution and regional problems, which demand
microeconomic analyses.

Although i t can be very usefu'I to understand the differences between macro- and mi croeconomi c analyses it
is hardly appropriate to carry the distinction far, when issues within fisheries economics and trade are
investigated. It is more fruitful to analyse problems by application of a proper model for each specific
case. A proper model might consist of both macro- and microeconomic elements, and it can be formu1ated
in prose, geometry, mathematics or in computer language, depending on the complexity of the model and the
taste of the scientist. But no matter what form of mode1 is chosen, it must be ob/igate to present
results in an understandable mode to ensure communication between various groups of people worki ng within
and in relation to the fishing industry.

Construction of Models

How do we work out a proper model? It is in no way an easy matter. In economics the goal of model
construction is usually to make predictions. What will happen to stock sizes of particular species if
fishing effort is increased or decreased? Or, what quantity of commodities can be exported in the
future? etc.

Very often managers of the fishing industry are able to predict future developments precisely, because of
long experience. But they are usually not able to explain the prediction, i.e. the parameters or the
assumptions which make them predict the way they do.

Scientists seldom have great practical experience within techni cs or business administration, but they
have experience in mode! constructi on, which means they are experi enced in finding explanations to a
phenomenon. In fact these explanations are only assumptions, but the explanatory power is strong, if
these assumpti ons logically lead to the phenomenon . If we are able to explain a phenomenon, we are able
to make predictions, and we are also in a good position to predict what will happen if some of the
assumptions are changed.

It is well known to the scientist that model construction includes several steps: a! identification of.I
the problem, b! preliminary model formulation, c! data co'Ilection, d! parameter estimation and e! model
tests.

To others not familiar with this process, let me give an examp1e. Imagine that our phenomenon is that
people are complaining about the seats in an aircraft. Then our problem may be the design of the seats,
but not necessarily. Then we construct a mode1 of the seat. We do not have to build the whole aircraft,
we just have to know that the shape of the aircraft imposes certain constraints on the volume of the
seat. If various persons are placed on the seat, and the reactions of the seat are observed, we are able
to explain why people are complaining. Corrections of the seat can be made and from our model we can
predict the result. We may not be able to exp1ai n why people complain by just building and testing
seats. The reason may be that nothing is wrong with the seat, as the cause of the complaints is to be
found elsewhere inside or outside the aircraft. We must reject the model and build a new one.
Similar to that we do not need perfect knowledge of the entire environment of the sea and society to make
qua1ified treatments of particular problems related to that environment. It is almost certain that we
never get to a position of full knowledge. But it is crucial to evaluate to which extent imperfect or
mi ssi ng information is influencing the explanatory power of the model . In that way biological
information has been ascribed major explanatory power, when constructing economic management models,
while information about trade or fluctuations in demand for fish have not.
Fisheries Mana ement and Trade

Most models constructed previous1y are constructed in order to explain phenomena within either management
of fish stocks or trade in fish.

As one of the most distinguished goals in model construction ought to be simplicity without losing
exp'Ianatory power, models within fisheries management norma1ly are confined to fisheries activities and
biological characteristics of the resources. These models are aiming to explain why and how sizes of
fishery stocks fluctuated because of fishing, and what could be done in order to create equi1ibrium,
subject to particular goals.

Similar to that, phenomena wi thin trade in fish are normally explained wi thout explicit inclusion of
activities wi thi n fisheries. According to the ai r craft example, this distinction seems to be convi nci ng .
Topics wi thi n management of fisheri es resources have often been ana1ysed by app1i cation of pri ce theory
and neoclassical capital theory, while topics within international trade have been analysed by
application of theory of comparative advantages, which is connected also wi th neoclassical theory. 1'his
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theory tries to explain why trade occurs, which commodities wi I 1 be traded, and what wi 1 1 be the impact
on income, employment and prices, but it cannot expla1n the volume of trade . Other theori es, i .e . the
theory of gravitation, have successfully explained the volume, but not which conmodities wi'll be traded.

The theory of international trade have been formulated due to the questions asked: why trade occurs,
- what are the obstacles of trade and what are the impacts of trade. The general theory can provide good

answers to many questions within trade in fish. But more specific answers demand more specific analysis.

If we look at the trade pattern for major im- and exporters of fish, it reveals that trade mainly occurs2

between countries located near each other. About 90' of Japan's imports from developed countries is
supplied from the USA and Canada. Among developing countries the Republic of Korea and Taiwan are major
exporters to Japan. About 50% of the USA's imports from developed countr1es is supplied from Canada, and
Mexico is supplying 20-25K of the USA's imports from developing countries. A s1milar trade pattern can
be demonstrated for the European countries.

This trade pattern could previously be explained by the theories of comparative advantages and
gravitation, without explicit inclusion of changes in supply caused by overfi shing� . With extension of
the fishing limits, with several species being restored after breakdowns and with new regulatory schemes
new and more specific questions arise, Some questions that have been asked, are haw will reallocation
of fishing effort due to extensions of fishing limits affect international trade? And how will quotas
affect trade?

Micro- and Macroeconamic Model A roaches

A topic, I have been working with occasiona'lly during the last year, is the reopening af the herring
fishery in the North East Atlantic, particularly the problems related to the North Sea opening. This
fishery has been abandored since 1977. Several countries have interest in herring fishery in the North
Sea, and herring commodities are traded widely. So, the topic has to be regarded by inclusion of both
bioeconomic issues and trade issues.

The goal function I have app11ed has been maximization of gross economic y1eld in the long run, as very
little is known about cost in the herring fishery. To salve this problem investment theory has been
app11ed and a dynamic bioeconomic Beverton-Ho'It based model has been constructed, in order ta calculate
the optimal starting point in time for the fishery on a year class. The optimal starting point in time
is dependent on the values of several variables, i.e. recruitment, natural mortality, fishing mortality,
growth of the year class, the price of fish, and whether catches are meant for human consumption or for
fishmeal. Influences of trade are not regarded in this version of the model, although it is clear that
trade has impact on prices and utilization af catches. Clearly, the model wil'I gain in explanatory power
if trade is modelled explicitly.

Although, dealing with aggregate figures this model approach, in my opinion, is based on microeconomics,
as assumptions of behaviour of individuals form basis of the aggregates.

It seems to be exaggerated to construct a macroeconomic model aiming to evaluate the impact of the
reopen1ng of the herring f1shery an macroecanomic variables, i.e. balance of payments, employment and
income. But, I think, it is most pertinent to apply macroeconom1c models when exploring social economic
influences of regulatory schemes. I have previously been working with that topic by application of
input-output models, attempting to evaluate the impact of fluctuating, but exogenously determined total
allowable catches  TAC's! and quota allocations on various macroeconomic variables.

At aur institute in Denmark we are now extending this approach. As quota regulation is widely adopted,
we feel it may be reasonable ta attach greater 1mpartance to soci ai economic i ssues rather than to
bioeconomic issues. It does not mean that bioeconomics are no longer important, only that TAC's and
quotas exogenousIy fixed call for another type af analysis, in which greater emphas1s is devoted to
evaluations of regulatory schemes influence on certain macroeconomic variables. If such models were
already accessible, they could most likely be applied on the herring subject.

However, not much work has been done internationally within construction of macroeconomic fisheries
models. Therefore, let me finally express that we are very interested in exchange of experience and
information with individuals or departments working with or just 1nterested in sim11ar approaches.

Notes

1. See Cohen and Cyert �965!: Theory of the Firm, Prentice-Hall, Inc., United Kingdom, Ch. 2.

2. Infofish Marketing Digest No. 5/83.
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The Use of Japanese Market Statistics for the Prediction of
the Ex-Vessel Price for Bristol Bay Sockeye  Red! Salmon

Clinton E. Atkinson
Fisheries Consultant and Advisor
Seattle, Washington, USA

Introduction

In 1884, just 100 years ago. the first salmon cannery was established on the Nushagak River flowing inta
Bristol Bay  Alaska !. The resource was abundant, the market good and the industry grew rapidly, reachi ng
an ini ti a'l peak of nearly 25 million sockeye salmon �2,500 mt! in 1917, a second peak in 1938 and a
third peak in 1965, all of about the same size. Unti1 the mid-1970's, almost all of the catch was canned
and over the years, the processors and fishermen had grown up with the system, understood the cannery
operations and limitations, and had developed familiar marketing channe'Is, and pricing and negotiating
patterns, In 1977, the picture began to change. The Japanese high-seas salmon fishery, which was the
main source of their supply of sockeye salmon, was sharply curtailed by the enactment of the 200-mile
fishery/economic zones of the United States, Canada and the USSR . Japanese buyers turned ta Bristo! Bay
and other areas in Alaska for their supply of sackeye salmon, and to satisfy Chat demand, the salmon
industry rapfdly converted from a canning to a freezing operatfon. The production of frozen sackeye
salmon for export, to Japan grew rapidly and by 1982, had exceeded Chat af canned sa1mon.

Although at first, the sale of frozen salmon to Japan was by contract between the larger U.S. companies
and their Japanese counterparts, beginning about 1982, there was an influx of buyers from the medium and
smaller Japanese campanies plus a number of independent "cash buyers." This was a new experience far the
Bristol Bay fishermen, their marketing associatians and coops; they had little concept of foreign markeC
conditions and prices, and they were "lost" in negotiating with the foreign buyers. Over these past
severa1 years, there have been a flood of letters, mini-reports, news articles, workshops and seminars
aimed at the general problems of how ta sell salmon and other fish ta Japan. There are two questions
most frequently asked by the Bristol Bay sa1mon processors and fishermen: �! What are the costs af
marketing salmon in Japan, and �! what will the ex-vessel price be for the comfng year -- information
needed by the fishermen and the companies in their annual ex-vesse1 price negotiations and in the sale of
their fish to the Japanese buyers. Whatever the method, the fishermen and smaller companies want it ta
be simple, easily understood and requiring a mfnimum of data, and of course, to be reasonably accurate.

This study reviews the development of several methods that are quite applicable in answering the
questions posed by the Bristol Bay fishermen and processors . Certainly, the costs of hand ting and
marketing are fixed and quite stable. Prediction is more difficult and it is recognized Chat the several
methods proposed here for prediction of market, ex-vessel and other costs are far from perfect but they
are easy to understand and use and the results, if market conditions are somewhat normal, can be
surprisingly accurate. Perhaps these methods will be of some help in answering similar questions in
other fisheries and other countries.

Source of Market Statistics

Over the years, a number of Japanese sources of statistical information have been examined for marketing
detail on fish and shellfish and various seafood products in order to establish a cansistent base price
for the study of market conditions and trends. Although there are some exceptfons for specialized
products, the best sources of statistical information app1i cabIe to the marketing of United States and
Canadian fishery products, especia11y salmon, are summarized below:

�! The volume and wholesale prices for fish and product landed at 67 of the most important Japanese
ports  i.e., "production wholesale markets"! are given in the annual statistica1 yearbook, Suisan
~butte r utsu tohei nen o, published by the Japan Ministry oi Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in
Japanese any. summary of these statistics, though not as complete, are given in Che Monthly
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Statistics of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and in Fishery Statistics of Japan, both published
in Japanese/English and English respectively by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.

These statistics, as we find in many of the Japanese statistical sources, divide salmon into two
categories: Sake which combines chum, sockeye, silver and chinook salmon together, and masu,
corrvrronly referred to as "sea trout" or just "trout," which includes pink and cherry  or Japanese!
salmon. At the present time, the landings at these ports are almost entirely chum salmon from the
Japanese coastal/river and land-based fisheries, mainly from Japanese hatchery production, with a
lesser amount of pink salmon and a negligible amount of sockeye, silver, chinook and cherry salmon.

�! The "consumer wholesale market" prices are the key to any marketing study and are available in some
detail in the publications by the Japan Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries noted in  I!
above. Generally, however, the availab1e data are combined into groups of fish and fishery
products, too large for many marketing studies. For example, salmon is again divided into the
familiar sake and masu. As far as we have been able to determine, the best source of consumer
wholesa'le market prices is found in the statistical yearbooks of the Tokyo Central Wholesale Market
 Tok o-to chuo oroshiuri ichiba nen o: Suisan butsu!, published by the Tokyo Municipal Government.

The Tokyo Central Wholesale Market  Tsukiji! is the largest consumer wholesa1e fish market in Japan
and probably in the world. The market proper covers an area of about 22.5 hectares, located between
1 and 2 kilometers from the Ginza  the center of Tokyo!, and in 1983, the market handled 818,000 mt
total of fresh and processed seafood products, or nearly equal to one third of the total U.S. catch.
About 50 percent of the sales are by auction and the remainder by written bid or tender, or at a
fixed price. The comrrrission that the seven government-licensed brokers may charge is fixed by law
at 5.5 percent for fishery products. The operation of the market is by the Tokyo Municipal
Government, overseeing the enti re operation, compiling the statistics, inspecting the products and
regularly auditing the brokers for any indication of dishonest sales or reporting.

The Tokyo Central Wholesale Market statistical yearbooks are published in Japanese only . every March
after the end of the preceding reporting year. The main series of tables give the annual amount
sold  in kg! and the value  in yen! for nearly 400 kinds of fish, she'llfish, crustacea, seaweed and
the various seafood products, by month and yearly total for the most recent five years. A second
table provides the average wholesale prices for all items in the main table and avoids calculation
of those values,

Not only do the statistical yearbooks of the Tokyo Central Wholesale Market provide wholesale prices
of frozen sockeye salmon  benizake! but a'iso handles about 10 percent of all frozen salmon entering
Japan, eithet from the dom~estic isheries or from imports.

�! Export/import statistics and the source of CALIF prices are available in the comprehensive trade
statistics  Nihon boeki e o! published by the Japan Ministry of Finance/Japan Customs Association.
These statistics are reproduced monthly for fishery products in Imports of Marine Products by
country and corrIrrodity from the Japan Marine Products Import Association and in the Foreign Fisheries
Infomation Releases by the U.S. Department of Corrrrrerce, National Marine Fisheries Service  Termirral
Island, California!. All three sources are in Japanese/English or English.

�! Since 1981, the United States exports by cormrrodity and country by area of export and a valuable
source of U.S. FOB prices, have been published by the Resource Statistics Division of the U.S.
Department of Cornrrerce, National Marine Fisheries Service. Simi lar data have also been published by
Canada Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Region since 1981  viz,, Fish Product Exports of British
Columbia!. Both sources of statistics provide detail by salmon species and product form,

�! Ex-vessel prices for salmon, by area and species, are generally available from the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game, Juneau and simi'lar state agencies of Washington, Oregon and California, and from
Canada Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Region  Vancouver!. This information is reproduced from time
to time in the Fishery Market News of the U.S. Department of Cornrrerce, National Marine Fisheries
Service, Seattle.

The above references are considered to be the standard sources of inforirration for U.S./Japan marketing
studies. There are, of course, a number of other sources of information found in the six or more fishery
economic newspapers published in Japan and providing daily market prices for a number of products, These
same newspapers also contain on occasion special news articles on market conditions for specific
products, with tables and other rMterial not generally avai1able in other references and can provide
valuable supplemental information for a study. Bill Atkinson's News Report, published by an Associate,
provides surrlrary translations of the more important articles and current market prices from these
newspapers each week.

Costs of Marketin Bristol Ba Socke e Red Salmon in Ja an

One of the most frequent questions asked by the fishermen and processing companies in Alaska relate to
the costs of marketing seafood products in Japan. Although the level of wholesale market prices for
various fish/shellfish and seafood products in Tokyo and Japan is not too difficult to obtain by the
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f1shermen and the processors, there is 'little information ava1lable to them itemizing the internal costs
of marketing their product in Japan and most of all, they want to know why the big spread between the
price they are paid and the wholesale market price 1n Japan. These costs for marketing sockeye salmon
are itemized in Table I and explained 1n some detail below:

 I! Tokyo wholesale market prices are taken directly from the statistical yearboaks published by the
Tokyo Central Wholesale Market  Tsukiji!. The monthly and annual amounts sold and the prices
obtained for frozen sockeye salmon  benizake! are available from about 1971 to the present, for all
grades, sizes, domestic landings and imports combined. Nearly all of the sockeye salmon handled in
the market. however, are top grade with the lower grades be1ng sold directly by the importers/
brokers to the processors outside of the market.

�! Tokyo wholesale market coawiission is established by the government at 5.5 percent of the auctioned
price and is included in the base statistics referred to above.

�! Domestic shipping costs are for the transfer of product from the part of landing to Tokyo . The
average distance shipped would be from, say, Osaka or Sendai to Tokyo and would cost. about 10 yen/
kg. Local shipping costs are about I yen/kg.

�! Cold storage costs consist of a 12 yen/kg "in and out" charge and a 6.6 yen/kg charge per four of
cold storage. The average time that salmon are kep in cold storage before marketing is about four
months, or 26.4 yen/kg, or a total cast of 38.4 yen/kg,

�! Forwarding agent's charges are 6.6 yen/kg and include dockside handling, inspection, etc.

�! Company's corrniission is highly variable but estimated at about 3 percent of the C&F value.

�! Ussance charge is based upon an annual bank rate of 8.5 percent, or 0.7 percent per month. A five
month period is used, consisting of one month in transit plus four months in storage, or a total of
3.5 percent of the C&F value.

 8! Insurance is I percent af the C&F value .

 9! Impart duty is now fixed at a rate of 5.5 percent of the C&F value for frozen salmon.

�0! C&F price should approximate the Tokyo wholesale market price less all of the abave handling and
marketing costs, Unfortunately, the Japanese import statistics lump all chilled/frozen salmon
together into one category with no separation by species. Bristol Bay salmon, however, dominate the
imports of salmon from the United States and the statistics do prov1de a very approximate check at
this point between the actual declared C&F price and the estimated price, As shown in Table 1, the
deviations of the estimated from the actual C&F price range from minus 4.8 percent �983! to plus
19.0 percent �980!.

�1! Ocean freight rates also vary widely, depending upon whether the shipment is in bulk or conta1ner,
from an Alaskan port or from Seattle, or by a Japanese or Korean tramper or a commercial shipping
line. Most of the Bristol Bay sockeye salmon are shipped to Japan by tramper at a cost of 75 to 85
yen/kg, or an average cost of BO yen/kg.

�2! Conversion to U.S. measure, that 1s from yen/kg to US$/Ib, is calculated at this po1nt, the normal
break between U,S, and Japanese charges. The rate of foreign exchange is usually associated with
the time of arrival in Japan: For Bristol Bay salmon and allow1ng one month for transit, the
average rate of foreign exchange for August, September and October would probably provide the best
estimate.

  13! U. S. shipping agent' s charge ranges between 3 and 5 cents/1 b, or an average of 4 cents/lb.

�4! FOB price is estimated from the C&F price less the ocean freight and the shipping agent's cha~ge.
Again as a check, the estimated FOB price is compared with the declared FOB price obtained from the
National Marine Fisheries Service statistical reports. The deviations of the estimated from the
declared FOB value range from zero �981! to minus 10.8 percent   1983!, or an average of minus 6.5
percent.

Although the available Japanese import and United States export statistics lack sufficient detail to
determine the declared C&F and FOB prices for Bristo'1 Bay sockeye salmon alone, they do follow the
expected deviations from the estimated values. For example, the declared C&F pr1ces are for all salmon
imported from the United States and a1though Bristol Bay sockeye salmon dominate the imports, there are
st111 significant quantities of other lower priced salmon �.e., pink, chum and coho salmon! being
imported 1nto Japan to depress the declared C&F pri ces for 1980, 1981 and 1982; the hi gher 1983 price i s
due to the effort to reduce an accumulat1on of inventory at a lower than the expected price. Similarly
the general higher declared FOB prices are due to the higher-priced sockeye salmon fram the other areas
being combined wi th exports from Bristol Bay,
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Table I, Costs of Shipping, Handling and Marketing Bristol Bay Sackeye Salmon in the Tokyo Wholesale
Market

Year
Price or Cost Item Units

1980 1981 19831982

*This statistic is for all species of salmon imported by Japan from the United States  Minata Shinbun .
1984!.

Effect of Inventor on To o Wholesale Market Price far Socke e Salmon

Between 1970 and 1977, the inventories of frozen salmon in Japan fluctuated at a relatively law level,
from about 5,900 mt to 13,100 mt, and imports from 2,200 mt to 15,100 mt. With the enactment of the
200-mile fishery/economic zones by the United States, Canada and the USSR, Japan's high-seas fisheries
for salmon were basically eliminated from the eastern North Pacific and substantial'ly reduced in the
western North Pacific. In order to satisfy the Japanese demand for salmon, imports of frozen salmon
rapidly increased from some 19,300 mt in 1977 to 49,800 mt in 1978, and ta 107,700 mt in 1982 -- an
"over-heated" market condition resulting from consumer "panic-buying" and the growing competition between
Japanese companies and entrepreneurs for a source of frozen salmon . As a result, the inventories of
frozen salmon  all species! at the end of March each year increased from 18,900 mt in 1978 to 22,700 mt
in 1979 and to 34,800 mt in 1983. The shift between supply of sockeye salmon and imports af frozen
salmon is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Trends in Japanese Landings of Sockeye Salmon, Imparts of all Frozen Salmon and Year-End
Inventories of Frozen Sake Salmon.
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Any attempt to predict prices of Bristol Bay sockeye salmon over these past five years is clouded by the
effect of the interrelated high ievels of imports and inventories upon the expected wholesale market
prices.

P h th simplest way to determine the effect af inventory on price is to compare, in a time series,
the changes in price and inventory for one year with that of the previous year  i,e.,
1971/1970 vs. prices for 1971/1970, inventories far 1972/1971 vs. prices for 1972/1971, etc.!, and
determine the slope and error by standard methods of regression. This has been done for a series of
values fram 1971/1970 to 1983/1982 and the results plotted in Figure 2.
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Ratio of Change in Inventory  Inv. y2/Inv. y1!

Figure 2. A Measure of the Effect of Year to Year Changes in Inventory on Price.

The broken line shown in the figure is the regressian for all years �971/1970 through 1983/1982!, but
you wi no e e a err'1 1 t th bherrent value indicated by a circled dot. This value is for 1980/1979 -- a year of

1 market  i.e., amar e c ange ink d h in the composition of the supply of salmon sold in the Tokyo wholesa e  '.
shift from the predominantly domestic landed salmon ta the lower-priced imported sa !. glman . A'!thou h the
value obtained for the following year �981/1980!, while adjustment was still taking place, is still a
little low, the devi ation is not large.

For reference, the following values were obtained in this analysts:

Regression for all years--

EY = 1.5195 � 0.3670X  s y.x! = 0.2342!

RegreSSian fOr all yearS except 1980/1979--

EY = 1.4697 - 0.2928X  s y.x! = 0.0313!

where

X = the change in inventory

EY = the estimated change in price

s y-x! = standard error af estimate

Japanese s a is ics are no at t' t' n t vai lable for cold storage holdings by month for frozen sockeye salmon only
and the figure reflects the relation between inventory for sake  i.e., sac eye, c um, co a
salmon! and the Tokyo wholesale market price for frozen sockeye salmon. There is some competition
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between the various kinds of salmon in the consumer market and although na study has been made of this
interspecies competition, the results here certainly show the general relation between inventory and
price but '1ack the precision ta be of practical use in predicting price. The average deviation between
estimated and actual price is 263.5 yen/kg, with a range of minus 474 to plus 427 yen/kg.

Prediction of Tok o Wholesale Market Price for Socke e Salmon

In earlier studies  Atkinson, 1980, 1981!, it was shown that the basic wholesale prices for most fish,
shellfish, etc. and seafood products handled in the Japanese consumer wholesale markets increase from
year-to-year in a geometric progression, primarily linked the annual rate of inflation in Japan. When
transformed into semi-logarithmic form, the data lend themse1ves to simp1e 1inear analysis, providing
a good average rate of increase for the series of wholesale prices and a basis for prediction af future
prices. An example of this geometric progression of prices for a11 products handled in the Tokyo
Whoiesale Market is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The Annual Average Prices at the Tokyo Wholesale Market for all Fishery Products and for
Frozen Sockeye Salmon Plotted on a Logarithmic Scale.

Using this method, we have p1otted in semi-log form the wholesale prices for frozen sockeye salmon sold
in the Tokyo consumer wholesale market  Figure 3!, and relatively good agreement is obtained between the
calculated and actual prices between 1970 and 1979. Beginning in 1977, however . the composition of the
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As would be expected, there are major deviations from the trend lines . Most easily detected are the one
year or short term "b'lips" caused by "over-heated" market conditions  e.g., extreme competition between
Japanese buyers for control of the supply of product, consumer "panic-buying," etc.!. More difficult to
detect are the long term shi fts in pri ce trends associ ated wi th a change in the availability of resource
 or supp'ly!, the development of new products or fisheries, a shift in the eating habits  or consumer
preference!, etc. Accordingly, although a valuable too1 in studying and predicting market conditions for
fishery products, this method also requi res a continua1 moni toring of general market and economic
conditions in Japan in order to detect any significant shift in the price trend.



supply of sockeye salmon available in Japan began ta change from the domestically caught product to the
lower priced imports  Figure 1!. There was no invnediate effect upon the who1esale price until 1979 when
the actual price fell 15 percent below the predicted value. Even so, it was not until 1980. 1981 and
1982 that there was sufficient data to establish a new tentative trend line at the lower price level.
To add to the difficulty, 1983 was an abherrent year, strongly influenced by the disposal of a heavy

. inventory of over-aged salmon at a sub-normaI price. It is still too early ta obtain an average
wholesale price for 1984 from the Tokyo wholesale market statistical unit, particularly important at this
time since it will allow confirmation or adjustment of the present tentative trend line.

If we accept the trend 1ine established by the three points, 1980, 1981 and 1982, the predicted value for
1983 would have been 1,493 yen/kg  a deviation of same 427 yen/kg from the actual price!, and the
predicted value for 1984  ignoring the 1983 value! would be 1,585 yen/kg.

Two base fines were tested during the course of this study in order to determine the best fit for
predictive purposes, One set of data is based on the calendar year, the other upon a "salmon year"
 i.e., from July 1 to June 30 of the foliawing year, significant landings and imports of "new" salmon do
nat appear in the Japanese market unti I after the begi nni ng of July! . Surprising, calculations based on
the calendar year data gave the best linear fit, possi b'Iy due to some carry-over of salmon and salmon
prices into the new year. This relation needs further study and definition, A comparison af the two
sets of data are given in the fallowing table.

Table 2. The Comparison of Actual and Calculated Wholesale Prices Based Upon Calendar Year and "Salmon
Year" Data

Calendar Year Salmon Year

Wholesale Price  yen/kg!Wholesale Price  yen/kg!
YearYear

Actual Predicted Actual Predicted DifferenceDifference

Average Difference: 116.3 yen/kg; US$ 0.220/'!bAverage Difference: 81.8 yen/kg; US$ 0.154/Ib

During the last several years, alternate methods of analysis have been tried in an effort to find a more
accurate method to predict wholesale prices for sockeye salmon in the Japanese markets. These have
included the use of the annual rates of inflation, wholesale and consumer price indi ces, forei gn exchange
rates, etc., a11 of which are historically available and the predicted values made each year by the
various government agencies and industry associations. Although it is expected that someday composite
models will be developed that will combine these and other factors together to give a more precise
predicted value, at the present time none of the above, treated separately, have provided the degree of
accuracy found in the semi-log method described here. The real advantage for the fisherman, processor or
broker is the simplicity of the method itself and a primary purpose of the study.

Determination of the Ex-Vessel Price of Socke e Salmon b Formula

Some Japanese companies, in order ta satisfy the American fishermen's often repeated desire to "sell
their salmon directly in the Tokyo Market," have developed a mathematical approach for determi ning a fair
ex-vessel price, based upon the actual selling price obtained for the fish in the Tokyo Market. In
practice, this should really be considered, however, as a method of post-season price adjustment. In
other wards, the contracts will call for a base price to be paid at the time of delivery of the salmon to
the buyer and the balance wi 11 be paid after sale of the fish in the market, perhaps two to four months
later.

Fallowing is the formula used by one at the Japanese buyers ta determine the cost of the purchase of the
fish from the fishermen, processing, shipping and marketing the salmon in the Tokyo wholesale market.
The difference between the buyer's costs and the actual auction price in the market is profit and shared
equally between the buyer and the fishermen.
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1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

485
561
659
993
945

1,121
1,198
1,503
1,614
1,568

529
607
697
801
919

1.056
1,212
1,393
1,598
1,835

44
46
38

+ 192
+ 26
+ 65

14
+ 110
+ 16
- 267

1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80

496
565
760
925
929

1,317
1,432
1,489
1,667
1,517

553
635
728
836
959

1,100
1,261
1,447
1,600
1,905

57
70

+ 32
+ 89

30
+ 217
+ 171

42
67

� 388



The formula used was:

+  Sh! x  Jc! x  Co! =  Bc!�.055!

where

ex-vessel price

Alaska State raw fish tax �%!

Assuming careful handling and processing to produce good quality salmon, the success of this method of
price adjustment is primarily dependent upon the expertise of the buyer/broker in plac1ng the salmon in
the market at just the right time, even on the proper day, in order to obtain the highest price  and the
greatest profit! . Although the "offer" or "list" price in the market usually remains rather constant
with slow incremental change, the actual daily auction price may vary something 1 1ke 20 cents/lb from day
to day, Thus, improper marketing can easily w1pe out any profit due the fishermen from this type of
price adjustment.

Prediction of Ex-Vessel Price for Bristol Ba Socke e Salmon

The prediction of the ex-vessel price for Bristo't Bay sockeye salmon is based upon the predicted Tokyo
wholesale price, determined by the semi-log method descri bed previously, and working backwards to the
ex-vessel price. There are three methods that may be used:  l! Subtract the various processing,
handling costs directly from the predicted market price, �! calculate the ex-vessel price by formula
given in the preceding section, or �! use a simple multiplier to convert the wholesale price to the
ex-vessel price. The latter method is the simplest to use and again, requires little additional data.

10.00

8,00
O

O

CL
6. 00

4,00O

O O
2.00

20 40 60 BO
Ex-Vessel Price  cents/lb!

1.00

Figure 4. Relation Between the Ex-1ressel and the Tokyo Wholesale Market Prices for Bristol Bay Sockeye
salmon.  Open circles are for the years 1977, 1978 and 1979 and the solid line is the trend.!
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The relation between the predicted Tokyo consumer wholesale market price and the actual ex-vesse1 price
for the years 1971 through 1984 is shown in Figure 4. Ta plot the data, the Tokyo who'Iesale market
prices were converted to US$/lb, using the average rate of foreign exchange for that year. The ex-vessel
prices are from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, uncorrected for any post-season price adjustment
that might have been paid the fishermen.

The ratios far ex-vessel price/Tokyo wholesale market price was determined far the series of years, 1971
through 1984, and the average of these values used to establish the predicted value. Using al1 years,
the average ratio  or multiplier! was determined to 0. 257   stand. dev . of 0.0945!, while if we delete the
three years, 1977, 1978 and 1979, the years of "panic-buying" and market adjustment, then the average
ratio would be 0.267  stand. dev. of 0.052! and the variability reduced by almost half. In simple terms,
the ex-vessel price for sockeye sa'iman in Bristol Bay is about 26 percent of the Tokyo wholesale market
price.

Summar and Conclusions

Since the enactment of the United States 200-mile economic zone in 1976, the export of sockeye salmon,
mainly from Bristol Bay  Alaska!, has increased rapidly along with an increase in Japanese buyers and
competition for product. This has been a new experience for many of the American companies and
fishermen. Two questions are repeatedly asked:   1! Is the price being offered by the Japanese buyers a
fair price, and �! what will the wholesale price be in Japan and the ex-vessel price be in Bristol Bay
or other areas in Alaska for the coming year  a base for negotiation!? The companies and the fishermen
also want a simple method, one that they can understand and one requi ring a mi nimum of data . This study
explores several methods that may be used to answer these questions, briefly reviewed as fo1laws:

�! There are only three sources of reliab'1e statistical information for sockeye salmon per se: The
statisticai yearboaks published by the Tokyo Centra1 Wholesale Market  Tokyo Municipal Government!,
the statistical i nformati on compi'1ed by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game for ex-vessel pri ces,
and export/import statistics published by the United States Department of Commerce, hlational Marine
Fisheries Service and Canada's Department of Fisheries and Oceans  Pacific Region!. There are a
number of other sources of market information published by the Japan Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, the Ministry of Finance, and the Japan Mari ne Products Importers
Association: The statistics are official and reliable but unfortunately, the species are lumped
together, maki ng anaiysi s by species difficult and the results imprecise.

  2 ! The costs associated with the marketi ng of sockeye salmon in Japan   i .e., from a U.S . port through
the Tokyo consumer wholesa1e market! are itemized and briefly discussed. The average costs of
handling and marketing sockeye salmon in Japan �984! are estimated to be 56 yen/kg p'Ius 12.8
percent of the CAF value. Most of the sockeye salmon are shipped to Japan by Japanese tramper at an
average cost of 80 yen/kg. The average cost for the U.S. shipping agent is about 4 cents per pound.

�! The re1ation between Japanese inventory of sal~on and the Tokyo who'iesale market price for sockeye
salmon may be expressed as a linear regressi on, and as would be expected, the larger the inventory,
the 1ower the price. This method may also be used to estimate the predicted price but the
variability is too great to be of practical value.

�! The best method to predict the Tokyo wholesale market price for sockeye salmon is to convert the
price informatian to logarithmic values and analyze as a linear time series. Two series of data
were examined: One using wholesale prices for the calendar year and the other using wholesale
prices far a "salmon year"  i.e., from July 1, when the new product arrives in the market, to the
following June 30!. At least for the period of years examined �970 to 1979!, the calendar year
series of data provided the best fit.

Because of the change in the composition of frozen sa1man handled in the Tokyo wholesale market
beginning in 1977, the trend line broke in 1979, and a new trend line established at a 1ower pri ce
level in 1980. Further difficu'lty is apparent in the wholesale price for 1983 when the market price
was affected by a reduction in inventory and an associated reduction in price. The three useable
years, 1980, 1981 and 1982, can only provide a very tenuous trend line at this time, The
availability of the 1984 average price informati on for sockeye salmon should go far in adjusting and
increasing the reliability of the new trend line .

�! There are actually three methods that can be used to predict ex-vessel price of sockeye salmon to
the fishermen. A11 make use of the Tokyo wholesale market price as the starting paint and warking
backwards to the ex-vessel price. The first method simply subtracts the various costs from the
predi cted Tokyo wholesale price: Na attempt has been made here to carry the cost analysis beyond
the U.S. FOB price but the method is still applicable to individual companies who have knowledge of
their internal costs for tenderi ng, processing, recovery rates, etc . The second method agai n uses
the Tokyo who1esale market price as the base and determines the ex-vessel price by formu'1a. The
third method uses the average ratio of ex-vessel price to Tokyo whalesa1e market price as a
multiplier, the value for which was 0.257 for the years 1971 through 1984, and with 60 percent of
the predicted values fa11ing within 3 cents of the actua1 average ex-vessel price.
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Partial Adjustment Price Models: A Study of the Impact of
Fish Imports on Ex-Vessel Prices on New England Croundfish

Stanley D. H. Wang
National Marine Fisheries Service
Gloucester, Massachusetts, L! SA

Abstract

A partial adjustment model is adopted to analyze the impact of fish imports on New England ex-vessel
prices on a species basis for cod, cusk, haddock, hakes, pollock, yel'Iowtail flounder and other
flounders. Monthly data from January 1974 to December 1982 are used in analyses with 2ellner's seemingly
unrelated regression procedures. Fresh fish imports have an adverse effect on the New England ex-vesse1
prices and price-import flexibility is less than one for these species in both the short run and the long
run. The 1982 ex-vessel prices of these species would have been raised by 0.8% � 4% if the 1982 fresh
fish imports were reduced by 105. Price-landing flexibility at the ex-vessel leve'I is inflexible,
ranging from 0.20 to 0.50 in the short run and fram 0.21 to 0.56 in the long run. The mean lag of
species ex-vessel price adjustment varies from 0 ta 0.67 with shorter lags for cod, haddock and
yellowtail flounder.

Introduction

Impact of fish imports has been an issue to the New Eng'land groundfish industry because fish imports
affect this major industry in New England and some imported fish are under foreign government's financial
subsidies . The subsidies constitute an unfair competition and may have created damages to the New
England industry. In this study, impact of fresh fish imports on ex-vessel prices of New England
groundfish products is investigated with partial price adjustment models. As background information,
characteristics of the New England industry and the natures ot competition between imported and domestic
groundfish as well as foreign subsidies are presented in this section.

The New England groundfish industry of the United States harvested 349 million pounds of groundfish and
employed 3,833 fishermen and about 20,000 processing workers in 1977. The industry processes and markets
its domestic catches primarily for the U.S. fresh fish market: the 1982 production value of fresh fish
fillet is approximately $500 million. As fresh fish command a higher price than frozen fish in the U.S.
market, domestic landings are seldom marketed as frozen fish, Domestic production of frozen fish occurs
when landings fail ta meet quality requirements for processing fresh fish products and/or the fresh fish
market is severely glutted, and the production is mostly from ocean perch and whiting.

Domestic fresh groundfish fillets predominate the U.S. fresh groundfish market and enjoy a market share
varying from 77'' to 90% of the tota'1 during 1970-81  Georgi anna and Dirlam, 1983, pp. 36-37!. The market
channels far fresh fish products are distinct from other fish products  Crutchfield and Gates, 1982!, and
U.S. who1esalers are convinced that fresh fish markets are insulated from frozen fish markets in the U.S.
 Di rlam and Wang, 1978!. These suggest that fresh fish products produced from domestic landings, while
rarely competing directly with frozen fish, vigorously compete with fresh fish imports of various
ori gins.

Fresh fish imports, inc1uding whole fish and fillets, have increased substantially in recent years and
are primarily from Canada  Geovgianna and Dirlam, 1983!. For example, whole fish imports of cod from2

Canada rose to 3,378 thousand dollars in 1982 fram 504 thousand dollars in 1974, a 6707 increase.
Canadian imports predominate U.S, imports of fresh whole groundfish as well as fresh fish fillets.
U.S. landings are, however, far in excess of imparts of fresh whole cod and flounders, while imports
from Canada are about one-third of fresh whole haddock landings.
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Canada is a major competitor not only in the U.S. fresh fish markets, but also in the exploitation of
groundfish resources on Georges. Bank, ane of the richest fishing grounds on the earth. The competition
between these two countries has been intensified since both nations under extended jurisdiction have
claimed fishing rights over the northeastern section of Gearges Bank.  The dispute over the fishing
rights will be settled by the World Court.! The U,S.-Canada competition, however, has triggered U.S.
concern about Canadian fishery policies and Canadian subsidies to its fishing industries in particular.
The U.S. fishing industry has tried to connect its poor financial performance with high volumes of
Canadian fish imports, partially resulting from Canadian subsidies, and has several times requested trade

protection via tariffs, i.e., imposition of countervailing duties equivalent to foreign subsidies. 3

Several studies have been conducted to identify the extent to which Canadian eastern groundfi sh fisheries
have been subsidized  Capalba et al., 1977; Cale and Dirlam 1981; Corey and Dirlam 1982; and Crutchfield
and Gates 1982!. The most recent study estimates the subsidies to be 19K of the 1981 price received by

Canadian fishermen.

While the documentation of the subsidies is necessary far countervai ling duties under trade agreements,
the impact af fish imports on fish prices in the U.S. markets has to be further investigated to show
damages to the U.S. fishing industries. In this investigation, literatures on the impact of groundfish
imports on the U.S. fish markets are reviewed in Section II. Section III deals with model specification
and estimation. The models adopted in this study are the partial adjustment mode'is originally developed
by Kaych   1954! and Nerlove �958!. Madel specification and selection of estimation methods are also
justified in this section. Empirical results are discussed in Section IV. Evaluation of impact of fish
imports is included in this section, The summary and conclusion of this study is lastly presented in
Section V.

Literature Review

Literature review is limited to studies of the relationship between U.S . groundfi sh markets and
groundfi sh imports . Literature under review includes Nash and Bell   1969!, Houtsma �970!, Gates and

Norton   1974!, Bockstael �977!, and Crutchfield and Gates   1982! . 5

In 1969, forty economists attended a demand workshop sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries. Most of the studies reported in the workshop investigated factors affecting ex-vessel price
 Nash and Bell, 1969!. Among the economists, Bell attempted to relate ex-vessel prices of New England
groundfish with imports and other variables, e.g. landings, income, Lent, etc., for haddock, cod,
yel lowtail flounder and whi ting. The import variable failed to show significance in determining
ex-vessel prices of these species, except for whi ti ng . Price-import flexibility was reported to be 0. 152
for whiting at the ex-vessel leve1. However, the findings indicate that Lenten demand is an important
price determinant for some of these species. It should be noted that import data may have inc1uded fresh
and frozen imports since separation of fresh imports from frozen imports was not passib'ie at that time.

Houtsma   1970! studied the effect of increases in groundfi sh imports on U .S . groundfish prices . A single
equation model was used to analyze U.S. wholesale demand for fish fillets, sticks and portions in
aggregation. The author concluded that increases in imports plus a drop in meat and pou'itry prices
caused the decline of U.S. groundfish prices in the 1950's. The increase in imports during the 1950's
led to a drop in the groundfish prices of less than 8. 1%. He further commented that the effect of
imports had been grossly overestimated in a study by the U .S . Bureau of Commercial Fisheries . However,
it must be pointed out that  I! Houtsma's research was directed toward a specified end which was to
challenge the findings of the Bureau study, and �! in the Houtsma study, aggregation over diversified
product types and groundfish species may have created an aggregati on bi as and has constrained the
usefulness af its findings,

Gates and Norton �974!, in their study of alternative management for the New England yellowtail flounder
fishery, estimated a demand function of yellowtail flounder. The authors specified quarterly average
ex-vessei price at New Bedford as a function of the ratio of per capita imports of flatfish fillets in
the current quarter to per capita imports for the past quarter, per capita quarterly landings of
yellowtail flounder in New Eng'land. per capita quarterly income in the northeastern states, and quarterly
mean processing yield af yeilowtail flounder landed in New England. They found that the import ratio was
significant in determination of the ex-vessel price of yellowtail flounder in New Bedford.

In an attempt to establish a market model for the New England groundfish industry, Bockstael �977!
included a trade component and emphasized price determination at producer and consumer levels in her
study. Groundfi sh speci es included were an aggregate species consisting of cod, haddock, flounders and
ocean perch while product types were indivi dua'1 product forms, e .g . fillets, b1ocks, sticks and
portions. A recursive model composed of various simultaneous blacks was estimated wi th a combi nation
of OLS and 2LS procedures. Among many useful findings, the author reported that a one percent increase
 decrease! in frozen groundfish fillets imports wou1d lead to a 0.10$ decrease  increase! in ex-vesse1
prices of the aggregate species in New England. Unfortunately, due to data limitation at that time,
fresh groundfish imports were amitted in the analysis. Also, the species aggregation prevented the
author from deriving price impact on a species basis.
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Later in 1982, Crutchfield and Gates, in their study of tariff quotas and U.S. groundfish imports,
adopted Bockstael's New England model for the U.S. groundfish market, and expanded ta include more
groundfish species, Three stage least square procedures were used in estimation. The authors not only
estimated price impact of imports, but also derived changes in consumer and producer surpluses. They
concluded that the impact on ex-vessel price would be insignificant if the U.S. imported a countervailing
duty equal to 191 of the price received by Canadian fishermen, Their findings also indicated that the
ex-vessel price of groundfish would drop by 0.019Ã as a result of a 1X increase in fish imparts. It must
be noted, however, that the problems re'lated to impart data and species aggregation in the Bockstael
study remain in the Crutchfield and Gates study.

Finally, it must be noted that all of the studies reviewed above implicitly assume market equi 1 ibrium in
each period and thus specify a static model for econometric analyses. Their assumptions and
specifications may not be adequate, and a further discussian on assumptions and model specification is
warranted and is presented in the next section,

Model S ecification and Estimation

For model deve'lopment, three assumptions are made. First assumption is that markets are separate for
fresh and frozen fish. This assumption of market separation is reasonable since most domestic landings
are produced as fresh fish fillets for institutional and home consumption in Atlantic coastal areas where
the purchase of frozen fish is general'ly very insignificant. On the other hand, frozen fish primarily
from import sources are marketed for inland areas where fresh fish are historically not available. The
assumption is rei nforced wi th findings of the 1978 fish wholesaler survey conducted by Di rl am and Wang:
"Fish wholesalers interviewed were convinced that the market for fresh fish was wholly insulated fram the
market not only for sticks and portions, but for frozen fillets as well." Purchasers of fresh fish
fillets are not influenced by relative prices between fresh and frozen products, at least within the
range at which the fresh fish is being sold. Second assumption is that the fish supply at the landing
level is exogenously determined since catches are mainly a function of biological and environmental
factors, e.g., stock abundance, weather, etc. This assumption is consi stent with those made
traditionally for ecanametric modelling of fish markets  Bell, 1968, Waugh and Norton, 1969, Gates and
Norton, 1974, Bockstael, 1977, Wang et al., 1977, Tsoa et al., 1982, Crutchfield and Gates, 1982!. Third
assumption is that there is na inventory holding in fresh fish market sectors due ta high perishability
of fresh fish products.

With these assumptions, a complete fresh fish market model can be conceptua11y specified for econometric
estimati on . However, in this study, only ex-vessel prices of groundfish products are specified si nce our
primary interest is to evaluate the impact of fresh fish imports on U.S. ex-vessel prices. Therefore,
ex-vessel price functions, as reduced form equations conceptually derived from the unspecified complete
fresh fish mode'I, are established as

. = f L-, L , I , I., MPF, DPI, RI, D's! �!

This specification general'ly states that the ex-vessel price of species i  P.! is determined by landings
1

of the species  L.!, landings of related species  L.!, fresh fish imports of the species  I.!, fresh fish1 J 1
imports of related species  I.!, the price of meat, poultry and general fish products  MPF!, consumer

J
income  DPI!, quality of imports  Rl!, and seasonal factors  D's!.

Either static equilibrium models or dynamic disequilibrium models can be postulated for the
specification. However, a dynamic disquilibrium model is postulated in this study for several reasons as
discussed in a Bockstael study �983!:  a! High fluctuation of fresh fish supply prevents markets from
achi evi ng equilibrium,   b! The absence of inventory holdings remai ns a source of adjustment to an
equilibrium price level,  c! Different tariff schedules for imparts prevent quick price adjustment,  d!
The nature of institutional market structures impair market performance. Fresh fish supp'ly, from either
domestic landings or imports, is highly variable depending upon biological abundance, weather, etc, This
variation tends to cause unstable market conditions which prevent markets from achieving equilibrium.
The unstable markets can be stabilized sufficiently to approximate equilibrium market conditions if
inventories exist. Unfortunately, inventories cannot be economically and technically established for
fresh fish products. Consequently, the adjustment of price to supply variation cannot be readily
achieved in the U.S. fresh fish markets,

Market disequilibrium due to a high variability of supply is further aggravated wi th trade barriers since
a quarterly quota system is implemented for U.S. fish imparts. The quarterly quota system, in which a
higher tariff is imposed on imports exceeding quotas, tends to create a higher seasonal variation of
import supply. Importers, in order to avoid a higher tariff, rush their imports before a quarterly quota
is filled  Georgianna and Dirlam, 1983!. As a result, higher imports are created for the first month of
each quarter and thus prevent market mechanisms from achieving aquilibrium conditions within a short
period, e.g., a month.

Institutional structures of the New England fresh fish market, which include reciprocal agreement and
same forms of bilateral arrangements, tend ta impair market performance, particularly when fish supply is
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low. "The need to honor reciprocal agreements  between buyers and sellers! tends to create situations in
which the determination of prices can be highly problematical. One of the effects...is to minimize price
bidding, and therefore the frequency at which price information enters the market"  Wilson, 1980,
p. SOO!. This indicates that price determination is generally not instantaneous and adoptive processes
for price determination exist in these agreements over time.

In this study, a partial adjustment process in price determination is postulated for ex-vessel prices of
New England groundfish products for the above reasons, and a fairly simple model for partial adjustment
originally developed by Nerlove �958! is adopted. With the model, short-run and long-run parameters as
well as mean lags of adjustment processes, can be derived. In model formulation, it is presumed that in
any period a desired price level is not observable because the desired level can not be achieved due to
market disequilibrium. Nevertheless, the model assumes that a fixed percentage of the adjustment to the
desired 'level is achieved each period. For the purpose of elaboration, 'let us explicitly specify the
ex-vessel prices equation as

d
igt 0 + I igt 2z jgt 3zLkst a4IRFt aSIFFt + a6M t 7 t 8 t

Where: P . = desired ex-vesse't price of species i in species category g  roundfish or flatfish! in
d

igt period t

�!

L, = landing of species i in species category g in period t

Jgt
ZL = landing of other species j's in species category g in period t

FLk t = landing of all species k's in substitute species category s in period t
k
IRFt = total fresh fish import of roundfish in period t

IFF = total fresh fish import of flatfish in period tt

MPFt = consumer price index of meat. poultry and fish in period t �967 = 100!

DPI = disposable personal income in period tt

RI = quality of imports; fresh fish import of groundfish species from Ice'land, Norway, and
Denmark as precent to the Atlantic fresh fish imports of the species in period t

Since P t is not observable in a given period, the equation �! cannot be directly estimated without and

assumption of adjustment processes. The actua'l adjustment between the current and the immediate past  t
and t-I! periods is assumed to be a fixed percentage of a desired adjustment  a! and the assumption is
shown as

P. � P. = A P � PEd
igt igt-I igt igt-I �!

Where x is adjustment coefficient � < A < 1! and P,. t and P,. t 1 are actual prices for t and t-1
respective'ly. igt igt-1

The adjustment coefficient  A! is positive and less than or equal to one. Larger values of x imply more
rapid adjustment of the dependent variable to changes in independent variables. When A is equal to one,
partial adjustment becomes instantaneous adjustment, indicating a static equilibrium model.

To apply Koych transformation  Koych, 1954, Nerlove, 1958, Kimenta, 1971, Labys, 1973!, we obtain a
partial adjustment mode'I in dynamic specification as

P. t = ka0 t Aal ~ t + Ka2EL ~

~a6MPFt aa7DPIt aa8RIt

�!~a3rLk t i >a4IRFt + zaSIFFt +3k kst

+  I � X!P.

Finally, seasonal variables  D ! indicating monthly seasonality in demand and thus in prices, are added
to Equation �! to complete the specifications as

�!

Where b0 = Aa0 bl xa1 bg = � K!
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A priori, it is expected that the relationship between changes in the dependent variable and in each
independent variable is as fol'Iows:

 apigi/aLlgt! ' 0'  apigt/aELjgt! ' 0

 aP . t/ azLk t! 0.   aP . t/aIRF!   0,   aP. t/aIFF! < 0,igt kst ' igt lgt

 ap. t/aMPF! 0,  aP. t/aDPI! 0,  aP. t/aRI! 0, andigt 'lgt lgt

  ,/ , ,!-

Short-run price responses to changes in independent variables are equal to b = Xa , while long-run price1 1'
responses are equal to a . Thus price flexibilities in both the short run and long run can be calculatedI
with these coefficients, b 's and a,'s, and sample means of dependent and independent variables. The Iag1 1
coefficient  X! has a characteristic of a steady decline geometric distribution with mean lag � - L!/X,
which measures the average lag of the price adjustment process.

For estimation, groundfish are divided into two categories: roundfish and flatfish. Roundfish include
cod, cusk, haddock, hakes and pollock, while flatfish consist of ye'Ilowtail flounder and other flounders.
Monthly data from January 1974 to December 1982, are used in analyses with ZelIner's seemingly unrelated
regressi on procedures . Undeflated prices and income series are analyzed .

Em i rical Results

The empirical counterparts of the equation �! for each New England groundfish species are presented in

Table 1. As indicated by the R -values, the specification exp'1 ai ns 85K � 90K of ex-vessel price2

variations depending on species. Nevertheless, the results reported in Table 1 are from Zellner's
seemingly unrelated regression procedures and are more efficient than those from OLS procedures.

In general, the coefficients are statistica'Ily different from zero and have correct signs consistent with
a !priori expectations. For example, fresh fish imports show an inverse impact on New England ex-vessel
prices of these species, as revealed by the signs of b and b5, which are negative. The price-import
flexibility at sample means, which indicates responsiveness of ex-vessel prices to changes in fresh fish
imports, is presented in Table 2. For each species, the price-import f'Iexibility is inflexible, i.e.,
less than one, implying that ex-vessel prices are not very responsive to changes in fresh fish imports.
For example, a ll increase in fresh roundfish imports would only lead to a 0.082K decrease in the
ex-vessel price of cod  Table 2.A!. It must be noted that the price-import inflexibility holds true in
the short run as well as the long run: the magnitudes of the price-import flexibility at the ex-vessel
level range from 0.039 to 0.129 for the short run and from 0.056 to 0.142 for the long run. These
estimates are consistent with those reported in other studies which are also less than one: Bockstael
�977! reports price-import flexibi'Ii ty at 0, 10 while Crutchfie'ld and Gates   1982! report it at 0.02.
However, i t must be noted that these estimates are substantially larger than that reported in the
Crutchfield and Gates study and on average are approximately equal to the Bockstael estimate.

Price-landing flexibility at the ex-vessel level is inflexible ranging from 0.20 to 0.50 for the short
run and from 0.21 to 0.56 for the long run  Table 3!. Again these magnitudes are qualitatively
comparable to those reported by Bockstael, and Crutchfield and Gates at 0.30 and 0.67 respectively.
However, these findings are inconsistent with the Tsoa study �982! in which price elasticity is reported
to be smaller than one  i.e., price flexibility larger than one! for both the short run and the long lag.
This inconsistency in price-landing flexibility leads to opposite policy implications. It must be
pointed out, however, that Tsoa et al. failed to report the market level of their analysis. Analyses of
different markets might result in this kind of discrepancy between estimates.

The mean Iag of the ex-vessel price adjustment process varies from species to speci es and ranges between
0 and 0.67 with shorter lags for cod, haddock and yeilowtail flounder  Table 4!. The zero mean lags for
cod and haddock indicates that a static model is sufficient for modelling the ex-vessel prices of these
two species. The low values for cod, haddock and yellowtail flounder models may indicate that markets
for these important groundfish species are more competitive than those for other species. Relatively
significant market shares of these three species and high market preference toward these species may lead
to general awareness of and close attention to the market supply and demand conditions of these species.
This promotes competition on these species and tends to shorten the mean lag . However, the extent to
which mean lags are different among species is hard to interpret without further studies.

Finally, the empirical models are used to simulate the impact of fresh fish imports on ex-vessel prices
of these species for 1982. The question addressed is what the impact on ex-vessel prices and revenues
would have been if some restriction on fresh fish imports had been imposed in 1982. For the purpose of
demonstration, a IOX reduction of Canadian fresh fish imports from the 1982 level is assumed. Under this
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Table 1. Ex-Vessel Price Model for New England Groundfish by Species, January 1974 - December 1982

IRFt

b4

�FFt!
b5

 MPFt!
I36

1 gt

b1 b2

  kt!k kst
b3

Constant
Species

bo

-0,740
 -2.68!*

-0.388
 -0.39!

-0.449
 -0.33!

0.097
�.38!'

0.166
�.19!*

- 2.078
 -10.70!»

� 7,577
 -16.73!»

- 4.293
  3 84!*

-0. 607
 -3.01!*

-0.260
 -1.11!

Cod 3.674

-3.512 -0.792
 -2.11!*

Haddock

0.011
�,29!

-0.246
 -1.38!»*

-3.180
 -2.21!»

5. 020Hake

� 1.138
 -4.12!*

-0.154
  1 44!**

-0.367
 -o.5o!

-0.089
 -o.07!

0.050
�,32!*

0,074
�.22!*

Pollack 0.883

-20.48
 - 5.30!*

-0.732
 -4.76!*

-3.418
 -4 11!

-3.039
 -7.28!»

5.233Cusk

-10.35
 -4.57!*

-0.076
 -1.22!

Yellowtail 32.69
Flounder

� 6.122
 -9.69!»

� 3.540
 -6.07!*

0.010
�.23!

-0.417
 -1.91!*

-3.718
 -2.41!*

13.81Other
Flounders

 'st!
b10.5

 P,-g, ,!
b9

 D !

b7

 Rl !

b8

�2t!
I310. 2

 D3t!
b10.3

�4t!
b10.4

Species

-2.679
  1 46!**

-0.503
 -0.33!

-1.941
 -1.42!**

Cod D.005
�.06!

0. 015
�.32!

-0,043
 -0.36!

4.909
�.37!*

Haddock 0.032
�.68!

0. 044
�.02!

-2.514
 -1.17!

Hake 0,056
�.51!

2. 285
�.27!**

2.642
�.49!*

Pollack -0. 090
  1 42!**

-0.111
 -1.12!

1.600
�.12!

-1. 888
 -1,07!

-1.994
 -1.24!

Cusk 0.704
�,37!

Yellowtail
Flounder

0,805
�.21!

1,585
�.33!

0.135
�.72!

2.448
 o.82!

7.494
�.00!*

4,839
�.87!»

1.845
�.54!

-0,723
 -0.35!

-1.446
 -0.53!

Other
Flounders

0,189
�.45!**

The figures in parentheses are t-statistics.
*Significance at the 5K level  one � tail t!.

**Significance at the lol level  one � tail t!.
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0.021
�.6o!*

0.025
�.90!»

0.016
�.87!*

0.010
�.22!*

0.016
�.58!*

0.042
�.08!*

0.030
�.28!»

0.402
�.45!*

0.246
� 70!*

0.092
�.62!**

0.224
�.19!*

0.298
�.84!*

-0.595
 -2.38!*

-0.309
 -0.92!

-0.723
 -2.21!*

-0.871
 -4.78!*

-0.474
 -1.75!*

-0.344
 -1.10!

-0.654
 -1.87!*

-0.355
 -1.76!»

-0.848
 -2.7o!*

-0.064
 -0.11!

-0.487
 -1.17!

3. 261
�.02!*

5.583
�.44!*

4,501
�.99!*

7.038
�.25!*

-0.329
 -0.13!

-8.435
 -3.52!*

-0.464
 -0.31!

-5.856
 -2.76!*



b10.7 b10.9

  10t!
b10.10

 O�t!
b10.11

 o12t!
b10.12

�6t!
b10.6

 DBt!
b10.8

Species

-3.041
 -1.85!»

-2.772
 -1.89!*

Cod -4.641
 -3.28!»

-2.572
  I 48!**

-3. 965
 -2.42!»

-3.722
 -2.46!*

-3.753
 -2.81!*

-3.737
 -1.64!*

-4.427
 -2.12!*

-2,466
 -1.19!

Haddock -4.969
 -2.54!*

-2,610
 -1.35!**

-0.658
 -0,28!

-6.138
 -2.78!*

-0.409
 -0.32!

-7.743
 -3.91!*

4.822
�.23!

7.190
�.60!*

-3. 287
  l 46!**

-3.031
 -1.48!**

Hake -5.485
 -3.15!*

-4.626
  l 97!*

-1.878
 -0.72!

-0.739
 -0,63!

-5.395
 -2.86!*

-3.493
-1.60!**

Pollock -1.079
 -0.98!

-6.795
 -3.95!*

-2.975
 -2.72!*

-3.864
 -3.68!"

-2.054
 -1.73!*

-1.192
 -1.08!

Cusk -9.638
 -5.15!*

-5.212
 -3.35!*

-10.090
 -3.51!*

-5.129
 -2.56!»

-8. 161
 -4.32!*

-7.152
 -4.42!*

-8.248
 -4.65!*

Yellowtail
Flounder

4.599
�.32!»»

10.48
�.34!*

3.238
�.00!

4.562
 I 41!**

4.149
�.83!*

-5.994
 -I 96!*

5.303
�.53!**

9.582
�.90!*

Other
Flounders

-3.894
 -1.83!*

3.729
�.62!»»

2 I/
R

Species

Cod O. 90

Haddock 0. 88

Hake 0.89

Pollock 0. 88

Cusk 0.85

Yellowtail
Flounder

0. 85

Other
Flounders

0. 86

The figures in parentheses are t-statistics.
*Significance at the 5R level  one � tail t!

**Significance at the 10% level  one � tail t!

� R values are derived from OLS procedures for approximation.I/ 2
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Table I. Ex-Vessel Price Modei for New England Groundfish by Species, January 1974 - December 1982
 continued!



Table 2. Price-Import Flexibility, Monthly �974-82!

Fresh Flatfish Im ortFresh Roundfish Im ort~Secies

Cod 0.082

0.060

0.0700. 1.01

0.065

Cusk 0.129

0. 096

0.039

With llesSsect Tc

~secies Fresh

Cod

0.060

0.1170.169

0.086

Cusk 0.142

0.124

0. 056

a � Nonsignificant
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A. Short-Run Price Fl exibili ty

Haddock

Hakes

Pol'lock

Yellowtail Flounders

Other Flounders

B. Lon -Run Price Flexibili t

Haddock

Hakes

Pollock

Yellowtail Flounders

Other Flounders

Fresh Roundfish Im ort

0.082



Table 3. Price-Landing Flexibility, Monthly 1974-1984

Price-Landin Flexibi'iit� I/

Short-Run~Senses ~Lan -Ran

Cod 0.500.50

0.50 0.50

0.20 0. 33

0.210.16

Cusk 0. 290.26

Yellowtai'l Flounder

Other Flounders-/

0.42 0.54

0.40 0.56

� Measured at sample means.I/

� All flounders except yellowtail flounders.2/

Table 4. Mean Lag of Price Adjustment:  I-x!/z

~Sect es ~Mean La

Cod

0.67

0.33

Cusk 0.10

0.29

0.42

� All flounders except yellowtail flounder.I/
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Haddock

Hakes

Pollock

Haddock

Hakes

Pollock

Yellowtail Flounder

Other F'iounders- I/



assumed reduction, the 1982 ex-vessel prices would have been raised by 0,2< � 0.8< per pound, i.e.,
0.8X - 4X, depending on species  Table 5!. The corresponding increases in species revenues again
depending on species, would have been between $20 thousand and $468 thousand, an increase between 0.8X
and 4X. The total increase in gross revenues of these species would have been $1.7 million, a 1,25%
increase from the 1982 level.

Summar and Conclusions

New England graundfish industries primarily harvest and process the New England landings for the fresh
fish markets . 1n the market, the industries wi th a predominate market share compete with foreign fresh
fish imports, mainly from Canada. The competition between New England and Canadian groundfish industries
exists nat only in the market area but also in the utilization of graundfish resources on Georges Bank.
Consequently, the rigorous competition and the existence of Canadian governmental groundfish subsidies
have prompted the U . S. industries, including the New England i ndustri es to request trade protection .
This is based on the argument that Canadian exports, partially assi sted by Canadian subsidies to its
groundfish industries, have damaged the U.S. industries. While Canadian subsidies have been well
documented, this study deals with the impact af fresh fish imports on New England groundfish industries.

Our literature review indicates that authors of previous studies adopted static model, and aggregated
across species as well as across fresh and frozen fish imports. Unlike the previous studies, we specify
a partial adjustment madel and analyze the impact of fresh fish imports on ex-vessel prices on a species
basis for cod, cusk, haddock,,hakes, pollock, yellowtail flounder and other flounders.

Our findings indicate that fresh fish imports have an adverse effect on the New England ex-vessel prices
of groundfi sh and price-import flexi bi 1ity is less than one for these species in the short run and the
long run. The magnitudes of the price impart flexibility at the ex-vessel 'level range from 0.039 to
0.129 for the short run and from 0.056 ta 0. 142 for the long run. These magnitudes are much higher than
those found in the Crutchfield and Gates study. The 1982 ex-vessel prices of these species would have
been raised by 0 .BX � 4X if fresh fish imports in 1982 had been reduced by 10%. Price-landing
flexibility at the ex-vesse'l level is inflexible, ranging from 0.20 to 0.50 in the short run and from
0.21 to 0.56 in the long run. The mean lag of species ex-vessel price adjustment varies from 0 to 0.67
with shorter lags for cod, haddock and yellowtail flounder. Nevertheless, disequilibr~um models for
the entire fresh market, e.g., partial adjustment specification, may be deserved. Also, analysis of
relations between fresh and frozen products at both the ex-vessel market and other market leve'ls is
warranted.

Footnotes

1. Market shares of domestic frozen graundfish fillets are rather small, varying from 2.7X to 9C during
1970-81  Georgianna and Dirlam, 1983, p. 36!.

2, The information in this paragraph is derived from a study by Georgianna and Di rlam   1983! .

3. The U.S, Trade Act and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade provide relief to a domestic
i ndustry i n the form of countervailing import duties when import production i s subsidized and the
domestic industry has suffered material injuries from the import. Under these, countervailing
duties may be imposed up to an amount equal to subsidies only if the ITC finds the domestic industry
has suffered material injury resulting from subs idized imports regardless of the imports bei ng
dutied or not.  Hasselback et al., 1981, and Crutchfield and Gates, 1982.!

There have been several studies relating to Canadian subsidies to the eastern groundfish fisheries:
Capa'1 ba et al .   1978!, Cole and Di rlam   1981!, Corey and Di rlam   1982 !, and Crutchfield and Gates
�982! . Capal bo et al . estimated that the magnitude of Canadian subsidies ta harvesting sectors
varied from 3.3 to 6.9 cents per pound of landings, depending on landings per vessel. Combining the
subsidies wi th additional subsidies to the processing sectors, total subsidies were estimated in a
range between 24.9 and 34.8 Canadian cents per pound on frozen fillets and blocks. Corey and Dirlam
described various Canadian subsidy programs and proceeded to update the above study in 1981. New
estimates were about 4.4 � 5.2 cents per pound of landings for a representative 54 foot dragger.
The new estimates did not include gear acquisition, price supports, sales tax exemption on fuel and
assorted other sources of aid. Crutchfield and Gates, using data collected by Corey and Dirlam,
reassessed the subsidies to be 19Ã of the 1981 price received,

5. Studies dealing with fish trade issues of the other species include Wang and Norton   1976!,
Hasselback et al. �981! and Bockstael �982!.

quarterly quota far fresh and frozen fillets of cod, cusk, haddock, hake, pollock and ocean perch is
3,750,000 pounds or one quarter of 15% of the average apparent annual consumption of these species
during the previous three years, whichever is larger  Georgianna and Dirlam, 1983!,

The R � values are derived from OLS,
2
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Table 5. Impact of Import Reduction

A. Estimated Increases in Ex-Vessel Prices Resulting From a 10K Reduction of Fresh Fish Import, 1982

1982 Annual PriceRange of Increase in
~Meetht Ex-Vessel Price

 Percent!
New Price

 tt/I b
Species Increase

Percent 4/Ib

33.75Cod

23.65Cusk

Haddock 51.83

Hake 16.29

Pollock

Yellowtai 1 Flounders

Flounders- I/

20.74

52.10

50.07

B. Estimated Increase in Ex-Vessel Gross Revenue Resulting From a 10% Reduction of Fresh Fish Import,
1982

1982 Annual Gross RevenueRange of Increases in
Monthly Gross Revenue

 Percent!
Species Increase

Percent 1000$
New Gross Revenue

1000$

Cod 38,3401.24 468

Cusk 2.10 20 974

Haddock 180

Hake 4.06 107

Pollock

Yel lowtai 1 Flounders

Flounders I/

.97 60

1. 60 444

1.10 444

Total 1,25 1,723

I/ All flounders except Yellowtail Flounders.
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,67 � 2.21

.52 � 3.78

.38 � 1,36

.86 - 6.53

.48 � 1.44

.17 � 3.28

.41 � 1.50

.43 � 2.22

.52 � 3.78

.38 - 1.36

.86 � 6.53

.41 � 1.41

.16 - 2,98

.41 � 1.50

1.23 .4

2.07 .5

.84 .4

4.10 .6

.96 .2

1.60 .8

1.10 .5

21,720

2,740

6,241

28,248

40,776

139,039
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A Market Analysis on "Ika" in Japan

Tsunenori Kusakawa
Marine Science and 7echnology
7okai University
Japan

Introduction

Japan consumes over one half of the world catch of "ikam  general term for squid and cuttle fish in
Japanese!. Today ika is one of the most important seafood items consumed in Japan, and this is due to
the wide range of utilizations of i ka such as sashimi, family cooking use, institutional and restaurant
use, and many kinds of processed food. In the past, the supp1y was mainly composed of Surume ika
  Japanese eamon squid, Todat odes pacific us !, but with the decreasing catch of Su rume i ka and the
extension of utilizations, Japan is now consuming many kinds of ika in addition to Surume ika, such as
Aka ika  Onmastre hes bartrami!, Kensaki ika  ~gor teuthis kensaki!, Yari ika  Ooryteuthis bleekert!,
New tea!and ika New I~en and comnon squid, Notodarus sToani sloani!, Canada matsu ika   anada illex,
Illex illecetxrosus!, Atgenttn ika  Argentin illex, I lax avr enttnus!, Kou ika  ~ge ia esrulenta!, Nangou
ika p~uropean cuttle fish, Sepia afficinalis! and others. Same of them are caught in foreign waters by
domestic vessels and/ar are imported from foreign countries. So, in this paper ika includes all kinds
of ika utilized in Japan, though it is focused on the main species.

Firstly this paper ana1yzes briefly supply and demand situations, utilizations, and household
consumptions of ika, and then the author discusses distributions and factors af price determinatians at
Hachinahe, the world's largest ika landing port.

~gup Iy Situations

The supply of ika  domestic production + import! in Japan fluctuated from 500 to 700 thousand tons during
1967 to 1982 as shown in Table I, except rich catch years in 1968 and 1980, In the past, the supply of
ika was mainly composed of Surume ika by species, but in recent years many kinds af ika have been
supplied ta Japan such as Aka ika, N.Z. ika and etc. by the problem on resources af Subsume ika and other
factors.

The production structure of Japanese ika fisheries has also changed. Until the early 1960s, Japanese ika
fisheries were mainly hand hook and line fisheries at coastal waters, but from the late 1960s hook and
line machines were introduced to this fishery and this introduction of machines caused the change of the
working conditions of ika fisheries, from works mainly composed of harvest to works mainly composed of
tr eatment.

In addition, by the increasing demand of Surume ika and the rising price, hook and line ika fishing
vessels began off shore fisheries. For this purpose, Iarger size fishing vessels equipped with modern
riggings were introduced into this fishery. At present hook and line ika fisheries are roughly divided
into coastal part time fisheries using small or medium size vessels, off shore full time fisheries which
operate in the Japan Sea and North Pacific with high performance freezing equipment using 30 to 100 tons
medium size vessels, and fisheries which operate in the North Pacific using over 100 tons large size
vessels. About half af the last itemed 1arge size vessels operate off New Zealand at of'f-season of the
North Pacific fisheries. In addition to the above mentioned hook and line fisheries, ika fisheries
include fixed net fisheries, trawl fisheries, drift net fisheries and others. Trawl fisheries operate
in off shore Japan and some foreign countries including New Zealand. Drift net fisheries for Aka ika
were introduced in 1978 and the catch is now showi ng an i ncrease . The catch recorded 135 thousand tons
in 1982. Thus Japanese ika fisheries have shown diversification in species, fishing gears, and size of
vessels, and this leads the change of the structure.
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Tab1e 1. Supply Trend of Ika in Japan  Volume: 1,000 ton!

Domestic Production

TotalYear ImportAka ika A
Others

Surume ika Sub-totalKou ika

Note: 1967-1977 N.Z. ika is included in Surume ika and 1978-198Z N.Z. ika is included in Aka ika 5
Others.

Source: Annual Statistics of Fisheries and Aquaculture, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery
 MAFF!, Japan; Monthly Statistics on International Trade, Ministry of Finance  MOF!, Japan.

Tab1e 2. Import Trend of Ika in Japan by Country  Volume: 1,000 ton!

1977 1978 19811979 1980 19831982

Source: Monthly Statistics on International Trade, MOF, Japan.

Table 3. Demand Estimation of Ika in Japan  Volume: 1,000 ton!

1980 19811979 19821978

Inventories Jan. I A
Supply B
Demand C
Inventories Dec. 31 D

110
685
650
145

105
638
633
110

145
781
736
190

190
585
665
110

110
647
617
140

Note: Demand Estimation  C! = A + 8 � D

Source: Supply, Annual Statistics of Fisheries and Aquacu'Iture, MAFF, Japan; Monthly Statistics on
International Trade, MOF, Japan;
Inventories, Calculated based on Annual Statistics of Distributions on Fisheries Products,
MAFF, Japan.
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1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Total
R. Korea
Spain
Thailand
Canada
Argentina
Poland
Morocco
Others

477. 0
668.4
478.2
412.2
364.3
464.4
347.6
335.0
385.3
312.1
264.3
198.5
212.8
331,2
196.8
181.7

74
20

8 8 7
0 0

31

15. 7
15.3
16.5
14.7
15.4
15.1
12.2
17.2
15.5
19.8
20.4
18.8
14.1
10.4

7.1
7.7

118
27
14
lo
27
10

3
27

104,1
90.1
95.2
91.9

102.8
120.0
126.5
117.8
137.1
170.0
227.9
302,5
301.9
345.0
312.6
361.1

156
32
15
11
15
22

8
4

49

94
18
10
8

18 5 3 4
28

596.8
773.8
589.8
518.9
482.5
599.5
486.3
469.9
537.8
501.9
512.6
519.7
528.8
686.6
516.5
550.4

69
1612 9 4 0 0 7
21

5.2
8.5
8.5

15.2
21.3
27.8
29,0
44.8
58.6
68.5
74.7

118.1
155.9
94.4
68.8
96.3

96
17
12

10 0 I
11

9
36

602.0
782.3
598.3
534.1
503,8
627.3
515,3
514.7
596.4
570.4
587.3
637.9
684.7
781.0
585.3
646.8

102
19
5
9
0

10
25

7
27



Import of ika is divided to twa by the Japanese import system. Import of cuttle fishes is liberalized,
but there is an import quota reviewed yearly to ika except cuttle fishes. Import of cuttle fishes has
been stable between 40 to 60 thousand tons in recent years because of poor catch in Japan. Main
exporters include Spain, Thai land, Morocco and Mauritania� . On the other hand, import of i ka except
cuttle fishes has shown large fluctuations affected by the relation between domestic catch and demand.
Main species and exporters are Canada matsu ika, Argenti n i ka and New Zealand i ka, The author thinks
that this large fluctuation wi 11 be weakened through the improvement of quality and stabilization of
resources in exporting countries.

Demand

Demand af ika in Japan in the recent five years ranged between 610 to 670 thousand tons except the rich
catch year in 1980 as estimated in Table 3. Almost all of them were consumed in Japan and the export was
negligible. Here the author describes briefly the situation af domestic demand through analysis on the
utflizations and the household consumption.

Utilizations of ika

The utilization of ika, at present, seems to be fixed by species, difference between fresh and frozen,
and size. This tendency is, however, largely affected by the domestic catch of Surume i ka . For
instance, in 1980 a rich catch year of Surume i ka, Surume i ka was destined to all kinds of use. As a
result, inventories of Aka i ka, New Zealand f ka and Matsu i ka showed a large increase and the pri ces
declined heavily. Table 4 shows the usual utilization of i ka by main species and by the difference
between fresh and frozen.

Surume ika. Fresh Surume ika is mainly consumed as sashimi, and frozen Surume ika is mainly used for
sashimi and cooki ng, but is also used for processing� . The utilization of frozen Surume i ka is expected
as follows:

less than 30 in number per one case  about 8.4 kg!
31 � 40
41- 50
over 51

sashimi and cooking
cooking and sashimi
processing  saki f ka! and bait
processi ng  yaki i ka, salted and canned!

Aka ika. Fresh Aka ika is mainly used for cooking and the Utilization of frozen Aka ika differs from
fishing gears. Frozen Aka ika fished by hook and line is mainly used for saki ika and frozen Aka ika
fi shed by net is mainly desti ned for cooki ng and smoked products. In addi tion to the above frozen Aka
ika is utilized for many processed products such as salted, canned, yaki ika and others, and for bait.

New Zealand ika. The utilization of New Zealand i ka fished by hook and line is similar to frozen Surume
ika, so that it is affected by the domestic production of Surume ika. In addition New Zealand i ka
competes with Aka i ka in the fields of some kinds of processing� . The utilization by size is expected as
fol 1 aws:

less than 30 fn number per one case
31 � 40
41 - 50
aver 51

sashimi and processing  dried, dried and salted!
cooking and processi ng  dried, dried and salted!
processi ng  dried, dried and salted! and bait
processing  yaki i ka, salted!

Matsu ika  incl. traw'Ied N.Z. ika!. Matsu ika is mainly used for processing but some are used for
saSs iimi and cooki ng. Matsu i ka also competes with Surume i ka and Aka i ka .

The author estimates that the distribution of utilizations of fka is 30/ far sashimi, 15l, for cooking
use, 50% for processing and 55 for bait, in the recent five years as a whole.

Household consumption

Here the author describes household consumption based on the Annual Report on the Family Income and
Expenditure Survey to make clear the consumption characteristics of fresh and frozen ika, Table 5 and
Figure 1 shaw the trend of index of quantities and unit price of fresh and frozen fka per household,
Unit price is deflated by CPI. Thus fresh and frozen ika has strong price elasticity, and this means
that fresh and frozen i ka compete with other medi um price level seafoods and that at the same time, fresh
and frozen i ka also compete with meats as a medium price level seafood. Based on Food Supply and Demand
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As menti oned before, i ka has a wide r ange of utilizations in Japan . Especially Surume i ka has the widest
utilizations because af its superior characteristics for sashimi, many ki nds of cooki ng and processing
use. But the domestic supply of Surume i ka has shown the shortage through the resource problem and the
i ncreasi ng demand . In these shortage si tuations of Surume i ka mainly for processing, some substitutions
were developed such as New Zealand ika in the early 1970s, and Aka ika and Matsu ika  fncluding Canada
matsu i ka and Argentin i ka! in the late 1970s . In recent years, these substitutional species have come
to be utilized for sashimi and cooking use, not only for processing.



Table 4. Utilization of Ika in Japan  xx Main use, x Common use!

Surume ika Aka ika
Matsu ika Argentin

 I! ika
N.Z. ikaFresh Frozen Fresh Frozen

Hook Net Hook

For Sashimi
For Cooking

Saki ika �!
Smoked
Dried
Dried 5 Salted
Salted
Canned
Boiled 5 Seasoned
Yaki ika �!
Others

For Bait

XX XX
X
X

X
XX

X
XXXX

XX
XX

X X

XX X X X
Note: �! Canada Illex and N.Z. ika caught by net

�! Dried, seasoned. baked and flaked
�! Boiled, seasoned, dr~ed and baked

Source: Economic Structure of Hook and Line Fisheries of Ika, Japan Fisheries Ass.

Table 5. Index of Quantities and Unit Price of Purchased Fresh and Frozen Ika Per HousehOld
 Quantities: 1 g, Unit Price: Yen/100g; Deflator = Consumer Price Index   1980=100!

Quantities Unit Price

Unit Price Deflator Real IndexQuantities Index

Calculated from Annual Report on the Family Income and Expenditure Survey, Statistics Bureau, Prime
Minister's Office, Japan.

I zo

I I 0

100

10

Figure 1. Index of Quantities and Unit. Price of Purchased Fresh and Frozen Ika Per Household.
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1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

6,378
7,318
7,077
6,666
6,507
6,638
7,940

100
114. 7
111.0
104.5
102.0
104.1
124.4

73. 50
79.75
88.30

102.25
105.91
107.09

95.44

65.2
72,9
79,7
86.1
89.4
92.6

IOO.O

100
97.0
98.3

105.3
105,1
102,6
84.7



Analysis, cross elasticity of medium price leve'I seafoods  horse mackerel, skipjack, f'latfish, salmon,
ika and octopus! to meats  b'eef, pork anc chicken! is 0.43 during 1970 to 1979,

On the other hand, it is said that fresh and frozen i ka does not have a strong income elasticity, Table
6 presents the index of expendi ture per person by year'Iy i ncome quanti le group in 1980. Thus differences
of expenditure of fresh and frozen ika between income groups is smaller than that of all fishery products.
This means that income elasticity of fresh and frozen ika is sma'fler than that of all fishery products,
and this is more clear when compared with fresh and frozen tuna, one of the high price level seafoods.

Table 7 shows characteristics of fresh and frozen ika consumption. Fresh and frozen ika has small
differences on the index of expenditure per person by age group of household head, and shows a clear
decline from 50-54 age group, though all fisheries products reach a plateau at 55-59 age group and do not
show a decline in following age graups. Consumption of fresh and frozen tuna shows an increasing trend
with the growth of age group, There is a clear difference between fresh and frozen ika and tuna about
expenditures per person by age group of household head. The author supposes this means that fresh and
frozen ika is a favorite seafood far younger people because of the wide variety of cookings.

Distributions and Price Determinations of Frozen Ika at Hachinohe

Fresh ika caught by sma'll size vessels at coastal waters is landed nation wide. On the other hand, there
seems a tendency that landings af frozen i ka centralize upon some specific ports . such as Hachi nohe, Ogi
and Hakodate, This concentration is mainly due to the fact that these ports have: wholesale function
which can deal a large volume of landings; large scale cold warehouses; processing function around the
part. For instance, Hachinohe and Dgi take about 65K of Japanese landings of frozen Surume ika, and
Hachinohe and Hakodate have over 7QX of national landings of frozen Aka ika. In the case of New Zealand
ika, Hachinohe takes aver 70%.

Here the author discusses distributions and price determinations at Hachinohe based on the results of
interviews.

Distributions

Hachinohe is the world's largest ika landing port. In 1982, ika landings at Hachinohe fishing port
reached about 114 thousand tons. The author points out the characteristics of ika landings and
distributions of Hachinohe, as follows:

* Ika is the most important species for Hachinohe. It took about 52K in value of total landings.

* Over 95$ of ika landed to Hachinohe is frozen.

* By speci es composi tion, Surume i ka, New Zealand i ka and Aka i ka took 34%, 104 and 55% of i ka I andi ngs
respectively in 1982. So, landings to Hachinohe are mainly composed of substitutional species for
Surume ika.

* Landings by other mother port's vessels take large share.   It took 31$ in volume i n 1982,!

* All ika landed at Hachinohe is well divided by size.

" Hachi nohe is one of the largest i ka processing areas in Japan .

* There are two wholesale markets in Hachinohe. Each market is operated by the Federation of Hachinohe
Fisheries Cooperatives and the Hachinohe Fish Market Caoperation. So there is a competitive relation
between the two markets.

* There are about 120 fish buyers at Hachinohe and about 80 buyers in them deal ika. But large scale
buyers have an overwhelming market share. About 30 large scale buyers purchase about 80K of i ka
landings. They are mainly loca'I subsidi ari es of large fi sheries companies such as Taiyo, Nihon Suisan,
or large fisheries processing fi rms, local subsidiaries of large buyers in Tokyo Tsukij i Market, and
many of them operate composite management at Hachi nohe, such as shipping, cold warehousing and
processing.

Figure 2 shows distributions of frozen i ka at Hachi nohe by speci es . Frozen Surume i ka and New Zealand
i ka have about the same distribution routes. In them sashimi and cooking use is transported by freezing
truck at no-processing or after low level processing, to consuming cities, mainly ta Tokyo. Surume ika
and New Zealand ika for processing are mainly processed at Hachinohe and then transported to consuming
cities.

Distribution of frozen Aka i ka differs somewhat from Surume and New Zealand ika. Frozen Aka ika treated
at Hachinohe is not only Aka ika landed at Hachinohe but inc!udes Aka ika transported from other fishing
ports near Hachinohe. This shipping into Hachinohe is due to the strong demand by processars . The
distributions of Aka ika for cooking use are the same as Surume ika and New Zealand ika, but that for
processing is not only processed at Hachi nohe but also transported to other cities by ki nd of processi ngs .
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Table 6. Index of Expenditure Per Person by Yearly Income Quantile Group in 1980  Expenditure: 1 yen!

All Fishery ProductsFresh P Frozen Ika
Persons PerGroup
Househo'ld Expenditure Index Per

Per Household Person

Fresh II Frozen Tuna

Expenditure Index Per
Per Household Person

Expendi ture
Per Household

Index Per
Person

100
88.9
89.7
94.2

103.3
120.1

Nate: Yearly Income Quintile Group 1. -2,530,000 yen
2. 2,530,000-3,340,000
3. 3,340,000-4,220,000
4. 4,220,000-5,570,000
5. 5,570,000-

Ca'lculated from Annual Report on the Family Income and Expenditure Survey, Statistics Bureau, Prime
Minister's Office, Japan.

Table 7. Index of Expenditure Per Person by Age Group of Household Head in 1980  Expenditure: 1 yen!

All Fishery ProductsFresh & Frozen Ika Fresh lt Frozen Tuna
Age Persons Per

Group Household Expenditure
Per Household

Index Per
Person

Expenditure
Per Household

Index Per
Person

Expendi ture
Per Household

Index Per
Person

100
62.6
73.6
76.7
86.4
95.0

107.2
122.3
127.6
126.7
125.2

Calculated from Annual Report on the Family Income and Expenditure Survey, Statistics Bureau, Prime
Minister's Office, Japan.

Table 8. Quantities and Unit Price of Frozen Ika Landed at Hachinohe Fishing Port by Species
 Quantity: 1 ton, Unit Price: Yen/kg!

Aka ika
Surume ika N.Z. ika

Net Hook

Quantities
Unit Price

1981 15,745
178.1

Quantities
Unit Price

Qua nti ti es
Unit Price

1982 23,427
391.9

29,303
355.5

1983

Source: Federation of Hachi ohe Fisheries Cooperatives.
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Ave.
I

2 3 4
5

Ave.
-24

25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-

3.82
3.30
3.71
3.91
4.03
4.16

3.82
2.89
3.37
3.93
4.24
4.26
4.04
3.63
3.37
3.21
3.16

7,577
5, 983
7,045
7,591
8,126
9, 192

7,577
3,387
5, 501
6,469
7,933
8,719
8,565
8,575
7,733
6,712
5,966

100
91.4
95.7
97.9

101.6
110.8

100
59.1
82.3
83.0
94.3

103,2
106.7
119.1
116.3
105.4

95.2

22,342
410.8

26,382
511,7

25,570
435.6

8,573
6,227
7,035
8,086
9,853

Il,&63

8,573
2,628
4,552
5,879
7,502
9,599

10,277
10,012
9,760
9,538

10,461

100
84.1
84.5
92.1

108.9
124.9

100
40,5
60.2
66.7
83.1

100.4
113,4
122.9
129.0
132.4
147.5

121, 513
93,308

105,884
117,107
132,389
158,886

121,513
57,580
78,888
95,929

116,559
128,791
137,724
141,162
136,833
129,369
125,895

21,314
365.3

38,594
427.6

46,415
317.1

27,269
306.0

20,961
334.6

13,981
231.3



Surume ika
N.Z. ika

Aka ika

Figure 2. Distributions of Frozen Ika at Hachinohe by Species

Ye~g

6o

sao

4DO

200

ioo

t I0
f2

Figure 3. Monthly Wholesale Unit Price of Frozen 1ka at Hachinohe by Species

Source: Federation of Hachinohe Fisheries Cooperatives
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Hachinohe treats about one th~rd of total Japanese landings of Frozen surume ika, New Zealand ika and Aka
ika, and fulfills the roles as shipping base of ika for sashimi and cooking use and processing base of
ika for processing use. The author thinks that this strong position of Hachinohe comes from, in addition
to the before mentioned functions for concentrations, fine division of ika by size and treatability of'
all kind and all size of ika, because the utilization of frozen ika mainly differs by species and by
size.

Price Determinations

The author thinks Chat, price determinations of ika at the place of landings are roughly divided into two
systems. Dne is the system for sashimi and cooking use centered by Surume ika and another is that for
processing use represented by Aka ika. The price of Surume ika for sashimi and cooking use at the place
of landings is mainly determi ned by market pri ce at the place of consumption affected by supply-demand
situations. The price of Aka ika at the place of landings is detertiiined by the cost of each processing.
In these situations, the price of New Zealand i ka whi ch has substitutional character for Sur ume i ka and
Aka ika is mainly determined by supply-demand situations of Surume ika and Aka ika, and shows large
price fluctuations. Table 8 indicates landing volume and the uni t price of i ka 'landed at Hachinohe in
the recent three years. Unit price of New Zealand ika in 1981 shows a heavy slump by the increased
inventories caused by rich catch in 1980, but shows rapid recovery in the following year, compared with
other species. In this table, Aka ika caught by net indicates a higher price than Aka ika fished by hook
and line. This reversal phase is due to the fact Chat net caught Aka ika is usually 'Iow level processed
on board. In genera'I, the price of New Zealand ika is set up lower than Surume ika and somewhat higher
than Aka ika, though it differs by size. Figure 3 shows this situation more clearly.
Conc1usion

The author points out the following about price determination of frozen ika by species at Hachinohe
through interviews.

Surume ika. Surume ika has the widest utilization and the utilization is mainly determined by size.
Large size Surume ika  less than 40 per case! is destined for sashimi and cooking use. So the price at
Hachinohe of this size is basically determined by market price at the place of consumption, especially
the price of Tokyo Tsukiji Market. In other words, the price is led by the price at Tokyo market.

Medium and small size Surume ika is mainly used for processing and for bait. The destinations by size
are roughly fixed by the kind of processing. So Che market price of Surume ika for processing by size at
Hachinohe is basically calculated by each market price of processed products which Surume ika is used by
size.

Some quantities of 41-50 per case Surume i ka is used for bait for tuna fishing� . The price for this use
is determined by the market price, and the market price is affected by the supply situations of other
fishes used for this purpose,

Aka ika, Aka ika is mainly used for processing. The market price by size at Hachinohe is determined by
eeacsinartet price of processed products which Aha ita is deteoeioed by size.

New Zealand ika. The market price of New Zealand ika at Hachinohe is mainly determined by the market
price of Surume ika and Aka ika by size, and inventories and catch expectations of these ika by size,
Because New Zea'land ika is landed at the off-season of Surume ika and Aka ika fisheries.

The utilization of ika in Japan has multiple structures by species, by the difference between fresh and
frozen, by size and by fishing gear, and the price determination mechanism is very complex. The author
can not analyze econometrically in this paper. The author is now preparing an econometric analysis on
this issue.
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Recent Change in World Fishery Production by
Major Species Croups and by Major Fishing Areas

in Relation to the New Regime of the Oceans

Tadashi Yamamoto
College of Economics
Nihon University
Japan

O. Introduction

Analyses were made based on catches and landings data released by FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics to
see recent change in world fishery production by major species groups and by FAO major fishing areas.
The ideas behind this were  i! to forecast briefly the future supp'ly of fish and fishery products by
referring to the past trend of fishery production and  ii! to know change in fishery production by FAO
major fishing areas in relation to the new regime of the oceans that has emerged from the Third UN
Conference on the I.aw of the Sea.

I, Chan e in Wor'ld Fisher Production b S ecies Grou

1,1 ~Anal ticai iiethod Poisoned

For the compilation of catch by species in the FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics "International Standard
Statistical Classification of Aquatic Animals and Plants"  ISSCAAP! is in use, In the ISSCAAP all
aquatic animals and p'!ants are at first classified into nine divisions such as Freshwater Fishes.
Diadroumous Fishes, Marine Fishes, Crustaceans, Molluscs, etc., each of which are further subclassified
into several groups of species. For the macro-analysis of the fishery, however, these divisions and
groups oi species are often grouped into some ten ~s acies ~rou s as seen in the columns of Table 1.1
Therefore, change in world fishery production was analyzed herein by such species groups for the period
from 1974 to 1982.

In the present analyses catch which was reported to FAO as either miscellaneous fish or trash fish was
treated as a part of demersal fish, as such cases often occur for the catch of demersal fish. This may
be argued by some, as there are some countries which are unable ta report their catch by species. As a
result, catches of' a'll marine fishes in such countries are reported to FAO as misce11aneous fish.

1.2 Findi~ns  See Table I.I and Figure I!

i! World Fishery Production

For the period from 1974 to 1982 world fishery production increased from 66.5 mi11ion tons to 76.5
million tons at an annual increasing rate of 1.8 percent, which well corresponds to the annual growth
rate of world population towards 2,000 which were forecasted by the United Nations.

ii! Oceanic Pelagic Fish Like Skipjacks and Tunas

For the same period the production of this species group well increased from 2.2 to 2.6 million tons at
an annual increasing rate of I,8 percent due mainly to a recent remarkable increase in skipjack catch.

As a matter of fact, since 1979 catch of skipjack in the world has inrreased at an annual rate of 4
percent, implying its further increase in the future.

iii! Coastal Pelagic Fish Like Mackerels, Pilchards, etc.

For the same period the production of this species group tremendously increased from 23.9 to 29.7 million
tons at an annual increasing rate of 2.8 percent. As this species occupies the highest proportion of
world fishery production, the production has well offset a recent declining trend of demersa1 fish catch.
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fv! Oemeral Fish  See Table 1.2 as well as Figure 1!

In the capture of demersal fish high quality fish are normally sorted out by species, whi'le low qualfty
fish are treated as others, i.e. misce1laneous or trash fish. As seen in Table 1.2, during the period
under review catch of high quality fish declined considerably, whereas that of low quality fish increased
markedly. As a result, species composition of demersal fish catch in terms of hiqh and low quality fish
is becoming worse. Moreoever, catch of demersal fish as a whole shawed a declining trend. These facts
may well imply that demersal ffshery resources are generally under a heavy pressure of fishing effort,
and hence adequate ffshery management is urgently required for this species group.

v! Shrimps

For the period from 1974 ta 1978 the production of shrimps increased from 1.4 to 1,7 million tons.
However, after 1978 the production becomes stagnant, implying that it has already reached its maximum
production level, Such a trend well corresponds to a deteriorating tendency in demersal fish catch, as
shrimps are often caught together with bottom fish by trawlers,

vi! Cephalopod, i.e. Squid and Octopus

For the period under analysis a marked upward trend in the production was noted at an annual increasing
rate of 4. 9 percent. This clearly indicates that there still remains the resources af cephalopods whi ch
could be further exploited. Recent development of the squid fishery for the entire area of the Gulf of
Thai land and on high seas of the north Pacific Ocean may well prove such a possi bi'li ty .

vii! Other Marine Animals Such as She11fish  See Table 1.3!

The production of other marine animals as shown in Table 1.3 is composed of mainly shellfish. For the
past eight years until 1982, as seen in Table 1.3, the production of oysters, mussels, scallops, clams,
cockles, etc. increased to a great extent due ta the development of mariculture.

viii! Salmons

Although its production is not always significantly high, for the period under analysis there happened a
marked increase in salmon production, which particular1y occurred i n the northeast sea area of the
Pacific Ocean. This fs due mainly to a considerable increase in the U.S. ffshing f1eet for the salmon
fishery in association with a high demand for this fish in Japan. A steady increase of salmon catch in
Japan as a result of intensive stocking through salmon hatcheries is also part of the reason.

ix! Fresh Rater Fish

For the period under review there also happened a steady increase in the production of fresh wate~ fish
such as carps, catfish, tilapias, etc. 'Thus, the production increased from 5.8 million tons in 1974 ta
7,0 million tons in 1982 at an annual increasing rate of 2,3 percent. Such an increased production of
fresh water fish is attributed to a marked development of fresh water aquaculture partfcularly in East
and Southeast Asia . The invention of a hybrid variety of ti 1 apia in Taiwan which is characterized by an
extremely high growth rate is, among others, noteworthy.

2. Chan e in Fisher Production b Major Fishin Areas

2. 1 Anal tical Method Followed

Since around 1970 the FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics has started to give catch data for each major
fishing area in its Table C. The area size of the major fishing area in use for the compilation of catch
data is too large to know actual sea area fished, e.g, the entire area of Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is
bei ng divided into only six major fishing areas respectively. Nevertheless, catch data compiled in such
a way are still quite worthwhile to see change in fishery production by major fishing areas in relation
ta the new regime of oceans. To simplify the analytical work, the tota1 fishery productian data of 1972,
1977 and 1982 were used, and the results are given in Figure 2,1 and 2.2.

2.2 ~Find1n s

There are fifteen major fishing areas, for which change in the total fishery production data were
analyzed. Analyses hereunder are, however, made only for same major fishing areas fn which significant
change occurred.

i! Atlantic, Northwest,

This is the sea area which was exploited by fishing fleets from Europe in addition to those from coastal
countries, i.e. Canada and the USA. Since 1977 when ihe EE2 of coastal countries became effective, there
happened a marked decline of the fi shery production. as almost all of the fishing fleets from Europe were
phased out, As a matter of fact, the Atlantic Northwest fs the only sea area where a significant decline
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in the total catch took place in relation to the new regime of oceans. Major component of the production
i s demersal fish, of which catch of cod has been well recovered due to the reduction of fi shi ng effort.

ii! Atlantic, Northwest

This is the world's second important sea area in terms of fishery production. The major component of the
fishery production is demersal fish, which is followed by coastal pelagic fish. Towards 1976 the total
production increased, but thereafter it followed a declining trend due mainly to decreased catches of
plaice, cod, haddock, Norway pout, whiting, capelin, sprat, mackerels, etc.

iii! Atlantic, Eastern Central

This is one of a few sea areas where foreign fishing vessels are largely allowed to fish. The major
component of the fishery production is coastal pelagic fish, which is fol'lowed by demersal fish and
oceanic pelagic fish. Since 1977 the production has declined to some extent due partly to the withdrawal
of foreign fishing vessels. Japan is one of such countries by withdrawing all of her trawlers.

iv! Atlantic, Southwest

This is one of a very few sea areas where there still remains some fishery resources for further
exploitation. There appears a clear upward trend of fishery production, though the size is not so big
as other sea areas. Since there is the Patagonian Shelf which extends beyond EEZ, resources available
are mainly demersal fi sh. Since 1984 squid resources are newly being exploited� .

v! Atlantic, Southeast

As coastal countries do not have much fishing fleet excepting South Africa, this sea area is mainly
fished by foreign fishing vessels from developed countries. As the resources of hake have declined in
recent years, fish mainly caught are coastal pelagic resources. Ouring the past ten years there appeared
a declining trend of the total fishery production due mainly to decreased catch of pilchard and hake.

vi! Pacific, Northeast

This is the world ' s most productive fi shi ng area, producing nearly one third of the wor1d ' s total marine
production. Both pe'lagic and demersal resources are equally available. Of these pilchard and Alaska
pollack are predominant. Since 1972 there has been marked increase of the fishery production due mainly
to the recovery of pilchard resources and i ncreased harvests from oyster and scallop culture.

vii! Pacific, Northeast

Resources available are mostly demersal fish, which are followed by sa1mons, king crab and snow crab.
Of the demersal fishery resources Alaska pollack is predominant. Since 1976 when the U.S. Fishery
Conservation Zone was established, the USSR fishing fleet has been completely phased out. Although
Japan, Korea and some other countries are allowed to fish in this sea area, the USA fully enjoys catching
salmons, king crab and snow crab. However, owing to her intentional catch the kinq crab resource has
collapsed since 1982. Judging from the size of the current fishery production, the magnitude of fishery
resources available in this sea area is not as big as that in the Pacific Ocean, Northwest.

viii! Pacific, Western Central

This is a sea area which refers mainly to South Asian countries. Coastal pelagic fish and demersal fish
are equally important. Tunas and skipjacks are relatively weil caught. Shrimps and cephalopod are also
fairly important resources. Until 1978 there was an upward trend of fishery production. Thereafter,
however., production has been stagnant, being sli ght1y 'less than six million tons . Owing to overfi shing
to demersal fish the proportion of miscellaneous or trash has been significantly high. As almost all
fishery resources have been fully exploited, there may not be much further increase in the fishery
production with the exception of capture of skipjack and culture of shrimp and some other fish.

ix! Pacific, Western Central

This is a sea area off the southern west coast of the USA and Central American countries. Oceanic
pelagic and coastal peIagic fish are important, whereas demersal fish are less important. Owing to the
recovery of Ca1ifor nia pilchard and a marked i ncrease i n thread herri ng there has been a steady upward
trend of the total fishery production,

x! Pacific, Southwest

This is a sea area mainly around New Zealand. In spite of ample sea area available the fishery
producti on i s extremely i nsignificant as compared wi th those of other sea areas, being around only 400
thousand metric tons. Nevertheless, the catches contain valuable fish like sea bream and squid for
export.
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xi! Pacific, Southeast

This is a sea area which once became famous to the world in terms of an extremely significant catch of
anchoveta. Unlike other sea areas almost a'1l catches are coastal pelagic fish, whereas catch of demersa'1
fish is very 1imited. Owing to a marked decrease of anchoveta catch the total fishery production
declined towards the mid-1970s. However, due to a significant increase in jack mackerel and pi1chard
catch which particularly occurred in the second half of the 1970s the total fishery production is now on
the way of recovery.

xii! .'ndian Ocean, Western

Both coastal pelagic and demersal fish are equally important The shrimp production is fairly
significant. So far there has not been much change in the total fishery production, being around 2
million tons.

xiii� ! Indi an Ocean, Eastern

Towards 1980 there was an upward trend of the tota1 fishery production. Thereafter the production has
become stagnant. Owing to inadequacy of catch data of Bangladesh and Burma very 1ittle can be said even
by species groups.

3. Chan e in Fisher Production of the USSR and Ja an b Major Fishin Areas

Followed3.1

Both the USSR and Japan are considered as countries wi th 1ong distance water fi sheries operating i n the
EEZ of other coastal countries. Based on catch data released in the FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics
how far both countries depend on their long distance fisheries was analysed. To simplify such analyses
only catch data of 1972, 1977 and 1982 were used, The results are shown in Figure 3.1 and 3,2.
3.2 FindinrLs

Com arison Between the USSR and~Ja an

Although the USSR fishery has been affected to some extent by the new regime of oceans, it still depends
large1y on her 1ong distance fishery operations in the EE2 of other coastal countries. This is due to
the scarcity of good fi shi ng grounds along the coast of the USSR . In contrast, Japan's fishery depends
primarily on fishing grounds off her is1ands, although Japan is considered a world leading country in
terms of long distance fishery, The USSR has developed her iong distance fishery with the aim of
catching mainly pelagic fish to deliver more cheap fish to her nations. On the contrary, Japan's long
distance fishery has been developed with the aim of catching quality fish so as to meet an increased
demand of high price fish which has occurred in relation to the betterment of her nations' living
standard.

USSR

The USSR long distance fishery has been almost fully phased out from sea areas off the west coast of
Canada and the USA and off Alaska. Even in other major fishing areas the catch of her long distance
fishery has declined to some extent since 1977 . In contrast, there has been marked increase in her catch
in the Far East to supplement her decreased harvest in other fishing areas. It is also noteworthy that
her long distance fishery has resumed its operation off Peru.

~Ja an

The size of catch taken by Japan's long distance fishery in sea areas off other countries is far smaller
than that of the USSR. In almost all major fishing areas off other coastal countries Japan's catch has
declined since 1977. An increased catch around Japan is attributed to the marked recovery of her
pilchard resources, which has well supplemented declined catches in other fishing areas.

4. Conclusion  Recommendation!

i! Demersai resources are in need of taking an urgent action to implement a proper fishery management
particularly in tropical countries.

ii! Advancement of maricu'lture techniques and its implementation should be enhanced to supplement a
declined supply of qua1ity fish.

iii! Technological development to convert low quality fish into fishery products preferred by consumers
should be strengthened.
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Table l.i Morld Fishery Production by Species Groups, i'9'tg-1'gfl2 0 l

Unit: !'lillion Tons

4 I For the definitions of species groups please see Fig. l .

0 2 Catch of demersa! fish which were reported by spcies.
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F}g. 1 Morld Fishery Product}on by Species Groups, 197<-l982

Oceanic Pelagic Fish
 Tunas L Skipjacks!

Coastal
Pelagic
Fish

40

Deme rsa
Fish

30

Mi eccl 1 aneous
~ fish/Trash fish

Shrimps
Cephalopodes

< � Fresh water fish

 Note! 4 1. Catch of demersal fish which were reported by species.

4 2. Catch of fish which were reported as either mrscellaneous fish or
trash fish. As such cases mostly occur for catch of demersal fish,
these catches are treated as part of demersal fish catch.

4 3. Hain!y shells such as oysters, mussels, scallops, clams, cockles,
etc.
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19711 1976 1978 1980 1981 1982

Scads,
mackerels,

+ � Sardines,
Pilchards,
Nerri ngs,
etc.

Flat fish,
Cods,
Red fish,
Sharks,
etc,

+ 3
Other mar inc animals
Salmons
Other diadromous fish



Table 1.2 Change in Species Corrrposition of Uerrrersal Fish Catch

tirrit: Hi 1 lion Tons

Table 1.3 increasing Trer>d of Shel l fish Production

lfrri t: Tho<isar>cf Torrs
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Fig. 2.1 Fishery I'roductlon by major Fishing hreas, i972-1!ISZ No. 1
-htlantlc Ocean and Hediterraneaii�

2f.l

Atlantic Ocearr

 Note! For each major fishlris area the total fishery producf.ioris of 19'i�, 1977
and 19K are indicated in order from left to right.

 Source! FAO Vearbook of Fishery Statistics, 1'902, Vol.riii.
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Fig. 2.2 Fishery Production by Major Fishing Areas, 1972-1982 No. 7
-Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean-

Hii!ion Tons

io

Nor th- North- Western Eastern South- South- Western Easter n
West Fast Central Central West East

Pacific Ocean ~Indi an

Ocean

 Source! FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, 19lj2, Vo!. 54.
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 Note! For each major fishing area the fishery production of 1977, 1977 and
1982 are i ndi cated in order from lef t to ri gilt.



Fig. 3.1 USSR Marine Fishery Prodution by Hajor Fishing 4reas, f977, 77, 87

North- North- Eastern South- Hedit- North- North- South- South-
west east central east teranean west east west east

atlantic Ocea~ ~ Paci fic Ocean ~

 Data source ! FAD Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, 1982
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 Note! There are some USSR catches taken in other FAD major fishing areas, but
these are ignored owing to their insignificance.



Fig. 3.P Japan Marine Fishery Production by Major Fishing Areas, 1972, 77, BZ

North Eastern South Indian North North Western Eastern South
West Central East Ocean Hest East Central Central West

~ Atlantic Ocean ~ ~Pacific Ocean

 Note! There are some catches taken in other fi shi ng areas, but these are
ignored owing their insignificance.
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Landings  catch and effort!

The Department's legal mandate has traditionally been for the pratection and enhancement of the fisheries
resources. This is strongly reflected in the effort devoted to the landings  or catch and effort!
statistics as compared ta other types of statistics. Landings and price statistics are derived fram

. sales slips or waybilIs, while effort information is based on fishermen's log books. Once the raw
documents are collected in the field, several quality control tests have to be passed at the coding, data
entry and processing stages before the data are fina11y stored on the computer master files. As such,
the error rate within the system is estimated to be well be1ow SK. Secause of the large volume involved,
however, backlogs of data to be entered often occur during peak fishing seasons. This results in late or
incomplete information on a current basis . In addition, there is always same local direct sa1es whi ch
are not captured by the system but would require extensive policing or fo1low-up in order to fill in the
gap.

Landings  or catch and effort! statistics are used extensively within the Department for stock
assessment, quota control, licensing, gross income anaIysis and infrastructure requirement analysis.
Despite the above constraints in data collection activities, the information provided is generally felt
adequate to meet various program needs, To provide up-to-date catch data far quota monitoring purposes,
dai1y hail reports from large fishing vessels are used in combination with sales slips records. Effort
data are nat universally available, particu'Iarly for small inshore vessels.

Production and inventories

Production and inventories statistics are mainly derived fram monthly and annual plant production
reports . They are treated in a similar manner but the resources devoted to it are considerably less
compared to "catch and effort" data because the Department's j uri sdi cti on over the processi ng sector i s
somewhat different when one considers the constitutional division of powers between the federa1
government and provinces. As a result, accuracy, comp1eteness and timeliness of data cannot be
effectively ensured. The Department's interests in the processing sector have developed over past years.
These statistics have assisted in detemi ning cold storage requirement, uti Iization rate of processi ng
capacities, optimum exploitation of fish resources and product-mixes, and more often are used to measure
the current supply and demand conditions on the market. The level of user satisfaction in using
production and inventories statistics is in general poor due to aforementioned deficienci es in data
collection programs and less efficient data processing and retrieval systems.

Employment and equipment  'licensing!

Statistics on employment, boats and gear in the primary sector are derived mainly from the licensing
documents which only ensure the quality of the minimum information required for licensing purposes such
as name, address, vessel age, size, etc. Plant related statistics are again handicapped by the lack of
constitutional authority except for inspection purposes for those plants involved in inter-provincial
shipment and export. In addition to the use for licensing or inspection purposes, these statistics in
conjunction with landings and production statistics wou'1d pravide useful proxies measuring productivity,
resource exploitation capacity, and socia-economic dependence of communities on the fishing industry.

Surveys

In order ta fil1 in the gaps not covered by the regular statistical system, various types of surveys have
been carried out in the past. For example, a comprehensive survey on 1981 fishermen's households incomes
and expenses was carried out for the Task Force on Atlantic Fisheries. In 1983, similar surveys were
carried out in the Pacific Region on the 1982 fishermen's incomes and expenditures and on vessel owner's
costs and earnings . Financial survey of the Atlantic processors was also conducted during the Task Force
Study. In 1983, there were two subsequent surveys on both Atlantic and Pacific processors covering a
longer period, 1977-82 and 1978-82 respectively. Over the years, there have been small scale vessel
casts and earnings surveys carried out in the Atlantic regions. There are also quinquennial National
Sportfishing Surveys, which were done for 1975 and 1980. In genera'I, survey statistics are considered
more reliable because of more rigorous questionnaire and sample design, and better quality control. The
only drawback .is the 'lack of continuity in time which hinders the Department's ability ta assess the
current socio-economic canditions af the fishing industry. In addition, there is a compatibility problem
if the surveys are carried out in a local and isolated manner such as the case for most vessel costs and
earnings surveys in different At1antic regions. This is primarily due to the use of different
methodologies and target populations.

Other data sources

Information from sources other than Department of Fisheries has also been extensively used. Externa1
trade stati sti cs on volumes and values of fi sh exports and imports are supplied by Statistics Canada on a
regular basis. There is also a wide variety of Statistics Canada published socio-economic and financial
statistics which have an identifiable fishery component. Since fisheries contribution to the national
economy is relatively small compared to other economic sectors, the socio-economic information base has
been weak in the past for the fishery sector. Other major data sources within the federal government
include Revenue Canada, Emplayment and Immigration, Regional Industrial Expansion, etc. Since these are
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external sources, the Department has little control over the quality of statistics received and there is
a general lack of thorough knowledge of the methodologies and assumptions used in deriv1ng these
statistics. Effective use of external data sources is desirable not on1y in terms of economy 1n data
collection but also in light of the need to examine the f1shery sector as an integral part of the tota'l
economy due to its importance to the regional social and econamic conditions.

Apart from Statistics Canada supplied external trade statist1cs, information on foreign markets,
production and prices is usually kept at "species desks" in the Department's Marketing Directorate.
These are collected mainly through personal contacts with the industry and in the market place. Given
the wide difference in statistical practices in different countries and the high volatility of market
conditions, this is possibly the best approach to keep such information manageab'le and current.
Nevertheless, some degree of consolidation/computerization of the existi ng information bases in the
Marketing Directorate could perhaps further enhance the effectiveness and eff1ciency of the market
analysis functions. Domestic prices and price indices of fish products are available from Statistics
Canada and Agriculture Canada. There is, however, a need to verify the representativeness of fish
corrInadities included in var1ous price baskets,

Information Issues

The following information issues have often been encountered in the current operation and must be dealt
with in the future development of the statistical system.

Legal authority

More and more, fisheries management is taking on an over-all systems approach, i,e,, biological resource
management with soc1o-ecanomic and marketing considerations. As a result, fisheries data needs extend
more and more into areas where the federal department is 1acking jurisdiction, notab'ly information on the
financial conditions of the process1ng sector. This presents a major obstacle to collecting such vital
information from the fi shing industry. Several initiatives have been looked at ta avercarrre this problem,
including amendment to the Fi sher1 es Act and i ncreased cooper ation with Statistics Canada and provinces,
On the other hand, industry's willingness to participate in the statistical program is also instrumental
ta ensuring the completeness, accuracy and timeliness of the data requested. It is therefore an
educational and feedback process, ta ensure that the industrial partic1pants realize the importance and
usefulness of the data submitted, bath for government management of the fisheries and for their own
benefit.

Data collection organization

Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans  OFO! is a highly decentralized department and as a resu3t, so
is the Department's statistical system. Regional statistics units report ta regional Directors General
and field data co11ection is under the jurisdiction of area rrranagers and carried out by inspectors and
conservation offi cers whose primary duties do not relate to statistics . In addition, regional economists
often conduct sacio-ecanom1c surveys in response to local needs, which renders any meaningful inter-
region campar1sons 1mpossible. Several zonal statistics committees, e.g. Statistical Coordinating
CorrIrrittee for the Atlantic Coast  STACAC! and the Fisheries Statistics CarrIrrittee for the Pacific Coast,
have been established ta undertake tasks ta 1mprove the regular statistical systems and achieve better
statistical coordination on a zona! basis. However, there is still a strong need for national
compatibility, espec1ally in the area of saci o-econom1c and financial surveys. This goal could perhaps
be achieved through the Headquarter's role of National Program Advisor for Statistics and Surveys.
Information technology

One should always be aware and take advantage of the technolagies available to cope with the ever
expanding data volumes and information demands. The Department's statistical system has suffered from
constraints inherent i n the original design back in the 60s, based on ald system design concepts without
adequate user involvement and interface between component systems. The establishment of the
aforementioned zona1 statistics carrIrrittees is also to ensure a proper applicat1on of advanced information
technologies. Both are user-provider committees sa that the users are at the forefront of the
development to spot trends that are likely ta be unproductive fram thei r poi nt of view. As well,
recognizing decision making in fisher1es management is a multi-disciplinary one and information needs are
often overlapping, changing and expand1ng, a total and dynamic system concept must be adopted in the
restructuring of the Department's statistical system. Chart 2 presents the master plan of a total system
for Atlant1c Canada, which provides an overall and coherent framework for the design of various existing
and perceived component systems . Today ' s advances in data transmission and micro-processing technology,
plus the continuing reduction in hardware cost . has given rise to the distributed data processi ng system
concept as shown in Chart 3. This will al'low local data entry and retrieval through a telecomnunicatiorr
network with the central data base and thus improve the accuracy and timel 1ness of the data because of
the close proximity ta the source of the events .
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CHART 3 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING NETWORK EXAMPLE
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Resources  money and peop1e!

The resources available to collect, process and publish statistics have always been extremely limited.
It is impossible to satisfy all users and a ba1ance riust be struck somewhere. There is always a trade-
off between the qua11ty and comp1eteness of data and the cost of achievi ng these goals, User needs must
be priaritized, For example, STACAC had decided to place catch/effort, quota monitoring and licensing
of the core modules in Chart 2 as top priorities in restructuring the Atlantic zonal statistical system,
while the Fisheries Statistics Committee stated that real time management of herring and salmon fisheries
is the primary object1ve of the new statistical system in the Pacific Region. Alternative means must be
investigated, such as application of sampling and other statistical estimation methods. Cooperation with
other interested government agencies in sharing data collection and processing resources should be
encouraged . A recently estabii shed DFO -- Statistics Canada Interdepartmental Liaison Costi ttee is a
good example.

Future Data Needs

Future data needs could be immense, but information is not a cheap couniodi ty. As such, one must
concentrate on a prioritized set of information requirements which are essential to the fulfilling of
the Department's mandate and major initiatives.

Inshore catch and effort

Up to naw, catch and effort data on individual small inshore boats are not available in the Atlantic
catch and effort statistical system. Stock assessment is therefore impossible for inshore fisher1es
which account for more than one-third of the total Atlantic Coast landings. In addition, this
information is essential to the testing of the Atlantic Task Force recarrrtiended options of gross income
stabilization plan and production bonus scheme. The Pearse Cammission Report on Pacific Fisher1es
also recommended expanding voluntary logbook programs and instating compulsory programs where more
comprehensive information is required, particu1arly for the salmon troll fleet.

Industry financial performance

Basic structural characteristics in the industry gave rise to poor economic performance 1n the fisheries
sector. The structure must be known and the interrelationships among participants understood if the
industry is to be put on a viable foot1ng. Some of the baseline data ta be collected and analyzed
include income statements, balance sheets . investment behaviour, transfer of public funds, union
agreements and labour practices, marketi ng ti es, corporate structure and ownership, internal prici ng
policies, etc. This information should be updated on a continuing basis� There is also an urgent need
to strengthen the regular production statistics system.

Domestic market

Due to increasing competition on the international fish coranodity market and high potential af growth of
Canadian fish stocks especially for Atlant1c groundfish species, the Department has launched a vigorous
campaign to promote fish consumption on the domestic market -- a potential outlet for increased future
fish production. The information on the domestic fish market, however, is generally lacking. There is
a need for baseline data on more representative wholesale and retai 1 prices, sales as well as inter-
provincial movement of fish couwiodities, exports by origin and imports by destination, etc. The
Department will work closely with Statistics Canada, Agriculture Canada, provincial departments of
fisheries and the fishing industry to collect and update this information on a continuing basis.

Recreational and subsistence fisheries

It is alsa necessary to develop improved methodologies and databases dealing with recreational and
subsistence fisheries. This information is essential to resolving conflicts and establishing more stable
al'Iocations between subsistence, recreational and coumerci al fishermen notably in the Pacific and
At'iantic salmon fisheries and major 1nland lakes in Ontario and the Prairie provi nces . It is also
essential to the estimation of economic loss caused by acid rain in inland lakes and rivers.

Conclusions

As time moves on, the statistica1 system must expand to cope with the 1ncreasing demand for information.
It would be naive to assume that wi thout any significant increase in resources all the needs could be met
by merely applying advanced information technologies. On the other hand, substantial savings could be
achieved by wise planning of a coordinated acquisition of information tools and through harmonized
interaction between data providers and users.
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Multinational Arrangements and the Role of Bargaining
in Fisheries Development

C. N. Kerr and 8. M. N. Sharp
Centre for Resource Management
University of Canterbury
New Zealand

The possibility of establishing cooperative ventures within exclusive economic zones introduces a new
challenge to economists because limited attention has been given to the institutional rules that guide
cooperative ventures. Of particular interest is the relationship that exists between the agreement,
the allocation of resources, and the distribution of benefits.

Bram'Iey and Bishop   1977! have questioned the preoccupation wi th efficiency, suggesti ng that effi ci ency
is without meaning in isolation fram reference ta distribution. The distributional implications of
alternative joint-venture arrangements should be made as explicit as possible even if economics yields
no clear advice on what is distributionally preferable, Mare recently, Chen and Hueth �982! provide
an integrated welfare analysis of paficies regarding foreign allocations in a joint-venture environment,
However, they did not exami ne the linkage that exists between the cooperative agreement and the
distribution of benefits .

Evaluatin Alternati

Foreign involvement has been prominent in the development of many fisheries throughout the world
following the establishment of exclusive economic zones. Quite a variety of arrangements has emerged,
including equity participation, and the use of charter vessels. In New Zealand, joint ventures were
viewed as a means of extending local involvement in deepwater fisheries previously fished by foreign
vessels, gai ni ng experti se, and expanding the catch available to domestic processors  Smith, 1984! .
Principal actors i n these joint-venture arrangements include a foreign government or firm, domestic
firms, and the host government.

Methodologies have been developed by Lal �97B! and Weiss �980! that provide a basic framework for
evaluating the net social benefits of foreign investment� . This framework can be app'Ii ed to the situation
where private foreign investment contributes to the harvesting of fish. Net local benefits in any
particular year are given by:

NB = TOP + E + NFI

where total operating profit at world prices;
PQWQ � PAWA - P
net external effects, such as the transfer of expertise;
net foreign inflows;
k � � + v!

TOP =

E =
NFI

where social price of fish sold;

catch;
social opportunity cost of non-labour i nputs;

QW
Q =

'AW =
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The aim of this paper is to examine the role af bargaining and its effect on the economic benefits
realised from cooperative arrangements. We will ana'lyse a joint-venture comprising a transnational
company, a host government, and a damestic firm. No special importance is placed on these principal
actors. A cost-benefit framework is used for evaluating the benefits of foreign investment. This
provides a basis for the following section that examines the link between bargaining, resource allocation
and the di stri bution of economic benefits . A case study is used to illustrate the concepts, The paper
concludes with some implications for poli cy and future research.



A = non-labour inputs;
P � = social apportunity cost of labour;

L = labour employed;
K = net capital inflow, including retained earnings

controlled by the foreign investor;
6 = repatriated dividends; and,
v = retained earnings.

Vector notation is used and all commodities are valued using the Little-Mi rrlees numerai re,

The canventional test for projects of this nature is to see if they return a posi tive net present value,
using a discount rate that reflects the opportunity cost of capital. Although this framework can be used
to test whether a particular proposal, such as a joint-venture, has the potential to return a positive
economic dividend ta the host country a more complete analysis would seek to establish whether the
particular arrangement proposed could be expected to yield a maximum economic dividend . Conti nuing with
the above example, profit to the foreign investor is determined using actual prices  as opposed to the
host nation which seeks to maximise social we'lfare using social prices! and can be expressed as:

�!a + v = PQDQ PADA PLDL p

= total profit at actual prices less local claims;

to domestic capital holders if a joint-venture is involved;
taxes  fees! levied on the foreign company;
value of output;

cost of intermediate goods; and,

cost of labour.

where p = return
~ = direct

'QDQ � "
PAOA = actual
PLDL = actual

Upon substituting �! into   1! we obtain:

QW QD!Q   AD AW!   LD LW! + K + p + ~

Equation �! serves to identify three impiications that the specific arrangement has for the potential
benefit accrui ng to the hast nation. First, the di rect benefits  E,K,p,i! are a function of the rules
concerning foreign investment in general and foreign participation in fisheries development in
particular. Therefore, different rules, regarding profit repatriation and taxation for example, may
affect the level of local net benefits in any given year. Second, if output from the venture is an
import substitute and the domestic pri ce of fish  PQD! exceeds the world price  PQW! then there is a
social cost per unit of Q supplied. On the other hand, if the domestic prices of inputs  PAD PLD! exceed
world prices  PAW,PLW! and the venture is forced to buy locally, then social benefits are created in the
farm of monopoly profits. Final'ly, many multinational companies have developed specialised techniques,
and it is quite likely that the physical coefficients  A,L! in the above model will vary across ventures
involving different multinational companies. Different harvesting and processing techniques may imply
different net social benefits unless compensated for by changes in direct benefits.

Bar ainin and Fisheries Develo ent

Benefits accruing to the host nation are a function af the rules that specify the arrangement and guide
behaviour. Rules describing the cooperative arrangement are the result of a bargai ning process .
Bargaining points include; special tariffs, export duties on non-processed fish, royalty payments for
equipment, fees for services and advice, local content requirements, levels of local participation,
profit repatriation, taxation, pricing, and the control of management. Collectively, these are elements
of the bargaini ng space over which the agreement is negotiated. The extent of local benefits, via
cooperative agreements between host nations and transnational corporations, will therefore depend on the
host country's ability to negotiate.

Svejnar and Smith   1584! provi de a static model incorporating bargai ni ng power. This model examines the
microeconomic behaviour of a joint-venture between a transnational corporation  T!, a domestic partner
 D!-, and a host government  G! under conditions of certainty. The three actors cooperate to harvest fish
 Q! by means of a joint-venture that makes each participant at least as we' ll-off than if they had not
participated. Following Svejnar and Smith   1984! the model is described as;
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The above framework serves to pi npoi nt the sources of net benefit that the host nation has same degree of
contra1 over. 1n particular many of the net benefits wi 11 be a direct result of the specifi c arrangement
negotiated.



Q X,Y,L!:
inputs supplied by the transnational at price PX,
inputs supplied by the domestic partner at price P ;

labour purchased by the joint-venture at fixed price CL,.
opportunity cost of the transnational supplying inputs to the joint-venture; and,

domestic opportunity cost of supp'Iying Y.
PX > CX

Y � Y

Prices for the inputs are negotiable, although once agreed upon they are constant. Output price P is

constant. The host government imposes a profit tax  ~! on the profit share accruing to the transnational
carparation and it may impoSe an impOrt tax  rI! On inputS Supplied tO the jOint-Venture by the
transnational. Finally the government may specify the transnational's maximum shareho'!ding  a! in the
joint-venture.

Each actor is assumed to maximize their profit function  II-!; for the transnational  T!1

JJT  PX ri CX!X + a� y!  P Q PXX PYY CLL!

for the domestic partner  P!

JJp  PY CY!Y +  I a!  P Q PXX PYY CLL! �!

and for the host government  G!

 e!JlG = rIX + aT PQQ � XX � YY � CLL!

Notice that profit to the transnational can be generated by supplying X to the joint-venture at transfer
price  PX > rI + CX. The other source of profit to the transnationa1 is its share  a! of the joint-
venture's profit. The domestic partner is not taxed.

There is no unique solution to the above model which determines each actor's profits, or the specific
combinations of inputs, or rules agreed upon. One means of doing so is to assume that each actor wi11
claim a fixed share of profits, in proportion to their bargaining power  y.!. This is achieved when
participants behave as if maximising the function: i

YT yp yG
rI = JJT Ilp JJG

where yT, yp and yG are the respective bargaining powers and

YT + yp + yGy= I

Solving the first order conditions yields:

yTJI yp = ypll IIG yGJI

where rl = JIT + JIO + IIG

Bargaining occurred in a timeless world in the above mode'I, where individual rationality is sufficient to
ensure an efficient negotiated solution 2+. The search is costless, instantaneous, and occurs under
conditions of perfect information. Figure I illustrates the situation for two actors and two bargaining
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SinCe all partiCipantS gain a fixed Share Of tOtal prOfit  C!, it iS knOwn a !Jripri that it iS in their
individual interests to maximise joint profits. It should also be noted that the so'Iution is independent
of PX, PY, ri, a and y. There are infinite combinations of values for these variables which ensure fixed
shares of tota1 profit. For example, if the 1ocal government increases its tax rate  T! on the
transnationa'1's profits, then at least one of the other variables  PX,PY,ri,a! must be altered to
compensate and maintain the fixed profit share rule. Jn this case the transnational may increase the
price it charges for the inputs it supplies  PX! to recoup the loss. This model i11ustrates that the
distribution of profits  y ! can depend upon the relative bargaining powers of the participants.i
Bargaining powers are exogenous and fixed in this model, an assumption which may not be tenable in a more
realistic setting which includes explicit treatment of time, learning, risk and the existence of multiple
objectives.



e'Iements  say z = T and z = n!, ri represents the bargaining space, and Z is the initial bargaining1 2
point, It is rational to search for Z* that maximises joint profits. Introducing time explicitly into
the analysis adds a further dimension where the host government's objective function is rrG t! and the
transnational 's objective function is rr  t!. Negotiations start at Z t -h! with agreement Z* t ! being
reached after an interval h, the duration of the agreement is shown as k; specific values for these two
intervals are endogenous. Content of the final agreement will depend on relative bargaining powers,
which are taken to include: the skill of the negotiating teams, the availability and quality of
information, access to raw materials and markets, and other factors that influence the set of opportunity
costs faced by each negotiating team. The net present value of the agreement to each participant is
given by

to+k
NPV. = I e ' rr  t! dt i = G,TI t i

0

Introducing time explicitly into the model allows three influences to be shown  Cross, 1965; Contini,
1968!. First, differences between the discount rates of participants  rG,rT! can influence the outcome.
For example, the participant with a relatively high discount rate may forego some potential benefits that
might result from continuing with negotiations. Second, the return to participants may change with time.
Some factors may be exogenous and uncontrollable, such as world market prices, exchange rate fluctuations,
and stock uncertainties, Third, the utility of the agreement may differ once the host country has
developed its domestic fishing industry, For example, Figure I shows the transnational 's objective
function to s ift over the interval k, rrT Z  t k!! < rrT Z* t !!. The positioning of rrT in  zl,z2! has
changed over time. Finally, there are negotiation costs to consider. These may vary between
participants and therefore influence relative bargaining powers; higher negotiation costs are more likely
to result in the continuance of non-optimal agreements.

to- h}
to-h }
1

Negotiation

n of agreement
'o

Figure l. Bargaining Space and the Joint Yenture Agreement

If agreements are renegotiated, improved skills and better information may shift the relative bargaining
powers of partici pants . The learning model developed by Cross �965! uses a time dependent relationship
based on the expected rate of concessions by the other participant. For example, if the host country
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At the negotiation stage profits are uncertain. Each bargaining team faces a set of probability
distributions defined over the variables that codetermi ne their objective functions . In this regard the
task of the negotiators is to secure an agreement that yields the best probability distribution outcomes .

The host country's attitude to risk is likely to differ from that of the transnational firm, as will
their respective risk management portfolios. Perceptions of, and attitudes to, risk are most likely to
be manifested in the duration of the agreement and the flexibi lity allowed by the rules regarding
behaviour once operations begin.

Incorporating multiple objectives into the ana'lysis may affect resource allocation and the attainment of
maximum economic returns. For example, if the government insists on achieving a local employment
objective through a joint-venture agreement, then it may cause the joint-venture to operate at below its
maximum profit level  Svejnar and Smith, 1984!. To il'lustrate, simplify by dropping taxes and allowing
the government to share profits from the joint venture. There are two inputs X and L. The objective
function of the local government is:

ITG =   I-o! PQQ - PXX � CLL!

which is maximised subject to the constraints that all other actors receive at least their opportunity
costs. First order conditions for the two inputs are:

PQ X = PX and PQ L = CL �!

If the local government adds an employment objective, its objective function becomes:

IIG =  I Q!  PQQ PXX CLL! E l ! wi'th E 0

The first derivative of E L! is the rate at which the government is willing to trade-off profits for
employment. The first order condition for labour now becomes:

P >=C E
Q aL  8!

PQ L � CL   0aQ

Comparing �! and  8! it is apparent that the addition of the employment objective by the local
government has indeed been effective in increasing the amount of labour employed by the joint-venture.
However, since condition �! no longer holds, the joint-venture no longer maximises profits, There has
been a trade-off of joint-venture profits for jobs. Since the transnational and domestic partner are
only concerned with maximising profits, their shares of total profits are now greater than XT and v0,
as they must be compensated for using a non-optima1 combination of inputs. Total benefits are sti11
shared according to the rule

Ii = v,zrr.
i i i

By recognising other objectives, the government is, in effect, changing the values of the coefficients
in equation �!, The degree with which overnment could persist with other objectives, such as 1ocal .
employment, is bounded by the returns other actors could expect from their next best alternatives.
~ACese Stud

Russell �983! describes the process by which a joint-venture company, Solomon-Taiyo Limited  STL!, was
formed between the Solomon Islands government and Taiyo Fishing Company of Japan to deve1op a tuna
fishery. Formation of the cooperative venture, and its operation serve to illustrate points raised by
the above mode1. A government shareholding agency  GSA! was established which acted as the domestic
partner participating in policy-making and direction of STL. Formal negotiations started in October
1972. The Solomon Islands government considered the proposal in terms of three main objectives: to
reduce dependence on overseas grants-in-aid; to establish a basis for a new domestic fishing fleet; and
to provide new employment opportunities. Taiyo's objectives were: to obtain access to fish stocks; to
develop a base for exploiting these stocks; and, to achieve a stable profit. Therefore, the government
considered the proposal within a multiple objective framework, while Taiyo was primarily concerned with
profit maximisation. Russell �983! also describes the bargaining position taken by each actor at the
start of negotiations. For example, GSA considered two issues to be non-negotiable. First a 10. export
duty was to be levied on all frozen fish products not processed locally, In this way Solomon Islanders
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negotiators concede faster than expected, then the transnational negotiators will increase their estimate
of the host country's concession rate. Concessions will be influenced by negotiation skills, and the
opportunity costs confronting the negotiators.



wou1d be compensated for any fish not processed locally, which would decrease local employment
opportunities. Second, Taiyo shou'id issue to the Solomon Island's government 25K of the shares of STL
without payment. Taiyo wanted pioneer tax concessions to compensate for the risks involved in developing
an uncertain resource. This conflicted with GSA's revenue objective. Taiyo also wanted exclusive
fishing and marketing rights and preferred the use of chartered vessels. The use of chartered vessels
with foreign crews would conflict with GSA's objective of developing a domestically based industry.
Conceptually, these initia'I demands locate the participants at 2 in Figure 1, with n representing the
potential bargaining space.

Agreement was reached after 15 months of negotiations, The demands by GSA were met, but a three year
concession on duty, and preferential tariffs were included in the agreement, which satisfied Taiyo's
demands for pioneer tax concessions. Taiyo received exclusive fishing and marketing rights. Chartered
vessels using labour intensive fishing methods were employed and guidelines were established to ensure
the eventual use of domestic labour and vessels. This refiected the host government's objective of
expanding local employment opportunities and was a compromise between Taiyo's demands for outright use
of chartered vessels and GSA's demands for employment of local labour. The agreement therefore specified
values for elements within the bargaining space II.

The joint-venture started operating in December 1973. Over time prices and catch both fell, and currency
f'iuctuations caused the profit of the joint-venture to decline, resulting in pressure to improve the
effi ciency of STL . Taiyo was particularly interested in employing more capi tai intensive purse sei ni ng
methods to improve efficiency,- By November 1979 the Solomon Islands possessed both vessels and skilis
previously purchased from Taiyo. These changes prompted a mutual desire to renegotiate the agreement.

As suggested by the model presented above, the relative bargai ni ng power of the participants had changed
during the first agreement. Acquisition of skills and capital made GSA 1ess dependent on Taiyo,
improving their bargaining power. This was reflected in a new agreement, finalised after 18 months
bargaining, in which GSA obtained an increased shareholding and increased control of the joint venture.
The use of labour i ntensive harvesting techniques was retained, recognisi ng that GSA 's employment
objective was still a major concern, and was to be pursued at the cost of profit maximisation. Taiyo
were compensated to some degree for this by a reduction in export duty. Further evidence of GSA's
i ncreased bargaining power was its ability to negotiate for the development of more on-share processing
facilities, and the increased use of domestic labour.

Conclusions

Cooperative agreements provide coasta1 states with an opportunity for developing their exclusive economic
zones, and foreign partners with an opportunity to uti lise a resource. The advantages of cooperation may
be found in the differences that exi st between the participants with respect to endowments of .
i nformation, know'ledge, technique, capital, access to markets, and natural resources . Benefits accrue to
participants from exploiting these differences and using them to mutual advantage. A static economic
model shows that resource al Iocation will be efficient if participants seek to maximise joint profits.
Participants i nsi sti ng on multiple objectives, such as profi t maximi sation and the use of local i nputs,
may compromise efficient resource allocation. The distri bution of joint-venture benefi ts between
countries, depends on each participant's relative bargaining power. This paper provides a framework for
evaiuating the specific negotiable elements of a proposal for cooperation, These elements define a
bargaining space over which the actors negotiate an agreement that determines total benefits and the
distribution of those benefits.

The distribution of benefits ex Iiost also depends on exogenous influences, such as foreign exchange
fiuctuations, and operating rules that are poorly specified or omitted, for examp1e, where transfer
pricing is possible. Persisting with one agreement over a long period may result in an inefficient
allocation of resources. It is usual therefore to renegotiate the agreement when potential net benefits
exceed transactions costs . This gives each participant an opportunity to re-examine the enti re set of
deve1opment options. This paper has provided a framework that may prove usefu1 when evaluating the
effects of changes in bargaini ng power, and the economic benefi ts associated wi th cooperati on when
bargaining powers are known. The welfare aspects of cooperation were not examined in depth. Rather, the
focus was on the process by which operating rules are established. Future research is needed to examine
how specific alternative arrangements influence resource allocation and the intertemporal distribution of
benefits.
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The Economics of Coastal State-Distant Water Nations Co-operative
Arrangements: Some Long RUn Considerations

Gordon R. Munro
Department of Economics
University of British Columbia
Canada

It is now generally accepted that, regardless of the ultimate fate of the Law of the Sea Convention �,I/

the widespread implementation of Extended Fisheries Jurisdiction  EFJ! is virtually irreversible.� It2/

is also generalLy accepted that EFJ carries with it the promise of a stream of benefits for coastal
states through time. Many articles have now appeared in this and other journals analyzing the nature of

these expected benef its .�3/

It is, however, also clear that, for any given coastal state, these benefits could prove to be ephemeral
unless the coastal state addresses successfully the several resource management issues raised by Ei J.
One of these issues is the rale, if any, to be played by distant water fleets in the exploitation of

fisheries within the coastal state 's Exclusive Economic Zone  EEZ!.� 4/

At the dawn of EFJ, this issue for most coastal states appeared to be straightforward. Oistant water

fleets should be phased out of the EEZs to the extent allowed by the emerging Law of Sea Convention.�
To more than a few coastal states, the distant water fleets had been seen as the ca~se of serious
distress to the coastal state's fishing industry in the pre-EFJ era. The northwest Atlantic is a case
in point, where both the United States and Canada argued thai their respective Atlantic coast fishing
industries had suffered greviously from the extensive depletion of groundfish resources by distant water
fleets, e.g., Soviet fleets. A major justification for Er J in these countries was the need to restore

these resources and protect them from furthe~ distant water fleet depredation.� 6/

Of equal, if not greater importance, was the fact the EF J effected a transfer of resource wealth to the
coastal state. It seemed obvious that the coastal state would enjoy maximum benefits from these newly
acquired resources, if distant water harvesting and processing activities in the coastal state's EEZ
were replaced by those of domestic harvesters and processors . While it might not be possible to br i ng
about this replacement in the short run, it remained an important long term goal. An example of this
viewpoint was provided by Canada's federal minister responsible for fisheries in 1974 as he contemplated
the advent of EFJ .

The long term is for Canadians. Canada is not only going to reach out and encompass all of the
living resources of her continental slope and shelf, we are going to make sure that they are

harvested by Canadians in Canadian owned vessels and processed in Canada as well.� 7/

Since that time the confidence that distant water ha> vesting/processing would inexorably be replaced by
expanded coastal state fishing activity has waned to some degree. To return to the Canadian example,
the date at which Canada's EEZ will be free entirely of distant water fleets appears to be receding ever

farther into the future.� We shal I argue that there may, from the perspective of the coastal state, be8/

sound economic reasons why there should be an ongoing distant water nation presence in the coastal
state's zone, not merely in the short run, but in the long run as well. We shall also argue, however,
that the aforementioned long run benef its can easily be lost .

Prior to considering the arguments for an ongoing distant water nation EEZ presence, and the
counierarguments, we review brief ly the coastal state 's powers and obligations vis a vis distant water
nations under the terms of the LOS Convention. While it is true that the Convention may never achieve
the status of international treaty law, it is reasonable to argue that the segment of the Convention
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pertaining to fisheries will provide the "rules of the game" for relations between coastal states and

distant water nations,� 9/

Coastal State Obli ations to Distant Water Nations and Coo erative Fisheries Arran ements

We shall define a "co-operative fisheries arrangement " as any arr angement between a coastal state and
distant water nation under which a distant water fleet s! is are! invited to participate in any aspect

af a fishery within the coastal state 's EEZ. � As such, the definition covers a'I 1 forms of joint10/

ventures involving distant water fleets plus so-called "fee" fishing in which distant water fleets are
allowed both to harvest the resource and process the catch in return far a cash payment or same
alternative form of remuneration. The question then is to what extent is the coastal state required by
the LOS Convention ta enter into such arrangements.

The relevant article of the Convention is Article 62 which contains the so called "surplus principle."
Under the ter mS Of this artiCle, the COaStal State i S tO aSSeSS i tS harVeSting CapaCity with reSpeCt tO
each fishery within its EEZ. If for a given fishery, the coastal state finds that its harvesting
capacity is not sufficient to harvest the entire TAC, then a surplus is deemed to exist, The coastal
state is required to give "other states ", i . e,, di stant water nations, access to the surplus . In other

words, the coastal state is obli ged to enter into co-operati ve fi sheri es arrangements .�11/

The obligation is, however, more apparent than real, at least over the long term. Under the preceding
article, Article 61, the coastal state is given a virtual free hand in establishing the TACs for

fisheries within its zone.� In theory, the coastal state could set the TACs at such levels as to
12/

ensure zero surpluses throughout its EEZ.

Let it be conceded that, if the coastal state were to set TACs deemed by the international community to
be unconscionably low, it would invite poaching by distant water nations which the coastal state would
be able to counter only through the implementation of prohibitively expensive surveillance and
enforcement procedures. Over time, however, there would be nothing ta prevent the coastal state from
eliminating surpluses by setting TACs that were judiciously low, while at the same time building up its
harvesting capacity .

Furthermore, Article 62 allows the coastal state to impose a broad range of terms and conditions upon

distant water nations with whom it has entered into co-operative fisheries arrangements  c.f.a.s.!� 13/

The coastal state is under no obligation whatsoever ta grant free harvest or other rights ta distant
water natians.

Thus, the coastal state could impose terms and conditions that would destroy distant water nation
interest in c.f.a.s over time. It is true that Article 300, the "6aod Faith and Abuse of Rights "
article, has been interpreted by some legal authorities ta mean that the coastal state cannot impose
terms and conditions that are clearly designed to bar distant water nations from the aforementioned

surpluses. � This means, however, only that the coastal state should noi be unduly blatant in its14/

attempt to discourage distant water nation interest in its zane .

In suxmary, the caastal state 's obligation ta distant water nations is basically that the coastal state
should be prepared to endure a phase aut period, particularly if the distant water nations had been

operating in the zonal waters prior to EFJ . � Beyond that, it is difficu lt to disagree wi th the15/

opinion of William T. Burke, a legal authority an the Law of the Sea negotiations, that "... the coastal
state is given substantially complete discretion to manage the fisheries for its own exclusive interest,

hOwever, narrowly and selfishly conceived they might be," � In other words, the coastal state is given�16/

virtually full property r ights to the fishery resources within its zone or zones.

Thus, if there is to be a distant water nation presence within the coastal state 's EEZ over the long
run, then it must be because it is in the selfish interest of the coastal state for there to be such a
presence.

The Case for Co- erative Fisheries Arran ements

To make the case for or against a coastal state entering into co-operative fisheries arrangements, we
must have a Hearer under standing of the object of resource management . It is not suff ic ient to say
that the object is ta maximize the coastal state ' s benef its fr om the fishery resources wi thi n its zone .
One must ask further how these benefi ts are to be defined . Are they ta be defined in terms of the
benefits enjoyed by the damestic fishing industry, the fishing regions of the country, or the nation as
a wholes

While Sweeping generalizatiOnS are danger OuS, it iS prObably true that the relevant authOr iti eS in mOSt
coastal states maintain that the object of resource management is ta maximize the benefits from
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fisheries for the nation as a whole.� As a first approximatian one might describe the management17/

objective as that of maximizing the contributions which the relevant fisheries are capable of making to
the coastal state's national income through time.� 18/

If one accepts this view of the object of coastal state resource management, then it proves to be
fruitful, for analytical purposes at least, to examine the case for and against co-operative fisheries
arrangements within the context of international trade. � That is to say, if a coastal state enters19/

into a co-aperative fisheries arrangement, one can think of the coastal state as importing harveSting
and or processing services from a distant water nation s!.

For example, let it be supposed that a particular ca-operative fisheries arrangement takes the form of a
joint venture in which distant water vessels harvest fish within the coastal state zone for delivery to
onshore plants. � The coastal state could then clearly be seen as imparting harvesting services from20/

the distant water nation. In substance, there is no difference between a country importing services in
this form and importing services in the form of transportation services from foreign deep sea merchant
fleets.

If the joint venture were of the reverse form, one in which coastal state vessels harvested fish for
delivery to distant water pracessing vessels operating within the EE2, then one could think of the
coastal state importing processing services. The use of distant water fleet facilities would stand as
an alternative to the coastal state employing its own processing services either on or offshore.

"Fee" fishing, in which a distant water fleet both harvests a coastal state resource and processes the
catch within the EE2, can be viewed as a situation in which the coastal state imports both distant water
nation harvesti ng and processing services. Seen in this fashion "fee " fishing is not separate and
distinct from joint ventures. Rather it is but part of a continuum. At one extreme there is "fee"
fi shi ng in which all harvesting/proceSSing services are imported by the coastal state. At the other
extreme, there is no coastal state importation of services. Joint ventures lie in between. Part, but
not all, of the required ser vices are imported.

The economic case for ca-aperative fisheries arrangements, from the coastal state perspective, is
straightforward. It is no more than a variant of the economist 's argument for free trade. The argument
for fr ee trade, in turn, is that, if nations specialize in the production of goods and services in which
they have a comparative advantage and import the goods and services in which they have a comparative
disadvantage, the world a'llocation of productive resources will be superior to that which would prevail
if nations were to hinder the flows of trade. All will stand ta enjoy a higher standard of living as a
consequence.

Within the context of fisheries, the argument would run that with respect to a given coastal state
fishery, a c.f.a. would be appropriate if a distant water nation s! has have! a comparative advantage
vis a vis the coastal state in provision of some, or all, of the requisite harvesting/processing
services. If the distant water nation s! has have! no such comparative advantage, then, of course, a
c.f.a, would be inappropriate.� 21/

If a distant water nation does have an aforementioned comparative advantage in the provision of a
harvesting/processing service and if the coastal state refuses to enter into an c.f.a., then the
cOntributian of the relevant fishery or fisheries to the coastal state's national inCOme will be reduced
for two reasons. First the resource rent to be enjoyed from any given level af harvest, wi 11 be
diminished.

For example, let it be supposed that the coastal state faces a simple choice between full domestic
exploitation of a fishery resource and a joint venture arrangement in which distant water vessels
harvest the resource for delivery to onshore processors. Let it be further supposed that damestic unit
costs of harvesting the resource would average U.S. $0.80 per kilo, while the best ex-vessel price that
could be negotiated with the relevant distant water fleet would be U.S. $0.50 per kilo. Using domestic,
as opposed to foreign, fleets would thus obviously reduce the rent that the coastal state could obtain
from the resource.

It is tempting to offer a counter argument to the effect that, if the harvesting were done by a coastal
state fleet, the value-added associated with harvesting would be captured by the coastal state, rather
than being lost to a distant water nation. The argument is, at best, misleading,

Return to the domestic unit harvesting cost figure of U.S, $0.80 and suppose that U.S. $0.50 of the U .S.
$0.80 would represent value-added, l.e., basically payments to labour and capital. [f the U.S. $0.50
were to reflect what labour and capital would receive if employed elsewhere in the economy, then it
would ref lect what it would cast the coastal state ta have such labour and capital emp'layed in the
harvesting activity, i . e., it would ref lect 1 ost producti on i n other parts of the economy. Value-added
captured ln harvesting would be offset by value-added last elsewhere in the econamy.�22/
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The second reason that coastal state refusal to enter into a c.f.a. could reduce the contribution which
the relevant fishery would make to the coastal state's national income over time is much less obvious.
It involves the "under exploitation" of the resource or resources.

In the case of many fisheries, particularly those based on demersal species, the unit cost of harvesting
is influenced by the density of the resource. The larger or denser the resource, the higher are the
catch rates and hence the lower are the unit costs of harvesting.� It can easily to be shown that the23/

higher the costs of fishing effort, the more incentive the resource managers will have to build up or
24/"invest" in the resource.� In a sense there would be an attempt to offset high effort costs with high

catch rates.

Thus to return to our example of a prospective joint venture, if the authorities were to choose the high
cost fully domest ic option, they might well have an incentive to build up the resource to a greater
extent than they would have had they taken the lower cost option . Hence the resource would in a sense
be "underexpl oited," with the consequence that the OSY might be lower than would otherwise be the
case,� 25/

Of the factors aiving rise to possible distant water nation comparative advantage, some are familiar
fram the general literature on international trade, others are peculiar to the fishery. We consider an
example of each.

Economists tend to give considerable emphasis to relative factor proportions � in attempting to explain26/

patterns of comparative advantage. Thus a country which has a relative abundance of natural resources,
but a relative scarcity of labour, could be expected to have a comparative advantage in resource
intensive industries and a comparative disadvantage in labour intensive industr ies. Relative factor
proportions certainly are relevant in fisheries. Thus for example, in the capital intensive offshore
tuna fisheries in the 5auth Pacific, one is not surprised that fleets of capital rich distant water
nations, such as Japan, have a marked comparative advantage in harveSting the resource in relation ta
the mainifestly capital poor coastal states of the region.

An example in which the basis for a distant water nation comparative advantage lies in the peculiarity
of the fishery is provided by fisheries that are highly seasonal and which require the use of expensive,
specialized vessel capital. If the fisheries are exploited by coastal fleets that are confined ta
coastal waters, the vessels may be unutilized, or at least underutili zed, offseason. Oistant water
fleets, on the other hand, may, by the very nature of their operations, be capable of being allocated to
other fisheries offseason.� 27/

One simple, yet important, cost concept that has gained wide-spread currency within the last few years,
is that of non-salvageable as opposed to salvageable costs.� Non-salvageable costs refers ta fixed28/

capital costs that cannot be salvaged, should the activity in which the Capital is engaged cease, by
reallocating the capital to an alternative activity. In the example cited, then, distant water nation
comparative advantage can be said to be based on a relatively low ratio of nan-salvageable ta
salvageable costs. We shall refer to this concept again at a later point in the discussion.

The form which the co-operative fishing arrangement should take, if the contributions of the coastal
state's fishery to coastal state national income are to be maximized, will depend simply upon the
configuration of distant water nation-coastal state comparative advantages. If the distant water
nation s! has have! a comparative disadvantage in all aspects of harvesting and processing, then no form
of c.f.a. is warranted. If precisely the rever se is true, then a "fee" fishing arrangement is
warranted.� If the distant water nation s! has have ! a comparative advantage in some aspects of

29/

harvesting/processing, but a comparative disadvantage in others, then a joint venture type af c.f. a. is
appropriate.

It is desirable to recognize at this juncture that there is another advantage that a coastal state might
gain from c.f.a.s which, strictly speaking, is quite separate from the concept of comparative advantage.
It is also appropriate to recognize on the other side, that there is a negative factor which can
disguise a distant water nation 's comparative advantage and cause even the most free trade oriented
coastal state ta reject the c.f .a. option.

The additional Positive factor arises from the existence of barriers to international commodity trade.
Among the commcdities affected by trade barriers certainly must be counted fishery products of relevance
to the coastal state. By entering into c.f.a.s the coastal state may as a consequence be granted easier
access to the markets of distant water nations, i,e., it wi 11 find that the trade barriers to its
fishery products are lowered in these markets.� 30/

The negative factor arises from possible wi !lful violation of the terms of the arrangement by the
distant water nation partners. To take but a simple example, suppose that a coastal state enters into
a "fee " fishing arrangement with a distant water nation. The distant water fleet engages in extensive
poaching, of which the coastal state is aware, but is unable to prevent. The poaching Constitutes an
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added cost to the coastal state of the c.f.a. Obviously, if the poaching were sufficiently extensive,
it could make the c.f.a. economically unattraCtive tO the coastal state even though the distant water
nation had strong harvesting/processing comparative advantages.

If one accepts the comparative advantage argument, then a simple, but non-trivial, proposition follows.
The desirability of any given c.f.a. from the perspective of a coastal state may prove to be of
indefinite length. While it is true that the pattern of comparative advantage is subject to change and
that a particular distant water nation comparati ve advantage may prove to be temporary, it is wholly
i 1 legitimate to assume that all such di stant water nation comparative advantages are ephemeral . The
history of international trade is filled with examples in which a country's comparative advantages
 disadvantages ! in various activities change only slowly, if at all.

While the argument for c,f.a.s, as seen fram the perspective of the coastal state. is straightforward,
c.f.a.s often encounter substantial opposition fram within the coastal state. � If the basic argument31/

in favour of c.f.a.s can be seen as a variant on the argument for free trade, the arguments against can
be seen to be arguments for protection. The objects of protection, in this instance are, of course, the
harveSting and proCeSsing segments of the coastal state fishing industry.

Protectionist arguments cannot be dismissed out of hand. While it can be argued that universal free
trade would lead to an optimal allocation of the wor ld's productive resources, it does rrot follow that a
policy of free trade is optimal for each individual cauntry. There are arguments for protection that
even the most ardently pro free trade economist will concede are legitimate from the perspective of a
single country.� One should anticipate that this would apply to fisheries as well,32/

The Case A ainst Co-o erative Fisheries Arran ements: Ar uments for Protection

Before turning to the arguments, we digress briefly to discuss the techniques of prOtection.
Co-aperative fisheries arrangements da not fit the standard textbook view of international trade in
which competitive foreign exporters trade into competitive domestic markets and in which tariffs
constitute a central instrument of protection, All coastal state fisheries are subject to some degree
of governmental control. Distant water fleet owners must obtain the consent of the coastal state
gavernmental authorities before gaining access ta the EEZ. The aforementioned authorities thus act as
quasi-manopsonistic buyerS of foreign harvesting/processing services. Tariffs to the extent that they
are used by coastal state authorities, are used on a strictly ancillary basis. Rather it is through the
setting of terms and conditions of access that protection is exercised. This is analogous in standard
commodity trade to the use of import quotas combined wi th discriminatory rules and regulations .

An example is provided by a coastal state distant water nation joint, venture based on whiting  hake !
aff the coasts of the American states of Washington and Oregon . The joint venture involved American
trawlers which harvested the resource for delivery to Soviet factory ships. Domestic processors
insisted that one af the conditions of access for the Soviet vessels be that they operate no less than
12 miles from shore, The consequence, other things being equal, would have been that the gross returns
ta American fishermen participating in the joint venture would have been reduced by 20 percent, largely
as a result of lost fi shi ng time and reduced quality of fish, Obviously, such a reduct i on in returns
could have been sufficient to undermine campl etely the economic viability of the joi nt venture
arrangement.�

With respect to the arguments for protection, it can be stated that one of the most famcus and widely
applied of the "legitimate " arguments for protection i s the so called infant industry argument .�
!t i s one that has direct applicability to the issue af co-operative fisheries arrangements.

The argument can be sumnarized as follows. While a country may appear ta have a comparative
disadvantage in a certain activity -- the production of a particular good or service � it does in fact
have a latent or hidden comparative advantage in this activity. Damestic enterprises attempting unaided
to' became established in this activity, however, would wither in the face of competition from well
established foreign rivals. Therefore, the argument continues, the domestic industry should be
protected during its infancy until the domestic enterpri ses have canpleted the necessary learning and
development stage, Once this stage has been completed, the country ' s comparative advantage wi 1 1 be
revealed and the protective barriers can be dismantled,

The argument has particular relevance ta the issue of the co-operative fisheries arrangements, because
the issue is generally not one of protecting coastal state fishing industries in their existing
activities. It is, rather, one of whether it is appropriate to faci litate the expansion af the coastal
state industries inta activities hitherto dominated by distant water nations. The issue is comparable
to the desirability, or lack thereof, of major import substitution programs proposed for developing
countries.

While this author has yet to find sources in which the infant industry argument applied ta coastal state
fisherieS has been developed in full, the argument could reasonably be formulated as Follows. Prior
to EFJ, international fisheries, subsequently to be encompassed by the state 's EEZ, held little ar no
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interest to the coastal state fishing industry. The fisheries may have required capital intensive
operations with specialized gear and/or vessels, while the fisheries themselves were subject to
nan-existent or weak management. Thus the investment required was deemed to be excessively risky.
The ri sk for distant water nations, whose fleets moved thraughout the world, was far less .

Now that the fisheries are under coastal state and management, the argument continues, the fisheries
are of much greater interest to the domestic industry. Damestic harvestors and/or processors cannot,
hawever, compete unprotected against well established distant water fleets. If protection for the
coastal state industry were forthcoming and maintained until the domestic fishing industry had passed
through the learning and development phase, then the coastal state 's comparative advantage, now latent,
would be revealed.

Ouring the period of protection, co-aperative fisheries arrangements would not necessari ly be banned.
It iS quite poSsible that diStant water natiOnS Cauld be enCOuraged, indeed preSSured, intO tempOrar y
joint ventures which could then be exploited by the domestic industry as a means of facilitating the
acqui siti on of the necessary technology and skills .

The groundfish fisheries  excluding halibut ! off Alaska provide a clear examp'ie of the application of
the i nfant industry argument . Prior to Er J, the large groundfi sh resources   consisting primarily of

pollock! had been international r esources and were virtually unexploited by the U .S. industry. � With35/

the advent of EFJ the fisheries came under U,S. control. It was believed within the United States
that foreign fleets would be replaced within a reasonable per iod of time by American harvesters and/or

processors.� So impar tant were the opportunities for domestic industry expansion deemed to be, that
36/

they were given specific mention in the legislation Implementing American EFJ.�37/

The expansion could nat take place immediately, because the industry would require same time to learn
the appropriate techniques to make it competitive in the fillet and surimi markets. To encourage the
domestic industry, it was offered protection in the form of a deliberately discriminatory harvest quota
allOCation pOTiCy, with quOtaS being alloCated firSt tO thOSe operatianS uSing bath dOmeStiC harVeSting
and processing, secondly to joint ventures and lastly to "fee " fi shi ng . � This policy ln turn was

buttressed by legislation such as the Processor 's Preference Amendment.�39/

Although the infant industry argument ls legitimate, there are several caveats that should be noted.
The first is one that applies to any application af the argument. This is the fact that it is very
difficult a priori to determine which of the "infants " do in fact face reasonable prospects of maturing
into econrxnic adulthood. There always is the ri sk that, when such an industry is established behind a
protective barrier, it wi 1 1 become apparent that the industry is actually a permanent infant. If the

autho~ities insist upon maintaining the industry, it will become a permanent burden to the economy.�40/

Moreover, within the context of the fisheries there is the risk that, even lf the authorities have
sufficient pol! tical courage to recognize an error in policy and to let the infant expire, permanent
damage may be done. If the experiment continues for an extended period of time before the economic life
support system is withdrawn, it could well prove to be impossible to revert to the status qua ante. As
we shall argue in a later section, the opportunities for establishing c.f.a.s can readily vanish over
time.

Finally, it should be noted that the cost of misapplying the infant industry argument may well be borne
largely within the coastal state fiShlng industry itself. What the authorities are likely to be faced
with in the damestic industry ls not one, but two, "infants," i.e., one in the harvesting sector and
ane in the processing sector. There 1 s no necessary reason why the interests of the two infants should
coincide. The "infant" harvesting sector, for example, might well enjoy the greatest expansion and
prosperity if i.he vessel owners were ab'Ie ta enter into joint venture with for eign factory ships.
Attempts, through the use of protective measur es, to foster an "infant" processing sector, which had na
real hopes of achieving economlC maturity, would obviously come at the expense of harvesting sector.�4I /

While there are legitimate arguments for protection, there are also many fallacious protectionist
arguments that are important nonetheless because they have strong political appeal. Such arguments find
their place ln the debate on a c.f,a.s.� We give but a few examples.42/

It has been recommended in the United States that measures be undertaken to impose equivalent costs on
domestic and foreign fleets operating in the V.S. zone.� This seemingly equitable proposal can be43/

seen as the equivalent of the famous "scientific tariff" argument to be found in the realm of standard
commodity trade. This argument maintains that tariffs should be set "scientifically" in such a manner
as to equalize domestic and foreign costs, As every student of elementar y economics is taught, this
is perhaps the most insidiouS of the arguments for protection, as it strikes at the very heart of
international t"ade. Trade is based upon cast differences. If protective measures were established
that equalized all relevant foreign and domestic costs, international trade would be destroyed.
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Other fallacious arguments advanced are the equally famous cheap labour  or cheap technology! argument,
which maintains that foreigners have an "unfair" cost advantage because of access to low cost labour
and/or technology, and the balance of payments argument. The latter argument states that imports should
be restricted in order to improve a country's balance of payments .�44/

There ls one final argument for protection that should be considered, which commands wide-spread support
and which cannot be dealt with as simply as the grossly fa'tlacious arguments just discussed, This ls
the employment argument. If protective measures are introduced, if the presence of distant water
nations is discouraged, then there will be greater employment opportunities within the domestic fishing
industry. Where unemployment is severe and chronic as is the Case ln Atlantic Canada, for example, the
argument will obviously carry great weight.

In response to the argument, econamists would, without hesitation, make the following concession. When
judging coastal state versus distant water nation comparative advantage, the labour costs in the coastal
state harvesting/processing sectors should be measured on a strict opportunity cost basis� . That is ta
say, the cost of labour shou ld be measured ln terms of what the members of the workforce could have
earned elsewhere ln the economy. If the only alternative for the aforementioned workforce members is
unemployment, then obviously their opportunity cast will be very low, lower certainly than their private
cast, the cost to their employers . Thus while on a private cost basis, the distant water nation
alternative might appear to be the most attractive, it is quite possible that it would be rejected on
an opportunity cost basis. Beyond this, however, one has to ask what other alternatives exist for
alleviating the unemployment . Acceptance of the emp'loyment argument may serve primarily to allow the
authorities the luxury of ignoring the root causes of unemployment.�45/

The Economics of Distant Water Fishln 0 erations and C.i.A,s: A Cammentar

The point has now been made that it is virtually certain to be in the economic self interest of same
coastal states, at least, to have an ongoing distant water nation presence in their zones, The distant
water nation comparative advantages will not all prove to be transitory. The applicability of the
infant industry argument and other legitimate arguments for protection will not prove to be universal.

This then leads to the question of what is required to establish viable long term co-operative fisheries
arrangements. In order to address this question, one must first give some attention to the economics of

distant water fleet operations and its relevance to c.f.a.s.� 46/

The reasan that certain fishing nations become distant water fleet operators wauld seem obvious. The
fishery resources in their own coastal waters are inadequate to meet the consumption needs of their own
citizens. Hence these nations are forced to turn to distant water fisheries in search of alternative
sources of supply. This reason, while appealing, is almost certainly wrong.

While lt is true that fish constitutes an important component of the diets of the citizens of many of
these countries, and while it is true that their local fishery resources were and are often limited, it
is equally true that there exist well developed world markets for fishery products. There is no obvious
reason why these countries could not have met and cannot meet their needs through imports. A more
plausible explanation is to be found in comparative costs . That is to say, at the time the fleets were
brought into being it was more attractive economically for these countries to obtain the required fish
through distant water operations than through impor ts.� 47/

The distant water fisheries operations are by and in the 'targe highly capital intensive,� The48/

economic attractiveness of these operations is influenced ta no small degree by the extent to which the
capital costs are salvageable and the extent to which the capital is "malleable." Both salvageability
of capital costs and malleability of capital have in turn been strongly influenced by EEJ.

We introduced the concept of salvageable vs. non-salvageable costs at an earlier point in the
discussion. We defined non-salvageable costs as fixed costs that capital owners cannot "salvage" by
redeploying the capital if the need so arises. The concept of "malleability" of capita! is closely
related to that of "Salvageable" Costs and can be defined as the ease with which capital can be shifted
to another activity or the assurance that the owners of capital have that they can sell the capital
wi thout risk of loss. � If capital is perfectly "malleable, " then all costs are salvageable .49/

Obviously, in a world of uncertainty, the more "malleable" capital is ln a given undertaking, the more
attractive is investment in such capital, other things being equal.�

One thinks of distant water fleets as having a high degree of mobility and hence as constituting highly
malleable capital, in the sense that lf an anticipated harvest opportunity collapses the capital can
promptly be redeployed. Indeed we suggested at an earlier point that one of the bases for distant water
nation comparative advantage lay ln the mobility of distant water nation fleets.

' et even in the pre-EFJ era the degree of capital malleability was not without limits. Within the
confines of a single year plan, the degree of malleability was surprisingly low. We take as an example,
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the Japanese distant water operations with which the author has some familiarity.� It is unlikely51/

that the Japanese experience was   is ! unique among distant water nations .

The Japanese fleets of a given company did   and do ! operate an the basis of intricate annual p'lan, work
upon which commenced some six months before the plan came inta actual operation . The plan was then
subject to periodic review once it becomes operational. The plan would involve the several different
fishing fleets, plus support vessels such as tankers and carriers.

If there was an unpleasant surprise, in that harvest opportunities in a major fishery in the plan proved
to be unexpectedly bad, it would be difficult  although not impossible! to redeploy the fleets given the
brief lead time . Beyond that, disrupt.ion in one part of the plan would have a ripple effect upsetting
the schedu'Ie of the support vessels and thuS having an lmpaCt upon other fishing fleets. Thus
intra-year disruptions could prove to be costly.

For time horizons beyond the immediate year, the fleets did indeed have substantial flexibility by
virtue of having wide freedam of access. One could think ot the fleet owners as having a broad
portfolio of harvest opportunities.

EFJ has of caurse removed, by definition, this freedom of access . If a di stant water fleet owner,
pri vate or state, were to lose a major harvest opportuni ty redepl ayment of the fleet would mean turn ing
to a remaining high seas fishery, if thi s were feasible, or much more likely negoti ating access to a
fishery in another EE2 . The negotiations could of course, prove to be pr otr acted and uncertain at best .
Consequently, the "malleability" of capital in the form of distant water fleets, in bath shor t run and
long run terms, has been significantly reduced.

The effeCt Of the reduced capital malleability has been compounded by the degree of uncertainty
pertaining to given harvest opportun i ties within EEls. Prior to EFJ, any given harvest opportuni ty
would be subject to what one might term a "downside" risk by virtue of negative environmental shocks and
exploitation by rival fleets. While the uncertainty arising from rival distant water fleets has been
reduced if not eliminated, this has been more than offset by negative uncertainties arising from coastal
state allocation policy.

An example is provided by U,S. direct groundfish allocation policy, particularly as it pertains ta
Alaskan groundf ish. Up until 19BO it was the policy of the United States to make annual direct
allocations to distant water nations at one point during each year . Subsequently, the United States
shifted to a "staggered" allocation in which the annual allocation for a given distant water nation was
divided into thr ee segments . It was made clear that, whether the second and third segments were granted
in full to a distant water nation, would depend upon the United States ' perception of that nation 's
behaviour. The most important of the distant water nations of  Alaska, Japah, complained bitterly that
the policy made effective annual planning impossible. � The Japanese compaint is not without merit.52/

The reduced malleability of capital in distant water fleets and the consequent reduced economic
attractiveness of distant water fishing aperations brought about by EFJ did not initially have the
effect of undermining distant water nation interest in c.f,a.s. On the contrary, suCh interest in
c.f.a.s was high in the early dayS of EFJ.

This was due to anOther set Of factors also linked to malleability of capital. EFJ, along with the
other effects described, had the effect of reducing the total number of harvest opportunities available
to distant water fleets. Moreover, EFJ spread rapidly, giving the distant water fleets little time to
adjust� .

Uistant water nation fleet capital as a whale is highly non-malleable in the sense that the capital
cannot readily, if at all, be redeployed to non-fisheries uses. � The conseq uence was that, at the53/

dawn of EFJ, the distant water nations were confronted with extensive excess capacity. A recent study by
Vladimir Kaczynski points out that Japan, the most important af the non-Eastern bloc diStant water
nations, saw its distant water harvests decline by almost 50 percent between 1974 and 1980. � In the54/

immediate aftermath of EFJ in 1977-7B, the Japanese were forced to withdraw just under 1200 vessels fr om
their fishery operations in the North Pacific alone.� As Kaczynski also points out, severe excess55/

capacity was not a western phenomenon, but afflicted major Eastern-bloc distant water nations. such as
the Soviet Union and Poland, as well.� 55/

The consequence of the excess capacity was <and is! that the economics Of distant water fisheries
aperations was placed in an abnormal state. Fleet capital costs could in large part be ignored because
they were to a considerable degree inescapable. � Co-operative fisheries arrangements, in turn57/

appeared attractive to distant water fleet owners, so long as they could expect to do somewhat better
than to cover their operating costs. � They would appear attractive even if the arrangements were58/

uncertain over other than the short term. It is har dly surprising, therefore, to discover that since
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the advent of EFJ there has been a great proliferation of joint ventures and other ca-operative

fisheries arrangements between coasta'1 state and distant water nations.� 59/

This situation, however, is obviously of limited duration. The economic lives of the existing distant
water fleets are finite. Eventually the excess capacity will vanish and distant water fisheries
operations will be maintained, only if distant water fleet operators  private or state! are prepared to
engage in significant fleet reinvestment. Then the economics of these operations will revert to a more
normal state and capital costs will come back into their own.

This brings us then to the question of the ~viabilit of co-operative fisheries arrangements over the
long run. If the c.f.a.s are to be viable over the long run there clearly must at some point be
reinvestment in distant water fleet capacity. There is no assurance, however, that such reinvestment
will be forthcoming.

We have argued first that there is no obvious reason why these nations must attempt to maintain distant
enter operations in the EEls. ite have asyueat secondly that EFJ has resulted in reduced "maiieabiiity"
of distant water fleet capital within the context of fisheries and that the consequences of' such reduced
mal'ieability have been compounded by increased uncertainty concerning harvest opportunities with the

EELs. � These factors can be expected both, to reduce the expected return on, and to increase degree60/

of risk associated with investment in distant fleet water committed to operate within EELs.�61/

There ls one piece of evidence that runs counter to these concerns. This is the large Soviet distant
water fleet expansion that has occurred in the teeth of EFJ and apparent Soviet excess capacity. As
is noted by Kaczynski, however, this expansion is directed towards the Soviet 's attempt to develop
unexploited fisheries beyand the exist lng 200 mi le zones, e.g., Antarctica. It is not at all clear that

these fleets would be appropriate for operations in the EELs.�
62/

Seekin Stable Arran ements: Same Tentative Su estions

It is now fairly obvious what is necessary if a coastal state wishes to ensure a long term distant water
nation pag'tici pation in its EEL. The c .f.a. s must be sufficiently stable as to provide the distant

water nation partners with sufficient security to un dertake the required reinvestment� . � What is not63/

obvious, of course, is how this stability is to be achieved. It is a question requiring much additional
thought and research,

What experience we have had to date permits us ta offer two tentative suggestions . The first is that,
if stability is to be achieved, the conditions of access established by the coastal state must be Such
that they are clearly enforceable by the coastal state. If the coastal state imposes access conditions
which are beyond the coastal state 's enforcement and surveillance capacity, then the arrangement is
certain to be unstable. It is virtually inevitable that suspicion of distant water circumvention wi 11
arise within the coastal state, that charges of bad faith from both sides will be forthcoming and the

viability of the arrangement undermined.� 64/

The second suggestion is that preference be given to joint ventures, as opposed to direct allocations,
i.e., "fee" fishing. Joint ventures have the advantage that they are likely ta give the coastal state a
greater sense of resource security. If there is a sense within the roastal state that the state is
losing control over the resources, then protectionist forces within the coastal state must certainly be
given comfort and encouragement thereby,

SeCondly, joint ventureS will Create a COnStituenCy Of CaaStal State fiShermen Or prOCeSSing warkerS Or
both in whose economic interest it is to have a distant water nation presence. An example is provided
by the fate of Soviet vessels in the American FCL with the onset of the Afghanistan crisis. All Soviet
vessels operating on the basis of direct quotas were evicted from the zone. Only those associated with

joint venture activities survived.� 65/

It must be stressed, however, that what is being suggested is a policy af joint ventures preferably, not
joint ventures only. In some instances there will be a clear tradeoff between efficiency in a static
sense and long run stability. That is to say, in these instances static efficiency considerations alone
will favour mfee" fishing arrangements; long run stability considerations will favour joint ventures.
How the tradeoff is made wl 1 1 be a matter of judgement.

Finally, we must acknowledge that, for some arrangements, even if the suggestions are correct, they will
be wholly insufficient. In particular there will be coastal state fisheries in which it would be
appropriate for a distant water fleet to remain within the coastal state's EEL only far a small portion

of each year.� Off season the fleet must turn to fisheries of other coastal states.� Regardless of66/ 67/

the strength of the co-operative spirit on both sides, the fate of the arrangement will be dependent

upon the actions of other coastal states.�
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C one 1 us i on s

One of the management problems confronting coastal states as a consequence of EFJ is to determine the
role, if any, that should be assigned ta distant water nations within the coastal states' EEls. We have
argued that, for sane coastal states at least, it will be in their selfish economic interest to maintain
a distant water nation presence in their zone over the long run. In such cases, complete exclusion af
distant water fleets may benefit part, ar perhaps all, of the domestic fishing industry, but on'ly at the
expense of the rest of the economy.

If a 'long term distant water nation presence is ta be maintained, however, the nature of the
arrangements must be such as to encaurage reinvestment in di stant water fleet capacity. If the
arrangements do not succeed in encouraging such reinvestment, then they will wither over time with
probable loss of substantial benefi ts to both coastal states and di stant water nations alike� .

What precisely is required to bring about the desired stability, however, is as at best imperfectly
understood. The question requires substantial further investigation.
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which we use is somewhat broader than that used by the U.N.

1.1/ U.N., ibid, Article 62, g2.
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12/ U.N., ibid, Article 62, $1. See: Wi'!liam T. Burke, m1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea

Ex ert Consultation on the Conditions of Access to the Fish Resources of the Exclusive Economic lone,
AO a the U,N., Rome, 9, pp. - . The one qualification is that some of the coastal state

fishery resources may be shared with neighbouring coastal states. Obviously in such cases, setting
the TACs should be a joint responsibility.

13/ U.N., i bi d, Artie 1 e 62, g4.

14/ U.N., ibid, Article 300; Burke in Re ort of the Ex ert Consultantion on Conditions of Access to the
Fish Resources of the EEZs, FAO pp. 23-42.

15/ Article 62, g3 admonishes the coastal state to minimize the economic dislocation to distant water
nations whose fleets have habitually fished in the zone,

16/ Burke, in Brian J. Rothschild, ed. Global Fisheries: Pers ectives for the 1980' s, p. 46.

17/ e.g., the United States and Canada. See: United States, Congress, PL 94-265 as amended, $3< 18!  A !;
Canada Environment Canada, Fisheries and Marine Service, Polic for Canada's Canmercial Fisheries,
Ottawa, 1976, p. 53.

18/ Tempered, of course, by social considerations.

19d' "e: Gordon R. Munro, in H.E. English and Anthony D. Scott, Renewable Resources in the PaaifiC,
1982, pp. 247-254; "Fisheries, Extended Jurisdiction and the economics o cammon property resources,"
Canadian Journal of Economics, Vol. XV, No. 3, August 1982, pp. 405-425; "Foreign access to EEZs and
t e er>vatican a coasta state benefits methods and techniques," in Re ort of the Ex ert
Consultation on Conditions of Access ta the F ish Resources of the Exclusive canomic Zones, FAO of
the U.N., Rane, , pp. 43- 5 ; and Guilio Pontecorvo, in Proceedin s of the Seventeenth Annual
Conference of the Lawm of the Sea Institute, forthcoming.

20/ As has occurred from time to time in Atlantic Canada.

21/ We qualify this statement at a later point. There may be instances in which c.f.a.s would be
appropriate even if distant water nations do not have an obvious comparative advantage with respect
to costs.

22/ !f the releVant labaur and Capital would OtherwiSe be unemplOyed if nat engaged in fiSherieS, then,
of course, the situation would be quite different. We address the question of unemployment at a
later point in the discussion.

23/ A specific case in point is provided by the groundfish fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic,
Gordon R. Munro, A Promise af Abundance: Extended Fisheries Jurisdiction and the Newfoundland
~Econam , Econrmic Coonci o Canada. ttawa,

24/ Colin W, Clark and Gordon R. Munro, "The economics of fishing and modern capital theory: a
simplified approach," Journal of Environmental Economics and Mana ement, Vol 2, December, 1975,
pp. 92-106.

25/ A few CaENaentS are required� . UndereXpl Oi tatian daeS nOt neCeSSari ly reSu lt in a lawer OSY  C lark
and Munro, Journal of Environmental Economics and Mana ement, Vol. 2, pp. 92- 106!. At the very
least, however, there would be a temporary an unnecessary loss of harvests as the overbuilding of
the resource took place. If harvesting costs are insensitive to stock density, then, of course,
there is no reason why "underexploitation" shou ld occur.

26/ i.eno factors of production, broadly defined.

27/ For a specific case in point see: Munro, A Promise af Abundance, 1980, Chapter 5.

28/ For a discussion of the concept and its relevance to fisheries see: Gordon R. Munro and Anthony D.
Scott, "The economics of fisheries management," in Allen V. Kneese and James L. Sweeny, eds. Handbook
in Natural Resource Economics, North Holland, Amsterdam, forthcoming.

29/ Both of these polar extremes will be subject to qualifications at 'later points in the discussion.

30/ From this it follows that co-operative fisheries arrangements may prove econamically attractive ta
a coastal state, even though the distant water nations have no obvious comparative advantage in
harvesting or processing.

31/ e.g., the United States and Canada. 'Munro and Pontecorvo, Proceedin s of the Seventeenth Annual
Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, forthcoming.
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It iS wprth nOtlng that Virtually every COuntry in the wOrld engageS ln prOteCtiOniSm tO SOme degree.32/

33/ A compromise of six railes was eventually reached. Walter T. Pereyra, "Some preliminary results of
a U,S.-Soviet joint fishing venture," Journal of Contem orar Business, Vol. 10, No. 1, pp. 7-20,

34/ See any standard textbook on international economics, e,g., Peter H. Lindert and Charles P.
Kindleberger, International Economics, Richard D. Irwin, Homewaod I'llinols, 1982.

Between 1977 and 198O harvests of these graundfish averaged 1.4 million tonnes per year. American
fishermen accounted for less than I percent of the harvest.

R. Stokes, Institute for Marine Studies, University of Washington, personal communication� .

X/ Robert L. Stokes, "The new approach to foreign fisheries allocation: an economic appraisal," Land
'Economics, Val. 57, No. 4, November 1981, p. 571.

U.S., Congress, PL 94-265 as amended, $2 a !  7!.37/

38/ See: West Coast Fisheries Development Foundation, S stem Strate for California Ore on and
Washin ton Fishin Industr and Public Ports Infrastructure Needs and Assessment: dna Re art,
Part and, 9, p.

39/ U.S. Congress, PL 95-345.' The legislation was designed to amend PL 94-265  see n. 37!.

It is true that U,S. harvesting of groundfi sh has expanded via joint ventures with di stant water
processors. It is also true, hawever, that the distant water nation of a' most overwhelming
importance, Japan, entered into such joint ventures under duress. This raises a question as to
the long term viability of these joint ventures if the Japanese remain as unwilling partners.

Interestingly, in this regard, a recent empirical study by two American economists, Eric Meuriot and
John Gates, suggest that in the Alaskan case "fee" fishing is optimal on a strict economic grounds,

Alaskan FiSheries Development Foundation, Alaska Pollock: Is It a Red Herri n ? Anchorage, 1982 .

Eric Meuriot and John M. Gates, "Fishing allocations and optimal fees: a single and multilevel
prograrmaing analysis," American Journal af A r icu ltural Economics, Vol. 65, No, 4, November 1983,
pp. 711-721.

Gordon R, Munro, "The economics of co-operative fisheries arrangements ln the northeast Pacific,"
in Edward Miles ed., Marine Polic Issues in the North Pacific, University of California Press,
Berkeley, forthcoming.

Munro and Pontecorvo, Proceedin s of the Seventeenth Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea
Institute, forthcoming.

Stokes, Land Economics, Vol. 57, No. 4, November 1981, pp. 568-582.

The converse, of course, is also true, i.e., the processing sector might experience the greatest
expansian if the pr'ocessors were allowed to enter into joint ventures with foreign harvesters.
Unjustified attempts to foster an infant harvesting sector wou ld come at the expense of the
processing sector.

41/

The argumentS are fallacious in the sense that, if accepted, they wi 11 reduce, rather than increase,
national income. The protected industries wi 11 benefit, of Course, but at the expense of the rest
af the economy.

42/

43/ Citizens for Ocean Law, "Ocean Policy News," February 1984, p. 3.

Since the 1950s econamists have tended to the view that a balance of payraents deficit is essentially
a macro problem� . Piecemeal, inefficiency inducing measures such as setting up barriers aimed at
particular imports are likely to make matters worse, rather than better, over the long run.

If there is no unemployment problem in the coastal state fishing canvnunities, then the employment
argument is without merit.

45/

See: Munro, in Edward Mi'tes ed., Marine Pal ic Issues in the North Pacif1c, University of California
Press, forthcoming.
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Alaska began to wane. It seemed particularly evident that distant water fleets as processors of the
groundflsh would not be displaced ln anything like the forseeable future.



A number of corrments are in order. First let it be conceded that in some cases the comparative cost
pattern may have been distorted by trade barriers within the distant water nation .

47/

Secondly, Eastern-bloc countries have a reputation for heavily subsidizing their distant water fleets
OperatiOn  See KaCzynSki belOw!. ThiS wOuld Seem tO COntradiCt the COmparative COSt argument. The
apparent contradiction arises from the distortion created by the artificial exchange rates between
western and communist bloc countries. If the Soviets, Poles and East Germans for example, were to
import fish they required over and above what can be taken fram their coastal waters, much of the
imports would probably come from the west  including Japan!. If one were 'to take the true cost or
" shadow price " of western currencies to conwiuni st countries, the cost of distant water operations
would be cast in a much more favourable light.

It is also worth adding that some of these countries, e.g., the Soviet Union, almost certainly derive
substantial non-fishery benefits from their distant water fleet operations, i.e., intelligence.

Vladimir Kaczynski, Distant Water Fisheries and the 200 Nile Economic Zone, The Law of the Sea
Institute Occasional Paper no. 34, Honolulu, 983.

48/ Munro, op. cit.

49/ This concept is directly analogous to the financial concept of liquidity.

50/ Consider two investment opportunities. The investments are of equal size, the lifetime of the
capital is identical in each case as are the expected rIross returns. In the first case the capital
is perfectly "malleable," while in the other the capital is "non-malleable." It is easy to
demonstrate that the expected net returns wil'I be higher in the first than in the second case. See:
Oliver E. Wil iiamson, "CredibTe commitments: using hostages to support exchange," The American
Economic Review, Vol. 83, No. 4, September 1983, p. 523.

51/ Munr o, in Edward Miles ed., Marine Polic Issues in the North Pacific, forthcoming.

Ibi d.

53/ This is true of capital in fishing fleets generally, of course. For a good description of fishing
fleets as non-malleable capital see:

D. Baker, The Ca ital Develo ent Fund: A Ca ital Assistance Plan for Fishermen, Report prepared
for the Government o Canada, Department of isheries an Oceans, Halifax, 980.

54/ Kaczynski, Law of the Sea Institute Occasional Paper no. 34, 1983, p. 20.

Ibid., p. 23.

58/ Ibid., p. 39.

57/ For a theoretica'I discussion of this situation in a fisheries setting, see: Colin W. Clark, Frank H.
Clarke, and Gordon R, Munro, "The optimal exploitation of renewable resource stocks: problems of
irreversible investment," Econometrica, Vol. 47, No. 1, January 1979, pp. 25-47.

Eastern-bloc countries anticipating non-fisheries benefit. fram distant water fishing operations  see
n. 47! might well have found c.f.a.s attractive even if fleet operating costs were not being covered.

59/ Kaczynski, Law of the Sea Institute Occasional Paper, No. 34, p. 39.

60/ There has, let it be conceded, been a significant offsetting factor, although how important this
factor will be is difficult to judge. The raison d' etre for EFJ is that it would lead to superior
resource management. If the raison d' etre is justified, then the improved management should result
in a greater stream of benefits fr om the fisheries in which distant water nations might share.

One other comment is appropriate at this point. When we talk of reinvestment, we do not mean to
suggest that distant water fleets should be restored to the levels that existed prior to EFJ.
Improved resource management should bring in its wake a reduced need for fleet capacity. One
characteristiC Of pOorly managed fisherieS is that fleet capacity, in several senses, tends to become
excessive.
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58/ Alternatives beyond the 200 mile were extremely limited. In the late 1970s, Ross Eckert was able to
argue that in exCeSS Of 90 perCent Of the wOrld'S harVeStS were taken within 200 mileS fram ShOre.
Ross D. Eckert, The Enclosure of Ocean Resources: Economics and the Law of the Sea, Hoover Institute
Press, Stanford, 9, p.



Munro and Scott, in Allen V. Kneese and James L. Sweeny eds., Handbook of Natural Resource
Economics.

In a letter to the author, Mr. David W. Evans, Senior Fisheries Officer, Ministry of Lands, Energy
and Natural Resources, Government of the Solomon Islands writes of an official visit to Japan . In
the letter he states that high officials in the J apan Fisheries Association were pessimistic about
the viability of their future distant water operations . Of cour se, this may have been a bargaining
ploy. One would, however, be foolish to dismiss these expressed views out of hand. Davi4 W. Evans,
personal communications.

6!./

To the extent that reinvestment does occur, it could well be of a form that would produce less than
optimal results for the coastal states. For example, cansider a fishery in which maximum efficiency
requires highly specialized vessels. If a distant water nation was providing the vessels, it is
reasonable to expect that, if fleet reinvestment occurred, the distant water nation operator would
sacrifice efficiency for increase4 "malleability" of capital by bringing in new vessels that were
less specialized.

Finally, let us recall an earlier remark about a misapplication of the infant industry argument for
protection. We said that, even if the authorities had sufficient courage ta admit to their error and
to retreat from the policy of protection, substantial damage mi ght nonetheless have been done . The
reason is that, while 1n place, the policy af protecti on might have acted to discourage di stant water
nation reinvestment programs relevant to the coastal state 's fisheries.

Kaczynski, op. cit., p. 26. Kaczynski's wark suggests that most, if not all, of the serious efforts
tO deVelap neW h>gh SeaS fiSherieS iS being dOne by EaStern blOC COuntrieS. SuppOSe that theSe
countries expand their fleets regardless of cost and that the fleets could also operate efficiently
in EEZ s. Relying heav11y on Eastern bloc countries as d1stant water partners could create political
difficulties for more than a few coastal states.

62/

63/ Perhaps this does not apply to the Eastern bloc countries, but see: n. 62.

Ideal situation is that which it is claimed preva11 s with respect to the successful joint venture
between the Solomon Islands and Japan  Taiyo Fishing Company!. David Evans  n. 62 ! writes that each
side recognizes that it has a great deal to lose if the arrangement were to break down.

Economic Zone, FAO, . See in particu ar papers by L. C ark, G. Munro and D. Robb.

We have talked of what coastal states must do to provide long term stability in the arrangements.
It goes without say1ng that if distant water nation partners engage in wilful circumvention af the
terms of the arrangements, the arrangements wi 11 be, not merely undermined, but destroyed.

65/ Munro, in Edward Miles, ed., Marine Polic Issues in the North Pacific, forthcoming.

66/ We think af cases of highly seasonal coastal state fisheries in which no offseason opportunities
exist for the distant water partner s! within the coastal state 's EEZ.

67/ Or possibly the high seas.

68/ This ra1sed the intriguing question af the possibility of interlocking c.f.a.s requiring
inter -coastal state, as well as coastal state distant water nation, negotiations.
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Access to Fishing Zones

j. S. Campbell
Business Fisheries Consultant
Petone, New Zealand

In the development of civilization access ta food and shelter was essential to survival. Among the food
resources in pre-cultivation ages fish resources were possessed by the physically strong. They were
fought for and they were defended. In the modern world strength has played a very important part in
enabling nations to exploit living marine resources. This strength has been political, financial,
technological and trading based. Strength continues to be a factor in determining who benefits from
access to fish resources.

The heedless, careless, incompetent or downright ruthless exploitation of marine fish resources since the
Second World War is already well-documented, So are the many resource disasters round the world which
resulted from the failure of biological and economic resource management to keep pace with the rapid
developments of catching power and technology. Factors which have affected the present state of most
fisheries are also likely to influence what can be done in the future. There is a saying that it is no
use crying over spilt milk. What we should be doing is making sure we don't spill the milk again.

The 1982 Convention af the Law of the Sea  CLOS! adopted by most nations is a kind of Magna Carta for the
social and economic protection of coastal States . I believe that the principles of thi s accord were to
protect the benefits which the smaller and weaker nations could derive from their Exc'Iusive Economic
Zones. These nations will anly be able to profit from the CLOS if they are able to take full advantage
of the sovereignty granted to them under the CLOS.

National jurisdiction over marine resources is now recognised over internal waters, territorial sea, and
the Exclusive Economic Zone, which are within 200 nautical miles fram the base lines used to establish
the territorial sea. There are some areas of over-lapping including archipelagic waters and where fish,
without a knowledge of these boundaries, continue to eave through zones as migratory, anadromous or
catadromous species. The Convention recognises that such problems need to be subject to sensible
co-operation between involved coastal States and Distant Water Fishing Nations  DWFNs!.

Any legally-worded document becomes immediately the target for the interpretation experts who read the
words, and capitali sing on the extraordi nary versatility of the English language, seek out meanings which
suit their own interests.

There is no need in this paper to become involved in the chapter and verse of the CLOS. This is well
covered in a paper presented by Professor William T. Burke of the University of Washington, Seattle, at
a conference in Rome in April 1983  FAO Fisheries Report No. 293!. Professor Burke's general analysis
of the provisions of the CLOS seems to support the view that the CLOS gives the coastal State very wide
discretion in fixing an allowable catch, determining its own capacity to harvest, and deciding, if and
when i t is prepared to declare a "surplus," who should be allocated access and under what terms and
conditions.

The granting of access is thus related directly to the abundance of the resources taking into account the
need to ensure that they are not over-exploited  a matter given scant consideration by DWFNs in the
past!, while at the same time enabling coastal States to extract maximum economic benefits.

Not many coastal States are capable of determining their allowable catch even if they have had an
established fishing industry with some system of recording catches . Smaller and 1 ess wealthy coastal
States, particularly those in the Pacific with limited natural resources, would have very little
knowledge of the highly migratory but potentially valuable tuna resources which move through their
EEZs,
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On the other hand, OWFNs with much experience and careful and purposeful research into the fish resources
of other countries, can bring a formidable amount of information to support c1aims for access. Some
cou'id even parade plausible arguments about the amount of research they have done while exploiting other
countries' resources, in addition to claiming some "traditional fishing rights." They might of course be
fess forthcoming about same of their questionable fishing practices such as using trawl mesh sizes with
little ar no escapement and certainly not in compliance with the regulation mesh sizes of the coastal
State in whose waters they fished . Some can, and do, refuse to recognise sovereign rights over migratory
stocks in the EEZs of smaller coastal States.

There are same critical questions whi ch I feel must be asked about the CLOS and coastal State
"obligations." These questians are:

Haw can many coastal States be expected to comply with the so-ca11ed obligations and responsibilities
bestowed on them by the CLOS? How can they muster the knowledge and resources to determine the total
allowable catch 1 evels? By what means can they estimate what they themselves can catch? How can they
dispose of the catch profitably and so extract "maximum economic benefits" from thei r fishing resources?
How can they monitor foreign activities in their zones or arrest offenders?

Even coastal States with a generally high degree of economic development of their other natural
resources, find themselves hard-pressed to meet the obligations and responsibilities of the CLOS. In
many cases fish resources are already stressed and therefore the milk has already been spilt. In these
cases not only has the milk been spilt but most of the cows have gone dry as well.

We are now much more fami'liar with the need for good fisheries management and the relationship between
fishing effort and the capacity of resources to support that effort. At long last the simple truth that
a limited number of efficient catching units need to achieve good economic catches without damaging the
resource, has finally begun to be accepted. It seems hard to be'ii eve that only about thirteen years ago,
and lang before the "oil shocks, " we i n New Zealand had to prove to a Parliamentary Select Committee that
the main reason dredge oyster prices were high in New Zealand, was that 23 vessels were then catching
half as many oysters in a season per vessel under a quota system, as 12 vessels had caught per vessel
without quotas prior to 1962. An earlier Parliamentary Select Camnittee had in 1962, decided to let mare
vessels in to the oyster fishery on the premise that more vessels in the fishery would bring the price af
oysters down by introducing campetition and i ncreasi ng landings.

Coastal States are expected under the CLOS ta take over responsibilities for good management of resources
which could not be achieved by conNiittees of exploiting nations such as ICNAF. The mere granting of
sovereignty can not in itself enable coastal States to achieve the aims of conserving resources, and of
optimum utili sation of those resources, while at the same time extracting maximum economic benefits for
themselves.

Some smaller coastal States, lacking the means and the ability to assess their allowable catches or to
catch them ar police them, may e'lect to grant access to their resources in exchange for other economic
benefits. This they are entitled to do and the range of the benefits they may seek will reflect the
different economic problems these smaller States are facing. In the absence of clear knowledge of the
extent and the value af their fish resources, the chances of these coastal States being short-changed
through unwise agreements are great, That they do not know, or do not have the means to determine the
wise conservative level of total allowable catch, seems ta put the coastal States in the posi tion of
fai ling to honour thei r responsibilities under the CLOS .

Where a coastal State decides that it is in its own best interests to develop its own means of exploiting
its living marine resources to provide employment, to feed its own people and to earn foreign exchange,
it may need considerable time and a great deal of help. There are many countries in this position.
Wisely the CLOS has made provision for the coastal States to make their own decisions as to how, when and
under what conditions, they wi 11 move towards achieving maximum economic benefits. That they need time
is obvious, but where foreign fishing continues within their EEZs there is need for urgent action.

0ust as coastal States may start with the advantage of controlling valuable fish resources, so do some
nations start with secure and valuable markets which enables them to develop their own fisheries and also
exploit the fisheries of other nations. Most large DWFNs have fished primarily for fish for consumption
in their own countries but some have expanded into the international marketing of fish caught in the
waters of other coastal States. Often this is done in competition with that same fish when it is
marketed internationally by the host State. The granting of sovereignty to coastal States over the
living resources in thei r EEZs has given a form of protection under an international agreement which at
least ensures that they can not be dispossessed by stronger States.

However the CLOS has fallen short of providing for some obligations on OWFNs to grant access to markets
for the products of developing coastal States. With no legislative backing for the concept af reciprocal
or preferential obligations to provide market access it is now left to coastal States to negotiate such
access as one of the conditions for granting access to resources.

This comes clearly within the rights of coastal States but places those States in a negotiating arena
where the strong can still daminate the weak.
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There are many coasta'1 States whose resources DWFNs have been exploiting which have all the means to
extract maximum economic benefits and meet their obligations under the CLOS. Such coastal States may
have the capital, the scientific capability, adequate technology, a trained labour force, and have a
wide range of valuable fish resources within their zones, They have the protection of the CLOS and they
can use it.

In addition those States may enjoy the ability and the political and trading strength to negotiate
favourable terms governing foreign access to their fish resources. They can also bargain strongly over
conditions of access to their own mar kets for the exports of DWFNs whi le securing by their strength,
favourable access terms for their fish exports.

It will be argued that trading access, duties and other barriers to trade between nations come under the
BATT. Hawever in regard to fishing resources it could equally be argued that the weaker developing
nations should be helped to extract full benefit from their resources by willing co-operation and not
have to resort to GATT.

Barriers to trade unfairly restrict fisheries development. What is the use of giving smaller coastal
States sovereign rights to fi shi ng resources if they can be hindered in extracti ng benefi ts from those
rights? This is where the strong may again succeed at the expense of the weak. The impasition of
restrictions by way of import controls, import quotas, tariffs, and a host of non-tariff barriers is
a means by which trade can be restricted and as a resu1t fisheries development can be hindered.

The strength of fishing industry organisations in some DWFNs may be applied  often with the support of
their Governments! by way of pricing or trading practices calculated to discourage imports from coastal
States of the very fish to which those organisations seek access.

Examples of this can be found in the way the U . S . tuna industry receives protection for imports and at
the same time is supported by the U.S. Government when fishing without licenses in the EEZs of other
States. Right now such a situation has arisen through the arrest by a Pacific nation of an American tuna
purse seiner.

Another example with which we in New Zealand are familiar, is the Japanese squid industry's attitude to
New Zealand squid industry development. Japanese vesse'ls licensed to fish by trawl and jigging, caught
in the New Zealand EEZ last season over 45,000 tonnes of squid out of a total catch of 113,000 tonnes or
in other words almost 4OX of the total catch, without caunting the squid taken by Japanese vessels
operating in joint ventures. Japan maintains an import quota system for New Zealand squid caught by
New Zealand vessels and applies an import duty against imports of such squid, In addition there now
appears to be an active policy of discouragement of New Zealand squid industry development by Japanese
restrictions on the availability of Japanese jigging vessels for joint ventures with New Zealand
companies and an embargo on the sale of modern squid jigging vessels to New Zealand owners. These
present restrictive policies are in contrast to the more co-operative attitudes which applied some years
ago.

Another barrier to trade and therefare to coastal States' fishery development arises when the quantities
of fish caught under license constitute a significant part of total supp'ly to the major market for that
species in a DWFN. This results in quotas and prices for imports from the licensing coastal State being
reduced . A practical example of this is the substanti al quanti ty of New Zealand-caught squid placed i n
the Japanese market, the world's largest for squid, by licensed and joint venture Japanese fishing
vessels. These high quantities have a significant effect on the Japanese market share for the New
Zealand type of squid. They effectively reduce demand for squid from New Zealand sources by depressing
the size of the import quotas and reducing the market price. Levying duty on New Zealand squid exports
to Japan has a further depressing effect on the earnings of New Zeal and exparters and therefore retards
development for New Zealand's own squid industry.

The effect of this sort of situation is that the coastal States are relegated to being suppliers of last
resort -- disadvantaged by the results of granting access to the so-called "surplus" a portion of which
is created by the coastal State's lack of access to markets.

My experience has been that no contract or written agreement is worth the paper it is written on unless
the parties discharge the terms and conditions in the spi ri t of the agreement. It was hearteni ng to
learn that the political representatives of the various nations attending the recent World Conference on
Fisheries Management and Development accepted the political commitment for the spirit of the CLOS to be
adhered to, Governments may be responsible for the actions of their people po'litically, but they
frequently fo'llaw or support what their nationals want for domestic political reasons.

A question now arises as to what Governments should do to ensure that the principles of the CLOS are
observed and supported by their nationals. [n the case of DWFNs it is imperative that they should review
those arrangements which have grown up to support distant water fishing. These could include the
following:

 I! The willingness to reduce the numbers of fishing units licensed for distant water fishing.
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�! The negotiation of entry terms more favourable to the DWFN than to the coastal State.

�! The provision of subsidies and incentives for DWF operations,

�! The control or reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers.

�! Giving less weight to the influence of various political and other trading pressures.

�! The reduction or elimination of protection and compensation for transgressors,

�! Increased willingness to provide data and he1p to developing coastal States without extracting
onerous commitments from those States.

If the Governments of DWFNs really want to support the princip'les of the CLOS and assist the weaker
coastal States then they will have to make some politically difficult decisions on these and similar
matters.

The Governments of coastal States also need to revise their approaches to the principles for the
implementation of the CLOS. For example they cou1d consider the following:

�! The need to amend the terms aod conditions of access covered by bi-lateral agreements made prior to
the adoption of the CLOS.

�! The giving of a high priority to fisheries development and trade,

�! The negotiation of fi sheries agreements for the benefit of thei r fishing industry trade rather than
for other industries or for diplomatic considerations.

�! The need to use fisheries people in the negotiations with OWFNs.

�! To work with other coastal States to strengthen their position in a manner similar to that now being
adopted in the Pacific by the Forum Fisheries Agency.

�! The provision of he1p to other coastal States on fisheries deve'lopment and marketing.

�! The avoidance of arbitrary and obstructive atti tudes in dealing with DWFNs while maintaining a strong
bargaining posture.

What seems to be needed now is positive, constructive political actions from Governments to ensure that
the principles of the CLOS are observed aod followed by their nationals. This will take time but if and
when this does happen the world will be a better place to live in -- especial 1y for the people of the
smaller developing coastal States � and surely that was what the Convention of the Law of the Sea was
designed to do.
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Recent Developments in the Management of
Major Australian Fisheries: Theory and Practice

Oavid Wesney, Bernard Scott and Peter Franklin
Department of Primary InduStry
Canberra, Australia

Introduction

The value of Australia's production of edible marine resources was estimated at $440m in 1982-83. The
most significant contributors to this came from prawns �3 percent!, rock 1obster �0 percent!, finfish
�0 percent!, scallaps � percent! and abalone � percent!  BAE, 1984!. Approximately 70 percent of the
total value of production comes from fisheries where limited entry management has been applied.

Fisheries Mana ement in Theor

Since the declaration . in 1979, of the Australian Fishing Zone  AFZ! there has been a concentrated effort
to identify and develop management systems appropriate to meet the present and future needs of Australian
fisheries. At present about 90% of Australian fisheries are subject to some form of management.

Management Objectives

Under the Conmonwealth Fisheries Act 1952 twa objectives are specified:

 i! 'ensuring, through praper conservation and management measures, that the living resources of the
Australian Fishing Zone are not endangered by over-exploitation'  the biological objective! and,

 ii! 'achieving the optimum utilisation of the living resources of the Australian Fishing Zone'  the
economic objective!.

It is well recognised by both industry and governments that where a fishery is at bio1ogical risk there
is justification and a government responsibility to intervene ta protect the resource from
overexploitation.

The second objective specified in the Commonwealth Fisheries Act 1952 has been the subject of different
interpretations. Accordingly it has been difficult to gain recognition for the justification ta
intervene with fishery management plans on purely economic grounds a'although the available evidence in
Australia suggests that most fisheries are suffering from economic rather than bio1ogical problems.
There are exceptions and one of these will be discussed later.

!t is worth noting that there is now general agreement to the economic interpretation of the second
objective in the Act.

In addition each State within the Comonwealth has a responsibility for managing fisheri es i n waters
within its jurisdiction.

Economic Trade-off

Fish stocks derive their economic value from twa basic conflicting economic issues:

 i! Stocks can be harvested now as a product of value in the market place or

 ii! Stocks can be 'saved' as inputs to future production.
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A third inherent value in fish stocks 1s the 'conservation' value which intensifies the des1re to 'save'
stocks. Management of a fishery for economic reasons therefore invo1ves a 'trade off' between these
values.

Where fishermen share access to a fish resource the individual has no incentive to 'save' and
subsequently benefi t from such a saving . Any savi ngs will be open to 1mmedi ate harvest by other
fishermen, or the 'saving' will be available 1n the future to all fishermen exploiting the resource.
Individua1 fishermen therefore have a strong incentive to harvest the resource and obtain the benefits
from their actions immediately. These individual decisions to immediately harvest the resource are
perfectly rational from an economic point of view.

Ho~ever, where all fishermen within a fishery make similar rational decisions, overexp1oitation and/or
overcapi talisation of that fishery will usually occur, F1sheries sufferi ng from these conditions can be
identif1ed by persi stent low rates of return and/or static or decreasi ng catch per unit of effort,
Generally the more profitable the fishery, particu'Iariy if it is unregulated, the greater the tendency
for such conditions to develop over time.

When a fishery tends towards overcapitalisation with a consequent persistent poor economic performance,
a case for intervention on economic grounds exists. For example, if the result of a flow of investment
into a fishery from a number of fishermen creates excessive capital accumulation, intervention could be
justified on the basis of more effecti ve uti li sation of capital resources in the economy as a whole, ar
to avoid possible social welfare problems.

Alternatively it could be argued that the fisherman/investor shou'Id have accounted for the riskiness of
his venture prior to his involvement, and therefore he should accept the consequences of his actions
without the benefit of a management regime to protect his investment.

In essence the economic problems generated in fisheries arise from the absence of individual property
rights. Individual fishermen da not incur the full costs or the benefits of their ind1vidual decisions.
These costs and benefits are spread among all wha participate in the fishery and indirectly to the
community at 1arge.

Management Options

Where management is considered justified on economic grounds . two broad approaches could be used ta
attack the underlying problems:

 i! The use of taxes or levies to introduce incentives for 'mare efficient' capture of the fishing stock
and to redistri bute the benefits obtained.

 ii! To establish a system of 'property rights' within the fishery which provides the individual with a
guarantee of r1ghts to harvest the resource, and fisheries managers with a basis for management
control.

Taxes and levies. The general principle of app1ying a tax or a levy to a fishing industry is based on

consequently a11 fishermen in a fishery, to adopt a more efficient scale of operation which wi11 improve
the returns to the whole fishery,

,axes or lev1es on investment in the fishery wou1d have the effect of transferring the potential  high!
costs of excess capital and effort incurred by individuals in the fishery to government consolidated
revenue. In effect investment taxes or levies would remove the i ncentive to expand fishing capaci ty .

Such an approach presents si gnificant difficulties i n establishing the appropri ate levels of tax or levy.
Furthermore, i n order to mai ntain the fleet in an economically efficient confi guration, it would be
necessary to continually 'fine tune' the taxes or levies to maintain the system. This 'fine tuning'
would need to account for new technologies, price and cost changes and changes in the availability of the
resource. A11 of these changes would require detailed monitoring. The cost of such an operation cauld
be prohibitive and such a scheme may be politically unacceptable.

In the Australian context, these measures must take account of the following factors;

� ! The an-going eligibility rights to a Iimi ted entry fi shery conferred on fishermen se1ected according
to specified entry criteria,
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 ii! In most cases, the desirability of allowing for the transfer of property rights.

 iii! The desirability of selecting measur'es that will also be the best available proxies far fishing
capacity which will assist in the achievement of effective containment and/or reduction of tatal
fleet fishing capacity in a 1imited entry fishery.

Selection of such measures may involve controls over specified inputs or outputs, or some combination of
these factors, Input measures include the definition of units of fishing capacity of a boat in terms of
boat size  under-deck-volume or length!, engine power, gear size etc., or combinations of these factors.
Output measures include catch quotas or bag limits.

In theory it can be argued that input measures do not bestow direct or effective individual property
rights over the resource, while output measures if properly applied, achieve that objective. It can also
be argued that input controls are only a short-term remedy to the containment of fishing capacity because
uncontrolied inputs may be substituted for controlled inputs  e.g. kilowatts can substitute for boat
length!. In addition it may be necessary to impose increasing restrictions over an i ncreasi ng range of
i nputs in order to contain the effects of technological advancements.

On the other hand, aggregate fishing quotas, while protecting a fishery resource, da not address the
problem of overcapitalisation. In fact the use of such measures could exacerbate overcapitalisation by
encouraging investment in fishing boats which increase an individual fisherman's competitiveness.

Individual negotiable catch quotas however, intraduce property rights which provide an incentive for more
appropriate levels of investment by individuals and an incentive for greater productivity. A quota
system itself does not encourage more than the efficient individual harvest of specified levels of fish
stock. In a technical sense, this may nat result in the mast efficient pattern of harvesting of the
resource but does provide a framework for individuals to become more effi cient in their investment
decisions. The potential for efficiency gain would, however, be greatly reduced if the quotas were not
transferable.

Summary

Management contro'Is over inputs or outputs create their own sets of specia'1 difficulties when they are
considered as fisheries management measures. Apart from the factors briefly mentioned above,
consideration also needs to be given to the feasibility and casts of implementing, monitoring and
policing such controls as well as the sociaI costs of the restrictions within the political environment.

Experience in Australia has demonstrated that whether we 1ike it or nat, the days of most uncontro11ed
fisheries are numbered. Some form of control is essential if the problems of overcapitalisation and/or
overexplaitation of our resources are to be addressed. Once headed down the fisheries management path,
decisions on the mast appropriate management regime for an individua1 fishery involve consideration of
a large range af complex issues. A final decision involves striking a fine balance between:

 i! Theoretical and practical consideratians.

 ii! Allowing individuals to develop their most efficient catching operation with minimum controls.

 iii! Ensuring the appropriate use of scarce capital resources in the catching sector and

 iv! Providing adequate protection for fish stocks.

Fisheries Mana ement in Practice

Two different management regimes which are currently being introduced into twa of Australia's largest
fisheries are discussed below. A management plan for the Northern Prawn Fishery Declared Management Zone
 NPF DMZ! is based primarily on input controls to contain and reduce total fleet fishing capacity in
order to improve economic returns to the fishery. Secondly, the sauthern bluefin tuna resource is
seriously threatened by overexp1oitation and a management plan for the Southern Bluefin Tuna Fishery
 SBT! based on individua1 transferable catch quotas is being introduced to enable a recovery in the size
of the fish stocks.

The Northern Prawn Fisher Declared Mana ement Zone NPF DMZ!

Key Features

The hlPF DMZ was created in 1977. It includes Commonwealth, I!ueensIand and Northern Territory waters in
the defined area shown in Figure I.

The main features of the zone are described in Annex I and summarized as follows:

 i! The NPF DMZ is a limited entry fishery with the number of fishermen eligible to catch prawns in the
area restricted to 292.
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Figure 1.

 ii! The annual value of prawn exports of about $100 million  mainly to Japan!, ranks the NPF DMZ as
Australia's No. I fishery export earner contributing between 50X and 60$ of total export earnings
from Australian crustacea.

 iii! The zone ranked second to the western rock lobster fishery in terms of annual value of Austra'lian
crustacea landings in recent years.

 iv! The total prawn catch has fluctuated around a five year average �978-79 ta 1982-83! of about
9,500 tonnes.

 v! While tatal average catch has remained relatively constant, the catch per vessel day spent fi shi ng
has been declining, and the average number of days per vessel spent fishing has been i ncreasi ng.

 vi! Total investment in DMZ licensed boats has increased substantially in recent years. The size of
replacement boats has increased  many with the aid of a shi p-building bounty! and the level of
their technological sophistication has improved. These developments have increased the total
fishing capacity of the fleet despite the limitation on total boat numbers.

 vii! According to survey information from the Bureau of Agricultural Economics  BAE! for the years
1980-81 and 1981-82, average total returns of between $82.5 mi 11ion and $89.5 million were
achieved i n comparison with total annual fleet costs of about $92 million. Abaut 55~ of boats
were unable to make a posi tive return to capital wh~ le 17K and 25K of boats  main'ly in the 20 . 6m
to 23.6m size range! achieved returns to capital of at least 10K.

 vii i ! A deterioration in the relationship between real prawn pri ces and fleet costs is expected in the
longer term.

 ix ! The combination af increasing excess fishing capacity   identified primari Iy as increasing
overcapitaiisation of the existing fleet!, litt'le increase in the average annual size of the prawn
catch, and the deterioration in the relative movements of real prawn pri ces and fleet costs
 particularly fuel costs! has resulted in a serious decline in the overalI profitability of the
fishery,

 x! Because of the nature af the resource  i.e. essentially a one year reproductive and growth cycle
of the highly fecund species!, available evidence suggests that the mai n commercial prawn species,
namely the banana prawn  Pawnees merstuiensisj and the tiger prawn  Pensees escuientus and
P semisulcatus! are not threatened by overexploitation. In other words the problems in the
fishery arise from economic rather than biological factors.

Pr os per ts for Improving Prof i tabi 1 i ty

Three main options for achieving an economic recovery in the fishery are:
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 i! Increasing the size of the prawn catch. The available evidence on prawn resources in the NPF DMZ
suggests that the scope for substantially increasing the annual catch may be limited.

 ii! Increasing prawn prices at a greater rate than increases in f/eet costs. According to analyses by
the BAE, the relative movements in real prawn prices and fuel prices are likely ta deteriorate in
the longer term, and hence the prospects for improving the profitability of the NPF DMZ through
increasing real product prices are not good.

 iii! Decreasing fleet costs. This option appears to offer the best prospects for achieving an economic
recovery in the fishery. According to the BAE survey, capital and directly related costs of 264
operational boats totaled about $29 million or almost 28% of total fleet costs. A substantial
reduction in these costs could be achieved by removing boats from the fishery,

Management of the NPF DMZ

In the light of the brief overview presented above, the main issues with respect to management of the
NPF DMZ are discussed below.

Develo ment of a mana ement re ime. Prior to the announcement of the DMZ in 1976, seasonal closures had
been introduced into the fishery aimed at optimizing the size of banana prawns at the time of first
catch. This element of management has been improved and is still in force.

The next major move was made when a Northern Fisheries Committee  NFC! comprising government
representatives of the Conviianwealth, gueensland, Northern Territory, Western Australia and CSIRD was
convened to consider development plans and the need for management for the fishery. Based an
recommendatians from NFC, the Australian Fisheries Council  AFC! agreed i n October 1976, to limit
entry into the DMZ.

A boat replacement policy on a one-for-ane basis was introduced as a measure of restraint on fishing
capacity. This policy was modified in 1980 to allow for boats of less than 21 metres  DLWL! or ISO gross
construction tonnes to be replaced with boats of up to this size and therefore to qualify for a ship-
building bounty. Boats in excess of these size cri teria could be replaced on a one-for-one basis.

By October, 1982 it had become clear that the boat replacement policies were ineffective in restrai ni ng
total fleet fishing capacity including the effects of technological innovations in boat design and
construction, engine power, navigational aids and fishing gear and equipment. It was a1so becoming clear
that unless innovative steps were taken ta dampen the effects af the serious overcapitalisation which was
occurring in the fleet, this valuable fishery would face a prolonged period of economic decline.
Accordingly AFC directed that a review of the NPF DMZ be unde~taken as a matter of urgency to consider
the early introduction of measures to restrain existi ng and potential fishing capacity .

That review was carried out in March 1983 in close consultation wi th industry . In fact most of the key
elements for a revised management plan examined during the review, were based on a report prepared by an
industry organisation called the Northern Fisheries Companies Association representing some 200 NPF DMZ
licensed boats.

Subsequently a joint industry/government body called the Northern Prawn Fishery Advisory Committee
 NDRPAC ! compri si ng representatives of seven industry sub-groups, four governments and CSIRO, developed
a seven-paint management package which was endorsed by AFC in September 1983. The components of the new
plan are:

 i! Establishment of a joint industry/government management committee known as the NPF Management
Committee  NDRMAC! responsib1e to AFC through Standing Committee on Fisheries.

� NORMAC replaced NORPAC on 1 January 1984.

- An effective working relationship has been established between industry and government
representatives on NORMAC.

 ii! Implementation af a new Boat Replacement Policy  BRP! based on unitisation of a boat's fishing
capaci ty calculated by combining under-deck-volume and engi ne power.

- This policy has been implemented according to a comprehensive set of BRP rules approved by the
Minister for Primary Industry and all boats must be unitised by 31 December 1984.

� Boat units are held on a central boat unit register operated by the Fisheries Division, Department
of Primary Industry, and boat units are transferable.

- A boat license will not be endorsed to operate in the fishery unless the appropriate number of boat
units required to cover the size of the boat are held by the licensee.
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 iii! Establishment af a Voluntary License Entitlement Buy-Back Scheme  VLEBBS! to be financed by a
compulsory levy on industry.

- A transferrable certificate of entitlement to operate in the fishery must have a minimum of 100
boat units attached ta it all times.

� An entitlement with attached boat units, or boat units alone may be voluntarily sold to a small
statutory buy-back authority based initially an a tendered price by the vendor. Entitlements and
boat units surrendered to the buy-back authority will be lost ta the fishery. Disposal of a boat
effectively removed from the fishery will be the responsibility of the boat owner.

- Government approval for the establishment of a small buy-back authority with power to borrow off
Government budget up to a limit af $5 million is currently being sought.

� This loan of $5 million is required as an initial injection of funds to implement VLEBBS on
1 January 1985.

� Industry has agreed to totally fund VLEBBS through a compulsory, tax-deductible levy, including
interest on borrawings at non-concessional interest rates.

- Government authority to impose levy has been obtained and 'legislation i s expected to be passed by
Parliament in the 1984 Budget Session.

� Levy payments and buy-back prices paid will be based on the number of boat units held by each
fisherman.

 iv! Extension of the NPF DMZ westward to Cape Londonderry on the Western Australia coastline.

� In order to spread total fleet fishing capacity over a wider area.

 v! Implementation of a permanent closure programme to protect prawn nursery grounds, and improvement
of a seasonal closure programme aimed at optimizing the size of prawns at first catch.

 vi ! Improvement of the structure and effectiveness of penalties for offenses under Commonwealth law
in the NPF DMZ.

 vii! Improvement of licensing arrangements involving central control, rationsaiisation and streamlining
of present arrangements with a view to reducing the number and cost of licenses.

Comments on the mana em~eat lan. The development of the new plan evolved after tonsideralion of a range
of management options including the concept of output controls or quotas. This concept was soon rejected
for the NPF DMZ on the grounds that

� The problems to be addressed are essenti ally economic and not biological  i .e. the resource is not
under threat from overexploitatian!

�  }uotas would be virtually impossible to control in such an extensive fishery, particularly si nce
boats which can remain at sea for months at a time may catch prawns outside the DMZ; with the
advent af bulk packi ng, trawlers may transfer their product ta supply boats for direct shipment to
overseas markets; and hove ports extend from Perth to Townsvi lie, Under these circumstances the
costs of controlling and moni tori ng quotas at the present time would be prohi bi tive .

Once the decision to concentrate on input controls had been made, a range of possible options was
examined in detail. These included alternative proxies for fishing capacity such as gear size and
bo'liard pull. NORMAC has clearly recognised that there is uncertainty about the effectiveness of the
results of the selected management measures, particularly the unitised BRP and the VLEBBS, and that these
measures wi 1 1 need to be carefully moni tored fr om the outset. If they are found nat to be as effective
as anticipated in terms af containing and reducing fishing capacity, particularly in reIation to the
effects of technological innovations, it may be necessary to introduce more stringent capacity control
measures. It is intended that a follow-up contingency plan containing such measures be developed as soon
as the SRP and VLEBBS become fully operational on 1 January 1985.

Current issues. At the present time the mai n issues being addressed are:

 i! Difficulties of establishing engine manufacturer's recommended maximum continuous rating in
kilowatts for same boat engi nes as part of the BRP boat uni ti sation formula .

 ii ! The need to amend the Corrrnonwealth Fisheries Act 1952 to provide a sound legal basis for the
imp'tementatian of new fisheries management regimes, and alsa to provide a basis for imposing levy
in some instances. This aspect is of concern in relation to the timing of the introduction of new
management measures.
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 iii! The need to resolve a number of issues concerning currently non-NPF DMZ endorsed boats which can
demonstrate a cormrritment to fishing for prawns in the proposed NPF DMZ extension area westward from
Cape Ford.

  iv! Fi nali sation of the detailed operations af VLEBBS prior to the introduction of this scheme by
I January 1985,

Southern Bluefin Tuna Mana ement Plan

Key Features

Southern bluefin tuna  SBT! is a single stock highly migratory species which spawns in the Indian Ocean
south of Java. It is explafted by Japanese 1 ongliners virtually throughout the full extent of its
migration through the southern oceans between about 30' and 50 fram east of South America to east of
New Zealand. SBT is a'iso the basis af a substantial Australian pole and line and purse seine fishery
and a relatively small New Zealand handline fishery.

The Australian fishery which is concentrated off the southern coast of Western Australia and aff the
coasts of South Australfa and New South Wales has, unti'l recently, been based predominantly on harvesting
surface schools of pre-adults for canning purposes. In more recent years there has been a shift in
emphasis towards harvestfng 'larger SBT for the sashimi market. Product from the NZ adult SBT fishery is
also directed to that market.

The Australian and Japanese fisheries commenced in the early 1950s. Japan's catch expanded quickly to
77,500t in 1961 but has since declined to its current leve1 of about 17,000t. By comparison, Australia's
SBT catch grew steadily untfl the 1970s. During this decade the catch ranged from about 10,000t to
15,000t. In the late 1970s the fishery, particularly off Western Australia and South Australia, expanded
significantly and in 1982 a record catch of 22,000t was landed by the Australian fleet of about 140
vessels.

The Australian fishery comprises three prime sectors but is dominated by a South Australian based fleet
of about 35 pole and line vessels ranging from wooden hu11ed vessels of 15 metres to modern specialised
steel hulled vessels af 35 metres. Four af the five purse seiners active in the fishery are also based
in South Australfa. These vessels range from 26m to about 40m in length.

Catches fn the New South Wales sector af the fishery have in recent years been well down on previous
landings of between 3,000-6,000t. As a consequence many of the Pole/line vessels previously engaged in
this sector have either reverted to trawling or transferred their operations to South Australia. Only
about 12 multipurpose vessels are naw based in New South Wales.

The Western Australia sector of the fishery is largely a small scale inshore fishery based on harvesting
SBT of less than 3 years old, The bulk of the fleet of about 90 vessels are of less than 15m and
relatively few are engaged in the fishery an a full-time basis. None-the-less untfl quotas were
recently imposed on this sector, catches had increased to almost 6,000t in 1982/83 and many were
anticipating higher catches in future years.

In additian a number of small scale tro11i ng vessels are engaged in the fishery, largely an an
opportunistic basis as an adjunct to their activity in other fi sherfes off the southern coasts of
Australia.

Canneries which are largely dependent on SBT from the domestic fishery are based at Eden  NSW!,
Melbourne  Victoria!, Port Lincoln  S.A.!, Albany  W.A.! and Perth  W.A.!.

Economic Status of the Fishery

During the 1970s the fishery was subject to significant fluctuations in profftability, These
fluctuations resulted as a consequence of variations in SBT availabi 1ity as well as in prices offered by
Australian canneries. Despite these variations the fishery was characterised by a steady increase i n
investment fn large and more sophisticated vessels.

Studies undertaken by the Bureau of Agriculture Economics indicate a substantial deterioration in the
profitabi'lity of the fleet over the period 1980-81 to 1982-83. The decline was particularly evident in
the eastern sector of the fishery which experienced both a decline in earnings and an increase in
operating costs. The impact of these factors was such that the average operating surplus of all vessels
operating in this sector of the fishery fe11 fram in excess of $120,000 in 1980-81 ta 'fess than $10,000
per vessel in 1962-83.

The decline in profitability has encouraged fishermen to more actively pursue alternative markets for
their product. Sreater emphasis has thus been given ta exporting SBT unprocessed, to higher value
markets in Italy and more recently Japan rather than di recti ng their catch to local canneries . This
situation has exacerbated difficulties already being experienced by the canning sector as a consequence
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of the availability of low cost canned tuna from overseas sources and relatively low levels of tariff
protection.

Given the costs of harvesting SBT and the competitiveness of the international market for canned tuna, it
seems inevitable that Australian SBT production will increasingly be exported in an unprocessed state and
that local canneries will become even more dependent on obtaining raw material  particularly skipjack!
from overseas sources.

Need for Management

Fo1lowing concern expressed by scientists about the diminishing stock of the fishery, Australia moved to
develop and i ntraduce an appropriate management program. This i nvo1ved detailed consul tation not only
with the Australian tuna i ndustry and the State Governments concerned but also three rounds of trilateral
consultations involving scientists and fisheries administrators from Australia, Japan and New Zea1and.

At the second round of trilateral consultations in Japan during April 1982 a scientific consensus on the
status of the fishery was achieved . Research indicated that the parental stocks had, by 1975, been
reduced from a pre-fishing 1evel of about 600,000t to about 220,000t as a consequence of the combined
catch of Japanese and Australian fishermen. Although analysis indicated the level of stocks had been
stable until 1980 the scientists concluded that high recent exploitation rates would further reduce
stocks and that urgent steps should be taken to ensure that stocks were maintained at the 1975-1980 1evel
of about 220,000. Their concern was that at lower stock levels there could be no certainty that the
fishery would continue to produce a satisfactory number of recruits . Subsequent analysis has confirmed
the gravity of the situation.

It is clear that the 1982 level of exploitation is inconsistent with the biological analysis of the
status of the fishery and there has been a large degree of agreement between Australia, Japan and New
Zealand on the need for fishing restraint and the desirability of developing a co-ordinated international
approach to the problem.

Development of Management

It was therefore in the context of a clear biological necessity that Australia moved quickly to develop
an appropriate management program for its sector of the fishery. In considering the nature and extent of
the management plan the fo'Ilawing considerations were of central importance:

 i! SBT is a highly migratory species exploited by geographically and economically diverse sectors of
the Australian community as well as by Japanese and New Zealand fishermen.

 ii! A1though fast growing SBT do not reach sexual maturity until 7 or 8 years old and thus have a long
exposure to fishing effort before being capable of reproducing. Fishing effort is thus quite
capable of seriously affecting the level of parental stocks and prejudicing the level of future
recruitment,

 i ii ! As a highly migratory species, the availability af SBT to Australian fishermen may be subject to a
number of oceanographic and weather factors not related ta the biolagical status of the fishery
i.e. availability would be largely unpredictabie.

 iv! Considerable excess capacity existed in the fishery  estimates had been made that the Japanese
fleet was 2 to 3 times larger than necessary to take its current catch and that the Australian
fleet, given favourable oceanographic/weather conditions, had a capacity ta take wel'I in excess
of its record catch of 22,000t!.

 v! Because of the time lags involved between exploitation by Australian fishermen and its impact on
adu1t stocks, the need to effectively restrain the Australian catch was urgent,

 vi! To be effective, any internationa1 management arrangement would need to involve the establishment
of a global catch quota and any national program would need to be capable of camp'Iementing such an
arrangement.

 vii! The level of the globa'1 quota would depend largely on the age composition of the catch i,e. higher
quotas can be sustained if large fi sh are taken.

 viii! A number of geographically distinct Australian fisheries had developed which were economically
dependent on harvesting SBT.

In .view of these factors and after a comprehensive round of industry consultatians and discussions wi th
scientists and fisheries administrators, the concept of adopting canventiona 1 input, capacity-related,
controls was reiected. The mai n consi deration i n thi s decision was the uncertain impact capacity
restrictions would have on catch and hence the long term level of SBT breeding stocks.
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Those associated with the development of long term management arrangements were also conscious that
earlier efforts to manage the fishery on the basis of input controls had proved effective in promoting
either biological or economic objectives. Indeed, during the course of a "freeze" on entry into the
eastern sector of the fishery �976-1981! both investment and catch increased significantly. It should
be noted however that while the "freeze" was introduced in order to promote an improvement in the
economic performance and stability of the fishery the current management program has been developed with
the primary objective of ensuring the breeding stocks are maintained at a reasonable level.

It was thus decided to pursue the development of a management program based on the establishment of an
annual national quota with complementary measures designed to promote an increase in the size composition
of the Australian catch.

The decision to opt for a quota-based management program was made easier as quota control and monitoring
arrangements would be simplified by the manner in which SBT was landed and marketed viz:

� Almost the entire catch is landed at 5 or 6 main ports.

� The bulk of landings are either canned or exported frozen and relatively few processors and fish
buyers participate in the fishery.

- The domestic fresh tuna market is very limited and would be quickly oversupplied if fishermen
endeavoured to market a significant proportion of their product through other than established and
known channels.

In order to promote an improved catch composition  i.e. a larger proportion of larger fish and hence
fewer fish taken per tonne landed! a range of supplementary measures were also considered. These
included gear restrictions, size limits and area controls.

Gear restrictions were subsequently considered not appropriate because of the nature of the fishery and
characteristics of the gear used. It was thus decided to pursue area closures and size limits options.

Implementation of Nanagement

With the prime objectives of restraining growth in the Australian fishery and providing a suitab'le
framework for more stringent management arrangements, an interim program was introduced from I October
1983 incorporating the following elements.

 i! Nationa'I quota 19,000t

� eastern sector 15,000t
  purse sei ners 5,000t!

� western sector 4,000t

 ii! Reserve quota 2,000t

 iii! Size limits

- eastern sector 70 cm
� western sector 54citi

 iv! Area restrictions

� In addition to being prohibited from operati ng in the western sector, purse seiners were prec l uded
from inshore areas off NSW and from operating around sea mounts off SA.

Although limi tes were imposed on each of the sectors no limits were placed on the catch by individual
fishermen. The reserve quota was introduced as a means of providing a facility for fishermen to target
on larger fish or to diversify operations onto non-SBT species. In this manner purse seiners were to
be allocated additional SBT quota if efforts were made to catch non-SBT species and western sector
fishermen would be similarly rewarded for taking larger SBT. It was also intended that the reserve quota
wou1d cover the development of operations targeting exclusively on large SBT.

A segregation of the two sectors at 127'E was considered desirable, at least initially, to reflect the
different structure of the fisheries and significant differences in the characteristics of SBT
availabi1ity throughout its migration through the Australian fishing zone. Without sectors being
established it was felt that the burden of management could be distributed disproportionately amongst
Australian fishermen. For example the enforcement of a national size limit of 70cm wou1d have virtually
closed the fishery off Western Australia.

Results of Interim Program

It is likely that the Australian catch of SBT during 1983/84 will be of the order of 15,000-16,000t
compared with about 22,000t for 1982/83. It is recognised that independent factors such as weather
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conditions and SBT availability have had a major impact on the productivity of the fishery this year.
Despite these factors it has however been necessary to close the purse seine sector af the fishery, and
closure of the western sector well before the season concludes on 31 September is likely. Thus while it
may not have been the major factor, the management program has made a positive contribution to
restrai ni ng SBT catch duri ng 1983/84.

The major lesson of the first year of the comprehensive manaqement orogram for the SBT fishery was the
difficulty associated with industry adherence to size limits.

The main factors to prejudi ce the operatian of size 1imi ts in this fishery are likely to be common to the
management of similar pelagic species and include:

- Won-selectivity of prime fishing methods.

� Regular occurrence of SBT in concentrations containing mixed age classes.

- Fishinq strategies which preclude ear ly release of fish and hence high martali ty rates associated
with sorting and releasing undersized fish.

While size limits have been somewhat successful in redirecting effort, strict si ze limit enforcement has
also resulted in considerable dumping and wastage. This is undesirable from a resource utilisation point
of view. It also tends to result in catch data which understates the impact of commercial fishing on the
resource. Alternatives such as area/seasonal clasures are now being considered.

Long Term Management Program

While acknowledging that the character of the fishery and its biological status dictated the introduction
of more restrictive catch quotas, those associated with the management of the fishery have been concerned
that the disruptive consequences of an apen quota arrangement should be avoided where possible. These
consequences were seen as being associated with promoting a more competitive catching situation and hence
an inevitably shorter season and a higher capitalisatian in vessels and equipment than necessary.

During the course af the last season it also became apparent to industry that there would be a number of
advantages associated with progressi ng to a system of individual catch quotas . In particular such a
system was seen as promoting a far more order'ly fishery by enabling individual fishermen to tailor their
involvement in the fishery to their quota or alternatively to adjust their quota to suit their fishing
operations. These considerations are particu'larly important in a fishery where part af the fleet is
concerned with taking relatively large quantities of SBT for canning at low unit values while other
participants, possibly with similar financial commitments, are keen to structure their operations around
smaller quantities for the higher priced sashimi market.

It is thus proposed that the long term management program for the fishery will be based on a system of
individual transferable catch quotas  ITI!'s! with few controls on fishing operation except for selective
area closures, The allocatian of ITI!'s to individual fishermen will be based on a formula taking into
account their past involvement in the fishery  catch over the period 1980-81 to 1982-83! and their
financial commitment to the fishery  current market value of their vessel!.

Although the administrative and equi ty difficulties associated with the initial allocation and
administration af limited catch quotas are considerable, this must be viewed in the context of the
potential of a system of IT/'s to promote a far more orderly and rational fishery in the longer term,
In particular ITI!'s are seen as offering a real opportunity for government to distance itself from the
commercial area of decisions by fishermen about investment and the manner in which they organise their
fishing operations. Thus while the biological objectives are safeguarded by the aggregate level of the
quota, a system of ITI!'s enables the individual ta protect his participation in the fishery by his
holding of IT ! entitlements. That is, the actions of each individual are isolated and thus do not
directly impact on the nature ar extent of participation by other individuals in the fishery. Fishermen
can therefore concentrate on organising their own level of participation in the fishery and are less
concerned with direct competition with other operators.

While management programs developed for the fishery may ensure the fishery is not overexploited, probably
the most powerful forces in determining the future viability and productivity of the SBT fishery are
oceanographic/weather conditions and commercial/marketing factars. While it is not possible to influence
or indeed predict the former it appears that market forces are tending to support a move to fishing
smaller quantities of larger fish for the 1ucrative sashimi market. In addition, processors are now
conscious that the aggregate level of Australia's quota will be significantly influenced by the
composition af the catch and have indi cated an intention to establish a differential pri ci ng system based
on fish size for the coming season, These factors may in the lang term prove to be of considerable
significance in complementing the endeavours of fisheries managers to reduce the number of SBT taken.

In the final analysis it should not be overlooked that this fishery is based on the exploitation of a
highly migratory species and that fishermen from other countries are involved. Without comp'lementary
action by those fi shermen there can be na guarantee that the Australian program wi 1'I be completely
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effective in safeguarding the fishery. Thus, while the Australian Government has placed high priority an
developing a responsible management program for Australian fishermen engaged in the SBT fishery it is
alsa very conscious of the need to promote a co-ordinated approach to the problem with the Governments af
Japan and New Zea'land.

Annex 1. Main Features of the NPF DMZ Catchin Sector

quanti t and Value of Catch

The estimated total landings and landed values of prawns from the DMZ for financial years since 1978-19
are given in Table 1. The percentage of total catch comprising Banana prawns is also shown, the
remainder of the catch comprising Tiger, Endeavour, King and other prawn species. Values are at current
prices.

Tab'Ie 1. Prawn Landings and Value' .NPF DMZ 1978-1982

Average Price
Per Kilo

Landed
Value

Banana Prawn
l af Total CatchTotal CatchYear

tannes live
whole weight

$'ooo

Source. DPI

Table 2 shows the values of landings, exports and imparts of total fish, crusiacea and mol'Iuscs for
Australia for the three year period 1978-79 to 1980-81. The harvesting of prawns. lobsters and abalone
account for the major part of the total value of production of Australian commercial fisheries and these
are oriented to export markets. The dominance by value of the prawn and rock lobster harvests relative
to fish and molluscs has been maintained in recent years. In 1980-81, crustacea accounted for about 60K
of the value of the total co>wnercia'I catch of fish, crustacea and molluscs, with prawns accounting for
37% and rock lobster 24%.

Table 2. Fish, Crustacea and Molluscs -- Landings, Exports and Imports 1978-79 to 1980-81, Australia
 $'000!

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

Fish

58,007
12,836

114>519

67,289
10,274

133,984

- landings
� exports

imports

56.501
4,744

85,865

Crustacea

184,137
198,007

35,147

213.609
171,344
48,297

- landings
- exports
� imports

176,451
167,267
37,141

Molluscs

37,178
31,490

3,282

50,400
50,345

6,616

� landings
� exports
� imports

32,355
22,119

1,770

a. Market shares  or domestic availability! cannot be computed from the data shown in Table 2.
l.andings are valued at wholesale prices in principal markets for mainly unprocessed fish etc. and
exclude Victorian landings in 1979-80 and 1980-81, Imports and exports are on an fob basis and
include substantial quantities of processed and packaged product. Some exports and imparts are
not differentiated between crustacea and molluscs  and have been included in crustacea!.

b. Excludes Victoria.

Source: ABS.
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1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83

9,279
8,641

12,285
9,614
7,742

45,300
42,500
55,800
54,300
63,500

4.88
4,92
4,54
5.65
8,20

50
32
43
28
24



The value of NPF DMZ prawn landings represented 25%, 23% and 26'X respectively of the total value of
crustacea landings in Australia for the years 1978-79 to 1980-81. The contribution of DMZ prawns to the
value of export earnings however, is considerably more important. With about 975-98% of the total DMZ
catch exported at an annual export value of about $100 million, DMZ prawns comprised between 50% and 60$
of the value of total Australian crustacea exports in recent years, Between 80K and 90% of total prawn
exports are shipped to Japan.

NPF DMZ Prawn Catch in Relation to Time Fished

The trends in catch and relationship of catch to days fished for banana prawns and for tiger/endeavour/
ki ng prawns respectively are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Catch and Fishing Time Data: Banana Prawns in the DMZ, 1975 to 1982

Days Per Vessel
Per Year

Catch Per
Vessel Day  b!

 tonnes!

Total Vessel
Days Fishing

Banana Prawn
Catch  a!

 tonnes!

Vessel s

number

Year

 a! Total catch of banana prawns excluding those caught as an incidental component of the trawl fishery
catches.

 b! Catch per vessel day based on logbook records pertaining to banana prawn fishing only.

 c! Preliminary data only.

Source: CSIRO and DPI.

Table 4. Catch and Fishing Time Data: Tiger/Endeavour/King Prawns in the DMZ, 1975 to 1982

Total Catch Per Catch Per Total Vessel Days Per Vessel
Catch Vessel Vessel Day Days Fished Per Year

 tonnes!  tonnes!  tonnes!

Vessels

number

Year

 a! Preliminary data.

Source: CSIRO and DPI.

The mai n points from these tables are as follows:

Banana Prawns

 i! Marked annual fluctuations around an average total catch oF about 3,600 tonnes per year.

 ii! An upward trend in total days of fishing with an annual peak in 1981 of about 8,600 vessel days,

 iii! A downward trend in the catch per vessel day.

Tiger/Endeavour/King Prawns

 i! A dramatic increase in total catch from about 1,800 tonnes in 1975 to a peak of about 7,000 tonnes
in 1981.
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1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982  c!

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982  a!

105
145
175
193
199
166  c!
229  c!
170  c!

107
145
193
237
240
278  a!
280  a!
261  a!

1,425
1,805
4,071
4,937
5,576
6,543
7,033
6,157

2,855
4,164
5,956
2,263
4,335
2,151
4,409
2,437

13.24
12.48
20.85
20.07
22.63
32.53
25.12
23.59

0.609
0,648
0.911
0.455
0.662
0.324
0.514
0.430

0,245
0.261
0,350
0.263
0.299
0.227
0.224
0.199

4,690
6,427
6,535
4,977
6,549
6,625
8,569
5,667

5,817
6,915

11,637
19,746
18,618
28,805
31,322
30,813

45
44
37
26
33
39
37
33

54
48
60
79
78

104
112
118



 ii! An equally dramatic upward trend in total days fished peaking at around 30,000 vessel days in 1981

� A dec1ine in catch per vessel day over the eight year period.

It should a1so be noted from Table 1, that the catch of Banana prawns as a percentage of total catch in
the DMZ has almost halved since 1978-79.

DMZ Vessel Size and Fleet Structure

The most ~ecent data on size distribution of the fleet are su~arised in Table 5. The total number of
NPF DMZ license enti tlements was 292 with 265 operational boats and 27 unfilled enti tl ements . Over 3IX
of enti tlements are attached to boats i n the 22-24 metre length class, and 76K of enti tlements are
attached to boats of less than 24 metres in length.

Table 5. NPF DMZ Boat Classification by Length

Vessels
Length

t1ements

�! BAE analysis based on 264 operational boats.

�! Note equal to 100K due to rounding error.
Source: BAE

As long as the number of unfilled enti tlements remai ns at around the present Ievel �7!, a considerable
amount of operational fishing capacity is withheld from the fleet. However, these licenses are a
continuing threat for increasing total fleet fishing capacity because they cou'Id be attached to
operational boats at any time. Given that the total DM7 prawn catch has not shown any increase over the
last five years  fluctuating around 9,500 tonnes per year!, the introduction of up to 27 additional
entitled boats into the fleet  to a maximum of 292! at, any time in the future could have serious economic
consequences. Downward pressure would be put on the profitability of the entire DMZ fleet .

Table 6 shows the average boat main engine power in kilowatts and the 1 arge variation in engine power
within each size classification of the boats.

Tab'le 6. NPF DMZ Fleet: Main Engine Power by Length Strata

Average Main Engine Power

kw

Range of Main Engine Power

kw

Length Strata

less than 15.6m
15.6m and less than 17.6m
17.6m and less than 20.6m
20.6m and less than 23.6m
23.6m and abave

130
203
223
307
361

80-220
130-276
127-335
224-575
246-596

Source: BAE

The average size of boats and hence the capital investment in the fleet has increased considerably over
the years. Larger boats have been bui'lt for a number of reasons including:

 i ! Increasing competition between operators for a limited convnon property resource.

 ii! Lowering the minimum size of boat in December 1973, to qualify for the shipbuilding bounty an the
construction of new vessels from 200 gross tonnes to 150 gross construction tonnes  or 21 metres
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less
16m and less
18m and less
20m and less
22m and less
24m and less
26m and less
28m and less
30m and over
Unfilled enti
TOTAL

than 16m
than 18m
than 20m
than 22m
than 24m
than 26m
than 28m
than 30m

22
38
36
35
91
31

5

3 3
27

292 �!

7,5
1.3. 0
12.3
12.0
31.2
10.6
1.7
1.0
1.0
9.2

99.5 �!



design load water'line length!. The rate of bounty payable was 251, 'of the tender price but is now
27% of the cost of construction.

 iii! The need for larger vessels with greater capacity and comfort to remain at sea for extended periods
with the capability for wide ranging operations in the NPF and to withstand rough weather
condi tions. This is associated with  i ! above.

 iv! The capability for efficiently employing improved navigational aids and new fishing technology
closely linked with the factors in  i! and  iii! above.

In addition to increasing size of vessels and technological improvements in navigational aids and fishing
gear, there have been significant changes in other vesse'I attributes inc'Iuding:

 i! Increased average main engine power from 130 Kw in 1971 to 213 Kw in 1980;

 ii! An increase in the number of boats with dry refrigeration from 10% in 1971 to 57% in 1980;

 iii! An increase in the number of boats with steel hul1s from 15K in 1971 to 59K in 1980.

Yalue of the Fleet

The average market value per boat obtained by the BAE from operator's estimates was $364,600. The total
market value of the fleet �64 vessels! excluding the value of license enti tlements was estimated at
about $96 million. When the market value of license entitlements was added, the total value of the fleet
increased to about $110 million. The implied average value of license entitlements as of December 1982/
January 1983 was therefore about $53,700.

In terms of purchase price, the total value of the fleet was $90.4m . This figure is based on what
present owners actually paid for their vessels . The average purchase price was about $342,600.

The total estimated replacement cost of the fleet �64! was approximately $15gm. Replacement cost is
what it would cost to purchase an identical new boat. The average replacement cost was approximately
$600,600.

Total crew, including skippers, permanently engaged on NPF DMZ boats was approximately 1,250 persons .
During the peak season the number rises to about 1,540 persons. The average period for which the
seasonal maximum was engaged was 4.2 months.

The average crew size permanently engaged per boat was 4.7 persons, and the average duri ng the peak
period was 5.8 persons.

Economic Performance of the Fleet

The main features on the economic performance of the fleet accordi ng to 8AE survey data are as fol Iows;

 i! The most profitable boats on average were in the 20.6m-23.6m length range despi te the high
percentage   70%-77%! of non-subsi di sed boats in this length class which made fi nanci a I losses in
the two survey years.

 ii! On average, the only other length stratum to make a profit was the 15.6m-l7,6m class in 1981-82,
with all other boat classes recording an average financial loss in both survey years.

 iii! Over 55K of the fleet incurred financiaI losses in both survey years, although 25K of the fleet
achieved a rate of return of more than 10~ in 1980-81 while only 17% of the fleet exceeded a 10',.'
rate of return in 1981-82.

 iv! The variability in financial returns within boat size groups was high.

 v! The overall profitability of the fishery in terms of rates of return to capital has not been
encouraging in recent years.  A more detailed assessment of the economic performance of the fleet
will be provided in a forthcoming BAE report on its 1983 NPF OH2 fleet survey.!

The Outlook for Prawns

The BAE summary of the outlook for prawns presented at the 1983 National Agricultural Outlook Conference
is reproduced below:

With no significant improvements in catch and with increases in prices received likely to be smaller
than increases in costs of production, the Australian prawn industry is expected to face a deterioration
in real income over the next twelve months.
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. Fuel price rises are expected to keep pace with the general rate of inflation in 1983 and the industry
will lose the assistance provided by the Export Expansion Grants Scheme when it terminates in July.

In the short term, supplies of prawns ta the Japanese market appear unlikely to change significantly,
maintaining Japanese prices at current levels. However, if there is significant downturn in the U.S.
market, some subsequent redirection of supplies to Japan may depress prices.

. The improvements in export prices ta fishermen in 1982 should be consolidated in 1983. Export market
returns are expected to increase by 6-7 percent as a result of appreciation of the yen against the
Australian dollar and a lowering of tariffs in Japan,

In the longer term, the rate of growth in demand is likely to be greater than increases in the rate of
growth in supplies, resulting in an accelerated rise in prices . However, the viability of the i ndustry
world-wide will depend heavily on relative movements in prawn and fuel prices.

. The viability of the industry in Australia will also depend on rationalisation of fishing effort being
achieved as most, if not all, prawn fisheri es have excess capacity ."

The most recent update on the outlook for prawns and a short summary of price movements and the total
expected catch for 1983 was provided by the BAE in a revised version  October 1983! of its "Fish
Products" Commodity Nates published in the  }uarter'ly Review of the Rural Economy 5�!, August 1983.

"The total prawn catch in 1983 wi 1 1 be down by about 10 percent and uni t returns to fishermen up by 10
percent on last seasan's average of $5.10/kg, so that total returns are likely to be stable.

Prices for tiger prawns in the Northern Prawn Fishery reached $11.00/kg, and prices in other fisheri es
averaged about $6.00/kg. Wholesale auction prices for both school and king prawns at the Sydney fish
market in Apri'l 1983 were $4.35/kg and $8.75/kg, respectively -- 37 percent and 16 percent higher than
in April 1982.

Productian from the east coast of 0ueensland in 1983 is expected ta be higher than last year when it was
reduced as a result of a low catch in the middle of the year. This increase, however, is likely ta be
outweighed by a fall in the catch in the Northern Prawn Fishery.

In the nine months ended March 1983, export returns from the prawn sector were $117.4m, 17 percent higher
than in the corresponding period in 1981-82 due to the sharp increase in unit values to $11.19/kg �7
percent higher! outweighi ng the 8 percent decline in exports to IO. 5kt  product weight! . Export prices
have declined and, as a result, the average prices received by fishermen are expected to fall over the
next six months. In particular, the prices received on the Japanese market  mainly at the top end! are
expected to drop.

In the long term prawn prices are expected to fluctuate with no significant increase in constant dollar
terms.

Over the same period of comparison, imports of prawns rose by 5 percent to 5.3kt whi ch were valued at
$40.6m, an increase of 33 percent."
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International Allocation of Fish Resources
and the New Law of the Sea Regime

Rognvaldur Hannesson
Norwegian School of Economics and BUsiness Administration
Bergen-Sandviken, Norway

Introduction

The new Law of the Sea regime has made the allocation of fish resources among countries a more pertinent
issue than ever before. With the important exception of highly migratory species such as salmon and
tuna, fish stocks are now enclosed within the territorial waters of a limited number of coastal states.
Effective management af fish stocks thus requires agreement between a limited number of countries only,
as it is no longer possible for third countries to invoke the principle of free access to become parties
to, or to undermine, such agreements. A number of fish stocks have come under the command of a sing'le
country.

While the new institutional framework thus seems auspicious for the effective management of fish stocks,
the view that fisheries management has not improved much is not uncommon  see, for example, the
proceedings of the 17th annual conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, Oslo 1983!. It seems
appropriate, therefore, to begi n by asking the question why the utilization of fish stocks may remai n
inefficient, despite the 200 mile limit and its enclosure of fish stocks. The fundamental reason is, in
our view, that government policies are often guided less by incentives to seek economic efficiency than
by political incentives pulling in the opposite direction. One aspect of this is the protectionist
fishery policy often followed by governments when there is a mismatch between countries ' "ownership" of
fish stocks and their comparative advantage in harvesting them. These issues are discussed at same
length in the following section.

As a result of the new regime, fish stock management by catch quotas has become widespread. Indeed, this
principle is enshrined in the Law of the Sea Convention itself  Article 61!, which states that "the
coastal state shall determine the allowab'Ie catch of the living resources in its exclusive economic
zone." The convention further states that "where the same stock or stocks of associated species occur
within the exclusive economic zones of twa or more coastal States, these States shall seek, either
directly or through appropriate subregional or regional organizations, to agree upon the measures
necessary to co-ordinate and ensure the conservation and development of such stocks without prejudice to
the other provisions of this Part"  Article 63!. In Section 3 we discuss the international management of

shared stocks in the ICES area, � particularly as it applies to Norway, Due to the absence of a commonI/

objective in such an international setting, we argue that the best attainable solution to the management
problem may very well be a second-best optimum, where the total allowable catch for each stock is
determined on the basis of some biological principle and allocated among the countries concerned
according ta some agreed rule, while each country manages its fisheries by transferable quotas. Section
3 concludes by a discussion of the Common Fisheries Policy of the EEC, a special case of international
fish resource management.

Given a fisheries management regime of country quotas, the question arises whether quotas should be
transferable between countries and, if so, at what price. This problem is examined in the last section
of the paper  Section 4!. We find that management by country quotas will, in the case of independent
quotas, lead to a global overcapacity in the harvesting sector. A "free" transfer of "excess" quotas
 i.e., that part which a country cannot harvest itself! will further increase the global overcapacity,
while transfers at a price will have the opposite effect, By attaching a suitable price to the transfer
of excess quotas a globally optimal harvesting capacity may be achieved, but unfortunately there is no
market mechanism in sight which would establish the required transfer price. These results are derived
on the basis af a specific example and await generalization. There is little doubt that the problem of
quota transfer, or quota trade, is an area of research which is relevant, fruitful, and neglected.
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The 200 Mile Limit: A Mixed Blessin ?

Comparative disadvantage and fishery protectionism

In the 1950s and 1960s vast improvements occurred in vessel design, fishing methods, and storage
technology, making it ever more attractive to build vessels that combined fishing, processing, and
transportation to market. Being located close to the fishing grounds became less and less important for
the comparative advantage in harvesting the fish. The sa-called "coastal states" retained their
comparative advantage only to the extent that they had limited opportunities in industries other than
fishing, or that the new technology suited their factor endowments better than others.' The fishery
increasingly became a "footloose" industry, and countries with large markets and litt1e fish sent mare
and more vessels fishing in faraway places. Japan and the East European countries were particularly
active in this process. This development, rather than the depletion of fish stocks per se, may indeed
have been the most important reason why the coastal states pressed so hard far the 200 mile limit in the
1970s.

There is li ttie doubt that the 200 mile limit has in a number of cases meant that the ri ght to manage a
fi sh stock rests with a country without any comparative advantage in harvesting i t . The proliferation of
joint ventures in fishing in recent years is a consequence of this development, To the extent that the
200 mile limit has brought about a protectionist fishery policy and exclusion of efficient f1eets, the
inefficiency of free access has been replaced with i neffi ciency of a different ki nd, but probably of a
lesser degree. This does not by itself disprove the thesis that the 200 mite limit provides a better
institutional environment than the old regime for effective management of fish stocks, but when the
economic consequences of the new regime come to be assessed, the loss from "fishery protectionism" must
be accounted for and subtracted from what in our view is likely to be a gain from an improved stock
management.

The history of the Common Fisheries Policy of the EEC illustrates the mismatch between proximity to
fishing grounds and comparative advantage in harvesting the fish, together with the conflicts arising
therefrom. The markets for fish in Europe are to be found mainly on the continent and in England, while
the most abundant fish stocks in European waters are located in peripheral areas, such as off Iceland
and Northern Norway and, within the EEC, off Scotland and Ireland, In 1970, immediately before opening
negotiations with Britain, Ireland, Denmark, and Norway about enlarging the community, the original six
countries agreed on a cannon fisheries policy, The most important principle of this policy was free
access for all carrrnunity vessels to all community fishing grounds. It has been argued  Leigh, 1983! that
the most important reason why the original members of the EEC came to agree on a common fisheries poIi cy
at that particu1ar time was a cortnion interest in presenting the four applicants with a fait accom li and
sa ensure access for vessels from the continent to the fishing grounds of Norway, Britain, and Ire and
 at this time national fishing limits were on'ly 12 mi1es!. Soon after, however, the cannon fisheries
policy was wrecked by the turmoil of the Law of the Sea, making it necessary to negotiate a new policy.
After a decade of tugofwar, a new conmon fisheries policy was agreed upon by the EEC countries at the
beginning of 1983, in which the principle of free access was partly abrogated and coastal fishermen,
particularly in Scotland and Ireland, were given preferential rights of access within a coastal zone of
six to twelve nautical mi1es. We shall return to the Connion Fisheries Policy in the next section.

Allocation of resources as a political process

The dispersion of fish stocks and their resulting i nappropriabi lity by private interests makes the
management of fish stocks a concern of national or provincial governments. The misallocation of
resources resulting from free access is tao well known to need any elaboration, but it does not follow
that things will necessarily be any better under government regulation. There are, in aur view, two main
reasons why governments are like1y not to have the necessary incentives to seek economica11y efficient
allocations . � First, the benefits of misallocation  monopoly rents, protective tariffs, intra-marginal2/

rents resulting from free access, etc.! typica1ly accrue to narrow and well defined interest groups,
organized around and lobbying for their interests, whereas the benefits of efficiency typically are
dispersed over society at large and not easily perceived by each individual, larger though their sum
total is. This gives democratically elected governments incentives to pursue inefficient solutions
whenever the benefits of these are sufficient'Iy concentrated and well enough lobbied for, and the gains
from efficient solutians wide'ly enough di spersed not to be easi 1 y perceived by each individual .

Secondly, government regulation quite often means replacing the market with a political process. In
accordance with democrati c principles, it is often considered a part of good governing ta consult those
who will be affected by a regulation before it is given a final shape and made effective, This means,
of course, consulting those with established interests at the time of consultation. Furthermore, those
interests must be direct and discernible enough for peap1e to have been organized to promote and protect
them, as no consultation wi11 proceed very far unless there is a body with which regulators are able to
meet and consult. This usually amounts ta consulting producers' interests, wha are thereby given an
opportunity to bend the regulatians in their favor.

But there are ather negative effects of this "regulation by consultation" than just promoting producers'
'interests at the expense of consumers . The procedure sets as ide the market mechanism, replacing it with
a political process . To see what this means for economic effici ency, let us briefly recapitulate how
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competitive markets are supposed to disseminate economic benefits. Economic campetition is a deeply
undemocratic and ungentlemanly process, rewarding those who are able ta produce things more cheaply than
others by using better equipment or being more industrious, or those who are better able ta satisfy what
usually is ca'lied, and often misnamed, taste. There is na reason to expect that established producers
wi 1 1 be particularly happy with being subject to strictures of this kind . On the contrary there i s every
reason to expect that established producers will try to limit competition and prevent innovation and
entry into their trade. The history of fisheries regulation offers many examples of attempts to persuade
the authorities ta ban new and efficient fishing gear and methods. On a number of occasions this has
been successful; the innovative and effi cient mare often than not are a minority, and a resented one at
that. Let it be said for the record, however, that the dislocations caused by the dynamics of the
competitive market are without any intrinsic merits, being rather the cost of an otherwise beneficial
economic organization. Here is where one would see a role for the welfare state, in limiting such costs
and sharing them equitably without becoming an economic arteriosclerosis, as the tendency has been in
recent years.

Towards better management; Rules rather than discretion

far a set af rules, nat to be bent easily by lobbying or political whims, by which a perfect market may
be emu~ate . I ~ the next section we shall argue that the management ptoceoures whereby catch quotas are
allocated among countries in the ICES area provides a good basis for this.

International Fisheries Mana ement in the ICES Area. A Framework for Second-Best Optimization?

The current system of international fisheries management in the ICES area may be described as a three-
staged process. First the ICES, through its Advisory Committee on Fisheries Management  ACFM! gives
recommendations on catch quotas for the coming year or season, the so called "Total Allowable Catch,"
known simply as TAC. Then representatives of the countries sharing each stock  here the EEC counts as
one country! get together and negotiate the TAC. After having reached agreement, a feat that has not
always been accomplished, each country takes, or is supposed to take, appropriate measures for staying
within the limits set by its share of the quota.

The management process

The advice given by the ICES is based primarily on biological considerations. The Advisory Committee on
Fisheries Management is, however, fully aware that such considerations alone are an insufficient basis
for fisheries management. As the Conwiittee says in its 1981 report ta the North-East Atlantic Fisheries
Commission:

"...the development of advice for fish stock management should nat be entirely the
responsibility of ACFM, Ideally, managerial authorities would define their objectives for the
different stocks or fisheries and ACFM would thereafter evaluate the biological consequences of
these management strategies and define the biological constraints for the attainment of these
objectives. Without clear objectives at hand from the managerial bodies, ICES has had to
develop certain management objectives which are mainly based an purely biologica'1
considerations,"

One senses here a certain frustration among the members of the Advisory Committee over the lack of
clearly defined objectives on behalf of the political authorities to whom the advice is being given, The
attitude of the above quotation is fully consi stent with the spiri t of biaeconomic theory. On the other
hand, a search for a clearly defined objective among managers representing different nations, each with
its own set of economic parameters or even non-quantifiable objectives, is likely indeed to be
frustrated. The Advisory Committee has nevertheless been forced to come up with something that makes
better sense economi cally than building up dep'leted stocks ta an MSY level as rapidly as passible, a
policy that would entail a massive layup af vessels and lass, at least temporarily, of established
marketing outlets. This is why the Advisory Committee calculates the consequences of several quota
options for seriously depleted stocks, rather than recommending any single figure on the basis of the
maximum sustainable yield  MSY! or similar-criteria. This is indeed a procedure that should be adopted
for all stocks, in the interest of enlightened management.

Having received the advice from ICES, the governments concerned negotiate the TACs and their allocation
among themselves. It is not uncommon that the TACs ultimately agreed upon deviate from the
reconmendations by ICES, and it also happens that no agreement at all is reached. An appendix to this
paper narrates the recent history of TACs for some stocks shared between Norway and her neighbors. The
reasons why the TACs are modified or why no agreement is reached vary from time to time and place to
place. An easy way in the short term to settle competing claims that add up to more than the recormended
TAC is simply to inflate the quota, as has happened on numerous occasions in the past. The failure to
reach agreement has sometimes been due to disagreement on how to divide the TAC among the countries
concerned, and at other times to pratestatians about same countries� ' fai 1 ure to stay within the
previously agreed quota limits .� 3/
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The sharfng of quotas is, as might be expected, a bone of contentfon. As far as Norway and her neighbors
are concerned, it seems that formulas for this purpose have fn most cases been agreed, a notorious
exception being North Sea herring, Sometimes these formulas are based on historfcal catches; this fs the
case for the internal dfvision of catch quotas within the EEC, and the 40-60 division of the capelin
quota between Norway and the USSR. The division of the TACs between Norway and the EEC is based on the
distribution of each fish stock between the parties' economic zones respectively. To accomplfsh this a
"zonal attachment" report was prepared, where it was attempted to establish how 1arge a part of a
particular stock "belonged" to each zone, This problem has both a static and a dynamic dimension. At
any gfven time the existing stock of fish may be spread over both zones, but many species grow up and
mature in one zone while spawning in the other. This report settled the sharing formula for many stocks,
the most important and notorious exception again being the North Sea herring. For this stock, like many
other pelagic stocks, one encounters the problem that the larger the stock the wider the area over which
it is dispersed. It has been alleged that a buildup of North Sea herring would encourage the migration
of herri ng into the Norwegian zone, and thus di sproportianate1y benefi t Norway, Thfs could explain why
the EEC is less interested than Norway in Iimiting catches of herring. Similarly a replenishment of the
Atlantia-Scandfan herring stock would probably revive the old migration pattern towards Iceland, which fs
why the Icelanders have frowned upon the Norwegian herring quota.

Having agreed on TACs and their sharing, each country is supposed to manage its fisheries so as to comply
with the agreed quota. Thfs has in the past often been a rather dismal story, particularly with respect
to the EEC. The reason has primarily been the failure of the EEC countries to agree among themselves on
the sharing of the EEC quota, a problem that naw would appear ta be overcame by the agreement on a common
fisheries polfcy, to be discussed below. However, false catch statistics have in the past been a
formidable problem and seems likely to remafn so, as the supervisory apparatus of the EEC Commission is
still very weak.

BiologicaIly based quotas: A second best policy' ?

As resource economists are quick to pofnt out, quotas based an purely biological criteria such as MSY do
not necessarily make good economic sense. However. in an international setting, or when national
management is heavily politfcized, a clearly deffned management objective is not likely to emerge. In
the last resort quotas will be fixed, if at all, through bargai ni ng among the nations involved, where
playing to the national gallery by obstructionism etc ., may be an important element . The question
arises, therefore, whether letting the TAC be determined by some sensible biological rule and then
allocated among the countries according to some agreed formu/a might in fact be the best attainable
poli cy. One such rule might be to base TACs on MSY fishing mortalities, modified to avoid large
fluctuations in catches. Another rule is to let TACs be limited by a threshold value for the spawning
stock, i n order to avoid recruitment failures . The latter rule is the basfs of the management of Barents
Sea cape1in, while the former otherwise seems to be the cornerstone of ICES's recommendations. The
overriding objectives behind such a rule would be, loose1y speaki ng, the preservation of stocks and
stabilization of yields, but it must be acknawl edged that the ecologicaf Interdependence of stocks poses
same awkward problems in this regard, problems which seem to call for what amounts to an economic
evaluation of yields from interrelated stocks.

Management by TACs set by biological criteria would have the advantage of reducing the element of
discretion in the setting of TACs for shared stocks and thereby limit the possibilities for following
economically irrational policies or using quota negotiations as a stage for demonstrating political
virility. A management system based on exogenously determi ned quotas also provi des a good basis for
efficient fisheries management within each country. By auctioning or otherwise allocating catch quotas
to fishermen or fishi ng enterprises and permitting the buying and selling of quotas, it is possible to
achieve an efficient utilization of each country's share in the TAC  cf. Moloney and Pearse, 1979! . The
problem is similar to environmental management by transferable pollution quotas, cf. Montgomery �972!.

Transferable quotas as a means to achieve efficiency within each country

Since investment in fishing vesse1s typically is a long term decision variable, quota rights would have
to be permanent and transferable in order ta achieve a1locati ve efficiency. A potential investor would
have to buy the necessary quota al1ocation for securing an efficient utilization of his vessel, and would
be able to sell it when he retires ar changes occupation. Clearly it would not be possible to grant
rights to a constant, annual quota, as fish abundance and thereby TACs vary aver time, to a greater or
lesser degree. What is passible, however, is to grant rights to a certain Irercenta<ae of the annual
quota, leaving it to the investor to judge how the actual quota is likely ta vary. The rate of
utilization of his equipment would surety vary, and the i nvestor would have to figure out for himself the
appropriate average rate af utilization of his vessel and the quota percentage required. It is, of
course, possfble that private investors' attitude toward risk will be different from that warranted from
a social point of view, thereby introduci ng some allacative i nefficiency. The resulting lass seems
likely, however, to be small coripared to the gain from using a system of rules emulating an efficient
market and minimizing the leeway of discretionary policies contrived for pursuing inefficient solutions
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The carman fisheries policy of the EEC

Bioeconamic theary identifies the optima1 harvesting of a fish stack as a function of economic parameters
such as ihe price of fish, the cost of fishing effort, and the discount rate. The fact that such
parameters normally differ among countries is a reason why countries sharing a stock prefer different
harvesting po1icies. However, the more economic interaction there is among countries, the more one would
expect prices and discount rates to be similar. Since an economic corwrrunity is characterized by a free
movement of goods and factors of production across national boundaries, there is reason to expect that
the optimal harvesting policy, from the corwnuni ty 's point of view, will be uniquely determined. Then, if
there is a central corrniunity authority empowered to set catch quotas, control ffshing effort. and
otherwise decide which policy to follow, fisheries management in an economic community should not be any
different from management in a single nation state.

A pivotal element in the Common Fisheries Policy of the EEC, approved in January 1983, is that the
management of the corwrrunity' s fish stocks is decided by the central authori ties of the communi ty. On
proposal from the Corrnrissian, the Council decides, by a qualified majority, catch quotas and their
a'Ilocation among member states, minimum sizes of fish that may be landed, zones within which fishing is
restricted, fishing gear regulations, licensing of fishing vessels for certain species and areas
 demersal species in the Shetland area!, and how to monitor member countries' compliance with community

regulations. � To some extent thfs power had been established before agreement on the Common Fisheries4/

Policy was reached. Several cases settled in the European Court of Justice prior to that time
established the right of the Comnission to veto national conservation measures on the grounds of
discrimination against fishermen from other parts of the community, or for otherwise being in conflict
with community rules and regulations. However, even if these wide powers give priority ta management on
behalf of the community over national management, the Common Fisheries Policy is in other respects
simi 1 ar ta the management of stocks shared among sovereign states wi thout any supranational authority
Catch quotas are divided into national quotas, and it is up to each member country to utilize its quota
as efficiently or inefficiently as it desires . Furthermore, the coastal waters of the community are
reserved for local fishermen, as explained in Section 2.

The i ncentives for the central authorities of the community, particularly the Council of Ministers, to
seek efficfent allocations are no more impressive than the case is for national authorities. The main
difference is that protestations of organized i nterest groups tryi ng to bend the common policy in thei r
favor often are magnified by the local press and parlfament to the point of assuming the dignity of a
vital national issue. This has occurred in different countries at different times and for different
reasons . Britain became known in the latter part of the 1970s for its obstructionism i n fisheries poli cy
when it was trying to acquire a wide national zone for itself �0-100 nautical miles!. Access far French
ffshermen to English waters was expiaited by the French socialists before the election in 1981,
cautioning the French government at that time against making any compromises. The Danish parliament
opposed the Common Fisheries Policy beyond the last minute, ostensibly for the purpose of gaining a
marginal improvement in the quota allocation.

Paraphrasing Voltaire, some are inclined to think that the Corimion Fisheries Policy is neither common nor

a policy, and not particularly concerned with fish. � Time will show whether this is an appropriate5/

characterization. In our view a better outcome is quite conceivable. The main fngredient in the Carnrron
Fisheries Polfcy is the setting of catch quotas and their allocation among member states. There is no
doubt that the setting of TACs has in the past been much influenced by politica'i expediency. Competing
claims of member states adding up to more than the recommended TAC have often been settled by increasing
the TAC accordingly, deferrfng the replenishment of depleted stacks. But as we have argued above,
management by country quotas need not be all that bad. If the TACs are biologfcally sound, fish stocks
need not be far from thei r optimal levels, as there is most likely much less difference between the MSY
level  or safe escapement level! and the economically optimal level than there is between the latter and
the free access  or polftically expedient! level. Then, if each country divides its allocatian into
transferable quotas, there wfll be a strang tendency to eliminate excessive harvesting capacity, as
argued above. If the Common Ffsheries Policy develops in this direction, it cou'Id 'lead to a near-
efficient utilization of the corrnrruni ty's fish resources.

Global 0 timum and the International Transfer of quotas

We have argued that a management system based on biologically determined quotas and transferable quota
rights wfthi n each country will ga a 1ong way towards achievi ng an efficient solution wi thi n each
country. But what about the global optimum? Will the total amount fnvested in fishing vessels in all
countries taken together be the optimal one, for any given expectation of future TACs? This problem
does not appear to have been given much consideration yet in the literature. Below we offer same
preliminary thoughts on the matter.

A simple two-country iwo-stocks model

Suppose there are two countries, each owning a stock of fish. We shall make the following simp1ifying
assumptions:
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 i! The fish stocks are identical, except for the probability distribution of their abundance. The
harvesting technology, prices and cost parameters are the same in both countries.

 ii! There is no "stock effect" in the harvest function, and so the harvest is proportional to the
harvesting capacity applied. For simplicity we shall measure harvesting capacity in terms of fish.

 iii! Harvesting capacity is a long term decision variable and has no alternative use.

  iv ! The price of fi sh and the cost per uni t of harvesting capacity are constant . Assuming that
variable costs are proportional to the amount of' capacity utilized,  ii! implies that variable
costs will be a constant proportion of revenue. We may then work with a constant net price of
fish, which we shall set equal to one.

 v! Catch quotas vary stochastically over time, due, e.g., to environmental fluctuations and the need
to preserve a minimum spawning stock. The probability di stri buti on of catch quotas is assumed to
be autonomous, thus ignoring population dynamics  other than the minimum spawning stock
requirement!.

 vi ! The objective of management in both countries is maximizati on of the present value of expected
economic rent, thus ignoring the implications of different attitudes towards risk.

We consider first the case where each country is restricted to harvesting its own stock. Suppose that,
at time zero, each country builds the harvesting capacity it desires for the future. If prices are
constant over time and since expectations are time-invariant, the optimal harvesting capacity will be
constant over time. Finding the optimal capacity amounts to solving the following problem:

max z [ECt K! - aK]/ I+r! � K,t

K t=l

max EC K! �  a+r!K,
K

from which we get the first order condition for maximum:

dEC
a �!

That is, the expected increase in revenue resulting from a marginal increase in harvesting capacity
should be equal to the  annual! marginal cost of capacity. The latter is equal to the depreciation of
capacity plus the foregone return on capital.

Letting f Q! and F Q! denote the density and distribution function of the total allowable catch quota,
respectively, we may express the expected catch as

K Qax
EC = J f Q!QdQ + K / f Q!dQ,

0 K
�!

where Q is the maximum quota ever occurring. Taking the derivative with respect to K, we may write
�! as

1 � F K! = a + r. �'!

The LHS of �'! is the probabi'lity of not being able to take the full quota or, alternatively, of having
to use all capacity available. The latter i s equal to the expected marginal revenue of capacity, given
that we measure revenue and harvesting capacity in terms of fish.

For the purpose of illustration we shall use the following two simple distribution functions for the fish
stocks in question:

f Q1! = I F Q1! = Q 0 + QI �a!

<Q2! = � Q ,  Q ! = - Q +Q !. �b!

Figure 1 shows the graphs of these functions.
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where K is the optimal harvesting capacity, EC is the expected catch in year t, a is the rate of
depreciation of harvesting capacity, and r is the rate of discount. Since the expected catch is the same
every year, we may solve the series and, after multiplying by r, arrive at the equivalent problem:



1.0

0.5

Figure 1

By assigning values to the parameters a and r, we may find the optimal harvesting capacity in each
country, For example, if we set a+r = 0.2, we find  from 2'! KI = 0.8 and K2 = 0.86.

Why optimal capacity in each country amounts to global overcapacity

How do these catch capacities optimal for each country in isolation compare to a globally optimal
capacity? The answer hinges, inter alia, on the nature of the joint distribution of the catch quotas,
Here we shall assume that they are independently distributed. It is then immediate that the globally
optimal capacity will be less than the sum of capacities optimal for each country in isolation without
any transfer of quotas . Consider agai n Equation � ' ! . The LHS, 1-F  K, !, is the probability that country

i
i will not be able to harvest all of its quota when idle capacity cannot be transferred from one country
to the other. Sometimes, however, when country i's quota exceeds its capacity, there will be some
capacity idle in country j . Therefore, the probability that country i will not be able to take all of
its quota will fall, for any given capacity, if it becomes possible to transfer idle capacity from one
country to the other. This means that the expected benefits of a marginal capacity extension will be
less than otherwise if capaci ty is transferable. Hence the globally optimal capacity wi 1 1 be 1 ess than
the sum of optimal capacities for each country in isolation.

Using the above example bears this out. From �! and since the quota distributions are independent, the
joint density function becomes

 QI 02! = 2 021
�!

Qz

2-X

Figure 2
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Consider Figure 2. Along the sides of the box we measure the quota from the twa stocks. The density
function could be shown along a third axis starting in the NW corner. Alternatively, the reader may
think of the box as the outli~e of a probability matrix filled with invisible numbers. Since the
harvesting technology is identical for both stocks, the capacity constraint will be a straight line with
a slope of 1, like the line cutting off the SE corner of the box. Quota combinations in the shaded area
exceed the capacity available, which we denote by X. For the case X > 1 the expected catch is most
easily calculated as

1 I X-1 X-li�-QI!
E CI C2! = f J' f QI,Q2!  Ql+Q2! dQldQ2 � f f f QI,Q2!  Ql+Q2-X! dQ2dQI.

0 0 1 1
�!

Using �! gives

E C +C ! = � � + � X � � X � � X + ~XI 5 1 2 I 3 1 4
1 2 4 3 2 12 Y4

Fram this the expected marginal catch is easily found:

1 2! 5 12 13
dx 3 4 6

= � -X- � X + � X

The above considered case of a+r = 0.2 gives an optimal total capacity of X = 1,45, which is less than

Kl+K2 = 1.66. the sum of capacities optimal for each country in isolation.

Optimal harvesting capacity with transferable country quotas

Now suppose that catch quotas are transferable between countries while catch capacity is not.
Specifically we ask the question: Will transferable quotas induce each country to so invest in
harvesting capacity as to attain the global optimum?

To consider this question we must reformulate the optimizing problem to take i nto account that excess
quotas may be traded between countries. We shall assume that this trade takes place at a constant price
per unit. Denoting this price by b, we have 0 < b < I, where b = 0 implies that excess quotas will be
transferred without compensation, so that the country receiving the quota obtains the full net price
 equal to one! of fishing the quota. Such free transfers of excess quotas have on several occasions
occurred in the ICES area, e.g. between the Soviet Union and Norway, but it is perhaps premature to call
it an established practise or principle. With b = I the country selling a quota gets the full benefit
of the other country's harvesting. While it is less than likely that such lopsided trade would ever
occur, this case is useful as a benchmark.

Denoting by EQ, - the expected quota transfer from country i to country j, the objecti ve function of13
country i becomes  cf. �! and �!!:

max EC,. K,.! + �-b!EQ i  K, K -! + bEQ,.  K, K .! �  a+r!K,
K;

 g!

K2

Figure 3
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Now we need expressions for the expected transfer of quotas, Consider Figure 3, which displays the same
"box" as Figure 2. For quotas in the SE corner of the box  the shaded area! both countries will be using



1 KI
Q21 = i I  Q,,Q2! [Q2-K2] dQI Q2

K2 o
�0a!

I KI
<Q1 Q2! ~Q2 K2 < 1 QI !] QI Q2

K2 KI- Q2-K2!

1 K2
Q12 =  QI.Q2! LQI- I] Q2dQI

KI o
�0b!

1 K2
 Q1'Q2! ~QI 1 < 2 Q2!] Q2 QI

KI K2- QI-KI!

Inserting �!, �! and �0! in <9! and taking the derivative with respect to K. gives the following first
order condition for maximum:

7 � 1 � 2 1 � 31 � KI + �-b! L12 - K2 + 4 K2 + 6 K2] �1a!

1 � � 1 � 2 I � 2 � 1 � 2 � I � 2 1 � 3 I
b<2 I 2 + 2 2 2 2 I 2 I"2 4 I 6 KI 12!

1 � I � 2 1 � � I � 2 � I � I � 2 I � 3
I 2 K2 2 K2 � b! [12 KIK2 + 2 KIK2 + 2 K2 4 KI + 6 KI] �1b!

b K - � KK � � KK +K � � K --K � � ! =a+r.1 I 2 � 1 � 2 1 � 3 7
1 2 12 2 12 2 4 2 6 2 12

From these expressions the optimal harvestinq capacities of both countries  K and K ! mav be calculated

and compared with the globally optimal capacity, for any given value of the quota transfer price  b!.
Let us look, first, at the two extremes b=0 and b=l. Intuitively it is clear that a free transfer of
excess quotas  b=0! will increase the optimal harvesting capacity for each country. A free transfer of
quotas cannot but increase the probability that each country will find use for all its harvesting
capacity, and so the probability of expanding capacity at the margin will be increased. Calculating K1
and K2 from �1! confirms this; we now get KI = 0.81 and K2 = 0.88  for a+r = 0.2!, a slight increase in
the optimal harvesting capaci ty for both countries. We thus conclude that a free transfer of excess
catch quotas between countries wild further increase the g'Iobal overcapacity resulting from restricting
the mobility af fishing fleets.

Now consi der the case b=l. Here each country has the option of selling same of its quota to the other
country at the same price as it would get, net of variable casts, if it elected to harvest the quota
itself. This obviously makes it more profitable for each country to sell its quota than to harvest it,
but since the other country wi ll not always want to buy any quota at all, it will be necessary for each
country to invest in harvesting capacity to some extent in order to secure the maximum benefit of its
fish. Obviously it wi 1 I be less profitable to expand capaci ty at the margi n in this case than when
quotas are not transferable; whi 1 e nothing is gai ned by buyi ng a quota from the other country, an excess

quota can be sold at a profit. Calculating the optimal capaci ties in this case yields K = 0.66 andI
K2 = 0.70  with a+r = 0.2!, which implies a less total capacity �.36! than the global optimum �.45!.
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all their capacity. and no quota trading will take place. For quotas in areas a and b country 2 will
have excess quotas while country 1 has excess capacity. Therefore, Q21 > 0 in areas a and b and,
similarly, Q12 > 0 in areas c and d. In areas a and c, the country with excess capacity will be able to
utilize all af the other country's excess quota, while in areas b and d the excess capacity in the
country short on quata will be insufficient to utilize all of the other country's excess quota. In areas
b and d the quota transfer will be constrained, therefore, by the receiving country's capacity. Thus we

get  for the case KI+K2 > 1!:



Transferable country quotas: A way of attaining the global optimum?

The fact that the globally optima'I capacity lies between the twa extreme cases just considered indicates
that there exfsts a quota price 0 < b ~ I which will induce the twa countries to attai n the globally
optimal capacity. From equations   11! it may be calculated that b = 0.77 would result in K = 0.693 and

1
K = 0.757, which adds up to the globally optimal capacity K = 1.45. The prob1em fs, however, that there

is no obvious mechanism in sight by which to attain this particular price, The price that resu1ts in a
globally optimal capacity does not appear to satisfy any simple but sensible rule such as a "balanced
quota trade." An addftional camplication is that the quota transfer price in a two country case would be
determined through bargaining, the outcome of which is not easily predictable. In our particular
example, however, the quota trade is almost in balance at the transfer price b = 0,77, Calculating the
expected transfer of quotas  equations 10! yields�

EQZI 'Q12

.03517

.02559

.00809

.02709

.02564

.01341

b= 1
b = 0.77
b = 0

These results indicate that such generalizations as "the more a stock varies the more quotas wi11 be
transferred" will not hold. When total capacfty is "low"  b=l!, more quotas are on the average
transferred from country 2 to country 1 than the other way around. The opposite is true when total
capacity is "high"  b=0!. The variance of the quotas from stacks 1 and 2 is 1/12 and 11/144,
respectively, while the expected quotas are 1/2 and 7/12. At the point of globally aptimal capacity
 b=0.77! the expected transfer of quotas is almost the same for both stocks, but this is a coincidence;
the principle of "balanced quota trade" does not appear to have any intrinsic optima'lity properties.

From a specific example to general results

Footnotes

1. ICES is an acronym for the International Counci'l for the Exploration of the Sea, an internationa'l
organization established at the beginning of the century to promote and coordinate marine research
in the northeastern Atlantic. Most European countries, with the exception of landlocked states and
the Mediterranean countries are members. The U.S.A. and Canada have also joined the organization.

2. We confine our arguments ta democratically elected governments. Finding these somewhat imperfect is
not to be taken as an argument for a different system -- enlightened despots are difficult to find,
and promising candidates have a habit af turning out nastier than expected.

3. On the recent history of fish stock management in the North Sea and adjacent areas, see papers by
Saetersdal and Johansson in "Experiences in the Management of National Fishing Zones," OECD, Paris
1984.

Cf. Council regulation No. 170/83, Article 11, Official Journal af the European Cormunity, No. L24,
January 27, 1983,

5. For a critical appraisal of the common fisheries policy, see 8utli n   1983! .

1 � 3 I � 4 � 1 1 � 2 1 � 3 1 2 1 � 1 � 2
KI + 24 KI + KZ 12 � 4 KI + 6 K1! 2 KZ� - K1 + 2 K1!,6. EQ = � � + � K1 1

12 24 12

5 7EQ =- � + � K
21 24 12 2

1 � 2 1 --3 I � 4 � 7 -- 1-2 1-3
2 2 12 2 24 2 1�2 2 4 2 6 2!
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The above results have been derived for a specific probabi'li ty di stri buti on of quotas and on the basis of
a number of simplifying assumptions. Generalizatfons remain to be done. One may still venture some
guesses as to what those generalizations mfght be like. The result that a global optimum entails less
harvesti ng capacity than the sum of individual country optima when fleets are immobile would appear to
hold for quotas that are unrelated or whose covariance is negative. For quotas that vary together the
result would appear ta depend on the strength of the correlation. This has the important imp1ication
that the total harvesting capacity for shared stocks will not necessarily exceed the g'lobal optimum when
fndividual country quotas are set as percentages of an overall TAC. On the other hand, when countries
sharing a stack exploit different age groups of fish, individual country quotas are likely to be
negatively correlated, and the total harvesting capacity may therefore exceed the globa'l optimum .
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Catches and TACs of Most Important Stocks in Norwegian Fisheries  thousand tons!.

1979 19811980 19831982 1984

390 220-300
390 300
382 399

240-300
300
365

200
300
308

600
700
444

150
220

380
21

13.9

72
117
171

0
13
60

20
47

141

0
19
25

98
98

50
50
64

53

171

30-40
54

146

30-4045
45
66

30-40

Saithe, Norwegian Sea
Recommended TAC
Catch

122
145

153
166

123
175

103130
150

130
168

0�0!
40
67

145 0�0!
145 55.5
153 88

0
25
34

0
30

1,800
1,800
1,783

1,600
1,600
1,649

1,900 1,600
1,900 1,700
2,006 1,746

2,300
2,300
2,211

1,200
1,200

Sources: "Report of the ICES Advisory Committee of Fishery Management," ICES, various years. Norwegian
Directorate of Fisheries, Marine Research Institute; "Ressursoversikt"  Resource Report!,
various years.
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Arcto-Norwegian cod
Recommended TAC
Agreed TAC
Catch

Atlanto-Scandia herring
 Norwegian spring spawners!

Recommended TAC
Norwegian TAC
Reported catch
Catch, incl. unreported

North Sea herring
Agreed TAC
Reported catch
Catch, incl. unreported

Kattegat and Skagerrak herring
Recommended TAC
Agreed TAC
Catch, incl. unreported

North Sea mackerel
Recommended TAC
Agreed TAC
Catch

Barents Sea capelin
Recommended TAC
Agreed TAC
Catch

0
0

2.9
12.9

0
9.3
9.3

17.6

0
9.3
8.7

12.8

0
12

11.0
16,7



Comments

The Arcto-Narwe ian cod stack is presently at a very low level, due to a combination af overfishing and
adverse env ronmenta conditions. The stock is shared mainly between Norway and the USSR, a small part
of it being accessible to other countries in the area around Spitzbergen. The TACs agreed by Norway and
the USSR have consistently been higher than those reconrnended by ICES. In addition the TAC was heavily
overfished in 1981-1982. For this Norway was responsible, as the agreement with the Soviet Union allowed
the Norwegian coasta'I fleet to continue fishing for cod, even if the Norwegian quota had been exceeded.
Norwegian fishermen have generally argued tor a high quota and a minimum of regulation.

Atlanta-Scandian herrin . This stock was severely depleted in the late 1960s. It used to migrate widely
across the Norwegian Sea  between Iceland and Norway!, but the remaining parts of it now are confined to
Norwegian and Icelandic coastal waters. The fisheries biologists called upon for advice have until
recently recommended a total ban on catches. Fishermen and fish processors have pointed aut that a small
quantity can be sold at a high price, and that markets might be lost permanently if not catered to
regularly. The Norwegian authorities have usually conceded these points and permitted herring to be
caught on a minor scale. The stock now appears to be on the increase.

option has been a total ban on catching. The EEC and Norway have in recent years agreed an gradually
increasing quotas, which have been grossly exceeded by the Danish fleet, particularly when taking into
account unreported catches which the ICES biologists have attempted to estimate. This overfishing and
the EEC's unwillingness to reduce its 1984 quota accordingly led to a breakdown in the negotiations with
Norway in May 1984. The TACs are set on a seasonal basis; the 20,000 tons that one has shown for 1981 do
in fact refer ta the period October 1981 � March 1982 etc.

Katte at and gka errakherrintt constitutes a sieilar case, except that the degree oi depletion appears
not to have been quite as severe. The Danish fleet has grossly overfished its quota, causing frustration
among other parties sharing this stock  Norway and Sweden!, which in 1981 prevented any agreement on TAC
from being reached at all.

Sai the, Narwe ian Sea. This stock is controlled by Norway alone, like the spring spawni ng herring .
Norwegian catches have generally exceeded the TAC recommended by ICES. The Norwegian fishery is not
subject to any quota limitation.

North Sea mackerel. This stock has recent'Iy been reduced, partly due to fi shi ng in excess of the TAC.
ICES has recently recommended a total ban, while Norway and the EEC have agreed on a relatively small
TAC.

6arents Sea ca elin. The quota regulation of this fishery appears to have been quite successful.
Catches match TACs very close'Iy, and while annual quotas vary there is no downward trend in the stock .
The regulation of this fishery is undoubted'Iy much helped by a rather simple biology and industry
structure; only ane or two year classes are fished and by relatively few vesse'ls, and the produce is used
for meal and oil. The principle of management is to leave a large enough spawning stock and fish the
rest of the mature year class. Here we have an example of a "management rule" which apparently has made
it possible for the process to run smoothly despite the differences in the economic systems of Norway and
the Soviet Union.
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Seafood Trade and the National Economy

N. E. jarman
New Zealand Fishing Industry Board
Wellington, New Zealand

I am honoured to be having dinner with and speaking to so many eminent fisheries economists and
administrators . With all of you closeted here for almost a week, I have got to wonderi ng how the
world's fishing industries would be able to survive without you. If Wellington is any indication  and I
was obliged to spend yesterday there!, the wheels are sti 1 1 turning, the industry is no worse off today
than it was on Monday  could that have been said last week?!, and ther e is even a rumour that the
quality of the decisions being made are the best this year .

I am sorry to start on such a negative note, but I da have to say from the outset that my presence here
is not a particularly good tribute to the ability of economists in general, or Ian Clark in particular,
to keep up with current events. You may have noted in earlier programmes that you were to be addressed
by the Rt. Han . Duncan Mac Intyre, Minister of Fisheries . I j ust thought that you guys ought to know, in
case you hadn 't noticed, that he has retired, as did his Government on 14 July.

The most up-to-date pragratnxe I have seen now lists me as the new New Zealand Minister of Fisheries.
I am touched by this -- while recognising my own worth and importance, I did not realise that you
economists did. But nat � I am no the Minister of Fisheries � I am a stand-in. I am General Manager
of the Fishing Industry Board � a do-gooding quango, with just enough Government involvement for our
legitimacy to be queried by the industry, and just enough industry involvement for our legitimacy ta be
queried by officials. In other words, both industry and bureaucrats think we are properly i 1 legi timates .

Last week I had communication with an economist -- I could have called him Keynes or Friedman, but in
order to retain his anonymity, I shall call him Ian Clark. When I rang him to query same detail of the
progamme, he sprang this duty upon me. I demurred, tel'iing him that it would interfere with my
drinking. He told me not to worry, that you wouldn't notice. But he is an economist and so I have
ignored his advice -- as a manager [ so often do and like ex-Prime Ministers, feel so much better tor
it . I am stone-cold, boringly sober, and will be in very fine form for a blow by blow, intricately
analysed and rigorously argued, three hour expose on the New Zealand fishing industry.

I hope the tenor of my remarks so far wi 11 not give yau the impression that I am against economists,
ei ther in general or individually -- far fram it . I am a failed academic biochemi st, a profession which
has also suffered scam and contumely, usually by neglect. I therefore know what it is to be part of a
persecuted minority. In fact, the stories I tell were originally about bi ochemists -- I have just
changed the appellation to protect the innocent and better suit the circumstances.

For example � there were once two ecanamists, who, again for the reasons of anonymity, I sha'll call Ian
Clark and Robin Johnson . They went deer stalking in F iordl and, down in the southwest of the South
Island of New Zealand. After plodding around in the bush, bumping inta trees for a while they
eventually shot a deer, a very large wapiti, and called on their walky-talky for a helicopter pilot to
come and pick them up.

When the pilot arrived, he agreed to fly out the econami sts, but not their wapiti, because it would
over-weigh the helicopter. " What shall we da?" asked the first econamist, whose name, as I have already
indicated, was Robin.

"Same as we did with the other pilot last year," said the second economist, Ian. "Give him one hundred
dollars and tell him to tie the stag an to the starboard pontoon."
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So they did and, when the pilot took off, the helicopter promptly lurched to the right and crashed into
heavy scrub. There was an almightly explosion. Bits of helicopter, wapiti and pilot were strewn
everywhere, and the tWO daZed eCOnOmiStS were left hanging 1n the undergrOWth.

Ian, slowly recovering consc1ousness and dripp1ng blood from every pore croaked, "Where are we'?"

"About two hundred metres to the right of where we crashed 'last year," said Robin.

Now, I must acknowledge that this story is a gross calumny. My only motive in recounting it is so that
yau too will recognise how untrue it is. Economists of the calibre of !an and Robin would have foreseen
the possibility, would have corrected against it, and hence would have avoided the two hundred metre
dr i f t to the ri ght.

There are two other points to note from this story. Firstly, its original locale was in Australia, but
given the parlous state of CER, what with SMPs and export incentives and devaluation, and how much more
SuCCeSSful we were at the OlympiCS than aur AuStralian neighbOur S, and the faCt that We beat them in the
third rugby test, I would not want to add racial innuendoes to their list of complaints. And although I
considered sending same American fisheries economists hunting, I decided to do nothing ta further upset
New Zealand/U,S. relat1onshi ps, gi ven the precarious standing of ANZUS, and our tendency to make jokes
about supply side econcmics and those who attach any importance ta it.

The other point about the story is, as I was at pains to indicate, that our economists would have
corrected against any tendency ta move to the right or indeed to the left. you may have heard of ihe
southern oscillation � this 1s not a meteorological phenomenon, but rather a reference to our three
year election cycle, wh1ch daminates our economics . We have in fact just veered to the right
 interestingly enough by electing an economically-conventional Labour Government, and ther eby replacing
an interventionist inclined central planning, so-called Conservative Government!.

Goodness knows what will happen in three years time . But one thing for sure, our economists wi 11 not
veer. They are the on'ly unchanging thing in a changing world. They do not lightly modify their views
just because of a change af government. They have many years af being incompletely impervious to
reason, logic and facts.

As befits my biological background, I have recent ly conducted a survey on the ways in which economists
reproduce. Previously, I though this was by an asexual process, but I can now report that there is a
COnjugati ve phaSe ~hiCh inVOlVeS either anOther eCOnamiSt Or a COmputer . In the abSenCe Of either, they
have been known to present themselves to managers in a hi gh state of frustration and by some surr ogate
process, and with even some success, been able to modify and control the manager 's mind so that he
provides them with a conjugation partner which they need.

But once they have it, i . e., another economist or a computer, you know what happens'? They presumably
conjugate behind closed doors, perhaps even figuratively, but lo and behold � out pops a justification
for another economist and/or another computer. And as the justification matur es, all of a sudden it
becomes what it justifies, 1.e., another computer and/or another economist, all ready to repeat the same
process all aver aga1n.

Frankly, the mind boggles. I have the distinct impression that in the right environment they could,
like bacteria, double in number every twenty minutes, and within eight hours could take over the world

that is if they have not already done so. Because already they are infiltrating, and possibly by
genetic manipulation, taking aver managers. Have you noticed that some economists become managers. and
that same managers are obtaining computers?

Friends, we have already last the battle.

Ecanom1cs is sometimes referred to as the dismal science, but in my mi nd it shou 1 d be referred to as the
uncertain art. In given that uncertainty iS likely to increase the further the person praCtising the
art is from reality, then obviously an econamist is samebody whose certainty and usefulness will be
inversely proportional to the distance he is from the real problems. Given, more over, that knowledge
about fish also diminishes the further one gets away fr om the species in question, then it seems to me
that the effectiveness of fisheries economists must be inversely proportional to the sq uare of their
distance fr om the product that they are economising over.

In other words, we Should send all you buggers to sea in the hope that for once you would really get
close enough to what you are analysing to be able to undo a11 the mistakes currently being perpetuated
by fi sheries managers. Because despite the abuse I have been subjecting you to over the last few
minutes, I really do admire the input which has been pr ovided by fisheries economists, who have
developed and promoted more exciting and potentially useful approaches to fisheries management than
either managers or to date, fishermen, themselves.

I see that had I been the Minister, I would have been talking about seafood trade and the national
economy. ! can deal with that very quickly by saying that seafood trade has contributed greatly to the
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national economy, and that the recent problems in the national economy have tended to stuff up the
seafood industry.

Having disposed of that, I would now like to be serious for a few minutes, and take this opportunity to
discuss briefly some of the things which have happened and which should happen in the New Zealan4
fishing industry.

In New Zealand, we are now seeing the inevitable consequences of a number of events set in train over
twenty years ago when the industry was delicensed. The intentions of those wha supported, encouraged
and engineered this move, were probably applauded by most at the time as deli censing enabled the
industry to break out of the restrictions which had prevented its growth over the previous twenty-five
years. But even then, there were those with the wisdom to recognize that freedom without SOme
boundaries is inappropriate for an industry dependent upon an unseen, unknown, but nevertheless finite
common property resource.

Growth since delicensing has been spectacu lar, in terms of the number of people working, of the number
of vessels fishing, of the tonnage being landed, and of the value and volume of fish being expo~ted and
sold domestically. But each element of success inexorably brought closer the time when effort would be
greater than that which could be sustained by the resource. The stage was set for over-capitalisation,
and its inevitable consequences -- economic and biological problems,

An early demonstration of the problem manifested itself in the late 1960s, only a few years after
delicensing, in the Foveaux Strait oyster fishery. This static and vulnerable resource was
progressively overfished, but conventional wi sdom did not initiate solutions. It was the foresight and
sacrifice of fishermen themselves which finally brought to a stop the continued expansion in effort.
Subsequent control of this effort, and the establishment of a quota, initially covering the oyster
industry on a competitive basis, but subsequently applied individually to boats on a seasonal and
non-competitive basis, protecte4 the oyster and hence the fishery and those dependent upon it, then and
inta the future, Ther e was a lesson there, but it was one which was not recognised by many.

Around this time, there was an increase in the level of foreign fishing in many areas There was still
no law of the sea or 200 mile zone and foreign fishermen were catching fish in direct competition with
New Zealand fishermen, and were over-exploiting some resources. The obvious expansion of foreign effort
concealed domestic expansion, and partly obscured the reality that other fisheries were in potential
difficulties beCause too many New Zealan4ers were engaged in the fishery.

There were obvious and xrajor benefits arising from the declaration af the 200 hundred mlle zone and the
progressive r eduction of foreign licensed effort. But there was also some confusion in setting
appropriate strategies in place to capitalise on the opportunities. Emphasis was placed on expansion,
without fully considering where such expansion should take place. The domestic industry was encouraged
to "think big " -- but for many, bigness was relative, and resu 1 ted in the catching of bi gger quantities
of fish already under pressure.

Action became necessary, fishery by fishery, to protect firstly the fishermen and then the fish.
Controlled or limited entry fisheries were introduced in 1978, to protect a number of inshore fisheries
which were being increasingly heavily exploited � scallops, rock lobster, eels, paua, mussels, oysters,
snapper. It also became necessary to apply increasing restrictions on the activities of joint ventures
because unrestraine4 competitive fishing had led to over exploitation of the more highly valued
deepwater species.

In a further attempt to check the continuing incr ease in effort, a moratorium on the issue of any further
inshore licences was introduced, as a prelude to more rational management of the fisheries, by means
which at that time were still be be devised .

The establishment of the deepwater allocation system was a major step forward, wi th its key element
being the implementation of individual non-competitive transferable quotas. It was inevitably disliked
and criticised by those who did not gain allocations, and was queried by those who thought they should
have received larger allocations . It is not perfect and there are still problems of equity. But those
who did receive allocations were granted them in proportions whiCh related to their previous involvement
in the deepwater fisheries in terms of risk, capital and reliance, and it enabled them to rationally
exploit these deepwater resources.

During the last year, the inshore problem haS continued to grow. Various peripheral activities were
tidied up -- unused or little used methods were cancelled, part-timers were excluded . But the root
cause of the problem was not officially recognised to the point of authorising action � the sOlutions
have therefore nat been accepted, and no relief is yet possible.

A study undertaken by the National Fisheries Management Advisory Ccrnni ttee and discussed wi th the
industry around the country, revealed it all -- despite some uncertainties over the adeq uacy of the data
base, it was clear that in many parts of the country, not only the fi shermen were in jeopardy because of
over-capitalisation and inadequate catches, but also the resource itself was endangered, constantly
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over-exploited by fishermen seeking to remain in the fishery. Even the areas not currently overfished
are in jeopardy because af the likely overflow from pressurised areas,

Lassez faire attrition is widly recognised as providing no answer to the problem -- a reduction of
effort is the immediate necessity. And for' this to take place, there must be some encouragement, some
compensation for those forced to leave through economics. The mechanics of such a scheme can be
debated, but the reality 1 s that unti 1 there i s some economic return for those prepared to tie their
boats up permanently, they will continue fishing, to the detriment of the stock and those who must
depend upon it in the future.

The extent to which effort must be reduced was spelt out in the paper which served as the background to
the NAFMAC meetings around the country. The level of compensation needed to restructure the industry is
not high -- particularly in comparison with the level of assistance which was provided to other
industries whose prablems in contrast appear almost incapable of solution. There is a solution for the
fishing industry. Many in the industry would like to see Government providing funds for the fishing
industry on a one off basis. They see this as a reflection of the fact that the inactivity which led to
the problem, occurred despite increasing warnings from the more farsighted in the industry. These
warnings were ignored ta such an extent that incentives were still being provided encouraging further
development at a time when restraints were becomi ng necessary, and this has magnified the size of the
problem and the rate at which the problem peaked.

The fishing industry has been disadvantaged relative to other primary industries and the manufacturing
sector, who have received fram Government much more financial assistance, absolutely and proportionately
than was ever given to the f i shing industry. This is a further argument advanced by some as to why
Government should specifically contribute.

But ultimately, what is required, is some restructuring or bridging finance, to provide same recompense
for those leaving the industry. Given the econamic problems faced by the country, it is nat
unreasonable to expect that this could finally be paid back by those benefiting from the restructured
fishery. At the risk of over simplification, the aim is to remove fishermen until the number remaining
can, with a minimum of restrictions, catch on an ongoing basis, an amount of fish which will earn them
an i ncome commensurate with their effort, effectiveness, and their investment .

Beyond this, however, further over-capltali sation must be prevented -- and there is a growing support
for the concept of individual transferable quotas which already work in the deepwater fishery, and which
have potential applicability to the inshore fishery.

We very much hope that the authori ties wi 1 I recogni se that this is a moment of deci sion . The
opportunity exists to take a major and innovative step forward by accepting the challenge pased by
individual transferable quotas. They should ponder over the fact that two of the best managed fisheries
in the country, l.e., the Foveaux Strait oyster fishery and the allocated portion of the deepwater
fishery, depend for their success on the individual quota approach ta management.

They should also ponder over the difficulties here and overseas with traditional forms of management--
which just have not worked. Many of the problems which it is said wi'Il prevent ITIIs from being
implemented already exist, and will apply to any quota system, whether a total quota from which there is
no escape or from an IT� system .

I do not underestimate the difficulties, but ! be'Iieve the authorities should recOgnise that their
greatest ally in applying any system, but particularly the new system, should and must be the fi shermen
themselves. It would be naive to ignore the reality that some fishermen could be ignorant or greedy or
self-interested � but the same can also be said about any other sector of society.

But if more responsibility is given and assistance and training is provided to assist those exercising
this responsibility, and if more accountability is demanded, it ~mi ht work
Our greatest single under-utilised resource is our people � is someone going to be brave enough and
wi se enough to recogni se thi s, to use them, and to apply a boldly i nnovati ve scheme, involving them,
rather than fall baCk on the unworkable and I would have thought by now, discredited techniques of the
past,

I am pleased to have had this chance to be with you and wish you well in the pursuit of your profession,
now and in the future.
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Optimal Quotas for the Southern Bluefin Tuna Fishery

John O. S. Kennedy and James W. Watkins
Department of Economics
La Trobe University
Australia

Abstract

It is now officially recognized by the Governments of Australia, Japan and New Zealand that the southern
bluefin tuna fishery has been overexploited and that harvests must be controlled. A dynamic programming
model applicable ta multi-cohort fisheries is developed which can be used to find optimal quotas and
quota prices through time. Results fram applying the model ta the southern bluefin tuna fishery
indicate that restricting or eliminating the Australian catch of under four year olds would benefit both
Australia and Japan.

Introduction

Stocks of southern bluef in tuna  SBT ! are an important renewable resource, exploited primarily by
Australia and Japan. In recent years the annual value of Australian landings has been around A$13
million, and of Japanese landings around A$240 million . Traditionally, Australia has fished the surface
j uveni le stocks in her coastal waters, and Japan the mature fish at greater depths in grounds stretching
fram New Zealand and the southern coasts of Australia to South Africa. Significant Australian fishing
of SBT started in the early 1960s. The Japanese have been fishing SBT as a "far seas fishery" since the
early I950s.

By 1971 there was concern that parental stocks had fallen ta levels which threatened fecundity <Shingu
1981!. The first controls on the fishery were voluntary seasonal restrictions on some longline
operations introduced by Japan . Australia prohibited the entry of new Austali an vessels inta the
fishery fram 1976 to 1981. In 1979 Australia established the Australian rishing Zone  AFZ!, which
enabled Australia to regulate Japanese access to SBT within 200 miles of her coastline. None of these
controls were particularly effective in reducing fi shi ng effort . Annual Australian harvests have
increased fram about 11,000 tannes at the end of the 1970 s to about 20,000 tonnes in the early 1980s.
Fisheries scientists believe that parental stockS are now so low that there is a risk of recruitment
failure  see Franklin and Burns 1983!. Australia, Japan and New Zealand have responded to this warning
by agreeing that the global catch of SBT must be restricted. As an interim measure Australia has
announced quotas on Australian coastal catches of 21,000 tonnes for 1983/84 . The Australian Government
has commissioned an inquiry i nto what longer-term restraints there should be on Australian fishing, and
whether adj ustment assistance should be provided if sections of the industry are adversely affected
<Industries Assistance Commission 19B3 ! .

The purpose of this paper is to develop a dynamic optimizing model which has general application ta
multiple cahort fisheries, and then to apply the model to the SBT fishery. The model is used for
finding optimal quotas, and the corresponding optimal prices of the quotas if they are made
transferrable. In the next section a method of deriving optimal stock values as a quadratic function of
stock levels is described, using the approach of dynamic programming, The stock value function is used
to provide the information on marginal user costs which is req uired to determine optimal harvesting
levels for any year. Various linear approximations are made to the non-linear harvestinq and stock
updating functions.

S cificati on of a 0 amic 0 timi zin Madel

The problem posed is the determination of the optimal leveLs of harvesting from each age category of
fish at each stage in the planning period, so as ta maximize the present value of the flow of economic
welfare fram the fishery. It is formulated as a dynamic programming problem consisting af the fallowing
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elements: the state variables which are the levels of stocks of each age category of fish; the decision
variables which are the proportions of the opening stock levels of each age category harvested between
stages; the stage return function which is the econamic welfare generated by the end of each period; and
the state transformation function which specifies the way stocks are updated dependent on rates of
mortality and recruitment.

The number of state variables is the number af age categories . In many fisheries problems of this type
the number of age categories exceeds three which makes numerical solutian of the dynamic programming
problem computationally burdensome, if not infeasible. It may however be possible ta solve this type of
problem analytica11y instead. If the problem consists of a quadratic stage return function and linear
state transformation equations then the optimal return function is often quadratic in the state
variables. The problem is then a straightforward one in optimal control theor y. For such problems
there is little restriction an the number of state variables whi ch can be treated . Although in the
specification of this problem the stage return function is quadratic and the state transformation
equations are linear, the optimal return function is not quadratic in the state variables. This
difficulty is overcome by approximating the optimal return function by a quadratic function.

The stage return function depends on linear average cost and average return functions. These are dealt
with in turn. After fOrmulating the stage return function, the stock updating and multistage
optimization processes are described .

Avera e Cost Function

As Munro   1981! points out, it is common'iy assumed that instantaneous harvest level   I! is proportional
to the product of fishing effort and stock numbers  x!. This implies that the instantaneous rate of
harvesting, 1/x, or equivalently, the rate af fishing mortality, f, is directly proportional to fishing
effort. Assuming that fishing effort is applied at a constant rate throughout the period, f also
remains constant. If the total cost of harvesting over a period is directly proportional to the rate of
fishing effort, the total harvesting cost can be written as

c = kf

where k is the harvesting cast per unit of fishing mortality. The next step is to establish the total
harvest obtained over a period for a rate of fishing mortality equal to f.

The stock of fish at each instant t after time zero, xt, depends not only on f but also on the rate of
natural mortality, m, according to the equation

x = x exp  -f � m!t!.
0

Harvest over one period is therefore cumulative fishing mortality
�!

I
h = J fx dt

t

I
x ! f exp  -f - m!t!dt

0

x0 f/ f + m!! I � exp -f - m!!. �!

Equation   3! shows that the total harvest level expressed as a proportion of initial stock, defined as
q, is uniquely related to f and m. That is

q = h/x

 f/ f + m!!� - exp -f � m!!. �!

8ecause of this relationship, it is convenient to make q rather than h the decision variable.
Average cost of harvesting per fish is

AC = c/h

kf/ x q!.
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Although the model developed here treats time as passing in discrete units, it is common practice in the
fisheries literature to work with continuous time models. A linear function relating the average cost
af harvesting over ane period to ha~vesting level is determined which approximates a corresponding
function based on a continuous-time model.



Whilst Equation �! shows that f is a function af q, it is not possible to obtain a simple expression
for AC in terms of q. An equation which approximates Equation �! can be derived using the fitted
linear relationship

f/q = u<m! + v<m!q > cl �!

where u and v are parameters dependent on m and 1 is the error term. For m = ,2, and over the range of
q fr om zero in steps of . 02 to a likely maximum in practice of , 6, the R of the regression is . 98. The2

approximating linear AC equation used in the model is thus

 k/x0! u + vq!

Using subscript i to refer to i-th age group, the total

AC

Fish are harvested selectively by age group.
cost of fishing across all age groups is

z  AC! .q.x.

k. u.q. + v.q. !.2
1 1 1 1 1

 8!zci

Avera e Revenue Function

It is assumed that the following linear demand function applies, relating the price of fish, AR, to the
weight of fish harvested and sold:

AR = r + s t q.x.w.>
1 1 1  9!

where x. and w. are initial stock level and the average weight of fish respectively in the i-th age1 1
9raup.

Sta e Return Function

The stage return is a measure of ecanamic welfare, equal to the sum af consumers' and producers '
surplus, or willingness ta pay less total costs. Because the AC and AR schedules are linear, the stage
return funCtiOn is quadratiC. The WillingneSS Of COnSumerS tO pay fOr the tOtal harVeSt iS given by the
area under the demand schedu le. Economic welfare is therefore

EW = r  z q .x .w, ! + .5s  E q .x .w . ! - z k,  u .q;

or in matrix notation with time subscripts added

�0!

EW =  W'X' r!'q + .5q'  X' W'S'WX !q -  K'u!'q - q' VKq

<W'X' r � K'u!'q + .5q'  X 'W'S'WX � 2VK!q

'tqt ' . q't tqt

where u and q are vectors; r is a vector with all elements equal to r in Equations  9! and   10!; and
matrices are defined as follows:

S i,j! = s for all i and j; �2 !

i=j forall i;

i / j far a11 i;

W
W i,j! =

0
<13!

and X, V and K are defined in the same way as W.

Stock numbers are updated period by period to take account of aging, fishing fortality and natural
mortality using a linear approximation to the continuous process described by Equation �!. The best
fit equation

exp -f - m! = 8 + 8 q + ~

provides the regression coefficients for the stock updating equatian

�4!
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;,t+1 - i1,, BI '~2qi,t �5 !

The number of fish recruited to the first age category are the following linear function of parental
bi amass:



�6!1t+1 1 g i tiPi
where p. is the proportion of the i-th age category which is sexually mature.

Equations �5! and �6! can be expressed in matrix form as

�7 !t+1 t t t

where x and e are vectors and e is defined as:

�8!

and matrices are defined as:

�9 !G i,j!

B2x.
H i,j!

0
�0!

Multi-Sta e 0 timization

The problem is to find the dynamic harvesting strategy which generates the maximum present value of the
stream of EW  Equation 11!, given an initial stock vector, x . That is, the problem is to find

t-1y11x ! = maximize Z o  b' q + .5q' C q ! �1!

subject to x1 = x1

x 1 = e + Gxt + Htqt

0<q <1

where o is the discount factor.

Using the recursive logic of dynamic programming, the initial approach to the pr oblem is to solve a
sequence of T single-Stage problemS, starting with the T-th problem. If at stage T+1 the value of stock
is zero, the T-th problem is to find

y Ix ! = maximize  b TqT + 5q TCTqT
0<q <I

�2!

Because some of the terms in b and C include X and others do not  see Equation 11!, y  x ! is not a
quadratic function of x . However, y Ix ! may be approximated by a best fit quadratic function

yT XT! � 4T + '0 TxT + x T TxT �3!

where yT is scalar, qT is a vector and nT is a synvnetr ic matrix.

Equation �3! may be estimated after determining values of yT,'x~> for a suitably large ~ange of x .
The problem at the penultimate stage is to find

maximize [b'T IqT 1 + .Sq'T 1CT 1qT 1 + yT e + GxT 1 HT-1qT-1!l

maxim'z' ~ Q + e T + e + xT 1 Q e + xT 1
0< I

1 + uH' 1 i + 2''  e + Gx !!!'q

T-1 T-1 ~ T-1 T T-1 qT-1 �4!
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+  b

+,5q

gw .p�.

SI

0

eI i=1;
e i!

0 i! 1;

i=1 for al 1 j;

i = j + 1 for all i except the last;

otherwi se;

i = j + 1 for all i except the last;

otherwise.



As before, y <x !, a quadratic approximation to y l<xT >, is estimated and used in similar fashion
to find yT 2<xI 2!. The process continues until all yt xt! are determined.
Hav1ng found 0t and 0 for all t, they may be used for finding the optimal sequence of harvests for
years I ta T by solving the problem

�5!maximize L b + zH'  y + 20'  e + Gx !!!'q + .5q'  C + 2aH' Q H !q ]
0 q  I

for t = 1 and x = x . The solution values for the vector q are used 1n Equation �7! to update theI 1'

stock vector from xl to x2. Harvest levels for t = 2 are then found. The prOCess continues for all
remaining t. Because stocks at stage T + I are assumed to have no value, IT+1 aT+I 0 so that for t
= T, Equations �5! and �2! are ident1cal,

It will often be the case in problems of f1sheries management that the relevant planning horizon is
infinite rather than finite. The planner may wish to know the optimal harvests for a finite number of
periods ahead, but for an infinite planning horizo~. Far u > 0, T can always be made sufficiently largefor yl and al to be reasonable approximations ta the infinite-stage values 0 and n. If OI and ol are
reasonable approximat1ons to y and 0, approximately opt1mal infinite-stage levels may be obtained overany number af periods by following the same process described above, but substituting   I and Ol for
~i+1 and at+I in Equation �5!.

Modellin 0 en-Access Behavior

The fishery is often typified as an open-access resource. Because no one participant in the fishery can
appropriate any rents generated from fishing, either in the current periad ar in future periods,
harvesting effort continues to be attracted into the fishery until aver age rent or price equals average
cost in the current period. It is straightforward ta run the optimizing model to simulate the
harvesting behaviour expected for an open-access f1shery. The model is run as before, but with 1
0 = 0, to reflect the zer o marginal value attached ta stocks remaining at the end of the period, and
with matrix C in Equation   ll! replaced with matrix C to include the area under the average rather than
marginal cost schedule as fo'llows;

C =  Xt'W'S'Wxi - VK! <26!

The effects on econam1c welfare of quotas can be observed by placing restrictions on q . Kennedy and
Watkins   1984! have used the madel for study1ng the effects of Australian quotas on the SBT fishery.
Optimal harvesting levels qw obtained from the optimi zi ng model may be used for specifying eithert
optimal harvesting quotas or the optimal fish taxes to impose on the open access fishery. InStead of
levying taxes on catches, the government may achieve the same ends by setting the optimal pr1ce for
transfer able quotas. The aptimal quota price vector to apply per unit weight of fish harvested is the
difference between average revenue and average cost at q* , or:

QP = r - K'u +  S'Wj  � VK!q*
t �7!

A lications to the Southern Bluefin Tuna Fisher

A model of stock f"laws

SBT are spawned off the NOrth-weSt coast of Australia, SBT can live as long as 20 years, though most
fish caught are under 12 years . Most of the juvenile fish up to the age of 6 years school in the
coastal waters around the southern coastlines of Australia. For most of each year older fish inhabit
the more southerly waters of the West Wind Orift . The adults reach sexual maturity at about 8 years .
Although the optimizing model permits the consideration of more state variables than a dynamic
progranniing model solved numerically, the need to fit a stock value function, quadratic in stock levels,
still limits the number which can be included. Clearly 20 state variables, one for numbers in each year
category, would require too much computat1on. It is necessary to aggregate year categories into broader
age categories, Four categories were chosen, spanning years 0 to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 6 and 6 to 20. The age
groups which are fished are referred to as Gl to G4, respectively.
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Because there is uncertainty about the recruitment and migration of SBT, experiments were conducted with
three alternative recruitment and migration structures  RMI, RM2, and RM3!, These are described with the
aid of Figure 1. Each structure has an inflow to Gl and thereafter a flow through successive age graups
to G4, For RM1, recru i tment ta G 1 iS fixed . For RM2, the flow route i s the same, but reCruitment to G 1
is a function of the parental biamass in G4. RM3 is 11ke RMI in that recruitment to Gl is fixed, but.



this is only some proportion of the total fish spawned. The remaining proportion  RP! bypass the fished
groups Gl to G3, entering G4 by age 7.

f A f J
4 4

f A f J
3 3

f A
1

f A
2

RM2...
RM1...

RM 3...

~Ke

x fishable stocks

xn = non-fishable stocks

Figure 1. Alternative Recruitment and Migration Structures for SBT  RM1, RM2 and RM3!.

Australia fishes predaminantly fram Gl to G3 whilst Japan fishes predominantly from G4. However there
is an overlap in fishing, with Australia harvesting same fish from G4 and Japan harvesting some fish
from G3. Because the different age categories of fish are geographically dispersed, it is assumed that
Australia and Japan make decisions on the proportians of opening stock levels to be harvested fram each
age group. The decision vector q therefare consists of six elements: ql to q4 refer to the proportions
harvested by Australia from Gl to G4; q and q6 refer to the proportions harvested by Japan from G3 and
G4. Australian fleets fram Western Australia and South Australia fish from Gl ta G2, and Australian
fleets from South Australia and New South Wales fish from G3 to G4.

Stock u datin e uations

Although harvesting is modelled on a yearly basis, the state variables x 1 to x represent numbers of
fish spanning two or more year categories. An assumption is therefore introduced into the process of
stock updating which enables the equati ons ta approximate the results which would have been obtai ned by
updating each year category on an annual basis. It is assumed that a fixed proportion a of fish in G 1,
G2, and G3 are in the younger year class of each group; also that in G4, a/ I-a! is the ratio of fish
aged n years to those aged n + 1 years. If each year category were updated on an annual basis the
proportion for each group would instead depend on the harvesting history.
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f and f = Australian and Japanese rates of fishing mortality
A J

m natural rate of fishing mortality

RP = remaining proportion of spawned fish not recruited ta fishable stocks of Gl

I I I



The stock updating equations are:

�8!

�9!

�0!

�1!

�2!5,t+1 "3,t+1

�3!6,t+1 4,t+1

To facilitate matrix manipu lat1on, the stock vector x is expanded from four to six elements to match the
six elements of the q vector. In this way q for example represents the proportion of x  equal to

1
x ! harvested from G3 by the Japanese. !n Equat1on �1!, e represents the entry of any fish which
have bypassed the fishable stocks in Gl to G3.

Allowin for 'oint fishin

The u and v parameters which partly determine harvesting costs depend on the uncontrollable rate ot
mortality of the fish, z. The fo' lowing best-f1t equations were used:

u  z! = .9560 + . 4344z + . 0447z � . 0141z2 3
 R = .999!

2

v z! = .8502 + .8944z + .3992z + .0583z2 3
 R = .999!

2

�4 >

�5!

In the case of Gl and G2 which are only fished by Australia, the uncontrollable rate of mortality is the
same as the natural rate of mortality, m. However, in the case of G3 for example, z for Japan is m +
F3 where F3 is the rate of f i shing mortal i ty occasioned by Austral ian harvesting. But F 3 depends onA � A A

q3 Thi s means optimal q 5 must be rel ated to optima 1 q 3 1n a way not speci f i ed in the model so far� . In
determining the vector q, an iterative procedure was followed, starting with z, = m, to ensure that

1u and v. were consistent with optimal q,, i = 3�,6.1 1

Joint fishing of G3 and G4 also means that constraints in the model preventing fishing out all stocks
become

q, < 1, i = 1,2 �6!

SBT fish are not only harvested by fleets from two nations, they are also sold on two distinct markets.
Fish harvested by Australia are either sold to canner ies operating in Australia, or exported, primarily
to Italy. Shortfalls in A'ustralian harvests can be replaced by imports.

On the other hand, most of the fish harvested by the Japanese is sold on the Japanese sashimi market, at
prices abOut ten times the Australian price. However, for fish to be of sashimi quality they have to be
specially processed. At present very little of the Australian harvest is sold on the Japanese market.
Demand schedules for Australian and Japanese harvests are therefore specified as independent in the
model,

Parameter settin s

Table 1 shows the way 1n which elements in the vectors and matrices in Equations  ll! and �7! are
assigned values consistent with the modelled structure of the SBT fishery. The bases of the parameter
settings used in standard r uns of the model, and in sensitivity analysis, are explained below.

Parameters for Australian and Japanese average revenue schedules with elasticities of � «and -1
respectively are shown 1n Table 2. They are calculated assuming that the elasticit1es applied at the
average 1980-82 prices and harvest levels. The behaviour of the Australian market makes it reasonable to
assume the demand for Australian harvests 1s perfectly elastic. The Japanese demand elasticity is based
on monthly catch and price data at the major Japanese market of Yaizu from 1978 to 1980. Parameters for
other el astirities used in sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 2.

The discount factor o in Equation �1! is based on a real rate of interest of 10 percent.

Following estimates made by Mur phy and Majkowski �981!, the r ate of natural mortality is assumed to be
.2 for all age categor1es. Alternative values tested were .I and .25. Murphy and Majkowski �981! also
suggest the rate of outmigration from the main migration flow along Australia's southern coastline may be
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1, T+1

2,t+1

3,tel

4,t+1

1 p444,t l,t 1 82 l,t

1, 1 "21,t 2,t 1 22,t

2,t 81 2 2,t 3,t 1 82 3,t. 5,i
e4 3 t 8! 82 q3 t q5 ~ t!!  1 - a! + x4 t 81 82 q4 t q6 t!!

q +q'2<1- i = 34 �7!



Subscript Range

E lement Value Determined Likewise

A
1,...,4

5,6

A
s 1,...,4S i,j! 1,...,4

5,6

x i ! 1,...,4x-
1

5,6x ~1-2

x�, j! 1,...,4X ~

x ~
1 2

1,...,6V  i,j! V.

e i !

4,6e4

1,2,3,5G i,j! Hla

4,6

e1�-a! 2,3,4,6

gp 4w4

H  i,j! 1,2

3,5 3,5

4,6 4,682x. t

82  l-a!x.
j,t

2,3

4,6 3,5

Unspecified elements are zero elements.
a/
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Table 1. Assignment of Elements in Vectors and Matrices- aj



Table 2. Australian and Japanese Demand Parameters

E 1 asti ci ty

Demand
Parameter Japan, i = JAustralia, i = A

r <A$'000/tonne!

s <A%'000/tonne !
i 2

.881 l. 173

. 000 -. 0181

19. 86 27. 79

�. 838�. 419

.4. In order to approximate such a process of outmigration, some runs of the model were conducted with
40 percent of spawned fish bypassing Gl, G2 and G3, i.e., with RP = .4

Given positive rates of natural and fishing mortality, a must exceed .5. For a rate of natural
mortality of .2 and the rates of fishing mortality encountered in pr actice, a is about .6. The

sensitivity of results to values of .55 and .65 was tested.� 1/

The average weights of fish in each age category shown in Table 3 are calculated an the basis of a
equals .6 and assuming the mid-year weights of fish in each category given by Hampton and Majkowski
�983!. The proportions of fish in each age category assumed to be sexually mature are based an the
assumptions that all fish reach maturity at the age of 8 years and on the value of a.

Table 3, Age Specific Parameters

Age Group <Years!
P ar ameter

0-2 2-4 4-6 6-20

21. 72Average weight of fish  kg!, w.1

Initial stock numbers  millions!, x.1

Proportion sexually mature, p,i

Harvesting cost per unit of f  A$m!, k :1

.98 7.84 56.93

12. 08 3. 13 2. 926. 39

.67

Australia  i=1,...,4!

Japan  i=5,6!

9.42 52. 38 130.1835.59

599. 80 1395.14

The StOCk updating COeffiCientS, 81 and 62 in Equatian �4!, Were determined by leaSt SquareS regreSSiOn
ta be .8171 and -.8890 respectively with R = .999, assuming m = .2. Table 4 shows the values assigned

'2

ta el and g in Equation �8! and ta e4 in Equation �1! for different recruitment and migration
structures. The values are based on the recruitment functions used by Hampton and Majkowski <1983!. In
the case of RM2, where recruitment depends on parental biomass, the function is approximated by two
linear segments. The parameters for RM1 are used in standard runs.
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Partly because of problems of lack of data, but mainly because the structure of the model of the SBT
Fishery is a simplification of reality, the initial stock numbers and cost coefficients shown in Table 3
are not based on empirical data. They are calculated in a way which ensures they are consistent with the
assumptions of the model. The cost coefficients for the standard run were calculated sa that, given
initial stock levels, first-year modelled harvest levels would equal the average harvest levels for
1980-82. The initial stock numbers for the standard run were calculated so that the average harvest
levels for 1978-1980 would be sustainable, assuming fixed recruitment. The sustainability of the average
1978-80 har vest levels is certainly open to question. Support for the supposition rests on recently
expressed concerns that it is the post-1980 harvest levels which are not sustainable  see Franklin and



Table 4. Alternative Recruitment and Migration Parameters

91 94
Recruitment and Migr ation

Structure
 mi 1 1 i on !

.000RM1

RM28-

6. 43 . 0000

.00 .0451

4. 03 . 000 . 0143

3. 86 .678 .0000

RM2A is RM2 for parental biamass < 130,800 tonnes.a/

RM28 is RM2 for parental biomass > 130,800 tonnes.b/

Burns, 1983!. Runs of the model were also conducted with initia'i stock numbers based an the assumption
that the average 1975-78 harvest levels are sustainable.

eratl onal Detail s

Estimation of the response function for optimal stock values was based on a 3 level, 4 factor, complete
factorial design. This meant that the 15 regression coefficients were estimated from 81 observations.
When the mOdel WaS run in Optimizing made, inStead Of Open-aCCeSS mOde, the SOlutiOnS ShOWed inCreaSeS
in stock levels through time because reduced harvesting levels were optimal. The 3 levels chosen for
each af the 4 stocks were therefore the initial stock level, plus 2 higher, equally spaced levels, The
fits were generally satisfactory. For example, for standard runs of the model, R exceeded .99 for 802

percent of runs, the lowest R being . 91.2

It was found that far T = 10 and a real rate of interest of 10 percent, i I and RI could be taken as
reasonable approximations to the infinite-stage va1ues it and n. The optimal harvest levels which were
obtained when y6 and 06 vmre used as estimates of i and n changed by a maximum of 4 percent when the
estimates were replaced by i1 and n1. Approximately optimal infinite-stage harvest solutions over a
ten-year period were obtained in exper iments with various versions, of the basic model by solving
Equation �5! for t = 1 to 10.

RESULTS

Alternative ob 'ective functions

The dynamic optimizing model of the SBT fishery was used to find optimal Australian and Japanese levels
of harvesting each age Category of fish� . There are no unique optimal solutions because more than one
interest group can be identified. For example, there are potential conflicts of i nterest between
Australia and Japan, and between Western Australia with South Australia and New South Wales, in the
management of SBT. The problem of finding optimal harvest levels with more than one interest group
maki ng deci sions is a problem in game theory The application of game theory to transboundary fisheries
is a growing area  see Munro 1982!. The model developed here cauld be extended to allow for posited
reaction funrtions of the interest groups involved. In this paper a simple approach is taken as a first
step. Results are reported from running three variations of the basic model, each with a different
objective function. The models, referred ta as A, B, and G are described below.

1. In model A the objective function is the single-period functi on necessary for simulating open access
tiehavsor. it is used to obtain the model scenario for no policy intervention which can be compared
with results for models B and C.

2. In model 8 the objective function is the inf inite-period function necessary for maximizing the
present value of the sum of Australian and Japanese economic welfare flows.
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Because solutions ta Equations �2!, �4!, and �5! were subject to non-negativity constraints on q, and
positivity constraints on x, quadratic programming was used as the solution technique. However, none of
the CanStraintS Were ever binding, whiCh meanS that the Same SO1utianS wOuld haVe been Obtained uSing
the first-order conditions for the unconstrained problem.



3. ]n model C the objective function is an infinite-period function far maximizing Australian economic
are tines only, Japan is assumed to fish the same proportions oi stocks in each year,

proportions equal to the average proportions for 1980 to 1982. Thus Japan is assumed not to react
in any strategic way to changes in Australian harvesting levels.

0 timal harvests

Harvest solutions for standard runs of models A, B and C for selected years over a 10-year period are
shown in Table 5 and are suttmarized in Figure 2 for 6 and Figure 3 for C. For all runs, the most
significant changes in har vest levels occur during the first three years . By year 10 there i s little
change in harvest levels between years.

Table 5. Harvest i.evels by Age Group for Models A, B, and C

Harvests   '000 tonnes!

Australian Japanese

GlYearMode'I G2 G3 G4G3

2. 61
1. 21
1. 74

.70

.58

.59

9. 30
7.27
7. 76

4. 79
2,94
3. 92

1. 41
1. 69
2. 17

21. 09
22. 45
21. 98

.59 7. 68 3. 67 2. 00 1. 62 22. 08

.00

.00

.00

.00

.15

.93

17. 00
18. 88
20, 54

10 .00 30. 75

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.41
3. 37

.00

.00
2. 19

2. 60
2. 95
3. 30

21, 09
21. 94
23. 46

10 8. 15 12. 97 3. 81 26.87

Open access results for madel A show that total Japanese harvests  h ! remain nearly constant over tenJ

years. Australian harvests  h ! initially fall from the 1980-82 harvest levels shawn for year 1, butA

subsequently recover ta levels just under the year-1 levels.

The harvesting profiles for madel 8 with combined Australian and Japanese interests maximized are quite
different. Australia does not fish in any of the ten years. Zero fishing by Australia and reduced
fishing by Japan permit G4 stacks to rise thereby reducing the cost of harvesting G4. Harvests from G4
almost double over the ten-year period, although the total year-10 harvest is lower than that for madel
A. As shown in Table 6, total welfare increases by 57 percent. End-of-year-10 G4 stocks are nearly
doubled.

Results for model C show that in order to maximize Australia's interests subject to maintaining fixed
proportions q5 and q6 for Japan, no fish should be harvested from Gl and G2 in any year. Australian
harvesting from G3 and G4 starts from zero tonnes in year 1 and rises rapidly to 21,120 tonnes by year
10. Because of the high rate of weight gain of SBT, the tonnage of fiSh harvested can be greatly
increased by eliminating Gl and G2 harvesting, The total year-10 harvest is 51,800 tonnes for model C,
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The results from model B not only show the maximum combined welfare for Australia and Japan, but also the
maximum welfare for Japan alone. This is because Australia's welfare is zero. so it is impossible to
increase Japan's welfare at the expense of Australia.



Table 6. Stocks and Welfare Results for Models A, B, and C.

End-of -year-10 Stocks- a/
 million!

Present Value of Economic Welfare
 A$ mi 1 lian!

Model Gl G2 G3 G4 Japan TotalAustralia

120 62 31 29

12.6 8.1 5.2 5.7

126 81 46 37

722. 7 722. 7.0

1134. 01134. 0

930. 413.0 943. 4

Beginning-of-year-1 stocks for all models for Gl to G4 are 12.1, 6.4, 3.1 and 2.9 milliona/ r'espectively.

A comparison of the welfare results for model C with those for model B indicates that Japan should be
able to offer financial inducements for Australia to agree to substantially reduce or eliminate fi shi ng
of SBT. This holds given Australia's current fishing technology and marketing opportunities.

0 timal rices of transferrable uotas

The ~esults of models B and C cauld be obtai ned from the open access fishery either by enforcing quotas
equal to the optimal harvest levels, or by setti ng an optimal price for transferrable quotas. The
optimal quota prices  OP ! to be set each year for different age groups are shown in Figure 2 for model B
and in Figure 3 for model C. The optimal prices of fish  AR ! in each year are also shown for
comparison,

To obtain the model B solution no Australian fishing would be permitted. A quota price of A$3000 per
tonne would initially be set on the tonnage of G4 fish landed by Japan, falling to A$2000 per tonne by
year 10. Japanese fishing fram G3 would only be permitted in years 2 to 4, with quota prices of A$4000
to A$3000 per tonne imposed to ensure very low catches.

To obtai n the model C solution no Australian fishing would be permitted from G 1 and G2 in any year, from
G3 ln year 1 and fram G4 in years 1 and 2. Optimal quota prices on G3 fish landed would rise from A$160
to A$270 per tonne by year 10, and on G4 fish from A$90 to A$150 per tonne by year 10.

Sensitivit anal sis

The results obtained were subjected to sensitivity analysis� . To keep computing within bounds, on iy one
parameter at a time was changed from its standard value, unless other concomitant parameters had to be
changed also. For example, parameters which are concomitant with the rate of natural mortality are the
age distribution factor, the average weights of fish by age group, the opening stock numbers and the
cost coefficients, In total nine other runs besides the standard run were conducted for each of the
models, A, B, and C.

The broad qualitative results which held for the standard run also held for the nine alternative runs.
For model B, it is optimal to eliminate Australian fishing in all cases, Japanese harvesting always
reaches about 30,000 tonnes by year 10.

For model C, it is optimal to eliminate Australian fishing fram G 1 and G2 in all cases. Australian
harvesting reaches about 20,000 tannes by year 10 in most cases, though it is over 30,000 tannes when
the age distribution factor is reduced from . 60 to . 55, or the rate of natural mortality fal Is fram . 2
to . 1. The distribution of Austr ali an fishing between G 3 and G4 is Sensitive to changes in most of the
parameters.

Runs with the alternative demand parameters shown in Table 2 do not on the whole significantly change
the optimal harvesting profiles. An exception is the run for model C with an Australian demand
elasticity of -3. In this case the period of waiting for stock recovery before Australian harvesting
Climbs to 10, X� tonnes is halved . However, from year 5 onwards Australian harvests are lawer in this
case. End -of-year-10 stacks are virtually the same.

If the recruitment and migration structure RM2 applies, increases in harvesting reduce the parental
biomass and hence subsequent recruitment. Optimal harvest levels are therefore likely to be lower than
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compared with 37,640 tonnes for model A. The present value of Australian eCOnOmic welfare over ten years
is A$13 million, and that of Japan increases by 29 percent.
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Figure 3. Optimal Harvests and Quota Prices for Model C
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under RMI. The optimal Australian and Japanese harvesting levels under RM2 can be compared with those
under RM1 ln Figure 2 for model B and in Figure 3 for model C. The most obvious difference is that
Australian harvests fram G3 and G4 are significantly cut back in the case of model C when RM2 applies.

Conclusions

A dynamic programming model of the multiple cohort fishery has been developed which uses quadratic
programming far solving a sequence of single-stage harvesting problems. It was shown how the model
could be used to deduce the optimal prices af transferrable quotas, assumi ng that the fi shery would be
an open-access fishery in the absence of regulation .

Results from applying the model to the SBT fishery suggest that the elimination of Australian harvesting
of fish under four years of age is in the overall interests of both Australia and Japan . This is one of
two preconditions for Australia maximizing the present value of her economic welfare. The other is that
Australian harvesting of other fish should be severely restricted for two to three years. Restrictions
should be gr adual ly relaxed over the subsequent seven years, so that after ten years annual Australian
harvests of 15,000 or 20,000 tonnes could be sustained, depending on whi ch r ecrui tment hypothesis
applies.

In sumnary the results suggest some j ustification for the Australian Government 's curr ent aim of
curtailing Australian fishing of yaung stock. The results further suggest that Japan could profit by
mare than compensating Australia for agreei ng to reduce harvesti ng, and even agreei ng to cease
harvesting altogether. A more likely outcome is for Australia to adopt Japanese harvesting and
processing technology, and to gain access to more va'luable markets for tuna. There are signs that this
is already begi nn i ng to happen   see Freeman 1984 ! .

Three important limitations of the current model should be noted. First the model is deterministic.
There is no provision in the model to reflect risk of recruitment failure if parental stocks fall too
low. A stochasti c formulation of the model which recognized such a ri sk would likely result in
recommendatlons for more severe harvest curtailment.

A related second paint is that more knowledge of the biology of SBT could be used to improve the model.
More infarmation is required on migration patterns, recruitment, and rates of natural mortality by age
gr' oup.

Thirdly, it is assumed in the model that capital in vessels and fishing gear is perfectly mobile into
and out of the fishery through time. The costs of any adjustment assistance deemed necessary have been
ignored, If the costs of changing harvesting capacity were taken into account, optimal changes in
harvesting levels through time are likely to be less rapid.

The model could be extended in various ways. The number of state variables could be increased with
little additional computation required by using more efficient factorial designs in estimating the
quadratic optimal stock value function. Thl S would al law the model ling of more stock and harvesting
variables� . Another possibility would be to model Australia and Japan as making decisions on harvest
quotas alternately, in a competitive instead of a cooperative environment. The dynamic prograrrrning
framework could be further developed to model such an interactive decision process.

Note

l. a = 1/ I + exp -f - m!!. For m = .2, a varies fr om .55 for f = .0 to .65 for f = .4.

The authors gratefully acknowledge funding for this study from the Fishing Industry Research Trust
Account. It should not be construed that the Fishing Industry Reseals ch Committee necessarily agrees
with the assumptions and conclusions made in the ar'ticle.
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New Zealand's Inshore Fishery:
A Summary of Economic Conclusions and Management Options

A. J. Duncan
New Zealand Fishing Industry Board
Wellington, New Zealand

The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief description of New Zealand's inshore fishery but more
particularly to highlight some important conclusions derived by recent economic analysis of the industry.
This analysis was undertaken as part of a comprehensive review of the current status and future
management of the inshore fishery which was necessitated by strong evidence in many regions of severe
overcapitalisation and biological pressure on inshore stocks.

The inshore fishery is ill-defined and is described either geographically or by the species which are
typically caught by vessels defined as 'inshore' and 'deepwater.' Until the early 1980s the traditional
preserve of the domestic industry's trawlers was the continental shelf to a depth of 300 metres. Yessels
were restri cted to these depths by vi rtue of their horsepower, length and deck working space . It is
notable that this area of New Zealand's EEZ comprises only 6l,' of the total area of the zone.

Since the mid 1970s, however, there has been significant investment in large trawlers of over 20 metres
and also significant technological improvements increasing the fishing effectiveness of these vessels.
Additionally, in the last two to three years there has been significant expansion by the domestic
industry during this period into waters to a depth of 1,000 metres. The offshore resource is
concentrated on the Chatham Rise, Challenger Plateau, the Campbell Plateau and waters ta the south and
west of the South Island. Waters to these depths comprise just over 2IK of the total area of the EEZ.

For review purposes the fisheries were divided into 'deepwater trawl' and 'inshore' by identifying
species which at the time of the deepwater review in 1980 were typically caught by large domestic and
foreign chartered vessels as distinct from smaller domestic vessels. The inshore fishery is naw under
review and a major objective in management planning is to integrate and harmonise the management
strategies for both fisheries to make distinctions between the two fisheries needless.

In 1983 there were 1,641 domestic vessels classified as commercial operations of which 1,626 were less
than 30 metres. A significant proportion of vessels in the inshore fishery are involved in more than one
method, By allocating vessels according to principal method, the methods which accounted for the most
vessels were rock lobster potting �20!, trawling �32!, set netting �02!, lining �14! and dredging
�13!. The nature of the fishing industry's changing structure is underlined by comparing the domestic
catches by major category for 1977, the last year prior to the declaration of New Zealand's EEZ and 1983.
The categories identified are inshore demersal and semi demersal species, the species allocated under the
deepwater trawl policy and ' other' mainly pelagic and tuna species .

~Catch h Mojo'. Categaor 1977 1983 C~Ch ~ o e

Finfish:

 All figures tonnes!

Inshore Demersal
Deepwater
Other

+ 43

+136

+108
Shellfish & Crustacea: + 38

9

2

+ 76.2
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TOTAL

Rack Lobster
Other

TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

46,721
766

8,108

55,615

3,539
18,758

22,297

77,912

66,959
29,300
19,134

II5,393

4,880
16,990

21,870

137,263



The table shows quite clearly a shift in catching towards expansion into the deepwater fishery and only
moderate increases in catches in the inshore fishery.

The economic problems of trawlers, being the mast important sector of the export oriented inshore
finfishery, were caused by static or declining catch rates in conjunction with increases in input costs
which outstripped increases in revenue and reduced the sector's international competitiveness. The
results of the Board ' s own monitoring of vesse'is less than 30 metres shown in Table 1 tends to confi rm
this conclusion and shows that increases in revenue of the vesse'is sampled have not kept pace with the
cost of intermediate inputs and higher casts of capital .

Table 1. Cost and Earnings of Sample of Trawlers Surveyed tor Years Ending March 1974 to 1983

Year Ended March
Average Catch  tonnes!
Output  $000!
Cost.  $000!
Intermediate
Inputs - Fuel

- Other
Labour

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
240 225 230 240 220 220 220

43.0 51.0 55.6 71.0 84.5 90.0 110.1

1981 1982 1983
23D 220 220
140.1 148.6 171.5

8,0 10.5 22.0
28.1 32.0 39.6
34.6 33.0 31.4

34.9 36.1 51.2
54.8 54.7 66.6
32.6 33.6 42.7

6.5 7,7
21.5 23.8
22.8 30.4

3.6 6.4
15.8 19.9
18.5 22.0

Income  before I&D! 5.1 2.7 4.8 9.1 12,8 14.5 17.2 17.8 24,2 11.1
Interest & Depreciation 7.0 8.0 8.3 7.1 7.0 10.0 19.7 28.9 23.9 25.3
Net Income �.9! �.3! �.5! 2.0 5.8 4.5 �.0! �1.1! 0.3 �4.3!
Average Length of Sample  m! 17.0 17 . 0 17 . 0 17. 5 17, 5 17 . 5 17 . 5 18.0 IB.Q 18.0

Table 1 shows that the average catch of the trawlers sampled was araund 240 tannes for the years 1974 to
1977 and since 1978 have remained static at around 220 tonnes per year. While catches appear to have
remained static, these aggregate figures disguise increases in effort with increased efficiency of the
vessels and also a shift in many instances from inshore species with declining catch rates to lower
valued species with high catch rates.

The 1983 analysis of the inshore fishery demanded a more detailed evaluation of policy options for the
inshore fishery. Prior to the detailed consideration of such options, however, the following important
economic questions required evaluation:

� What contribution and at what cost to the taxpayer does the fishing industry in general and the inshore
fishery in particular make ta the domestic economy?

- To what extent cou'id any exi sti ng benefits be enhanced through appropriate short term restructuring and
longterm management programmes?

To answer the fi rst question, a sectori a'I ana 1ysi s of effective rates of assi stance was undertaken of the
fishing industry based an the 1982/83 fiscal year ended March 31, the most recent year for which data
were available. Table 2 shows the results of the analysis assumi ng a 20% cost excess on intermediate
inputs sources from local manufacturers. An explanation of each of the items is included as an appendix
to this paper. Because of some uncertainty relating to the exact extent of the cost excess coefficient,
a IQX and 30% cost excess assumption was also made with results shown in Appendices 2 and 3 of this
paper. Nevertheless conclusions from research into rates of protection to local manufacturers indicate
that the 20'A cost excess coefficient is a reasonable median ta use. The cast excess coefficient is an
estimate of the extent to which intermediate inputs sourced from domestic suppliers are higher than world
prices due to Government protection and taxati on poli cies .

The table shows that in 1982/83, the inshore industry's total output including finfish, crustacea and
molluscs, at wholesale or FQB level was an estimated $160.5 million and represented just over 50$ of the
industry's total value of production. The two mast important determinants of the extent of assistance
were the penalties the industry pays through sourcing inputs from high cost local manufacturers and on
the assistance .ide, cost of admi nistrative services provided by the Ministry of Agricu1 ture and
Fisheries. While the allocation of MAF costs excluded expenses for managing and researching catches by
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Since the late 1970s inshore fishing i nterests have been increasingly vociferous concerning the worsening
status of their economic position and the sustainability af catch rates. The conclusions of a major
study reviewing the i nshore fishery confi rmed many of these fear s by maki ng explicit the somewhat
tentative conclusions fisheries scientists he'Id about the sustai nabi lity of existing stocks given curr ent
catch levels. Concern centered on particular finfish species and the worst areas of overfi shing and
economic viability were centered in the north and east of the North Island,



Table 2. Indicative Estimates of Effective Assistance to the Fishing Industry 1982/83 With a Cost Excess
of ZOR  all values = $000!

Total
Domestic

Inshore
Finfish

Total
Industry

Total
Inshore

Assisted Output Value  I! 189,452105,912 160,500

45,881

744
95,089

Less Intermediate Inputs - Catching
- Processing

50,535
35,211

854
111,073

32,457
20,275

518
56,290

4,952
1,311

1,800
476

1,757
466

216
10,028

63,879

336
13,231

105,709

367
15,846

120,289

154
43

1,524
241

1,228
4,432

236

174
43

1, 843
241

2,251
5,003
1,070

280
43

I, 900
241

2,374
8,044
1,106

96
34

958
203
521

2,759
128

TOTAL ASSISTANCE TO V.A. FACTORS �!

NET SUBSIDY EQUIVALENT �+3-4+6!�!
NOMINAL RATE OF ASSISTANCE 'X �!/  I!

EFFECTIVE RATE OF ASSISTANCE %%u �!/�!

10,6264,700

�,889!
2.2

13,9897,859

�,760!
1.5

1,410
3.5

7,660
5.6

�.5! �.6! 1.2 5.7

Footnotes: Total industry includes joint venture and charter trawl and jig operations.
A detailed outline of the data sources, methodology and cost allocation procedures empIoyed in this
analysis are available from FIB Economics Section. NB: Totals may not be sum due to rounding to nearest
$000.

foreign licensed and aquaculture activities, it neverthe1ess includes MAF costs for activities protecting
the recreational values of coastal fish resources.

The first important factor to emerge from Table 2 is the significant contribution the inshore and
domestic fishing industry is making to the national economy with an unassisted value added of $134
million.

The second majar element to emerge from the tables is the 1ow effective rates of assistance which apply
to the domestic and inshore industry. At both 20% and 30K cost excess ratios, the assistance to the
inshore fishery is negative and with a 10/ ratio effective assistance is only 3%. A target for effective
rates of assistance far other industries, taking account of the effects of Government protection,
assistance and administration costs is generally around I I;! indicating that, relative to other
activities, the fishing industry made a significant contribution to national income at relatively low
rates of assistance.

As a brief aside, this type of analysis is of assistance in measuri ng the international competitiveness
of i ndustries and demonstrates, as far as the fishi ng industry i n general and the domestic industry in
particular are concerned, that nominal assistance through explicit export assistance often disguises true
rates of assistance received. Such analysis should be useful to cast light on debates which periodically
occur between tradi ng partners on the supposed rates of assistance applying to fish exports .

Having established 'prima facie' that the economic contribution of the fishing industry was therefore
worth protecting, the next step in analysis was to evaluate the potential economic benefits of a
restructured inshore fishery after taking account of management costs in conjunction with a longterm
management regime ta secure such benefits.
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Plus Indirect Taxes
Assisted Value Added
Less Assistance an Output �!

� Export Incentives
- Domestic Price Effect

Less Assistance on Input
 Sales 8 petro I tax rebates on input! �!
Plus 'cost excess' on inputs �!

Unassisted value added �!
Assistance to Value Adding Factors

� Courses/Training/FIB
� Regional Development
� Interest Concessions
� Vessel Bounty
- Income 5 Sales Tax Concessions
- MAF
� Sales Tax Exemptions an Equipment

316,539

155,289

1,315
127,353

14,039
1,997

367
22,732

133,682



In order to estimate such benefits, the productivity of the fishing industry was analysed from the years
1968 to 1983, The objective of the analysis was to estimate to what extent the productivity of economic
resources committed to the industry had changed over the period and thus to draw conclusions on what
potential productivity gains were possible if effort and investment in the inshore fishery were reduced,
Such an approach i s fraught with the usual problems of seeking to postulate future benefits on the basi s
of historical trends but are nevertheless a preferable alternative to the more tenuous approach af
imposing uncertain economic assumptions on a set of separately derived and equally uncertain biological
conclusions on the future af inshore stocks.

The methodology employed was adapted from an analysis of Caves and Christensen of productivity on the US
railroads   1!.

The analysis was designed to trace movement in output of the whale inshore industry, including crustacea,
molluscs and finfish which are explained by either the recovery or decline in fish stocks or through
technological change. It is summarised in the following function.

m x x T T I~x= I[ : R! � p! J[  q !/-
i=1 T T-1 T-1

where: ax = 5 change in productivity being a residual of changes in level of outputs ~inus changes in
level af inputs

p = price

q = quantity of output

R = revenue derived fram total output

m = number of species in output

n = number of inputs  in this case four being labour, capital, materials and fuel!

Q = quantity of inputs

C = total costs of all inputs

T = year

The results of the analysis showing changes in the use and relative casts of capital, labour, materials
and fuel are shown in Table 3.

The data were estimated from the Board's own manitoring af the catching sector matched against five
yearly resuits of inter industry input-output analyses of the Department of Statistics. As changes in
productivity in the inshore fishery were the focus of the analysis, the expansion in 1982 and 1983 by
some domestic vessels greater than 30 metres into the orange roughy and hoki fisheries were controlled
far.

An index was constructed from the five yearly moving average of changes in productivity from year ta year
for the period 1967 to 1983. Fram the base of 100 in 1967 productivity declined by 105 ta around 90 for
the years 1975 to 1977 and thereafter climbed ta be once again around 100 in the 1980s. The effects of a
rack lobster 'boom' in New Zealand in the late 1960s accounted substantially for the higher productivity
of the industry through to 1972. Nevertheless, even if levels of productivity in the 1980s are compared
with those in 1973 and 1974, the increase in productivity is still in the order of only 8X over the ten
years.

The major conclusion the analysis suggests i s that the productivi ty of factors i nvested i n the fi shi ng
industry is not significantly different from that achieved in the late 1960s. This is despite
significant technological improvement over the period, From anecdotal evidence of suppliers of
electronic equipment to the New Zealand fishing industry the use of such equipment on the average inshore
fishing vessel has probably doubled over the last decade with the exact extent of the increase being
dependent on vessel type and use. The prediction of economic theory is that improvements in efficiency
would have been dissipated by increases in effort and reduced catch returns . The productivity analysis
suggests that this has applied, in general, to all inshore fisheries in New Zealand and not simply the
inshore fin fisheries under biological pressure. A reasonable assumption of improvements in efficiency
over the period would be 1$ per year in view of the evidence of increased usage of electronic equipment
and improvements in vessel, engine and gear design. Should such an improvement in the order of 17% over
the period have occurred and been di ssipated through resulting i ncreases i n effort and pressure on the
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resource, it follows that this represents the potential benefits possible thraugh improved efficiency
from reductions of effort and stock recovery. Should productivity gains 1mprave by 1% per year for the
next ten years and be sustai ned thereafter, the net present value of the benefits over the next 25 years
at 10% is $60 million. These gains are only achievab'le, however, if there are management mechanisms
operated in the inshore 1 ndustry which foster effi ciency without increasing effort and this ensures that
gains in product1vity are not dissipated.

The mast clearly 1dentified set of management controls which are likely ta satisfy these objectives are
individual transferable quotas. Most economists are familiar with the concept of th1s management
approach and there is little need to argue the general advantages attr1buted to it. The opportunity to
assess the effectiveness of the approach i n practice is becoming available with 1ts imp'lementation in
New Zealand's deepwater fishery in October 1982 and more recently in the Canadian East Coast deepwater
fishery, The administration of individual transferable quotas in the inshore fishery is now being
actively considered and to be chosen as the mast preferred management option, the approach must be
considered to result in greater econom1c benefits than other opt1ons through:

� Having lower transaction costs to fishermen than other management approaches through facilitating a
co-operati ve cost m! nimisatian rather than a competi tive ' open access ' approach to harvesting the
resource.

� Having lower admi nistrative costs per dollar af economic surp1us from the inshore fi shery than other
management approaches.

- Having sufficiently low information costs to enable fishermen to plan fishing operations and transfer
quotas to maximise the profitability of thei r enterprises.

Wilson argued quite strenously that the administrative and transaction costs of property or quasi
property rights in fisheries given the highly comp'lex, variable and rapidly changing environment may be
higher than the costs of their absence �!. While this may be the case in fisheries where species are
short 1 1ved, stock sizes fluctuate wildly and fishing mortality is due significantly to factors other
than fishing pressure, the characteristics of the maj or species of the 1nshore fishery in New Zea'land
make them more amenable to individual quota control and certainly inhibit the applicabil1ty of the 'do
little,' 'do less' or 'da nothing' approach. Obv1ously, there w111 be species and fish stocks 1n New
Zealand such as flat fish perhaps where transaction, information and administrative costs are higher than
the benefits which would accrue from individual quota management but these are considered to be a minor
proportion of present inshore catches.

There is insufficient time in this paper to discuss the implications of such management contro'ls in
detail in the 1nshore fishery. 1t is sufficient at this stage to 1ndicate some reasons why in New
Zealand's case at least, management through individual transferable quotas for species of economic
importance may be the most viable option,

The nature af the inshore fisheries resources is the first factor to be taken into account. The inshore
species tend to be s1ow growing with slow rates of turnover with each stock being relatively small. They
are therefore very vulnerable to fishing pressure and fish catching accounts, for many species, for the
major portion ot total morta11ty. For similar reasons due to the larger number of year classes which are
fished erratic changes in recruitment have less effect an catches. Nevertheless it is conceivable that
recruitment as well as growth over fishing due to fishing pressure could be a major cause of the secular
decl 1nes bei ng experi enced in catches of traditional inshore speci es.

Secondly, the impetus in New Zealand which encourages fishermen ta increase capital investment to match
or better other fishermen is strong. This is because of the concentration of fishing effort in many
fisheries into grounds of limited geographical size, as indicated in the size of the economic fish1ng
grounds outlined in the introduction to this paper, Fishermen also tend to be domiciled in a limited
number of ports and thus new techniques of fi shi ng and i ncreases in effort by individuals are quickly
emulated. Whilst this proximity has led ta the development of information shar1ng networks and cohesive
part based fishermen's organisations, the competitive drive to increase effort, sometimes exerted by one
or twa individuals, is still strong and influences the behaviour of the fleet as a whole. A prime
example of this was the Foveaux Strait dredge oyster fishery which was managed by competitive fishing for
a total allowable catch prior to the introduction of individual nontransferable quotas. Stories are told
of the activities of one or twa vessels in proceeding to the grounds 'forci ng the hand' for the rest of
the fleet and i nduci ng them to the grounds . A similar si tuati on i s threatening to arise i n an orange
roughy fishery localised 1n a small ground measurinq only a few squared mi 1es off the Wairarapa coast.
With the success of a hand-full of relatively small I8-30 metre owner operated vessels, the number of
owner operated vessels seeking ta enter the fishery is expected to increase threefold to exert mare
pressure on the resource in the area than it can sustain. Experience from trawl fisheries in the Bay af
plenty and it seems, the Hairarapa coast, indicate that the fleet, if left ta its own devices, is capable
of fishing resources ta a paint where thei r biological viability is threatened . The nature of fi shing
activity of many fi shermen 1s also far fram bei ng random. Their activi ty i s often characterised by
carefully planned, regular fishing patterns repeated season after season based on collective experience.
All these factors indicate that a system af 1nd1vidual quotas is necessary and is feasible to encourage
the catching of fish at the least cost. This would be achieved by the State imposing and enforcing a
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management system which reduced the rewards of collective competition for a fixed resource and increased
the rewards of co-operation through the rationalisation of fishing activities through transfers and
amalgamation of quotas. Such an approach would also increase the freedom of choice for individual
fishermen to fish haw and when they wish. Presently, such choices are constrained by the behaviour of
the rest of the fl eet,

For the State to impose such controls will be only achieved with extra administrative costs, however.
When these increased costs are related to cost per dollar of economic surplus, the administrative costs
of individual quotas may be the lowest of the management options being considered, Whilst the inshore
fishery is multi species, some nine species account far over 80K of the value of catch and this is the
same number of species already allocated under the deepwater policy although there are nevertheless some
1,600 commercial vessels in the inshore fishery compared with only 30 or so in the deepwater fishery.
Administrative resources could therefore be concentrated on the major comnercial vessels and landings
monitored through the 170 or sa wholesalers and packing houses which currently operate. As shown by the
productivity analysis, the extra annual administrative costs which could be as high as $1 million are
likely to be significantly less than the economic benefits which could accrue from even moderate
improvements in catching efficiency through reduced effort and stock recovery. The only real economic
alternative to such controls would be to mi nimise the administrative costs of managi ng the i nshore
fishery by keeping controls to a minimum. This option, however, would be considered unacceptable by the
industry and probably also by the cojniiunity as a whole which relies significantly upon the inshore
fishery for its recreational pursuits. This is because of the biological vulnerability of the species
already mentioned and therefore the severe economic and biological dislocation this would cause.

Finally, and most importantly, administrative costs can be minimised through achieving maximum industry
co-operation in the administration of such control s . This can be achieved firstly by ensuring full
participation by the industry at all levels when details concerning the allocation and administration of
quotas are developed and in ongaing administration. Secondly, the inshore fishery is severely over-
capitalised in several important regions and the rate at which such overcapitalisation is spreading has
recently shown signs af accelerating as vessels move to more productive fishing grounds . Therefore, such
controls could be cemented in place where they are introduced simultaneously with an offer by Government
to purchase back quotas and thus compensate fishermen who are forced to leave the fishery to achieve
effort reduction . The opportunities for the conti nued co-operation of fishermen could be secured where
the Government agrees to take an active role in quota trading whereby total quota reductions could be
accompanied by a State offer to purchase back the quota by tender. Similarly, however, the State would
also have the right to sell additional catch allocations by tender. Through sale af increased yields by
tender and the setti ng of appropriate royalties a signifi cant portion of the increased economic surplus
fram the fishery could be earned by the State which would exceed extra administration enforcement costs
and even the transfer costs af purchasing back quota during initial effort reduction. Fishermen may be
more inclined to accept the less palatab'le controls on their landings which individual quota management
may require in return for the security to their investment Government conIiiitment to the policy would
provide, The justification of compensation on social welfare grounds to alleviate hardship of those
suffering loss of income, particularly during the substantial reductions in catch and effort which are
required initially, should not however be ignored.

New Zealand is not dissimilar to many other countries in the world in seeking ta reconcile sectorial and
national interests during a period requiri ng signifi cant economic restrai nt . Nevertheless, the problems
of the New Zealand inshore fishing industry related to many other primary industries are unique and
similarly it provides unique opportunities to try innovative remedies. Its problems are not market
related -- in general international demand for most fisheries products is strong. Rather the problem is
structural and is caused by overcapi talisation which inevitably results from competi tive fishing of a
common property resource. The economic surpluses which have been dissipated are, we believe, possible to
be achieved in the future with appropriate longterm management and limited short-term adjustment
assistance. These economic benefits would be earned by the corrmunity as a whole through improvements in
catching efficiency and stock recovery. Consequently, for the inshore fishery it is possible to argue
that policies which serve the best interests of the nation will also, in the long run, prove to serve the
best interests of the fishing industry.
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A~eedix i

A brief explanation of the terms in Table I is as follows:

Inshore Finfish; All inshore finfish species.

Total Inshore: All inshore finfish species plus rack lobster and mollusc fisheries.

Total Domestic: As above with the addition of deepwater species caught by domestic vessels.

The domestic industry combined with joint venture trawl, squid jig, 'longline and tuna

Assisted Out ut Value: The total value of fisheries output at FOB or wholesale levels after adding pre
tax equivalent export incentives to actual realisations.

nterme iat In uts: Expend!ture on 'tradeable' goods, such as gear and fuel. A major proportion of the
t is t st of the sales tax on diesel. Nevertheless, this tax, while being unequal in impact

between industries, is 'non discriminatory' as it applies equally to all users of diesel. It has
therefore been included as an intermediate input.

Indi rect Taxes: This is the tax applied to machinery such as replacement engines. etc. used on existing

installed in inshore fish processing plants are free of tax. It has therefore been included as a 'value
added' component.

Assisted Value Added: The value added from industry production before the impact of assistance measures
are taken into account.

Assistance an Out ut: These include the pre tax equivalent of export tax credits and also an allowance
for the impact of these incentives in bidding up prices of fish on the domestic market,

Assistance an In ut: Assistance measures affecting the intermediate inputs used by the industry.

'Cost Excess' of In uts: This represents the extent of the extra cost the industry must pay for inputs
because they use protected inputs. It includes the impact of tariffs and import 'licensing. The most
recent analysis of this factor was a study by 0 ' Dea af the NZIER whi ch was based on input/output analysis
for the industry in 1976/77. Because this is now dated, a range of estimates for cost excess were used
being a 10K, 20$ and 30% estimate respectively . The results due to these ranges are shown in Appendix 2
and 3. Given the heavy reliance of the industry on such protected inputs the medium estimate of a 20'4
cast excess co-efficient is considered the most realistic.

Assi stance to Value Addi n Factors: These consist of assi stance measures impacti ng on the factors of
pro uction, i . e. capital, abour and natural resources   in this case, fish! .

nt; This represents the monetary value of all assistance if it had been paid as a
he industry.

Nominal Rate of Assistance: Output assistance as a prapartion of assisted value.

Effective Rate of Assi stance: The net subsidy equivalent of assi stance as a percentage of unassi sted
vaTue a ed. This measure reflects the impact of assistance measures on resources attracted ta the
fishing industry.
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~Aevdix 2

Indicative Estimates of Effective Assistance to the Fishing Industry 1982/83 With a Cost, Excess of 10K
 A'I l values = $000!

Total
Domestic

Total
Inshore

Total
Industry

Inshore
Finfish

Assisted Output Value �! 105,912 316,539

155,289

189, 452

Less Intermediate Inputs � Catching
� Processing

32,451
20,275

518
56,290

50,535
35,211

854
111,073

1,315
127,353

4,952
1,311

14,039
1,997

1,800
476

1,757
466

�! 336
6,616

361
11,366

122,319

216
5,014

367
7,923

58,865 112,36699,093

4,700 7,859 13,989

19,026
5.6

10,626

2,125
2.2

9,333
3,5

3,855
1.5

3.6 8.33.9 15.5

Footnotes; Tota'I industry includes joint venture and charter trawl and jig operations.

A detailed outline of the data sources, methodology and cost allocation procedures employed in this
analysis are available from FIB Economics Section. NB: Totals may not be sum due to rounding to nearest
$000.
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Plus Indi rect Taxes
Assisted Value Added
Less Assistance on Output �!

� Export Incentives
� Domestic Price Effect

Less Assistance on Input
 Sales II petro'1 tax rebates on input!
Plus 'cost excess' on inputs �!

Unassisted value added �!
Assistance to Value Addi ng Factors

� Courses/Training/FIB
- Regional Development
- Interest Concessions
� Vessel Bounty
- Income II Sales Tax Concessions
- MAF
� Sales Tax Exemptions on Equipment

TOTAI ASSISTANCE TO V.A. FACTORS �!

NET SUBSIDY EQUIVALENT �+3-4+6! �!
NOMINAL RATE OF ASSISTANCE 1! �!/ I!

EFFECTIVE RATE OF ASSISTANCE ~ �!/�!

96
34

958
203
521

2,159
128

160, 500

45,881

744
95,089

154
43

1,524
241

1,228
4,432

236

174
43

1,843
241

2,251
5,003
1,070

280
43

1,900
241

2,374
8,044
1,106



~Aendix i

Indicative Estimates of Effective Assistance ta the Fishing Industry 1982/83 With a Cost Excess af 30%
 All values = $000!

Total
Industry

Total
Inshore

Total
Domestic

Inshore
Finfish

Assisted Output Value  I! 105,912 160,500

45,881

744
95,089

189,452

Less Intermediate Inputs � Catching
� Processing

32,457
20,275

518
56,290

50,535
35,211

854
111,073

1,757
466

1,800
476

4,952
1,311

216
15,042

68,893

336
19,847

112,324

367
23,770

128,213

96
34

958
203
521

2,759
128

154
43

1,524
241

1,228
4,432

236

174
43

1,843
241

2,251
5,003
1,070

280
43

1,900
241

2,374
8,044
1,106

TOTAL ASSISTANCE TO V.A. FACTORS �!

NET SUBSIDY EQUIVALENT �+3-4+6!�!
NOMINAL RATE OF ASSISTANCE 4 �!/�!

EFFECTIVE RATE OF ASSISTANCE I �!/�!

4,700 7,859

 9,523!
1.5

10,626

�,660!
3.5

13,989

�,851!
5.6

 8,039!
2.2

�1.7!  8.5! �.2! �.7!

A detailed outline of the data source, methodology and cost allocation procedures employed in this
analysis are available from FIB Economics Section. NB: Totals may not be sum due to rounding to nearest
$000.
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Plus Indirect Taxes
Assisted Value Added
Less Assistance on Output �!

- Export Incentives
- Domestic Price Effect

Less Assistance on Input
 Sales 5 petro! tax rebates on input! �!
Plus 'cost excess' on inputs �!

Unassisted value added �!
Assistance to Value Adding Factors

- Courses/Training/FIB
- Regional Development
- Interest Concessions
� Vessel Bounty

Income k Sales Tax Concessions
- MAF
� Sales Tax Exemptions on Equipment

Footnotes: Total industry includes joint venture and charter trawl and jig operations.

316,539

155,289

1,315
127,353

14,039
1,997

367
34,097

145,047





By any standards these statistics show the dramatic and rapid expansion of New Zealand's fishing industry
as a direct result of participation in 'joint ventures' for the exploitation of the deepwater fisheries
i n New Zealand's EEZ.

awhile these developments were impressive it became clear at the beginning of 1982 that the joint ventures
had served thei r purpose and in fact wer e seen as beginning to create management and economic problems
that could prove difficult to solve. The catching sector, whi le largely foreign-owned, was heaviiy over-
capitalised. This in turn led to significant pressure being placed on a limited number of high value
species, notably orange roughy and hoki. There was a trend toward increasing catching capacity to ensure
maximi sation of shares of the scarce resource. This is a very fami 1iar phenomenon in many fi sheries in
many parts of the world.

In the light of this the N.Z. Government, in association with the industry, decided it should address the
issue and devise a policy response that wou1d enable the development of a stable and rational long term
management strategy for the deepwater fishery.

Traditionally, fisheries management authorities have imposed a wide array of measures to controi the
quantity of inputs allowed into a fishery in order to conserve the fish resources. N.Z. has been no
exception to this approach to management. This approach, involving a complex network of effort
controls -- controls on gear, days fished, net sizes, vesse'I numbers, tonnage, horsepower, closed areas,
closed seasons etc. -- 'Ieads to increasing i neffi ciencies in harvesting the resource and ultimately i n
the failure of the control mechanisms to be effective . This in turn leads to resource dep1etion .

The considerable concern that existed over this form of regulatory management led managers to revi ew
alternative regimes.

It was concluded that a management system based on controls on output offered a greater promise of long
term economic and bio'logical stability in the deepwater fishery. The output control system preferred was
that of individual company transferable quotas or company allocations.

The following were significant factors in reaching this conclusion. Firstly the a11ocation of the
resource within a fixed identified TAO ensured that the resources would be protected and preserved as
commercial stocks. Secondly, it removes the basi c cause of over-capita'li sation i,e. the need for
participants to 'gear-up' to catch as large a share of the resource as possible.' Thirdly, it enables
participants to determine the most efficient means and time of harvesting the resource. Fourthly, it
enables participants, through quota transfers, to concentrate in areas and on species in which they have
a comparative advantage. Fifthly, and most importantly the approach was seen as placing much of the
regulatory aspect and almost all of the decision-making aspects in the hands of the industry -- but under
Government determined guidelines and broad rules, rather than in the hands of the management authorities .
Accordingly, within certain rules, participants in the deepwater fishery would be left free to make
investment decisions about onshore and catching sector investment in such a way as to harvest, process
and market the deepwater resources in the most cost efficient way.

Before discussi ng the Government guidelines it is worth considering the criteria used to establish the
eligibility of companies and to a'Ilocate the resource. This was the most difficult and complicated part
of the exercise. In the end the Government decided on an administrative allocation system based on three
criteria:

 i! A measure of the level of domestic investment committed to existing or potential deepwater vessels
measured at indemnity or insured value.

 ii! A measure of the Ievel of deepwater catch which had been supplied for onshore processing within
New Zealand,

 iii ! A measure of onshore investment together wi th a measure of the extent to which this was committed
to the processi ng of deepwater species and a factor which measured the uti lisation of such
investment.

Based on these criteria the resource was allocated to eligible quaiifyi ng companies. To qualify to hold
an a'Ilocation a company had to be at least 75.15 N.Z, owned and the calculation of an allocation had to
meet a minimum size to ensure economic development.

There was aiso an alfocation made to the domestic f1eet of non-company owned vessels, This was called
the 'others' category and was designed to provide for the development and expansion into the deepwater
fishery of those vessels of a suitab'Ie size to take advantage of the fishery.

One of the most significant aspects of the po'Iicy was the decision to allow the allocation-holding
companies the freedom to choose how they harvested the resource. There was much debate about whether
some preference should be gi ven to domestically owned vessels. In the end companies were 'left to choose
their most cost efficient harvesting method and if this involved the continued chartering of foreign
vessels than this was considered acceptable.
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While companies were able to choose the harvesting method, the Government did impose, as a condition of
the allocations, that 35% of the quotas must be processed onshore in New Zealand.

Other Government guidelines were:

 i! Allocations were made for an initial 10 year period,

 ii! Trading in allocations must be reported to the Government.

 ii i ! No one enterprise is permitted to acquire ownershi p af more than 35X of the allocated resource .

 i v! Increases in TAG ' s wi I 1 be, depending on their si ze, ei ther pro rated among existing allocation
holders or tendered,

 v! As the deepwater trawl policy involves the alienation of a public resource for private benefit a
royalty payment is levied on allocations,

 vi! ff and when non-allocated species come under fishing pressure they can and wi11 be included in the
deepwater allocation system.

 vii! Yessels must report daily positions and weekly catches.

In determining the guidelines for the policy the Government was conscious of the need to minimise
regulatory interference and maximise the freedom of allocation holders to develop the deepwater fishery
in the interests of economic efficiency. The Oeepwater Trawl Policy has been in operation now for almost
18 months and is to be the subject of regular reviews. The reviews are unlikely to lead to significant
changes in the important basic elements of the scheme.

It will be interesting to watch future deve1opments within the policy, In particular the degree of
onshore processi ng, the growth of i nterest in the catching, processing and marketing af nan-quota
species, the development of N.Z. owned catching capacity and the degree to which companies investment
decisions are influenced by security of access ta the resource.

It is the view of those closely associated with monitoring performance within the policy that the policy
has worked we11 and has by and large fulfi lied all that was expected of i t.
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Introduction

There is severe overfishing of snapper, trevally, terakihi and rig in New Zealand. Other species under
pressure include groper, red gurnard, school shark and blue warehou. Northland  East Coast!, West
Auckland, Hauraki Gulf and the Bay of Plenty face the most serious problems. Only a small number of
vessels land most of the inshore catch:

50K of the fish is landed by 1.5R of the vessels
90K of the fish is landed by 20$ of the vessels.

The immediate solution being sought by the National Fisheries Management Advisory Committee  NAFMAC ! i s
to buy back vessels from full time fishers using taxpayer funds. The Committee has estimated that over-
capitalisation of boats and gear in the industry amounts to $28 million of which $26 million is in the
four North Island regions.

No compensation is sought for part-timers who represent half the fisheries and who land about 5X of the
domestic catch  Berryman, 1983!. These fishers have already had their licenses removed although a few
part-time fishers have been able ta have their licenses reinstated. No research has been undertaken into
the social, ethnic or economic backgraunds of the part-timers, and thus we do not know what has been the
impact on their lives or livelihoods of removing their licenses. At best we know that there has been no
great organised protect by the part-timers.

This paper exami nes the historical, distributional and economic efficiency aspects of managing the
inshore fishery. A discussion on how these theoretical aspects affect the inshore fishery is given using
New Zealand snapper as an example. The potential for effort transfer is covered in some depth as a
solutian to the overfishing problem in certain species.

Brief Overview of the Histor of Fisheries Management

Whaling was introduced to New Zealand in 1792, almost 50 years before British sovereignty was proclaimed
and before the first immigrants arrived under an organised colonization scheme. By the turn of the 19th
century falli ng prices for whale products and the drastic reduction of commercially important whale
species lead to the demise of the industry. Populations have never fully recovered.

New Zealand's jurisdiction extended to three nautical miles off the coast -- historically the distance of
a cannonball shot. By 1914 a policy of judicious exploitation was introduced, coupling fisheries
development with conservation . This policy was reversed in 1927 with conservation as the sole objective.
Seasonal closures for all methods of fishing were introduced and danish seining was prohibited because it
was deemed to be excessively effici ent. Northern fishers established a strong and successful lobby to
get an exemption for their area. In 1929, trawling in the Hauraki Gulf was also prohibited.

Licensing was introduced in 1936 for the catchi ng, wholesaling and retailing sectors under the first
Labour government. Further action was taken in 1937 following concern at overfishing although the total
catch at the time was only 30, 000 tannes . This catch level ought to be compared wi th the 470,000 tannes
that was extracted from New Zealand's waters in 1977 -- in the latter case over-fishing really was
occurring. It seems more likely that in the attermath of the Depression  Riley, 1980! fishers were
concerned with depressed market prices for fish.
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In 1945, a one-man licensing authority was established which introduced minimum fish sizes, gear
landin fish. Old
restrictions, area closures and non-transferable vesse1 licenses. These licenses s 'f' d tpeci ie ane poron th ' g is . fishermen tell stories of rotten-hulled dingies with a license number clearly p ' t d

e side being sold for thousands of pounds. Although the sale of licenses was technica'ily illegal,
ain e

the fishing industry appears to have had litt'Ie difficu1ty in finding ways around the law. A wide
disparity in fish prices was also evident at this time. The fact that high priced prime species in one
port were being discarded in other ports, and vice versa, simply highlights how familiarity with fish
species can lead to entrenched consumer attitudes. With high profits obtainable from prime species there
was no pressure to market the lesser known species.

B 1955 the rey striction to land into only one port becarrre impractical. Larger vessels with a greater
fishing range blurred the boundaries between the different regions . This restricti on was removed but
limited licensing remained. Enthusiasm for developing the fishing industry and its export potential
culminated in open access fishing being i ntroduced in 1963 a'long with the formatior; of the Fishing
Industry Board. In 1965 New Zealand's fishing zone was extended to 12 miles. Foreign licenses vessels
were phased out of this zone and only allowed to operate more than 12 miles offshore by 1970   Bradstack,
1979!. This changed in 1978 when the 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone was put into effect The effects
fishin
of this additional effort beyond the 12 mile zone are being felt today. A second major cause of o ver-

form f
g was the encouragement given to the domestic industry by the Government from 1978 t 1984 ' th

o low interest and suspensory loans and duty free importation of new and near-new vessels.
a in e

A raft of contro1s were introduced in 1963 far the Foveaux Strait Oyster Fishery to prevent the explosion
of fishing effort which would have accompanied open access. This has genera1ly been lauded as a
management success. In contrast, the Nelson scallop fishery collapsed within 925 years of having an open
access policy. Scallops, E'1 lesmere ee'ls and rock labster are now all managed through controlled
fisheries.

In recent years foreign effort has largely been replaced by ca-operative ventures and do t' d tu n ames ic eepwa er
e squi and bluefin fisheries are controlled by vessel numbers but the deepwater demersal

fi shery is managed through a poli cy of individual transferable quotas which were introduced in 1982 .

Theoretical Issues of Fisheries Ylang ement

The eff ffolio ' ect a open access on a renewable common property resource is well known to analysts. The
paper.

wing account summarises some of the major points ta set the stage for the discussion 1 t ' tha er in e

Fishers will expand effort until AR = MC for each operator. Consequently industry effort in som
ce ta the paint where total collective costs equals total collective revenue. This is shown in

e speciesFigure 1 below, where effort is expanded ta the point E. otal
all ecti ve
ast T.C.

llective
e, TR.

ffort

Figure 1. Fishing Effort and Revenue

At point E economic rents are dissipated, indicating a misallocation of resources and � t 1 t
in the fisher . They. e same level of revenue can be obtained at the point u, with a corresponding decrease

over-capi a isa ion

in both effort and total cost.

At this open access equilibrium  E!, overfishing in a biological sense occurs. Breeding stocks are
excessively harvested, and this is termed the "user cost." Future harvest is being foregone in
preference to present consumption.

Resource management of a common property resource is firstly a problem of finding the optima1 harvest
 E*! for each specie which maximises collective benefits over time from the resource stocks. Secondly,
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fisheries resource management is concerned with designing a scheme to ensure that the catch is restrained
to that level. Returning to Figure 1, this means we should reduce effort and move back towards E*.
Finding the exact level of effort is a complex calcu1ation, and is better handled by a dynamic framework
than a simple static one. So far we have been concerned solely wi th private resource use. However,
intervention by the State to direct private resource use introduces the need to economise on both sets of
resources. As Wilson [1982] points out, it is not difficult to conceive of a fisheries management scheme
in which the benefits of improved fisheries management are outwei ghed by the costs of i ntervention by the
State or a State sponsored agency.

A static analysis can be useful to demonstrate the immediate effects of reducing effort. This is shown

in Figure 2, where effort is reduced from Q to Q , fish prices will increase to the extent that demand is1

1ess than perfectly elastic. This is shown as the move from P to Pd in Figure 2.

Price

Ps

Quantity  Effort!
Q' Q

Figure 2. The Value of Fish Quotas

In the presence of the quota restriction, economic rents accrue to the quota holders equal to the
difference between the demand  Pd! and supply price  P ! per uni t. This raises two distri butiona1s
issues, The first concerns who should receive the rents -- the State? all existing fishers? 1arge
fishers? The second issue concerns how to transfer quotas.

Decreasing current effort to Q may increase harvest in the future if overfishing is taking place. This1

is the backward bending supply curve in a dynamic sense, and is shown in Figure 3. Effort increases as
the price rises, yields increase past a sustainable yield, and future yields decrease  Clark, 1976,
p. 154; Hannesson. 1979, p. 65!.

Price

Yi el d

Figure 3. Backward Bending Fish Supply Curve
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Unless some restriction is placed on harvest, an open access situation may lead to reduced future
supp!ies where high prices entice increased effort from fishers. The same result can be expected from
an artificial lowering of the cost structure, as has happened in New Zealand with input subsidies.

Dynamic effects upon the fish stocks are shown in Figure 4. Starting from the current time period  t !,
fish stocks are at a level given by X . Concern is expressed, because the optimal time path is0
considered to be higher at X*. Resource managers now have to decide upon an optimal time path from time
t . This is precisely the problem for some species of fish in the New Zealand inshore industry  NAFMAC,

1983!. The dynamic nature of the problem is such that if X» was the optimal time path at time zero, it
may not be the optimal time path at t , This is the Samuelson Turnpike theorem; once we have left the

turnpike X*, it. may not be optimal to return to that path, Clark �978! has shown that the factors
influencing the optimal rate are the time horizon, the price responsiveness to changes i n supply, the
discount rate used, and the stock recruitment rate.

StocksX X
time

t 0

Figure 4. Resource Stocks Over Time

The planning horizon receives little consideration in practice, although determination of the time period
may alter the path. Increasing the terminal period  T! to infinity imp1ies an application of the
Turnpike theorem as shown in Figure 4.

The path advocated for threatened inshore species is to harvest an interim yield lower than the proposed
long term yield  NAFMAC, 1983!. Let us call the point in time at which harvest changes from interim ta
long term harvest t. This gi ves a different time path from present time to the change, t ta t, than

f'rom the change onwards, t to T. No economic or biological justification for these differ'lng time paths
is provided by the New Zealand Fisheries managers, except in very general terms; "The chances of
recovery are improved if in the short term catches are dropped below present sustainable yields"  Major,
1984!.

Price responsiveness may alter the optima1 harvest. Given that we are optimising economic returns from
the resource over time, subject to constraints, the problem may be expressed as:

Max PV = e R X,E! dt
J

where: PV � : present value
r � : discount rate
R - =net revenues
E = harvest or effort  assuming linearity!
X = fish stocks
t = time.

Changes in pri ce are reflected in R, and we would expect optimal harvest to be less wi th a pri ce
responsive resource. The price elasticity of demand is a measure of the degree of responsiveness� .

Uncertainty as to future pri ce trends complicates analysis of optimal harvests . If real prices are
i ncreasing over time, and changes in effort are costless, then delaying harvest may increase benefits.
Anderson �977, p, 43-46! discusses this relationship in a present value framework between two time
peri ods, but thi s can be extended to several time periods usi ng a control model . If the converse hal ds,
and fish prices are dropping, then an increased harvest is called for. The assumption af cost1ess
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changes in effort may be a heroic one, as this assumes a high opportunity value can be placed upon the
fishing capital and some alternative use exists in the short term for this displaced capital,

A similar increase in harvest can be expected with a high discount rate  equation 1!. Using a zero
discount rate implies that the optimal harvest is approximated by the maximum bio'logical yie1d, while an
infinite rate will lead to the same harvest as an open access situation. Some positive real rate will
be intermediate between these two extremes.

The stack recruitment rate or growth function  X! may also have some impact upon the optimal time path
 Anderson, 1977; Clark, 1976!. With a specie that has a long 1ife span coupled with 1ow reproductive
rates the optimal path may be ta harvest early. Faster growing and highly reproductive species such as
squid are the opposite situation -- increased economic justification can be made to reduce the short term
harvest for lang term benefits.

Limiting access wi11 not automatically remedy fishery management problees, as more factors are involved
than just simply the problem of open access  Rothschild, 1983!. Many actors are involved in the play
besides fishers -- boatbui 1ders, processors, policy managers, bankers, retailers, exporters, and the
final consumer. These interacti ons, as well as complex biological interactions in the fi sh stocks, need
to be recognised in long term management plans.

Problems of overcapi talisation are accentuated by fluctuating incomes and government policies formulated
to encourage fishing . During periods of high incomes, measured by increased prices, high yields, or
lowered costs, i nvestment is encouraged in the industry. When returns decrease, these same investments
may be trapped because of low opportunity values, staying in the industry and accentuating problems of
overfishing. This is essentially the problem known to agricultural economists as asset fixity  Johnson
and Pasour, 1981!. With the next swing in prices, more investment is encouraged and the cycle continues.
The end result may be what Crutchfield   1979, p, 746! descri bes as the ultimate absurdi ty as investment
is encouraged because prices are risi ng due to biological scarcity, thus contributi ng to the overfishing
of the species. The expansian of the damestic fleet following the introduction of the 200 mile zone in
1978 has been an example of this asset fixity situation� . hlany of the vessels built ostensibly for the
deep water were found to be too small to work offshore and have become locked into the inshore fleet.

Open access will usually lead Co both overcapitalisation and overfi shing . Same form of supply control
may be needed to ensure both an optimal harvest rate and to prevent overcapi Cali sation. That harvest
rate is likely to be modified by many factors. Positive discount rates, falling real prices, shot t term
planning horizons, and slaw biological growth and reproductive rates will tend to increase the optimal
harvest. Simi'!arly, increasing real returns, high growth and reproductive rates, and a long planning
horizon will tend to decrease harvest. Input subsidies and asset fixity will accentuate the problems of
overcapi talisation.

Polic 0 tions for SU 1~Control

Four alternative methods of supply essential are conmonly considered for fisheries management:

 a! gear restrictions and season closures;
 b! taxes on either inputs or outputs;
 c! license schemes;
 d! quotas, both total resource and individual.

Limitations of the first three are well documented. Gear restrictions 1ead to distortions from a minimum
cast harvest, while seasonality restrictions do not address the common property problem. The use of
taxes on either i nputs or outputs to i nternali se the externali ties is a theoretically appealing solution,
but unfortunately it is impractical. Neither stochastic influences nor asset rigidity can be handled
easi1y by taxes, Licensing of vessels or fishers leads to an inefficient allocation of resources from
both of the criCical perspectives. Overcapitalisation is encouraged as vessels' productive capacities
may be increased, leading to increased pressure on the resource.

This leaves the option of quotas. ToCal seasonal quotas have been applied. They wi 11 usualiy lead to a
modern times Oklahoma land rush as fishers compete for their share of the quota. Individual quotas,
expressed as a percentage of the allocated catch, present an attractive solution. Short run efficiency
is achieved as fishers have control over choice of inputs to minimise cost. Once initial allocations
have been made, transferability of quotas would facilitate long run efficiency. An open market enables
operators to freely enter or leave the industry. There are Cwa kinds of costs that would face individual
fishers: the usual costs of production  harvest! and the costs  including opportunity! of holding or
acqui ri ng a fishing quota. Thus, in terms of traditional mi croeconomic theory, an operator wi 11 adjust
marginally ta a profi t maximisation posi tion . Formal mathematical proof of this is contained i n an
appendix by baloney and Pearse �979, p. 865-6! and discussed in Clark �982, p. 281-1!, using the
familiar maximum principle. 8y the process of Wal rasian treatment, rights wi 11 accrue Ca the effici ent
operators. Values of these rights will indicate values of the resource and also indicate the passible
economies of size by thei r eventual distribution.
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Transferability could either be on a temporary basis enabling some fl exi bi li ty during a particular
season, or a long term basis� . Stochastic effects in yields for a particular species between seasons can
be acconmodated by setting a total species harvest and expressing individual quotas as a percentage.

New Zealand has had experi ence with transferable quotas in the deep water industry. The current inshore
problem differs in many ways from the deep water industry. Major differences are that few operators are
involved in the deep water recovery, leading to lower enforcement costs, and the initial allocation of
quota was facilitated by not having to withdraw capacity from the industry.

Enforcement costs invo1ved with policing of an inshore quota system are likely to be high. Initial
allocation of quotas to larger commercial operators may reduce these enforcement costs, as it is
presumab1y easier to police a smaller number of vesse'ls. However, this may well be at the expense of an
equitable al'location of the quotas, and may not encourage the most efficient harvesting techniques.
Selection of the quota allocation on the basis of administrative ease is most unlikely to lead to an
appropriate distribution of wealth or increase earning potential amongst fishers. Such a procedure also
begs the question as to whether the quota rights ought to be granted at zero cost 'to fishers at all.
There are some precedents in this area. Increasingly New Zealand import quotas are not granted to
traders but are sold by tender on an annual basis resulting in the rent accruing to taxpayers,

guestions of the possible administrative options for the quotas are contained in Duncan �984!, albeit in
a preliminary manner. As discussed in Meaney   1980!, enforcement costs are likely to depend upon both
the marketing channels available and the unit value of the fish . Few market outlets are easy to control,
as many small distri butors accentuate the problem of keeping track of 1andings . Simi larly, a high unit
value of fish increases incentives to sel'I non-quota catches. These administrative enforcement costs
may constitute a considerab1e percentage of gains made to the industry by the quota system.

In spite of these problems, transferab'le quotas must be considered an excellent long term solution.
Efficiency is enhanced by enabling operators to move to a 'least-cost situation and, provided the initial
allocation is equitable, no major distributional issues are involved. Multi species harvest can be
accomnodated by both inter and intra seasonal transfer of quotas for each species. Intervention costs
and the need to equitably distribute initial al 1ocations are the two major problems associated with the
system.

Distributional Issues

Some major equi ty issues are involved if a quota policy is introduced. The first issue has already been
decided -- units not "wholly or substantially involved in the fishery"  NAFMAC. 1983! have been
arbitrarily precluded from the industry. No compensatory arrangements have been discussed with this
numerically large section of the industry who represent half the number of fishers. No attempt even
appears to have been made to ascertain either who these people are or the effects of precluding them from
the industry. This decision is especially interesting in view of the call from conmercial fishers for
$28 mi 11i on in compensation -- the industry appears to have the power to decree who shall not participate
in the gains from the compensation scheme, thus, by proxy, deciding who sha'll. Crutchfield   1982! and
Pollnac and Littlefield �983! both contain a discussion on possible ettects on part-time fishers and
social impacts. Indeed, as Scott   1979, p. 731! suggests "arbi trary expulsion of part-timers and sport
fishers with low catches should take a prize for high-handed, inefficient discrimination . " Non-operated
permits have also been cancelled, thus penalising another sector of the industry.

Having made some preliminary decisions on who shall not be allocated quotas, the next major question is,
how should the quotas be allocated? Given that quotas are freely transferable, any initia1 distribution
can be altered to achieve an optimal allocation. This is because holding a quota represents an
opportunity cost to the fisher and will be a factor in the perceived revenue flow  Clark, 1982!. Options
to trade a quota can be included along with all other decisions open to an individual. Once allocated,
quotas will have some value accrue to them, thus the distributional issue problem is the initial
allocation  Moloney and Pearse, 1979; Crutchfield, 1982!. This is the same issue addressed by Gardner
with respect to re-distribution of Federal Lands in the United States. He concluded "once this initial
re-distribution effect worked itself out, equi ty would cease to be so important an issue with market
traded goods, since presumably no free market exchanges would occur unless both buyer and seller believed
the trade would make them better off"  Gardner, 1983, p. 223!.

Several systems exist for initial allocation of these ri ghts . These include a tendering system coupled
with a buy-back scheme, allocation based upon historical catch, or allocation based upon either
investment or productive capacity in the industry  NAFMAC, 1983!, One suggestion cited in Scott   1979!
is for every active fisher in the industry to be allocated a portion of the quota, and fishers to be
given an incentive to trade quotas to a suitable size to catch a profitable amount of fish. Such a
system takes care of one aspect of the distributional problem, but leaves unanswered the question of the
taxpayer's rights in such a scheme. Some economic rent cou1d be extracted by setting a price on quotas
to start at some predetermined date. Some short term adjustment problem would occur. Allied with these
decisions is the question of the form of the quotas -- size of the parcel, maximum holding for any
individual or company, time length of the allocation. Over-riding some of these considerations i s the
possible question of compensation. The New Zealand Federation of Commercial Fishermen has submitted a
proposal for effort reduction which includes a compensation clause for those prepared to withdraw from
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the industry, However, this should be balanced by a fee system for quotas allocated to those remaining,
as one would expect a rent va'Iue to accrue to the permits. As pointed out by Anderson �983!, the
maximum rent will not accrue until the industry has had time to adjust to a cost minimum situation. This
compensation problem is recognised by New Zealand managers  Duncan, 1984!. This question of compensation
appears to be a vexing one, and the long suffering taxpayer may be excused for wondering why the rents
which should accure to the nation are, in fact, negative rents being paid to reti re vessels.

Effort Transfer

One of the major problems facing the inshore fishery is overcapitalisation. This problem may not be
significant if financial resources could be diverted to other uses. There are two major economic reasons
which tend to restrict the individual from transferring resources to alternative species -- the
opportunity cost incurred and the cost of developing a new industry.

The opportunity cost faced by an individual fisher harvesting an alternative species is the income
foregone from not harvesting the traditional species. This can be a major cost to the fisher. However,
if quotas are introduced, fishers no longer face this opportunity cost, thus encouraging effort transfer.
Research and development costs facing an individual in any new industry can be substantial. These costs
involve information gathering, development of harvesting techniques, on board hand'ling methods,
processing technology, and marketing of the fish. Once these initial problems have been over come, the
cost structure for both the pioneer and others would decrease. Indeed, Samue'Ison et al. �967! consider
that fisheries effort transfer is a classic example of the infant industry prablem:

'Thus, a school far fishermen might become feasible when the industry grows to a certain size: and this
training might cause a downward shift of every firm's cost curves as the industry 0 rises," p. 499.

Potential species include discarded inshore species such as anchovy, barracouta, small red cod, conger
eels, f'rostfish, small gemfish  < 45 cm!, small hoki   45 cm!, grendier, kahawai, jack mackerel, small
monkfish  < 25 cm!, grey mullet, yellow eyed mullet, sea perch, pilchard, southern blue whiting, spiny
dogfish, skates -- small  < 45 cm! and large  < 80 cm!, rays, seadragons, seahorses, octopi, scampi,
jellyfish, and crabs. Additionally, potential exists in fisheries which have traditionally been regarded
as offshore, despite their proximi ty to the coast. Species include squid, southern bluefin tuna,
skipjack. orange roughy. big eye tuna, yellowfin tuna, East Coast albacore and riba'tdo.

The squid fishery is very targe. It is being managed to an estimated Total Allowance Catch  TAC! of
90,000 tannes/year. At an average f.o.b. export price for 1983 of NZ$1.62/kg the resource is worth
nearly NZ$150 million annually. It should be noted that this year the jigging fleet has extracted an
extra 30,000 tonnes of squid over the theoretical TAC, Moreover squid prices are continuing to rise
 Kitson, 1984!. Thus the squid fishery alone is nearly as valuable as the total inshore catch.

There has been little research into developing a method that is suitable for inshore vessels although
fishers are convinced that profitable methods exist. Bui their cash flow cannot support sustained
research. There are undoubtedly problems such as handling on board for quality and restricted quota
access to the Japanese market  O'Donnell and Ting, 1984!. Fishers also complain that the lights of the
foreign and co-operative venture fleets draw the squid out to sea for distances of up to 20 miles, Two
major methods of capture are used, jigging and trawling, with the jig-caught squid usually commanding a
premium on the Japanese mar ket  Mattli n, 1983! . The squid caught by jigging are relatively costly, and
more research needs to be conducted on New Zealand's participation in this industry. On the other hand,
Caiman �983! considers that New Zealand has a major potential for developing our squid resource, with
trawl squid becoming the basis for a substantial onshore processing industry.

Southern bluefin tuna catches by Japanese longliners have been declining. However, it is still a very
valuable fishery in the order of NZ$25 million f.o.b. in 1983  Gibson, 1984 pers comm !. New Zealanders
on the West Coast have since 1979 developed a highly efficient method of catching bluefin which has not
yet been transferred to the larger East Coast fishery. By comparison, in 1982 the large 23 crew Japanese
long'liners caught on average 5.6 bluefi n/day. The small three crew West Coast trolling and handlining
vessels landed 6.5 bluefin/day of comparable quality. Developing an East Coast, New Zealand catchi ng
operation has the dual effect of conserving both the inshore and the bluefin fisheries. On the one hand
it transfers effort aut of the i nshore fishery and on the other it gives New Zealand fisheries managers
a lever for reducing foreign effort. Harvesting of juvenile fish off the east coast of Australia and
possible effects of El Nino have contributed to the catch decline in the latest season for southern
bluefin in New Zealand. O'Donnell and Sandrey �983! estimated the value to both fishers and the nation
af developing this resource. They concluded that providing fishers with information and organising an
initial catching and marketing operation resulted in potentially substantial returns to both individuals
and the nation.

The declining catch is a classic "user cost" problem -- the small migratory fi sh are harvested by
Australians for low value canning before they reach New Zealand waters at maturity. It is only carefully
handled mature bluefin which are highly valued on the Japanese market. Recent research  Meuriot and
Gates, 1983! show that foreign nations fishing in the U.S. 200 mile zone are enjoying a substantial
wealth transfer as measured by willingness ta pay. If these results are applicable to New Zealand and
some of the surpluses can be captured by producers, later mature species may be profitable.
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Orange roughy is currently being harvested off the Wairarapa Coast by Wellington trawlers, despite doubts
that inshore vessels could harvest at 900 meters depth, This new glamour export fish was "known loca'Ily
from only a few museum specimens until 1975"  Robertson and Grimes, 1983, p. 15!. Ribaldo has been
successfully gillnetted by Kaikoura fishers at 700 meters, and they naw plan to try gil'lnetting ai 900
meters for orange raughy. There is also a considerable resource of slender tuna, particularly off the
Otago Coast. The D.S. I.R. is currently researching consumer acceptable ways of using this oily fish.2

Jack mackerel is an example of a so-called less preferred species. Robertson and Eggleston  cited in
Jones, 1983! revised the New Zealand estimated yield af mackerel to between 48,000 and 187,000 tonnes
annually, and although Jones cautions that these estimates are "dubious," he considers that a large
resource exists. The 1981/82 average annual domestic inshore catch was 2,350 tonnes in contrast to a
long term inshore yield of 30,000 tonnes  Jones, 1983!. The use of a project manager to co-ordinate
information and development may be a less costly alternative policy than vessel buyback schemes.

Barracouta has topped domestic landings by volume in recent years  NAFMAC, 1983!, and has an estimated
long term yield of 30,000 tannes annually. This specie earned $10 million in export receipts for 1983
 N.Z. Dept. of Statistics, 1984!, and has considerable potential in South Island regions. A 15 month
price subsidy was introduced in 1980, and this contributed to increased catches in the subsequent year
 Hurst, 1983!.

ualit Im rovement

Higher prices far better quality is possible. The iki-jime technique  spiking the brain! coup'led with
meticulous handling has been widely used in Northland, Auckland and the Bay of P'lenty. Current price
schedule to the fishers is $4.90/kg for first grade iki jime snapper compared with $2.30/kg for traw'I
caught snapper  Peters, 1984, pers. corrm !. Other species can also be prepared for the sashimi market,3

notably trevally, albacore and jack mackerel  Scott, 1984, pers comm !. Improvements in the general4

level af fish quality could be a result of efforts in establishing quality contro'I pragramrres, quality
assurance programmes, peer group pressure, bette~ staff management, improved i nfrastructure, price
differentials for quality or education programmes. Some pragranmes have been undertaken by the N.Z.
Fishing Industry Board and the Fishing Industry Training Council.

Catching method has a major impact on quality. Trawling generally 'lands a higher volume of lower quality
fish with a shorter shelf life than lining.   It is also relatively fuel intensive and capital
intensive.! A move to more beni gn catching methods would conserve stacks and is likely to increase the
price.

Hikurangi Fisheries gives a dramatic comparison. From I January to I March this year each of their pair
trawling vessel caught over 15 times the amount of snapper as the longli ners and over 1,500 times the
amount of trevally. Despite thi s current legislation prohi bits them fram transferring their licenses
from pair trawling to longlining. Yovich �984, pers comm ! says the trawlers would be just as5

profitable if converted to 'Ionglining because of lawer costs and higher fish quality.

In some ports poor quality is severely reducing the price. One extreme example is the quality of blue
cod in Southland where it is regarded and used as rock lobster bait.

Further Processin<S

Value is added to fish by maintaining it in a state as close to live as possible. Care in handling,
processing, thawing, and transporting are the main concerns. However, special processing techniques such
as brain ablation, cold anaesthesia and modified atmosphere packaging are available. Ther e is a wide
range of fish processing options such as free flow fillets, breaded fish pieces, compounded fish minces,
and fermented, salted, bri ned, pickled, marinated, smoked, half dried and dried products . There are
country specific products such as smoked jack mackerel for Europe, squid snacks for Asia and stranger
still dried shark fin soups and ling bladder isinglass. Product development has been occurring rapidly
althaugh it i s still only the tip of the iceberg. Increased government input is evi denced by the jump
fram two to seven fish processing scientists since 1979. One research project with exciting potential
is a method to control the post capture metabolism of the muscle. [n effect the fish is dead, but its
muscle is kept alive using low cost technologies .

The option of doing nothing and letting attrition of resources from the industry occur is one policy that
needs to be considered. It has been dismissed by managers: "this particular option cannot be seen as
realistic"  NAFMAC, 1983, p. 11!. Under some conditions, a "da nothing" option may be less costly than
the proposed buy-back scheme, The following would negate the wisdom of' an intervention policy:
1. Slow growth rate of the speci es.
2. High discount rate imposed by society.
3. Price nat responsive to changes in supply.
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4. Decreasing real prices over time.
5. Positive external effect resulting from a prey-predator relationship.
6. Low opportunity value to excess capacity.
7. High enforcement costs.
8. High intervention costs.
9. Large social impacts caused by a forced displacement of resources.

10. Increased effort/catch ratios as stocks decline.
ll. High level of catching skill requi red .
12. High natura'I attrition rate.
13. High leveis of uncertainty regarding bio1ogical factors.

Impacts of each of these conditions upon the economically optima'1 policy will be discussed. This
analysis looks at snapper which is one of the major species landed in New Zealand for which considerable
concern has been expressed about overfishing. Results may be generalised to other species.

Snapper is the main inshore specie by value, for which NAFMAC �983! suggest a 44% interim and 24;- long
term reduction in yi e'Id is needed . Regional differences are more dramatic -- a 77K interim and 467 long
term reduction are suggested for the Bay of Plenty region. Major concern has also been expressed over
the Hauraki Gulf snapper. This area landed 40'X af the New Zealand snapper catch for the 1981/82 years,
but in spite of concern over the species, on'Iy a 10K long term yie'ld reduction is proposed  NAFMAC,
1983!.

1. Biological growth rate.

Economic effi ci ency is achieved when margi na'I costs are equated ta marginal benefits . Costs include the
opportunity cost of earlier capture and reinvestment of the funds received as well as direct fishing
costs. Benefits include changes i n value of future harvest if the stocks are left and the value of
retained stocks in breeding, which is termed the user cost. Individua'ls wi'1l only recognise the user
cost and changes in value of future harvest if they have an incentive to do so. This incentive is
1acki ng in an open access situation� .

Snapper are a long lived species which are thought to live for 50 to 60 years. Using data from Vooren
and Coombs �977! the following rate of change in average weight for snapper was estimated.

Table 1. Snapper Growth Rates

Age  Years! Rate of Change  I!

Source; Voaren and Coombs �977! .

Table 1 gives some indication of possible changes in value, assuming a homogeneous price, of snapper,
Incorporating bath a mortality rate and price changes over time into the ana1ysis would al'low the optimal
harvest age to be ca1cu'lated. The prob1em of selective harvesting to maintain breeding stocks is
unanswered.

Most pubfic projects in New Zealand are required to pass the cri teria of a 10% real discount rate. This
is a high real rate, and would probably have a devastating impact upon fish stocks if the same cri teria
is applied to the fishing industry. However, some posi tive rate of i nterest must be used, suggesting
that economically and biologically optimal yields will differ  Larkin, 1977!.

Suggested snapper interim yields are 5,950 tonnes and lang term yields of 8,100 tonnes annually an a
national basis. Given a positive discount rate and slow biological growth rate for snapper, it is
difficult to see the justification far divergence between interim and long term yields. Sociai
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adjustment costs and a possible low opportunity value of vessels would further question the logic of
diverging interim and long term yields.

3, Factors likely to influence the price of snapper are supply of snapper, cross elasticities with
substitutes such as other fish, chicken and red meats, marketing effort, and New Zealand's relative share
of exports. Exports to the year ended December 1983 were $19,022,535 for snapper, suggesting that
foreign markets determine New Zea1and 's domestic price. However, New Zealand 's influence on the world
snapper market is only slight.

New Zealand has many substitutes, both alternative fish species and other protein forms, which would
increase the elasticity of the domestic market. Any reduction in supply will initially reduce consumers'
welfare. Whether that welfare wi 1 1 be reduced in the medium to long term wi 1 1 depend, amongst other
factors, upon substitutability of alternative species, If the export market is the residual market then
foreign consumers will bear the full loss in consumer surplus, the extent depending on the effect of the
reduction on the world market.

4. Snapper prices, as measured on the Japanese market, have been increasing in real terms over the
1979-1984 period. These prices are shown in Graph 1. Increasing real prices negate the effects of a
discount rate, and reduces the optimal harvest level. Conservation is encouraged. For the same reason,
continual depreciation of the New Zealand currency vis a vis majar trading partners would also act as an
incentive to conserve snapper for future harvest.

N.Z. $
1979 = 100

6.50

6.00

5.DO

4.00 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
1984

Graph 1. Average Snapper Auction Prices Tsukiji/kg Expressed in Real N.Z. Dollars

Source: F.I.B. Bul'Ietin July/August 1984.

5. Snapper predation may be harming mussel beds in the Marlborough Sounds.

Although this example is a regional prob'Iem, ic is an example of prey-predator relationships, Paddle
crab predation on toheraa beds and octoaus predation on rack lobster are further examples of this market
failure. If strong predation is occurring, then it is beneficial to increase the harvest rate of the
predator.

6. Overcapitalisation by size in the fishing industry would indicate that larger vessels should be
withdrawn fram the industry, in contrast to the management option of withdrawing smaller vessels.
prospects for transferri ng effort ta alternative species are also enhanced . Some preliminary work on
returns to vessels by size are discussed in the NAFMAC   1983! report, and concludes that "40% of the
fleet comprised of trawlers greater than 18 meters may incur significant losses." Alternative uses of
smaller vessels may be limited -- the only other usage of vessels already excluded may be as pleasure
craft. However, even if vessefs have na alternative use, it may be better to scrap equipment than to
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consider overfishing. Alternative usage of capacity is a stronger argument for transferring effort than
for continuing to overfish a particular species. If vessels have a high opportunity va1ue in an
alternative usage, then restricting effort becomes more attractive. The cost of supply control is
reduced.

7. To be effective, a system af individual transferable quotas must be enforceable and effectively
enforced. Specification of penalties for violations must be made clear. Randa'1l �981! considers that
Pareto efficiency is ensured where a set of nonattenuated property rights includes specification,
exclusion, transferability, and enforcement. Thus individual transferab1e quotas are relatively cast
effective although they are nevertheless high and may negate the benefits derived from legislation,

8. Enforcement costs are only one aspect of the total intervention costs. These costs can, for
example, include the cost of specifying the wrong harvest level. In a complex biologica1 system, such as
the New Zealand multispecie fishery, these intervention costs may be substantial, and the reader is
referred to Wilson �982! for further discussion.

9. Social impacts of displacing fishers by arbitrary measures can be cansiderab'Ie. This problem has
not been addressed i n the current debate, particularly with respect to part-time operators . The snapper
fishery is particularly affected by social impacts because it is harvested by a large proportion of
recreationalists, part-timers and small operators. Social costs arise from displacement in many sectors
of the economy, and as Wi'Ison �982! concludes, it is nai clear that management imposition of property
rights gives rise to greater net social benefits than the current system, In a period of relatively high
unemployment, as exists in New Zealand, should emphasis be given to labour enhancing technologies such as
the iki-jime longliners?

10. Natural market forces operate to protect the species where effort per unit of harvest increases as
stacks decrease. However, some species are relatively easy to harvest at specific times and locations
such as during spawning. Often trawling catches large vo'Iumes of spawning snapper on the traw1 grounds,
a situation which may need consideration.

11. Individuals' skill and know'Iedge acquired over time may also alter catch to effort ratios . This is
the cost of acquiring knowledge on the location of fish at any time, and the skill factor involved may be
high, If this skill factor is high, less justification can be made for restricting entry into the
fishery because skill acts as a natural barrier. Snapper i n the north eastern waters af New Zealand does
not have this skill barrier compared to other fisheries and regions.

12. Attrition can be rapid from the fishing industry. In June alone, an estimated $4 million of vessels
sank off the New Zealand caastli ne. Does this revi se the $28 million buy-back costs downwards by a
corresponding amount? Restricting further entry into the industry may be adequate to ensure protection
in the medium term if attrition is high.

13. Uncertainty has scarcely been addressed in this paper. Some species have much more information
available wi th a greater degree of certainty than others, Snapper is one of the speci es where there is
relatively more knowledge, and therefore intervention is more easily justified.

A11 of the above factors need to be considered before i t ran be concluded that benefits will accrue to
society from intervention. Many authors are concerned that net benefits to justify intervention cannot
be demonstrated. Wi'Ison   1982! concludes with "there is no reason to believe,...in strong contrast to
standard theory, that fisheries resource property rights or their bureaucratic simulation provide a
clear1y superior and socially economical institutional context for the management of fisheries"  p. 433!.
In a similar vein, Bockstael �980! considers that if fishery management cannot take account of
i nterdependenci es among existing competing users and among potential users over time, then the purpose of
management i s sacrificed and i ntervention is unjustified . While recogni sing that some controls may be
needed to protect species, justification for intervention in the New Zealand inshore industry has not
been clearly demonstrated.

The current debate has, until now, focused on two parties -- larger, full-time fishers and management
agencies, Small part-time operators have been dismissed from the set, Neither consumers nor taxpayers
have been considered . Other parti ci pants include processors, displaced workers, and the citizens of
New Zealand as owners of the resource.

Conclusions

Overfishing is occurring in some inshore species of fish in New Zealand waters, althaugh the problem
varies by region. Given that some form af supply control is necessary, ITq's are economically efficient.
Transferability ensures that a least-cost harvest is obtained as fishers trade quotas and are free to
select capture methods and timing. The initial a1location of quotas raises two equity issues. Firstly,
how should the a11ocation be made, and secondly, to whom should rents accrue? However, although the
equity problem is important, the usual Kaldor-Hicks type af compensation criteria can be applied to the
overall efficiency question. Consideration should be given to part-timers though, as the effect of
supply control on this sector may be considerable.
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Possibilities for effort transfer need to be investigated. Numerous under utilized and less preferred
species are plentiful in New Zealand waters, and the introduction of IT/'s presents an opportunity to
evaluate exploitation of some of these species. Two factors currently deter individuals from
transferring effort, the opportunity cost involved and initial infant industry costs . While recognising
that ex ante determination of likeiy winners is difficu'It, expenditure on research and development may
alleviate the need for a buy-back scheme. Harvest costs are initia11y lowered if resources withdrawn
from the traditional species are used, and initial development expenditure may be needed to achieve
economies of scale in new areas.

Fina'Ily, several factors are likely ta influence the optimal harvest leve1s for each particular species,
These include price effects. discount rates, biologica1 relationships, and the opportunity value of
excess capacity. Although benefits may accrue as a result of supply control, substantial costs are
likely ta be incurred. These intervention costs inc'fude enforcement, monitoring, and general regulatory
casts as well as the cost of specifying a sub-optimai harvest level for particular species. Fisheries
management is more complex than maximi sing surp1us accruing to fishers -- the roles of other actors in
the play need ta be considered.
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1. D.J,M. Gibson, Scientist, Fisheries Research Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,

2. D.A. Robertson, Scientist, Fisheries Research Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,
pers comn.

3, T. Peters, Managing Director, Kia Ora Fisheries .

D. Scott. Scientist, Fish Processing Research Group, Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research.

5. A. Yovich, Managing Director, Hi kurangi Fisheries Limited� .

6. See Sandrey and Zwart �984! for an application of this theoretical framework to the aptimal
slaughter age of deer in New Zealand.
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Fisheries Management, Seafood Trade,
and Public Policy in Australia

Brian R. Archer

Senator for Tasrnania
Surnie, Tasmania, Australia

It was with real enthusiasm that I accepted the invitation to participate in this conference. Then I
started wondering about my relationship with the professionals of the industry -- those whose industry it
is, whose livelihood is in the industry, whose capital is invested in it, whose entire training and
education are built around 't, and whose future is in the hands of politicians such as myself, and how
you, the traders, economists, analysts, administrators and scientists would accept my observations.

For my own clarification I draw a distinction between the fishing industry and the fishing support
industry. Unlike most of the other speakers, I come before you with no professional aids -- no pictures,
no slides, no graphs, no technical theories, no econometric models, and no jargon, just observations.

The topic suggested to me covers some matters already well covered by other speakers, so I' ll tend to
stay close to the poli tics -- coloured by my personal conclusions and experiences.

In case you are not already aware, and in case my Australian colleagues have not already got the message
across, fishing policy and administration in Australia is complicated by many factors, ~ncluding--

* Our 200 Mile Zone, giving us an enormous area of water which unfortunately is amongst the poorest in
the world.

* Being a Federation of States, there are times when I think it is fair to say that total agreement is
difficu'It to obtain.

" Basically, inshore catching is in the hands of the States, offshore with the Commonwealth. Trade  both
export and import! and foreign fishing for instance, are in the hands of the Federal Government;
licensing is in both.

" More then half of our total catch by value is exported, and more than half of our domestic consumption
i s imported. You know the situation -- what we eat we don't have, and what we have we either don' t
choose to eat, or can't afford to.

* Our social structure and our geographic location makes everythi ng exported from Australia expensive on
world markets.

Members ot parliament and the Industr

Ny job -- a self imposed one -- is to keep abreast of what is happening; to listen and to read, to try
out ideas, to initiate discussion, and to report to the decision making area of government: I do this
from a place in Opposition as I did whilst in Government, and will do so on a'll occasions.

The industry is dependent on people such as myself, while the reverse is not the case. So it is with the
Admi ni strati on at large; whether a Member of Parliament or member of the bureaucracy, a scientist,
analyst or whatever, we come and go, but the industry as such goes on and on, relying on our knowIedge,
our investigations, our philosophies, our judgment, and usually our common sense. The responsibility I
fee1 this places on me, and my kind, is considerable.
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Australia's Federal ~S stem

Australia's Federal system provides that the States administer their awn funct1ons in fishing as in other
matters. I support this basic federalist philosophy -- wh11e at the same time recognising every one of
the multiplicity of problems it creates; the three mi'!e State limit before entering Corrmronwealth waters;
and that, before entering the Economic Zone; the fact that whi 1e we recognise State boundaries, many of
the fisheries invo'!ve the waters of more than one State, but the fish do not seem to understand that!

Tasmanian fishermen scalloping in Tasmanian or Commonwealth waters cou'!d be prosecuted if they enter a
Victorian port w1th a scallop dredge on their boat, but without a Victorian license. This would be
despite the fact that they were nat, and had no intention of fishing Victorian waters, and even if it
were in a case of breakdown or injury! Such is our Federa1 system.

My Australian colleagues have covered the various Zone operations already, and that requ1res no
repetition.

With my own interests, I have spent considerable t1me in discuss1on with MP's fram al1 States, and State
Fisheries Officers from all States but one.

Austra'!ia's Cost/Price Structure

Australia is a trading nation; the majority of what we mine, grow or make 1nvo!ves trade; aur minerals,
wheat. meat, dairy, produce, dried fruits, apples, stone fruits, wool, honey and fish, to name but a few,
all are dependent upon factors arising in other countries, as weil as aur own.

Not only are we affected by our own costs of production, or our own currency value, but on the state of
the economies and political i nterventions in many other countries which seek to supply the same or
similar products to those same third markets.

As our economy improves or declines, and as this happens in certain other countries  one in particular!
we have the added hazard af encounter1ng export problems, often coupled with sudden predatory imports on
our damestic markets.

With exports representing such a major percentage of our total production, we have the ruinous and
anomolous s1tuation of being in the hands of a totally domestic cost structure for our expenses, yet
being in the hands of open International market prices for our income, as Mr. Siegel has observed.

Our rapid and conti nui ng loss of competitiveness, despite exceptional improvement in efficiency, is a
matter of great concern to those Australians who have regard for the !ong-term position of the i ndustry,
employment and investment of our country.

tx ort Standards and nndrntattons

Then there are the questions of standards and requirements. There are none higher in the world than
those to which our practitioners and processors operate, The Australian consumer of Australian fish is
very well protected, the overseas consumer of Australian fish !ikewise. But the Senate Enquiry found two
items both disturbing and anomalous, Firstly, Australia receives na undertakings from countries whose
fish we import that the standards of procurement and processing are similar to those we require af our
own industry, and secondly, our regu1ations often irrrpose excessive costs and requirements upon our
exporters that are greater than the purchaser seeks or expects, and greater than they receive or require
from competitive sources of supply.

In matters such as these, the zeal and responsi bi 1i ty of good departmental offi cers can so often simply
be out of line with a realistic appreciation of the market place. It is this sort of area where
pol 1tical d1scussion w1th all those involved can go a long way towards seeking and explaining reasons, or
towards producing agreements. Unfortunately however, discussions sometimes continue interminably, with
all parties becoming increasingly unreasanab'Ie and frustrated as time passes.

Too often procrastination and delays, del1berat1ons and discussions, people taking holidays, and a whole
range af alternat1ves that may seem quite valid to those an the sidelines of the 1ndustry, take over,
while totally inadequate action is taken to show consideration for those whose money is, as they say, "up
front."

In Australia, despite our h1gh cost structure, expensive delivery cost to potential markets, and the
pressure af the competing suppliers  many of whom are benefici aries of production and export incentives!,
we have an export i nspection tax which acts as a further penalty.

Government Industr Relations

At the time that I became involved with the fi shing industry, the rel at1onshi p between the Government and
the industry was appalling -- there was no relationship. The establishment and development of the
Australian Fishing Industry Council  AFIC!, largely through the efforts of one man, saw substantial
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improvement for several years. Regrettably the operation peaked on high expectation and has now
declined, and this in itself, is a matter of considerable concern to all involved with the interests of
the industry.

There were two prob'Iems involved with this situation. Firstly many of the suggestions made from
experience and in good faith had been totally ignored, and secondly, it is my belief that because of the
lack of involvement by the industry ie the final decision making and implementation process, that
ultimate'Iy some of the requests and proposals put forward by industry may have become unreasonable,

The fact was, the industry reached a stage where it was not convinced that the costs and effort was
commensurate with the benefits being achieved .

While the AFIC operated effectively, and while it had men of the appropriate calibre to represent the
industry, a workable relationship existed. However, please remember that there is a vast difference to
the industry between being a member of an industry commi ttee responsible both for and to that industry
in the decision making process, and being a member of a Government Advisory corrmrittee, depending on the
Government's pleasure for one's appointment, but not bearing the ultimate responsibility to either
industry or government.

Mana ement Generall

I have not found it uncommon for those in peripheral positions, the fishing support industries and
Parliamentarians, to take the view that ~the really are the industry, instead of being the guide and
servant of it. It is part. of my philosophy that Government should be identified as little as possible,
its role being facilitation rather than direction, and its job to establish a system whereby the free
enterprise system can operate more efficiently and effectively -- no more, no less. Members of
Pari iamerit in particular have an advisory and ombudsman role.

The Ministers ultimate1y make the decisions, and if they perform their operation effectively, will rely
equally on suggestions and recorrnrendations on the one hand from their Departmental officers, and on the
other hand from industry, parliamentary and other advice. To re/y too much on one without adequate
consideration of the other, too often leads to problems and creates difficulties that usually take a lot
of time and considerable acrimony to rectify.

As Departmental Officers generally cannot be expected to have much, if any, practical experience in the
industry, the importance of Ministers receiving adequate, objective and even-handed information cannot be
over-estimated. That incidental'Iy, is one of the major reasons that I decided to become involved with
fishermen when I entered Parliament. They were totally unrepresented, not one member of either House or
of either political persuasion in the Australian Parliament was actively representing fisheries interests
to the Parliament.

Fisheries administration in Australia is in the Departmerrt of Primary Industry -- down with Forestry and
Mushrooms and offering a 'last hiding place for impending reti rees, or a bottom rung for those heading to
the top. It is not a career posting, and it is the industry that suffers  murmers of Hear! Hear! from
other countries I guess are in order at this paint!.

What this demonstrates is that we cannot and should not expect those without an intimate knowledge of the
industry to have any great understanding of that industry. Also, no amount of pure theory can be a
substitute for an experienced, realistic, common-sense assessment.

Until we have a system involving car eer opportunities, the overal 1 position is unlikely to develop as is
necessary for the industry,

Fishermen and Their ~tnduitr

As one who has visited about 50 fishing ports in Australia, several of those on many occasions, I do not
find it difficult to engage ordinary fis'hermen in conversation, if I talk their language, to find out
what they are thinking and talking about amongst themse'ives,

I don't even find it hard on occasions to gain their acceptance that there need to be changes made, once
they believe that I know what I am ta'!king about, and that such changes are in the interests of the
industry generally.

When I want to talk to fishermen, I like to do it on the wharf or in their favourite haunt, with them i n
their working togs. That is when I find maximum cornrrunication is possible. Few fishermen speak
confidently when they are at organised meetings, and only the very exceptional ones will open up to a
Minister or a meeting in Canberra. If we give the fishermen full and correct and comprehensible
information and seek their solutions to the problems that become identified from time to time, I am sure
that the chances of success are better than if imposed by the Government unilaterally.

As my friends in the OPI could confirm, I have at times found it necessary to argue for both higher and
lower catch 1 eve I s, increased and decreased foreign fi shi ng quotas, longer and shorter seasons, but in
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every case my arguments have been based on what I believed and was convinced that the resource would
stand, and what would be best for the maintenance and development of Australia 's fishing industry .
would expect that all members attending the conference would do likewise.

To achieve appropriate results, co-operation and full partici pation from the i ndustry is essential, If
one wishes to create a foulup of great magnitude. one simply imposes new rules upon fishermen without
adequate di scussion, explanation and contribution from them.

Mr. Belgrave ' s comment that a report of 2 years standing had not yet been discussed wi th N .1 . Fishermen
is, I assure you, no local phenomenon.

Matters common to the industry and regularly raised by them are, I guess, well known to those members who
actua!ly mix with the industry. According to them it seems

* That we all have a well developed talent to detect and elaborate on industry problems, but too often,
to avoid discussing those problems with the industry .

* Then there is often the process of justification for the existing Government or bureaucratic decisions,
or af

* Developing a system of creating delays in the discussion or acceptance of a11 suggestions and
developments that have not arisen from within their own precincts. However I am sure that this wou1d
not apply to any members attending the IIFET conference.

Communications

May I outline what I regard as The Classic Case of lack of communication. The Government's
administration of prawn fishing in the Gulf of Carpentaria was, at best, dismal duri ng most of the 1970s .
Every management decision seemed to aggravate the problems, and when our Senate Enquiry met with
fishermen, crews, processors and major companies in what was one of the mast amusing evidence-taking
episodes of my life, we found that a11 the poachi ng and seasonal closure problems cau1d be solved if we
took notice of the fishermen and others, and 1et them attend to the problems themselves. In four hour' s
discussion, the fishermen said that they would be the best judges of when it was time to open the season
 and that usually it was opened tao early!!; the processors said that they could agree amongst themse1ves
that none of them would buy small or pre-season prawns; and the fishermen said that they themselves could
patrol the areas in question to ensure that there was no poaching� .

Tears of heavy-handed administration had dealt with all these matters from Canberra; the people concerned
were never deemed sufficiently competent or unbiased to be asked for solutions. We pay a lot of
professionals to solve problems, even when they were problems that perhaps never need have existed, and/
or sometimes may even have been created.

I am happy to say that the Gulf arrangements are now the best they have ever been, even allowing for the
fact that the economics leave quite a lat to be desired.

I am pleased to give the credit that is due to those industry peop1e for the way they saw this through,
and for the madel they have established.

Fisheries Administration Problems

In my apinion, the greatest crime that I have seen committed in fisheries management and administration
is always the same one -- delay. Delays in making decisions and taking action -- procrastination.
Recagnising problems and not taking action within the appropriate time frame,

Around Australia I coutd I ist many such instances i ncl ud i ng--

* Investigator Strait prawn fishery,

" Gulf of Carpentaria prawns,

* South East trawl,

* Shark Bay,

* Bass Strait seal'Iop fishery,

* Southern B1uefin Tuna fishery, and so on.

In every case, during the time which elapsed between the raising of the fire alarm and the arrival of the
brigade, the enterprise was near'ly in ashes, from which point the recovery is slow and pai nfu I, and the
losses sustained by those people who play these games with their own money -- real money -- is
intolerable,
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Intervention in Mana ement Polic

I believe that the philosophy of intervention should be industry inspired, rather than Government
inspired. Once there is any Government intervention, the risks for the status of the private sector
become enti rely different. To intervene partially and often, then requi res Governments to intervene
either permanently or totally.

Ob'ective Decision Makin

So who wins'? Deci sions have to be made with the foll owi ng objects  and many others! in mind .

* Local requirements for electora1 reasons,

* Party philosophical and platform constraints,

* International responsibilities,

* Sociological concerns,

* Sensible and responsible conservation,

* Budgetary constraints or considerations,

~ Administrative simplicity,

* Satisfaction of industry needs.

The 1ocal MP, the Minister, the Government, the Department, the State, the United Nations, the Industry,
or whoever, probably all have different ideas on the "right" decision, and none of those views should be
ignored.

Overall Industr Mana ement Structure

Recently I was asked to make a recommendation on how I saw a reasonable management structure for our
fishing industry, and I made the suggestion that there are four equally important areas of the industry.
* Administration,

* Operation,

+ Research, and

* Education and training.

A structure which adequately represents all those areas with balance would very appropri ately 1ook after
the present and the future of the industry. Without pointing the finger at any particular group, al 1 I
would say is that such a balance is not currently being achieved.

Research

One of the major weaknesses has for years been in our research area, where a lack of priorities and
designation, and woeful fragmentation has been the feature. With

* Autonomous universities and colleges around Australia,

+ Departments of fishing in every State,

* The Maritime Co11ege,

* Commonwealth Scientific and Industria1 Research Organisation, and

* Two major Federal fishing funds,

there is quite a lot of research being undertaken. How much of this is co-ordinated to flow on from
existing knowledge is unclear, as are the matters of how much resear ch is duplicated, how much is pure
research with no specific goal, how much was undertaken with the industry's needs in mind, and how much
was undertaken to improve the researcher's personal academic qualifications.

What I do say is that the situation has started to improve, but that fishing interests representing all
four facets previous'ly referred to should determine priorities, the organisations funded, personnel, and
a1 location of funds to those priori ties.
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The industry needs research -- research that is relevant, comprehensive, representing value for money.
Research involving the practitioners of the industry must surely be proposed by ar be demonstrated to
them to be of value, and progress must be reported to them if full co-operation is to be expected.

The removal of antagonism or indifference and the obtaining of full industry co-operation makes all the
difference to the success of so many trials and so much research.

An area that I would nip in the bud is that of aspiring researchers gathering and being given sole access
ta vast amounts of information, then regarding it as their awn and bottling up vital trends, conclusions
etc, for 2 to 4 years while it suits their personal timetable, when an industry -- and not only the
fishing i ndustry -- could be in dire need of those facts .

Future expansion of the fishing industry rests with the identification and development of new fisheri es .
This will require a sustained research effort, not only to identify potential new fisheries, but to
ensure that they are exploited wisely and profitably. In doing so, we must also break the chain af
simply seeking to overcome one problem by just passi ng it down the line to where we then create the same
or another problem in another fishery.

Status of the !ndustr

On a positive note, the status of the industry in Australia has shown great improvement lately, and I
believe that it wi 11 continue to improve. The attitude once held that fishermen were "waterborne
peasants" and could be treated accordingly is now substantially gone, The fact is that they are far from
being peasants; they run big businesses, they invest big money, increasing numbers of fishermen are
intensively skilled and highly professional, and becoming more sa all the time.

They are perfectly capable af facing issues, of using their skil'ls and knowledge, and of developing the
industry of the future, given the guidelines of the National Fisheries Policy which at last clearly
identifies the objectives and strategy for the rational utilization of Australia's total fisheries
resource.

Artificial Restraints

Ouring the conference there has been a continuing reference ta artificial restraints. Fishermen and
their technology have become more and more efficient, not only in Austra'!i a but worldwide, and this very
fact extends the major problem of increased catch. Consider what radio, radar, sonar, nylon,
refrigeration and fibreglass alone have done to fishing.

The who1e range of artificial and generally inefficient controls, including licensing and seasonal
restraints, break down due to the compensating catch increases which regu'! arly and apparently
automatically occur simultaneously,

I have not yet seen any restraint measure imp1emented in Australia that has not, initia1ly at least,
resuIted in increased effort being applied. Recovering from that expansion is a1ways so difficult, as
we well find in the Bass Strait Scallop fishery in Australia right now!
World Fisheries

With co-operation between the myriad groups involved in fishing an a worldwide basis, starting with
fishermen and taking in the entire range of fishing support industries, governments and international
or gani sations, sensible management palicies can be implemented to protect fi sheri es from over or
inefficient exploitation, and preserve the product and the industry for future generations of fishermen
and consumers.

In Conclusion

The one common denominator is that a'1 1 fisheries seem to have problems. So, I say to you all that there
is no special merit in

* The identification of problems. or in

+ The production of historical facts, or in

" The presentation of Economic or Scientific Models and Theories,

' Or in so many other things that you have sa worthily and expertly presented,

UNLESS you can demonstrate how you propose to develop that theory or data to DO something, particularly
for the benefit of the industry you support.

I regard this conference material as a presentation of a mast useful range af background and position
papers, and ! put it to the executive to look at i t that way also,
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Hay the next conference be designed to build an the matters identified here, specifically to demonstrate
how much of the theory and conclusions can be used to benefit the economical, sociological and biological
aspects af the fi shing industries of the world .

This organisatian studying, as it does, the economics and trade in fishing and fish, is the ideal forum
for discussing the issues, establishing the causes, and producing the cures.

In the years ahead I believe the Institute will have a considerable influence on "Fishing International"
and I am very pleased that I was given the opportunity ta participate in the conference.

PROFILE OF THE AUTHOR, AUSTRALIAN SENATOR BRIAN R. ARCHER

Senator Brian Archer represents Tasmania in the Federal Parliament of Australia, and has done so since
1975. During that time he has been a member of and mostly Chairman of the Liberal/National Parties'
Fi shi ng Committee.

As Chairman of the Senate Standing Committee on Industry and Commerce, he presented a report to the
Parliament entitled "Development of the Australian Fishing Industry." Taking over 2 years to produce,
and involving the most thorough investigation and visiting progritiie ever undertaken for the Australian
Fishing Indsutry, it enabled Senator Archer to put a political and an industry viewpoint together in a
way that provides a blueprint for the next decade.

There are not many fishing ports or organisations in Australia where the Senator is not known. He has
visited industry people in Japan and Taiwan, New Zealand and the United Kingdam, and has been a regular
participant in industry matters in the Parliament and thraughout the Australian industry.

Senator Archer lives on the North West Coast of Tasmania, on a farm with a sea-frontage to Bass Strait,
and where the family i nterests involve the breeding of sgd beef cattle and sheep, and the growi ng of
vegetable crops.
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The third control variable is the penalty structure. Even with monitoring or enforcement, there wi'll be
no change in industry behavior if there is no penalty for deviant behavior. Possible choices are jail
terms, boat or gear confiscations, forfeiture of catch, and fines, Again, once the type of penalty has
been chosen it is necessary to determine the level. That is: How high shou1d the fine be? How lang
should the jail sentence be?

In summary. fisheries agencies only indirectly control industry behavi or and they do so by selecting a
cambination of governing instrument, monitoring program, and penalty structure. Further, the cantrols
open ta a management agency can be thought of as fixed and variable. The fixed controls are the
particular instrument, program, and structure while the variab'Ie controls are the level at which each are
set. The operational goal of a fisheries management agency should be to select the proper combination of
fixed controls and to use them at the appropriate levels such that, given thei r budget constraint, the
optimum industry behavior change can be accomplished.

The Relatianshi Between Control Variables and Fishin Behavior

As pointed out above, a fishery agency on1y indirectly controls industry behavior by the choice and
implementation of governing instrument, monitoring program, and penaity. For purposes here, assume that
fishing behavior can be measured by fishing effort, denoted by E . With no regulation, the equilibrium
leve'I of effort wi 1 1 depend upon the price of fish   i .e., the demand curve!, the cost of producing
effort, and the relationship between harvest and effort which is determined by the biological
productivity of the stock. In its simplest form, this equilibrium can be thaught of as the intersection
of a total revenue curve and a total cost curve in the Schaefer analysis  Gordon, 1954; and Anderson,
1977, Chapter 2!. A change in price, cost, or biological productivity will change the open-access
equilibrium operation point.

The motivating forces behind fishermen's behavior do not change under regulation. Each will still try to
maximize profits. The only difference is that they must now do so given the constraints imposed by the
regulation program. The individual firm will cantinue to produce extra units of effort as 1ong as it is
privately profitable to do so. With regulation, however, they also may find it profitable to undertake
regulation avoidance activities which make it more difficult to detect prohibited fishing behavior.
Avoidance activi ties can be anything from underreporting catch to subterfuges such as fishing or landing
fish at night or the use of remote ports or fishing grounds. It is a separate activity from producing
fishing effort and firms will allocate resources to it as long as the returns  increased illegal catch or
reduction in penalties! and greater than the resource cost to engage in it. Individual fishi ng fi ms
will select that combination of effort and avoidance activities that maximize profits given the nature of
the exi sti ng regulation regime.

To completely understand the profit maximizing behavior of regu1ated fishing firms, it is important to
realize that it is directly re'lated to success of the monitoring program in detecting deviate ar
prohibited behavior. In general, the amount of otherwise restricted fishing that is detected will be a
function of how much is produced, and the amount of avoidance activity  both under the contro1 of
individua1 firms!, as will the allowable level and the amount of monitoring activity  both under the
contro1 of the management agency!. This can be expressed as follows:

 +! -! -! +!

C = C  C, A, C, m!

Let C be the amount of a particular contro1 variable that is actually detected, C the level that is
D

actually produced by the fishery, and C is the allowable level of the variable. For examp1e, if the
control variable was a quota, C would equal actual catch, C the aliowable catch, and C the measuredD

catch. The terms A and m refer to the amount of avoidance activity and monitoring, respectively. The
signs in parenthesis represent the likely sign of the first derivative with respect to that variable.

The detection function will be different for various control instruments. For example, catch
restrictions are easier to monitor than are area clasures or are gear restrictions when mare than one
type of gear is allowed on the boat. Therefore, equation �! emphasizes a very important aspect of
management. A'lthough there has been 1ittle or no research on the nature of the detection function, it is
an integral part of applied fisheries management, To be specific, certain control variables which look
goad in theory may have a detection function such that the percentage of detected output to the allowable
output is very law at any level of monitoring, and, as such, they will not likely be successful.

The detection function is important for the individual fisherman because it determines the level of
penal ties and hence, their profit maxim~ zing combi nation af effort and avoidance activiti es . The
penalties to the fishing firm will be a function af the difference between the detected and the allowable
amount of the control variable. Taking this into account, the fishing firm wi11 produce marginal units
of effart as long as the value of the catch is greater than the sum of the harvesting cost and the
expected penalty cost. At the same time, it will be produce avoidance activities as long as the cost of
the marginal unit of avoidance activity is less than the reduction in penalty payments. For a more
detailed discussion of this see Anderson and Lee, 1984.
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Given the above behavior on the part of individual firms, the aggregate regulated equilibrium level of
effort and avoidance activity will depend upon the price of fish, the cost of harvesting, the biological
productivity of the stock, as well as on the allowable level of the control variable, the amount of
monitoring, and the size of the penalty or fine. Therefore, if price, cast, and biological productivity
remain constant, it follows that the equilibrium regulated level of effort and avoidance are indirectly
determined by the actions of the agency. In terms of the above notation, the agency directly controls
C, m, and K, and the individual firms choose their profit maximizing combinations of E and A accordingly.
Therefore, the agency will indirectly control E and A as represented in equations �! and �!.

 +! -! -!

E=E  C,BI, K! �!

 -! +! +!

A=A C,m, K! �!

The signs in parentheses represent the likely sign of derivatives. The effect of a change in avoidance
activity is particularly interesting. In all likelihood avoidance will first increase but then decrease
with m, Avoidance will be zero with no enforcement  noncompliance may be high, but there will be no
incentive to distort the perceived amount of the control variable because there is no monitoring!. It
will initially increase with m, however, because monitoring increases the chances of detection and it
be privately productive to reduce the detected portion of the controlled output. Ultimately, however,
avoidance activity will fall back to zero as monitoring increases because it will increase the chance of
being caught enough that the praductivity of detection avoidance decreases.

Again there has been little research on the nature of these relationships, but if a fishery agency hopes
ta regulate with any degree of accuracy it has to know what effects different policies will actually have
on industry behavior. Know'ledge of these functions wil'I help them ta determine which control variables
are more suitab'Ie to their particular problems.

Before moving on ta the next section. severa'I comments concerning avoidance activity are in order. These
activities are important for two related reasons. First, if economic efficiency is important in
fisheries management, then it is necessary to take into account the degree to which any control program
will encourage avoidance activity. The cost of such activities are really an implicit cost of the
program in the sense that resources producing goods and services elsewhere in the economy are directed to
the fishery. The unfortunate thing about these costs is that there are no net offsetting benefits. They
merely a'liow the industry to operate at a socially undesirable level of output. the problem for which the
control program is trying to correct. In the literature, these uses have been called directly
unproductive profit-seeking activities  Ohagwati �983!!, Second, avoidance activities are important
because they can affect the general overall productivity of a management regime. That is, while they
have no socially beneficial effects, the private benefits of reduced detections lowers the potential
benefits to be gained from a management program.

The Economics of lrlana ement A enc 0 eration

The basics af the economics of agency operation can be most easily presented in terms of a specific
problem. The problem is described and analyzed in some detail in the Appendix. The purpose here wi 11 be
to discuss the common sense results of that formal analysis.

Consider a management agency which has two independent fisheries under its control. Its goal is to
optimal ly manage these fisheries given the budget allotted to it by the legislature. Assume, as is most
likely, that the legislature also determines the nature and extent af the penalty program, which for
purposes here will be a fine. Assume also that the objective of management is the maximization of the
present value af output although any other quantifiable objective would do as well. In terms af the
above discussian, the problem facing the agency is to select the proper cambinatian of governing
instrument and moni toring device and then select the optimal level of both . This must be viewed as a
stepwise problem, however. First, for each of the possible combinations of governing instrument and
monitoring device, the level of each which generates the highest net present value must be found and the
net gain noted. The second step is to identify the combinatian which, when used optimal ly, wi 1'I generate
the highest net benefits.
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Consider first the problehi of optimal management for a given combination of governing instrument and
monitoring device. The issue here is to select the appropriate level of each control variable given the
budget constraints. Ta make the problem more tractab'le at this level of discussion, assume that the cost
associated with each governing i nstrument is fixed, In this case the reduced problem is to determine how
to allocate the discretionary funds  i.e., the total budget minus the fixed cost of the governing
instrument! toward monitoring the two fisheries.  This fixed cast assumption may be taa restrictive in
cases such as a quota where the reliability of estimated allowable catches will vary with research casts.
In that instance it would be necessary to optima! ly allocate the budget between research and monitoring
for the two fisheries.!



The first order conditions for the solution to the problem as stated are presented in equations  AI! to
 A4! in the Appendix. The optimal level of the governing instrument for efther of the fisheries is where
the increase in marginal net value to the fishery due to the change in effort which results from the
change in the governing instrument fs equal to the margfnal avoidance cost generated.  See equations
 AI! and  A2!.! That is, changing the governing instrument will have an effect on the actual output of
effort produced which will fn turn affect the level of benefits generated by the fishery. At the same
time, however, changi ng the governing instrument will also change avoidance costs i ndfrectly through its
effect on the motivation of the individual fishermen ta use resources ta avoid detectfon. Only if the
former is positive and greater than the latter does it make sense to change the governing instrument.
Note that there is no agency cost per se involved here, Since programmatic costs are assumed fixed.
changes in the size of the control variable  i.e., the size of a quota!, will not affect management
costs. The only costs are the fndirect effect on industry avofdance costs. The point is, however, even
though these costs will never show up in an audit of agency books, they must be consfdered in determining
the optimal management program.

The problem of determining the optimal level of monitoring is different, however. First, there is an
actual agency cost, and second, there fs a budget constraint. Looking at each fishery independently for
a moment, optimal monitorfng occurs when the last dollar spent on monitoring yields at least a dollars'
worth of net benefits. The marginal net benefit from monitoring is the change in the value of harvest
minus the change in avoidance costs. See equations  A3! and  A4!. In general, an increase in monitoring
wfll reduce illegal effort and therefore, reduce the waste of overfishing  causing a positive gain!, but
it will also either increase or decrease avoidance costs.

If, before the uncanniitted budget is exhausted, a point is reached where the last dollar spent on
monitoring produces a dollars' worth of benefits, and further increases in monitoring will produce lower
benefi ts, monitoring acti vfties should be fixed at that level and any remai ni ng funds should be returned
to the treasury. The budget constraint is not binding, and further monitoring wi 1 1 result in net losses .

However, if there are not enough funds to push the net benefit from a dollars' worth of monitoring in
both fisheries to a dollar, there is a bindfng budget constraint. In this case, the discretionary
dollars must be spread amongst monitoring the twa fisheries accordfng to where the net benefits are the
highest. In policy terms this means that otherwise independent fisheries become independent from an
agency perspective because a dollar spent on ane fishery is not available to be spent on the other. The
optimum allocation of the fixed budget will occur where the net benefit for the last dollar spent in
monitoring fn both fisheries is equal. If the net marginal benefit is not the same in both ffsheries,
total benefits can be increased by shifting a do'liar fram the fishery where the net benefits are lower
to the one where they are higher.

All else equal, the above analysis means that those fisheries with lower avoidance costs, lower harvest
costs, and higher values of output will be the ones where it is mare profitable to use avai'!able
manitoring funds because monitoring them will produce higher benefits. In certafn instances, it may be
that the entire monitoring budget should be spent on on'Iy one fi shery because the returns of even the
first unit of monitoring in a lower valued fishery may not be as hfgh as the returns to the last dollar
spent on the more profitable fishery at the paint where all monitoring funds are spent on the latter.

It should be pointed out that when the budget constrai nt is binding, the reverse argument can be made
cancerning funds from the general treasury. Since the last dollar spent on monitoring on either fishery
generates more than a dollars' worth of benefits, it will make economic sense to increase the agency
budget provided i t is used on monitoring.

This completes the analysis of the optimal management given a specified combination of governing
instrument and monitoring device. There are, however, many combinations of instruments and management
devices that could be used, especially with more than one fishery to manage. If the above conditions are
achieved for a particular combination, net benefits  i .e., the difference between gross benefits and the
sum of the fixed programmatic cost for the governing instrument and the discretionary funds used on
monitoring! will be as large as possible given that combi nation and budget constraint. A similar
analyses is necessary for all relevant combinations so that the agency can select the one whfch produces
the highest net benefit.

~Sumnar

To those familiar with the microeconomic theory of the firm, its similarities ta thfs analysis should be
obvious. While a management agency is not trying to maximize profits per se, if it fs to operate
optfmally it must engage in maximizing behavior. And while doing so ft must take into account the nature
of its indi rect control over industry behavior  see equations   I!, �!, and �! ! and its budget
constraint. In one sense the control relationships may be thought of as the agency's production
function. It can be seen from this analysis that while the level af the governing instrument  i.e., how
high should the quota be! conxiionly receives the most attention in policy debates, mare proper'Iy the focus
should be on a wider range of control variables. In particular, the type and amount of moni toring is
very important. In many ways, monitoring is the real driving farce behind management. Further, it is
very important when it comes to the proper allocation of agency budgets. It cannot be stressed enough
that there i s mare than one control variable for fisheries management and di scussi ons whi ch ignore the
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complete range of va~iables open to an agency unnecessarily limit the focus and hence the chances of
achieving optimal management.

It fs also important to note that the net benefft of any management regime is a function of many
variables. The literature has clear'ly shown that one difference between quotas, gear restrictions.
closed areas, etc., on the one hand and those instruments which try to limit effort  i.exe taxes,
transferable fndividual quotas, etc.! on the other, is the efficfency with which effort is produced
 Rettig and Ginter, 1978; Pearse, 1979; and Sturgess and Meany, 1982!. This analysis, however, shows
that ease af enforcement and the effect on avoidance behavior are also important for the overall
efficiency of a management program. In this light, the former group of i nstruments, thei r production
ineffi cfencies notwi thstanding, may not be as undesfrable in an overal'I sense as comnonly believed .
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~Aeedix

Many of the problems faced by fisheries management agencies can be described fn terms of' the fallowing
example. Assume the agency manages two independent stocks of fish, red fish and blue fish. Each are
regulated by an allowable effort program. The agency has a budget from which it must pay the
progranInatic costs of the controlled effort program, which are assumed fixed, and the costs of
monitoring, which depend upon the amount af monitoring applied to each ffshery. The problem for the
agency is to select the appropriate levels of allowable effort in the two fisheries and to allocate the
unconmitted funds  i.e., those not used from programmatic costs! to monitoring the twa stocks. Further
these decisions shou'Id be made such that the present value of harvest is maximized. With a fixed price
for both types of fish, the value of harvest in any one year expressed a function of agency control
variables is:
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Pry[E  E,m, k!,X]-c E! � yA E,m, k!

+ Pbyb[Eb Eb b kb! Xb] - cb Eb! ybAb Eb b kb!

- mr - m

where P = price of fish

y = harvest of stock i

E = actual amount of effort in fishery i

E' = the allowable amount of effort in fishery i

m = the dollar amount spent on enforcement in fishery i

k = size of fine in fishery i  assumed fixed by the legislative!

= stock size for stack i

c = cost function of effort for fishery i

= unit avoidance cost for fishery i1

A = amount of avoidance for fishery i

The E [ ] and the A [ ] functions are the effort and avoidance functions which show the i ndi rect
relationship between industry behavior and agency controls. See equations �! and �! above.

The first order conditions for an interior solution to the constrained Hamiltonian for this problem are:

[NNV ] E - y A = 0
Er Er  AI !

[MHV ]E -yA � 1=k
Er r r  Ar!

[MHV b] E-b y A-b 0
E E E

 A3!

[MNVbEb � yAb- I
E m m

 A4!

In all cases the subscripts refer to first derivatives. The term in brackets represents the marginal net
value of a unit of effort applied to a particular fishery, It has been expressed thus for notational
simplicity. Nore formally, it can be expressed as:

MNV . =  P. � t.! y . � c
1 i El  As!

The term v. can be interpreted as the shadow price of a unit of stock in place  Clark, 1976, Chapter 4!.1
Thus, the marginal net value of a unit of effort is the net marginal value of harvest  market price minus
shadow price times margina'I product of effort! minus the cost of production.

Equations  Al! and  A3! imply that the level of the control variable E should be increased as long as
the gain which results  which depends upon the change in the actual 'level of effort produced due to a
change in the control variable and the size of the MNV ! is equal to the marginal avoidance costs that
are brought forth from the industry.
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Equations  AZ! and  A4! imply that the uncommitted funds should be allocated to the monitoring of the
various stocks until the marginal returns ta the last dollar spent on each stock are equal. The marginal
return to monitoring is the product of change in actual E due to a change in monitoring times the MNVE
minus the resultant avoidance costs generated. In no case, however, should monitoring be used ta the
extent that marginal returns become less than a do'liar. In that case, the budget is not binding on the
maximization process and excess funds  i.e., those affected wi 11 have negative net returns! should not
be used.
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